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Abstract 
Directive 2006/21/ЕС on the management of waste from extractive industries provides 

for measures, procedures and guidance to prevent or minimise the adverse effects on 

the environment and risks to health resulting from the management of waste from the 

extractive industries.  The study examines implementation of the Directive indicating 

possible difficulties in implementation and where possible, the causes.  Specific 

provisions are examined relating to the management of Category A facilities, the use of 

cyanide technologies, the stability of tailing dams and ponds and the reprocessing of 

extractive waste.  A framework was developed to provide a structured basis for the 

assessment of the performance of Member States in relation to the implementation the 

Directive and the specific provisions.  The framework defined areas of intervention and 

associated measurable parameters and indicators.  A range of information sources was 

used encompassing results of the reporting on the implementation of the Directive for 

the second reporting period (2011-2014), engagement with stakeholders, review of 

Member States’ competent authority information, an information request to Member 

States and literature review.  Implications are set out together with possible approaches 

to improving information collection, the focus of future guidance and areas where 
compliance promotion may support consistent implementation across Member States. 
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Résumé 
La Directive 2006/21/CE relative à la gestion des déchets de l’industrie extractive 

prévoit des mesures, procédures et orientations visant à prévenir ou minimiser les effets 

néfastes sur l'environnement et les risques pour la santé résultant de la gestion des 

déchets des industries extractives. Cette étude propose une analyse des difficultés liées 

à la mise en œuvre de la directive et de leurs causes, ainsi qu’un examen de thèmes 

spécifiques tels que la gestion des installations de catégorie A, l'application de 

technologies liées à l’utilisation du cyanure, la stabilité des bassins de résidu et des 

digues ou des terrils et le retraitement des déchets d'extraction. Un cadre d’évaluation 

a été élaboré afin de fournir une base structurée pour l’analyse de la performance des 

États membres en ce qui concerne la mise en œuvre de la directive et de ses dispositions 

spécifiques. Ce cadre définit les domaines d'intervention, les paramètres et les 

indicateurs associés à cette directive. Différentes sources d'information ont été utilisées, 

telles que les résultats des rapports sur la mise en œuvre de la directive pour la période 

2011-2014, une réunion de travail avec les parties prenantes, l'examen des 

informations fournies par les autorités compétentes des États membres et une analyse 

bibliographique. Les enjeux liés aux problèmes de mise en œuvre seront présentés, 

ainsi que les solutions possibles pour améliorer la collecte d'informations et la mise en 
œuvre de la directive.   
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Executive summary 

This report 

This report is the final report for the ‘Service Contract on Assessment of Member States’ 

performance regarding the implementation of the Extractive Waste Directive 

(2006/21/EC); Appraisal of implementation gaps and their root causes; Identification of 

proposals to improve the implementation of the Directive’ (Contract No 

07.0201/2015/723491/ETU/ENV.A.2 implementing Framework Contract No 

ENV.A.2/2015/0008 held by BiPRO GmbH).  The study was performed by Amec Foster 

Wheeler E&I UK Ltd, BiPRO GmbH and Milieu.  This report presents an analysis of the 

implementation of the Extractive Waste Directive (EWD) and the assessment of the 
status of implementation for selected thematic areas. 

Approach 

The approach taken comprised: 

 Development of an assessment framework to provide a structured basis for the 

assessment of the performance of Member States in relation to the implementation 

of the Directive; 

 Information and data collection (including results of the reporting from Member 

States on the implementation of the Directive for the second reporting period1; 

engagement with stakeholders from industry, academia and non-governmental 

organisations (NGOs); review of Member States’ competent authority websites; 

direct engagement with Member States (a data request on permit information and a 

questionnaire on reprocessing of waste and specific aspects); and literature review; 

 A stakeholder workshop on the implementation of the EWD; and  

 Analysis of information in line with the areas of intervention and parameters set out 

in the assessment framework. 

 

Information availability and quality 

A variety of sources were used to gather information.  Overall, the availability and 

quality of information varied across the themes examined and between the sources 

used.  For observations and conclusions on information availability and quality, refer to 

sections 3 and 6.1. 

Summary of main findings and potential solutions 

Member State enforcement and control 

The information available under the selected indicators was not complete and detailed 

enough to enable full assessment of how Member States are enforcing and controlling 
the application of the EWD however, the following can be concluded: 

 Inspectors (expertise and number): according to the mining industry, inspectors 

are well qualified in countries with a ‘mining history’, but this is not always the case 

in other Member States.  A potential solution to increase consistency of inspections 

may be to provide guidance.  Some Member States called for a checklist setting out 

the principal questions/issues for inspections.  The guidance would need to account 

for different requirements regarding Category A and non-Category A facilities and 

also inert and non-inert facilities; 

 Inventories of closed and abandoned sites: almost all of the Member States 

concerned have set up inventories.  From the 21 Member States where the 

inventory of closed and abandoned sites is applicable, 17 online inventories were 

                                           
1 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/report_mining_waste.pdf  

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/report_mining_waste.pdf
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available and one that is temporarily offline2.  It was not possible to confirm for 

three Member States whether they have an inventory.  Based on the 18 Member 

States for which there is data available, 3,462 closed and abandoned waste facilities 

have been registered at national level by competent authorities.  1,027 of the 

facilities (30%) were in mines extracting metallic minerals, 3% non-metallic 

minerals, 2% fuels, 2% coal, 1% precious metals, 5% combinations with the 

remaining 47% unspecified.  It was not possible to identify whether inventories 

were updated periodically3.  However, the date when they were last updated was 

available in most cases (ranging from 2011 to 2017).  There is limited information 

on how Member States select the closed facilities although some Member States 

stated that they had used the available Technical Advisory Committee guidance to 

inform development of the inventory; and  

 Cases of non-compliance: to ensure that the reporting on non-compliance cases 

is more accurate and detailed, it may be relevant to gather more specific 

information (e.g. type of non-compliance, category of the facility, type of sanctions).  

This information could be considered in updated implementation reporting. 

 

Accident prevention 

The number of events notified to the Commission is low.  It is not clear whether this is 

due to the effectiveness of the safety measures or that not all events of this kind are 
reported in accordance with the Directive: 

 Guidance for reporting events: it is possible that, to improve effectiveness and 

consistency of implementation of Directive requirements in this area, the planned 

guidelines on the implementation of the EWD could feature a specific section on 

recommendations for the annual reporting of events; and  

 External emergency plans at Category A facilities: according to the available 

data, only two thirds of the Category A facilities in the EU have an external 

emergency plan.  This appears to be a gap in implementation.  There are examples 

of Member States which have not prepared external emergency plans for some of 

the Category A facilities located in their territory. 

 

Waste management plans 

Although it is integrated in the national legislation of EU Member States, there is not 

sufficient data to verify that waste management plans (WMPs) have the minimum 

content as in Article 5 of the Directive.  Moreover, very few examples are available at 

national level of guidance documents for the preparation of WMPs.  The following 
solutions and measures may help assure effective and consistent implementation: 

 Guidelines for operators and competent authorities: guidance on the content 

of WMPs was identified in the UK and Ireland suggesting that guidance on this 

subject would be beneficial to promote consistency.  The issue of guidance 

regarding WMPs was discussed at the stakeholder workshop in March 2017 at which 

it was noted that the scope of any guidance should be determined following further 

engagement with Member States and if developed, guidance should be at a generic 

level and not attempt to address detailed (i.e. site or process specific) aspects.  

Furthermore, if good practice examples of WMPs are developed, such examples 

should include WMPs for both Category A and non-Category A facilities and the 

varying degrees of risk and size of facilities should also be considered to enable 

appropriate examples to be demonstrated; in addition, consideration of guidance for 

facilities in or nearing closure phase may also be important. Finally, some 

                                           
2 The Member State is updating its website and the link to the inventory is temporarily unavailable.  This 

Member State has provided the Commission with their inventory by email. 
3 This information was only available for one Member State  but the inventory has not been updated at the 

stated frequency of three years. 
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stakeholders would find it useful to implement clear and measurable criteria to 

evaluate the quality of waste management plans submitted by operators.  

 

Application and permitting procedures 

Based on information returns from Member States, 3,754 extractive waste permits were 

recorded across the EU as of July 2017.  3,228 (86%) were recorded as being 

operational, 460 (12%) in the closure / post closure phases and 66 (2%) were reported 

as not operational or unknown.  Regarding products, of the 2,013 permits for which 

information was available, the majority (79%) related to non-metallic minerals and 10% 

to metallic minerals.  The remaining permits related to coal, oil and gas, geothermal 

energy and ‘exploration’.  1,739 (46%) permits concern inert waste, 518 (14%) permits 

concern non-inert waste and no information was provided for 1,497 (40%) permits.  90 

permits (2%) related to Category A facilities with 95% confirming that they are not 

Category A and 2% with no data.  Whilst more than one reason was sometimes noted 

for Category A classification, the majority (66%) were classified based on the Directive’s 

Annex III first indent regarding the potential for a failure or incorrect operation 
potentially giving rise to a major accident. 

Information for this parameter was of mixed coverage and detail hence only indicative 
conclusions can be made. 

 Clarification of the interlinkages between permitting regimes: at the 

stakeholder workshop there was a call for clarification of the interlinkages between 

EWD permits and other regimes (such as the Industrial Emissions Directive (IED) 

and Seveso) which could be addressed in guidance.  In particular, it should be 

clarified that a Category A extractive waste facility which also falls under the Seveso 

Directive is not entirely exempted from a permit under the EWD.  Furthermore the 

result of a comparison made between data on extractive waste facility permits 

collected from Member States and data from public Seveso database tends to 

demonstrate that Member States may not have understood that several Directives 

can apply to the same site.  A compliance promotion exercise may be beneficial to 

clarifying this aspect; and  

 Use of Best Available Techniques (BAT): Whereas the EWD requires Member 

States to ensure that competent authorities follow or are informed of developments 

in BAT, one weakness is that BAT may not necessarily always be followed during 

permitting and thus no uniform standards applied and enforced, although impacts 

from extractive waste facilities may be comparable with those from other industrial 

installations.  In this respect, an ambitious option would be proposing an 

amendment to the Directive, introducing a mechanism of making BAT conclusions 

part of each permit comparable to the approach of the IED. 

Based on information collected from Member States on permits, 2,595 note or make 

reference to BAT.  Information collected differed from one site to another (e.g. where 

recorded, some permits recorded a single BAT and others 40) and a great amount of 

information was missing.  Overall, it was not possible to derive clear findings from 

the information collected from Member States on application of BAT in permits other 

than that information from Member States on this subject was often poor and 
inconsistent in the control measures reported as BAT. 

More specifically, available literature and Member States responses to a questionnaire 

provided generic information on the application of BAT in relation to the use of 

cyanide and on the stability of dams and heaps in permitting procedures in relevant 

Member States.  More detailed information could, however, be requested in the 

Member State reporting questionnaire (e.g. detailed description of the application of 

BAT and justification on the use of cyanide).  The next questionnaire could request 

information on the application of the best available techniques reference document 

(BREF) on the management of waste from extractive industries (currently under 

revision). 
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Financial guarantee 

Overall, there was good information regarding financial guarantees but little information 

on practical steps undertaken for setting the level of financial guarantees at Member 

State level.  There were examples of general guidance on setting up financial guarantees 

and a specific European Commission guidance document however, examples of specific 
guidance at Member State level were scarce: 

 Enhancing implementation of the Directive with regard to financial 

guarantees: information indicates that whereas there are no major implementation 

issues related to this provision, Member States would benefit from having examples 

of good practice which could be referred to.  It would be beneficial to examine the 

best approaches to financial guarantees involving financial institutions and insurance 

companies, as such organisations may need to be involved in setting up or 

underwriting the guarantees.  The issue of financial guarantees could be a theme of 

further collaboration with the European Union Network for the Implementation and 

Enforcement of Environmental Law (IMPEL). 

 

Waste facility classification 

Based on the (incomplete) information received from Member States, there is a very 

high density of non-Category A facilities in Spain, part of the UK (England), Ireland and 

Hungary.  The density of non-Category A facilities is lower in other countries such as 

Sweden, Austria or Poland.  It is to be noted that not all Member States replied to the 

official request from the Commission.  Also, some Member States did not provide 
sufficient information to assess the density of facilities.  

In the Member States with a high density of facilities, regions can be visible where 

clusters of facilities can be identified, which is natural given that in such regions, the 

mineral reserves are favourable. 

Most Category A facilities that were permitted are linked to the extraction of metallic 

minerals, including precious metals (80% of the reported Category A facilities that are 
currently operational).  

There was limited information on specific guidance/guidelines for the classification of 

extractive waste facilities at national level (two sources contained dedicated guidance 

for the classification of these sites).  At the workshop, some stakeholders argued that 

the discrepancies identified in waste facility classification were mainly due to reporting 

inconsistencies.  Some Member States stressed the importance of a common 

understanding of Annex III of the Directive (first indent): 

 Consistency of interpretation of Annex III4: whilst some stakeholders at the 

March 2017 workshop considered that guidance may not be necessary as definitions 

were viewed as being clear, a compliance promotion exercise could address the 

discrepancies in waste facility classification (particularly in respect of a common 

understanding of Annex III of the Directive (first indent)). 

 

Closure and post closure phase 

Information was very limited for the indicators used to assess this area of intervention 
which prevented the drawing of firm conclusions.   

According to the information submitted by Member States as part of the information 

collection exercise undertaken for this project, there are 460 extractive waste facilities 

that are in their closure/post closure phase (12% of all the facilities reported as part of 
the data request).  Of these, 27 are classified as Category A facilities.   

With regard to closed and abandoned sites, as of 30th June 2017, out of the 3,462 

facilities which have been included in the online national inventories, 52% were heaps, 

                                           
4 Annex III: Criteria for determining the classification of waste facilities 
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2% dams, 3% ponds and 1% other (in 42% of the cases, the type of facility was not 
included in the inventory). 

It is to be noted that there has been a call from the European Parliament for increased 
transparency on closed and abandoned extractive waste facilities5. 

 Review of the inventories of closed and abandoned sites: a possible solution 

to transparency issues would be the development of an EU-wide inventory 

(integrating Member State information) that would reflect the requirements on 

Member States of Article 20 of the Directive.  Stakeholders at the March 2017 

workshop had mixed opinions regarding the usefulness of an EU-wide inventory 

however.  A possible advantage of such an approach would be the increase of 

awareness and transparency with regard to the transboundary effects of extractive 

waste facilities located close to the borders with other Member States.  A disclaimer 

would be needed to account for possible differences in the site selection approach 

chosen by Member States. 

 

Transboundary effects 

Based on the (incomplete) information provided by Member States that responded to 

the request for information made as part of this study, it appears that at least some 40 

waste facilities are located near borders of other Member States, mainly between 

Portugal and Spain and between Ireland and the UK (Northern Ireland).  From 

information reviewed, it can be concluded that Member States have established the 

appropriate procedures and defined the relevant authorities involved in this process.  

From this perspective, implementation of the requirements of the EWD in terms of 

transboundary effects is good.  However, findings on how well these procedures are 
applied in practice are scarce due to lack of cases: 

 Guidance for transboundary communication: no interest was expressed for 

guidance by stakeholders or Member States. However rapid communication and 

cooperation between Member States in the event of an incident was considered of 

most importance to avoid possible environmental damage.  Although there is no 

evidence that performance in this respect is low, it may be appropriate to present 

possible approaches for transboundary communication as part of the planned 

general guidance on implementation of the Directive (while respecting Member 

State autonomy for designing competent authorities and appropriate procedures). 

Thematic areas 

 

Category A facilities 

From the analysis, it would appear that application of the criteria for classification of 

waste facilities as Category A by Member States authorities and economic operators is 

inconsistent; an indication of this is the deviation for a number of Member States in data 

provided for Category A facilities in the context of the request for statistical information 

as part of this study compared to those indicated for the implementation report 2011-

2014 (although deviations may partly be due to the fact that some new facilities may 
have been permitted and others may have closed in the meantime).  

Although during the workshop, a number of stakeholders were of the opinion that 

legislation is sufficiently clear, the provision of guidance on interpretation of the criteria 

for classification of facilities as Category A as part of the planned guidelines on the 

implementation of the EWD would be useful to facilitate consistent interpretation.  

Several Member States stressed in particular the importance of a proper consideration 
of the first indent of Annex III of the Directive (regarding "incorrect operation"). 

  

                                           
5 Implementation of the Mining Waste Directive, European Parliament resolution of 27th April 2017 on 
implementation of the Mining, Waste Directive (2006/21/EC) (2015/2117(INI)) 
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Cyanide processes 

Regarding cyanide-based gold extraction techniques, it was concluded that cyanide-

based techniques remain the dominant technology used for gold production in the EU.  

Whilst alternative reagents have been tested and some of them have been developed 

to commercial scale outside the EU, the appropriateness and applicability of alternative 

reagents and processes is governed by ore types and alternative reagents are not 
without their own technical, environmental and economic issues. 

In reviewing the availability and the status of commercial application of alternatives to 

cyanide-based technologies, there does not appear to be a clear alternative that can 

replace cyanide-based technologies as BAT at the present time.  There has not been a 

material change in the application and use of alternatives to cyanide-based technologies 

since 2010, hence the introduction of an EU-wide ban would still imply the closure of 
existing mines. 

Whilst monitoring of developments in alternative technologies should continue, a focus 

on the full application of the Directive by the Member States should be a priority to 
ensure that mines using cyanide technologies continue to operate in a safe condition. 

Stability of waste management facilities 

In terms of stability of waste management facilities, it can be concluded that since these 

aspects are relevant foremost regarding the operation of the facility and the conditions 

stipulated in the permit, the current revision of the existing BREF on the management 
of extractive waste is crucial.  (See also the above section on use of BAT). 

Reprocessing of extractive waste 

Member States competent authorities were approached to gather information on policies 

and practices regarding the reprocessing of extractive waste.  Only four indicated they 

have dedicated strategies / statements regarding extractives waste and a further nine 

indicated that extractive waste is covered in wider waste management or resource 

efficiency strategies.  Overall it can be concluded that Member State policies on 
reprocessing of extractive waste are limited. 

From analysis of information returned by Member States regarding permitting as part 

of this study, a narrow range of waste reprocessing was observed with a focus on the 

reuse of waste rock and overburden for construction related purposes.  Only a limited 

number of examples indicated reprocessing waste and tailings to extract minerals 

indicating that at the current time, reprocessing activities are typically the productive 

utilisation of inert waste materials rather than innovative reprocessing activities to 

extract greater value associated with recovery of substances and minerals. 

In addition to policies, case studies were also examined.  This included projects aimed 

at increasing reuse/recyclability of bauxite residue (red mud), producing zinc 

concentrates from flotation waste, and extracting tin and tantalum minerals from 
flotation tailings. 
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Synthèse 

Ce rapport  

Ce rapport est le rapport final du ‘Contrat de service sur l'évaluation des performances 

des États membres concernant la mise en œuvre de la directive relative à la gestion des 

déchets extractifs (2006/21/CE)’; Évaluation des lacunes en matière de mise en œuvre 

et de leurs causes profondes; identification des propositions visant à améliorer la mise 

en œuvre de la directive » (Contrat n ° 07.0201 / 2015/723491 / ETU / ENV.A.2, contrat 

de mise en œuvre n ° ENV.A.2 / 2015/0008 détenu par BiPRO GmbH). L'étude a été 

réalisée par Amec Foster Wheeler E & I UK Ltd, BiPRO GmbH et Milieu. Ce rapport 

présente une analyse de la mise en œuvre de la directive sur les déchets extractifs et 
l'évaluation de la mise en œuvre pour certains domaines thématiques. 

Méthodologie  

La méthodologie adoptée comprend les phases suivantes : 

 L’élaboration d'un cadre d'évaluation afin de fournir une base structurée pour 

l'analyse de la performance des États membres en ce qui concerne la mise en 

œuvre de la directive ; 

 La collecte d'informations et de données, y compris les résultats des rapports des 

États membres sur la mise en œuvre de la directive pendant la seconde période 

sous revue (2011-2014)6 ; la consultation des parties prenantes telles que 

l'industrie, le milieu universitaire et les organisations non-gouvernementales (ONG) 

; l’examen des sites internet des autorités compétentes des États membres ; la 

consultation des États membres (une demande de données sur les informations sur 

les permis et un questionnaire sur le retraitement des déchets et des aspects 

spécifiques) et une analyse bibliographique.  

 Une réunion de travail avec des parties prenantes sur la mise en œuvre de la 

directive ;  

 Une analyse de l'information en fonction des domaines d'intervention et des 

paramètres définis dans le cadre d'évaluation. 

 

Disponibilité et qualité de l'information 

Diverses sources ont été mobilisées pour recueillir des informations. Dans l'ensemble, 

la disponibilité et la qualité de l'information varient selon les thèmes examinés et les 

sources utilisées. Les observations et les conclusions concernant la disponibilité et la 

qualité de l'information sont détaillées aux sections 3 et 6.1. 

Résumé des principaux résultats et solutions possibles 

Application et contrôle des États Membres 

Les informations disponibles sous les indicateurs sélectionnés n'étaient pas complètes 

ni suffisamment détaillées pour permettre une évaluation complète de la manière dont 

les États membres appliquent et contrôlent l'application de la directive. Il est toutefois 

possible d’en tirer les conclusions suivantes :   

 Inspecteurs (expertise et nombre) : selon l'industrie minière, les inspecteurs 

sont suffisamment qualifiés dans les pays ayant une « histoire minière », mais ce 

n'est pas toujours le cas dans d'autres États membres. Fournir des lignes directrices 

pourrait constituer une solution permettant d’augmenter la cohérence des 

inspections. Certains États membres ont demandé l’élaboration d’une liste de 

contrôle indiquant les principaux points devant être couverts lors des inspections. 

Les lignes directrices devront tenir compte des différentes exigences concernant les 

                                           
6 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/report_mining_waste.pdf  

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/report_mining_waste.pdf
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installations de catégorie A ou hors catégorie A, ainsi que les installations inertes et 

non-inertes ; 

 Inventaires de sites fermés ou abandonnés : des inventaires ont été mis en 

place dans presque tous les Etats membres. Sur les 21 Etats membres où un 

inventaire des sites fermés ou abandonnés est applicable, 17 inventaires sont 

disponibles en ligne et un autre était temporairement indisponible7. Il n’a pas été 

possible, pour trois Etats membres, de confirmer s’ils disposaient d’un inventaire. 

Sur base des 18 Etats membres pour lesquels des données sont disponibles, 3 462 

installations fermées et abandonnées ont été répertoriées au niveau national par les 

autorités compétentes. 1 027 de ces 3 462 installations (30%) étaient des mines 

d’extraction de minerais métalliques, 3% d’extraction de minerais non-métalliques, 

2% d’extraction de combustibles, 2% d’extraction de charbon, 1% d’extraction de 

métaux précieux et 5% d’extraction de combinaisons d’autres matériaux non-

précisés. Il n’a pas été possible de vérifier si les inventaires étaient mis à jour 

périodiquement8. Néanmoins, la date de dernière mise à jour (allant de 2011 à 

2017) est la plupart du temps disponible. Peu d’informations sont disponibles quant 

à la manière dont les Etats membres identifient les installations fermées, bien que 

certains aient déclaré utiliser les lignes directrices de la Commission Consultative 

Technique pour le développement de leurs inventaires ;  

 Cas de non-respect : il pourrait être pertinent de recueillir des informations plus 

spécifiques (comme par exemple le type de non-respect, la catégorie de 

l’installation ou le type de sanctions) afin de s’assurer que les notifications de cas de 

non-respect soient plus précises et plus détaillées. Ces informations pourraient être 

prises en compte dans la mise à jour des rapports de mise en œuvre.  

 

Prévention des accidents 

Peu d’événements ont été notifiés à la Commission. Il n’est cependant pas évident de 

déduire si ce nombre est bas du fait de l’efficacité des mesures de sécurité, ou si tous 

les événements de cette sorte n’ont pas été notifiés à la Commission conformément à 

la directive : 

 Guide pour la notification d’événements : afin d’améliorer l’efficacité et la 

cohérence de la mise en œuvre des provisions de la directive dans ce domaine, une 

section spécifique comportant des recommandations concernant la notification 

annuelle des événements pourrait être ajoutée aux lignes directrices pour la mise en 

œuvre de la directive sur la gestion des déchets de l’industrie extractive.  

 Plans d’urgence externe pour les installations de catégorie A : les 

informations disponibles indiquent que seuls deux tiers de installations de catégorie 

A au sein de l’UE disposent de plans d’urgence externe, dénotant un manquement 

dans la mise en œuvre de la directive. Il existe des exemples d’Etats membres 

n’ayant pas préparé de plans d’urgence externe pour certaines installations de 

catégorie A implantées sur leur territoire.  

 

Plans de gestion des déchets 

Bien qu’ils soient intégrés dans la législation nationale des Etats membres de l’UE, les 

informations disponibles ne sont pas suffisantes pour vérifier que les plans de gestion 

des déchets couvrent les dispositions minimales telles qu’indiquées dans l’article 5 de la 

directive. En outre, très peu d’exemples de documents d’orientation pour la préparation 

de plans de gestion des déchets sont disponibles au niveau national. Les solutions et 

mesures suivantes pourraient favoriser la garantie d’une mise en œuvre efficace et 
cohérente :  

                                           
7 L’Etat membre en question est en train de mettre à jour son site internet et l’inventaire est temporairement 

indisponible. Cet Etat membre a fourni son inventaire à la Commission par courriel. 
8 Cette information n’était disponible que pour un Etat membre. Toutefois, cet inventaire n’a pas été mis à 

jour selon la fréquence indiquée de trois ans. 
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 Lignes directrices pour les exploitants et autorités compétentes : des lignes 

directrices concernant le contenu des plans de gestion des déchets ont été 

identifiées au Royaume-Uni et en Irlande, suggérant que des orientations sur ce 

sujet favoriseraient la cohérence de ces plans. Cette question a été abordée lors de 

la réunion de travail avec des parties prenantes en mars 2017. Il a été noté à cette 

occasion que le champ d’application de tout document d’orientation devra être 

élaboré en coopération plus avancée avec les Etats membres et, dans le cas où ils 

seraient effectivement introduits, ces documents d’orientation devraient demeurer 

généraux et ne pas tenter d’entrer dans les détails spécifiques aux sites et aux 

procédés. En outre, si des exemples de bonnes pratiques en matière de plans de 

gestion des déchets venaient à être élaborés, ceux-ci devraient inclure à la fois des 

exemples relatifs aux installations de catégorie A et hors catégorie A. Les divers 

degrés de risque et la taille des installations devraient également être pris en 

compte afin de présenter des exemples adéquats. Il pourrait de plus être important 

de tenir compte des orientations spécifiques aux installations proches de la 

fermeture. Enfin, certaines parties prenantes estimeraient utile de mettre en place 

des critères clairs et mesurables afin d’évaluer la qualité des plans de gestion des 

déchets présentés par les exploitants.  

 

Procédures de demande et d’octroi d’autorisation 

Selon les informations fournies par les Etats membres 3 754 permis de déchets 

extractifs ont été enregistrés au sein de l’UE jusqu’en juillet 2017. 3 228 (86%) de ces 

permis ont été enregistrés comme permis d’exploitation, 460 (12%) ont été enregistrés 

dans le cadre de phases de fermeture ou de post-fermeture, et 66 (2%) ont été 

enregistrés hors exploitation ou sans information. Concernant les produits, sur les 2 013 

autorisations au sujet desquels des informations étaient disponibles, la majorité (79%) 

concerne des minerais non-métalliques et 10%, des minerais métalliques. Les autres 

autorisations concernent le charbon, le pétrole et le gaz, ainsi que l’énergie 

géothermique et l’« exploration ». 1 739 (46%) autorisations concernent des déchets 

inertes, 518 (14%), des déchets non-inertes. Aucune information n’a été communiquée 

au sujet de 1 497 (40%) des autorisations. 90 autorisations (2%) sont liées aux 

installations de catégorie A, bien que 95% d’entre elles affirment qu’elles sont hors 

catégorie A, et 2% restent sans informations. Si plusieurs raisons peuvent parfois être 

invoquées pour classifier une installation sous la catégorie A, la majorité de ces 

installations (66%) l’a été sur base du premier alinéa de l’annexe III de la directive 

portant sur une potentielle défaillance ou mauvaise exploitation pouvant donner lieu à 
un accident majeur. 

Les informations réunies au sujet de ce paramètre sont variées en termes de champ et 

de niveau de détail. De fait, seules des conclusions indicatives sont présentées ici.   

 Eclaircissement des interconnexions entre les régimes d’autorisation : un 

appel à davantage de clarté, qui pourrait être apportée dans le document 

d’orientation, quant  à la coordination  entre les autorisations émises dans le cadre 

de la directive sur la gestion des déchets de l’industrie extractive et celles émises 

dans le cadre d’autres régimes (comme la directive relative aux émissions 

industrielles et la directive Seveso) a été lancé lors de la réunion de travail avec les 

parties prenantes. En particulier, le fait qu’une installation de gestion des déchets 

d’extraction de catégorie A entrant également dans le champ de la directive Seveso 

n’est pas totalement dispensée d’autorisation selon la directive relative à la gestion 

des déchets de l’industrie extractive devrait être clarifié. D’autre part, les résultats 

d’une comparaison entre les données relatives aux autorisations octroyées aux 

installations de gestion des déchets d’extraction fournies par les Etats membres et 

les données issues de la base de données publique Seveso tendent à indiquer que 

les Etats membres pourraient ne pas avoir compris que certains sites peuvent entrer 

dans le champ d’application de plusieurs directives. Un exercice de promotion de la 

conformité pourrait favoriser une meilleure compréhension de cet aspect.  
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 Utilisation des Meilleures Techniques Disponibles (MTD) : Si la directive 

relative à la gestion des déchets de l’industrie extractive nécessite un suivi des 

développements des MTD de la part des Etats membres, le fait que ces dernières ne 

soient pas toujours utilisées lors de l’octroi d’autorisations et, de fait, qu’il n’y ait 

pas de normes uniformes appliquées et mises en œuvre, constitue un point faible, 

bien que l’impact des installations de gestion des déchets d’extraction soit 

comparable à celui des autres installations industrielles. Une solution ambitieuse 

pourrait être de proposer un amendement à la directive consistant en un mécanisme 

introduisant les conclusions des MTD comme parties intégrantes de chaque 

autorisation, de manière comparable à l’approche de la directive relative aux 

émissions industrielles.  

Selon les informations collectées auprès des Etats membres, 2 595 autorisations font 

référence aux MTD. Ces informations varient d'un site à l'autre (certaines 

autorisations font référence à une seule MTD, d'autres, à quarante) et beaucoup 

d'informations sont manquantes. Dans l'ensemble, il n'a pas été possible de tirer de 

conclusions claires des informations fournies par les Etats membres sur l'applications 

des MTD dans le cadre de l’octroi d’autorisations, à l'exception du fait que les 

informations disponibles sur le sujet auprès des Etats membres sont souvent assez 

pauvres et s'avèrent manquer de cohérence dans l'interprétation des mesures 
signalées comme MTD.  

Plus précisément, la littérature disponible ainsi que les réponses des Etats membres 

à un questionnaire ont permis d'obtenir des informations sur l'application des MTD 

en lien avec l'utilisation de cyanure et la stabilité des digues et des terrils dans les 

procédures d'octroi d'autorisations dans les Etats membres concernés. De plus 

amples informations pourraient néanmoins être demandées dans le questionnaire de 

notification des Etats membres, telles que la description détaillée de l'application de 

MTD et des explications justifiant l'usage de cyanure. Le prochain questionnaire 

pourrait porter notamment sur l'application du Document de référence sur les 

meilleures techniques disponibles (BREF) relatif à la gestion des déchets de l'industrie 

extractive (actuellement en cours de réforme).  

Garantie financière 

Dans l'ensemble, une quantité satisfaisante d'informations concernant les garanties 

financières est disponible, mais peu d'informations ont pu être réunies concernant les 

étapes mises en place pour établir le niveau de ces garanties au niveau des Etats 

membres. Des exemples d'orientations générales sur la mise en place de garanties 

financières ainsi qu'un document d'orientation de la Commission européenne existent, 

mais peu d'exemples d'orientations spécifiques au niveau des Etats membres ont été 
trouvés : 

 Renforcer la mise en œuvre de la directive en ce qui concerne les garanties 

financières : les informations recueillies indiquent que bien qu'il n'y ait aucun 

problème majeur relatif à la mise en œuvre de cette disposition, les Etats membres 

pourraient tirer profit d'une mise à disposition d'exemples de bonnes pratiques 

auxquelles ils pourraient se référer. Il serait bénéfique d'examiner quelles sont les 

meilleures approches envers les garanties financières impliquant les institutions 

financières et les compagnies d'assurance, ces organisations devant potentiellement 

être mobilisées dans la mise en place ou la souscription à de telles garanties. La 

question des garanties financières pourrait constituer l'un des thèmes d'une 

coopération renforcée avec le réseau IMPEL (Réseau de l'Union européenne pour 

l'application et le respect du droit de l'environnement).  

 

Classification des installations de gestion des déchets 

Selon les informations (incomplètes) fournies par les Etats membres, on note une 

importante densité d'installations hors catégorie A en Espagne, dans une partie du 

Royaume-Uni (en Angleterre), en Irlande et en Hongrie. La densité d'installations hors 

catégorie A est plus faible dans d'autres Etats tels que la Suède, l'Autriche ou la Pologne. 

Il est également à noter qu'une partie des Etats membres n'ont pas répondu aux 
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demandes officielles de la Commission. En outre, certains Etats membres n'ont pas 
fourni assez d'informations pour permettre l'évaluation de la densité des installations.  

Dans les Etats membres présentant une haute densité d'installations, des groupements 

d'installations peuvent être identifiés dans certaines régions, ce qui s'explique 

naturellement par la présence de minerais. 

La plupart des installations de catégorie A ayant reçu une autorisation concernent le 

secteur de l'extraction de minerais métalliques, y compris de métaux précieux (80% 
des installations de catégorie A notifiées actuellement opérationnelles). 

Peu d'informations ont pu être recueillies concernant les orientations/lignes directrices 

relatives à la classification des installations de gestion des déchets d'extraction au 

niveau national (seules deux sources comprenaient des orientations dédiées à la 

classification de ces sites). Lors de la réunion de travail, certaines parties prenantes ont 

souligné que les divergences dans la classification des installations de gestion des 

déchets découlent principalement d'incohérences dans les rapports. Certains Etats 

membres ont insisté sur l'importance d'une même compréhension de l'annexe III de la 
directive (premier alinéa) :  

 Cohérence dans l'interprétation de l'annexe III9 : bien que certaines parties 

prenantes présentes à la réunion de travail de mars 2017 considèrent qu'un 

document d'orientation ne soit pas nécessaire car les définitions paraissent 

suffisamment claires, un exercice de promotion de la conformité à la directive 

pourrait permettre de résoudre les divergences notées dans la classification des 

installations de gestion des déchets (particulièrement concernant une 

compréhension commune de l'annexe III de la directive (premier alinéa)). 

 

Phases de fermeture et de post-fermeture 

Une quantité limitée d'informations a pu être réunie au sujet des indicateurs utilisés afin 
d'évaluer ce domaine d'intervention, empêchant ainsi toute conclusion solide.  

Selon les informations fournies par les Etats membres dans le cadre de l'exercice de 

collecte d'informations entrepris pour ce projet, il apparaît que 460 installations de 

gestion des déchets issus de l'industrie extractive sont en phase de fermeture / post-

fermeture (12% de l'ensemble des installations répertoriées dans le cadre de la 
demande de données). 27 de ces installations sont des installations de catégorie A. 

Pour ce qui est des sites fermés ou abandonnés, au 30 juin 2017, sur les 3 462 

installations inclues dans les inventaires nationaux en ligne, 52% sont des terrils, 2%, 

des digues, 3%, des bassins, et 1% couvre d'autres types d'installations (dans 42% des 
cas, le type d'installation n'était pas précisé dans l'inventaire). 

Il est à noter que le Parlement européen a lancé un appel à davantage de transparence 

concernant les installations de gestion des déchets de l'industrie extractive fermées ou 

abandonnées10 . 

 Revue des inventaires des sites fermés ou abandonnés : l'élaboration d'un 

inventaire à l'échelle de l'UE (intégrant les informations provenant des Etats 

membres), reflétant les exigences de l'article 20 de la directive envers les Etats 

membres, pourrait représenter une solution possible aux problèmes de 

transparence. Lors de la réunion de travail de mars 2017, les parties prenantes ont 

toutefois exprimé des opinions divergentes au sujet de l'utilité d'un inventaire à 

l'échelle de l'UE. Une telle démarche pourrait avoir l'avantage d'améliorer la prise de 

conscience et la transparence des effets transfrontière des installations de gestion 

des déchets de l'industrie extractive situées à proximité des frontières avec d'autres 

                                           
9 Annexe III: Critères de classification des installations de gestion de déchets 
10 Mise en œuvre de la directive sur les déchets de l’industrie extractive, résolution du Parlement européen 

du 27 avril 2017 sur la mise en œuvre de la directive sur les déchets de l'industrie extractive (2006/21/CE) 
(2015/2117(INI)). 
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Etats membres. Une notice légale devrait être prévue afin de tenir compte des 

différentes approches possibles adoptées par les Etats membres.  

 

Effets transfrontaliers 

Selon les informations (incomplètes) fournies par les Etats membres ayant répondu à 

la demande d'information émise dans le cadre de cette étude, il apparaît qu'au moins 

40 installations de gestion des déchets sont situées proche des frontières entre Etats 

membres, principalement entre l'Espagne et le Portugal et entre l'Irlande et le Royaume-

Uni (Irlande du Nord). Les informations analysées ont permis de conclure que les Etats 

membres avaient mis en place les procédures appropriées et identifié les autorités 

pertinentes impliquées dans ce processus. De ce point de vue, la mise en œuvre des 

exigences de la directive relative à la gestion des déchets issus de l'industrie extractive 

en matière d'effets transfrontaliers est bonne. Néanmoins, peu de conclusions ont pu 

être tirées au sujet de la qualité de la mise en application de ces pratiques, en raison 
d'un manque de cas à analyser : 

 Orientations pour la communication transfrontalière : les parties prenantes 

des Etats membres n'ont pas exprimé d'intérêt pour de telles orientations. 

Cependant, une grande importance a été accordée à une communication rapide et à 

la coopération entre Etats membres en cas d'incident, afin d'éviter au maximum 

tout dégât environnemental possible. Bien qu'aucune preuve ne permette de 

percevoir de faibles performances en la matière, il pourrait être bénéfique de 

présenter quelques possibilités d'approches en matière de communication 

transfrontalière dans le cadre du futur document d'orientation générale sur la mise 

en œuvre de la directive (tout en respectant l'autonomie des Etats membres quant à 

la création d'autorités compétentes et des procédures appropriées). 

 

Domaines thématiques 

Installations de catégorie A 

L’analyse révèle que l'application des critères de classification des installations de 

gestion des déchets sous la catégorie A par les autorités des Etats membres et les 

opérateurs économiques est incohérente. Les divergences dans les données  fournies 

par un certain nombre d'états membres concernant les installation de catégorie A dans 

le cadre de la demande d'informations statistiques formulée par ce projet, par 

comparaison avec les données indiquées dans le rapport de mise en œuvre 2011-2014, 

constituent une indication de cette application incohérente (bien que ces divergences 

puissent être en partie dues au fait que certaines nouvelles installations aient pu se voir 

octroyer une autorisation et que d'autres aient fermé dans l'intervalle de temps entre 

les deux collectes d'informations).  

La préparation de lignes directrices portant sur l'interprétation des critères de 

classification des installations en tant que catégorie A dans le cadre des lignes directrices 

sur  la mise en œuvre de  la directive relative à la gestion des déchets de l'industrie 

extractive prévues permettrait de faciliter une interprétation cohérente, bien que de 

nombreuses parties prenantes à la réunion de travail estiment que la législation soit 

suffisamment claire. Plusieurs Etats membres ont particulièrement souligné 

l'importance d'une considération appropriée du premier alinéa de l'annexe III de la 

directive (relatif à la "mauvaise exploitation").  

Procédés cyanurés 

Il s’avère que les techniques basées sur la technologie du cyanure pour l’extraction d’or 

demeurent les plus utilisées pour la production d’or dans l’UE. Malgré les tests réalisés 

sur des réactifs alternatifs et le fait que certains d’entre eux aient été développés à 

l’échelle commerciale en-dehors de l’UE, l’adéquation et l’applicabilité de l’utilisation de 

réactifs alternatifs dépend des types de minerais. En outre, ces réactifs alternatifs sont 

également à l’origine de problèmes techniques, environnementaux et économiques 

spécifiques.  
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L’examen de la disponibilité et du statut de l’utilisation commerciale des alternatives 

aux technologies basées sur le cyanure n’a pour l’heure révélé aucune alternative claire 

faisant office de MTD. Depuis 2010, il n’a été procédé à aucun changement matériel 

dans l’application et l’utilisation de technologies basées sur le cyanure. De fait, 

l’introduction d’une interdiction à l’échelle de l’UE impliquerait toujours la fermeture de 
mines existantes.  

Tandis que le suivi des développements en matière de technologies alternatives doit 

être poursuivi, la priorité doit être accordée à la mise en œuvre intégrale de la directive 

par les Etats membres afin de garantir que les mines ayant recours aux technologies 
basées sur l’utilisation du cyanure continuent d’opérer de manière sécurisée.  

Stabilité des installations de gestion des déchets 

En ce qui concerne la stabilité des installations de gestion des déchets, il peut être conclu 

que, ces aspects étant avant tout pertinents pour les opérations de l'installation et les 

conditions stipulées dans l'autorisation, la réforme en cours du BREF existant portant 

sur la gestion des déchets issus de l'industrie extractive est cruciale. (Voir également la 
partie dédiée à l'utilisation des MTD ci-dessus) 

Retraitement des déchets de l’industrie extractive 

Les autorités compétentes des Etats membres ont été contactées, afin de réunir des 

informations concernant les politiques et pratiques relatives au retraitement des déchets 

de l’industrie extractive. Seules quatre autorités ont indiqué avoir mis en place des 

stratégies / déclarations relatives aux déchets de l’industrie extractive. Neuf autres ont 

indiqué que ces déchets sont couverts par le système de gestion des déchets général 

ou des stratégies d’efficacité des ressources. Dans l’ensemble, les politiques des Etats 
membres en matière de retraitement des déchets de l’industrie extractive sont limitées.  

L’analyse des informations fournies par les Etats membres concernant les autorisations 

dans le cadre de cette étude a permis d’examiner une étroite gamme de déchets 

retraités, portant une attention particulière à la réutilisation des roches stériles et des 

roches de recouvrement dans des activités de construction. Seul un nombre limité 

d’exemples indique un retraitement des déchets et résidus miniers. De fait, il semble 

que, pour l’heure, les activités de retraitement consistent principalement en l’utilisation 

productive de roches déchets inertes plutôt qu’en des opérations innovantes de 

retraitement permettant d’extraire davantage de valeur de la réutilisation des 
substances et minerais.  

Plusieurs études de cas ont également été examinées, comprenant des projets visant à 

accroître la réutilisation/le recyclage des résidus de bauxite (boue rouge), la production 

de concentrés de zinc à partir de déchets issus de techniques de flottation et l’extraction 
de minerais d’étain et de tantale des résidus de flottation.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 This report 

This report is the draft final report for the ‘Service Contract on Assessment of Member 

States’ performance regarding the implementation of the Extractive Waste Directive 

(2006/21/EC); Appraisal of implementation gaps and their root causes; Identification of 

proposals to improve the implementation of the Directive’ (Contract No 

07.0201/2015/723491/ETU/ENV.A.2 implementing Framework Contract No 

ENV.A.2/2015/0008 held by BiPRO GmbH). The study is being performed by Amec 

Foster Wheeler E&I UK Ltd, BiPRO GmbH and Milieu. 

This report presents an analysis of the implementation of the Extractive Waste Directive 
(EWD) and the assessment of the status of implementation for selected thematic areas. 

1.2 Limitations of the report 

The analysis conducted in this report is based on the information collected under 

different information collection strands.  These include in particular a literature review, 

consultation of stakeholders and the review of implementation reporting.  For several 

indicators, it has proven difficult to identify relevant information, particularly at Member 

State level.  This is to be understood as the information as not being identified, rather 
than a gap per se in the implementation by Member States. 

Due to the nature of permitting under the EWD, it is likely that some of the required 

information is held at a very local level or within permits themselves.  The review of 
such information was not within the scope of this project. 

1.3 Structure of the report 

The report is structured as follows: 

 Section 2 presents the assessment framework developed for the purpose of 

assessing the implementation of the EWD; 

 Section 3 presents the results of the information and data collection;  

 Section 4 presents the analysis of the gaps in the implementation for specific areas 

of intervention of the Directive; 

 Section 5 presents the assessment of the implementation of specific thematic 

areas related to the Directive; and 

 Section 6 presents conclusions. 
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2. Assessment framework for the review of the 

implementation 

2.1 Overview of the assessment framework 

The objective of the assessment framework is to provide a structured basis for the 

assessment of the performance of Member States in relation to the implementation the 

Directive.  The framework aims to bring together, in a logical manner, both the 

overarching objectives as defined in the 7th Environmental Action Programme (EAP) 
together with specific aspects of the Directive.  

The Directive’s links with other policies, relevant to the mining sector, were considered, 

for instance, the links between the overall objective of the Directive and the EU Action 
Plan for the Circular Economy11. 

The following intervention logic identifies the relationship between the high-level 

objectives set by the 7th EAP, the general and operational objectives of the Directive, 

the activities (inputs) required by the Directive and the outputs and results (outcomes) 
expected from these. 

                                           
11 The Commission published in December 2015 the Communication on the Circular Economy Package 
adopted to “boost competitiveness, create jobs and generate sustainable growth”.  The Annex to the 
Communication ‘ ‘mentions the following measures relevant for mining waste:  guidance and promotion of 
best practices in the mining waste management plans by 2016; and sharing of best practice for the 
recovery of critical raw materials from mining waste and landfills by 2017.  
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Figure 2.1 Intervention logic 
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2.2 Development of the assessment framework 

The assessment framework was developed with reference to the Better Regulation 

guidelines12. The expected outputs and results presented in Figure 2.1 were used as the 

basis for the development of the parameters and their corresponding indicators.  The 
assessment framework was developed following the steps described below. 

2.2.1 Definition of areas of intervention 

Key areas of intervention were defined as per key elements of the EWD.  The areas of 

interventions selected were:  

 Member State enforcement and control13; 

 Major accident prevention; 

 Waste Management Plan; 

 Application and permitting procedures14 ; 

 Financial guarantee; 

 Waste facility classification; 

 Closure and post closure phase; and 

 Transboundary effects. 

2.2.2 Definition of parameters 

Parameters refer to quantitatively or qualitatively measurable facts or aspects that can 
be used to evaluate implementation of areas of intervention. 

2.2.3 Development of indicators 

Following the development of parameters, output and result (outcome) indicators were 
developed for each parameter. The distinction is as follows: 

 Output indicators (OI) are identifiable products of implementation such as risk 

assessments and programmes of inspections; and  

 Result indicators (RI) are the end effects such as the number of major accidents or 

number of facilities using cyanide-free processes. 

The indicators were used to assess the status of implementation and also identify 
potential best practices in Member States. 

2.3 Final assessment framework 

Based on the review of the information available, an initial assessment framework that 

comprised a long list of possible indicators submitted in the interim report, was revised. 

The revision identified two categories of indicators: 

 Those indicators for which the information was most complete. While there was not 

a perfect level of information for all of these indicators, these were considered the 

most promising for analysing the gaps in implementation of the Directive due to 

the availability of reasonable information on which to base an assessment; and  

 Those indicators for which there was little/no information available but that were 

retained due to their importance (i.e. key indicators). Table 2.1 presents a 

simplified version of the final assessment framework.  A complete version of the 

assessment framework is presented in Appendix A.  

 The final assessment framework includes 26 indicators with at least two per area 

of intervention. The assessment framework covers all of the eight areas of 

intervention.  

                                           
12 Better Regulation Guidelines, http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/guidelines/toc_guide_en.htm  
13 Including inspection and enforcement measures, external emergency plans, inventory of closed facilities.   
14 Including public participation in public procedures, application of Best Available Techniques, construction 
and management of waste facilities 

http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/guidelines/toc_guide_en.htm
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Table 2.1  Final assessment framework  

 

Area of intervention Parameter to assess 
implementation 

Indicator name 

Member State 

enforcement and 
control    

Effectiveness of enforcement, in 

relation to:  
a) enforcement authorities’ 
powers and competencies 

Cases of non-compliance 

identified over the two reporting 
periods 

Expertise of inspectors (diploma, 
technical training, etc.), how 
many inspectors per site 

b) Inspection programmes with 
clear priorities 

Evidence of Competent Authority 
carrying out sampling of 
extractive waste, laboratory tests 

and / or stress tests* 

c) Assessment of implementation 
of inventory of closed waste 
facilities 

Frequency of the update of the 
inventory** 

Availability of an inventory* 

Major accident 
prevention 

Assessment of major accident 

policies, in relation to: 
a) Existence and adequacy of 
safety management system, 
including appointment of a safety 
manager 

Number of major accidents* 

Changes in the number of major 
accidents in two reporting periods 

b) Adequacy of coverage of the 

external (Competent Authority) 
emergency plan 

Number of Category A facilities 
with an external emergency plan 

Waste management 
plans 

Assessment of the Waste 

Management Plans (WMP) in 
relation to: 
Appropriateness of pollution 
prevention measures in the WMP 

Existence of guidelines for 
operators to prepare WMP** 

Verification that the WMP 

includes the elements listed in 
Article 5(3) of the Directive** 

Application and 
permitting procedures 

Assessment of the permitting 
procedure in relation to 

compliance with permit 
requirements (including 
requirements on construction and 
management of waste facilities) 

Timeframe of the permitting 
procedure (in months) 

Assessment of public participation 
in the permitting procedure 

 

Public complaints against public 
participation procedure 

Assessment of the 

implementation of Best Available 
Techniques in the permitting 
procedure 

Application of BAT in gold 
extractive facilities* 

Application of BAT in relation to 
dam and heap stability* 

Financial guarantee Assessment of implementation of 
financial guarantee 

Existence of guidelines or method 

to implement the Commission's 
guidelines on the establishment 
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Area of intervention Parameter to assess 

implementation 

Indicator name 

of the financial guarantee 
(Decision 2009/335/EC)** 

Waste facility 
classification 

Assessment of classification of 
extractive waste facilities 

Existence of guidelines and / or 

specific binding requirements to 
classify extractive waste facilities 
(e.g. definition of a 'certain 

threshold') according to Annex 
III* 

Closure and post 
closure phase 

Assessment of closure and after 
closure procedures for waste 
facility 

Risk-based assessment to 
identify the sites (including the 

methodology developed by the 
ad-hoc group)** 

Transboundary effects Assessment of the procedure in 
case of transboundary effects 

Existence of coordination 
mechanisms to ensure 

information is forwarded to other 
Member States** 

Note: * indicates a ‘key’ indicator / ** indicates ‘key’ indicator for which little information was identified. 
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3. Information and data collection 

3.1 Overview of information collection 

The analysis presented in this report relies on a range of information sources collected 
for the purpose of this project. The sources of information used were: 

 Results of the reporting from Member States on the implementation of the 

Directive for the second reporting period15; 

 Engagement with stakeholders from industry, academia and non-governmental 

organisations (NGOs); and  

 Review of Member States’ competent authority websites; 

 Direct engagement with Member States encompassing: 

– Data request on permit information; 

– Questionnaire on reprocessing of waste; and  

– Specific aspects of the assessment framework.  

 Literature review. 

3.2 Review of the information collected and gaps identified 

The table below presents the use of the information collected by source.   

Table 3.1  Use of information sources, gaps and availability 

 

Information source Information available Gaps observed 

Member State 

implementation report 
information 

22 Member State reports 

were assessed as part of the 
previous implementation 
project. An additional six 
reports from Bulgaria, 
Greece, Ireland, Italy, 
Luxembourg and Sweden 

were made available to the 
project team. 

 

The implementation reports 
cover: administrative 

arrangements, waste 
management plans and 
major-accident prevention 
and information, permit and 

financial guarantee, closure 
and after closure procedures 

including inventory, 
inspections and other relevant 
information 

 

 

 

 

The level of information and 

details provided vary greatly 
between the reports provided 
and doubts remain on many 
occasions regarding the 
robustness and reliability of 
data provided by Member 
States.  

 

Often very little data are 
provided and for many 
Member States the responses 
are very succinct. 

                                           
15 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/report_mining_waste.pdf  

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/report_mining_waste.pdf
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Information source Information available Gaps observed 

Consultation of NGOs A total of five NGOs were 

contacted in June with a 
follow-up in July 2016. 

 EEB provided a response 
on 13th September 
indicating very little 

responses from its 
members; and  

 Mining Watch Romania 
provided a response on 9th 
August focusing on 
Romania’s situation.  Pertti 

Sundqvist provided a 
response focusing the 

situation in Finland. 

The responses received are 
limited in two ways: 

 Mining Watch Romania’s 
focus is mostly on Romania 
and presents possible 
amendments to the 

Directive; and  

 The EEB response is from 
two members only from the 
Netherlands and Germany. 
While limited it identifies 
some shortcomings in the 

implementation that will be 
useful for the analysis of 

gaps. 

Consultation of trade 
associations 

Euracoal, Euromines, Euroroc, 

IMA Europe, UEPG were 
contacted several times.   

Euromines was the only trade 
association that agreed to 
participate and provide 
feedback. The questionnaire 
was circulated to the 

Euromines members and 
responses were gathered and 
summarised by a 
representative of Euromines.   

 

A follow-up face to face 

interview was carried out in 
September 2016.   

Information received from 

one EU trade association only 
however, Euromines is the 
most relevant trade 
association when considering 
the EWD. Responses were 

sometimes quite generic and 
covered only specific Member 
States.   

Engagement with mining 
experts 

Engagement with mining 

experts and academics was 
held throughout the project 

 Prof. Madai from University 
of Miskolc and MINPOL 
study; 

 The Strategic Dialogue on 

Sustainable Raw Materials 
for Europe" (STRADE) 
project; and  

 Ciaran Molloy, Eugenio 
Spadafora and other 

specialist colleagues within 
Amec Foster Wheeler 

involved exclusively on 
mining projects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The responses gathered were 

very useful in assessing the 
performance for specific 
thematic areas in particular 
Category A installations, 
cyanide, stability of waste 
management facilities and 
technology development.  

 

The information collected was 
of limited use for identifying 
gaps in implementation. 
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Information source Information available Gaps observed 

Direct engagement with 

Member States – data 
request on permits 

Issued in July 2016, the 

deadline for responding to the 
request was 12th September 
2016. Information was 
received until July 2017.  26 
Member States responded. 

Generally, the information 
reported is complete. 

 Croatia, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, Lithuania, 
Latvia and Slovenia 
indicated that there are no 

relevant sites in their 
countries. 

 Cyprus indicated that its 
only installation is in the 
process of being closed; 

 Austria and Estonia listed 
five and four permits each 

and provided a mostly 
complete response; 

 Belgium listed five permits 
and provided a mostly 
complete response but with 
no information on BAT; 

 Bulgaria listed three 

permits and provided a 
complete response; 

 Czech Republic listed 57 

permits and provided a 
partially complete 
response, indicating that 

some fields could not be 
filled at this stage; 

 Denmark listed one permit 
and provided a complete 
response; 

 Finland listed 116 permits 
and provided a complete 

response; 

 France listed 34 permits 
and provided a complete 
response, in addition a 
document was provided to 
give further explanation on 

the permits; 

 Germany listed 209 
permits and provided a 
mostly complete response; 

 Ireland listed 1,489 
facilities, this was later 
clarified to also include 

quarry sites not relevant to 
EWD facilities.  No detailed 
information provided; 

 Italy provided a response 
in which 19 permits were 
listed corresponding to four 
regions of the Member 

It was expected that the 

information reported by 
Member States as part of the 
data request would provide 
information on: 

 Application of BAT and 

inclusion of BAT in permits; 

 Average length of validity 
of permits; 

 Average renewal period for 
permits; 

 Application of control 

measures in permit; 

 Current reprocessing 
practices at permit level; 
and  

 Wider general statistics on 
number of permits, status 
of the mines and materials 

being mined. 

 

While the responses received 
do not cover all Member 
States, for those Member 
States where information was 
received, a good level of 
information was provided 
which allows an analysis for 

some of the points highlighted 

above, with varying degree of 
completeness. The least well 
responded parts are in 
relation to control measures 
and reprocessing practices. 

 

The main limitation is on EU 
wide comparability of the 
information reported 
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Information source Information available Gaps observed 

State.  The information 
provide on these permits 
has significant gaps; 

 Hungary listed 28 permits 
and provided a complete 
response; 

 Malta listed 27 permits 
and provided a complete 
response; 

 Poland listed 15 permits 

and provided a complete 
response; 

 Portugal listed 10 permits 
and provided a complete 

response; 

 Slovakia listed 111 
permits and provided a 

complete response; 

 Spain listed 1,217 permits, 
many of which are for sites 
in closure phase. The 
completeness of 
information varied from 

permit to permit, overall 
little information was 
included on BAT and 
reprocessing measures; 

 Sweden listed 20 permits 
and provided a complete 

response; and  

 The UK listed 401 permits 
located as follows: 236 in 
England, 146 in Scotland, 
19 in Wales and 0 in 
Northern Ireland. The 
response provided was only 
partially complete and no 

information on products, 
issues, BAT and 
reprocessing was provided. 

 

No responses were received 
from Greece and Romania. 

Direct engagement with 

Member States – 
questionnaire on 
reprocessing 

The request was issued on 

11th May 2016 with a deadline 
for responding of 13th July 
2016.  

 

22 Member States provided 
responses. All of the 
responses were complete, 
there was variation between 
those Member States where 
policy related to reprocessing 

of waste from extractive 
industry is available (i.e. 4 
out of 22 with dedicated 
guidance and a further 9 out 

It was expected that this 

information would be useful 
to perform the assessment of 
performance for the specific 
corresponding thematic area.  

 

While sufficient information 
was available for the purpose 
of our analysis, not all 
Member States are 
represented and those that 

are, are with varying level of 
details. 
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Information source Information available Gaps observed 

of 22 where these activities 
are covered in wider national 
policy) and others where no 

policy is in place (9). The 
responses have provided a 
range of examples and 
possible case studies. 

 

No responses were received 
from Finland, France, Greece, 
the Netherlands, Portugal and 
Slovakia. 

Literature review The literature reviewed 

included: 

 Member States websites 
regarding Extractive Waste 
and its regulation / 
permitting (see Appendix 

F); 

 Member State closed sites 
inventories as per Article 20 
(see weblinks in Appendix 
E; 

 Member State guidance, 
where available; and  

 Scientific and academic 
literature identified using 
targeted search terms 
(SCOPUS). 

The availability of data on the 
Member State websites is 
variable. Some have a single 

site with reference to all the 
legislation, guidance and 
further information, whereas 
others use multiple websites 
(per Region or Competent 
Authority).  

 

The scientific literature review 
identified a high number of 
resources (more than 200 
academic and scientific 

articles reviewed). A 

reference list is presented at 
the end of this report in 
Appendix B. 

Varies according to source 

reviewed.  Regarding Member 
State webpage information on 
implementation, note that the 
level of detail of the webpage 
information varied between 

Member States.  The more 
developed webpages include 
information on guidance 
documents and other relevant 
background material.  Where 
no dedicated webpage is 
available, information may be 

contained within other 
webpages dedicated to either 
waste or mining.  
Furthermore, the majority of 
Member States do not include 

complete information on 
permits directly online, rather 

information can be provided 
on request. 

National legislation 

(including national 
guidance / national 
guidelines) 

The national legislation of a 

large selection of Member 
States has been reviewed. 
This included Austria, 
Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, 
Spain, France, Ireland, Italy, 

Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, 
Sweden and United Kingdom. 

 

The depth of information 

included in the legislation 
varied according to Member 
State; some have detailed 
provisions, others rely on 
other guidance or other 
regimes. 

 

In several Member States the 
information was held at 
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Information source Information available Gaps observed 

The legislation was available 
online, and normally 
referenced the same text as 

in the Directive without much 
development. 

 

Information on sanctions and 
penalties was available in 5 

out of 13 reviewed, and some 
Member States made 
reference to other legislative 
systems (e.g. Greece, 
Portugal).  

 

The availability of guidance to 
the public was scarce (only 
identified in Germany (some 
Lander), Ireland, Sweden, 
and the UK (among the 14 
countries reviewed)). 

regional or local level making 
it difficult to identify and 
access. 

Statistical information 
from Eurostat 

EUROSTAT waste data for 

2014 was assessed to identify 
useful information on the 

implementation of the 
Directive.  There was waste 
generation information on 27 
categories, however 99.65% 
(over about 700 million 
tonnes) of waste generated in 

the sector is classified as 

‘Mineral and solidified wastes‘ 
of which 99% is generated by 
10 Member States: 

Romania 21.7% 

Bulgaria 22.6% 

Sweden  19.7% 

Poland 10.7% 

Finland 8.9%  

Greece 6.7% 

UK 3.7% 

Spain 2.6%  

Estonia 1.1% 

Germany 1.1% 

The data can be further 

disaggregated into hazardous 
and non-hazardous waste. 

Data are available on waste 

generation (not on 
treatment).  Sub-data sets 
exist for hazardous waste. 

Information provided by 

Member States on events 
(Article 11(3) and 12(6) of 
EWD) 

Over the period 2008-2016, 

the Commission was informed 
of at least seven events either 
via notifications by Member 
States or further desk 
research. 

Low number of events 

compared to the number of 
extractive waste facilities and 
the length of the period 
examined 

3.3 Stakeholder workshop 

A stakeholder workshop on the implementation of the EWD was held in Brussels on 14th 

March 2017.  The workshop summary report is presented in Appendix D and 
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incorporates analysis of the discussions (not repeated here), main points recorded 

during the workshop, agenda, list of attendees, and the background paper provided to 

delegates prior to the meeting.  The comments, observations and clarifications made at 

the workshop were considered in developing the analysis for the project in addition to 
the information sources described above. 

3.4 Mining sector context 

3.4.1 Technological development 

Regarding techniques and technologies, the 2009 BAT Reference Document (BREF) 

provides an overview for extractive techniques, mineral processing, tailings 
management, and closure and aftercare (for a summary see Appendix G). 

Discussions with specialists indicated that, regarding technology development since the 

2009 BREF, whilst there have been improvements (driven by a continual need for 

efficiency) there has not been fundamental change in mining technologies deployed.  

However, the following are examples of technologies that are becoming more 
commonplace, primarily to increase operational and economic efficiency: 

 Autonomous (driverless) haulage, including mine haul trucks, trains and drill rigs; 

 Satellite survey for measurement and monitoring; 

 3D LIDAR16 and radar scanning (for slope monitoring and measurement); 

 Onsite mineralogical analysis; 

 Ore sorting; and 

 Remote monitoring and control of process plant. 

In terms of risk reduction from these technologies, technological development has 

focussed on economic risk reduction (although reduction of environmental risk may also 

result and developments that increased environmental risk would not be looked on 

favourably).  Any new technology that would introduce greater safety, environment or 

economic risk would be unlikely to succeed.  Reducing risk (primarily economic but also 

safety and environmental) is the main driver for implementing new techniques.  Three 

of the technologies noted above (autonomous haulage, satellite survey, and 3D LIDAR 

and radar scanning) achieve risk reduction by removing people from the hazard.  3D 

LIDAR and radar scanning could also have a consequential environmental risk reduction 

where it is used to monitor waste dumps and tailings ponds.  Specialists indicated that 

while these technologies are becoming more common, they are not widely used at 

present.  No data was available to ascertain with precision uptake in the EU.  Specialists 

were also of the view that the 2006 Directive has assisted in reducing risk by providing 
clarity to the regulatory framework. 

3.4.2 Waste management costs 

Allocating Capex and Opex associated with waste management in the extractive sector 

is complex as there is a very wide range of minerals and extraction processes together 

with a correspondingly wide range of physical locations and settings to be considered.  

Obtaining reliable cost data can raise issues of commercial sensitivity (e.g. where there 

are limited companies or sites engaged in extraction of a particular mineral) and are 

hard to establish for a facility or sector where an operator is, or used to be, state owned 

and/or the costs are historic.  A further consideration is that many metal mines produce 

several metals hence it can be difficult to assign common costs to the different metals.  

These difficulties have been acknowledged by Symonds Group (2001) and confirmed 
through discussion with other industry experts. 

Symonds Group (2001) notes that the following variable activities give rise to waste 

management costs: 

                                           
16 Light Detection and Ranging.  LIDAR is a remote sensing technique that uses pulsed laser light to measure 

variable distances. 
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 Requirements to reuse material; diversion of overburden or waste rock for use as 

aggregate and fill; restoration requiring back-filling and re-profiling: such activities 

are likely to involve the handling and management of waste materials and will 

entail costs, though actions such as sorting, screening, crushing, storing and 

placement of materials are relatively minor costs; 

 Tailings management (where required): tailings are typically not inert, particularly 

where chemicals have been used in processing.  Costs associated with tailings 

management (prior to their long-term storage or disposal) include tailings 

pumping, de-watering, neutralisation and the treatment of chemical residues to 

render the tailings less hazardous, and the design, installation and closure of the 

facilities (including any wastewater treatment plant).  A tailings management 

facility is typically developed in phases (the height of the containment dam is likely 

to be raised in stages over a period many years, thus capex investment will extend 

over the life of the facility) and will include: 

– containment dam construction and bunding 

– geological or synthetic liner installation to prevent contamination 

– provision of accompanying infrastructure (e.g. pumps and filter presses) 

needed to operate the tailings facility 

 Backfilling is an option for some facilities whereby material is replaced in the 

mined-out void space.  This incurs costs to achieve proper separation of materials, 

expenditure on cementation type materials and handling costs; and 

 Management costs such as monitoring equipment, and access to appropriate 

analytical facilities. 

Extractive facilities develop around an approach that includes waste management as an 

integral part of ore concentration and processing hence allocating costs to waste 

management is not straightforward.  Furthermore, together with initial Capex 

investment, ongoing Capex is required at extractive facilities.  This may be referred to 

as ‘semi-capital costs’ or ‘sustaining Capex’ and is associated with items of a capital 

nature which are scheduled to occur regularly throughout the life cycle of a project.  

Examples are the extension of tailings dams and the replacement of large capital items 

(e.g. pumps).  Such semi-capital costs may be significant.  Alongside Capex and semi-

capital costs is Opex associated with pumping, treatment of hazardous residues, 
wastewater treatment, materials handling, monitoring and management oversight. 

In investigating waste management costs Symonds Group reviewed responses to an 

information request from 22 organisations and concluded that for both zinc and copper 

facilities, waste management typically accounts for about 1.5-2.0% of total cash costs17 

and that for coal mining the proportion of mining costs accounted for by the same waste 

management practices ranges from 1.0% in France to 3.5% in the UK.  Discussion with 

industry experts has indicated agreement with 1.5 to 2.0% of cash costs assuming that 

the proportion is for tailings waste management only and does not include costs 

associated with waste rock dumps.  For initial Capex, a range for tailings facility could 

be in the region of 5-10% however this is highly dependent on the significant variables 

noted above and excludes further semi-capital costs that would be required through the 

life cycle of the facility and which are incurred at varying rates and degrees dependent 

on the particular facility.  Further costs associated with the management of waste rock 

will vary depending on the stripping ratio18.  For opencast mining stripping ratios may 

vary from 1:1 to 8:1 but can be greater if the ore grade is high and economically, can 
support a high stripping ratio. 

                                           
17 Total cash cost = cash operating costs (i.e. direct mining expenses + smelting, refining and transport costs 

+ by-product credits + other costs) + royalties (not-profit based) + production taxes.  In broad terms, total 
cash cost is Opex. 
18 The ratio of the volume of overburden (or waste material) requiring management to the volume of ore 
extracted. 
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4. Analysis of the gaps in the implementation 

This section presents the initial analysis of the information gathered on specific 

indicators for the areas of intervention relevant to the EWD. The analysis has attempted 

to identify gaps in implementation at Member State level and draw conclusions on 
performance and possible solution to address instances of low performance. 

4.1 Member State enforcement and control 

4.1.1 Parameter: Effectiveness of enforcement, in relation to enforcement 

authorities’ powers and competencies in relation to: a) enforcement 

authorities’ powers and competencies 

Table 4.1  Indicator summary – Member State enforcement and control:  a)  

  enforcement authorities’ 

Indicator 1: Cases of non-compliance identified over the two reporting periods 

Description The indicator aims at describing cases of non-compliance with 

the permit conditions, identified over the two reporting periods 
(description of the cases and classification of types of non-
compliance), to identify specific trends within and across 
Member States. 

Sources of information Review of Member State implementation reports  

Information provided by Member States on incidents and events 

Geographic scope of 
information 

MS coverage and EU-wide information 

Completeness of 
information 

Under the first reporting period (May 2008- April 2011), there was 
no information from six Member States (CZ, ES, LT, LU, SE, UK). 
12 Member States mentioned that they had not identified any 
non-compliance (AT, BE, CY, DE, DK, EE, FR, HU, LV, MT, PT, RO). 
Some countries mentioned that they had identified non-
compliance, without providing any specific instances (BG, EL and 

PL). Ireland stated that non-compliance instances cannot be 
reported, since the Directive only entered into force in May 2012. 
Finland, Italy and Slovakia identified specific non-compliance 
cases with the permit conditions.   
 

Under the second reporting period (May 2011-April 2014), there 

was information on non-compliance cases in 13 out of 21 
Member State implementation reports (seven Member States did 
not have any facilities falling under the scope of the EWD). 

There was no information from six Member States (BG, GR, IE, 
IT, LU, SE). Spain and France provided limited information. 

Information gathered Under the first reporting period, only three countries indicated 
that they identified cases of non-compliance. Ireland mentioned 
that this question was not relevant, since the Directive entered 
into force only in May 2012. Under the second reporting period, 
only five countries indicated that they had identified cases of non-
compliance (54 cases in total). Usually the failure to comply with 

the conditions set in permits is among the main reasons 
identified19. 

                                           
19 Further details on the non-compliance cases under the second reporting period are available under BiPRO 
and Oakdene report ‘Provision and elaboration of information for the preparation of the ‘Implementation 
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Indicator 2: Expertise of inspectors (diploma, technical training, etc.), how many 

inspectors per site (Article 17 of the EWD) 

Description This indicator aims at describing the level of inspector expertise 
in Member States, how they are trained and what qualifications 
they require. It also examines the number of inspectors per site 
in Member States. 

Sources of information Consultation of trade association 
Engagement with mining experts 

Geographic scope of 
information 

Generic information on EU trends in general together with limited 
information on Member States. 

Completeness of 
information 

Very limited information 

Information gathered According to Euromines, inspectors are not sufficiently trained and 

do not have the right expertise in some Member States. This is 
especially the case in Member States in which there are few 
mines. However, in countries with a long ‘mining history’, such as 
Germany, inspectors are well trained and have the right expertise. 
Euromines suggests the use of external auditors that should 
assess whether the extractive waste sites are compliant with the 
Directive, also by taking BAT and voluntary codes (e.g. 

GruvRIDAS in Sweden or the Cyanide Code internationally) into 
account to address the lack of expertise of inspectors. 
 
This approach is implemented in the UK and Ireland where, 
according to the 2012 Guidelines on inspection of extractive waste 
facilities, an independent expert is appointed as the “Competent 
Engineer” for a facility and must fulfil an expert role during design 

and permitting, operation and post closure to provide advice and 

recommendations to the operator, and by assessing and reporting 
any compliance issues to the competent authorities20. 

 

b) Inspection programmes with clear priorities 

Table 4.2  Indicator summary – Member State enforcement and control: Parameter 

  b) inspections 

 

Indicator 3: Evidence of Competent Authority carrying out sampling of extractive 
waste, laboratory tests and / or stress tests* 

Description This indicator aims at identifying the expertise of Competent 
Authorities in carrying out their own tests to control whether 

the facilities comply with the obligations of the Directive and do 
not entail any risk to the environment 

Sources of information Consultation of trade association 

Geographic scope of 
information 

Generic information on the practice in the EU in general.   

                                           
Report of Directive 2006/21/EC on the Management of waste from Extractive Industries.’ April 2016 (Section 
3.3.3) available at: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/studies/mining/waste_extractive_industries.pdf    
 
20 See page 46-47 of the Guidelines for the inspection of mining waste facilities prepared by DHI for the 
European Commission. April 2012 available at: 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/Annex2_guidelines_inspection.pdf    

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/studies/mining/waste_extractive_industries.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/Annex2_guidelines_inspection.pdf
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Completeness of 

information 

Limited information based on a consultation of Euromines 

members 

Information gathered According to Euromines members, inspectors do not carry out 
their own sampling of extractive waste or laboratory tests or 

stress tests, but instead rely on their company’s own testing. 
They consider that mining companies are better placed to carry 
out these tests (technical and financial capacity). 
 

Inspectors should, however, have the relevant competences to 

assess the quality of the tests and to identify potential risks 
and issues. 

 

c) Assessment of implementation of inventory of closed waste facilities 

Table 4.3  Indicator summary – Member State enforcement and control: Parameter 

  c) inventories (Art 20) 

 

Indicators 4 and 5: Availability of an inventory (Article 20 of the EWD) and 
frequency of update of the inventory 

Description: These indicators aim to provide information about whether or 

not Member States have set up inventories of closed sites 
online and whether these inventories are frequently updated 

Sources of information Literature review including competent authorities’ websites  
Review of Member State implementation reports (first period 

only21) 

Consultation with Member States authorities (clarifications) 

Geographic scope of 
information 

MS coverage for all EU 

Completeness of 
information 

Quite complete information on whether or not Member States 

have set up an inventory online. Whilst there is no information 
on whether or not these inventories are frequently updated, for 
those inventories that are publicly available, there is a date of 
last update in most cases. 

Information gathered The MS implementation reports and consultation with MS (for 
clarifications) were used to determine whether the inventories 
were available. 17 are available online and 1 is temporarily 

offline (the website is being renovated).  
 
Appendix E contains the links to the 17 inventories that are 

available online.  

There was not information on the frequency of updates of the 

inventory (except one Member State but it has not updated the 
inventory as frequent as stated). However, there was 
information in most cases on the last time that they were 
updated. See Table 4.4 for details. 

 

                                           
21 No specific questions on inventory under the second reporting period.   
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4.1.2 Analysis 

Under these four indicators, the information available was not complete and detailed 

enough, to fully assess how Member States are enforcing and controlling the application 

of the EWD.   

With regard to the reporting of non-compliance cases, few countries with extractive 

waste facilities have identified compliance issues. Furthermore, the information provided 

on the non-compliance cases is often incomplete and/or unclear. Some countries do not 

mention the number of cases, the type of cases, the related sanctions or administrative 

measures or the category of facility involved. It is not possible to assess whether the 

limited number of cases of non-compliance is due to a high compliance rate from 

extractive waste companies or to the insufficient enforcement and control measures set 

in place by Member States. Overall, no detailed comparison between Member States 
can be achieved based on the data available. 

Concerning the expertise of inspectors and their number per site, the information 

collected is very generic and mainly based on one source (Euromines) which underlines 

that inspectors are well qualified in countries with a ‘mining history’, but that this is not 

always the case in other Member States. Euromines suggests the use of private 

independent certification/audit systems to replace inspectors from competent 

authorities. According to the 2012 Guidelines on inspection of mining waste facilities22 

such certification/audit systems are implemented in the UK and Ireland whereby an 

independent expert “Competent Engineer” which must fulfil certain professional 

requirements set by law, is appointed and remunerated by the operator to carry out 

inspections and report to the competent authorities.  No data was found within the 

available sources of information relating to the number of inspectors per site.  

There is limited data available, based on one source of information (i.e. Euromines), on 

whether or not Competent Authorities carry out sampling of extractive waste, laboratory 

tests and/or stress tests. Euromines’ members consider that inspectors do not carry out 

their own sampling of extractive waste or laboratory tests or stress tests, but instead 

rely on operators’ tests since the inspectors lack the technical and human resources to 

perform such tests. They suggest that inspectors should, however, have the relevant 
expertise to assess the quality of the tests and to identify potential risks and issues.   

On the availability of inventories23, information on whether or not Member States had 

set-up an online inventory is overall complete24, however from the information available 

a number of observations can be made.  From the 28 EU Member States, seven did not 

consider establishing an inventory due to the absence of closed or abandoned sites.  

From the remaining 21 Member States, 17 (Austria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, 

Greece, Spain, Finland, France, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Romania, Sweden, 

Slovenia, Slovakia and United Kingdom) have an inventory that is available online.  

Another (Poland) has developed an inventory but it is temporarily unavailable online 

because the website is being renovated.  No information was found on the frequency 

that the inventories are updated, apart from Greece (every three years, although the 

inventory has not been updated since 2012). It could be verified when the inventories 

had been last updated in 13 out of the 17 cases where they were available online 

(Cyprus, Estonia, Greece, Spain, Finland, France, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, 

                                           
22 Establishment of guidelines for the inspection of mining waste facilities, inventory and rehabilitation of 

abandoned facilities and review of the BREF document, April 2012, report for DG Environment 
23 Note that to assess implementation, the existence of inventories was the focus of the evaluation indicator.  

Information in the inventories is variable in content and date and did not facilitate useful analysis. However, 
it has been possible to compile information on facility name, location, type of facility (heap, dam, pond, other), 
type of resource exploited when the mine was active. This list contains over 3,000 entries and has been 
provided to the Commission in Excel format. 
24 See Appendix E.  Note that a lack of an online inventory does not confirm that an inventory has not been 

developed (e.g. BE, DE, PL). This is actually the case in Austria, where the inventory is available offline.  The 
competent authorities of BE, BG, DE and PL have been contacted to confirm whether an inventory exists, 
without success.  HR, LT, LU, LV, MT, and NL, stated that it was not applicable as either there were no 
facilitates in the Member State or that there were no abandoned sites.  Although SI stated the same in its 
implementation report, an inventory does exist and is available online. 
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Romania, Slovenia and the UK).  The dates are quite variable and range from 2011 to 

2017.  Table 4.4 presents a summary of this information.  Also, Appendix E presents a 
list of the links to those inventories that are available online.  

In the cases of Germany, Bulgaria, and Belgium, it was not possible to confirm whether 

inventories are available.  The inventories do not appear to be available online.  The 

competent authorities of these Member States were consulted but no response was 
received as of 12th July 2017.   

Table 4.4  Information on availability of the inventories of closed and abandoned 

extractive waste facilities (Article 20) in the EU-28 

Member 
State 

Is there an inventory? Is the date of 
last update 
available? 

If so, date 

AT Yes. Available online (PDF). The inventory is 
not a list or table as there is a single facility.  
The document states that there is one facility to 
which the criteria of Article 20 applied. 

No - 

BE Clarification sought from Member State but not 
available at time of writing. It is only applicable 
to Walloon. 

- - 

BG Clarification sought from Member State but not 
available at time of writing. 

- - 

CY Yes. Available online (HTML). Yes June 2017 

CZ Yes. Available online. (List in website and map 

tool with detailed information which requires 
Microsoft Silverlight™ to work). 

It is stated to be 

“continuously 
updated”. No 
date available 

NA 

DE Clarification sought from Member State but not 

available at time of writing. No link or 
information found. 

- - 

DK The Member State stated that there are no 
sites for which Article 20 is applicable (no 
inventory required). 

NA NA 

EE Yes. Available online (PDF). Yes 2011  

(first stage) 

2012  
(second stage) 

EL Yes. Available online (PDF). Yes October 2012 

ES Yes. Available online (Excel). Yes November 2015 

FI Yes. Available online (PDF). Yes November 2012 

FR Yes. Available online (PDF). Yes - 

HR The Member State stated that there are no sites 
to which Article 20 is applicable (no inventory 
required). 

NA NA 

HU Yes. Available online (PDF). Yes December 2012 
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Member 

State 

Is there an inventory? Is the date of 

last update 
available? 

If so, date 

IE Yes. Available online (IT tool with a list of all 

extractive waste facilities, including those 
active. There are 86 closed mining waste 
facilities in Ireland, but only one is stated to 
meet the Article 20 criteria). 

Yes 2015 

IT Yes. Available online (One Excel file for each 
region). 

Yes May 2017 

LT The Member State stated that there are no 
sites for which Article 20 is applicable (no 
inventory required). 

NA NA 

LU The Member State stated that there are no 
sites for which Article 20 is applicable (no 
inventory required). 

NA NA 

LV The Member State stated that there are no 
sites for which Article 20 is applicable (no 
inventory required). 

NA NA 

MT The Member State stated that there are no 
sites for which Article 20 is applicable (no 
inventory required). 

NA NA 

NL The Member State stated that there are no 
sites for which Article 20 is applicable (no 
inventory required). 

NA NA 

PL An inventory exists but the website is currently 

under reconstruction. 
- - 

PT Yes. Available online (Excel). Yes February 2013 

RO Yes. Available online (PDF of photocopied 
material). 

Yes July 2012 

SE Yes. Available online (PDF). No - 

SI The Member State stated that there are no 
sites for which Article 20 is applicable (No 
inventory required). However, the Slovenian 

Geological Office published an inventory in 
2014, which is available online (PDF) 

Yes February 2014 

SK Yes. Available online (PDF). No - 

UK Yes. Available online (Three PDF). Yes England and 
Wales: January 
2014 
Scotland: 
January 2015 
Northern 
Ireland: 2011 

Note: Information valid as of 30th June 2017 

Finally, there is limited information on how Member States select the closed facilities to 

be included in the inventory and how they define sites causing serious negative 

environmental impacts or which have the potential of becoming in the medium or short 
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term a serious threat to human health or the environment25.  Some Member States 

mentioned at the workshop organised by the Commission in March 2017 that they used 

guidance26 developed by the TAC for the pre-selection of sites.  See section 4.7 for 

details on the inventories of closed and abandoned sites that are available online.  

4.1.3 Implications  

 Expertise of inspectors and test carried out by Competent Authorities. 

Almost no information was available on the level of expertise of inspectors (e.g. 

qualifications, years of experience, training).  It should be relevant to cover this question 

under the Member State reporting questionnaire.  At the stakeholder workshop (see 

section 3.3), there was recognition that there should be a minimum level of competence 

for inspectors carrying out facility inspections.  Related topics could also be considered 

such as the outsourcing of inspection to independent experts (e.g. type of expertise 
outsourced, role of independent experts and efficiency of outsourcing).  

Tests carried out by the competent authorities, do not seem a viable indicator since, in 

general, the competent authorities do not carry out their own tests/sampling, but rely 

instead on the tests performed by companies due to a lack of financial and technical 

resources.  However, whether there are obligations on the operator of the extractive 

waste facilities to carry out tests and samples and to record them in view of inspections 

or to send them to the Competent Authorities is an issue that could also be investigated 
as part of the triannual reporting. 

 Checklist of issues for inspections and proportionality. 

At the stakeholder workshop, some Member States and stakeholders called for a 

‘checklist’ of principal questions/issues for inspections.  Such a list should concentrate 

on the main aspects and not extend to detail.  In addition, a need for proportionality of 

inspections was identified (e.g. Category A, non-Category A, inert and non-inert to be 

differentiated).  Some industry stakeholders stressed that checklists should not be a 

substitute for competence and that requirements on competence are needed in the 

guidelines.  Overall stakeholders saw the 2012 report on inspections27 as a good basis 
for further work on the approach to facility inspections. 

 Selection of sites to be included in Article 20 inventory. 

It may be relevant to further research how Member States select the extractive waste 

facilities to be included in the inventories, according to Article 20 of the EWD and 

whether they take into account for these selections the guidance note on pre-selection 

of closed facilities developed by Member States with the support of the Commission in 

201128. At the workshop organised by the Commission, several Member States 

mentioned that they used this guidance.  See section 4.7 for details on the inventories 
of closed and abandoned sites that are available online.  

 Non-compliance cases. 

To ensure that the reporting on non-compliance cases is more accurate and detailed, it 
may be relevant to attempt to gather more specific information in particular on: 

 The type of non-compliance based on the different obligations of the Directive;  

 The category of the extractive waste facilities; 

                                           
25 According to Article 20 of the Directive, the inventory must include closed waste facilities located on their 
territory which cause serious negative environmental impacts or have the potential of becoming, in the 
medium or short term, a serious threat to human health or to the environment 
26 Guidance document for a risk based pre-selection protocol for the inventory of closed waste facilities, 

prepared by the Inventory of closed waste facilities ad-hoc group (as sub-committee of the technical 
adaptation committee for Directive 2006/21/EC) 
27 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/Annex2_guidelines_inspection.pdf  
28 Guidance document for a risk based pre-selection protocol for the inventory of closed waste facilities as 

required by Article 20 of Directive 2006/21/EC, prepared by the Inventory of closed waste facilities ad-hoc 
group (as sub-committee of the technical adaptation committee for Directive 2006/21/EC) 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/Annex2_guidelines_inspection.pdf
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 The sanctions or administrative measures imposed, as a result of the non-

compliance; 

 Whether or not the non-compliance resulted in an incident or accident; and 

 How the non-compliance case was identified (e.g. through inspections, complaints, 

incidents). 

This information could be considered in updated implementation reporting, however it 

is important to note that there is currently consideration on whether the triannual 

reporting format is best suited to gather information on implementation and a recent 

Commission Communication29 noted that conclusions of the Fitness Check on 

Environmental Monitoring and Reporting will be taken into account when updating the 

reporting questionnaires. 

4.2 Major accident prevention 

4.2.1 Parameter: Assessment of major accident policies in relation to: a) 

Existence and adequacy of safety management system, including 

appointment of a safety manager and b) Adequacy of coverage in the 

external emergency plan 

Table 4.5  Indicator summary 

 

Indicator 1: Number of major accidents 

Description Aim to assess the major accident policies, in particular the 
existence and adequacy of safety management system. 

Sources of information Literature review 
Consultation of NGOs 

Consultation of trade associations 

Information provided by Member States 

Geographic scope of 
information 

EU wide 

Completeness of information While no literature was identified for this indicator, 

information was gathered through direct consultation with 
trade associations and the review of previously reported 
information by Member States. 

Information gathered  A thorough study undertaken in 2001 by the International 
Commission on Large Dams and the United Nations 
Environment Programme that found that on average one 
major incident per year occurs at extractive waste facilities 

dams and that this figure has doubled between 1995- 
2001; 

 Trade associations were not aware of any major accidents 
since Article 6 came into force (1 May 2008 for new 
facilities, 1 May 2012 for existing facilities in the sense of 
Article 24(1), (4) of EWD); and  

Information provided by Member States on incidents and 
events (Article 11(3) and 12(6) of EWD). 

 

 

 

 

                                           
29 European Commission, COM (2016)535 
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Indicator 2: Changes in the number of major accidents in two reporting periods 

Description This indicator aims to identify possible changes in the number 
of accidents that occurred between different reporting 
periods. 

Sources of information Based on Member State reports. In addition, most Member 
States (those reporting having Category A facilities; 

excluding Bulgaria, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, and 
Sweden) were asked to confirm the absence of accidents 
during the two reporting periods. All Member States except 
Hungary and Finland, on request via e-mail, confirmed that 
no accidents took place. 

Geographic scope of 
information 

The information obtained covers only the Member States of 

Finland and Hungary. 

Completeness of information The data reported within the first (1 May 2008-30 April 
2011) and the second (1 May 2011-30 April 2014) reporting 
periods was complete. 

Information gathered Information on events notified to the Commission (Article 
18, 11(3) and 12(6) of EWD30. 

Indicator 3: Number of Category A installations with an external emergency plan 

Description Given that the existence of external emergency plans is 
compulsory for Category A facilities (except if they are 
covered under the Seveso Directive), the proportion of 
those with/without it has been assessed 

Sources of information Review of implementation reports 

Geographic scope of 
information 

Reports of 23 Member States assessed  

The question is relevant for 18 Member States. 12 of them 
provided an answer. 

Completeness of information It should be taken into account that from all EU Member 

States, seven declared in their reports for the period 2011-
2014 not having any facilities covered by the Directive 
(Denmark, Croatia, Lithuania, Latvia, Malta, the 
Netherlands and Slovenia) and a further three declared not 
having any category A facilities (Austria, Belgium and Czech 
Republic31). The implementation reports cover 13 of the 18 
Member States for which the question was relevant, and 12 

of them responded (a completeness of 66%).   

Information gathered The implementation reports include information of the 
missing external emergency plans in each country, where 
available. In most cases, it also explains the reasons for 
having a higher or lower proportion of missing external 
emergency plans, as well as some differences in the 

                                           
30 Implementation report: “Assessment of information safety measures taken and on the action required in 

the event of accidents or events, as requested by Articles 11§3 and 12§6” of the Directive on the management 
of wastes from the extractive industries (EWD)”. April 2016. 
31 Information is from Member State implementation reports covering 2011-2014. The information request 
undertaken for this study in 2016 contains further information that differs in some cases from information in 
implementation reports (e.g. Belgium reports one and the Czech Republic two Category A facilities in the 2016 
information provided for this study).  This report states whether the information has been extracted from 
implementation reports or the recent additional request. 
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interpretation of the circumstances at which these should be 

drafted (e.g. Category A facilities in closure phase are 
required to have an external emergency plan in Germany 
but not in Estonia. According to the Estonian 
implementation report, a site not in operation but to be 
closed had no external emergency plan prepared. The site 
was due to close at the end of 2014. The information 

collected for this study in 2016 confirmed that the site is 
now closed and is no longer classified as a Category A 
facility). A summary has been included in Table 4.6. 

 

4.2.2 Analysis 

Article 6 of the EWD requires Member States to ensure that major accident hazards from 

Category A waste facilities (except for those covered by the Seveso regime) are 

identified and that the necessary features are incorporated into the design, construction, 

operation and maintenance, closure and after-closure of the waste facility to prevent 

such accidents and to limit their adverse consequences for human health and/or the 
environment, including any transboundary impacts. To this end, inter alia: 

 The operator shall draw up a major accident prevention policy for the management 

of extractive waste and put into effect a safety management system implementing 

it, and shall also put into effect an internal emergency plan specifying the 

measures to be taken on site in the event of an accident; and 

 The competent authority shall draw up an external emergency plan specifying the 

measures to be taken off-site in the event of an accident. 

The results of the analysis of the implementation reports suggest that Member States 
have put in place legislative and administrative measures in compliance with Article 6. 

To assess major accident prevention, our main indicators used were:  

 Number of major accidents; 

 Changes in the number of major accidents in two reporting periods; and 

 Number of Category A installations with an external emergency plan. 

 Further indicators have been discussed but not used since robust and comparable 

data was not reliably retrieved with our main sources of information. These were: 

 Recording and reporting of near missed events; 

 Number of near miss events; 

 Changes in the number of near miss events between the reporting periods; 

 Legal requirements to appoint a safety manager applicable to safety manager e.g. 

minimum professional qualifications; 

 Number of Category A facilities with complete safety management policy and 

systems in place; 

 Number of Annex 1 elements covered by safety management system; 

 Verification that external emergency plans meet the objectives described in Article 

6(3); and  

 Verification that the internal emergency plans meet the objectives described in 

Article 6(4)).  

Member States must report to the Commission on events that may affect the stability 

of waste management facilities or that, in general, might increase the risk of damage, 

and accidents every year (Article 18(2) EWD).  Over the period 2008-2016, the 

Commission was informed of seven events either via Member States notifications or 

further desk research.  Additional information on events was also identified following 
consultation with NGOs.  
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Overall, the number of identified events appears to be low.  One may claim that this is 

due to the effectiveness of the safety measures and thorough accident prevention 

planning both by operators and competent authorities under the terms of the Directive.  

However, another explanation is that not all events are reported in accordance with the 

Directive.  For instance, no formal notification of five events, as required under Article 

18(2) of the Directive, was submitted in a timely manner (i.e. on an annual basis) to 

the Commission.  Further, events may not be reported in time because the facilities in 

question may not be properly classified as a facility in the scope of the EWD.  

In response to the events observed in Finland, the Finnish Ministry of Environment 

conducted a risk analysis (i.e. a stress test) of its mines. As part of the assessment, 

companies were consulted on their safety management. One of the weakest aspect 

identified was the low preparedness for flooding, for example many mines have 
emergency pumps but no capacity for emergency power to power these pumps32. 

Although the information about external emergency plans from six Member States is 

missing (Bulgaria, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg and Sweden), it should be noted 

that there were other 10 Member States for which this is not relevant (see table above 

with the description of the indicator). The majority of the Category A facilities of the 

Member States assessed have an external emergency plan (69%). As can be observed 

in Table 4.6 there are some gaps, with four Member States reporting that all plans were 

missing. However most of them have provided an explanation, indicating that they were 

being developed or that they were to be developed before the start of operation of the 

facilities (the plans had not been finalised as the facilities had not started operating 

when the implementation report was drafted) or following reclassification of the 

facilities.  

Table 4.6  Missing external emergency plans 

MS Missing external 
emergency plans 

Comment 

Cyprus 0 (no plans missing)  

Germany 5 (all missing) One to be finalised at the end of 2016, four are already 

in place but they are being assessed to ensure 
compliance with the Directive. One of these facilities is 
in the final phase of closure but Germany requires an 
external emergency plan for these. 

Estonia 0 (no plans missing) The only Category A facility is in the closure phase and 

Estonia does not require it to have an external 
emergency plan. Estonia classified that facility as an 
abandoned site in its first phases of closure. In its 
implementation report (2011-2014), Estonian 

authorities argue that the site was abandoned and 

therefore had no external emergency plan. In the 
recent data submission requested for this study, 
Estonia no longer classifies the facility as category A 

Spain 0 (no plans missing) This was assumed in light of the information provided 

by Spain. Data on the enforcement of national 
inspection laws at regional level was not provided.   

Finland 5 (out of 9) One was due to be finalised during 2015. No 

information has been identified to confirm whether this 
has been completed. 

                                           
32 Stress tests of the mines https://helda.helsinki.fi/handle/10138/42780 and report on the environmental safety of 

the mines: https://helda.helsinki.fi/handle/10138/42781  

https://helda.helsinki.fi/handle/10138/42780
https://helda.helsinki.fi/handle/10138/42781
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MS Missing external 

emergency plans 

Comment 

Greece 0 (no plans missing)  

Hungary 3 (out of 6) This is due to the reclassification of some facilities to 

Category A. The implementation report does not 
contain information on the reason for reclassification. 

Poland 0 (no plans missing)  

Portugal 3 (all missing) Portugal stated that they are “in progress” 

Romania 0 (no plans missing)  

Slovakia 1 (out of 3) Slovakian mining authorities are not the same 

authorities that prepare the external emergency plans 
in their country. They could only state that the missing 
external emergency plan corresponds to a facility which 

operator is in insolvency proceedings and has not 
complied with its obligations. No further information 
from the competent authorities responsible for 
preparing the plan (which are not the same authorities) 
was located. 

United 
Kingdom 

2 (out of 4) This refers to two sites that have been classified as 

Category A but have not started operation yet. One is 
due to be constructed and the other one was granted a 
permit provided that they submit information to the 
competent authorities before the facility starts 
operating. 

Total 19 out of 61 
missing (31%) 

 

Source: BiPRO (2016) 

 

4.2.3 Implications  

 Guidance for reporting events. 

The planned general guidelines announced by the Commission on the implementation 

of the EWD could feature a specific section on recommendations for the timely reporting 
of events. 

 Updated definition of Category A (alternatively guidance). 

One repeated issue which is also relevant for major accident prevention is that Member 

States’ authorities and economic operators are struggling with correctly applying the 

criteria for classification of waste facilities as Category A (see further information in 

Section 4.6), in this respect, one possible solution would be proposing an adjusted 

concept either as part of a review of the Directive, or by means of proposing to 

amend/modify Decision 2009/337.  Another option would be providing guidance on the 

interpretation of Annex III of the Directive regarding Category A waste facilities. 

 External emergency plans at Category A facilities. 

According to the available data, the majority (two thirds) of the Category A facilities in 

the EU have an external emergency plan.  Member States which have not yet finalised 

these plans should aim at finalising these plans as soon as possible since it is a 

requirement of the EWD (article 6) unless these facilities are covered by Seveso 
legislation, in which case article 6 would not apply.  
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4.3 Waste Management Plan 

4.3.1 Parameter: Assessment of the Waste Management Plans (WMP) in 

relation to:  appropriateness of pollution prevention measures in the 

WMP. 

Table 4.7  Indicator summary 

Indicator 1: Existence of guidelines for operators to prepare waste management 
plans 

Description The indicator aims at identifying guidelines for operators to 

prepare waste management plans to assess whether the 
appropriate pollution prevention measures are reflected in them. 

Sources of information National legislation of the EU Member States 

Geographic scope of 
information 

A review of the national legislation of a large number of EU 

Member States (Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, Spain, 
France, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Sweden and 

United Kingdom) was undertaken, looking for specific keywords 
and provisions regarding waste management plans. In most 
cases, the minimum content was specified. Guidelines were 
found for Germany (some Lander), Ireland and the UK (which 
includes separate guidelines for England and Wales, Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland). For Sweden, it was found that 
guidelines are under development. 

Completeness of 
information 

The information is relatively complete in the case of two Member 

States but these were the only nationwide guidelines available. 
As a result, it was not possible to provide a horizontal analysis at 
EU level 

Information gathered Given the low amount of information found, this indicator will take 

Ireland and the UK as examples of good practice.  
 
Ireland: The guidance on the Waste Management (Management 
of Waste from the Extractive Industries) Regulations 2009 
published by the Irish EPA (2012) has a section on waste 
management plans. This includes six sub-sections, a summary of 
key points and summary of actions to be taken by local authorities 

and operators.  
 
UK: There are guidelines for England and Wales (Defra, 2010; 
Environment Agency, 2011), Wales (Natural Resources Wales, 
2014), Scotland (SEPA, 2010) and Northern Ireland (NI 
Department of Environment, 2010): 

 

 England and Wales (general): Brief explanation of the 
requirement, objectives, content, review, monitoring and 
approval with a high level description of the actions to be taken 
by the operator and authority; 

 England and Wales (additional guidance): focuses on the 
objectives, content and the requirements of waste 

management plans (classification of the facility, reassessment 
of the facility status, waste characterisation, description of 
operation and treatment of waste, description of risks to the 
environment and human health, construction and management 
of facilities, control and monitoring procedures, proposed 
closure and post-closure plans, pollution prevention measures, 
land survey) and their review. It contains case studies and 

hypothetical examples that help to interpret the Regulations; 
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 Wales: is almost the same document as the additional guidance 

for England and Wales above. The text is the same in the 
majority of the document; 

 Scotland: detailed description of waste management plan 
objectives, waste characterisation, collection and evaluation of 
information, technical requirements for waste characterisation, 
waste management plans for extractive waste areas, waste 

management plans for excavation voids, basic waste 
management plan requirements for other areas, waste 
management plans for waste facilities handling inert waste), 
waste management plans for facilities handling non-inert / non-
hazardous extractive waste, waste management plans for 
facilities handling hazardous waste, construction and 
management, prevention of water status deterioration, air and 

soil pollution, existing regulatory controls, and existing aspects 
of the planning system. It also provides advice to authorities 
when considering waste management plans. Finally, there is a 

questionnaire-type guidance with questions that help operators 
with the requirements; and  

 Northern Ireland: A transcription of Defra (2010) guidance very 
similar to the Scottish guidance followed by a questionnaire-

type guidance explaining the waste management plan 
objectives and how the process is different for extractive waste 
areas, extractive waste placed in void for rehabilitation or 
construction, inert facilities and non-inert facilities. 

Indicator 2: Verification that the waste management plan includes the elements 
listed in Article 5(3) of the Directive 

Description A literature review was undertaken to assess whether it was 
possible to identify how Member States verify that waste 
management plans include the elements listed in the Directive 

Sources of information Literature review 

Geographic scope of 
information 

A review of the websites of a large number of EU Member States 
(Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Spain, France, 
Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Sweden and United 
Kingdom) was undertaken, looking for specific keywords and 
provisions with regard to the minimum content of waste 

management plans. This has been identified for nine Member 
States. 

Completeness of 
information 

Given that the guidance documents available were very limited 
(see indicator 1 above) and that the method used by Member 
States to verify that this minimum content was complied with is 
not available, it has been concluded that the information is 

incomplete. 

Information gathered As stated above, the minimum content of waste management 
plans has been identified for nine Member States (Austria, 
Bulgaria, Estonia, Greece, Spain, Finland, Ireland, Romania and 
the UK). The analysis of the minimum content is provided in 
Table C.2 below. The guidance documents of Ireland and the UK 

contain information on how to prepare waste management plans 
as stated in the table above (indicator 1). However, the method 
to verify that waste management plans are compliant with this 
minimum content could not be found for any Member State. 
Only the UK guidance mentions that it is likely that most 
operators comply with this provision, since competent 
authorities have to review and approve these plans and will 

check whether they comply with Article 5(3) thoroughly. 
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4.3.2 Analysis 

Article 5 of the Directive indicates that Member States have to request operators to 

develop a waste management plan, for the minimisation, treatment, recovery and 

disposal of extractive waste, taking account of the principle of sustainable development. 
The objectives are: 

 To prevent or reduce waste production and its harmfulness; 

 To encourage the recovery of extractive waste by means of recycling, reusing or 

reclaiming such waste, where this is environmentally sound in accordance with 

existing environmental standards at Community level and with the requirements of 

this Directive where relevant; and  

 To ensure short and long-term safe disposal of the extractive waste, in particular 

by considering, during the design phase, management during the operation and 

after‑closure of a waste facility and by choosing a design which requires minimal 

or no monitoring, control and management of the closed waste facility, prevents or 

at least minimises any long-term negative effects and ensures the long-term 

geotechnical stability of any dams or heaps rising above the pre-existing ground 

surface. 

The parameters to assess the implementation of waste management plans are: 

 Appropriateness of pollution prevention measures in the WMP (indicators 1 and 2); 

and  

 Existence and adequacy of measures for minimisation, treatment, recovery and 

disposal of extractive waste (indicators 3 and 4).  

The available information for indicators 1 and 2 is limited, with restricted geographical 

coverage and without the necessary completeness.  Although it seems that the national 

legislation is readily available in several cases, it was difficult to locate guidance for 

interpretation.  As a result, the analysis focuses on best practice found in the two 

Member States for which guidance was found: Ireland and the UK.  The approaches of 

both countries are similar, although the guidance published by the Ireland competent 

authorities has clearer explanations of the role and requirements of operators and 

competent authorities. In the case of the UK, there are general and additional guidelines 

for England and Wales and then separate guidance documents for Wales, Scotland and 
Northern Ireland.  

As can be seen in Table 4.8, the Ireland guidance has a clear summary of what operators 

and local authorities must do to comply with this provision. Along with that summary, 

the guidance includes detailed explanations of each element of the plan. However, the 

Ireland guidance does not contain case studies or hypothetical examples for potential 

sources of discrepancies such as the categorisation of facilities or the classification of 

waste.  
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Table 4.8  Highlights and requirements for operators and competent authorities as 

  set out in the guidance to the legislation implementing the Extractive  

  Waste Directive in Ireland 

MS Highlights Operators’ 

requirements 
(summary) 

Competent authorities’ 

requirements 
(summary) 

Ireland All operators must draw 
up an extractive waste 
management plan. This 

requirement applies to all 
quarries, sand and gravel 
extraction sites, locations 
where peat extraction 
takes place and other 
similar facilities operated 

by the extractive 

industries. The only 
exceptions relate to sites 
that are about to close, as 
well as peat workings and 
sites that are handling 
only unpolluted soil where 

both such activities are on 
a small-scale. 

 Due date: 31 
December 2011. All 
extractive waste 
management plans 
need to be submitted 

by 31 December 2011. 

 The guidance explains 

that that the document 
does not need to be 
complicated. For 
existing sites, the 

Ireland authorities 
recommend focusing 
on how the 
environment is to be 
protected from 
deposited extractive 
waste, as well as how 

restoration is to be 
carried out on any 
remaining deposits; 
and  

 Once produced, the 

plan needs to be 
revised only in the 

event of a substantial 
change (with 
explanation of what 
this means). 

 Operators are legally 
obliged to produce a 
waste management 

plan; 

 All extractive sites are 
involved in the 
management of 
extractive waste, even 
those that do not 

produce any waste on a 
regular basis or have 
deployed a successful 
preventative approach. 
Accordingly, all 
operators must produce 
an extractive waste 

management plan; 

 The submission of this 
plan was due on 31st 
December 2011; 

 It only needs to be 
updated when there is a 
substantial change 

(where a change of 
significant magnitude 

takes place and relates 
to site waste 
management 
arrangements); 

 Review of the plans 
every five years or 
earlier if there is a 
substantial change; and  

 Operators shall expect 
that the competent 
authority will need to 

verify that the sites 
comply with the waste 
management plans’ 
contents. 

Authorities must: 

 Actively require and 
verify that all operators 

submit a waste 
management plan by 
31st December 2011; 

 Develop procedures for 
the recording, receipt 
and processing of the 

plans; 

 Take into account 
during their review that 
these plans have the 
focus only on issues 
affecting extractive 
waste management. 

This means that the 
legislation does not 
require the plan to 
extend to wider issues 
relating to site closure 
that are not relevant to 
extractive waste 

management; 

 Verify that the content 

of the plan complies 
with the requirements 
of the Regulation and if 
so approve it in 

accordance with it; and  

 Aim at approving plans 
within two or three 
months of their receipt 
unless there is a good 
reason for not doing 
so. 

In particular, local 
authorities should not 
hold unprocessed or 
semi-processed plans for 
prolonged periods without 

issuing a decision on 
them: 

 Monitor compliance as 
part of the competent 
authorities’ inspection 
duties on an ongoing 
basis; and  

 Require that existing 

plans are amended and 
re-submitted only 
when the nature of 
waste management 
operations has 
changed sufficiently for 
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MS Highlights Operators’ 

requirements 
(summary) 

Competent authorities’ 

requirements 
(summary) 

it to constitute a 

“substantial change”. 
Such a change is one 
that has the potential 
to have “significant 
negative effects on 
human health or the 
environment”. 

Source: Irish EPA (2012) 
 

The guidance available in the UK is also comprehensive although the text is not as 
readable and “user friendly” as in the case for Ireland.  

The document for England and Wales (Defra, 2010) gives a general overview of what is 

required. The most relevant parts are in bold. However there is no precise explanation, 

probably due to the individual countries of the UK producing their own guidance. This is 

developed in the additional guidance produced by the Environment Agency for England 

and Wales a year later. This second guidance has very detailed explanations with 

examples and hypothetical cases. As seen in section 4.6, these hypothetical case studies 

may show particularly clear examples to highlight the spirit of the law and the competent 
authorities’ ‘thinking processes’ but without establishing definite thresholds.   

As for the guidance documents produced by the three UK devolved administrations, the 

Welsh guidance is almost identical to the additional guidance produced by the 

Environment Agency for England and Wales.  

The two guidance documents available for Scotland and Northern Ireland are almost 

identical to each other, with many sections being exactly the same. These two 

documents develop the text in Defra (2010) slightly further and provide various annexes 

at the end of the document with a questionnaire that can be used as checklist and logical 

flowchart. However, this may provide insufficient guidance in certain aspects that are 

ambiguous or open to interpretation such as the classification of facilities (see section 

4.6). Table C.1 in Appendix C illustrates an example of how one sections of the waste 
management plan is covered in each guidance document of the UK.  

The fact that guidance was not found for many EU Member States where the national 

legislation was relatively easy to find is a finding in itself. This has prevented the 

comparison with other Member States and a horizontal analysis of how different 
elements have been interpreted.  

The second indicator for assessing the appropriateness of pollution prevention measures 

was the verification that waste management plans include all the elements listed in 

Article 5(3).  For this, the legislation of a large number of Member States was assessed.  

For nine EU Member States (Austria, Bulgaria, Estonia, Greece, Spain, Finland, Ireland, 

Romania and the UK) the provision of the implementing Regulation describing the 

minimum content of waste management plans was identified (Table C.2 in Appendix C).  

As can be observed, the content of these provisions is almost identical in all the Member 

States assessed apart from Romania, where only a general statement was found.  

However, this only indicates that the provision has been transposed to the national 

legislation of these nine countries, but does not provide information of how this is 

actually verified.  According to EA (2011), it is likely that most plans will comply with 

the minimum content because authorities are willing to collaborate with operators and 

have the ultimate responsibility to approve and review the plans.  The latter (i.e., 

approval and review of plans by authorities) is the case in all Member States.  Therefore, 

the real issue is whether operators and authorities interpret the rules correctly.  For 

instance, if a facility has erroneously been classified as non-category A and one of the 

wastes produced therein has been erroneously been classified as inert, there could be 
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risks to the environment and human health arising from the extractive waste of the 

facility and the plan will not contain relevant information on this, simply because there 

were interpretation errors in the process. As a result of this, the need of guidance is 

imperative.  As highlighted above, examples of guidance were only found in two Member 
States.  The analysis would benefit from examples of other relevant Member States. 

4.3.3 Implications 

There were significant gaps in information used to assess the implementation of the 
Directive with regard to waste management plans. The following can be highlighted: 

 Guidance for operators (and competent authorities). 

Development of consistent and available guidance is critical given that the content and 

quality of waste management plans depend on the interpretation and data provided by 

the operator but also on the review and interpretation of the law of competent 

authorities.  That guidance was difficult to locate is a finding in itself.  The guidance 

documents that were found were deemed relevant and detailed, although they only 

correspond to two Member States.  As a result, a possible solution would be the adoption 

of guidance at EU level to assist operators with this aspect of the implementation of the 

Directive. Member State authorities were in favour of this at the stakeholder workshop 

held in Brussels in March 2017 (see section 3.3).  It was also highlighted that guidance 

should be generic, with description of overall aspects that would help clarify the key 
aspects of waste management plans, rather than detailed.  

A further solution suggested at the workshop was the sharing of examples of good 

practice among Member States authorities.  The stakeholders attending the workshop 

suggested that it would be helpful to have examples from a variety of waste facility 

types (category A and non-category A, different sizes and risks).  Finally, some 

stakeholders would find it useful to implement clear and measurable criteria to evaluate 

the quality of waste management plans submitted by operators. 

 Verification that plans have the minimum content as in Article 5(3). 

The national legislation of a large number of Member States was available online and it 

contained provisions with regard to the minimum content of waste management plans.  

However, it could not be found how it is actually verified that plans contain these 

minimum contents.  It could be assumed that this will be the case since competent 

authorities have to approve them (i.e. they will ensure the plans have the minimum 

content).  If that assumption is taken as valid, the issue will be to assess whether 

authorities have the same interpretation of the law when approving the plans, which 

influences their content.  Given the little national guidance found, this could not be 

assessed.  The fact that little national guidance could highlight a gap that could be 

addressed by an EU wide guidance on ensuring that waste management plans have the 

correct minimum content.  Training or workshop on waste management plans drafting 

could also be considered.  This would need to involve both operators and competent 

authorities in charge of verifying these plans.  

4.4 Application and permitting procedures 

4.4.1 Parameter: Assessment of the permitting procedure in relation to 

compliance with permit requirements (including requirements on 

construction and management of waste facilities) 

Indicator 1: Timeframe of the permitting procedure (in months) 

Description This indicator aims to provide information on the permitting 

procedure timeframe across Member States to assess potential 
differences and similarities. 
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Sources of information Consultation of trade associations  

Study on the legal framework for mineral extraction and 
permitting procedures for exploration and exploitation in the 
EU (Draft Final Report) 

Geographic scope of 
information 

Information on Germany, Greece and Sweden for specific 

timeframe related to extractive waste facilities. Information on 
mining permitting procedures in general covering all Member 
States 

Completeness of 
information 

Very incomplete information gathered from Euromines’ 

Members. Comprehensive information on mining permitting 
procedures and related timeframes in Member States under 

the study ‘on the legal framework for mineral extraction and 
permitting procedures for exploration and exploitation in the 

EU’ but no information under this study on the specific 
extractive waste facility permitting procedures in Member 
States.   

Information gathered According to Euromines’ members, the timeframe for obtaining 
permits depends on the conditions of each individual case. 
They consider that the timeframe is ‘appropriate’ in Germany 
(timeframe not specified), but is too long in Greece (three 

months). They highlight that, in Sweden, appeals have become 
a rule rather than an exception. Overall, they stress that 
extractive waste facilities are usually part of the permitting 
process of the mine as such and the operations connected 
thereto. Issues associated with extractive waste facilities differ 
from one to another and it is not possible to provide 

meaningful information here. 
Note that the Study on the legal framework for mineral 

extraction and permitting procedures for exploration and 
exploitation in the EU contains information on the (legal and in 
practice) timeframe of the overall mining facility permitting 
procedure. According to this study, the legal timeframe varies 
widely across Member States. Denmark, Greece, the Italy/E-

Romagna region and Slovakia all require short timeframes for 
Competent Authorities to issue permits. In contrast, France, 
Ireland (only for mining permits), Lithuania, Romania and 
Spain have very long legal timeframes for both metals and 
industrial and construction minerals. Many Member States have 
no legal provisions on deadlines, yet, their real timeframes are 
short, and the authorities, for example, work well without 

legally established timeframes (e.g. Finland, Sweden, Ireland 
for exploration permits, Portugal). Sweden does not have 
statutory or legal timeframes to regulate the work of the 
authorities to grant mining permits. It is, however, unclear 

whether these findings can be replicated for the permits only 
applying to extractive waste facilities.  

Examples of differences of legal and ‘real’ timeframes of 
permitting procedure for mining extraction across Member 
States33:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           
33 Study on the legal framework for mineral extraction and permitting procedures for exploration and 
exploitation in the EU [Minlex] (Draft Final Report, unpublished)  
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Country  Legal timeframe to 

grant extraction 
permit  

Real timeframe to grant 

extraction permit  

Austria  6 months  6 months   

Croatia  Not available  2 to 5 years  

Finland  Not defined by law  90 consecutive days (no 
EIA), 180 days with EIA 

France  1 to 2 years 

depending on the 
type of mineral  

2-3 years depending on 

the type of minerals  

Greece  2 to 7 months 
depending on the 
type of mineral.   

4 months to 12 months 
depending on the type of 
minerals  

Slovakia  2 months  2 months 

Sweden Not defined by law  31 months  
 

 

4.4.2 Analysis  

Under this indicator, the information available was not complete and often not detailed 

enough thereby impeding the assessment of the extractive waste facilities procedures 
in Member States. 

Based on information returns from Member States, 3,754 extractive waste permits were 

recorded across the EU as of July 2017.  3,228 (86%) were recorded as being 

operational, 248 (7%) in the closure phase and 212 (6%) as being in a post closure 

phase.  31 and 35 (totalling 2%) were reported as not operational or unknown 
respectively. 

Regarding products, of the 2,013 permits for which information was available, the 

majority (79%) related to non-metallic minerals and 10% to metallic minerals.  The 

remaining permits related to coal, oil and gas, geothermal energy and ‘exploration’.  

1,739 (46%) permits concern inert waste, 518 (14%) permits concern non-inert waste 
and no information was provided for 1,497 (40%) permits. 

90 permits (2%) related to Category A facilities with 95% confirming that they are not 

Category A and 2% with no data.  Whilst more than one reason was sometimes noted 

for Category A classification, the majority (66%) included classification based on the 

Directive’s Annex III first indent regarding the potential for a failure or incorrect 

operation, potentially giving rise to a major accident.  The second Indent of Annex III 

regarding waste classified as hazardous under Directive 91/689/EEC above a certain 

threshold was included in reasons for 24% and 10% noted the third indent regarding 

containing substances or preparations classified as dangerous under Directives 

67/548/EEC or 1999/45/EC above a certain threshold.  9% did not record a reason for 
Category A classification. 

In terms of the period of validity of the permits, there is no data for 76% however, 8% 

of the permits are indicated to be unlimited (297), 10% have a validity period of less or 

equal to five years (365), 3% have a validity period between 5 and 10 years (123), 1% 

have a validity period between 10 and 25 years (47), 2% have a validity period of more 

than 25 years (61).  Some Member States issue unlimited permits, this is the case for 

Austria, Germany, Denmark, Finland, Hungary and Sweden.  Others specify durations, 

up to 32 years in Bulgaria, up to 30 years in France and Spain with variations according 

to the sites’ activities, up to 24 years in the UK, 20 years in Czech Republic, 16 years in 

Belgium with some granted for seven years only, up to seven years in Slovakia, five 

years in Estonia and either four or one year in Malta.  Italy has a combination of 

unlimited and defined period permits.  The latter range between eight and 72 years34.  

Based on the limited information collected from Member States, it appears that out of a 

total of 3,228 extractive waste facilities in operation, 234 (6%) had their permits 

                                           
34 It is to be noted that Italy submitted a response with information from four of its regions only. 
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renewed in the last 5 years (359) and 10% since the entry into force of the Directive.  

There are also 534 facilities (14%) that have not had their permits renewed, but which 

obtained a permit after the entry into force of the Directive (i.e. between May 2008 and 

2016).  For a small number of facilities (6) a future date was indicated (between 

December 2017 and 2035), suggesting that the permit has a limited duration and may 
be renewed after a specific date.  

It is to be noted that from the 3,228 facilities in operation 773 (24%) were granted a 

permit before the entry into force of the Directive.  103 of those granted before the 

Directive came into force have already renewed their permits.  Information was not 
available, or not applicable for around half of the facilities in operation.  

Out of the 248 facilities in the closure phase (but still holding a permit), 149 had their 

permits granted between 1970 and 2016 (72 between 2016 and 2008; 25 between 

2007-2000; 32 during the 1990s; 17 in the 1980s and one in the 1970s).  The remaining 

facilities in the closure phase were as follows: no information on when the first permit 

was granted (97 facilities), not applicable35 (2 facilities), not required36 (1 facility) and 
possible errors37 (2 facilities). 

Further (very incomplete) information was gathered from Euromines’ Members on the 

situations in Germany, Greece and Sweden.  This information highlighted that the 

permitting procedure for extractive waste facilities is linked to the overall mining 

permitting procedure and that the timeframe varies from one case to another.  A draft 

study on the legal framework for mineral extraction and permitting procedures for 

exploration and exploitation in the EU contains detailed information on the legal and 

‘real’ timeframes of the mining permitting procedures highlighting differences and 

similarities across Member States.  However, this report does not contain any specific 
information on the permitting procedure of extractive waste facilities. 

Regarding the main issues highlighted in these permits, in the great majority of permits 

(75%) issues were not recorded.  For the remaining permits the main issues concern in 

majority the environmental impacts and the reduction of environmental pollution (e.g. 

the management of water and reactants, control of emissions, rehabilitation of the site) 

but also stability.  Whilst indicating some broad themes, overall, it is difficult to derive 

findings from the information collected from Member States on permits.  Information 
collected differs from one site to another and a great amount of information is missing. 

This information shows that permitting for extractive waste management varies 

between Member States, and is often linked to the integrated permitting structure of 

the Member State which would typically include the whole mining installation rather 
than a specific extractive waste permitting. 

4.4.3 Parameter: Assessment of public participation in the permitting 

procedure 

Indicator 2: Public complaints against public participation procedure 

Description This indicator aims to allow for the identification of whether or 

not the public participation procedure is correctly applied by 
the operators of extractive waste facilities and by the relevant 
competent authorities. It may also provide a description on the 

public’s level of involvement in the permitting procedure of 
extractive waste facilities. 

                                           
35 In one case “Not applicable” was stated. In the other case, it was explained that the facility has been in the 
closure phase since 1995. No specific permit was issued at the time and the facility is currently covered by a 
dedicated authorisation 
36 Waived 
37 In these two cases, competent authorities indicated 1905 and 1913, respectively.  This may refer to when 
the mine was first in operation and may be errors. 
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Sources of information Consultation of NGOs (i.e. Mining Watch Romania, EEB and 

independent expert) 

Geographic scope of 
information 

Opinion on the need to enhance the role of the public in the 
extractive waste permitting procedure in the EU.   

Completeness of 
information 

Very generic information from one source. No concrete data on 

complaints against public participation procedures, but rather 
opinions on the limited public participation in the extractive 
waste permitting procedure. Some information but limited to 
specific Member States. 

Information gathered According to the Romanian NGO, all communities affected by 

mining projects should be able to participate in the negotiation 
and the decision-making process in all of its stages, as early as 
possible, while all development options are still open - and 

when they say "no" to a project, this should be taken into 

account. The process of obtaining the consent should be 
carried out earlier than an EIA for a mine proposal, because at 
that stage the mine operator has already invested too much 
money and will not stop the project. Regarding Article 8 on 
public participation, they request that the community's consent 
be compulsory in the case of Category A waste management 
facilities. A Finnish environment expert highlighted that while 

the Directive’s requirements are respected in Finland, there is 
no extra efforts undertaken in order to inform and engage with 
the public. In addition, most permitting procedure make use of 
confidentiality claims. 

4.4.4 Analysis  

Under this indicator, the information available was not complete and often not detailed 

enough thereby impeding the assessment of the extractive waste facilities procedures 

in Member States. 

There is no information available on public complaints against public participation 

procedures within the permitting process in Member States. This lack of information 

impedes the analysis of the public’s level of involvement in the permitting procedure 

and whether or not the public participation is correctly applied by the competent 

authorities and by the extractive waste facility operators. On this topic, Mining Watch 

Romania has provided an opinion requiring a closer involvement of the public in the 

permitting procedure of mining activities. Regarding to Article 8 of the EWD on public 

participation, they request that the community's consent should be compulsory for 
Category A waste management facilities.  

4.4.5 Parameter: Assessment of the implementation of Best Available 

Techniques in the permitting procedure 

Based on information collected from Member States on permits, 2,595 noted or made 

reference to BAT.  There were over 200 explicit references to BAT relating to monitoring 

of stability in a limited number of Member States (CZ, FI, SK, PT, PL, HG, ES and UK) 

and 46 references to BAT relating to gold leaching using cyanide among the 3,735 

extractive waste permits reported.  Information collected was not uniform across 

permits in Member States (e.g. where recorded, some permits recorded a single BAT 

and others 40 from the list available) and a great amount of information was missing.  

Overall, it was not possible to derive clear findings from the information collected from 

Member States on application of BAT in permits other than that information from 

Member States on this subject was often poor and inconsistent in the control measures 

reported as BAT.   
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Indicator 3: Application of BAT in gold extractive facilities 

Description This indicator should allow the identification of whether 

extractive waste facilities using cyanide for gold extraction 
apply BAT in relation to this use.   

Sources of information Engagement with mining experts 

Information requested to Member States 

Geographic scope of 
information 

Worldwide/EU/selected Member State 

Completeness of 
information 

Generic information on BAT was submitted by the extractive 

waste facilities’ operators of gold and silver mines of EU 
Member States.  This was an additional information request 
specific to this project.  The literature selected by mining 

experts contains information on processes and technologies to 
remove cyanide from extractive waste. It also contains 
information on measures and techniques applied or planned to 
be applied on cyanide in two projects in Romania and one in 

the UK.   

Information gathered Several articles stress that if properly managed and treated by 
complying with BAT and the International Cyanide Code, the 
use of cyanide is a safe method for gold extraction.  The 
available literature includes limited information on the 
application of BAT in relation to the use of cyanide in the 

permitting procedures in relevant Member States. A total of 46 
BAT were reported by the main gold producers in the EU 
(Finland, Bulgaria, Sweden Spain, and Slovakia). The BAT 
reported by the highest number of facilities were water erosion 
prevention, monitoring of stability, groundwater monitoring, 
and use of safety manual and independent audits (See table 

4.9 above). 

 
It however contains more detailed information on measures 
and/or extractive techniques applied or planned to be applied 
in three projects (two in Romania one in the UK):   
 
According to a 2015 study of Mining Watch Romania38, the 
[planned] Certej project covers an area of 456 hectares, 

involves processing 45 million tonnes of ore - with a 
concentration of 1.6 grams of gold per tonne of ore – and the 
use of a sodium cyanide quantity of 1653 tonnes per year for a 
period of 16 years. As with the Rosia Montana project, the 
study provides that the post-processing residues, including the 
cyanide and heavy metals, would be stored in an outdoor, 

unlined, tailing pond with a total area of 63 hectares. The ore 
grade at Certej is extremely low. Eldorado estimates it at 1.63 

grams per tonne for gold. The ore would be processed using 
the cyanide-leaching method. Note that the Rosia Montana 
project was not authorised by permitting authorities and that 
on 4 January 2017, Romania's Ministry for Culture filed with 
UNESCO a proposal to place Roşia Montană on the list of World 

Heritage sites. The operator Gabriel Resources has launched a 
complaint to the ICSID39 Arbitration in June 2015. The case is 
still pending at the time of writing this report40.  
 

                                           
38Mining Watch Romania, ‘Anticipating Surprise – Assessing Risk Investors guide to the Eldorado Gold Certej 
mine proposal in Romania’ available at: http://miningwatch.ro/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Investors-
guide-to-the-Eldorado-Gold-Certej-mine-proposal-in-Romania-Final.pdf  
39 World Bank’s International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes  
40 Information available at: https://icsid.worldbank.org/en/Pages/cases/casedetail.aspx?CaseNo=ARB/15/31   

http://miningwatch.ro/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Investors-guide-to-the-Eldorado-Gold-Certej-mine-proposal-in-Romania-Final.pdf
http://miningwatch.ro/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Investors-guide-to-the-Eldorado-Gold-Certej-mine-proposal-in-Romania-Final.pdf
https://icsid.worldbank.org/en/Pages/cases/casedetail.aspx?CaseNo=ARB/15/31
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According to the Dalradan gold project pre-application 

community consultation41, the project will ensure that the 
concentration of cyanide at the end of the process will be 
below the EU limits. Material that has come into contact with 
cyanide will not be left on surface, and will be detoxified and 
returned underground. 
 

Focusing on the application of BAT, Table C.3 in Appendix C 
below includes information submitted by the main gold 
producers in the EU.  Selected examples of the application of 
BAT in the cyanide process have been included in Appendix C 
on application and permitting procedures. 

Indicator 4: Application of BAT in relation to dam and heap stability  (Article 5(c)(iii) 

of the EWD) 

Description This indicator should allow identifying whether extractive waste 

facilities apply BAT concerning dam and heap stability or not. 

Sources of information Engagement with mining experts. 
Member State replies on permitting procedures. 

Geographic scope of 
information 

Site specific/ Member State level. 

Completeness of 
information 

BE, CZ, DE, FR did not provide any responses. Some Member 
States (BG, HU, ES, PT, SK) provided generic information on 

elements to take into account in the permits related to dam 
and heap stability, but do not mention that they apply in the 
permit’s BAT in relation to dams and heap stability. Estonia 
mentions that BAT are always required by law and are taken 
into consideration. The literature selected by mining experts 
contains some information on techniques to ensure dam and 
heap stability (e.g. use of paste/thickened tailings) and 

examples of techniques or approach used at specific sites in 
the EU (e.g. Somincor Portugal, Zelazny Most, Poland) and 
outside the EU (e.g. Canada/US/Australia), but no 
comprehensive information on the use of BAT in relation to 
dam and heap stability is available in EU Member States.   

 

4.4.6 Analysis 

Generic information on BAT was submitted by the extractive waste facilities’ operators 

of gold and silver mines of EU Member States. This was an additional information request 
specific to this project.  

On the stability of dams and heaps, a limited number of Member States have provided 

information on monitoring and risk management measures to be applied by extractive 

waste facilities operators. The available literature highlights that there are new 

alternatives to conventional tailing management that ensure better stability of the dam 

and the heap (e.g. high density thickened tailings or dry stack filtered tailings)42 and 

provides examples of the use of these alternatives in specific sites in the EU (e.g. Neves-

Corvo site in Portugal43). It also contains examples of measures or recommendations to 

                                           
41 Available at: http://dalradianni.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Pre-Application-Community-
Consultation.pdf  
42 For instance, see the 2011 study on ‘Filtered Dry Stacked Tailings – The Fundamentals   Proceedings’ by 

Michael Davies Tailings and Mine Waste 2011 available at: 
http://www.infomine.com/library/publications/docs/davies2011.pdf     
43 Paste deposition over an existing subaqueous slurry deposit of high sulphide content tailings – the Neves 
Corvo experience Roy Lopes, Ricardo Bahia, Mike Jefferies, and Mafalda Oliveira 2013 Aug 16, 2013 

http://dalradianni.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Pre-Application-Community-Consultation.pdf
http://dalradianni.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Pre-Application-Community-Consultation.pdf
http://www.infomine.com/library/publications/docs/davies2011.pdf
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control the stability of the dam and heap implemented at specific sites in Member States 
(e.g. Zelazny Most copper tailings facilities in Poland44).   

Table C.3 presented in Appendix C includes the information on BAT submitted by the 

extractive waste facilities’ operators of gold and silver mines of EU Member States.  This 

was an additional information request specific to this project.  This information provides 

an indication of BAT related to cyanide processes in the EU, given that it covers its main 

gold producers.  A total of 46 BAT were reported by these Member States (Finland, 

Bulgaria, Sweden Spain, and Slovakia).  The BAT reported by the highest number of 

facilities were water erosion prevention, monitoring of stability, groundwater 
monitoring, and use of safety manual and independent audits.  

Analysis of Seveso and extractive waste permitting procedures 

According to Article 7 of the EWD, any permits produced pursuant to other national or 

EU legislation may be combined to form a single permit where such a format obviates 

the unnecessary duplication of information and the repetition of work by the operator 

and competent authorities.  Based on information from Member States on the permits 

granted for extractive waste facilities and on permits granted for Seveso sites falling 

under “Mining activities (tailings & physicochemical processes)"45, an analysis was 

carried out on  whether installations classified as Seveso under "Mining activities 

(tailings & physicochemical processes)" were also permitted as extractive waste 

facilities, and if so, whether or not they were categorised as Category A or whether no 

permit under the EWD  was granted.  The table below summarises this analysis. 

Note that due to inconsistencies in the reporting of information on Seveso installations 

and on extractive waste permits granted by Member States (e.g. lack of coherence 

between names of companies and operators) potential ranges in the findings are noted.  

A similar data quality issue was identified in the Member State responses to the triannual 

questionnaire, where only nine Category A extractive waste facilities in operation (seven 
in Finland, one in Romania, one in the UK) were also subject to the Seveso regime46.  

Overall, data on the application of the EU permitting regimes is unclear and does not 

allow a clear picture on the application of these permitting regimes to the extractive 
waste sites to be concluded. 

Table 4.9  Facilities classification under Seveso "Mining activities" and/or EWD 

Countries Installations with 

both Seveso and 
extractive waste 
permits 

Installations with 

both Seveso and Cat A 
extractive waste 
permits 

Seveso installations 

without extractive 
waste permits 

Bulgaria 1 1 2 

Finland 2 (possibly up to 5) 0 (possibly up to 2) 9 (possibly 6) 

Germany 0 0 1 

Italy N/a N/a 8 1 

Poland 0 0 1 

                                           
44 Za Chieh-Moh Distinguished Lecture: The Geotechnical Problems of the Second World Largest Copper 
Tailings Pond at Zelazny Most, Poland (2010) 
45 Note that the list of Seveso facilities examined is only the list of installations that can be disclosed publically, 

so it may not be fully comprehensive as Member States can ask that certain data remain confidential 
46 See Table 5 of the 2016 Commission final report ‘Provision and elaboration of information for the 

preparation of the “Implementation Report of Directive 2006/21/EC on the management of waste from 
extractive industries’ available at: 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/studies/mining/waste_extractive_industries.pdf  

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/studies/mining/waste_extractive_industries.pdf
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Countries Installations with 

both Seveso and 
extractive waste 
permits 

Installations with 

both Seveso and Cat A 
extractive waste 
permits 

Seveso installations 

without extractive 
waste permits 

Sweden 7(may be up to 11) 2 4(may be up to 6) 4(may be down to 0) 

Notes: 
1. Italy did not reply to the information request of the Commission on extractive waste facilities, 

therefore there is no available information on such facilities 
2. Due to the differences in the description of facilities (indication either by name or location) in the 

information provided by Member States on the permits granted for extractive waste facilities and in 
the information on permits granted for Seveso sites falling under “Mining activities, figures in the 
table can evolve. 

4.4.7 Implications  

 Interlinkages between permitting regimes 

At the stakeholder workshop (see section 3.3), there was a call for clarification of the 

interlinkages between EWD permits and other regimes (such as the Industrial Emissions 

Directive (IED) and Seveso) which could be addressed in guidance.  The data collected 

on permitting procedures also suggests that there is not a clear understanding in 

Member States on how the different EU permitting regimes should be applied to 

extractive waste facilities.  In particular, it is necessary to clarify that a Category A 

extractive waste facility which also falls under the Seveso Directive is not exempted 

from a permit under the EWD (only article 6 of the EWD on major accident prevention 
would not apply if a facility is covered under Seveso). 

 Implementation of Best Available Techniques in the permitting procedure. 

Information on the application of BAT in relation to the use of cyanide and in relation to 

dam and heap stability in permits in Member States is quite generic.  More detailed 

information could, however, be requested in the Member State’s reporting questionnaire 

(e.g. detailed description of the application of BAT and justification on the use of 

cyanide).  Note that the next questionnaire could request information on the application 

of the BREF on the management of waste from extractive industries which covers the 
use of cyanide and the stability of heaps and dams among others.  

 Timeframe of extractive waste facilities permitting procedures and public 

participation. 

It might be relevant to seek further information on the practices for extractive waste 

facilities permitting procedures in Member States to among others identify their (legal 

and in practice) timeframe and to also gather information on the public participation 

involvement in these procedures (e.g. information on Member State public participation 

requirements, on the number of public complaints, on number of comments received). 

For the latter, it would be important to distinguish between public participation 

comprising information provision only (i.e. procedural) and those processes whereby 

consultation and the opportunity to influence the decision-making process (i.e. 

participatory processes). 
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4.5 Financial guarantee 

4.5.1 Parameter: Assessment of implementation of financial guarantee 

Table 4.10  Indicator summary – Financial guarantee 

Indicator 1: Existence of guidelines or method to implement the Commission's 
guidelines on the establishment of the financial guarantee (Decision 2009/335/EC) 

Description This indicator aims at assessing whether guidelines have been 
adopted to support Member States when implementing the 
requirement for financial guarantee.   

Sources of information Information reported by Member States to the second 

reporting period of the EWD 

Literature review 

Geographic scope of 
information 

MS coverage and EU wide information 

Completeness of 
information 

Overall there is a good level of information available in general 
terms, but little information available on practical steps 
undertaken for setting financial guarantee. 

Information gathered MonTec, Guidelines on Financial Guarantees and Inspections 

for Mining Waste Facilities 
MINPOL - Study on the legal framework for mineral extraction 
and permitting procedures for exploration and exploitation in 
the EU 
UK (Environment Agency, Guidance On Financial Guarantees 
For Mining Waste Facilities 5 (U.K. 2010))  

International Council On Mining And Metals, Guidance Paper: 

Financial Assurance For Mine Closure And Reclamation (March 
2006)47 
International Council On Mining And Metals, Financial 
Assurance for mine closure and reclamation (February 2005)48 
The World Bank Group, Guidance notes for the implementation 
of financial surety for mine closure49 

Irish EPA’s general guidance on establishing financial 
guarantees for environmental liabilities (but not necessarily 
related to extractive waste)50 
Report published by the Swedish National Audit Office in 2015 
on the adequacy of financial guarantees related to mining 
waste.51 
2008 guidance on financial guarantees agreed between the 

Commission and Member States and based on MonTec (2008) 
Swedish updated guidance for the review of mining operations. 
(Sveriges Geologiska Undersökning, 2017) 

 

4.5.2 Analysis  

Article 14 of the EWD foresees that the operator of a waste facility servicing the 

extractive industry should be required to lodge a financial guarantee or equivalent 

following the procedures of the Member State. The Directive requires that the financial 

guarantee is sufficient to cover the cost of rehabilitation of the land affected by the 

waste facility and is provided prior to the commencement of the deposition operations 

in the waste facility and be periodically adjusted. Article 14 (2) details the factors which 

                                           
47 http://www.icmm.com/website/publications/pdfs/23.pdf  
48 http://www.icmm.com/website/publications/pdfs/282.pdf  
49 http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTOGMC/Resources/financial_surety_mine.pdf  
50 http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/financialprovisionforenvironmentalliabilities/  
51 http://www.riksrevisionen.se/PageFiles/23135/RiR_2015_20_Gruvavfall_anpassad.pdf  

http://www.icmm.com/website/publications/pdfs/23.pdf
http://www.icmm.com/website/publications/pdfs/282.pdf
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTOGMC/Resources/financial_surety_mine.pdf
http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/financialprovisionforenvironmentalliabilities/
http://www.riksrevisionen.se/PageFiles/23135/RiR_2015_20_Gruvavfall_anpassad.pdf
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shall be considered for the calculation of the rehabilitation costs:  the likely 

environmental impact of the waste facility, taking into account in particular the category 

of the waste facility, the characteristics of the waste and the future use of the 

rehabilitated land; the assumption that independent and suitably qualified third parties 
will assess and perform any rehabilitation work needed. 

There is no uniform approach to financial guarantees which can lead to uneven burden 

on operators based on the Member States’ application of the legislation52.  A report was 

published in 2008 highlighting technical information that could be used to prepare 

technical guidelines on financial guarantees and inspections53. The report gathered 

views from competent authorities, extractive industry and wider general public. The 

report concluded that it is important that the scope of the financial guarantee is clearly 

established, in particular whether it includes third-party costs, long-term liabilities and 

after-care commitments. Industry feedback was that more support from competent 

authorities was needed, in particular more detailed information on how to calculate 
accurate estimates for financial guarantees. 

The report formed the basis of a guidance document prepared in 2008 with the support 

of the ad-hoc Mining Waste Committee. This guidance document gave an overall 

description and explanation of the various forms of financial guarantee, their minimum 
coverage, the calculation of the guarantee and periodic adjustments.  

In 2009, the European Commission adopted Decision 2009/335/EC providing 

information on setting financial guarantees54. The aim was to provide a common 

minimum basis for the calculation of the guarantee amount and it lists elements to be 

taken into account when setting the amount of the guarantee. These are the likely 

impacts on the environmental and on human health of the waste facility, the definition 

of the rehabilitation including the after use of the waste facility, applicable 

environmental standards and objectives, technical measures needed to achieve 

environmental objectives, measures required to achieve objectives during and after 

closure, including land rehabilitation, after closure treatment and monitoring, the 

estimated time scale of impacts and mitigation measures and costs necessary to ensure 

land rehabilitation. It requires that the assessment of costs is conducted by an 
independent third party.  

While useful, the Decision remains general and does not provide a clear methodology 

for assessing the amount of guarantees. A review of the information available at Member 

State level was conducted to understand how the provisions of Article 14 are 

implemented, and whether specific guidance has been adopted by Member States to 
supplement the EC technical guidelines. 

A review of the responses provided by Member States to the questionnaire on 

implementation of the Directive during the second reporting period identified little 

specific guidance at Member State level. The information reported, in particular the 
legislative provisions reference and their contents are presented in the table below. 

  

                                           
52 The Regulation of Mining and Mining Waste in the European Union , Yvonne Scannell 
53 MonTec, 2008, Guidelines on Financial Guarantees and Inspections for Mining Waste Facilities, 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/EU_Final_Report_30.04.08.pdf  
54 Decision 2009/335/EC on technical guidelines for the establishment of the financial guarantee in accordance 

with Directive 2006/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning the management of 
waste from extractive industries  http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32009D0335&from=EN  

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/EU_Final_Report_30.04.08.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32009D0335&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32009D0335&from=EN
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Table 4.11  Overview of the implementation of Article 14 provisions in Member  

  States 

Member 
State 

National provision 
reference 

Detail of the national provision 

Belgium Article 5.2.6.8 of VLAREM II 
Specific procedures: article 
5.2.6.8, referring to article 
5.2.4.7.1 of VLAREM II. 
allowed by Article 65 of 

Decree on Article 13 of the 
order dated on 28 May 2009 
on the mining waste 
management 

The financial guarantee is fixed by the local 

authorities in the permit they issue. Its 
adjustment is made through the permit 
modification procedure 

Bulgaria Article 22h of the 

Underground Natural 

Resources Act (ZPB) last 
updated on 7 November 2014 

Amount of the security is set taking into 
account the likely environmental impact of the 

facility, the category of the facility, the 
characteristics of the extractive waste and the 
intended use of the land after rehabilitation. 
It can be provided either as an unconditional 
and irrevocable bank guarantee in favour of 
the Ministry, an account with a bank proposed 
by the operator, an insurance policy with the 

Ministry as beneficiary, a documentary letter 
of credit available only for the execution of the 
activities or other lawful guarantees subject to 
prior approval by the Minister. 

Upon the closure of the facility, the Minister 

releases the security, but retains part of the 
security sufficient to cover the operator’s post-
closure obligations regarding maintenance, 
monitoring and control as well as the costs of 

any rehabilitation measures provided for in the 
management plan 

Denmark Section 4(2)(3) of the 
Extractive Waste Order 

Permits can only be issued if the competent 
authority has evidence that a guarantee will 
be provided. 

Finland Environmental Protection Act 

(527/2014), Sections 59-61, 
and Government Decree on 

Extractive Wastes 
(379/200190/2013), Section 
10 

Operators are required to provide a financial 

guarantee to secure the appropriate waste 
management, supervision and measures 
required for terminating operations, or 
thereafter. Exemptions are possible for 
operators other than those engaged in landfill 
activities, if the costs to be covered by the 

guarantee upon the termination of operations 
are minor in scale, considering the amount 

and quality of waste and other aspects.  
The environmental permit contains provisions 
to ensure that the operator’s financial 
guarantee for long-term operations accrues 
over time to correspond, as well as possible, 

to the cost of terminating the operations at 
the time of assessment.  

The amount is determined taking into account 

the likely environmental and health effects of 
the waste facility, the need of restoration and 
the further use of the waste facility, applicable 
environmental standards and goals, and 
technical measures necessary for their 
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Member 

State 

National provision 

reference 

Detail of the national provision 

achievement during the use of the facility and 
its after-care. 

Croatia Art.  26 of Ordinance OG No.  
128/2008. 

Prior to the start of operations, operators are 
required to name a central administrative 

institution responsible for providing a financial 
guarantee to comply with all requirements of 
category A facilities and for guaranteeing 
enough funds for the rehabilitation of 
contaminated land as per the waste 
management plans of the facilities.  
The financial security is calculated by 

estimating the probability of influence on the 
facility on the environment taking into account 

the characteristics of the site, the waste and 
future use of the area after its rehabilitation, 
assuming that independent and qualified third 
parties evaluate and execute work required for 

recovery. 
The amount of the financial guarantee must 
be adjusted in accordance with the work 
necessary for rehabilitation of the potential 
contamination of the land and in accordance 
with the Waste Management Plan. 
Competent authorities shall withdraw 

operators from this obligation once the facility 
is closed. 

Lithuania Procedure for preparing, 

coordinating and 

implementing the plan for the 
cessation of waste 
management activities, 
approved by Order No 469 of 

the Minister for the 
Environment of 
25 September 2003. 

Not applied to any installations yet and no 
further information provided 

Malta Provision not applicable The provision of article 14(1) has been 
waivered for waste facilities designated for the 
accumulation or deposit of non-hazardous 
waste from prospecting. 

Romania Articles 3 and 4 of Joint Order 

No 202/2881/2348 of 
04.12.2013 

The amount must cover all the environmental 

rehabilitation, greening and after-closure 
monitoring works in development phase of the 
project. When determined, it must take into 

account the potential environmental impact of 
the mining activities, including the extractive 
waste management installation, the waste 
generated and the future of the rehabilitated 

land. It must be readily available, and take 
into account the costs of the closure, 
greening, environmental rehabilitation and 
post-closure works. 
The financial guarantee may be established in 
the form of a bank deposit, letter of bank 
guarantee and/or an insurance policy 

concluded in the holder’s behalf at a 
recognised insurer. 
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Member 

State 

National provision 

reference 

Detail of the national provision 

Portugal Article 31 on the National 

Law-Decree No. 10/2010 of 
February 4. 

No installations covered yet and the 
competent authority is reviewing procedure for 

installations to be covered by financial 
guarantee. 
 

Spain Articles 41, 42 and 43 of 

Royal Decree 975/2009 set 
out the requirements with 
which the financial 
guarantees or equivalents 
must comply 

The Spanish Decree includes provisions for 
two financial guarantees; one for the 
rehabilitation of the natural space affected by 
the mining activity itself and another 

specifically targeted at extractive waste 
facilities. The latter requires operators to 
constitute a financial guarantee prior to the 
commencement of activities. This financial 

guarantee must be enough to cover the 
rehabilitation plan as set out in the permit.  

Such a guarantee shall be calculated taking 
into account the potential environmental 
impact of the extractive waste facilities in 
question, the facility and waste classification 
and the future use of the rehabilitated land. It 
will also cover, where necessary, enough to 
allow third parties with an adequate 

qualification to undertake any evaluation or 
rehabilitation work as required.  
Financial guarantees will be revised 
periodically as required and as described in 
the waste management plans.  
Once the closure of the facilities is authorised, 
the operator may request authorities to 

release it from that obligation.  
There are exemptions for the following waste 
types: 
-Inert waste, non-inert non-hazardous waste 
and non-contaminated soil from research and 
prospecting of mineral resources, 

-Extractive waste from research and use of 
peat. 
-Non-hazardous extractive waste from 
research related to mineral resources, except 
when this research is related to evaporites 
different to gypsum and anhydrite. 
The exemptions above apply unless the 

facilities in question are classified as category 
A. 

UK Regulation 8 of the Planning 

(Management of Waste from 
Extractive Industries) 
Regulations (NI) 2010 

Management of Extractive 
Waste (Scotland) Regulations 
2010 

Environmental Permitting 

(England and Wales) 
Regulations 2010 

In England details of the financial guarantee is 

required as part of the permit application. The 
provision has to be sufficient, secure and 
available and include a contingency sum that 

will remain available in case additional 
expenditure is required. The amount is set 
based on third party costs and a contingency 
element. 
In Scotland, there are default bonds that must 
be set up prior to the start of operations. 
These are the decommissioning and 

restoration bond for £950k and the minerals 
waste regulations bond of £160k. 
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Ireland published general guidance related to establishing financial guarantees for 

environmental liabilities55. The guidance establishes key characteristics of financial 

guarantees in Ireland such as principles, how the process works (submission of financial 

security proposal and supporting documents by operator, review by authorities, final 

document submitted by operator, confirmation and periodical update), different types 

of financial guarantee (insurance, secured fund, etc.), and a description of how each 
type works.  

Specific guidance was also identified for the UK56. The guidance highlights some key 

requirements on setting financial guarantees. These are broadly similar to those 

included in the European Decision technical guidance. The additions are that financial 

guarantees must be adopted by May 2014 and that the Environment Agency (EA) will 

issue further guidance on calculating the value of the guarantee. The EA published a 

draft version of this further guidance (available online57) as part of a consultation.  This 

draft document proposed a detailed estimate of aftercare costs for a period of 60 years. 

It also foresaw that the operator could be released from the requirement to provide a 

financial guarantee once the competent authority had approved the closure of the 

Category A facility. However, the EA has not produced the final guidance due to the 

small number of sites for which a financial guarantee is required. The UK is currently 

reviewing its position on financial guarantees with a view to publishing new guidance in 

the near future.   

The Swedish National Audit published a report in 201558 on the adequacy of financial 

guarantees related to extractive waste.  The audit conducted for the report shows that 

Sweden has difficulties both in determining the financial guarantees, in monitoring 

allocated guarantees and in environmental supervision of mining activities. According to 

the Swedish National Audit Office, the current system of financial guarantees for mining 

activities in Sweden does not sufficiently minimise the risk that Swedish taxpayers will 

have to pay for necessary post-treatment of closed extractive waste facilities. The audit 

found that the Swedish Inspectorate does not balance out the costs of waste treatment 

and after-treatment when assessing the profitability of a mineral deposit. These issues 

are only considered when establishing the financial guarantees of the projects. The 

source considers this to be behind the significant increase of the quantity of extractive 

waste in the country. 

According to the report, amendments to legislation and case law have improved the 

system of determining financial guarantees for mining activities, but practical problems 

remain. The proposals for financial guarantees submitted by mining companies are often 

based on after-treatment and follow-up inspections for 30 years after the closure of the 

facilities. However, there is a risk that this period is insufficient to cover the cost of 

inspection and remediation for the whole period in which there are environmental 

consequences related to these facilities. Another issue is that operators have been 

allowed to operate for a certain amount of time (1-6 months) without a financial 

guarantee. The source indicates that the total amount of guarantees for mining activities 

in Sweden is around €280 million. Of this, 90% has been established as a bank 

guarantee. Bank guarantees require a high level of effort from competent authorities to 

ensure that the guarantee is sufficient to cover all potential costs. Also, the various 

terms and conditions imposed by banks may pose difficulties to guarantee the payment, 

according to the Swedish National Audit Office. The report indicates that sometimes the 

financial guarantee ceased to apply due to the change of circumstances, and this was 

not noticed by competent authorities given the high level of resources required to 

                                           
55 http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/financialprovisionforenvironmentalliabilities/  
56 DEFRA, the mining waste directive, for the environmental permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 

2010, updated May 2010 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69323/pb13636-
ep2010miningwaste.pdf  
57 Environment Agency (2009). Guidance on financial guarantees for mining waste facilities. 
58 Published by the Swedish National Audit Office, available at: 
http://www.riksrevisionen.se/PageFiles/23135/RiR_2015_20_Gruvavfall_anpassad.pdf  

http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/financialprovisionforenvironmentalliabilities/
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69323/pb13636-ep2010miningwaste.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69323/pb13636-ep2010miningwaste.pdf
http://www.riksrevisionen.se/PageFiles/23135/RiR_2015_20_Gruvavfall_anpassad.pdf
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monitor the financial guarantee of all facilities. As a result, some facilities did not have 
financial guarantees for over two years.  

A further issue identified in the report published by Sweden is that the significant 

amount of resources that need to be dedicated to inspection and supervision is not fully 

covered by the fees charged by the Administration. Furthermore, if the sites have no 

operator, there is no funding (i.e. no one is paying administrative fees) to cover the 

inspection of these facilities. There is evidence that Sweden has spent more in post-

treatment of closed facilities than what was covered by the financial guarantees. This 

includes facilities where operators declared bankruptcy a short time after commencing 
operations.  

In Estonia, the setting of the financial guarantee is set to be at least 115% of the 

provisional amount of the restoration expense of the area affective by the waste 
facility59. 

In addition to setting a financial guarantee, the Directive requires that Member States 

review the appropriateness of the financial guarantee periodically. This provision is being 

implemented differently in Member States. In Greece it is undertaken every five years, 

while in Finland the review is conducted when the permit for the installation is revised 

which is after nine years. In Poland, the review is done whenever it is requested by the 
State Mining Authority60. 

A SWOT analysis of Member States legal framework was undertaken in the MINPOL 

project61 which considers that financial guarantees for extractive waste were established 

and clearly defined in most Member States. Based on information collected in a review 

of Member State legislation collected by country experts (academics, MINPOL staff or 

Member State authorities), it noted that there were variations on the amount of the 

guarantees varying from €1,000 to several million euros depending on estimated site 

remediation costs, size of the operation and risks involved. The form that the guarantee 

can take is varied, with bank guarantee, cash deposit or liability insurance policy being 

the most frequently used.  The payment can be distributed over the whole lifetime of 
the mine in annual increments61. 

This is correlated by the information reported by Member States during the last reporting 

period with a total of 304 sites covered by financial guarantees. Note that only Bulgaria, 

Estonia, Finland, Romania and the UK62 confirmed explicitly the number of sites covered 

by financial guarantees. Furthermore, 2,342 sites were reported as covered by a permit 

in conformity with the EWD in the EU63. As a result, some of these sites may also be 

covered by financial guarantees. 

Article 14(4) of the EWD foresees that the competent authority releases the operator 

from the guarantee upon approval of the closure of the waste facility. The 2008 review 

of Member States practices regarding release of the financial guarantee highlighted 

differences between Member States.  In Poland and Greece, the guarantee is released 

only after an inspection is held to verify that the closure plan for the facility takes into 

account all its obligations. In Germany, an external auditor is requested to provide 

assessment that all closure and rehabilitation measures have been finalised according 
to best practice and to the closure plan for the guarantee to be released.  

Finally, Article 14(2) requires Member States to assume that independent and suitably 

qualified third parties will assess and perform any rehabilitation work needed when 

calculating the financial guarantee. The guidance published by MonTec (200860) 

indicates that the use of a third-party cost basis as a calculation principle is widely 

                                           
59 Art 35, Waste Act. https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/ee/520012015021/consolide/current  
60 MonTec, 2008, http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/EU_Final_Report_30.04.08.pdf  
61 MINPOL 2016 
62 Note that the UK is not fully accounted in the 304 as Scotland indicated that all its sites are covered by 

financial guarantees but the response does not indicate how many sites are located in Scotland. 
63 Including 5 in Czech Republic, 99 in Germany, 181 in Greece, 1583 in Spain, 21 in Ireland, 49 in Italy, 6 

in Hungary, 9 in Poland, 271 in Romania and 118 in Slovakia. 

https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/ee/520012015021/consolide/current
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/EU_Final_Report_30.04.08.pdf
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accepted among legislators because it is usually a third party contracted by the 

government that carries out closure and rehabilitation if the operator cannot meet its 

obligations. However, MonTec (2008) highlights that many mining companies feel that 

they can carry out the work at lower cost and that including third-parties in the 

calculation overstates the costs. Although the provision is included in the national 

legislation of the majority of the Member States assessed, very little evidence has been 

found on whether Member States are considering the involvement of third-parties in the 

performance of rehabilitation work.  Only in the Swedish updated guidance on mining 

activities assessment (2017) was evidence of such involvement found where the 

guidance states that the size of the security shall also be calculated on the basis of the 

assumption that someone other than the operator will carry out the required recovery. 

Overall, while there is general information available, little comments were made from 

Member States on the national provisions and experience related to the setting of 

financial guarantee. The information gathered during the stakeholder workshop 

(Brussels, March 2017. See section 3.3) indicated that stakeholders find value in 

discussing the best approaches to financial guarantees, and that these would need to 

involve all stakeholders (i.e. not only those related to the mining industry or 
governments), including insurance companies and financial institutions.  

From the information reviewed, it does not appear that the setting of financial guarantee 

is a major implementation issue. However, to further improve and facilitate the use of 

financial guarantee, referring to what has been done is other countries can be useful 
and also provide example of good practices in that respect. 

Gathering information from mining and metals companies as well as commodities 
associations, the International Council of Mining and Metals conducted research 

published in 2005 on financial assurance for mine closure and reclamation64, 65. It 

reviewed the range of instruments available and concluded that the same financial 

assurance requirements may not suit all companies, for example a large, diversified 

company could be asked less demanding requirements than a smaller, less financially 

robust company. It also highlights that requiring to return the land to its pre-disturbance 

condition is often ‘unrealistic or even undesirable’ and encouraged policy-makers to 

develop criteria for determining that the land has been restored to a ‘satisfactory’ state 

(as specified in the Directive) rather than a pre-disturbance condition.  On the basis of 

this report, a guidance paper was issued by the ICMM in 200666. It describes options 

available (i.e. third party guarantee, cash deposit, letter of credit, trust fund, insurance 

policy and other soft options) their advantages and their inconvenient. It also lists five 
recommendations: 

 Provide adequate financial assurance for mine closure and reclamation, which must 

be based on a clearly defined process for the development of a closure plan with 

provision for review and update; 

 Provide flexibility in financial assurance, taking into account the financial strength 

and track record of the specific company being considered; 

 Consider existing operations; 

 Allow for an exit strategy to relieve explicitly companies of their liabilities at some 

point after closure; and  

 Take into account taxation arrangements. 

                                           
64 Although the efforts of the member companies of ICMM shall be observed, it should be noted that it is not 
an independent institution. It is an association formed by 23 of the world’s leading mining companies and 34 
national and regional extractive industry associations. Although ICMM has stated the aim of improving the 
safety and sustainability of the mining industry, its members have a commercial interest on extractive 
resources 
65 ICMM, 2005, Financial assurance for mine closure and reclamation, 
http://www.icmm.com/website/publications/pdfs/282.pdf  
66 ICMM, 2006, Financial assurance for mine closure and reclamation, 
http://www.icmm.com/website/publications/pdfs/23.pdf  

http://www.icmm.com/website/publications/pdfs/282.pdf
http://www.icmm.com/website/publications/pdfs/23.pdf
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Furthermore, in 2008, the World Bank published a guidance document67 based on the 

review of current regimes throughout the world. The guidance makes a series of 

recommendations on the setting of financial guarantees, for example that a financial 

guarantee is in place before work starts on the site (a provision that is already reflected 

in the Directive), and that guidelines are produced at national level to guide the 

identification of which forms of financial surety are acceptable and how they should be 
implemented. 

Finally, the information gathered at the stakeholder workshop highlighted that financial 

institutions and insurance companies should be involved in the discussions to agree on 

the best approaches to financial guarantees. The authorities of some Member States 

suggested the inclusion of aspects such as company financial stability and facility risk in 

determining the level of guarantee. It was suggested that the issue of financial 

guarantees could be a potential theme of further collaboration with the European Union 
Network for the Implementation and Enforcement of Environmental Law (IMPEL).  

4.6 Waste facility classification 

Based on official information received from Member States, there is a very high density 

of non-Category A facilities in Spain, part of the UK (England), Ireland and Hungary.  

The density of non-Category A facilities is lower in other countries such as Sweden, 

Austria and Poland.  It is to be noted that not all Member States replied to the official 

request from the Commission.  Also, some Member States did not provide sufficient 

information to assess the density of facilities.  In the Member States with high density 

of facilities, regions can be visible where “clusters” of facilities can be identified, which 

is natural given that in such regions, the mineral reserves are favourable. 

Of the information returned from Member States to the information request, 90 permits 

(2%) were confirmed to relate to Category A facilities the majority of which (66%) due 

to the Directive’s Annex III first indent regarding the potential for a failure or incorrect 

operation, potentially giving rise to a major accident.  Most Category A facilities that 

were permitted are linked to the extraction of metallic minerals, including precious 
metals (80% of the reported Category A facilities that are currently operational).  

4.6.1 Parameter: Assessment of classification of extractive waste facilities 

Table 4.12  Indicator summary 

Indicator 1: Existence of guidelines and / or specific binding requirements to 

classify extractive waste facilities (e.g. definition of a 'certain threshold') 
according to Annex III 

Description The indicator aims at identifying guidelines or requirements 

that are used for the classification of Category A installations, 
according to Annex III of the Directive and as defined in 
Commission Decision 2009/337/EC. 

Sources of information Review of Member State implementation report 
Literature review (including Competent Authority websites) 

Engagement with mining experts 

Geographic scope of 
information 

The information obtained covers the following Member 
States: Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Finland, Ireland, 
Italy, Slovakia, Sweden and the UK. 

Completeness of 
information 

The level of completeness varied among the sources of 
information.  

                                           
67 http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTOGMC/Resources/financial_surety_mine.pdf  

http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTOGMC/Resources/financial_surety_mine.pdf
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No information was identified as part of the review of the 

Member States implementation reports or consultation with 
trade associations.  
The literature review generated incomplete information which 
only covered Austria68.  

Conversely, the information provided by mining experts was 

from reliable sources (based on publicly available guidance, 
scientific research or information published by companies) 
although it did not cover all EU Member States. 

Information gathered  General information on the Directive (Scannel, 2012; Rizo, 
2014); 

 The UK guidance (UK Environment Agency, 2011) gives an 
overview of how operators can determine whether an 
installation shall be classified as Category A providing 
examples based on the type of operation and on the 

danger presented to the environment.  
The first part of this Guidance, alongside a position 
statement published in 2010 indicates the Regulatory 

framework, requirements and guidance for compliance with 
the environmental permit once the installation has been 
classified as Category A.  
Wales Scotland and Northern Ireland use specific guidance 
documents, which emanate from the national guidance 
developed by the Environment Agency for England and 

either repeat or complete the information.  
In the case of Scotland and Northern Ireland, the guidance 
(Annex B, SEPA, 2010) contains a questionnaire for the 
operator to assess whether his installation falls under 
Category A; 

 The Irish guidance describes the key duties of operators 
and local authorities and contains an explanation of the 

approach that they have to take with regard to identifying 
Category A installations; 

 The Geological Survey of Ireland (GSI) issued a guidance 
on the criteria in Annex III of the Directive. In Ireland, it is 
understood that Annex III indent 1 refers to physical 
(indent 1) and chemical (indents 2 and 3) stability 
(Stanley, 2013). This criteria is used mainly for including 

facilities in mining waste facility inventory according to 
which of them represent a priority. The source indicates 
that the definition of category A should influence the 
selection of these sites. A series of criteria for determining 
the risk taking the definition of category A into account is 
available in Stanley (2013): 

– Presence of sulphide ore; 

– Presence of individual substances (Ag, As, Ba, Be, Cd, 
Cr, Co, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, Sb, Se, Sn, Te, Tl, U, V, Zn or 

asbestos); 

– Chemicals used in processing; 

– Known failures at the site; 

– Heaps: Height (>20m), Area (>10,000m2), slope of 
base (>1:12 or ~5°); 

– Distance to receptors: Population centres (<1km), 

Natura 2000 sited (<1km), water course/body 
(<1km), agricultural land or livestock (<1km); and  

                                           
68 This does not mean that the information does not exist, but that it probably required extensive searches in each of the 24 
official languages of the EU and/or potentially a significant amount of resources.  
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– Pathways: Water course/body within 1km, 

groundwater protection (e.g. high permeability layer), 
exposure to wind, uncovered sites.  

 Petterson et al. (2015) explain the differences in the 
Finnish and Swedish permitting procedure, without 

providing specific insight on the categorisation of facilities; 

 Various sources (Dobbs, 2009; Wells, 2010) explain the 
Avesta Polarit test, which emanates from a European Court 
of Justice case in Finland. According to this, residues to be 
used to fill galleries and voids may be classified as non-
waste by-product if demonstrated to Competent 
Authorities; 

 A case study from the UK (SLR, 2011) follows the steps 
undertaken by a company to classify their installation; and  

A case study from Bulgaria (The CEE Bankwatch Network's, 
2009) where it seems that an installation was not classified 

as ‘A’ despite clear evidence that it met the criteria. Some 
sources also described the development of this case after 

2009, although the exact outcome could not be identified 
(novinite.com, 2010; Barradas, 2012; DPM, 2017). 

 

 

4.6.2 Analysis 

Annex III states that extractive waste facilities can be classified as Category A if:  

 “1. A failure or incorrect operation, e.g. the collapse of a heap or the bursting of a 

dam, could give rise to a major accident, on the basis of a risk assessment taking 

into account factors such as the present or future size, the location and the 

environmental impact of the waste facility;  

 2. It contains waste classified as hazardous under Directive 91/689/EEC above a 

certain threshold [5%]; or  

 3. It contains substances or preparations classified as dangerous under Directives 

67/548/EEC or 1999/45/EC above a certain threshold [as included in national 

law]”.  

Decision 2009/337/EC indicates that waste mining facilities shall be classified under 

Category A “if the predicted consequences in the short or the long term of a failure due 

to loss of structural integrity, or due to incorrect operation of a waste facility could lead 

to: (a) non-negligible potential for loss of life; (b) serious danger to human health; (c) 

serious danger to the environment”. As such, Annex III of Directive 2006/21/EC 

(especially indent 1) and Decision 2009/337/EC leave the criteria for classification of 

extractive waste facilities subject to interpretation by Member States and it can be 

expected that the interpretation might differ slightly from one Member State to another. 

Given the preventive approach of the categorisation system described in Annex III of 

the Directive, Member States have to establish how they are going to assess what 
constitutes a ‘major accident’, and irreversible or significant environmental impact.  

The 2016 data request directed to Member States required information on the reason 

why their Category A installations were classified as such, the results are presented in 
the figure below. 
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Figure 4.1 Reasons for classifying sites as Category A as reported by Member  

  States 

 

Source: Member State returns to information request under this study 
Notes: Information includes Category A sites reported as in the following phases: Operational, Closure and 
Post closure and also Not yet operational or no phase indicated.  Nine facilities were classified as Category A 
for two reasons (and therefore reported twice in the table above).  IT submitted a response that did not 
cover the entire country and did not report reasons for classifying its sites as Category A and has therefore 
not been included in the figure.  CY and EL reported Category A facilities in the triennial implementation 
report (2011-2014) but did not submit data as part of this request.   
 

As can be observed, the first criteria under Annex III is the one the most invoked as 

justification for Category A installations and it is also the one which leaves the most 

space for interpretation. It is therefore important to review and assess the examples of 

classification systems and guidance in place in EU Member States to classify extractive 

waste facilities to identify potential differences and inconsistencies in the interpretation 
of Annex III of the Directive and Decision 2009/337/EC. 

Two sources contained dedicated guidance for classifying extractive waste facilities 

(Ireland, the UK). From those two sources, the UK guidance provides the most 

comprehensive and complete description of the criteria and rationale in place to deem 

whether an installation falls under Category A. The Ireland guidance also describe the 

steps to be followed by operators and Competent Authorities, but are not as complete 

in terms of how it should be interpreted.  

As indicated above, indent 2 and 3 of Annex III of the Directive are less prone to be 

problematic because they contain more defined criteria (amount of specific substances). 

According to both the Ireland and UK guidance, the presence of hazardous substances 

means that those facilities will need a licence and will already be regulated by Competent 

Authorities (in the scope of the IED, Seveso or other waste legislation). However, indent 

1 (the occurrence of a failure) does not necessarily require the presence of hazardous 

substances and the existence of pathways and receptors and whether the potential 
damage is significant have to be interpreted.  

The UK guidance contains various examples of how to classify an installation to assist 

the Competent Authorities in interpret the information provided by the operator. Less 

support is included in the questionnaire that is part of the Scotland and Northern Ireland 

guidance. These examples highlight ‘the spirit of the law’ and provide numerical 

examples but do not establish specific thresholds, appearing as if the criteria is analysed 

on a case-by-case basis. For instance, an example is given whereby a solid tip of 35 

metres high and a maximum slope gradient of 1:3 containing inert waste and located 

next to a river is not considered to fall under category A. In this example, a failure would 
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release between 200 and 250 tonnes of extractive waste into the river blocking the river 

course and causing water to flow over adjacent land. The blockage is considered 

temporary and the failure is not deemed to cause permanent or long-lasting damage 

but the example does not state the point at which a damage is considered long-lasting 
or the quantity required to consider the release serious.    

As a result of the above, inspections are of high relevance, as they will monitor whether 

the criteria followed by the operator for the classification of the site is compliant with 

Annex III and whether the situation described in the permit application actually applies 

(i.e. if the conclusion reached by the operator is realistic and it is true that the 
environmental damage is not significant nor permanent or long-lasting).  

An example can be found in Bulgaria (The CEE Bankwatch Network, 2009) where the 

tailings dam of Chelopech gold and copper mine seems to have been used at almost its 

maximum capacity, increasing the risk of overflow, according to a NGO. Also, there was 

high arsenic concentration in the ore and a new facility was expected to be developed 

to treat extracted gold with cyanide. However, both the existing site and the expected 

additional facility were not classified as Category A. The source mentions that the 

environmental impact assessment gave data of the capacity and use of the dam that 

did not reflect how the dam is used in reality. The source does not provide enough 

information to identify whether a guidance such as the one present in the UK or Ireland 

would have changed the decision of Competent Authorities but it is clear that without 

defined criteria, the NGO’s request of classifying the site as Category A may be more 

difficult to justify as Competent Authorities will always have to base their decision on 

their interpretation. Although it is not completely clear, it seems that a court ruling 

against the operator in 2010 forced it to change the way the mine was operated 

(novinite.com, 2010). The information available online indicates that the operator no 

longer uses the dam and acquired a smelter to treat the concentrate in Namibia 

(novinite.com, 2010; Barradas, 2012). The operator indicates that it has invested 90% 

of the mine profits to transform the mine and adapt it to the latest environmental 
standards (DPM, 2017).   

Overall not enough information has been identified to allow a judgment on EU-wide 

performance with regard to classifying the installations due to the limited geographical 
coverage. However the following can be concluded: 

 The analysis identified specific guidance for the classification of facilities in two 

Member States (Ireland and the UK); 

 Given their characteristics, many Category A installations are expected to be 

covered by an integrated permit issued under the IED (or then IPPC) and may be 

covered by a Seveso permit (see Table 4.9) It does not exempt them from the 

provisions under the EWD (except from art 6 of EWD for Seveso installations); 

 However, for those facilities not covered by Seveso, competent authorities need to 

interpret what is a ‘major accident’ (indent 1, annex III of the Directive) and what 

“non-negligible potential for loss of life”; “serious danger to human health” and 

“serious danger to the environment” is. There is insufficient evidence to assure 

that competent authorities of EU Member States have a very consistent 

understanding of these concepts. In fact, it seems that those Member States for 

which a risk system has been found, have followed similar criteria to identify 

Category A facilities; 

 The UK guidance provides clear examples to support the decision making process 

of the Competent Authorities. However, the examples are based on qualitative and 

quantitative data and do not provide a limit above/below which the decision 

reached in the example would change; 

 As seen in one example above, that the provisions in Annex III of the Directive 

need to be interpreted means that certain Authorities may fail to be completely 

consistent. Whereas the stakeholders’ opinions gathered at the workshop 

(Brussels, March 2017. See section 3.3) indicate that definitions are generally 

clear, it was argued by some stakeholders that the discrepancies in waste facility 
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classification were mainly due to inconsistent reporting rather than to unclear 

definitions. Several Member States stressed the importance of a proper 

consideration of the first indent of Annex III of the Directive ("incorrect 

operation"); 

 The assessment of the classification of extractive waste facilities across the EU has 

been undertaken using one parameter (Assessment of classification of extractive 

waste facilities) composed by one indicator (Existence of guidelines and / or 

specific binding requirements to classify extractive waste facilities (e.g. definition 

of a 'certain threshold') according to Annex III); and  

 The available information does not have a wide enough geographical coverage to 

identify examples of low performance.  

4.6.3 Implications 

 Consistency of interpretation of Annex III criteria: 

Members of the industry considered in the stakeholder workshop that definitions were 

clear and that the issue of discrepancies in waste facility classification across Member 

States may rather be one of ensuring accurate and consistent reporting.  Several 

Member States stressed however the importance of proper understanding of the first 
indent of Annex III.  A compliance promotion exercise could address such issues.   

4.7 Closure and post closure phase 

According to the information submitted by Member States as part of the information 

collection exercise undertaken for this project, there are 460 extractive waste facilities 

that are in their closure/post closure phase (12% of all the facilities reported as part of 

the data request).  From these, 27 are classified as Category A facilities.  Out of the 248 

facilities in the closure phase, 149 had their permits granted between 1970 and 2016 

(72 between 2016 and 2008; 25 between 2007-2000; 32 during the 1990s; 17 in the 

1980s and one in the 1970s).The inventories of closed and abandoned sites were also 

assessed and, from those that are publicly available (see section 4.1), information was 

extracted on the number of sites that form part of them.  From the 3,462 facilities 

included in the 18 available inventories (17 online and one temporarily offline, see 

section 4.1), 52% were heaps, 2% dams, 3% ponds and 1% other (in 42% of the cases, 

the type of facility was not included in the inventory).  

4.7.1 Parameter: Assessment of closure and after closure procedures for 

waste facility 

Table 4.13  Indicator summary 

Indicator 1: Risk-based assessment to identify the sites (including the 
methodology developed by the ad-hoc group) 

Description The indicator aims at identifying risk-based assessments to 

identify sites for the inventory of closed/abandoned sites 

Sources of information Review of Member State implementation reports 
Literature review (including CA websites) 

Engagement with mining experts 

Geographic scope of 
information 

EU-wide information. Some detailed examples from Hungary 
and the UK. The information on scoring systems covers: 
Austria, Czech Republic, Finland, Ireland, Italy, Slovakia and 
Sweden. 

Completeness of 
information 

The completeness of information is weak. The information 
found is tangentially relevant as the risk-based systems and 
studies focus primarily on the inventory of closed and 
abandoned sites as set out Article 20 
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Information gathered The implementation reports do not contain relevant 

information in this regard. Question A.6(a) was deemed as 
the one with the highest relevance to this indicator but it did 
not contain information on the risk-based assessment. 
Member States have reported the operators’ obligations with 
regard to closure and post-closure but not on their system to 
ensure this happens. 

Annex 3 of the study undertaken by DHI et al. (2012) 
includes an overview of closure methodologies with special 
focus on the requirements of Article 20 (inventory of closed 
mining sites). The report includes information on risk 
assessment and prioritisation that can be used for this 
section. 
The information contained in the Guidance document for the 

risk-based pre-selection protocol for developing the inventory 
of closed abandoned sites (Stanley et al., 2011) was also 
assessed.  

Also, there is some information on risk-based assessments 
and scoring in Stanley (2013): 
 

 Information on examples of extractive waste facility 

inventories (Austria, Czech Republic, Ireland, Italy, 
Slovakia, and Sweden) in Stanley (2013); 

 Historic Mining Site scoring system: A risk model 
developed in Ireland. It assesses the sources (extractive 
waste), pathways and receptors according to criteria 
established in the model. For each pathway, there is a 

score for each site. According to the score, the sites are 
classified in four classes which require further risk 
assessment or different monitoring levels (Stanley, 2013); 

 Risk classification system in Italy: Similar approach 
(source, pathway, receptors). The parameters studied 
include: type of pollutants, concentration of pollutants, 

extent of potential pollution, climatic, geological and 

hydrological parameters, presence of particular species and 
population near the site. (Stanley, 2013); 

 Criteria for classification system in Slovakia: 14 criteria 
which classifies sites in 3 categories (I, II, III). Category I 
is for sites for which remediation is required; category III 
is for sites with low or minor impact and category II is 
transitional between I and III. (Stanley, 2013); 

 Risk classification in Austria: Four risk categories (0, 1, 2 
and 3). Categories 2 and 3 contain 3 sub-categories each. 
(Stanley, 2013); 

 Method for inventories and risk classification of 
contaminated sites in Sweden: Based on several criteria, 
Sweden classifies sites in 4 risk categories. (Stanley, 

2013); and  

 Method for pre-selection of sites for the closed facilities 
inventory in Hungary: It is based on the same criteria as 
those of GSI above. 

 
Finally, Abdaal et al. (2013) provide an example where the 
protocol developed by the EU for assessing risk when 

conducting inventory of mine waste sites is used for 145 
mines in Hungary. Again, this study was done in the scope of 
the inventory of closed and abandoned sites (Article 20) but a 
similar approach can be used for fulfilling article 12.  
The inventories of closed and abandoned sites that were 
available were assessed to compile information on: name of 
the facilities, location, type (heap, dam, pond or other, where 

available) and resource exploited when the mine was active. 
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4.7.2 Analysis 

To assess the closure/post closure phase, four indicators were initially included in the 
assessment framework: 

 Frequency of reporting of monitoring results by operators [removed due to the lack 

of information]; 

 Risk-based assessment to identify the sites (including the methodology developed 

by the ad-hoc group) [key indicator]; 

 Number of post-closure accidents (including number reported to the EC) [removed 

due to the lack of information]; and  

 Number of rehabilitated closed waste facilities [removed due to the lack of 

information].  

Three of the four indicators were removed due to the lack of information found. 

Therefore, only one indicator was kept for the analysis. 

The risk-based assessment to identify sites is relevant to Article 12 of the EWD. Article 
12(3) states that: 

“A waste facility may be considered as finally closed only after the competent authority 

has, without undue delay, carried out a final on-site inspection, assessed all the reports 

submitted by the operator, certified that the land affected by a waste facility has been 

rehabilitated and communicated to the operator its approval of the closure. That 

approval shall not in any way reduce the operator's obligations under the conditions of 
the permit or otherwise in law.” 

No information specifically covering this has been found in the sources investigated. 

However, literature sources69 have been identified for description of risk-based 

approaches and scoring systems that have been primarily developed to prioritise sites 
for the inventory of closed and abandoned sites as set out in Article 20.  

The most relevant guidance related to this is the TAC guidance developed by Stanley et 
al. (2011) which includes the basis of pre-selection requirements. They are as follows: 

 Be risked-based;  

 Address source, pathway and receptor;  

 Be simple and office-based;  

 Use readily available data;  

 Address data and information uncertainty;  

 Address serious damage to both human health and the environment (ecosystem) 

receptors;  

 Assess whether the closed waste facility contains either hazardous waste or 

dangerous substances;  

 Assess the physical stability of the closed waste facility;  

 Address serious damage occurring at the present and the potential for such 

damage to occur into the future (medium term, i.e., 1 to 10 years);  

 Provide a selection of waste facilities for further assessment;  

 Produce a selection of waste facilities that would be reasonably certain of capturing 

all relevant facilities, i.e., precautionary; and  

 Be reasonable and proportionate for the task.  

                                           
69 Stanley (2013), Stanley et al. (2011) and DHI et al. (2012) 
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According to the information gathered at the stakeholder workshop (Brussels, March 

2017. See section 3.3), the TAC guidance has been used in several Member States as a 
risk-based system to prioritise facilities for the inventory of closed and abandoned sites.  

Furthermore, the 2012 study from DHI describe best practice and a series of steps to 

develop the priority list: 

 Establishing a site inventory and performing a first risk assessment: DHI et 

al. (2012) establish a prioritisation process that can be used to make sure the 

requirements of Article 12 are fulfilled. The prioritisation relies on the national 

inspection plan and gathering existing information, which in many cases will be 

missing. However, the first risk assessment aspect should be basic and its main 

aim is determining whether the facility could cause serious environmental impacts. 

The study gives the example of the NoCAM project in the UK, where a large-scale 

strategic prioritisation exercise was undertaken. The project identified the highest 

priority sites for water receptors using historical data; 

 Prioritising sites based on risk and listing the sites based on the priority: 

DHI et al. (2012) state that prioritisation should be based on safety hazards and 

then other environmental hazards. There are various scoring systems in the 

literature that can be used (e.g. Da Silva, 2003); 

 Detailed site investigation and quantification of problems: This section 

explains that if remedial action is deemed necessary after an initial assessment, 

priority sites need to be investigated thoroughly to quantity the problem and 

estimate which options are available and at what price. This may change the 

priority ranking of sites as more is discovered. Although this is envisaged in the 

scope of the inventory of closed and abandoned sites and to prioritise remediation, 

the approach could also been applicable to Article 12, where Member States have 

to ensure they have undertaken a final on-site inspection before closing the site; 

and  

 Investigation of remedial options and risk evaluation: During the 

investigation of potential remedial options it is evaluated which of all potential 

remedial measure (or combination of measures) is the most appropriate for the 

specific facility. The investigations will be in the risk evaluation by which the 

chosen or recommended remedial option is selected. The potential risk reduction 

with each remedial alternative is assessed. Defra and UK EA (2004) is mentioned 

as a good example of a comprehensive framework that can be applied to mine 

sites. The approach was thought to be used at UK level but the approach is generic 

and could be used for the rest of the EU. The flow diagram of the approach taken 

by Defra and UK EA (2004) is presented in Figure 4.2.  
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Figure 4.2 The process of managing contaminated land 

 

Source: Defra and UK EA (2004) 
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In addition, consultation of stakeholders allowed us to identify some examples of sites 
rehabilitation. The box below presents these examples. 

Rehabilitation of extractive waste sites in Hungary 

Mátra Mountains:  

A project started in 2010/2011 for a waste facility closed at the end of the 1980s. This site 
had problem of drainage of acid substances, several waste heaps and one large flotation 
tailing pond. The site was treated and recovered. 

Recsk (Mátra Mountains):  
A site with deposits that were never extracted but the company that had the rights to exploit 

the site did works in the scope of the exploration stage of the mine. After not finding enough 
evidence to continue, activities were suspended but a significant amount of waste arose 
from the exploration phase of the project. This site was also close to an active site and was 
connected to Recsk Lahóca which raised further waste. The rehabilitation is ongoing.  

Pécs:  
A uranium mine operational from late 1950s until around the 1990s (1997). There were 

issued related to a pond with tailings and the fact that there was a significant amount of 
underground areas which had not been filled back with water. In addition to this, water was 
contaminated with radioactive elements. The mine was rehabilitated and is not a danger 
anymore.  

 

Stanley70 (2013) and Abdaal71 (2013) describe risk-based methods for prioritising 

facilities with a scoring system based on analysing the sources, pathways and receptors.  

These were envisaged for prioritising facilities to be included in the inventory of closed 

and abandoned sites and cover the following countries: Austria, Czech Republic, Finland, 

Ireland, Italy, Slovakia and Sweden.  These Member States use a risk assessment 

approach to determine priority sites to be part of an extractive waste facility inventory 

or to comply with Article 20 of the Directive.  These approaches are based on analysing 

the sources (waste), pathways (soil, water, air) and receptors (humans and nature) and 

apply various thresholds and areas of influence that aim at establishing scores or other 

methods to be used by the operator and/or Competent Authorities. Although the 

classification systems and the description of the risk categories vary slightly, the 

approach and principle are the same.  The thresholds are available for Hungary and 

Ireland and are essentially the same.  The information is summarised in Table C.4 of 

Appendix C.  These examples would be suitable and comprehensive for prioritising sites 
in the scope of Article 12 as well, but it is unknown whether this is actually done.  

In summary, the information on this indicator is scarce and no conclusions can be drawn 

in terms of the implementation of this provision at EU level.  While examples of best 

practice can be found this does not clarify the level of implementation of the provisions 

of Article 12 in the EU.  There is not enough information to provide judgment on whether 
performance is low in one or more Member States.   

As stated in section 4.1, there are 17 online inventories of closed and abandoned sites 

in the EU.  One more (Poland) is temporarily unavailable online.  In seven cases (Croatia, 

Denmark, Lithuania, Latvia, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and Malta) Member States 

stated that an inventory was not necessary due to the absence of any closed or 

abandoned extractive was facility within their boundaries.  Finally, the 2011-2014 

implementation report submitted by Slovenia also indicates that there is not an 

inventory because there is not a facility for which Article 20 applies, yet an inventory 

was found online.  Moreover, a scientific abstract published by Slovenian Geological 

                                           
70 Stanley, G., 2013 Waste management in the extractive industry, examples from Ireland, and other Member States. 
Geological Survey of Ireland 
71 Abdaal, A., Jordan, G., Szilassi, P., 2013. Testing Contamination Risk Assessment Methods for Mine Waste Sites. Water, 
Air and Soil Pollution 224:1416 
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office states that the inventory had been developed “in accordance with Article 20 of 
Directive 2006/21/EC72”.  

An Excel-based database with information on facility name, location, type (heap, dam, 

pond, other) and type of resource exploited when the mine was active was developed 

using the information of the inventories that are available online (see Appendix C).  
Information on the type of facility can be found in Table 4.14.  

Table 4.14  Information in the available inventories of closed and abandoned  

  extractive waste facilities – type of facility 

Member 
State 

Heap Dam Pond ND Other Total 

AT 1 0 0 0 0 1 

CY 38 0 0 0 0 38 

CZ 19 0 0 0 0 19 

EE 37 0 0 0 0 37 

EL 4 n/a n/a 15 n/a 19 

ES 20 53 0 0 0 73 

FI n/a n/a n/a 53 n/a 53 

FR n/a n/a n/a 28 n/a 28 

HU 61 3 15 430 2 511 

IE n/a n/a n/a 1 n/a 1 

IT 616 n/a 15 5 29 665 

PL 6 n/a n/a 11 n/a 17 

PT 64 n/a n/a 111 1 176 

RO 627 0 68 0 0 695 

SE n/a n/a 2 309 n/a 311 

SI n/a n/a n/a 78 n/a 78 

SK 314 0 24 0 0 338 

UK n/a n/a n/a 402 n/a 402 

Total 1,807 56 124 1,443 32 3,462 

Note: Information valid as of 30th June 2017 

ND: not determined  

n/a= information not available  

                                           
72 Gosar, M., Sajn, R., Miler, M, 2015. Inventory of closed facilities for treatment of wastes from mining and 
other activities of mineral resource extraction. GZO 2015 
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It has not been possible to identify the type of waste present in these facilities, but in 

some cases it has been possible to identify the type of resource that was extracted when 

the mine was active (Table 4.15).  According to the information available, 30% of these 

facilities were in mines where metallic minerals were extracted.  3% were in non-

metallic minerals mines and 1% in mines extracting precious metals.  5% were a 

combination of various types of resources were extracted.  In a large number of cases 
(47%), this information was not present in the inventories.  

Table 4.15  Information in the available inventories of closed and abandoned  

  extractive waste facilities – type of resource* 

Member 
State 

Metallic 
minerals 

Non-

metallic 
minerals 

Precious 
metals 

Fuels Coal Combinations 

of the 
previous 

Other ND Total 

AT 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 1 

CY 5 n/a 2 n/a n/a n/a - 31 38 

CZ n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a - 19 19 

EE 0 5 0 32 0 0 - 0 37 

EL n/q 5 n/a n/a n/a 6 1 7 19 

ES 62 2 0 0 9 0 - 0 73 

Fl 29 6 0 0 0 18 - 0 53 

FR 21 1 2 0 3 1 - 0 28 

HU 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a - 510 511 

IE n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a - 1 1 

IT 348 89 12 33 0 151 - 32 665 

PL n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a - 17 17 

PT 156 7 10 0 3 0 - 0 176 

RO n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a - 695 695 

SE n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a - 311 311 

SI 61 0 0 0 17 0 - - 78 

SK 0 0 0 0 0 0 338 0 338 

UK 343 5 0 0 49 5 - 0 402 

TOTAL 1,027 120 26 65 81 181 339 1,623 3,462 

Note: Information valid as of 30th June 2017 

(*)= when the mines were active 

ND: not determined 

n/a= information not available  
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4.7.3 Implications 

The information assessed for this study and the outcomes of the stakeholder workshop 

do not have enough evidence to conclude on the implementation of Article 12 at EU 

level on closure and after closure procedures. 

However, there was enough information on the use of a risk-based system to identify 

sites to include in the inventory of closed and abandoned sites. There is sufficient 

guidance for the prioritisation of sites and various Member States use a risk-based 

system, which is typically based on the TAC guidance. 17 inventories of closed and 

abandoned sites are available online, and some information of an eighteenth inventory 

is also available although the frequency73 at which they are updated is not clear.  As 

stated in section 4.1, there is variability in the last updates made in the national 

inventories.  The year of the last update ranges from 2011 to 2017 (see Table 4.4).  

Taking into account the information available, there are 3,462 closed and abandoned 
sites facilities in the 18 inventories.  

An EU-wide inventory of closed and abandoned sites was proposed at the stakeholder 

workshop as a possible solution to improve transparency on these sites. There were 

mixed views about the usefulness of such an-EU-wide approach. A possible advantage 

of such an approach raised by some stakeholders would be the increase of awareness 

and transparency with regard to the transboundary effects of extractive waste facilities 

located close to the borders with other Member States. On the other hand, if such EU 

inventory is made, there should be a disclaimer explaining that the development of 

national inventories may have followed different approaches, which may reduce the 
comparability of the data. 

The experts gathered at the Meeting of the Commission Expert group on Waste held on 

15th March 2017 highlighted the financial challenge posed by the remediation of closed 

and abandoned facilities.   

4.8 Transboundary effects 

Based on information provided by Member States that responded to the request for 

information made as part of this study, it appears that at least some 40 waste facilities 

are located near borders of other Member States, mainly between Portugal and Spain 
and between Ireland and the UK (Northern Ireland). 

4.8.1 Parameter: Assessment of the procedure in case of transboundary 

effects 

Table 4.16 Indicator summary 

Indicator 1: Existence of coordination mechanisms to ensure information is 
forwarded to other Member states 

Description Aims to assess the existence of procedures or coordination 

mechanisms in case of transboundary effects 

Sources of information Review of Member State implementation reports 

Geographic scope of 
information 

28 Member States 

Completeness of 
information 

The reports from 28 Member States were assessed. 
Information varied. 

                                           
73 Only available for Greece, but the inventory has not been updated as frequently as intended 
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Information gathered Information was based on Member State reports, as regards the 

Part A of the Questionnaire on the implementation of Directive 
2006/21/EC. 
Detailed review of Part A Questionnaire by Member States 
Level of detail provided in Member State responses varies. 

Certain Member States refer to national law only, others 
include more detailed description. 

 

4.8.2 Analysis 

Article 16(3) of EWD requires Member States to ensure inter alia that: in the event of 

an accident involving a Category A waste facility likely to have significant adverse effects 

on the environment of, and any resultant risks to human health in, another Member 

State, information provided by the operator to the competent authority is immediately 

forwarded to the other Member State to help minimise the consequences of the accident 

for human health and to assess and minimise the extent of the actual or potential 
environmental damage. 

To assess the state of transboundary effects, as an indicator the existence of 

coordination mechanisms to ensure information is forwarded to other Member States 

was used, the information being taken from the Member States’ implementation reports. 

Two further indicators have been discussed but not used in the end: The timeframe to 

inform public concerned, and tools in place to inform public concerned. For both 

indicators, information with our direct available sources could not be easily identified, 

and the effort for reviewing national legislation was deemed out of proportion given that 
a benchmark for this indicator is very difficult to define. 

From the 28 Member States assessed, the following 19 Member States have reported 

having Category A facilities in their territories: BE, BG, CY, CZ, DE, EE, ES, FI, FR, EL, 
HU, IE, IT, PL, PT, RO, SE, SK and the UK74.  Of these Member States, only four reported 

for the period 2011-2014 that Category A facilities under their jurisdiction may have an 

impact to another Member State (in brackets the number of facilities in question): Spain 
(2), Ireland (4), Italy (2), and Sweden (2). 

However, this does not necessarily mean that one can disregard the Member States 

which reported not having any Category A facility, or those Member States reporting 

that the Category A facilities on their territory would not affect other Member States in 

the sense addressed by Article 16 EWD. First, different practice and uncertainties are 

observed when applying the criteria for classifying installations as Category A (see 

section 4.6). Further, the criteria for identifying whether a facility may have a significant 

impact on another Member State are not defined in detail in the EWD, leading to further 

uncertainty in possible interpretation. For instance, in the case of the mining accident 

at Ajkai Timfoldgyar alumina plant, red mud entered the Danube and may have entered 

into Member States downstream of the accident site. The site had not been identified 

as a Category A facility, thus a possible impact on another Member State had not been 
assessed. 

Within their triannual reports, Member States are to describe the mechanisms of 

information transmission in case of a transboundary constellation. Since this pertains to 

administrative procedures, the approaches of the Member States vary significantly 

depending on their national constitutional and administrative practice. Usually the 

procedure is governed by national law (or Decrees etc.), however some Member States, 

such as Germany, have concluded (tailored) bilateral agreements with each 

neighbouring country on mutual assistance in case of certain disasters with 
transboundary effects.  

                                           
74 Figures on Category A are taken from the Member States’ answers to the request for statistical information 
on permits during 2016. Regarding the issue of transboundary impact, and regarding those Member States 
that did not reply to that request, the information included in the report on implementation for the period 
2011-2014 was taken as a basis.  
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The communication may involve many actors depending on the relevant administrative 

arrangements yet a frequent pattern is that the operator has in case of an accident to 

notify the Competent Authority which in turn needs to inform a central institution at 

national/federal level, which then is responsible for forwarding the information to the 
other Member State. 

Overall, Member States have established the relevant procedures and defined the 

relevant authorities involved in this process. From this perspective, implementation of 

the requirements of the EWD in terms of transboundary effects is good. However, 

findings on how well these procedures are applied in practice are scarce due to lack of 
cases. 

4.8.3 Implications  

 Guidance on appropriate transboundary communication. 

Although there is no evidence that performance in this respect is low, it may be an 

option presenting appropriate approaches for transboundary communication as part of 

the planned general guidance on implementation of the Directive announced by the 

Commission in 2016 (while respecting Member State autonomy for designing competent 

authorities and appropriate procedures).  Such a chapter could also take into account 

of the work in the framework of guidelines developed by the United Nations Economic 

Commission for Europe (UNECE) member countries under two UNECE Conventions — 

the Convention on the Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents (Industrial 

Accidents Convention) and the Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary 

Watercourses and International Lakes (Water Convention).  These include safety 

guidelines and good practices for Tailings Management Facilities.  Further, in such 

framework guidance could be developed regarding what a “significant impact” on 

another Member State is, aiming to lead at a more consistent and ambitious 
understanding of this concept in the Member States. 

However, at the stakeholder workshop (see section 3.3) the general view was that there 

is no need for specific guidance on transboundary aspects for extractive waste facility 

accidents and that of most importance is the rapid communication and cooperation 

between Member States in the event of an incident.  To facilitate this, a web-based list 
of key contact points, kept up-to-date could ensure quick and effective communications. 
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5. Thematic areas 

This section presents our analysis of the four thematic areas identified in the terms of 

reference as key areas of interest for the Commission. Each sub-section is focusing on 

presenting information gathered and our analysis of the state of play for each of the 

following topic: Category A facilities, cyanide processes in Europe, stability of waste 

management facilities and the reprocessing of extractive waste. 

The analysis builds on information gathered for the purpose of this project, in particular 

literature review and consultation with Member States competent authorities (i.e. for 
the reprocessing of extractive waste). 

5.1 Category A facilities 

Category A is a legal concept established by the EWD, with no preceding legal terms.  

As presented in section 4.6, there are three criteria used to determine whether or not a 
facility is Category A.  

From the different categories of facilities that the EWD recognises, Category A are the 

facilities of most concern.  Consequently, all substantial basic measures and 

requirements of the Directive that relate to waste facilities, irrespective whether they 

introduce supervising obligations for competent authorities, or whether they are 

addressed to the operator who has (within Member State legislation) to be held 

responsible for key obligations, are always applicable to Category A facilities.  Further, 

some obligations apply only to Category A facilities.  The table below presents the range 

of obligations from the Directive and in particular those applicable to Category A 

facilities. 

Table 5.1  Substantial requirements of the EWD, its legal basis and concerned  

  facilities 

EWD substantial basic requirement Article Applies to … 

Develop a waste management plan for the minimisation, 
treatment, recovery and disposal of extractive waste 

5 All facilities 

Develop a major-accident prevention policy, including a safety 
management system and internal emergency plan 

6 Category A 
facilities 

Allow no extractive industry waste facility to operate 
without a permit issued by the competent authority 

7 In principle all 

facilities, but 
see (1) 

Ensure public participation by providing information and 
allowing the public to prepare and participate effectively 

8 In principle all 

facilities, but 
see (1) 

Requirements for placing extractive waste back into the 
excavation voids for rehabilitation and construction purposes 

10 All facilities 

Member States have to ensure that waste facilities are 
managed by a competent person and that technical 
development and training of staff are provided 

11 In principle all 
facilities, but 
see (1) and (2) 

Closure and after-closure procedures of a waste facility and 

monitoring are to be organised by Member States pursuant 
to the requirements of the Directive 

12 In principle all 

facilities, but 
see (1) and (2) 
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EWD substantial basic requirement Article Applies to … 

Preventive measures must be taken against water and soil 

contamination, including from cyanide-containing waste 
tailings 

13 In principle all 

facilities, but 
see (1) and (2) 

Waste facility operators must provide a financial guarantee 
before the beginning of waste processing operations 

14 In principle all 

facilities, but 
see (1) and (2) 

In accordance with Directive 2004/35/EC, operators of 

waste facilities are subject to a presumed liability in respect 
of environmental damage caused by their operation 

15 All facilities 

Provision of information to other Member States and the 
public in the case of transboundary effects 

16 Category A 
facilities 

Notes: 
1. Cf Article 2(3) first para: “Inert waste and unpolluted soil resulting from the prospecting, extraction, 
treatment and storage of mineral resources and the working of quarries and waste resulting from the 
extraction, treatment and storage of peat shall not be subject to Articles 7, 8, 11(1) and (3), 12, 13(6), 14 
and 16, unless deposited in a Category A waste facility” 
2. Cf Article 2(3) third para: “MS may reduce or waive the requirements of Articles 11(3), 12(5) and (6), 
13(6), 14 and 16 for non-hazardous non-inert waste, unless deposited in a Category A waste facility” 
 

In May 2016, Member States were requested by the Commission to provide additional 

statistical data to support the analysis of the implementation but also to provide wider 

data for the Commission.  These data were collected until July 2017, analysed and are 

summarised below.  

 The following Member States provided answers to this inquiry for statistical data: 

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany, Denmark, Estonia, 

Finland, France, Hungary, Ireland, Italy (incomplete), Malta, Poland, Portugal, 

Sweden, Slovakia, Slovenia and the UK; and  

 No information on extractive waste facilities was received by the deadline from the 

following Member States: Greece and Romania. 

Several Member States (Spain and Slovakia) provided corrections after the deadline, 
which could not be taken into account in this study. 

5.1.1 Inert waste 

As part of the inquiry to the Member States regarding permits of facilities under the 

EWD, Member States were also requested to indicate whether the waste managed within 

the facility was inert, under the terms of the Directive.  Significant variations in the 

share of sites within a single Member State that manage inert wastes were found across 

Member States.  Some Member States reported exclusively inert waste facilities (e.g. 

Malta and Austria) and others reporting no inert waste facilities (e.g. Hungary, France 

and Bulgaria).  It would be interesting understand whether the inert characteristic of 
the waste influenced the site classification and consideration under the EWD. 

5.1.2 Category A sites 

The number of Category A facilities was identified as being uncertain following the 

review of the implementation report.  As part of the data request to Member States 

under this study, Member States were asked to provide information on all installations 

falling under the scope of the EWD and to indicate the number of Category A sites.  The 
figure below presents the data reported between May 2016 and July 2017. 
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Figure 5.1 Number of Category A sites reported 

 
 

Source: Member State returns to information request under this study.  No information on extractive waste 
facilities was received by the deadline from the following Member States: EL and RO.  MT listed one 
Category A site which is not yet operational.  HR, LT, LV, LU, NL and SI reported no relevant sites.  CY 
reported that its only facility entered the closure phase in 2015 (and was not a Category A facility).  These 
seven Member States have not been included in the figure 
 

One of the conclusions of the previous analysis of the implementation at Member State 

level75 was that the interpretation of the scope of the Directive varied.  This was 

investigated and the figure below presents Category A installations as a share of total 

extractive waste sites reported by Member States.  It shows a variation across Member 

States, with several including Bulgaria, Hungary and Sweden reporting a high average 
share of Category A sites. 

  

                                           
75 BiPRO, 2016 
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Figure 5.2 Category A installations as a share of the total extractive waste sites  

 reported by Member States 

 
 

Source: Member State returns to information request under this study.  Information includes Category A 
sites reported as in the following phases: Operational, Closure and Post closure and also Not yet operational 
or no phase was indicated.  MT listed one Category A site which is not yet operational. 

 

5.1.3 Implications 

Considering the particular relevance of the application of all EWD provisions to Category 

A facilities, all indicator-based findings of section 4 are valid here.  To avoid repetition, 

we focus on the most important findings, complemented by further findings in particular 

from previous work on the study “Provision and elaboration of information for the 
preparation of the implementation report of Directive 2006/21/EC”. 

One repeated issue is that Member State authorities and economic operators are 

struggling with consistently applying the criteria for classification of waste facilities as 

Category A.  Besides the indicators used in section 4, this is apparent from the 

information request for statistical information regarding permits for facilities in the scope 

of the EWD.  The figures for permits for Category A facilities in operation (i.e. not 

including closed sites) deviate for some Member States from those indicated for the 

implementation report 2011-2014.  A comparison is included below. 
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Table 5.2  Comparison of the number of Category A installations in operation  

  reported by Member States  

Member State Reported in the triennial report 
questionnaire (2011-2014)   

Reported in data request 
as of July 2017 

AT 0 0 

BE 0 1 

BG 2 3 

CY 1 ND 

CZ 0 2 

DE 3 3 

DK 0 0 

EE 0 0 

EL 1 ND 

ES 25 8 

FI 9 13 

FR 1 2 

HR 0 0 

HU 6 6 

IE 2 2 

IT 4 2* 

MT 0 0 

NL 0 0 

PL 1 1 

PT 3 0 

SE 15 13 

SK 3 3 

UK 4 4 

Total 80 63 

Notes: Where no information is available for either the ‘implementation questionnaire’ or ‘data request’ 
Member States are not included. 
ND= not determined  
* Italy provided an incomplete response that covered four regions only.  As a result, for further analysis the 
facilities reported in the triennial report questionnaire (2011-2014) has been considered instead of the 
information reported as part of the data request. 
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These differences may be partly explained by possible closure of facilities or installation 

of new facilities; further, the questionnaire laying the basis for the Member State 

implementation reports is not unambiguous thus having the potential for 

misunderstanding (BiPRO 2016).  A possible further explanation for the deviation in 

figures is that some activities may fall under the Seveso Directive and there may be 

confusion among Member States whether the facility is to be permitted under both 

Directives. Regarding the latter aspect, as a starting point, to have a more 

comprehensive overview of the situation, the map of extractive waste facilities 

generated under this project was overlapped with the publicly available map of Seveso 

installations in the field of mining. It can be concluded that the number of overlaps is 

very limited – comparing a total of 14 Seveso locations that could be mapped against 

the map of extractive waste facilities generated under this project based on the data 
request, only one possible overlap could be identified (Bulgaria / Sofia Region). 

However, considering these possible explanations, there is also other evidence that 

there are issues with correct and coherent classification.  This is for instance suggested 

by examining the figures of Category A facilities with Eurostat data on waste and 
hazardous waste generation (2014), see below. 

Table 5.3  Total generation of waste and hazardous waste from extractive sector in 

  2014 compared with Category A facilities in operation as of July 2017 

Member 
State 

Category A 

facilities in 
operation 

Total Waste Haz Waste Non haz 
Waste 

% haz 
waste 

BG 3 159,280,382 11,986,539 147,293,843 7.5% 

RO 2* 152,783,566 206,832 152,576,734 0.1% 

SE 13 138,898,168 6,206 138,891,962 0.0% 

PL 1 75,736,488 6,821 75,729,667 0.0% 

FI 13 62,775,117 358,520 62,416,597 0.6% 

EL 1* 47,356,920 1,755 47,355,165 0.0% 

UK 4 26,291,148 148,711 26,142,437 0.6% 

ES 8 18,640,873 2,468 18,638,405 0.01% 

EE 0 7,904,520 2,008 7,902,513 0.0% 

DE 3 7,431,893 49,540 7,382,353 0.7% 

IE 2 2,706,594 20,495 2,686,099 0.8% 

FR 2 2,345,765 6,127 2,339,638 0.3% 

IT 4* 981,753 14,752 967,001 1.5% 

SK 3 289,110 608 288,502 0.2% 

PT 0 277,855 1,291 276,564 0.5% 

CZ 2 233,797 20,114 213,683 8.6% 

NL 0* 131,537 25,768 105,769 19.6% 
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Member 

State 

Category A 

facilities in 
operation 

Total Waste Haz Waste Non haz 

Waste 

% haz 

waste 

LU 0* 129,724 84 129,640 0.1% 

HU 6 82,576 19,425 63,151 23.5% 

BE 1 61,512 1,128 60,384 1.8% 

AT 0 43,232 17,031 26,201 39% 

MT 0 36,226 0 36,226 0.0% 

LT 0* 24,978 173 24,805 0.7% 

DK 0 11,996 4,920 7,076 41.0% 

SI 0* 7,675 54 7,621 0.7% 

HR 0* 5,315 1,241 4,074 23.3% 

LV 0* 5,288 0 5,288 0.0% 

CY 1* ND ND ND ND 

EU total 69 704,630,000 12,900,000 691,730,000 1.8% 

Notes: * indicates no information was available from the data request to Member States hence these data 
are from the triennial report.  Figures on Total waste, Hazardous waste, Non-hazardous data taken from 
ESTAT, 2014 Generation of waste by waste category, hazardousness and NACE Rev. 2 activity 
[env_wasgen], retrieved April 2017)   
 

There seems to be no pattern for consistently explaining the correlation between 

hazardous waste generation from that sector and the number of Category A facilities. 

The most obvious case is the one of Bulgaria where significant amounts of hazardous 

waste are produced from the mining and quarrying sector (amounting to nearly 93% of 

the total hazardous waste produced in the EU from that sector) whereas on the other 

hand only three Category A facilities have been reported, none of which is classified as 

such on grounds of containing hazardous waste (see Figure 4.1). Another example of 

figures which are difficult to explain are the cases of Denmark and Austria which have 

the highest share of hazardous waste of the mining/quarrying sector related to the total 
waste produced (39% and 41% respectively) while reporting no Category A facilities. 

In terms of the application of the Directive, it has to be stressed that inconsistent 

classification has important consequences for nearly all indicators.  Only if Category A 

facilities are correctly identified by industry and authorities, the respective mechanisms 

reserved for Category A facilities apply such as major accident prevention (see section 
4.2). 

5.2 Cyanide processes 

The purpose of this section is to summarise the context of gold mining in Europe 

together with the use of cyanide-based technologies, and also to update the information 

gathered in the study ‘Impact of gold extraction in the EU’76 in particular regarding 

                                           
76 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/IH_2010-001.pdf  

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/IH_2010-001.pdf
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alternatives to replace cyanide-based technologies and the impact of a possible ban77 
of the use of cyanide technologies in gold mining activities in the EU.78 

5.2.1 Gold mining in Europe 

From a global perspective, gold mining in the European Union is minor with a 

contribution of approximately 1.3% of global mine production in 2015.  Finland, 

Bulgaria, Sweden and Spain are currently the largest gold producers in Europe.  Other 

European countries with minor gold mine operations are Slovakia, Greece, Poland and 

Romania79 (see Figure 5.3 gold mine production for 2015, listing the top 10 producing 
countries and European gold producing countries). 

Figure 5.3 Gold production 2015 (kilograms) 

 

Source: British Geological Survey. 2017. World Mineral Production 2011-2015 
https://www.bgs.ac.uk/mineralsuk/statistics/wms.cfc?method=searchWMS  

5.2.2 Use of cyanide-based technologies 

Cyanide-based technologies are one part of a series of steps in the typical approach to 
gold production.  The sequence of processing can be summarised as: 

 Raw ore extraction; 

 Ore crushing, grinding and grading; 

 Gravity separation or flotation (to separate the heavier gold containing ore); 

 Leaching to extract gold containing complexes; and  

                                           
77 Bans on the use cyanide technologies in gold production are in place in Hungary and the Czech Republic. 
78 Note that Section 4.4 on ‘Application and permitting procedures’ includes the parameter ‘Assessment of 

the implementation of Best Available Techniques in the permitting procedure’ which includes as an indicator 
‘Indicator 3: Application of BAT in relation to the use of cyanide (Article 13(6)) of the Mining Waste Directive)’. 
79 Note in 2014 and 2015 UK production was nil compared to 42kg in 2013.  Portugal was also noted to 

potentially be a minor producer but no data is reported. 

https://www.bgs.ac.uk/mineralsuk/statistics/wms.cfc?method=searchWMS
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 Refining.  

It is the leaching stage, using cyanide-based technologies, that is the focus here.  The 

chemical resistance of gold becomes a disadvantage in hydrometallurgical processes as 

it is difficult to find reagents (also referred to as lixiviants) that can readily dissolve gold 

from the extracted ore.  The reagents which can dissolve the gold (e.g. cyanide, 

chloride, sulphur complexes), are mostly aggressive and toxic.  Gold concentrates from 

gravity separation or flotation are processed using cyanide-based leaching to recover 

up to > 99% gold.  After leaching (which may take a number of weeks), the ‘pregnant’, 

gold containing solution is treated to recover the gold content via adsorption or 

precipitation.  Adsorption processing uses activated carbon followed by removal of gold 

compounds from the carbon using a stripping solution. During precipitation, the 

pregnant solution is filtered to remove suspended solids and dissolved oxygen and then 

metallic zinc dust is then added to produce a gold precipitate.  Further filtration follows 

to remove the gold.  Following the refining stage the cyanide solution is ‘barren’ and is 

either reprocessed to enable reuse or treated80 ready for disposal.  Due to the high 

toxicity of cyanide the possibility of replacing cyanide with other reagents has been 

investigated.  Other potential reagents were discussed in the 2010 report ‘Impact of 

gold extraction in the EU’.  Since 2010, further research has been carried out on 
alternative reagents and processes, which is discussed in the following section. 81 82 

Globally, according to Euromines, around 90% of the gold mines use cyanide-based 

technologies with the remaining mines being small-scale and artisan gold extraction 

using other techniques (unspecified) and a small number of mines with ore bodies that, 

exceptionally, are amenable to removal of the gold without the use of cyanide.  In the 

EU, according to the Artisanal and Small-scale Mining Knowledge Sharing Archive 

(2017), non-cyanide gold extraction is limited to French Guyana (an outermost region 

of the EU).  

Cyanide-based technology is the dominant technology used for commercial-scale gold 

extraction in the EU.  No information was located regarding the quantity of cyanide 

lixiviant used in the EU or the total quantity of waste generated (either requiring 

treatment or following cyanide destruction) in the EU from cyanide-based gold 
production. 

5.2.3 Alternative technologies 

A series of alternative reagents and processes have been investigated and tested for 

gold extraction from ores.  Alternative reagents and processes and their current status 
are detailed in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4  Alternatives to cyanide-based technologies 

Name Description Current status / 
potential 

Alpha-

cyclodextrin 

Laboratory scale tests only have been carried 

out mixing starch-derived alpha-cyclodextrin 
with dissolved gold salt at room temperature to 
isolate gold.  The resulting metal waste is 
benign relative to those from cyanide 
processes. 

Laboratory scale test 

only have been carried 
out. 

 

If developed to 
feasibility, could present 
a technology with a 
benign waste although 
reagents (hydrogen 

                                           
80 By volatilisation, precipitation, biodegradation or oxidation. 
81 Gökelma, M., Birich, A., Stopic, S. and Friedrich, B. (2016) A Review on Alternative Gold Recovery 

Reagents to Cyanide. Journal of Materials Science and Chemical Engineering, 4, 8-17 
82 Laitos, J. (2013) Cyanide, mining and the Environment.  Volume 30 Pace Environmental Law Review 
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Name Description Current status / 

potential 

bromide and nitric acid) 
also present safety risks 

 

 

Aqua regia A mixture of concentrated nitric and 

hydrochloric acid creating a strong chemical 
dissolver.  Neither of the two acids alone are 
able to dissolve gold, but a mixture of ¼ nitric 
acid and ¾ hydrochloric acid is able to. The 
powerful oxidising nitric acid dissolves gold, 
forming trivalent gold ions.  The dissolved gold 

ions react with chloride ions provided by 

hydrochloric acid to form tetrachloroaurate 
anions.  Extraction rates up to 100% can be 
achieved.  It is not an efficient alternative 
reagent to cyanide however due to its extreme 
corrosivity characteristic and chemical 

instability.  It is used only in small and medium 
scale processes in gold refining.  A further 
disadvantage is the loss of silver by formation 
of silver chloride (AgCl). 

Not feasible in large 

scale applications due to 
toxicity, corrosivity and 
instability of the 
reagents (nitric and 
hydrochloric acids). 

Bromine and 
iodine 

Two further halide leaching reagents with a 

similar dissolution reaction to chlorine are 
bromine and iodine.  These reagents are 
strongly oxidising and exhibit higher dissolution 
rates to cyanide leaching.  The systems do 
present lower environmental toxicity than 
cyanide. 

 

Due to difficult handling and high reagent 
costs, bromine and iodine have not been used 
industrially.  Bromine and iodine processes are 

unstable, technologically more difficult and 
more costly to apply than cyanide processes. 

Not used due to difficult 

handling and high 
reagent costs. 

 

Not feasible in large 
scale applications. 

Chlorination Chlorine dissolves gold in aqueous solutions by 
formation of soluble chloride complexes.  The 

dissolution of gold occurs in two stages: Au(I) 
chloride forms during the first stage on the gold 
surface and then AuCl− forms during the 
second stage.  These chlorides diffuse into the 
solution as AuCl− or oxidise further to AuCl− 
which is more stable, depending on the 
oxidising potential of the solution. 

 

An advantage of chlorination is the high 
dissolution rate compared to alkaline cyanide 
leaching due to higher solubility of chlorides in 

water.  However, the processing of silver and 
lead containing minerals in the ore with 
chlorine is problematic because of the 
formation of insoluble chloride layers on the 
gold surface causing a loss in metal recovery.  
Another disadvantage is the difficult handling of 
the strongly corrosive chlorine solution and the 

need for a closed reaction containers due to the 
formation of chlorine gas.  The process needs 

Not adaptable for large 
scale operations.  

Economically 
unfavourable compared 
to cyanide leaching. 

 

Dundee Sustainable 

Technologies has 

however built a 
demonstration plant for 
a closed-circuit 
chlorination process, 
with no liquid or 

gaseous effluents and 
inert, stable residues. 
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Name Description Current status / 

potential 

acidic conditions hence it is generally combined 
with different acidic reagents. 

 

Dundee Sustainable Technologies has reported 
a patented closed-circuit chlorination process 
that has advantages of, recycled reagents, no 
liquid or gaseous effluents (hence no pond 

requirement) and inert, stable residues.  The 
process operates at atmospheric pressure and 
ambient temperature and uses bromine as a 
catalyst.  The process tolerates base metals 
and is suitable for preg-robbing83 and 
refractory ores.  The process is reported to 
have similar process costs to cyanide-based 

reagents and 10-15% lower capital costs.  
Extraction yields are >90% (and above 95% in 
most cases) and has been demonstrated using 
pilot plant on whole ore and concentrates.  
There is the potential for reduced site 
rehabilitation due to a smaller footprint (no 

tailing pond required, smaller plant).  A 15 
tonne per day demonstration plant is 
operational in Thetford Mines, Canada. 

Coal-oil 
agglomeration 

Coal-oil-gold agglomeration (CGA) is a potential 

alternative to cyanide for large-scale and small-
scale (i.e. artisanal) operations.  However, CGA 
is only effective at removing free gold particles 
(i.e., those within alluvial deposits and some 
process tailings) hence it has limited potential 

for large-scale operations and those processing 
refractory ores (i.e. those ores processed in 

Europe).  The process is reported to be quicker, 
cleaner, and more effective at removing free 
gold particles than cyanidation. 

Only effective for 

removing free gold 
particles.  Not effective 
for use with refractory 
ores. 

Di-thiooxamide In 2010 Anglo Operations Ltd patented a 

process using di-thiooxamide.  The process 
contacts gold in the leach slurry or solution 
with a ligand selected from dithiooxamide 
(rubeanic acid), or a substituted dithiooxamide.  
Gold leached can then be adsorbed onto 
activated carbon.  Tests have shown that the 

dithiooxamide ligand is selective for gold and 
other precious metals over the other 
constituents of the ore.  The process presents 

advantages of potential low toxicity but 
chemically effective ligands and easy 
elimination of the ligand from waste solutions 
by adjustment of effluent liquors to broadly 

neutral pH ranges, under which conditions the 
solubility of the ligand is extremely low.  Whilst 
a patent has been registered, no further 
development is known for this process. 

Low toxicity but 

chemically effective 
ligands.  Easy 
elimination of the ligand 
from waste solutions to 
achieve low solubility.  
Patented but no further 
development known. 

Glycine Currently in the research stage, glycine (an 

amino acid) has been used as a leaching agent 

Currently under 

research.  No 

                                           
83 Preg-robbing ores are those that contain organic carbon.  Such ores may adsorb dissolved gold-cyanide 

complexes when using cyanide leaching which are then lost in the refining stage. 
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Name Description Current status / 

potential 

followed by activated carbon adsorption of the 
gold-glycine complex as per cyanide-gold 

complexes.  Following gold removal, the glycine 
can be recovered and reused throughout the 
lifetime of the mine.  At the end of life, the 
glycine is biodegradable.  Glycine is low cost 
and operates 23-60 Celsius.  Process times are 
slower than cyanide although tests at high pH 
(10-11) have resulted in increased gold 

leaching rates.  The process is suitable for 
copper-gold ores using staged extractions and 
as glycine is alkaline, is suitable for extracting 
gold from alkaline ores such as dolomite.  Ores 
do not require milling (reducing energy costs).  

Commercial scale process are not expected 
until at least 2017. 

commercial scale trials 
reported. 

Haber gold 
process 

The Haber Gold Process (HGP) is reported to be 

cost effective, non-toxic and able to avoid the 
release of heavy toxic metals from processed 
ores.  The HGP extracts gold from ores by 

dissolving gold into water followed by recovery.  
A variety of ores are reported to be possible to 
process (e.g. oxide and sulphide ores).  The 
process is effective at removing micro-fine gold 
particles.  Tests have shown that the HGP can 
recover more gold in less time than cyanide 

leaching processes, with a cost comparable to, 
or less than, that associated with cyanide 
leaching processes.  However the HGP must be 

continually adjusted according to the unique 
properties of each ore body consequently, it 
may not be practical for many mineral deposits.  
No examples of use for operation at high-
volume mines are reported. 

Currently under 

research.  No 
commercial scale trials 
reported. 

Thiocyanate The thiocyanate ion is an alternative less 

harmful leaching reagent to cyanide.  Gold in 
an aqueous thiocyanate solution forms stable 

Au(I) and Au(III) complexes.  The optimum 
leaching conditions for thiocyanate can be 
obtained by combining with an oxidising agent 
such as iron (which acts as a catalyst), in acidic 
conditions (pH of two) and an elevated 
temperature.  At optimal conditions a gold 
extraction yield of 95% can be obtained with 

thiocyanate. 

 

Tests have shown that thiocyanate leaching can 
perform comparably to cyanide.  Thiocyanate 

has also been shown to be more effective than 
thiourea and more stable than thiourea and 
thiosulphate.  The use of thiocyanate is 
reported to be still at the experimental stage. 

Not adaptable for large 
scale operations. 

 

Economically 
unfavourable compared 
to cyanide leaching. 

 

At the experimental 
stage. 

Thiosulphate Thiosulphate is an alternative leaching agent 

that causes fewer environmental impacts and is 
also capable of dissolving gold.  Gold 
dissolution occurs in a neutral medium in the 
presence of oxygen: The dissolution rate of 

Feasible but not widely 

used due to higher 
reagent cost and lower 
gold extraction rate. 
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Name Description Current status / 

potential 

gold with alkaline thiosulphate is relatively slow 
but can be increased with an increased reagent 

concentration and process temperature.  
Addition of dissolution catalysts (copper and 
ammonia) increases the rate of dissolution.  
However, to obtain an adequate leaching yield 
a high reagent consumption is necessary 
consequently, thiosulphate is more costly than 
cyanide.  Extraction rates are also lower. 

 

Thiosulphate is a more effective lixiviant of 
preg-robbing and high-copper ores than 
cyanide due to lower sensitivity than 
cyanidation to contamination by unwanted 

cations. 

 

Thiosulphate is appropriate for the treatment of 
high grade gold concentrates and also for in-

situ leaching in deep mines and for use in 
treating gravity separated concentrates 
(particularly concentrates with high cyanide 
soluble copper).  The gold-thiosulphate 
complex is more difficult to extract from 
solution than gold-cyanide complexes and the 
typical carbon-in-leach or carbon-in-pulp 

adsorption circuits used for cyanide cannot be 
used.  In their place, strong base ion exchange 
resins are used to which the gold-thiosulphate 
adsorbs.  There remain technical difficulties 
related to then removing the gold-thiosulphate 
complexes from the resins. 

 

The process has a commercial, full-scale 
application at the Nevada Goldstrike mine in 
the US but may not be suitable for all gold 
extraction processes and ores due to 
production costs. 

Potential for reduced 
environmental risks. 

 

Economically 
unfavourable compared 
to cyanide leaching. 

 

Has been used in 
commercial full-scale 
applications in the US. 

Thiourea Thiourea is a potentially effective gold 
dissolution reagent in terms of extraction rate, 
yield and environmental aspects.  In acidic 

solutions it forms an anionic complex to 
dissolve gold.  A gold extraction rate of 99% 
can be achieved at optimal conditions (low pH 
of 1-2, presence of oxygen and iron as an 

oxidant).  Other advantages to cyanide are a 
low sensitivity to base metals and sulphur 

containing calcines, together with gold recovery 
from preg-robbing ores.  It can also be used on 
refractory ores otherwise resistant to cyanide 
and in heap and in-situ leaching processes.  
Health issues are less critical. 

 

The main disadvantage of thiourea is its high 
cost linked to high consumption during the 
process due to reagent loss through oxidation 
and limited recyclability.  Also, detoxification 
costs are typically high.  Gold recovery from 

Feasible but not used to 
high reagent use and 
associated cost.  Has 

potential for use with 
preg-robbing and 
refractory ores resistant 
to cyanide. 

 

Potential for reduced 
environmental risks. 

 

Testing has reported 

that combination of 
thiourea, thiocyanate 
and ferric sulphate 
reduces the thiourea 
consumption and hence 
may increase 
commercial viability. 
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Name Description Current status / 

potential 

the thiourea-gold complex are often difficult to 
control and require further development. 

 

Testing has reported that a mixture of thiourea, 
thiocyanate and ferric sulphate reduces the 
thiourea consumption and hence may increase 
commercial viability. 

No commercial scale 
trial reported. 

YES process The YES-process was patented in 1995 by YES 

Technologies.  It is a cyanide-free, bio-
catalysed leaching process utilising a bisulfide-
leaching agent.  The leaching agent is less toxic 

than cyanide.  Preliminary test results suggest 

that the chemical reagent costs associated with 
the YES-process could be 80% lower than with 
cyanide operations.  75% gold extraction has 
been achieved using two-stage leaching 
experiments.  The process remains at 
experimental stage. 

Currently under 
research. 

 

No commercial scale 
trials reported. 

 

From the information assessed, it is clear that cyanide-based gold extraction remains 

the dominant technology.  Alternative reagents have been tested and have been 

developed to commercial scale however, the appropriateness and applicability of 

alternative reagents and processes is governed by ore types and alternative reagents 

are not without their own technical, environmental and economic issues. 

The alternative reagents that may present the best opportunities for cyanide-based 
technologies would appear to be the following: 

 Thiosulphate. The use of thiosulphate is feasible but not widely used due to 

higher reagent costs and a lower gold extraction rate.  The process has a lower 

environmental impact risk than cyanide-based processes.  Thiosulphate is a more 

effective lixiviant of preg-robbing and high-copper ores than cyanide and has been 

used in commercial full-scale applications at the Nevada Goldstrike mine in the US; 

 Chlorination –the Dundee Sustainable Technologies closed-circuit process.  Whilst 

traditional chlorination processes are not adaptable for large scale operations and 

are economically unfavourable compared to cyanide leaching, Dundee Sustainable 

Technologies has developed and patented a process and operated a demonstration 

plant for a closed-circuit chlorination process that generates no liquid or gaseous 

effluents and an inert, stable residue.  The process is flexible in terms of ore types 

(tolerates base metals, suitable for preg-robbing and refractory ores) and is 

reported to have similar process costs and lower capital costs to cyanide-based 

processes.  Full scale, commercial operations have yet to be developed; 

 Alpha-cyclodextrin.  Currently at laboratory scale testing, this starch-derived 

reagent presents a possibility of gold extraction with benign waste products 

relative to cyanide-based processes.  Considerable further research and piloting is 

required however of this potential reagent before a clear conclusion of its 

commercial potential can be made; and  

 Thiocyanate.  Tests have shown that thiocyanate leaching can perform 

comparably to cyanide however, the use of thiocyanate remains at the 

experimental stage, and presently is not adaptable for large scale operations and 

economically unfavourable compared to cyanide leaching. 
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That cyanide-based technologies remain the dominant technology is reflected in Laitos, 

J. (2013)84 which commented that “Until further research or technological 

breakthroughs makes one or more of the above alternatives85 to cyanide economically 

competitive, technologically feasible, and environmentally safe, cyanide leaching will 
remain the only practical method for large scale gold extraction processes;” 

5.2.4 A ban on cyanide technologies? 

Bans on the use of cyanide in gold ore processing are in place in the Czech Republic and 

Hungary86.  The European Parliament voted for a resolution on the ban on the use of 

cyanide mining technologies in the EU87 in 2010.  In response, the European 

Commission, in an answer provided by Commissioner Potočnik, concluded that a general 

ban of cyanide in mining activities was not justified from environmental and health 

points of views.  The response noted that existing legislation (i.e. Directive 2006/21/EC) 

included precise and strict requirements ensuring an appropriate safety level of the 

extractive waste facilities and that the limit values for cyanide storage as defined in the 

Directive were the most stringent possible and implied in practice a destruction step of 

cyanide used before its storage.  The response went on to note that due to the lack of 

better (i.e. lower environmental impact) alternative technologies, a general ban on 

cyanide use would imply the closure of existing mines operating in safe conditions.  

Furthermore, the Commission’s response stated that this would be detrimental to 
employment without additional environmental and health added value.88 

In reviewing the availability and the status of commercial application of alternatives to 

cyanide-based technologies, there does not appear to be a clear alternative that can 

replace cyanide-based technologies as BAT at the present time89.  This is supported by 

comments at the stakeholder workshop (see section 3.3) that no further alternatives to 

those already identified (i.e. those set out above) were noted to be available; it was 

also remarked that some of the alternative reagents present similar or greater 
environmental risks than cyanide. 

There has not been a significant material change in the application and use of 

alternatives to cyanide-based technologies since the 2010 response from the European 

Commission, hence it can be concluded that introduction of a ban would still imply the 

closure of existing mines.  Whilst monitoring of developments in technologies should 

continue, a focus on the full application of the Directive by the Member States should 

be a priority to ensure that mines using cyanide technologies continue to operate in a 

safe condition. 

5.3 Stability of waste management facilities 

5.3.1 Impacts of stability issues from extractive waste facilities 

The most common approach for managing wastes from extractive industries is to 

contain and collect them at the point of production and treat them on-site or near the 

site.  Whilst ‘waste facility’ in the understanding of the EWD means any area designated 

for accumulation or deposit of extractive waste (solid, liquid, or in solution or 

suspension) for a defined time period, this section focuses on heaps and ponds, and the 
dams or other structures serving to contain, retain, confine or otherwise support them. 

                                           
84 Laitos, J. (2013) Cyanide, mining and the Environment.  Volume 30 Pace Environmental Law Review 
85 Thiocyanate, thiosulphate, thiourea, coal-oil agglomeration, Haber gold process and YES process were 

reviewed. 
86 Roth (2010), Mines and Communities (2001), European Commission (2013) 
87 European Parliament resolution on the ban on the use of cyanide mining technologies in the EU.  2010.  

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=MOTION&reference=B7-2010-0240&language=EN 
88 Parliamentary questions, 23 June 2010, P-3589/2010, Answer given by Mr Potočnik on behalf of the 

Commission.  http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getAllAnswers.do?reference=P-2010-
3589&language=EN 
89 This is supported by the European Parliamentary Research services Study by E. Falck (2017) that did not 

report commercially available non-cyanide based technologies. 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=MOTION&reference=B7-2010-0240&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getAllAnswers.do?reference=P-2010-3589&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getAllAnswers.do?reference=P-2010-3589&language=EN
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Major potential risks associated with such facilities, in particular heaps and ponds, 

include loss of structural integrity.  Their collapse can have short-term and long-term 

effects.  Typical short-term consequences include according to the 2009 MTWR BREF 

are:  

 Flooding; 

 Blanketing/suffocating; 

 Crushing and destruction; 

 Cut-off of infrastructure; 

 Poisoning; and 

 Casualties. 

Potential long-term effects include: 

 Metal accumulation in plants and animals; 

 Contamination of soil; and 

 Loss of animal life. 

The stability of existing facilities is of concern and related incidents of dam bursts were 

an explicit motivation for the EU to start elaborating Communication COM(2000) 664 

final “Safe Operation of Mining Activities: A Follow-Up to Recent Mining Accidents”, 
which in turn built the starting point for the development of the EWD. 

A 2001 report drafted by The ICOLD Tailings Dams Committee, with the intent of 

determining the causes of tailing dam incidents, concluded that lack of control of the 

water balance, lack of control of construction and a general lack of understanding of 

safe operations were amongst the main causes of failure and incidents90.  In 2010, an 

investigation into 18,401 mine sites and 218 tailings dam accidents identified the main 

causes of recent dam failures as being unusual weather, poor management and 

seepage.  Slope instability and structural defects were other less frequent causes of 

failure.91  Most recently, ICMM has published a report with the aim of determining how 

best to minimise the risk of a recurrence of such a catastrophic dam failure, to this end 
consulting with its members.  The report92 points out that: 

“If one were to focus on [the histories of three recent accidents of foundation and 

in dam failures respectively, among this the Samarco facility incident in 2015] in 

isolation and ask the question “what needs to be done in order to prevent a 

recurrence” then the answer might be as follows: for all tailings facilities a 

comprehensive understanding of the properties and behaviour of the foundation 

and in slope materials upon which the stability of the facility relies is required.  

These properties and behaviours should be assessed by a competent engineer who 

should also develop designs and mitigation measures to ensure that adequate 

stability is achieved over the full life of the facility.  A formal review of the dam 

stability should be carried out before any changes in the dam section or 

construction method are implemented.  The review should include a restatement 

of the critical operating criteria and constraints imposed by the dam section and 

method of operation.” 

The number of major incidents continues to occur at an average of about two per year 
worldwide 93: 

                                           
90 International Commission on Large Dams, Committee on Tailings Dams and Waste Lagoons (ICOLD), 

(2001) Tailings Dam, Risk of Dangerous Occurrences, Bulletin 121, Paris: Commission Internationale des 
Grands Barrages. 
91 Azam, S. and Li, Q. (2010). "Tailings dam failures: a review of the last one hundred years." Geotechnical 

News 28(4): 50-54.). 
92 http://www.icmm.com/tailings-report (Dec.2016) 
93 http://www.wise-uranium.org/mdaf.html the list contains since entering into force of the EWD two events 

from EU Member States: One case from Sotkamo, Finland (2012), and the Ajka case in Hungary (2010). 

http://www.icmm.com/tailings-report
http://www.wise-uranium.org/mdaf.html
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 In line with the criteria of that source, two events from EU Member States have 

occurred since entering into force of the EWD (one case from Sotkamo, Finland 

(2012), and the Ajka case in Hungary (2010)); 

 It is recalled (see in detail section 4.2) that according to the information identified 

by the Commission during 2008-2016, at least some seven events have occurred.  

 In addition to the above mentioned events, a number of documented tailing dam 

incidents – apparently not reported under the EWD – have been researched within 

the framework of a 2015 study94. 

Table 5.5  Incident type and location 

 

Country Number of records Type 

  Failure Accident 

UK 12 9 3 

Spain 5 3 / 

Bulgaria 3 3  

Germany 2 / / 

Note: “Incident”: indicating breach of the dam and loss of process water or tailings; “Accidents”: indicating 

repairs made to the dam with no loss of process water or tailings. Note there are some “Unknown” 

incidents comprising events that were known at a location and date, but with no failure/accident 

information.  No information was available on the type of extractive sector from which waste originated. 

5.3.2 Stability issues addressed by the Extractive Waste Directive 

Stability of waste management facilities is addressed by the EWD on several occasions: 

 Taking into account the consequences of lack of stability is a one of the criteria for 

determining whether a facility is Category A: (“A waste facility shall be classified 

under category A if - a failure or incorrect operation, e.g., the collapse of a heap or 

the bursting of a dam, could give rise to a major accident, on the basis of a risk 

assessment […]”); and  

 Implicitly, the stability of facilities is addressed within the standard for operation as 

of Article 4(2) (“Member States shall ensure that the operator takes all measures 

necessary to prevent or reduce as far as possible any adverse effects on the 

environment and human health brought about as a result of the management of 

extractive waste.  This includes the (…) the prevention of major accidents involving 

that facility and the limiting of their consequences for the environment and human 

health.”).  In this context, Article 4(3) stipulates that “The measures referred to in 

paragraph 2 shall be based, inter alia, on the best available techniques, without 

prescribing the use of any technique or specific technology, but taking into account 

the technical characteristics of the waste facility, its geographical location and the 

local environmental conditions.”  In addition, Art. 21 provides for an obligation on 

Member States to ensure that competent authorities follow or are informed of 

developments in BAT.  Consequently, BAT were elaborated in the 2009 MTWR 

BREF (see below).  

Further provisions of EWD directly pertaining to stability are:  

 Ensuring the long-term geotechnical stability of dams and heaps rising above pre-

existing ground surface is consequently, according to the EWD part of the Waste 

                                           
94 Goodwin, S., MWH Americas Inc. & Collins, F. (2015).  The role of water management in tailings dam 

incidents,  
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Management Plan, to be developed for all facilities under the EWD (not only 

Category A facilities), and part of the application for a permit (Article 7(2) (c) 

EWD).  Thus, the state of implementation regarding Waste Management Plans (see 

section 4.3) and application and permitting procedure (section 4.4) are directly 

relevant for the issue of stability; 

 In the context of construction of new, or modifying existing, waste facilities, Article 

11(2) of the Directive requires that the operator ensures that the waste facility is 

suitably constructed, managed and maintained to ensure its physical stability; and  

 In case of any events affecting the stability of the facility, the operator has to 

notify the competent authority of these events (Article 11(3) EWD), see directly 

below. 

5.3.3 2009 BREF Best Available Techniques for monitoring stability and 

practice in Member States 

Whilst a number of parameters of the currently valid MTWR BREF (2009) are relevant 

for the issue of stability, this is particularly the case for those dealing with monitoring 
stability where BAT is described in the table below.  

Table 5.6:  BAT for monitoring stability 

 

BAT for monitoring stability 

Monitor in a tailings pond/dam the water level 

Monitor in a tailings pond/dam the quality and quantity of seepage flow through the 
dam 

Monitor in a tailings pond/dam the position of the phreatic surface 

Monitor in a tailings pond/dam pore pressure 

Monitor in a tailings pond/dam movement of dam crest and tailings 

Monitor in a tailings pond/dam seismicity, to ensure stability of the dam and the 
supporting strata 

Monitor in a tailings pond/dam dynamic pore pressure and liquefaction 

Monitor in a tailings pond/dam soil mechanics 

Monitor in a tailings pond/dam tailings placement procedures 

For tailings pond/dam, carry out visual inspections 

For tailings pond/dam, carry out annual reviews 

For tailings pond/dam, carry out independent audits 

For tailings pond/dam, carry out safety evaluations 

Monitor in a heap: bench/slope geometry 

Monitor in a heap: sub-tip drainage 

Monitor in a heap: pore pressure 
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BAT for monitoring stability 

For heaps, carry out visual inspections 

For heaps, carry out geotechnical reviews 

For heaps, carry out independent geotechnical audits 

 

As part of the statistical inquiry, Member States have been asked to provide information 

to what extent BAT is part of the permit. The responses show a diverse picture: 

 In the responses of several Member States, the respective column is left blank for 

all submitted locations, and thus no information in this respect is provided 

(Belgium, Denmark, Ireland, Slovakia); 

 In other Member States, information on BAT is indicated for all facilities (Bulgaria, 

Estonia, Hungary, Malta).  The techniques in the table above are mentioned in 6% 

of the cases, referring mostly to visual inspection, monitoring and geotechnical 

reviews for heaps, or visual inspection and annual reviews for tailings; and  

 For the remaining Member States, BAT is indicated for some locations while not for 

all.  The techniques in the table above are mentioned in approximately 6% of the 

cases, with the most common being the ones mentioned in the previous bullet 

point alongside monitoring the quality and quantity of seepage flow (tailings), 

monitoring the position of the phreatic surface (tailings), monitoring pore pressure 

(tailings, dam, heap) and monitoring of position, slope and movements (tailings 

and heaps). 

 

More difficult to assess on the basis of the statistical inquiry is the question of BAT 

applied in practice. Conclusions or trends on BAT mentioned in MS replies cannot be 
derived based on data format provided by MS given the range/variety of answers. 

5.3.4 Further development of the BREF 

The current MTWR BREF was published in 2009, with most of the work performed in the 

time period 2001-2004 and the Commission has launched the process of reviewing and 

adapting the MTWR BREF by the end of 2017.  The current work in progress draft dated 

September 2016 features “BAT conclusions”.  With respect to monitoring, the current 
draft lists the following two BAT conclusions:  

 To control the physical stability of the extractive waste facility, BAT is to monitor 

certain parameters (including most of the 2009 BREFs cited above, but developing 

this list further) at least with [a further individually specified] frequency and to 

carry out inspections, reviews, audits and safety evaluations at least with the 

[individually specified] frequencies; and  

 To control the extractive waste facility physical stability, BAT is to develop a 

stability monitoring plan during the design phase and implement it during the 

construction and operational phases. 

5.3.5 Implications  

The following shortcomings have been identified: 

 Information from Member States does not allow for a definitive statement on how 

BAT is applied during permitting regarding stability issues.  In particular, we have 

limited information as to the intervals for monitoring of different parameters; and 

 Besides the aspect of permitting, all impacts of practical control and enforcement 

of permitted operating conditions that are discussed in section 4 apply here. 

 Re-defining the approach of EWD in terms of BAT conclusions: One weakness is 

that although Member States are to ensure that competent authorities follow or 
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are informed of developments in BAT, mechanisms comparable to those of the IED 

are not in place95. Lacking this automatism, one can assume that standards may 

be applied and enforced in a less consistent way, although impacts from extractive 

waste facilities may be comparable with those from other industrial installations.  

In this respect, an ambitious option would be proposing an amendment to the 

Directive, introducing a mechanism of making BAT conclusions part of each permit 

comparable to the approach of the IED. 

5.4 Reprocessing of extractive waste 

Member States competent authorities were approached to gather information on policies 

and practices regarding the reprocessing of extractive waste. The aim was to gain an 

understanding of the national practices adopted to encourage the recovery of extractive 

waste by means of recycling, reusing or reclaiming such waste, where this is beneficial 

in accordance with existing environmental standards at Community level and with the 

requirements of the EWD where relevant. 

Responses were received from 22 Member States (Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, 

Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Poland, Romania, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and the UK). 

Information was requested on the following: 

 Existing policies or strategies aimed at encouraging the reprocessing of extractive 

waste; 

 Examples of good practice with regard to the reprocessing of extractive waste; 

 Examples of obtaining economic value from ‘historic’ extractive waste through 

reprocessing/recycling; and 

 Examples of good practice in managing and mitigating environmental liabilities 

from extractive activities. 

5.4.1 National policies and practice 

Out of the Member States providing responses, four Member States (Belgium, Bulgaria, 

Ireland and Sweden) have indicated that a dedicated strategy (or guidance) has been 

adopted on reprocessing waste from the extractive industry. However, these are often 

quite brief, in some instance, comprising simply a statement encouraging the reuse or 

reprocessing of extractive waste. In addition, for nine Member States (Austria, Croatia, 

Czech Republic, Estonia, Germany, Italy, Malta, Poland, Romania and Spain) while there 

is no dedicated policy, relevant provisions are included as part of the wider national 
policy on waste or resource efficiency.  

Furthermore, three Member States indicated that no strategy was adopted because 

there is little or no mining activity, this is the case for Denmark, Latvia and Luxembourg. 

Cyprus, Hungary and the UK do not appear to address extractive waste reuse 
specifically.  

Hungary added that reusing waste heaps is considered to be a mining activity which 

must be authorised by the competent authority. Furthermore, the Hungarian Office for 

Mining and Geology has commissioned the Hungarian Geological and Geophysical 

Institute to prepare an assessment to identify the quality, quantity and the possible 
exploitation options of the secondary raw materials in the extractive waste facilities. 

                                           
95 i.e. under IED regime, permits for installations covered by the Directive need to describe conditions based 

on the application of BAT, in particular limit values for emissions to air, water and land. The Commission 
organises an exchange of information between experts from the EU Member States, industry and 
environmental organisations (“Sevilla process”) on BAT, which results in the adoption of “BAT conclusions” 
(Commission Implementing Decisions) as part of larger BREFs, which are published by the Commission. The 
BAT conclusions have to be used by competent authorities as the reference for setting permit conditions, 
becoming part of the reference standard for permits (Article 14(3) IE Directive). Existing installations have to 
comply with the BAT conclusions within four years after publication of the BREF (Article 21(3) IE Directive) 
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The table below presents the information reported as relevant by Member States, note 

that in several instances, links to the national legislation were provided which does not 

provide many details on reprocessing extractive wastes. This seems to indicate that 

reprocessing of waste is not considered as an activity deemed of being singled out in 

several of these Member States and as such relevant information is a bit more difficult 
to identify. 
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Table 5.7  Overview of legislative provisions relevant for reprocessing of wastes in 

  Member States 

Member 
State 

National provision 
reference 

Detail of the national provision 

Austria  Minerals Strategy96; 

 Mining Act (BGBl. I Nr. 
38/1999 last amendment 
with BGBl. I Nr. 80/2015); 

 Resource Efficiency Action 

Plan97; and  

 Resource Use in Austria - 
Report 201598 

1 – A strategy for raw materials has been 

adopted in Austria in 2012, which includes 
securing long-term access to local resources, fair 
and non-discriminatory access to resources on 
world makers and efficient handling of raw 
materials through increase of resource efficiency 
and improvement of recycling. 

2 – The national Austrian legislation transposing 
the EWD 

3 – The initial resource efficiency action plan was 
adopted in 2012, it was replaced in 2016 by the 

RESET 2020 action plan. The plan has a section 

dedicated on sustainable raw material 
management however it does not explicitly refer 
to extractive waste.  

4- Detailed overview of resource use in 2015, 
mining and quarrying sector was the third sector 
in terms of size of domestic material input, 
following chemicals and construction sectors. 

None of the documents refer to reprocessing of 
mining or extractive wastes. 

Belgium  Order of the Walloon 
Government of 14 June 
200199; and  

 Order of the Walloon 

Government of 9 May 

1985100. 

1 – This order foresees the recovery of extractive 

waste according to their type in the following 
applications. 

For example, topsoil and loose rock which are 
unpolluted can be used for backfilling operation, 

development works in urban sites, reclaim work 
of polluted sites; calcareous dust can be used as 
souring agent in chemical industry and 
flocculating agent in water treatment industry. 

Other unplanned used can be authorised 

providing it is demonstrated that the intended 
reuse will not give rise to environmental pollution 
or harm human health. 

2 - This order focuses on valorisation of coal spoil 
heaps and the spoil heaps and classifies them in 
three categories: 

 

 heaps which can be reprocessed without any 
further condition; 

 heaps which could be reprocessed provided 

the fact that a study demonstrates that this 
process will not impact environment; and  

                                           
96 http://www.bmwfw.gv.at/EnergieUndBergbau/Rohstoffstrategie/Seiten/default.aspx  
97https://www.bmlfuw.gv.at/dam/jcr:9c16665c-078a-4709-9752-

771179e7cde4/Ressourceneffizienz%20Plan.pdf and 
https://www.bmlfuw.gv.at/umwelt/nachhaltigkeit/ressourceneffizienz/aktionsplan_ressourceneffizienz_reset
/reset2020_initiative.html  
98 
https://www.bmlfuw.gv.at/umwelt/nachhaltigkeit/ressourceneffizienz/ressourcennutzung_daten_trends/ress
ourcenbericht15.html  
99 https://wallex.wallonie.be/index.php?doc=4723&rev=4020-2185  
100 
https://wallex.wallonie.be/index.php?mod=voirdoc&script=wallex2&PAGEDYN=indexBelgiqueLex.html&MBI
D=1985023482  

http://www.bmwfw.gv.at/EnergieUndBergbau/Rohstoffstrategie/Seiten/default.aspx
https://www.bmlfuw.gv.at/dam/jcr:9c16665c-078a-4709-9752-771179e7cde4/Ressourceneffizienz%20Plan.pdf
https://www.bmlfuw.gv.at/dam/jcr:9c16665c-078a-4709-9752-771179e7cde4/Ressourceneffizienz%20Plan.pdf
https://www.bmlfuw.gv.at/umwelt/nachhaltigkeit/ressourceneffizienz/aktionsplan_ressourceneffizienz_reset/reset2020_initiative.html
https://www.bmlfuw.gv.at/umwelt/nachhaltigkeit/ressourceneffizienz/aktionsplan_ressourceneffizienz_reset/reset2020_initiative.html
https://www.bmlfuw.gv.at/umwelt/nachhaltigkeit/ressourceneffizienz/ressourcennutzung_daten_trends/ressourcenbericht15.html
https://www.bmlfuw.gv.at/umwelt/nachhaltigkeit/ressourceneffizienz/ressourcennutzung_daten_trends/ressourcenbericht15.html
https://wallex.wallonie.be/index.php?doc=4723&rev=4020-2185
https://wallex.wallonie.be/index.php?mod=voirdoc&script=wallex2&PAGEDYN=indexBelgiqueLex.html&MBID=1985023482
https://wallex.wallonie.be/index.php?mod=voirdoc&script=wallex2&PAGEDYN=indexBelgiqueLex.html&MBID=1985023482
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Member 

State 

National provision 

reference 

Detail of the national provision 

 heaps which cannot be reprocessed due to 
land development, urbanisation or 

environmental reasons. 

Bulgaria National Strategy for 

Development of Mining 
Industry (Appendix 6) 101 

Appendix 6 includes an overview of waste 

generated by mines by types of industry and 
present the distribution of facilities throughout 
the country.  

The strategy includes as a principle the 
importance of recycling and reusing raw 
materials. 

Croatia Ordinance on the 

management of waste from 
extractive industries OO 
128/2008102 

The legislation transposing the EWD which 

includes the promotion of recovery of waste by 
recycling or reuse. 

Czech 
Republic 

1- Act No. 157/2009 Coll. 

2- Raw Material Policy of the 

Czech Republic in the area of 
Mineral Resources103 

1 – The legislation transposing the EWD which 

includes the requirements of Article 5 of the 
Directive. 

2 – The raw material policy includes provisions 
on the recovery of waste from the extractive 
industries, for example the use of raw materials 
from facilities such as waste dumps or tailing 
pond. The policy also encourage the efficient and 
sustainable use of available mineral reserves and 
strict protection of reserved mineral deposits. 

 

Estonia 1- Waste act104 

2- National Waste 
Management plan 2014-
2020105 

1 – National waste legislation transposing the 
requirements of the EWD 

2 – The plan refers to extractive waste however 
provisions on specific reprocessing could not be 
identified 

Germany Waste Management Plan of 
facilities 

Raw Material strategy for 
specific lander (e.g. Saxon 
Raw Materials Strategy106 and 
the Federal Raw Materials 
Strategy107) 

Strategies refer to strengthening the efficiency of 

raw materials extraction but also increasing the 
efficiency of raw materials extracting while 
supporting research and data management on 
the recovering of metals. 

Ireland Management of Waste from 

the Extractive Industries108 

Describes the obligation of operators and 

authorities when dealing with waste from 
extractive activities. 

                                           
101 https://www.me.government.bg/bg/themes/nacionalna-strategiya-za-razvitie-na-minnata-industriya-

1575-295.html  
102 http://narodne-novine.nn.hr/clanci/sluzbeni/2008_11_128_3674.html  
103 Not available yet as approval of the document is still ongoing 
104 https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/ee/520012015021/consolide/current  
105 http://www.envir.ee/et/eesmargid-tegevused/jaatmed/riigi-jaatmekava-2014-2020  
106 https://publikationen.sachsen.de/bdb/artikel/16194  
107 http://www.bmwi.de/Dateien/BMWi/PDF/rohstoffstrategie-der-bundesregierung  
108 http://www.epa.ie/pubs/advice/waste/extractive/Guidance-On-The-Waste-Management-Regulations-

2009-WEB.pdf  

https://www.me.government.bg/bg/themes/nacionalna-strategiya-za-razvitie-na-minnata-industriya-1575-295.html
https://www.me.government.bg/bg/themes/nacionalna-strategiya-za-razvitie-na-minnata-industriya-1575-295.html
http://narodne-novine.nn.hr/clanci/sluzbeni/2008_11_128_3674.html
https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/ee/520012015021/consolide/current
http://www.envir.ee/et/eesmargid-tegevused/jaatmed/riigi-jaatmekava-2014-2020
https://publikationen.sachsen.de/bdb/artikel/16194
http://www.bmwi.de/Dateien/BMWi/PDF/rohstoffstrategie-der-bundesregierung
http://www.epa.ie/pubs/advice/waste/extractive/Guidance-On-The-Waste-Management-Regulations-2009-WEB.pdf
http://www.epa.ie/pubs/advice/waste/extractive/Guidance-On-The-Waste-Management-Regulations-2009-WEB.pdf
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Member 

State 

National provision 

reference 

Detail of the national provision 

Italy 1- 2014 report on mining 
activities in Italy109 

2- Guidance on the 
implementation of the EWD110 

1 – Overview of the role of mining industries in 

the country including economic impacts. One 
chapter (4) is dedicated on reducing the 
extraction by increasing the reuse of inert waste. 

2 – Guidance on definitions related to the EWD 

Lithuania Order for mining industry 
waste111 

National legislation transposing the EWD 

Malta 1- S.L. 549.50 Waste 

Management (Management of 
Waste from Extractive 
Industries and Backfilling) 
Regulations, 2009112 

2- S.L. 549.63 Waste 
Regulations, 2011113 

3- Waste Management Plan for 
the Maltese Islands 2014-
2020114 

1 and 2 – National legislation transposing the 
EWD 

3 – Plan refers to the use of limestone waste 

quarried for the construction industry and the 

backfilling of waste into spent quarries for 
rehabilitation purposes. 

Poland National Waste Prevention 
Programme115 

Presents good practice with regards to reducing 

waste, look specifically at waste generated by 
extractive industry in particular during the 
exploration, production and processing of ores 
and other minerals. The list of good practices 
include possible use / reuse of the waste. 

Romania Management policy 

declaration on efficient 
resources use116 

Example of a statement of policy for health, 
safety and environment from a mining company. 

Slovenia Waste Management 
Programme of Slovenia117 

The document covers extractive waste and notes 

that relatively few are generated in Slovenia. It 
indicates that extractive waste is usually used to 
refill excavation voids and for rehabilitation and 
construction material while ensuring the stability 

of deferred extractive waste, preventing the 
pollution of soil, surface water and groundwater 
and monitoring the sites. 

Spain 1- Royal Decree 975/2009 
from 12 June118 

1 – The Decree transposes the Directive into 

national legislation and states that one of the 

                                           
109 http://www.legambiente.it/sites/default/files/docs/rapporto_cave_2014_web.pdf  
110 
http://www.geologitoscana.it/contents/repository/documenti/lettura%20ragionata%20del%20D.Lgs.%2011
7_2008.pdf  
111 https://www.e-tar.lt/portal/lt/legalAct/TAR.B479E03BAB4F  
112 http://www.justiceservices.gov.mt/DownloadDocument.aspx?app=lom&itemid=11564&l=1  
113 http://www.justiceservices.gov.mt/DownloadDocument.aspx?app=lom&itemid=11514&l=1  
114 
https://environment.gov.mt/en/document%20repository/waste%20management%20plan%202014%20-
%202020%20-%20final%20document.pdf  
115 https://www.mos.gov.pl/g2/big/2014_10/a400f6bb998e8fbc1bc8451fe5c41b11.pdf  
116 http://www.hidroconstructia.com/rom/management.html  
117 
http://www.mop.gov.si/fileadmin/mop.gov.si/pageuploads/zakonodaja/varstvo_okolja/operativni_programi/
op_odpadki.pdf  
118 http://www.boe.es/buscar/pdf/2009/BOE-A-2009-9841-consolidado.pdf 

http://www.legambiente.it/sites/default/files/docs/rapporto_cave_2014_web.pdf
http://www.geologitoscana.it/contents/repository/documenti/lettura%20ragionata%20del%20D.Lgs.%20117_2008.pdf
http://www.geologitoscana.it/contents/repository/documenti/lettura%20ragionata%20del%20D.Lgs.%20117_2008.pdf
https://www.e-tar.lt/portal/lt/legalAct/TAR.B479E03BAB4F
http://www.justiceservices.gov.mt/DownloadDocument.aspx?app=lom&itemid=11564&l=1
http://www.justiceservices.gov.mt/DownloadDocument.aspx?app=lom&itemid=11514&l=1
https://environment.gov.mt/en/document%20repository/waste%20management%20plan%202014%20-%202020%20-%20final%20document.pdf
https://environment.gov.mt/en/document%20repository/waste%20management%20plan%202014%20-%202020%20-%20final%20document.pdf
https://www.mos.gov.pl/g2/big/2014_10/a400f6bb998e8fbc1bc8451fe5c41b11.pdf
http://www.hidroconstructia.com/rom/management.html
http://www.mop.gov.si/fileadmin/mop.gov.si/pageuploads/zakonodaja/varstvo_okolja/operativni_programi/op_odpadki.pdf
http://www.mop.gov.si/fileadmin/mop.gov.si/pageuploads/zakonodaja/varstvo_okolja/operativni_programi/op_odpadki.pdf
http://www.boe.es/buscar/pdf/2009/BOE-A-2009-9841-consolidado.pdf
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Member 

State 

National provision 

reference 

Detail of the national provision 

2-  National Plan Framework 
for waste119 

objectives of the extractive waste management 
plan is to encourage the recovery of extractive 

waste through recycling, reuse or recovery. 
There are provisions detailing the conditions for 
this reuse (see art 36) 

2 – Chapter 17 of the National Plan focuses on 
extractive waste and inter alia encourage the 
recycling and valorisation of waste, promote 
research on new use for waste from extractive 
industry. 

Sweden 1- General strategy for 
extractive minerals 120 

2- EPA strategy on long-term 
management of extractive 
waste 121 

3- Guidelines on reusing 
extractive waste for 
construction projects122 

1 – General strategy document for sustainable 
use of minerals in Sweden 

2 – The Environmental Protection Agency and the 
Swedish Geological Survey are working on a 
strategy on the management of extractive waste, 
taking into account the assessment of costs and 
remediation measures. This is expected in April 
2017. 

3 – Guidance handbook on facilitating the 
recycling of waste in construction. It foresees 

that municipality is to be notified of reuse of 
waste only when there is a risk of contamination. 
The guidance includes information on how to 
establish the risk of contamination. 

UK Environmental guidance on 
permitting123 

General guidance on permitting of installations 
including those involving extractive waste. 

 

5.4.2 Permitting 

From analysis of information returned by Member States regarding permitting as part 

of this study, a narrow range of waste reprocessing was observed (waste reprocessing 

was noted on only approximately 15% of permits).  The approaches recorded fell into 
the following broad categories: 

 Reuse of waste rock: for roads, backfill of underground and surface mines (both 

within and outside the permitted site) and construction of dams, embankments 

and harbours; 

 Reuse of impermeable materials (e.g. clay) for dam and landfill linings; 

 Grading of waste rock suitable for use as aggregate; 

 Use of overburden earth for noise barrier construction and landscaping; 

 Use of (clean, uncontaminated) tailings for soil enrichment; 

 Use of magnesite tailings in the steel industry; 

 Extraction of phosphorous from tailings (under investigation); 

 Extraction of primary sulphur not previously extracted (under investigation); and 

 Reuse of process water. 

                                           
119 http://www.magrama.gob.es/es/calidad-y-evaluacion-ambiental/planes-y-

estrategias/pemaraprobado6noviembrecondae_tcm7-401704.pdf  
120 http://www.regeringen.se/rapporter/2013/02/n2013.02/  
121 http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Miljoarbete-i-samhallet/Miljoarbete-i-

Sverige/Regeringsuppdrag/Strategi-for-hantering-av-gruvavfall/  
122 http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Om-Naturvardsverket/Publikationer/ISBN/0100/978-91-620-0164-3/  
123 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/environmental-permitting-guidance-core-guidance--2  

http://www.magrama.gob.es/es/calidad-y-evaluacion-ambiental/planes-y-estrategias/pemaraprobado6noviembrecondae_tcm7-401704.pdf
http://www.magrama.gob.es/es/calidad-y-evaluacion-ambiental/planes-y-estrategias/pemaraprobado6noviembrecondae_tcm7-401704.pdf
http://www.regeringen.se/rapporter/2013/02/n2013.02/
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Miljoarbete-i-samhallet/Miljoarbete-i-Sverige/Regeringsuppdrag/Strategi-for-hantering-av-gruvavfall/
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Miljoarbete-i-samhallet/Miljoarbete-i-Sverige/Regeringsuppdrag/Strategi-for-hantering-av-gruvavfall/
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Om-Naturvardsverket/Publikationer/ISBN/0100/978-91-620-0164-3/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/environmental-permitting-guidance-core-guidance--2
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It can be observed that the information returned focussed mainly on the reuse of waste 

rock and overburden for construction related purposes and only a limited number of 

secondary extraction of minerals from tailings and waste was reported.  This indicates 

that reprocessing activities are typically considered as being focussing on the productive 

utilisation of inert waste materials rather than on pursuing innovative reprocessing of 

waste and tailings to extract greater value associated with valuable substances and 
minerals. 

5.4.3 Case studies of selected practice 

Member States were asked to provide examples of good practice on reprocessing of 

extractive waste. A total of six case studies were identified based on the information 
reported by Member States, these are presented in the boxes below.  

Reprocessing of limestone in oil shale quarry 

Member State  
Estonia 
 
Stakeholders 
Eesti Energia124: mining operators, producers and sellers 
Ahtme Killustik125, Viru Keemia Grupp126, Purustaja127: producers and sellers 
 
Practice 
Limestone layers in oil shale quarry reprocessed in limestone crushing plants as limestone gravels used for cement 
production. 
 
History / background 
Estonia has mineral resources such as oil shale and carbonate rock. It is the largest commercially exploited oil shale 
deposit in the world. Since 1980 the production has declined, from a peak of 30 million tonnes of oil shale to an 
average of 12-15 million tonnes per year. The shale mining is conducted in the North-East part of Estonia. 
 

Activities / programme / description of the practice 
The limestone layers located within the oil shale are considered to be a waste when they are moved out of the 
quarry. This characterisation is due to the fact that it is taken out of its environment and that it needs further 
treatment before it can be used. The limestone extracted is reprocessed. There has been an increase in the 
reprocessing due to the improvement of technologies and limestone crushing plants can produce up to 500 000 
tonnes of crushed rock per year. 
 
Benefits (environmental / cost / other) 
Re-use of by-product of mining 
 
Transferability 
Limited, depending on presence of limestone in quarry. 

 

BRAVO – Bauxite Residue and Aluminium Valorisation Operations 

Member State  
Ireland – University of Limerick coordinates the project and is supported by the Irish Environmental Protection 
Agency128 
 
Stakeholders 
30 stakeholders (private companies, SMEs, research organisations, NGOs and academic) involved in the aluminium 
value chain from extraction to recycling including for example Euromines, Ecocem, Rio Tinto and European 
Aluminium. 
 
Practice 
The BRAVO project has five core activity areas: 

                                           
124 https://www.energia.ee/en/killustik  
125 http://www.ahtmekillustik.ee/meie-tooted.html  
126 http://www.vkg.ee/  
127 http://www.purustaja.ee/killustik/  
128 http://bravoeip.eu/bravo-team-university-of-limerick/  

https://www.energia.ee/en/killustik
http://www.ahtmekillustik.ee/meie-tooted.html
http://www.vkg.ee/
http://www.purustaja.ee/killustik/
http://bravoeip.eu/bravo-team-university-of-limerick/
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1. Al-Ore: looking at optimising the alumina and aluminium manufacturing process to improve the sector 
competitiveness and European employment levels, with a focus on increasing the recyclability of the by-
products including the red mud; 

2. Al-Source: looking at using the bauxite residue (red mud) as a source of critical raw materials such as gallium, 
titanium, selenium, germanium, dysprosium and cerium; 

3. Al-Build: looking at producing construction raw materials from red mud based on the residue from Al-Source 
activity; 

4. Al-Chain: looking at developing a waste residue value chain building on the outputs of the three previous core 
activities; and  

5. Al-Aware: focusing on raising public awareness, acceptance and trust on aluminium activities and management 
of red mud. 

 
Background 
Red mud is a by-product the Bayer process which is the bauxite refinement process used to create aluminium.  
 
Activities  
1. To boost the innovation capacity of the aluminium value chain with respect to secondary raw materials 

recovery; 
2. To foster international co-operation among 30 key players ,their 54 members across the aluminium value chain 

from extraction to recycling; 
3. The creation of new value chains for the recovered raw materials from by-products of the manufacturing 

process by collaboration and integration of downstream industries; 
4. To test the viability of solutions and holistic processing concepts for secondary raw materials processing via 

pilot actions; 
5. To mobilise a significant part of the aluminium value chain to increase the impact of research , innovations and 

achieve technology transfer both along the aluminium value chain and from parallel industries such as 
recycling; 

6. To enhance the conditions of the raw materials value chain to optimise raw materials flows through improved 
cooperation of actors; 

7. To promote socially acceptable, environmentally responsible and economically viable technologies; and  
8. Waste as a resource: generation of a more valuable waste which can be processed to recover critical raw 

materials.  
 
Benefits (environmental / cost / other) 
Identifying ways to make use of the red mud which is environmentally damaging due to its alkaline content. The 
2010 spill of red mud in Kolontar in Hungary led to the death of 10 people and contaminated a large area including 
the Marcal river. 
 
Transferability 
The aims of the project are to identify options for the whole aluminium value chain that can be replicated. 

 

Reprocessing of flotation tailings 

Member State  
Poland 
 
Practices 
Further processing of extractive waste. In addition, aggregates are produced from the extractive wastes heap in the 
form of red shale. 
 
Description of the practices 
Poland described a range of practices, including: 
1. Aggregates produced from extractive wastes are used in buildings and road construction or when conducting 

reclamation works on brownfield areas.  For example, waste in the  brown coal mine of Bełchatów are 
generated from aggregates and sand washing in amount from 15 000 to 40 000 thousand tonnes per year 
which is then used in backfilling operations129; 

2. Poland provided the example of the Zakłady Górniczo-Hutnicze Bolesław being constructed which is a flotation 
tailings processing plant. The installation will have a processing capacity of two million tonnes of waste per year 
and is located next to an extractive waste facility. The plant will use the flotation tailings deposited in the 
nearby extractive waste facility as input for treatment technology. The aim is to produce zinc concentrates from 
flotation waste. The plant was expected to start operation at the end of 2016 and it will be the first large scale 
installation of the secondary processing of tailings in Europe130; and  

3. In opencast mining, overburden rocks are being stored and processed separately.  Those that can bring 

economic benefits (e.g. clay, sand, gravel, and aggregates) are processed. 131 

                                           
129 http://yadda.icm.edu.pl/yadda/element/bwmeta1.element.baztech-article-BSL7-

0043-0017  
130 http://zghboleslaw.pl/en/  
131 http://yadda.icm.edu.pl/yadda/element/bwmeta1.element.baztech-article-BSL8-0016-0012  

http://yadda.icm.edu.pl/yadda/element/bwmeta1.element.baztech-article-BSL7-0043-0017
http://yadda.icm.edu.pl/yadda/element/bwmeta1.element.baztech-article-BSL7-0043-0017
http://zghboleslaw.pl/en/
http://yadda.icm.edu.pl/yadda/element/bwmeta1.element.baztech-article-BSL8-0016-0012
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Reprocessing of flotation tailings 

 
Benefits (environmental / cost / other) 
Environmentally and economically justified132.  
 
Transferability 
The practices described by Poland are transferrable.  

 

Reprocessing of extractive waste from a closed mine in Spain 

Member State  
Spain 
 
Stakeholders 
Strategic Minerals Spain133, mine of Penouta 
 
Practice 
Reprocessing of a closed mine’s waste and reclamation of the site. 
 
History / background 
The mine’s operations date from 1906 when shallow excavation of quartz was undertaken. Further operations 
started in 1965 and in the following six years approximately 700,000 tonnes of tin were extracted. The mine closed 

in 1985. In 2011, 2012 and 2013 surveys were conducted in the area. The surveys found that during the earlier 
operations of the mine, large amounts of tin and tantalum minerals were deposited in the floatation tailings. It was 
found that 8.8 Mt of minerals with grades of 450 g/t of tin and 45g/t of tantalum were present. These minerals are 
now valuable, in particular tantalum which is needed in many electronics devices such as mobile phones.  
 
Activities 
Processing of extractive wastes to extract tin and tantalum minerals. Further minerals available are clay, quartz, 
feldspar and mica. Strategic Minerals Spain was provided with the right to exploit the resource and which is 
expected to be an important source to meet Europe’s tantalum needs134. The processing will be done through 
grinding of the ore, concentration of minerals and magnetic separation. It does not involve chemicals processing. 
Finally, water is being reused with 75% of water re-circulated. 
 
Benefits (environmental / cost / other) 
Recycling minerals available and future remediation of the mine site. 

 

Reclamation of extractive waste disposals site in Belgium 

Member State 
Belgium 
 
Practice 
Two examples of reclamation of sites were provided. In Charleroi, old extractive waste heaps have been replanted 
and offer leisure spaces within an urban area. Reclamation was initiated in 1990 following the Rio Conference and 
the concern for the loss of biodiversity and green spaces. Belgium found that old heaps were rich with biodiversity 
and that unique ecosystems would develop.135 
 

                                           
132 http://yadda.icm.edu.pl/yadda/element/bwmeta1.element.baztech-article-AGHM-0050-0021  
133 http://www.strategicminerals.com/nuestro-trabajo/penouta/  
134 http://www.euromines.org/files/publications/mining-journal-feature-december-2013-spain.pdf  
135 https://cheminsdesterrils.be/2010/12/12/les-terrils-dans-le-paysage/  

http://yadda.icm.edu.pl/yadda/element/bwmeta1.element.baztech-article-AGHM-0050-0021
http://www.strategicminerals.com/nuestro-trabajo/penouta/
http://www.euromines.org/files/publications/mining-journal-feature-december-2013-spain.pdf
https://cheminsdesterrils.be/2010/12/12/les-terrils-dans-le-paysage/
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Reclamation of extractive waste disposals site in Belgium 

 
 
In Moha, the mining company Carmeuse has re-developed an old decantation pond of a limestone quarry and 
surrounding site into a natural reserve which welcome a range of biodiversity.136 This was supported by the 
reclamation of the land, the planting of trees and of an orchard which includes apple trees, pear trees, cherry trees 
and plum trees. While a large range of bird and aquatic species have now been observed, the most surprising 
aspect was the increase of birds of prey that have nested in the abandoned cliff from the quarry. 
 
Description of the practice 
The local authority has adopted a programme for the development of these heaps. However it also recognised that 
some may contain some valuable resources that could benefit from being re-processed. Thus it distinguishes three 
categories of heaps: 
1. Those that cannot be exploited; 
2. Those that can be exploited; and  
3. Those that need further investigation.  
Once the heap is being registered as a ‘natural zone of scientific interest’ then the mineral exploitation cannot be 
resumed. The description of the steps taken by Carmeuse are part of the cessation of activities and end of 
production of the mining site. 
 

Benefits (environmental / cost / other) 
Providing recreational and green spaces for public enjoyment, providing biodiversity rich areas within urban areas. 
Demonstrating high level of site reclamation after mining activities.  
 
Transferability 
This practice is transferable to any comparable waste heap. Similarly, the steps taken by Carmeuse can be 
replicated by other companies. 

 

Reclamation of a mine in Cumbria, UK 

Member State  
UK 
 
Stakeholders. 
The Environment Agency with the National Trust137, Newcastle University, Coal Authority and Defra 
 
Practice 
Reclamation of mining waters of a mining site, now owned by the National Trust and located in a sensitive 
environmental area. 
 

                                           
136 http://www.carmeuse-hemptinne.be/uploads/docs/Brochure%20CM%20BIODIVERSITY.pdf  
137 A charitable organisation that aims to preserve land, buildings and artefacts for the benefit of the nation. 

http://www.carmeuse-hemptinne.be/uploads/docs/Brochure%20CM%20BIODIVERSITY.pdf
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Reclamation of a mine in Cumbria, UK 

 
 
History / background 
Force Crag mine was exploited for lead, zinc and barites between 1835 and 1991, during which time the workings 
discharged approximately three tonnes of metals each year into a watercourse. This resulted in significant pollution 
of surface water, with over 60 times the environmental quality standard (EQS) of zinc, and more than 40 times the 
EQS of cadmium. This had a major impact on over 10km of watercourse as well as Bassenthwaite Lake. Because of 
its historical value, the mine site is designated SSSI and Scheduled Ancient Monument, which placed additional 
constraints on the options available for remediation.  
 
Description of the practice 
A passive treatment of zinc was installed at Force Crag which is the first system in the UK to undertake such a 
process.  
Similar systems are operating in the USA, but for plants that are considerably larger. Both the location and 
restrictions of Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) and Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) designations 
imposed very strict size limits on the Force Crag treatment scheme. The passive treatment scheme relies on a 
mixture of 45% PAS100 compost, 45% woodchips, 10% digested sewage sludge. Bacteria reduce the sulphate in 
the mine water to sulphide that mops up all the metals which then accumulate in the compost. When the compost 
cannot take up any more metals, it is replaced and the metals recovered.  

 

 
 
The scheme was designed by Newcastle University and built by the Coal Authority at a cost of nearly £1million.  
Work began on the Force Crag passive treatment scheme in September 2013, and it started operating in March 
2014. After three years of scoping and feasibility study it took just six months to complete the build and has a low 
annual operating expenditure around £20k per year.  
 
The photos below show the build progress from initial stages to completion of the vertical flow ponds. 
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Reclamation of a mine in Cumbria, UK 

 

 
 
Benefits (environmental / cost / other) 
The scheme has been found to make a significant difference to the environment, with water quality of the Coledale 
Beck significantly improved. The metals zinc, cadmium, and lead entering the beck have decreased by over 90% 
and the water in Bassenthwaite Lake, which is partly fed by the beck, is expected to rise to “good status” under the 
Water Framework Directive classification. The vertical flow ponds have succeeded in removing 95% of metals and 
based on this initial success, it is planned to explore the potential for the system to treat more of the audit flow 

without compromising performance of the reactor beds. The scheme is performing better than was anticipated and 
the benefits of cleaning up the Force Crag mine water are estimated to be £1.6m - £4.9m over 25 years, at a cost 
of ~£1.5m.  
 
Transferability 
Options to replicate this on other sites could be considered. 
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6. Conclusions 

6.1 Information availability and quality 

A variety of sources were used to gather information.  Sources encompassed the results 

of the reporting from Member States on the implementation of the Directive for the 

second reporting period138, engagement with stakeholders (industry, academia, NGOs), 

review of Member States’ competent authority websites and direct engagement with 

Member States (including a data request on permit information and questionnaire on 

reprocessing of waste) and a broad literature review.  In addition, initial findings based 

on these sources was discussed at a stakeholder workshop from which further views 

and information were recorded (see Appendix D).  Section 3.2 presents a review of 

information collected and its quality.  The following conclusions on information 

availability and quality can be made: 

 Member State implementation report information: information varies 

between the reports provided by Member States presenting uncertainties regarding 

data robustness and reliability; 

 Consultation of NGOs: two out of five NGOs responded to information requests.  

Information was limited in scope (e.g. Mining Watch Romania’s focus was mostly 

on Romania) and representativeness (e.g. the EEB response was from two 

members, from the Netherlands and Germany).  However, information did identify 

shortcomings in implementation useful for the analysis; 

 Consultation of trade associations: one out of five trade associations 

responded to information requests.  The response received from Euromines was 

highly relevant even if responses were generic and covered only specific Member 

States; 

 Engagement with mining experts: responses were gathered from three 

particular experts and proved very useful in assessing the specific thematic areas 

of Category A installations, cyanide and stability of waste management facilities 

and also regarding technological developments in the sector and the cost of waste 

management, but more limited in relevance to assessing gaps in implementation; 

 Direct engagement with Member States – data request on permits: 21 

Member States responded to the data request.  For those Member States where 

information was received, information was provided in some cases regarding the 

application of BAT measures applied, length of validity of permits, renewal period 

for permits and wider general data on the number of permits, status of the mines 

and materials being mined.  Poorer information was provided regarding control 

measures and reprocessing practices in permits.  The main limitation was EU wide 

comparability of the information reported; 

 Direct engagement with Member States – questionnaire on reprocessing: 

sufficient information was available for the purpose of the analysis although not all 

Member States were represented and detail provided was variable; 

 Literature review: more than 200 academic and scientific articles were reviewed 

together with information on Member State websites relating to the EWD.  Quality 

and relevance varied according to sources and scope of the literature; 

 National legislation (including national guidance / national guidelines): 

detail in the legislation varied according to Member State with some have detailed 

provisions and others relying on guidance or other regimes; 

 Statistical information from Eurostat: data are available on waste generation 

from the ‘Mining and quarrying’ sector regarding a range of waste types; waste 

arisings tonnage being dominated by those classified as ‘Mineral and solidified 

wastes’; 

                                           
138 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/report_mining_waste.pdf  

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/report_mining_waste.pdf
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 Information provided by Member States on events (Article 11(3) and 

12(6) of EWD: these reports were made available and assessed in the course of 

the review and analysis of the Member States report on the implementation of the 

EWD (BiPRO, 2016); and  

 Stakeholder workshop: comments, observations and clarifications made at the 

workshop were valuable in understanding the views of Member States and other 

stakeholders regarding key issues on implementation and the need for the themes 

of any future guidance. 

 

Overall, the availability and quality of information varied across the themes examined 
and between the sources used. 

6.2 Summary of implications and potential solutions 

6.2.1 Member State enforcement and control 

The information available under the selected indicators was not complete and detailed 

enough to enable full assessment of how Member States are enforcing and controlling 
the application of the EWD however, the following can be concluded. 

Inspectors (expertise and number) 

According to Euromines, inspectors are well qualified in countries with a ‘mining history’, 

but this is not always the case in other Member States.  The same source of information 

recommends the use of private independent certification/audit systems to complement 

inspectors from competent authorities as already in use in the UK and Ireland.  

Workshop stakeholders considered that there should be a minimum level of competence 

for inspectors carrying out facility inspections.  Stakeholders highlighted that a variety 

of approaches are used regarding facility inspection (e.g. risk based inspections, self-

assessment).  Furthermore, stakeholders suggested clarifications regarding who does 

what and when in the inspection process and they considered the 2012 report on 

inspections139 as a good basis for further work on EWD facility inspections.  To this end, 

some stakeholders suggested that it may be beneficial to provide a checklist to enable 

consistent inspections to be achieved across Member States.  Such a checklist would 

need to set out the principal questions/issues and account for different requirements 

(i.e. should consider proportionality) regarding Category A and non-Category A facilities 
and also inert and non-inert facilities. 

Inventories of closed and abandoned sites 

Member States have set up inventories of closed and abandoned sites140, most of them 

available online.  From the 21 Member States where the inventory of closed and 

abandoned sites is applicable, there are 17 inventories available online (AT, CY, CZ, EE, 

EL, ES, FI, FR, HU, IE, IT, PT, RO, SE, SI, SK and UK) and one is temporarily unavailable 

online (PL).  It was not possible to confirm for three Member States (BE, BG, DE) 

whether they have an inventory.  Based on the 18 Member States for which there is 

data available, 3,462 closed and abandoned waste facilities have been registered at 

national level by competent authorities.  1,027 out of the 3,462 facilities (30%) were in 

mines extracting metallic minerals.  The rest that could be allocated were 3% non-

metallic minerals, 2% fuels, 2% coal, 1% precious metals, 5% combinations.  It was 

not possible to identify whether inventories are updated periodically141, however the 

date when they were last updated was available in most cases and ranged from 2011 

to 2017.  There is limited information on how Member States select the closed facilities 

                                           
139 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/Annex2_guidelines_inspection.pdf  
140 The competent authorities of BE, BG, DE have been contacted to confirm whether an inventory exists, 

without success.  HR, LT, LU, LV, MT, and NL stated that it was not applicable as either there were no facilitates 
in the Member State or that there were no abandoned sites.  Although SI stated the same in its 2011-2014 
implementation report, an inventory does exist and is available online.  
141 Save for Greece, however the inventory has not been updated every three years as intended. 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/Annex2_guidelines_inspection.pdf
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pursuant to Article 20 of the Directive although some Member States stated that they 
had used the available guidance142 to inform development of the inventory.   

Cases of non-compliance 

No detailed comparison between Member States can be achieved based on the reporting 

of non-compliance cases.  To ensure that the reporting on non-compliance cases is more 

accurate and detailed, it may be relevant to gather more specific information (e.g. type 

of non-compliance, category of the facility, type of sanctions).  This information could 

be considered in updated implementation reporting; it is noted that it is currently under 

consideration whether the triannual reporting format is best suited to gathering 
information on implementation. 

Tests and sampling by competent authorities 

The competent authorities do not carry out their own tests/sampling, but rely instead 

on the tests performed by companies due to limited financial and technical resources.  

Whether there are obligations on the operator of the extractive waste facilities to carry 

out tests and samples and to record them in view of inspections or to send them to the 

Competent Authorities is an issue that could be further investigated as part of the 

triannual reporting. 

6.2.2 Accident prevention 

After discussing and ultimately rejecting a number of different other possible indicators, 

it was decided to use the number of events reported by Member States as the main 

indicator.  The number of reported events is low.  This may be due to the effectiveness 

of the safety measures and thorough accident prevention planning both by operators 

and competent authorities under the terms of the Directive.  However, a contrasting 

explanation may be that not all incidents of this kind are reported in accordance with 
the Directive.   

Guidance for event reporting 

It is possible that, to improve effectiveness and consistency of implementation of 

Directive requirements in this area, the planned guidelines on the implementation of the 

EWD could feature a specific section on reporting expectations of Member States in 
respect of events. 

External emergency plans at Category A facilities 

According to the available data, two thirds of the Category A facilities in the EU have an 

external emergency plan.  This appears to be a gap in implementation.  There are 

examples of Member States which have not yet prepared external emergency plans for 
some of the Category A facilities located in their territory. 

6.2.3 Waste management plans 

Firm conclusions on the implementation of requirements regarding WMPs are difficult to 

reach in the absence of sufficient data.  However, the following solutions and measures 

may help support effective and consistent implementation. 

Guidelines for operators and competent authorities 

Guidance on the content of WMPs was identified in the UK and Ireland suggesting that 

guidance on this subject could be beneficial to promote consistency.  Regarding 

verification that WMPs include all the elements listed in Article 5(3), nine Member States 

included provisions in implementing Regulations describing the minimum content of 

WMPs.  This demonstrates transposition rather than actual implementation.  As a result 

of this and feedback obtained at the stakeholder workshop, it was concluded that it 

would be useful for Member States to have best practices on extractive waste 
management plans, including illustrative waste management plans.  

                                           
142 Guidance document for a risk based pre-selection protocol for the inventory of closed waste facilities, 

prepared by the Inventory of closed waste facilities ad-hoc group (as sub-committee of the technical 
adaptation committee for Directive 2006/21/EC) 
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The issue of correct and consistent interpretation by operators and authorities of waste 

and facility classification requirements is critical as incorrect classification could result 

in Category A sites not being identified and also, WMPs not containing relevant 

information and safeguards and hence risks to humans and the environment being 
presented.  Clear guidance on these issues could address this. 

The issue of guidance regarding WMPs was discussed at the stakeholder workshop in 

March 2017 at which it was noted that the scope of any guidance should be determined 

following further engagement with Member States and if developed, guidance should be 

at a generic level and not attempt to address detailed (i.e. site or process specific) 

aspects.  Furthermore, if good practice examples of WMPs are developed, such examples 

should include WMPs for both Category A and non-Category A facilities and the varying 

degrees of risk and size of facilities should also be considered to enable appropriate 

examples to be demonstrated; in addition, consideration of guidance for facilities in or 

nearing closure phase may also be important.  Finally, some stakeholders would find it 

useful to implement clear and measurable criteria to evaluate the quality of waste 

management plans submitted by operators.  

6.2.4 Application and permitting procedures  

Based on information returns from Member States, 3,754 extractive waste permits were 

recorded across the EU as of July 2017.  3,228 (86%) were recorded as being 

operational, 460 (12%) in the closure / post closure phases and 66 (2%) were reported 

as not operational or unknown.  Regarding products, of the 2,013 permits for which 

information was available, the majority (79%) related to non-metallic minerals and 10% 

to metallic minerals.  The remaining permits related to coal, oil and gas, geothermal 

energy and ‘exploration’.  1,739 (46%) permits concern inert waste, 518 (14%) permits 

concern non-inert waste and no information was provided for 1,497 (40%) permits.  90 

permits (2%) related to Category A facilities with 95% confirming that they are not 

Category A and 2% with no data.  Whilst more than one reason was sometimes noted 

for Category A classification, the majority (66%) were classified based on the Directive’s 

Annex III first indent regarding the potential for a failure or incorrect operation 
potentially giving rise to a major accident.   

Out of a total of 3,228 extractive waste facilities in operation, 234 (6%) had their 

permits renewed in the last 5 years (359 or 10% since the entry into force of the 

Directive).  There are also 534 facilities (14%) that have not had their permits renewed, 

but which obtained the first permit after the entry into force of the Directive.  773 (24%) 

were granted a permit before the entry into force of the Directive.  Information was not 
available for around half of the facilities in operation.  

Information for this parameter was of mixed coverage and detail hence only indicative 
conclusions can be made. 

Interlinkages between permitting regimes 

Workshop participants requested some clarification of the interlinkages between EWD 

permits and other regimes (such as the Industrial Emissions Directive (IED) and Seveso) 

which could be addressed in guidance.  Based on limited available information from 

Member States on extractive waste facilities permits and on Seveso permits, no 

significant overlaps between Seveso facilities and EWD facilities permits was identified, 

which may suggest that Member States are not always aware that both Directives must 

apply (with the exception of Article 6 of the EWD if the installation is also covered by 

Seveso).  

Best Available Techniques 

Based on information collected from Member States on permits, 2,595 note or make 

reference to BAT.  Information collected differed depending on permits in Member States 

(e.g. where recorded, some permits recorded a single BAT and others 40) and a great 

amount of information was missing.  Overall, it was not possible to derive clear findings 

from the information collected from Member States on application of BAT in permits 
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other than that information from Member States on this subject was often poor and 
inconsistent in what was reported as BAT. 

Whereas the EWD requires Member States to ensure that competent authorities follow 

or are informed of developments in BAT, one weakness is that BAT may not necessarily 

always be followed during permitting and thus no uniform standards are applied and 

enforced, although impacts from extractive waste facilities may be comparable with 

those from other industrial installations.  In this respect, an ambitious option would be 

proposing an amendment to the Directive, introducing a mechanism of making BAT 

conclusions part of each permit comparable to the approach of the IED. 

With regard specifically to the use of cyanide and stability of dams and heaps, the 

available literature includes generic information on the application of BAT in the 

permitting procedures in relevant Member States.  A total of 46 BAT were reported by 

the main gold producers in the EU in response to the information request to Member 

States.  The BAT reported for gold mine facilities were related to water erosion 

prevention, monitoring of stability, groundwater monitoring, and use of safety manual 

and independent audits.  On the stability of dams and heaps, a limited number of 

Member States provided information on monitoring and risk management measures to 

be applied by extractive waste facilities operators.  More detailed information could, 

however, be requested in the Member State’s reporting questionnaire (e.g. detailed 

description of the application of BAT and justification on the use of cyanide).  The next 

questionnaire could request information on the application of the BREF on the 
management of waste from extractive industries. 

Timeframe of extractive waste facilities permitting procedures 

Under this indicator, the information available was not complete and often not detailed.  

Concerning the timeframe of the permitting procedure for extractive waste facilities, 

incomplete information was gathered on the situations in Germany, Greece and Sweden.  

The information highlights that the permitting procedure for extractive waste facilities 

is linked to the overall mining permitting procedure and that the timeframe varies from 

one case to another.  It may be relevant to seek further information on the practices for 

extractive waste facilities permitting procedures to gather information on the public 

participation involvement in these procedures (e.g. information on Member State public 

participation requirements, on the number of public complaints and on number of 

comments received). 

Public complaints against public participation procedure 

No information was identified regarding public complaints against public participation 

procedures within the permitting process in Member States.  Concerning the role of the 

public one NGO provided an opinion that more involvement and engagement of the 

public in the permitting procedure of mining activities is required.  The NGO suggested 

that the local community's consent should be compulsory for Category A waste 
management facilities.  

6.2.5 Financial guarantee 

This area of intervention was evaluated assessing the existence of guidelines or methods 

to implement the Commission’s guidelines (Decision 2009/335/EC) on the 

establishment of financial guarantees.  Overall, there was a good information available 

but little information available on practical steps undertaken for setting the level of 

financial guarantees at Member State level, apart from very few examples.  There were 

examples of general guidance on setting up financial guarantees and a guidance 

document at EU level from 2008, based on the MonTec (2008) study. However, 

examples of specific guidance at Member State level were scarce.  A report published 

by the Swedish National Audit in 2015 highlighted that, in Sweden, financial guarantees 

are established (mainly in the form of bank guarantees) but have practical problems.  

The report highlighted a high risk of taxpayers paying for the rehabilitation of sites, 

either due to the insufficient coverage of the guarantees or regarding periods during 

which facilities were not covered by a guarantee.  Inspections were highlighted as 

having utmost relevance to validate and monitor the status of guarantees.  Although 
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the consideration of third parties is included in the national legislation of the majority of 

the Member States assessed, limited evidence has been found on whether Member 

States are actually considering the involvement of third-parties in the performance of 

rehabilitation work in practice when calculating the amount of financial guarantees.  

Only one example of this was found in the updated guidance for the review of mining 

operations published by the Swedish Geological Survey (Sveriges Geologiska 
Undersökning, 2017).   

Solutions to enhance the implementation of the Directive with regard to financial 

guarantees 

The information assessed indicates that whereas there are no major implementation 

issues related to this provision, Member States would benefit from having examples of 

good practice which could be referred to.  Workshop stakeholders expressed that they 

would find it useful to discuss the best approaches to financial guarantees involving 

financial institutions and insurance companies, as such organisations may need to be 

involved in setting up or underwriting the guarantees.  The issue of financial guarantees 

could be a potential theme of further cooperation with the European Union Network for 
the Implementation and Enforcement of Environmental Law (IMPEL). 

6.2.6 Waste facility classification 

Waste facility classification was assessed using one parameter of the assessment 

framework (Assessment of classification of extractive waste facilities) comprising one 

indicator (Existence of guidelines and / or specific binding requirements to classify 

extractive waste facilities (e.g. definition of a 'certain threshold') according to Annex 

III).  Inspections were found to be important to assess whether the criteria followed by 

operators and authorised by Member State authorities is compliant with Annex III.  Also, 

there may be issues with Category A facilities that are also Seveso installations which 

may be covered by a Seveso permit rather than by an extractive waste permit, although 
they would need to comply with the provisions of Directive 2006/21/EC (save Article 6).   

Consistency of interpretation of Annex III of the Extractive Waste Directive 

Stakeholders generally considered at the workshop organised in March 2017 by the 

Commission that guidance was not necessary for this as definitions are clear.  A 

compliance promotion exercise could still support addressing discrepancies in waste 

facility classification, given that they would be mainly due to reporting inconsistencies 
or improper interpretation of Annex III (in particular its first indent). 

6.2.7 Closure and post closure phase 

According to the information submitted by Member States as part of the information 

collection exercise undertaken for this project, there are 460 extractive waste facilities 

that are in their closure/post closure phase (12% of all the facilities reported as part of 

the data request).  From them, 27 are classified as Category A facilities.  The inventories 

of closed and abandoned sites were also assessed and, from those that are publicly 

available, information was extracted on the number of sites that form part of them.  As 

of 30th June 2017, 3,462 facilities have been included in the 18 inventories that are 

available.  From them, 52% were heaps, 2% dams, 3% ponds and 1% other (in 42% 
of the cases, the type of facility was not included in the inventory143.  

The analysis of the available information highlighted that there was guidance to develop 

a prioritisation system for the inventory of closed and abandoned sites required under 

Article 20.  One of these guidance documents (the TAC guidance developed by Stanley 

et al., 2011) has been used by several Member States to inform development of 

inventories. 

Review of the inventories of closed and abandoned sites 

To address the request of some stakeholders for more transparency on closed and 

abandoned sites, a possible solution could be the development of an EU-wide inventory.  

                                           
143 Lithuania, Latvia, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands and Slovenia do not have an inventory but stated 
that there was no facility for which it was applicable 
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However, stakeholders at the workshop had mixed opinions regarding the usefulness of 

such an EU-wide inventory.  A possible advantage of such an approach would be 

increasing awareness and transparency with regard to transboundary effects of 

extractive waste facilities located close to the borders with other Member States.  If 

such inventory is developed, it should specify that national approaches to selecting 

closed and abandoned sites may have differed and therefore data may not necessarily 
be comparable. 

6.2.8 Transboundary effects 

Based on the (incomplete) information provided by Member States that responded to 

the request for information made as part of this study, it appears that at least some 40 

waste facilities are located near the borders of other Member States, mainly between 

Portugal and Spain and between Ireland and the UK (Northern Ireland).  To assess 

transboundary effects, the existence of coordination mechanisms to ensure information 

is forwarded to other Member States was used, the information being taken from the 

Member States’ implementation reports.  It can be concluded that Member States have 

established the relevant procedures and defined the relevant authorities involved in this 

process.  From this perspective, implementation of the requirements of the EWD in 

terms of transboundary effects is good.  However, findings on how well these procedures 
are applied in practice are scarce due to lack of cases. 

Guidance for transboundary communication 

No interest was expressed for guidance by stakeholders or Member States for this 

aspect.  However rapid communication and cooperation between Member States in the 

event of an incident was considered of most importance to avoid environmental damage.  

Although there is no evidence that performance is low, it may be appropriate to present 

possible approaches for transboundary communication as part of the planned general 

guidance on implementation of the Directives (while respecting Member State autonomy 
for designing competent authorities and appropriate procedures).   

6.3 Thematic areas 

6.3.1 Category A facilities 

Considering the particular relevance of the application of all EWD provisions to Category 

A facilities, all indicator-based findings of section 4 are valid in respect of Category A 

facilities.  From the analysis made, it would appear that application of the criteria for 

classification of waste facilities as Category A by Member State authorities and economic 

operators is inconsistent; an indication of this is the deviation for a number of Member 

States in data provided for Category A facilities in the context of the request for 

statistical information as part of this study compared to those indicated for the 

implementation report 2011-2014 (although deviating figures may partly be due to the 

fact that some new facilities may have been permitted and others may have closed in 
the meantime). 

Although during the workshop, a number of stakeholders were of the opinion that 

legislation is sufficiently clear, it may be that provision of guidance on interpretation of 

the criteria for classification of facilities as Category A as part of the planned guidelines 

on the implementation of the EWD would be useful to facilitate consistent 

implementation.  Several Member States stressed the importance of a proper 
consideration of the first indent of Annex III of the Directive ("incorrect operation"). 

6.3.2 Cyanide processes 

Regarding cyanide-based gold extraction techniques, the following can be concluded: 

 Cyanide-based techniques remain the dominant technology for gold production in 

the EU; 

 Alternative reagents have been tested and some have been developed to 

commercial scale outside the EU. However, the appropriateness and applicability of 
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alternative reagents and processes is governed by ore types and alternative 

reagents are not without their own technical, environmental and economic issues; 

 In reviewing the availability and the status of commercial application of 

alternatives to cyanide-based technologies, there does not appear to be a clear 

alternative that can replace cyanide-based technologies as BAT at commercial 

scale at the present time in the EU; 

 There has not been a material change in the application and use of alternatives to 

cyanide-based technologies since 2010, hence the introduction of an EU-wide ban 

would still imply the closure of existing mines; and  

 Whilst monitoring of developments in alternative technologies should continue, a 

focus on the full application of the Directive by the Member States should be a 

priority to ensure that mines using cyanide technologies continue to operate in a 

safe condition. 

6.3.3 Stability of waste management facilities 

In terms of stability of waste management facilities, it can be concluded that since these 

aspects are relevant foremost regarding the operation of the facility and the conditions 

stipulated in the permit, the current revision of the existing BREF on the management 
of extractive waste is crucial. 

6.3.4 Reprocessing of extractive waste 

Member States competent authorities were approached to gather information on policies 

and practices regarding the reprocessing of extractive waste.  22 Member States 

responded.  Only a limited number (four) indicated they have dedicated strategies / 

statements regarding extractives waste and a further nine indicated that extractive 

waste is covered in wider waste management or resource efficiency strategies.  The 

Hungarian Office for Mining and Geology noted that it has commissioned work to identify 

the quality, quantity and the possible exploitation options of secondary raw materials in 

the extractive waste facilities.  Overall it can be concluded that Member State policies 
on reprocessing of extractive wastes are limited. 

From analysis of information returned by Member States regarding permitting as part 

of this study, a narrow range of waste reprocessing was observed with a focus on the 

reuse of waste rock and overburden for construction related purposes.  Only a limited 

number of examples indicated reprocessing waste and tailings to extract minerals 

indicating that at the current time, reprocessing activities are typically the productive 

utilisation of inert waste materials rather than innovative reprocessing activities to 

extract greater value associated with recovery of substances and minerals. 

In addition to policies, case studies were also examined.  This included projects aimed 

at increasing reuse/recyclability of bauxite residue (red mud), producing zinc 

concentrates from flotation waste, and extracting tin and tantalum minerals from 
flotation tailings. 
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Appendix A  

Assessment Framework 

Area of intervention 
Thematic 
area 

Parameter to assess 
implementation 

Indicator     

  1 2 3   Indicator name OI RI 

Member State 
enforcement and 
control    

X X X 

Effectiveness of 
enforcement, in relation 
to:  
a) enforcement 
authorities’ powers and 
competencies 

Cases of non-compliance 
identified over the two 
reporting periods  

  X 

 

 

 

 

 

X X X 

Existence of coordination 
mechanisms between 
inspection bodies (if several 
involved) 

X   
     

     

 

X X X 
Number of inspections per 
mining facility 

X   
     
     
     
 

X X X 
Financial resources 
allocated to inspections by 
Member States 

X   

     

 

X X X 

Expertise of inspectors 
(diploma, technical 
training, etc.), how many 
inspectors per site 

X   
     

     

 

X X X 

b) Inspection 
programmes with clear 

priorities 

Evidence of Competent 
Authority carrying out 
sampling of extractive 
waste, laboratory tests and 
/ or stress tests* 

X   

     

 

X X X 

Proportion of inspection 
programme with priorities 
related to: 
o Cat. A installations (if 
relevant) 
o Cyanide (if relevant) 
o Stability of facilities 

X   
     

     

 

X X X 
Inspection programme with 
priorities in place and 
based on defined criteria** 

X   
     
     
 

X     
Number of inspection visits 
per year** 

X   
     
     

   

 

X X X 
c) Assessment of 
implementation of 
inventory of closed 
waste facilities 
  

Frequency of the update of 
the inventory** 

X   
     
     
 

X X   
Availability of an 
inventory*  

X   
     

Major accident 
prevention 

X     
Assessment of major 
accident policies, in 
relation to: 
a) Existence and 
adequacy of safety 
management system, 
including appointment of 
a safety manager 

Number of major 
accidents* 

  X 

    

    

    

X     
Changes in the number of 
major accidents in two 

reporting periods 

  X 

X     
Recording and reporting of 
near missed events 

X   
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Area of intervention 
Thematic 
area 

Parameter to assess 
implementation 

Indicator     

  1 2 3   Indicator name OI RI 

    

X     
Number of near miss 
events 

  X 

    

    

    

X     
Changes in the number of 
near miss events between 
the reporting periods 

    

X     

Legal requirements to 
appoint a safety manager 
applicable to safety 
manager e.g. minimum 
professional qualifications 

X   

X     

Number of Cat A facilities 
with complete safety 
management policy and 
systems in place 

X   

    

X     
Number of Annex 1 
elements covered by safety 
management system 

X   

    

X     

b) Adequacy of coverage 
of the external 
(Competent Authority) 
emergency plan 

Number of Category A 
facilities with an external 
emergency plan 

X  

Waste management 
plans 

X X X 

Assessment of the Waste 
Management Plans 
(WMP) in relation to: 
Appropriateness of 
pollution prevention 

measures in the WMP 

Existence of guidelines for 
operators to prepare 
WMP** 

X   

X X X 

Verification that the WMP 
includes the elements listed 
in Article 5(3) of the 
Directive** 

X   

X X X 
Number of WMPs that have 
been reviewed in the last 5 
years 

  X 

Application and 
permitting procedures 

X X X 

Assessment of the 
permitting procedure in 
relation to compliance 
with permit 
requirements (including 
requirements on 
construction and 
management of waste 
facilities) 

Existence of guidelines and 
/ or awareness raising 
campaigns for operators on 
preparing permit 
applications 

X   

  X   

Permitting conditions 
related to cyanide based 
technologies and related 
impacts (concentration 

thresholds of cyanide in 
ponds) 

X   

      
Permitting conditions 
related to stability of waste 
management facilities 

X   

    X 
Permitting conditions 
related to reprocessing of 
extractive waste 

X   
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Area of intervention 
Thematic 
area 

Parameter to assess 
implementation 

Indicator     

  1 2 3   Indicator name OI RI 

X X X 
Timeframe to reconsider 
and update permit 
conditions 

X   

X X X 

Method or measures in 
place to assess the 
competence of the person 
in charge of the extractive 
waste facility 

X   

X X X 

Existence of coordination 
mechanism in case of 
involvement of several 
authorities 

X   

X X X 

Permitting authorities' 
expertise on extractive 
waste issues (e.g. 
dedicated extractive waste 
expert or link with 
extractive waste specialist 
organisation) 

X   

X X X 
Timeframe of the 
permitting procedure (in 
months) 

  X 

X X X 
Number of permit 
applications received per 
year 

  X 

X X X 
Number of permit 
applications rejected / 
withdrawn per year 

  X 

X X X 
Number of permits granted 
per year 

  X 

X X X 

Reconsideration of 
permits 

Existence of guidance / 
rules on interpreting 
'substantial changes' 

X   

X X X 

Existence of guidance / 
rules on interpreting 
'substantial changes to 
BAT' 

X   
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Area of intervention 
Thematic 
area 

Parameter to assess 
implementation 

Indicator     

  1 2 3   Indicator name OI RI 

X X X 
Existence of guidance / 
rules on interpreting 
'periodically reconsider' 

X   

X X X 
Number of permits 
reconsidered in last 
reporting period 

  X 

X X X 
Share of existing permits 
that have been 
reconsidered 

  X 

X X X 

Assessment of public 
participation in the 
permitting procedure 

Information tools 
explaining how the public 
can participate in the 
permitting procedure 

X   

X X X 
Public participation 
timeframe 

X   

X X X 
Public complaints against 
public participation 
procedure 

  X 

X X X 

Assessment of the 
implementation of Best 
Available Techniques in 
the permitting procedure 

Competent authorities' 
actions to promote the 
application of BAT (e.g. 
guidance, toolkits, 
checklists) in general** 

X   

  X   

Competent Authority 
actions to promote 
application of BAT in 
relation to the use of 
cyanide 

X   

    X 

Competent Authority 
actions to promote 
application of BAT in 
relation to dam and heap 

stability 

X   
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Area of intervention 
Thematic 
area 

Parameter to assess 
implementation 

Indicator     

  1 2 3   Indicator name OI RI 

  X   
Application of BAT in gold 
extractive facilities* 

  X 

      
Application of BAT in 
relation to dam and heap 
stability* 

  X 

Financial guarantee X X X 
Assessment of 
implementation of 
financial guarantee 

Existence of guidelines or 
method to implement the 
Commission's guidelines on 
the establishment of the 
financial guarantee 
(Decision 2009/335/EC)** 

X   

Waste facility 
classification 

X     

Assessment of 
classification of 
extractive waste facilities 

Existence of guidelines and 
/ or specific binding 
requirements to classify 
extractive waste facilities 
(e.g. definition of a 'certain 
threshold') according to 
Annex III 

X   

X     
On-site visits to verify 
classification of extractive 
waste facility 

X   

Closure and post 
closure phase 

    X 

Assessment of closure 
and after closure 
procedures for waste 
facility 

Frequency of reporting of 
monitoring results by 
operators 

X   

    X 

Risk-based assessment to 
identify the sites (including 
the methodology developed 
by the ad-hoc group)** 

X   

    X 
Number of post-closure 
accidents (including 
number reported to the EC) 

  X 

    X 
Number of rehabilitated 
closed waste facilities 

  X 

Transboundary effects 

X X X 

Assessment of the 
procedure in case of 
transboundary effects 

Existence of coordination 

mechanisms to ensure 
information is forwarded to 
other Member States** 

X   
      

X X X   X 
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Area of intervention 
Thematic 
area 

Parameter to assess 
implementation 

Indicator     

  1 2 3   Indicator name OI RI 

      
Timeframe to inform public 
concerned 

X X X 
Tools in place to inform 
public concerned 

  X 

Notes: 
*= Key indicator 
**= Key indicator for which little information exists 
Greyed out cells= Removed indicators 
OI = Output indicator which are identifiable products of implementation such as risk assessments and 
programmes of inspections.  
RI = Result indicator which are the end effects such as the number of major accidents or number of facilities 
using cyanide-free processes. 
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Appendix C  

Additional information  

Table C.1  Summary of how “waste characterisation” is covered in the different  

  guidance documents of the  UK 

Guidance Coverage 

England and Wales 
(general, Defra, 2010) 

The only reference is that waste management plans must 

include “waste characterisation in accordance with Annex II to 
the Directive, and an estimate of the total quantity of extractive 
waste to be generated;” 

England and Wales 

(additional, EA, 2011) 

The guidance includes: 

-Explanation of the purpose of characterising the waste: the 
operator and the authority need relevant information on the 
waste to be managed to assess and monitor its properties, 
behaviour and characteristics and ensure that it is managed 
safely in the long term. Also, it will help the operator decide 
options for managing it and related mitigation measures.  

-Waste categories: Inert, non-hazardous non-inert and 
hazardous. Definitions as in the Directive.  

-Box with the waste characterisation criteria for each waste 
category.  For instance, the criteria for hazardous waste: 

 It is listed as hazardous in the List of Waste Regulations; and  

 It is a specific batch of waste which is determined pursuant to 
regulation 8 of the Hazardous Waste (England & Wales) 
Regulations 2005 or the Hazardous Waste (Wales) Regulations 
2005 to be a hazardous waste, i.e. it has been determined to 
be hazardous by the Secretary of State, Welsh Assembly 

Government. 

-The operator has to ensure that the information and data for 
waste characterisation are appropriate, of adequate quality and 
representative of the extractive waste at the site. This 
information may already be in other technical reports.  

-Box with potential sources of information for waste 
characterisation: Existing investigations and studies, existing 
applications for permits/authorisations, e.g. planning 
permissions or extraction licences, geological surveys, list of 
inert extractive waste. 

-Sampling is only indicated when the information is unavailable 

or insufficient. If sampling is necessary, further guidance has 
been developed by the Commission (this is also provided in an 
appendix for reference). 

-References have to be provided. 

-Box with the information to be provided in the WMP for 

extractive waste characterisation. For example, the information 
to be provided on hazardous waste is:  

A description of the waste’s physical and chemical 
characteristics, in the short and long term, with particular 
reference to its stability under surface atmospheric conditions. 
This should include consideration of the type of mineral being 
extracted and the nature of any overburden to be removed; 

Classification of the waste in accordance with the relevant entry 
in the List of Waste Regulations; 

A description of any chemical substances to be used during 
treatment of the mineral resource and their stability; 

A description of the method of deposition; and 

The nature of any waste transport systems to be employed. 
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Guidance Coverage 

Wales (Natural 

Resources Wales, 
2014) 

As in EA (2011) above 

Scotland (SEPA, 2010) The text covering this subject is: “Once the classification and 

categorisation process is complete, the behaviour of waste to be 
stored within each extractive waste area or waste facility needs 
to be characterised (unless the waste is being placed back in the 
void for rehabilitation or construction). Decision 2009/360/EC 
confirms that the purpose of characterisation is to obtain the 
relevant information on the waste to be managed in order to be 

able to assess and monitor its properties, behaviour and 
character. This decision clarifies the requirements in the MWD 
and Schedule 2 of the Regulations and is intended to ensure that 
it is managed under environmentally safe conditions in the long 

term. Characterisation should assist the determination of the 
options for managing extractive waste and the related mitigation 

measures in order to protect human health and the 
environment.” 

Also, the guidance document includes:  

-Sources to be used for waste characterisation 

-Headings that have to be included in the waste characterisation 
section of waste management plans (background Information; 
geological background to the deposit being worked; nature of 

the waste and its intended handling; geotechnical behaviour of 
the waste; and geochemical characteristics and behaviour of the 
waste.) 

-Each of this headings is covered in subsections of the guidance. 

Annex C (questionnaire): 

Characterise the waste in accordance with Directive 

2009/360/EC (see Chapter 4) and provide a statement of the 

estimated total quantities of extractive waste to be produced 
during the operational phase. 

Northern Ireland (DOE, 
2010) 

As Scotland above. 

Sources: Defra, 2010. Environmental Permitting Guidance. The Mining Waste Directive for the 
Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2010. UK Department for Environment, Food 
and Rural Affairs; EA, 2011. EPR 6.14: How to comply with your environmental permit. Additional guidance 
for: mining waste operations. UK Environment Agency; Natural Resources Wales, 2014. How to comply with 
your environmental permit. Additional guidance for: Mining waste operations (EPR 6.14); SEPA, 2010. 
Guidance on the management of extractive waste (Scotland) Regulations 2010. Scottish Environmental 
Protection Agency; DOE, 2010. Mining Waste Directive Guidance Document. DOE planning. Minerals Unit 
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Table C.2  Minimum content of waste management plans as stated in the national 

  legislation 

MS Minimum content of the Waste Management Plan as set out in each 
Member State’s legislation 

Austria 1.The characterisation of the extractive waste referred to in Annex II of 

Directive 2006/21 /EC, in conjunction with Decision 2009/360/EC and the total 
amount of extractive waste likely to be generated during the operating phase, 

2. The methods by which this extractive waste is produced and any after-
treatment to which it is subject, 

3. Information on the location of the extractive waste facility and a survey of the 
nature of the area that could be contaminated by this facility, 

4. The description of possible adverse effects on the environment and human 

health caused by the disposal of extractive waste and the measures to be taken 
to minimise environmental impact, in particular with regard to contaminated 
water, leachate and water and wind erosion during the operation and after 

closure. Also, the plan shall describe the geological, hydrological and 
hydrogeological, seismic and geotechnical conditions of the site where the 
extractive waste facility is located, 

5. The measures for the protection of water, soil and air, in particular by 
monitoring the physical and chemical stability of the waste disposal system, e.g. 

through measuring and monitoring devices, regular cleaning of overflow 
channels and channels, 

6. The control and monitoring measures carried out by a natural person who has 

the technical requirements and experience for the supervision and inspection of 
an extractive waste facility, 

7. The decommissioning plan, including rehabilitation, post-closure and 
monitoring, 

8. The classification of the extractive waste facility in accordance with the 
criteria set out in Annex III of Directive 2006/21/EC, in conjunction with 
Decision 2009/337/EC, including the necessary information on the relevant facts 
and reasons for the classification, 

9. Major accident prevention measures and arrangements, including the 
information necessary to draw up internal emergency plans and external 
emergency and safety plans for category A facilities, in accordance with Section 
119b (6) of the Waste Management Act and 

10. An assessment of the possible risk of accidents in installations which are not 
classified under Category A of Annex III of Directive 2006/21/EC. 

 

Bulgaria 1. Type and proposed category of the facility accompanied by a justification; 

2. Parameters of the extractive waste and estimated quantities; 

3. Description of the activity producing extractive waste; 

4. Possible risks for environment and measures to prevent them, including 
measures for the prevention of water, air and soil pollution; 

5. Proposed control and monitoring procedures; 

6. Proposed plan for closing down of the facility; 

7. Measures to prevent major accidents and an emergency plan in cases of 
Category A facilities; 

8. In the extractive waste management plan concerning a facility containing 
cyanide the operator shall propose measures for the reduction of the 
concentration of the light acid decomposable cyanide to the lowest possible level 
using BAT 
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MS Minimum content of the Waste Management Plan as set out in each 

Member State’s legislation 

Estonia 1. Waste facility type and category according to the established criteria. If the 

operator does not estimate that a category A is required, it must be sufficiently 
justified alongside identifying potential accident hazards;  

2. In the case of category A waste facilities, the plan should provide information 
on the major-accident prevention programme, safety management system and 
internal emergency plan. 

3. Waste characterisation and estimated quantities during the operational 
phase. 

4. Extractive waste generating activities and subsequent waste processing. 

5. A description of how the extractive waste storage can damage the 
environment and human health, during operation and after its closing and 
minimisation measures. 

6. Proposed monitoring and control measures. 

7. Waste facility closure and post-closure plans, including rehabilitation, closure 
of operations, aftercare and monitoring. 

8. Measures to reduce the impact on surface and groundwater, soil and air.  

9. Sufficient information to allow the competent authority to assess the 
operator’s ability to comply with other legislation 

 

Greece 1. The proposed classification of the installation, 

2.  When a category A is required, a report containing a summary of the safety 
management system and the major-accident prevention policy, as well as the 
internal management plan. 

3. When the operator deems that a category A is not required, information 
justifying this shall be provided, alongside including an identification of possible 
accident hazards. 

4. Waste characterisation and an estimation of the waste quantities to be 
produced during the operational phase.  

5. The description of the process by which the waste is produced.  

6. Description of the way in which the disposal of this waste can affect the 
environment and human health, and the preventive measures that must be 
taken to minimise this impact during the operational phase of the facility and 
after-closure thereof. These measures shall pay particular attention to the 
following: 

-Location of the facility along with the possible alternative locations and the 

justification of the decision taking into account protected areas, and the 
characteristics of the site (geological, hydrological, seismic and geotechnical).  

-Design of the extractive waste facility to prevent and minimise short-term and 
long-term soil, air, groundwater and surface water pollution in compliance with 
the national legislation, the Dangerous Substance Directive and the Water 
Framework Directive 

-Ensure the effective collection of polluted water and leachate 

-Water and wind erosion reduction as technically feasible and economically 
viable 

-The proper construction, management and maintenance of the waste facility in 
order to ensure waste stability and pollution prevention 

-Measures for the rehabilitation of the site and after-closure monitoring 

7. Proposed programme and procedure for the regular monitoring and control of 
installations 

8. Closure and after-closure plan 

9. Measures to comply with other environmental legislation 

10. Measures to prevent and minimise the production of leachate and pollutions 
of groundwater and soil. This will include the process water and leachate 
collection system 
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MS Minimum content of the Waste Management Plan as set out in each 

Member State’s legislation 

11. Proposed measures for the control and monitoring for the waste and 
excavation void where the waste is being returned to the void; 

12. Land survey 

13. In the case of presence of cyanide, measures to limit the concentration of 
the decomposable acid dissociable cyanide in the pond to the lowest level 
possible using BAT 

14. Document demonstrating that the management of the waste facility is 
entrusted to a competent person and ensure the monitoring of the technical 
development and staff training 

 

Spain 1. Waste characterisation (geochemical and geotechnical characteristics) 

2. Proposed classification of the installation (Category A or not) 

3. Description of the activity generating the extractive waste and subsequent 
treatment 

4. Impacts to the environment and human health 

5. Monitoring and control procedures. 

6. Construction and management design of the waste facilities 

7. Land survey of the area potentially affected. 

8. Closure and post-closure plan 

Finland 1. A description of the extractive waste resulting from the activity and its 
properties 

2. An estimate of the total quantity of extractive waste, a description of the 
recovery and disposal of waste, as well as information on the exploitation of 
extractive waste; 

3. A description of the extractive waste facility and its surroundings, as well as 
the waste classification of the risk of major accident; 

4. Depending on the classification of the extractive waste facility, either provide 
evidence that the major accident prevention policy, safety management system 

and internal emergency plan will be put into effect or provide an identification of 
the potential accident hazards. 

5. A description of the soil, water and groundwater in the area of extractive 
waste and the surroundings to which the waste can cause a burden; 

6. Information on the extractive waste and the environmental impact of 
extractive waste facility; 

7. Information on the actions to be taken to minimise soil, water, groundwater 
and air pollution, and other impacts during operation and closure; 

8. A description of the follow-up and monitoring procedures in operation and 
closure; 

9. Information on the closure and post-closure activities including monitoring 
and control; 

10. The competent authority may request any other information required to 
assess whether the plan complies with other environmental legislation. 

Ireland 1.The proposed classification for the waste facility in accordance with the criteria 
laid down in Schedule 3 and Commission Decision 2009/337/EC 

2. Where a Category A waste facility is required, a document demonstrating 

that a major-accident prevention policy, a safety management system for 
implementing it and an internal emergency plan will be put into effect 

3. When the operator considers that a Category A waste facility is not required, 
sufficient information justifying this, including an identification of possible 
accident hazards, 

4. Waste characterisation in accordance with Schedule 2 and Commission 

Decision 2009/360/EC and a statement of the estimated total quantities of 
extractive waste to be produced during the operational phase, 
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MS Minimum content of the Waste Management Plan as set out in each 

Member State’s legislation 

5. A description of the operation generating such waste and of any subsequent 

treatment of the waste 

6.  A description of how the environment and human health may be adversely 
affected by the deposit of such waste and the preventive measures to be taken 
in order to minimise environmental impact during operation and after closure,  

7. The proposed control and monitoring procedures 

8. The proposed plan for closure, including rehabilitation, after-closure 
procedures and monitoring as provided for in Regulation 12, 

9. Measures for the prevention of water status deterioration in accordance 

with the Water Framework Directive and for the prevention or minimisation 

of air and soil pollution 

10. A survey of the condition of the land to be affected by the waste facility, 

11. A map of the boundary showing the limits of extractions. 

Romania The extractive waste management plan shall include: treatment, recovery and 

disposal of waste resulting from mining activities mining during the license, 
closure and post-closure phases of the mine/quarry for reducing environmental 
impact and human health hazards. 

UK 1. The proposed classification of the extractive waste facility; 

2. where a Category A facility is required, evidence that the major accident 

prevention policy, safety management system and internal emergency plan will 
be put into effect 

3. Where an operator considers a Category A facility is not required, 

information justifying this, including an identification of the potential accident 
hazards; 

4. Waste characterisation in accordance with Annex II to the Directive, and an 
estimate of the total quantity of extractive waste to be generated; 

5. A description of the operation generating the waste; 

6. A description of any treatment of the generated waste; 

7. A description of the risks to the environment and human health posed by the 
deposit of the waste; 

8. A description of the preventative measures to be taken to minimise 
environmental impact over the life cycle of the extractive waste facility including 
location, construction, closure and aftercare; 

9. The control and monitoring procedures including for the waste and excavation 
void where the waste is being returned to the void; 

10.  The proposed plan for closure, after care and monitoring; 

11. Measures for the prevention of water status deterioration in accordance with 
the Water Framework Directive and for the prevention and minimisation of soil 
and air pollution; and 

12. A survey of the land to be affected by the extractive waste facility. 

Source: National legislation transposing the Directive of the EU Member States indicated above (available 
online)  
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Table C.3  Application of BAT in extractive waste facilities of gold mines in the EU  

BAT Member States where it is 

applied (Number of facilities 
reporting its use) 

Destruction of the remaining free cyanide prior 
to discharge in the pond 

FI (3) 

Water erosion prevention BG (1), ES (9), FI (2) 

Monitoring of stability BG (1), FI (8), SK (2) 

Dry waste management ES (1) 

Metals precipitation via pH increase SE (1) 

Emergency planning BG (1), FI (3) 

Reduced reagent consumption BG (1) 

Dusting prevention BG (1), FI (4) 

Water management plan BG (1) 

Groundwater monitoring BG (1), FI (9), SK (2) 

Surface water monitoring SK (2) 

Prevention of the generation of acid rock 
drainage 

BG (1) 

Passive treatment of acidic effluents FI (1) 

Process water reuse BG (1), FI (2) 

Use of conventional dams BG (1), FI (7) 

Adequate maintenance of drainage BG (1), FI (2) 

Safety manual and independent audits BG (1), FI (12) 

Annual reviews at tailings ponds/dams BG (1), FI (3) 

Staff training BG (1), FI (5) 

Tailings management BG (1) 

Closure and post-closure plan planning and 
updating 

BG (1) 

Seepage flow monitoring BG (1), FI (1) 

Seepage prevention or management where 
quality is detrimental or flowrate is high 

FI (1) 

Soil mechanics monitoring BG (1) 

Monitoring of tailings placement procedures at 
tailings ponds/dams 

BG (1), FI (4) 
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BAT Member States where it is 

applied (Number of facilities 
reporting its use) 

Visual inspections at tailings ponds/dams BG (1), FI (5) 

Investigation of possible uses of tailings and 
waste rock 

BG (1), FI (2) 

Evaluation and follow-up of incidents BG (1) 

Pipeline monitoring BG (1), FI (1) 

Prevention and reduction of tailings/waste rock BG (1) 

Backfilling of waste rock FI (1) 

Suspended solids and dissolved metals removal 

prior to discharge of the effluent to receiving 
watercourses 

FI (1) 

Neutralise alkaline effluents with sulphuric acid 
or carbon dioxide 

FI (1) 

Sedimentation ponds FI (3) 

Use the once in a 100 year flood as the design 

flood for the sizing of the emergency discharge 
capacity for low hazard dams 

FI (1) 

Use the once in 5,000-10,000 year flood as the 

design flood for the sizing of the emergency 
discharge capacity for high hazard dams 

FI (3) 

Strip the natural ground below the retaining 
dam of all vegetation and huminous soils 

FI (8) 

Fit-for-purpose construction material for dams FI (6) 

Diverted or alternative discharge facilities (for 
dams) 

FI (5) 

Record of design and construction changes FI (6) 

External evaluator for the evaluation of a too 
high pore pressure and pore monitoring 

Fi (4) 

Upstream method of construction FI (5) 

Provision of decant facilities FI (5) 

Measure ground movements with deep 
inclinometers 

FI (3) 

Diversion of natural external run-off Fi (3) 

Water-level, phreatic surface and pore pressure 
monitoring 

Fi (3) 
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BAT Member States where it is 

applied (Number of facilities 
reporting its use) 

Total 46 techniques reported by 31 

facilities [one in Bulgaria, 10 in 
Spain, 17 in Finland, one in Sweden 
and two in Slovakia) 

Source: Consultation on the use of BAT among Member States. 
Note: Some facilities apply more than one BAT 

 

Table C.4  Information on criteria, thresholds and classification systems available  

  in several Member States 

Country Type of 
information 
available 

Description Thresholds 
identified – 
Size / 

height / 
slope 

Thresholds 
identified 
– Presence 

of 
substances 

Thresholds 
identified – 
Distance to 

pathways 
and 
receptors 
and risk of 
spreading 

Classification 
system 

Austria Information 

the Austrian 
inventory of 
extractive 
waste 
facilities 

Description of 

the type of 
information 
available in the 
inventory and 

classification 
system for the 
sites 

The 

thresholds are 
not described, 
only the 
information 
collected 

The 

thresholds 
are not 
described, 
only the 

information 
collected 

The 

thresholds 
are not 
described, 
only the 

information 
collected 

0 = no 
information 

1 = no risk 

2 = possible 
risk for water 
and/or soils 

3 = high 

concentration 
levels in soils 
and/or water 

 

 

Czech 
Republic 

Database of 
extractive 

waste 
facilities 

Basic 
Information 

(type, location, 
position, 
shape, mineral 
composition, 
age, size, date 
…), evaluation 

(composition, 

relations, 
significance), 
supplementary 
information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 
thresholds are 

not described, 
only the 
information 
collected 

The 
thresholds 

are not 
described, 
only the 
information 
collected 

The 
thresholds 

are not 
described, 
only the 
information 
collected 

  - 
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Country Type of 

information 
available 

Description Thresholds 

identified – 
Size / 

height / 
slope 

Thresholds 

identified 
– Presence 

of 
substances 

Thresholds 

identified – 
Distance to 

pathways 
and 
receptors 
and risk of 
spreading 

Classification 

system 

Hungary Methodology 

to select sites 
for the 
inventory of 
closed sites 

(based on the 
definition of 
criteria) 

Criteria for the 

selection of 
sites to 
investigate 
further for their 

potential 
inclusion in the 
inventory of 
closed sites 

Tailings 

lagoon: 
Height >4 m 
within 50 m 
of the facility;  

Heaps: Height 
(>20m), Area 
(>10,000m2), 

slope of base 
(>1:12) 

Presence of 

sulphide 
ore; 

Presence of 
As, Cd, Cr, 
Co, Hg, Ni, 
Pb, Sb, Se, 
Sn, Te, Th, 

Tl, U, or Zn; 
Hazardous 
chemicals 
used to 
process the 
ore; volume 

of materials 
above 
10,000 m3 

Low 

permeability 
layer of 
10 m thick 
or more; 

exposure to 
wind 
(yes/no); 

distance to 
water 
course (not 
defined); 

uncovered 
sites; village 
of >100 
people 
<1km; 
nationally 
protected 

species 
<1km; 
national 
park or 
Natura 2000 

<1km; 

economically 
important 
species 
<1km. 

  - 

Ireland Guidance / 

Presentation 
of 
methodology 
to select sites 
for the 
inventory of 

closed sites 
(based on the 
definition of 

criteria by 
GSI) 

GSI 
methodology: 

Various criteria 
based on 
known failures 
at the site, 
presence of 
certain 
substances and 

distances to 

pathways and 
receptors 

Heaps: Height 

(>20m), Area 
(>10,000m2), 
slope of base 
(>1:12 or 
~5°)  

 

Presence of 

sulphide 
ore; 

Presence of 
Ag, As, Ba, 
Be, Cd, Cr, 
Co, Cu, Hg, 
Ni, Pb, Sb, 
Se, Sn, Te, 

Tl, U, V, Zn 
or asbestos; 

Hazardous 
chemicals 
used to 
process the 
ore 

Distance to 

receptors: 
Population 
centres 
(<1km), 
Natura 2000 
sited 

(<1km), 
water 
course/body 

(<1km), 
agricultural 
land or 
livestock 
(<1km),  

Pathways: 

Water 
course/body 
within 1km, 
groundwater 
protection 
(e.g. high 

permeability 
layer), 
exposure to 

Scoring 

system for 
historical 
mines:  

From V (no 
risk), to I 
(>2000 
points, high 
risk, full risk 

assessment 
required) 
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Country Type of 

information 
available 

Description Thresholds 

identified – 
Size / 

height / 
slope 

Thresholds 

identified 
– Presence 

of 
substances 

Thresholds 

identified – 
Distance to 

pathways 
and 
receptors 
and risk of 
spreading 

Classification 

system 

wind, 
uncovered 
sites. 

Italy Database of 

extractive 
waste 
facilities 

See table 

above for 
parameters 
described 

The 

thresholds are 
not described, 
only the 

information 
collected 

The 

thresholds 
are not 
described, 

only the 
information 
collected 

The 

thresholds 
are not 
described, 

only the 
information 
collected 

(lowest risk) 

B, MB, M, MA, 
A (highest 
risk) 

Slovakia Criteria for 

evaluation of 
environmental 
impact of 
mining 

Criteria such as 

status (closed, 
active), use of 
chemicals in 
processing, 
subsidence, 
slope 
deformation 

and other 
geodynamic 
phenomena, 
other negative 

changes of 
relief and 

terrain 
hydrogeological 
and water 
economy 
conditions 

The 

thresholds are 
not described, 
only the 
information 
collected 

The 

thresholds 
are not 
described, 
only the 
information 
collected 

The 

thresholds 
are not 
described, 
only the 
information 
collected 

I (remediation 

required) to 
III (low or 
minor impact) 

Sweden Method for 

Inventories 
and Risk 
Classification 
of 
Contaminated 
Sites 

Based on: 

hazardousness, 
contamination 
level, potential 
for migration, 
sensitivity and 
value of asset 

The 

thresholds are 
not described, 
only the 
information 
collected 

The 

thresholds 
are not 
described, 
only the 
information 
collected 

The 

thresholds 
are not 
described, 
only the 
information 
collected 

1 : Very high 

risk for 
humans and 
the 
environment, 
2 : High risk, 

3 : Moderate 
risk, 4 : Low 
risk 

UK Guidance Description of 

criteria and 
examples of 
what the 
Authorities 
consider 
category A 
installations 

Judgment by 

competent 
authorities 

Judgment 

by 
competent 
authorities 

Judgment 

by 
competent 
authorities 

  - 
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Sources:  

Stanley (2013): Information on the approaches taken in Austria, Czech Republic, Italy, Slovakia, and 

Sweden. Available at: http://www.mta.gov.tr/v2.0/duyuru/duyurular/20131106-jeolojik-arastirmalar-

calistayi/2-Gun/TAIEX_Mine_waste_Turkey.pdf  

Irish EPA (2012) and Stanley (2013): Information on the approach taken in Ireland. Available at:  

http://www.epa.ie/pubs/advice/waste/extractive/Guidance-On-The-Waste-Management-Regulations-2009-

WEB.pdf and http://www.mta.gov.tr/v2.0/duyuru/duyurular/20131106-jeolojik-arastirmalar-calistayi/2-

Gun/TAIEX_Mine_waste_Turkey.pdf, respectively 

Defra (2010), DOE (2010), SEPA (2010), EA (2011) and Natural Resources Wales (2014): Information on 

the approach taken in the UK. Links: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69323/pb13636-

ep2010miningwaste.pdf, https://www.planningni.gov.uk/downloads/final_doe_planning_mwd_guidance-

2.pdf, http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0042/00427370.pdf, 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/296493/LIT_8451_eb68e4.

pdf and https://naturalresources.wales/media/2115/how-to-comply-with-your-environmental-permit-epr-

614-additional-guidance-for-mining-waste-operations.pdf, respectively 

 

Spreadsheet database with the information of all the facilities included in the 

18 available inventories of closed and abandoned sites (Art. 20): 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mta.gov.tr/v2.0/duyuru/duyurular/20131106-jeolojik-arastirmalar-calistayi/2-Gun/TAIEX_Mine_waste_Turkey.pdf
http://www.mta.gov.tr/v2.0/duyuru/duyurular/20131106-jeolojik-arastirmalar-calistayi/2-Gun/TAIEX_Mine_waste_Turkey.pdf
http://www.epa.ie/pubs/advice/waste/extractive/Guidance-On-The-Waste-Management-Regulations-2009-WEB.pdf
http://www.epa.ie/pubs/advice/waste/extractive/Guidance-On-The-Waste-Management-Regulations-2009-WEB.pdf
http://www.mta.gov.tr/v2.0/duyuru/duyurular/20131106-jeolojik-arastirmalar-calistayi/2-Gun/TAIEX_Mine_waste_Turkey.pdf
http://www.mta.gov.tr/v2.0/duyuru/duyurular/20131106-jeolojik-arastirmalar-calistayi/2-Gun/TAIEX_Mine_waste_Turkey.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69323/pb13636-ep2010miningwaste.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69323/pb13636-ep2010miningwaste.pdf
https://www.planningni.gov.uk/downloads/final_doe_planning_mwd_guidance-2.pdf
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Facilities



		Do not delete		Do not delete		Do not delete		MS		Facility name/code		Location		Type		Resource (when the mine was active)

		ATHeap		ATMetallic minerals		1		AT		Aufbereitungshalde des ehemaligen Kupferkies-Bergbaues Tessenberg, Tirol		Tessenber, Tirol		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYND		2		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines Mathiatis		Mathiatis		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		3		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines KOKKINOPEZOULAS		Mitsero, Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		4		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines AGROKIPIAS A (South)		Agrokipia, Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		5		CY		 Pile Waste abandoned mines AGROKIPIAS B (East)		Agrokipia, Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		6		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines AGROKIPIAS B (Western)		Agrokipia, Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		7		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines PLATIES		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		8		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines Mavridis		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		9		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines Mavridis (BLACK SYKIA)		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		10		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines Mavridis (Petra)		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		11		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines LEFKOSIA A (North)		Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		12		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines LEFKOSIA A (South)		Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		13		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines LEFKOSIA A (Filling piece with material which was transferred from an installation M12a or M12v)		Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		14		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines LEFKOSIA B		Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		15		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KOKKINONEROU (North)		Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		16		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KOKKINONEROU (INTERMEDIATE)		Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		17		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KOKKINONEROU (South)		Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		18		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines Kapedes (South)		Kapedes, Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		19		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines Kapedes (North)		Kapedes, Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		20		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines KINOUSAS		Kinousa, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		21		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KINOUSAS (underground)		Kinousa, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		22		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KINOUSAS (Ground B;)		Kinousa, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		23		CY		Waste heap of abandoned mines KINOUSAS loading station and underground C;		Kinousa, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		24		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines EVLOGIMENIS		Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		25		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines Vretsia		Vretsia, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		26		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines PERISTERKA-PYTHAROCHOMA		Nicosia district		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYND		27		CY		Abandoned Lakes Ponds sulfide ore processing plant Mitsero		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		28		CY		Waste heap of abandoned Plant Chromite Enrichment		ND		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		29		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines dome		ND		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		30		CY		Abandoned Lakes Ponds sulfide ore processing plant at TROULLOUS		Larnaca district		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYPrecious metals		31		CY		Waste Pile abandoned Washing gold in orchards		ND		Heap		Precious metals

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		32		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines KOKKINOGIAS		Nicosia district		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYPrecious metals		33		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines MEMI		Nicosia district		Heap		Precious metals

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		34		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines ALESTOS		Nicosia district		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		35		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines MOUSOULOS		ND		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYND		36		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KOKKINOROTSOU (GROUND)		ND		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		37		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KANNOURES (GROUND)		Limassol district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		38		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines CHATZIPAVLOU (UNDERGROUND east and west)		ND		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		39		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines KOKKINOGIAS		ND		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		40		CZ		Dolní Turkaňk-Nepřízeň		Turkaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		41		CZ		 Důl Šafary - Staročeské p., Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		42		CZ		 Panská jáma - Staročeské p., Benátecká žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		43		CZ		 Odval dolu Tomáš / Staročeské p., Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		44		CZ		 Kuntery, Kutná Hora - Kaňk		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		45		CZ		 Nová jáma, Hoppy, Rabštejn - Staročeské p.		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		46		CZ		 důl Mladá Plimle - Staročeské p., Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		47		CZ		 důl Stará Plimle - Staročeské p., Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		48		CZ		 důl Fráty - Staročeské pásmo, Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		49		CZ		důl Šmitna - Staročeské pásmo, Hlavní žíla 		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		50		CZ		 doly Šváby, Koštofaly - Staročeské p., Hl. ž.		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		51		CZ		 Železník - Oloví (Libnov)		Near Olovi, region of Karlovy Vary		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		52		CZ		 odval štoly Paulus II		Studenec, region of Karlovy Vary		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		53		CZ		Odval štoly Josef II		Stříbro, region of Plzeň		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		54		CZ		 Dobývky na žíle Michal		Stříbro, region of Plzeň		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		55		CZ		 Halda Třebsko		Trebsko, Central Bohemian region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		56		CZ		 Odval jámy Emanuel		Milešov, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		57		CZ		 Odval jámy Marie		Milešov, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		58		CZ		 Karlov 3 - Kutiště		Near Kutiště, Moravian-Silesian Region		Heap		ND

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		59		EE		Käva 2 nr 1		Kohtla-Järve linn, Kohtla vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		60		EE		Maardu põhjakarjääri aheraineladestus		Jõelähtme vald, Maardu linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Phosphate

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		61		EE		Sompa nr 1		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		62		EE		Sompa nr 4		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		63		EE		Kukruse nr 1		Kohtla vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		64		EE		Sompa nr 2		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		65		EE		Sompa nr 3		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		66		EE		Rutiku nr 1		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		67		EE		Edise nr 2		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		68		EE		Edise nr 1		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		69		EE		Sinivoore nr 2		Kohtla vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		70		EE		Pauliku nr 6		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		71		EE		Tammiku  nr 2		Kohtla-Järve linn, Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		72		EE		Pauliku nr 5		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		73		EE		Tammiku  nr 3		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		74		EE		Edise nr 4		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		75		EE		Rummu aheraine ladestus		Vasalemma vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		76		EE		Maardu lõunakarjääri aheraineladestus		Jõelähtme vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Phosphate

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		77		EE		Kohtla nr 1		Kohtla-Nõmme vald 		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		78		EE		Maardu flotoliiva ladestus		Maardu linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Phosphate

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		79		EE		Estonia nr 1		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		80		EE		Ahtme nr 2		Kohtla-Järve linn, Jõhvi ja Illuka vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		81		EE		Edise nr 3		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		82		EE		Ahtme nr 1		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		83		EE		Kohtla nr 2		Kohtla-Nõmme vald 		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		84		EE		Viru nr 3		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		85		EE		Sompa nr 5		Kohtla-Järve linn, Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		86		EE		Rutiku nr 2		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		87		EE		Kiviõli nr 1		Kiviõli linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		88		EE		Viru nr 2		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		89		EE		Kiviõli nr 2		Kiviõli linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		90		EE		Kohtla nr 3		Kohtla-Nõmme vald 		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		91		EE		Harku aheraine ladestus		Harku vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		92		EE		Viru nr 1		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		93		EE		Estonia nr 3		Illuka vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		94		EE		Aidu nr 1		Maidla vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		95		EE		Estonia nr 2		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		96		EL		1		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		97		EL		2		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		98		EL		3		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		99		EL		4		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		100		EL		5		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		101		EL		6		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELHeap		ELND		102		EL		7		Prefecture of Macedonia		Heap		ND

		ELHeap		ELND		103		EL		8		Prefecture of Macedonia		Heap		ND

		ELND		ELND		104		EL		9		Thorikou, Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELND		ELND		105		EL		10		Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELND		ELND		106		EL		11		Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELND		ELND		107		EL		12		Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELND		ELND		108		EL		13		Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELHeap		ELIt could not be identified, possibly precious metals (gold)		109		EL		14		Othry-Eretria Mining Area (Tsagli)		Heap		It could not be identified, possibly precious metals (gold)

		ELHeap		ELNon-metallic minerals		110		EL		15		Othry-Domokos Mines Area		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ELND		ELNon-metallic minerals		111		EL		16		Zidani Area (Kozani)		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ELND		ELNon-metallic minerals		112		EL		17		Mandoudi (Α1. Κακκαβος –Ξωµανδρι Μωραίτης)		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ELND		ELNon-metallic minerals		113		EL		18		Mandoudi (Α4.   Παρασκευόρεµα – Πύργος - Μαιδες)		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ELND		ELNon-metallic minerals		114		EL		19		Mandoudi (Α5. Ταµβακάς)		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		115		ES		880 II 2 001		ALCARACEJOS (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		116		ES		858 IV 3 002		ALCARACEJOS (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		117		ES		879 I 4 001		FUENTE OBEJUNA (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		118		ES		858 IV 3 003		VILLANUEVA DEL DUQUE (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		119		ES		858 IV 3 004		VILLANUEVA DEL DUQUE (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		120		ES		917 I 4 001		LA NAVA (Province of Huelva, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		121		ES		938 IV 4 002		NERVA (Province of Huelva, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		122		ES		938 IV 4 003		MINAS DE RÍO TINTO (Province of Huelva, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		123		ES		884 II 2 001		LA CAROLINA (Province of Jaén, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		124		ES		884 II 1 002		LA CAROLINA (Province of Jaén, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		125		ES		34 III 4 003		CARTES (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		126		ES		34 III 4 006		CARTES (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		127		ES		34 III 4 007		CARTES (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		128		ES		34 III 4 001		TORRELAVEGA (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		129		ES		34 III 4 002		TORRELAVEGA (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		130		ES		809 II 1 001		VILLAMAYOR DE CALATRAVA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		131		ES		809 II 1 002		VILLAMAYOR DE CALATRAVA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		132		ES		809 II 1 003		VILLAMAYOR DE CALATRAVA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		133		ES		657 III 2 001		MAZARAMBROZ (Province of TOLEDO, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		134		ES		835 II 1 001		ALMODÓVAR DEL CAMPO (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		135		ES		835 III 3 001		ALMODÓVAR DEL CAMPO (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		136		ES		835 III 3 002		ALMODÓVAR DEL CAMPO (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		137		ES		835 III 3 003		ALMODÓVAR DEL CAMPO (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		138		ES		861 II 3 001		MESTANZA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		139		ES		861 II 3 002		MESTANZA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESCoal		140		ES		126 II 3 001		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		141		ES		126 II 3 004		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		142		ES		126 II 3 005		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		143		ES		126 II 3 006		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		144		ES		126 II 3 007		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		145		ES		126 II 3 014		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		146		ES		158 III 3 001		SOBRADO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		147		ES		158 III 3 002		SOBRADO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESCoal		148		ES		159 II 3 016		TORRE DEL BIERZO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		149		ES		95 IV 1 002		TOURO (Province of A Coruña, region of Galicia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		150		ES		125 III 4 001		PEDRAFITA DO CEBREIRO (Province of Lugo, region of Galicia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		151		ES		878 I 4 001		AZUAGA (Province of Badajoz, region of Extremadura)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		152		ES		805 II 4 001		CASTUERA (Province of Badajoz, region of Extremadura)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESNon-metallic minerals		153		ES		141 II 4 001		ARANGUREN-PAMPLONA (Province of Navarra, region of Navarra)		Dam		Non-metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		154		ES		88 IV 3 001		MUTILOA - GABIRIA  (Province of Guipuzcoa, region of País Vasco)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESNon-metallic minerals		155		ES		28 II 2 001		LLANERA (Province of Asturias, region of Asturias)		Dam		Non-metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		156		ES		53 III 3 001		LENA (Province of Asturias, region of Asturias)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESCoal		157		ES		53 III 2 001		MIERES (Province of Asturias, region of Asturias)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		158		ES		77 II 1 001 		QUIRÓS (Province of Asturias, region of Asturias)		Heap		Coal

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		159		ES		978 I 1 001 		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		160		ES		978 I 1 009		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		161		ES		977 II 4 017 		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		162		ES		977 II 4 041		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		163		ES		977 II 4 043 		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		164		ES		978 I 3 014 		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		165		ES		978 I 3 016 		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		166		ES		978 I 3 021		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		167		ES		978 I 3 022		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		168		ES		978 I 3 026		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		169		ES		977 II 4 001		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		170		ES		977 II 4 021		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		171		ES		977 II 4 024 		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		172		ES		977 II 4 027		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		173		ES		977 II 4 028		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		174		ES		977 II 4 029		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		175		ES		977 II 4 030		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		176		ES		977 II 4 031		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		177		ES		977 II 4 033		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		178		ES		977 II 4 034		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		179		ES		977 II 4 035		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		180		ES		977 II 4 036		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		181		ES		977 II 4 044		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		182		ES		977 II 4 100		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		183		ES		976 II 3 003		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		184		ES		976 II 3 004		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		185		ES		976 II 3 005		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		186		ES		976 II 3 006		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		187		ES		976 II 3  007		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		188		FI		No 14, facility 1		Akaa, Pirkanmaa region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		189		FI		No 14, facility 2		Akaa, Pirkanmaa region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		190		FI		No 16		Enonkoski, Southern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		191		FI		No 2, facility 1		Joensuu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		192		FI		No 2, facility 2		Joensuu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		193		FI		No 24, facility 1		Joensuu, North Karelia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		194		FI		No 28, facility 1		Joensuu, North Karelia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		195		FI		No 23, facility 1		Kajaani, Kainuu region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		196		FI		No 23, facility 2		Kajaani, Kainuu region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		197		FI		No 8		Keitele, Northern Savonia region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		198		FI		No 15, facility 1		Kemijärvi, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		199		FI		No 15, facility 2		Kemijärvi, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		200		FI		No 29, facility 1		Kemijärvi, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		201		FI		No 29, facility 2		Kemijärvi, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		202		FI		No 6		Kerimäki, Southern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		203		FI		No 27		Kittilä, Lapland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		204		FI		No 32		Kittilä, Lapland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		205		FI		No 31		Kiuruvesi, Northern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		206		FI		No 30, facility 1		Kolari, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		207		FI		No 30, facility 2		Kolari, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (metallic, rare earth element)		208		FI		No 12		Korsnäs, Ostrobothnia		ND		Combinations (metallic, rare earth element)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		209		FI		No 13		Leppävirta, Northern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		210		FI		No 33		Leppävirta, Northern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		211		FI		No 21		Lieksa, North Karelia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		212		FI		No 34		Lieksa, North Karelia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		213		FI		No 17		Nivala, Northern Ostrobothnia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		214		FI		No 18, facility 1		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		215		FI		No 18, facility 2		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		216		FI		No 25, facility 1		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		217		FI		No 25, facility 2		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		218		FI		No 25, facility 3		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		219		FI		No 39, facility 1		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		220		FI		No 39, facility 2		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		221		FI		No 39, facility 3		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		222		FI		No 5, facility 1		Pieksämäki, Southern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		223		FI		No 5, facility 2		Pieksämäki, Southern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		224		FI		No 37		Polvijärvi, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		225		FI		No 20		Pyhäjärvi, Northern Ostrobothnia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		226		FI		No 1		Salo, Southwest Finland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		227		FI		No 19		Salo, Southwest Finland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		228		FI		No 22, facility 1		Salo, Southwest Finland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		229		FI		No 22, facility 2		Salo, Southwest Finland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		230		FI		No 36		Sotkamo, Kainuu region		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		231		FI		No 35		Taipalsaari, South Karelia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		232		FI		No 9		Tervola, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		233		FI		No 11		Tervola, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		234		FI		No 26, facility 1		Tuusniemi,  Northern Savonia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		235		FI		No 26, facility 2		Tuusniemi,  Northern Savonia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		236		FI		No 38		Vihanti, Northern Ostrobothnia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		237		FI		No 3, facility 1		Ylöjärvi, Pirkanmaa		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		238		FI		No 3, facility 2		Ylöjärvi, Pirkanmaa		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		239		FI		No 40, facility 1		Ylöjärvi, Pirkanmaa		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		240		FI		No 40, facility 2		Ylöjärvi, Pirkanmaa		ND		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		241		FR		Pechelbronn		Bas-Rhin, Grand Est		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		242		FR		MDPA		Haut-Rhin, Grand Est		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		243		FR		Marsanges		Haute-Loire, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		244		FR		Auzelles		Puy-de-Dôme, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		245		FR		Barbecot-Roure		Puy-de-Dôme, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		246		FR		Montmins		Allier, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		247		FR		La Touche		Ille-et-Vilaine, Bretagne		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		248		FR		Salsigne		Aude, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		249		FR		La Caunette		Aude, Occitanie		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		250		FR		La Croix de Pallières		Gard, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		251		FR		Les Malines		Gard, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		252		FR		Saint-Sauveur		Gard, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		253		FR		Le Bleymard		Lozère, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRPrecious metals		254		FR		Le Bourneix		Haute-Vienne, Nouvelle-Aquitaine		ND		Precious metals

		FRND		FRPrecious metals		255		FR		Le Bourneix SMB		Haute-Vienne, Nouvelle-Aquitaine		ND		Precious metals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		256		FR		Pierrefitte		Hautes-Pyrénées, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		257		FR		Noailhac		Tarn, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		258		FR		Le Dadou		Tarn, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		259		FR		Pic-de-la-Fourque		Ariège, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		260		FR		Abbaretz		Loire-Atlantique, Pays de la Loire		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		261		FR		Segre		Maine-et-Loire, Pays de la Loire		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		262		FR		Fontsante		Var, Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		263		FR		Largentière		Ardèche, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRCoal		264		FR		Bassin de saint Charles		Moselle, Grand Est		ND		Coal

		FRND		FRCoal		265		FR		Bassin à schlamms 31		Nord, Hauts-de-France		ND		Coal

		FRND		FRCoal		266		FR		Terril n°27 dit Labussière Aviation		Pas-de-Calais, Hauts-de-France		ND		Coal

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		267		FR		Bois Noirs - Limouzat		Loire,  Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRNon-metallic minerals		268		FR		Canari		Haute-Corse, Corsica		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		HUND		HUMetallic minerals		269		HU		Rudabánya, mélyszinti polimetallikus		Rudabánya		ND		Metallic minerals

		HUND		HUND		270		HU		Rudabányai ércdúsító		Rudabánya		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		271		HU		Korpáshegyi vörösiszap zagytározó		Neszmély		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		272		HU		Rudabánya II. - flotációs meddő barit		Rudabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		273		HU		Rudabánya - limonit, vasérc, ankerit		Rudabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		274		HU		Halimba V. (Malomvölgy XI/A. lencse) - bauxit		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		275		HU		Halimba, Cseres I.		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		276		HU		Halimba, Cseres III.		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		277		HU		Halimba, Cseres II.		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		278		HU		Albert I.		Mucsony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		279		HU		IV		Edelény		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		280		HU		tervtáró		Kazincbarcika		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		281		HU		I.		Putnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		282		HU		Harica		Kondó		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		283		HU		Szeles IV.		Mucsony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		284		HU		I-III.		Kurittyán		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		285		HU		Petőfitelepi meddőhányója		Királd		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		286		HU		Mocsolyás akna és meddőhányó		Királd		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		287		HU		Rudolf IV.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		288		HU		Ormos IV.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		289		HU		Ormos VII.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		290		HU		Berente		Kazincbarcika		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		291		HU		II.		Sajószentpéter		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		292		HU		Farkaslyuk		Ózd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		293		HU		Somsály		Hodoscsépány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		294		HU		Feketevölgy I.		Felsőnyárád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		295		HU		III		Edelény		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		296		HU		II.		Szuhakálló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		297		HU		Batófő		Borsodnádasd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		298		HU		Szeles I.- II.		Szuhakálló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		299		HU		Bánberke		Borsodnádasd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		300		HU		Rudolf III.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		301		HU		I. külfejtés		Szuhakálló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		302		HU		Táncsics akna		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		303		HU		Ormos III.		Ormosbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		304		HU		III.		Sajószentpéter		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		305		HU		Feketevölgy II.		Felsőnyárád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		306		HU		Németbánya XXV. Iharkút		Iharkút		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		307		HU		Gánt I. (Bagolyhegy) - bauxit		Gánt-Bányatelep		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		308		HU		Halimba VI. (Malomvölgy XII. lencse) - bauxit		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		309		HU		Óbarok-Hármashatári Bauxitbánya		Óbarok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		310		HU		új felsőkincsesi külfejtés		Kincsesbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		311		HU		Izamajor II.		Nyirád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		312		HU		Nyírespuszta-Ny bauxit		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		313		HU		Rákhegyi vízakna, Kincsesbánya		Kincsesbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		314		HU		Füzesgyarmati fúróiszap lerakat		Füzesgyarmat		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		315		HU		Deáki DNy.		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		316		HU		Bakonyszentlászló bauxitlencse		Bakonyszentlászló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		317		HU		Ódörögdi bauxitlencsék		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		318		HU		Bauxit meddő		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		319		HU		Alsóperei bauxitmeddő		Alsópere		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		320		HU		hosszú harasztos		Gánt		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		321		HU		Sümeg I. (Surgót I-III. lencsék) - bauxit		SÜMEG		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		322		HU		régi kincsesi külfejtés		Kincsesbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		323		HU		Angerrét, Meleges		Gánt		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		324		HU		Lejtős- és függőakna, Kincsesbánya		Kincsesbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		325		HU		Kőfejtő		Gánt-Bányatelep		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		326		HU		Újbarok I. (I-II-III-IV. telep) - bauxit		Újbarok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		327		HU		Bicske I. (Csordakút aknaüzem) - szén, bauxit		Csordakút		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		328		HU		Izamajor		Nyirád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		329		HU		Izamajor I. ÉNy		Nyirád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		330		HU		Halimba IV. akna - bauxit		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		331		HU		Bicske II. (Nagyegyházi Bányaüzem) - szén, bau		Nagyegyháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		332		HU		Izamajor I. DNY		Nyirád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		333		HU		Déli lencse		Gánt		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		334		HU		Csabpuszta VII. Kozmatag		Csabrendek		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		335		HU		Deáki III.		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		336		HU		Darvastói bx meddőhányó		Nagytárkánypuszta		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		337		HU		Nyirád XIII. (Nagytárkány-Deáki erdei lencsék		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		338		HU		Darvastó felhagyott		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		339		HU		Deáki X, XI		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		340		HU		Szépvizéri külfejtés		Pusztavám		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		341		HU		Erőművi pernyehányó		Bokod		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		342		HU		Külfejtés		Ecséd		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		343		HU		Vasmű salakhányó		Dunaújváros		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		344		HU		Erőművi salakhányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		345		HU		Rüchner akna A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		346		HU		Márkushegyi bányaüzem		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		347		HU		István akna B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		348		HU		Erőművi pernyehányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		349		HU		Központi palahányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		350		HU		Erőművi szénosztályzó		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		351		HU		Jókai btp Jolán akna		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		352		HU		Lyukóbánya		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		353		HU		Csukatói külfejtés		Pusztavám		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		354		HU		Jókai btp Beszálló akna		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		355		HU		Kossuth akna E		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		356		HU		Erőművi szénelőkészító B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		357		HU		Gyükési külfejtés A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		358		HU		Széchenyi akna A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		359		HU		MÉV III. sz. Meddőhányó, (I. Bányaüzem)		Kővágószőlős		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		360		HU		Előkészítő, Központi Mhó		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		361		HU		Szorospatak		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		362		HU		Szorospatak		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		363		HU		Erőművi salakhányó		Várpalota		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		364		HU		Erőművi iszaptároló		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		365		HU		Erőmű iszapoló		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		366		HU		Rüchner akna B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		367		HU		Vasas bánya F		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		368		HU		Erőművi pernyehányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		369		HU		Ó-tokodi szénmeddők		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		370		HU		Baross		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		371		HU		Majk-I XX. Akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		372		HU		XV. akna szénosztályzó		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		373		HU		Ella I.-II.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		374		HU		XV/B akna		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		375		HU		Vasas bánya C		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		376		HU		András akna C		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		377		HU		Pálinkás I.-II.		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		378		HU		Bánfalva		Bánhorváti		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		379		HU		K-i peremi külfejtés		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		380		HU		Újtelepi mhó		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		381		HU		I. Sólyom-bánya		Sajókaza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		382		HU		Ilona táró		Nemti		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		383		HU		XXI. Akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		384		HU		Iker akna		Pusztavám		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		385		HU		András akna A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		386		HU		Csipkés táró		Homokterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		387		HU		Inászói bánya A		Mátraszele		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		388		HU		Vasas bánya G		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		389		HU		Tiribes akna A		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		390		HU		Tiribes akna B		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		391		HU		Erőművi széniszapoló		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		392		HU		András akna B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		393		HU		Iker akna		Dudar		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		394		HU		Erenyő		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		395		HU		II. légakna		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		396		HU		Bánya III.		Balinka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		397		HU		Jenő akna I.		Karancskeszi		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		398		HU		Középsői meddőhányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		399		HU		Kakucsa		Kazincbarcika		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		400		HU		Pereces újakna		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		401		HU		Epszöny bánya, Szabadság akna		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		402		HU		János aknai külfejtés		Homokterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		403		HU		János aknai külfejtés		Homokterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		404		HU		I. légakna		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		405		HU		Somlyó-bánya		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		406		HU		Beniczki akna I		Egercsehi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		407		HU		szénosztályzó		Pilisszentiván		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		408		HU		Lipót akna		Pilisvörösvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		409		HU		Rákóczi btp., Tőkés táró		Kisterenye,		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		410		HU		Ármin akna I		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		411		HU		Erőművi salakhányó		Dorog		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		412		HU		Újbánya		Salgóbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		413		HU		Majk-II XX. Akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		414		HU		XXII. Akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		415		HU		Kossuth akna D		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		416		HU		Erőművi szénelőkészító A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		417		HU		Hasznos		Borsodnádasd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		418		HU		Kossuth akna C		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		419		HU		Anna		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		420		HU		Ármin akna II		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		421		HU		Mecsekjánosi meddő		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		422		HU		Szénosztályzó A, iszapoló		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		423		HU		Vasas bánya E		Hosszúhetény		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		424		HU		Kossuth akna H		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		425		HU		Szabadság akna		Dudar		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		426		HU		Székvölgyi bányák		Mátraszele, Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		427		HU		Bárnavölgyi lejtakna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		428		HU		Erőmű, salak-pernye hányó		Komló		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		429		HU		Kossuth akna A		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		430		HU		Béke v. Kányás akna		Mátraverebély		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		431		HU		Ménkes akna		Dorogháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		432		HU		S-II akna B		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		433		HU		Márkushegy lejtakna		Pusztavám		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		434		HU		Sopron akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		435		HU		Vasas bánya B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		436		HU		Gyükési külfejtés B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		437		HU		Anna akna		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		438		HU		Károly akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		439		HU		Béta akna C		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		440		HU		XXI akna, központi mhó		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		441		HU		Nagybarca		Nagybarca		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		442		HU		Kerületi mhó I.		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		443		HU		Kisgyón bánya		Balinka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		444		HU		Déli bánya		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		445		HU		Erőművi salakhányó		Dorog		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		446		HU		Új-Hermes akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		447		HU		III. akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		448		HU		Kerületi mhó II.		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		449		HU		Rüchner akna C		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		450		HU		Csordakúti Bányaüzem		Bicske		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		451		HU		Károly-Nádor-Rezső táró		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		452		HU		János aknai külfejtés		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		453		HU		Mangánbánya II. akna, Úrkút		Úrkút		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		454		HU		VII. akna		Rózsaszentmárton		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		455		HU		Béta akna B		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		456		HU		Gusztáv táró A		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		457		HU		Demjéni fúróiszap lerakat		Demjén		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		458		HU		Szénosztályzó		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		459		HU		Béta akna A		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		460		HU		Márta		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		461		HU		Gergely lejtakna		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		462		HU		Beniczki akna II		Egercsehi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		463		HU		Vasas bánya A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		464		HU		I./A		Egercsehi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		465		HU		Egercsehi btp.		Egercsehi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		466		HU		II.		Felsőnyárád		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		467		HU		Erőművi pernyehányó		Dorog		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		468		HU		Auguszta akna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		469		HU		XV/c. Akna		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		470		HU		Márkushegyi lejtakna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		471		HU		Erzsébet akna		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		472		HU		Kossuth akna F		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		473		HU		Pólyosi külfejtés		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		474		HU		szénosztályzó		Mónosbél		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		475		HU		XI. akna		Szűcsi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		476		HU		Erzsébet akna		Pilisszentiván		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		477		HU		Bánta bánya		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		478		HU		X akna		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		479		HU		Kisteleki bányák		Mátraszele		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		480		HU		Szatymazi fúróiszap lerakat		Szatymaz		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		481		HU		Katalin akna		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		482		HU		Kossuth akna		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		483		HU		Főtáró		Salgóbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		484		HU		Kossuth akna B		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		485		HU		Jakab táró		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		486		HU		Mangánbánya, Nyírjesi külfejtés		Úrkút		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		487		HU		MÉV IV. K-i légakna meddőhányó (III. Bányaüzem)		Kővágószőlős		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		488		HU		Inászói-külfejtés		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		489		HU		Eplényi mangánérc		Eplény (Olaszfalu)		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		490		HU		Olaszfalu I. - mangánérc, karbonátos mangánérc		Olaszfalu		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		491		HU		Tordas II., Pólyos akna C.		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		492		HU		Szurdok akna		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		493		HU		IX. akna		Rózsaszentmárton		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		494		HU		Cser bánya I		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		495		HU		Cser bánya II		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		496		HU		Cser bánya III		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		497		HU		Cser bánya IV		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		498		HU		Vasas bánya D		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		499		HU		Csigakúti főtáró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		500		HU		Feketevölgyi akna		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		501		HU		Pócsházi akna		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		502		HU		VII akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		503		HU		Kiserenyő		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		504		HU		Pátka, Kőrakás-hegy, polimetallikus, Velencei hg.		Pátka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		505		HU		Kotyháza lejtakna		Salgótarján,		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		506		HU		XV. Akna		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		507		HU		XIX, XX aknák		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		508		HU		Szarvaskői táró II		Szarvaskő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		509		HU		Kazárvölgyi tárók B		Bélatelep		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		510		HU		Kazárvölgyi tárók A		Bélatelep		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		511		HU		Kotyháza Papvölgyi lejtakna		Salgótarján,		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		512		HU		Tornaszentandrás, polimetallikus vasérc		Tornaszentandrás		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		513		HU		S-III akna		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		514		HU		Ambrus völgy		Nemti		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		515		HU		MÉV V. Üzemi szállítóakna meddőhányója		Kővágótöttös		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		516		HU		Mária akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		517		HU		Tordas II., Pólyos akna A.		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		518		HU		Tordas II., Pólyos akna B.		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		519		HU		Anna akna		Kosd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		520		HU		Pauli akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		521		HU		Erőmű szénrakodó		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		522		HU		Jóremény I.		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		523		HU		Ó-Hermes akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		524		HU		György táró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		525		HU		Rákóczi táró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		526		HU		Gyula táró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		527		HU		XVII akna		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		528		HU		István akna		Pilisszentiván		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		529		HU		I. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		530		HU		régi szénmeddők		Mogyorósbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		531		HU		VI. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		532		HU		Felső Fagyosasszony-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		533		HU		XI akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		534		HU		Jenő akna II.		Karancskeszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		535		HU		Kerületi mhó III.		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		536		HU		Királyréti altárna		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		537		HU		Regéc Nagyszárkői vasokker bánya		Regéc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		538		HU		Bánta 2-es akna		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		539		HU		Bánya I.		Balinka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		540		HU		VIII és XI aknák		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		541		HU		Rudolf akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		542		HU		Martonyi, polimetallikus		Martonyi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		543		HU		István akna A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		544		HU		Tardos III. akna		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		545		HU		Ödön akna		Szúcs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		546		HU		Gyöngyösoroszi-ércbánya [Ezüstbánya táró]		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		547		HU		Eger Mn-bánya		EGER		ND		ND

		HUDam		HUND		548		HU		Gáti bányák A		Mátranovák		Dam		ND

		HUDam		HUND		549		HU		Gáti bányák B		Mátranovák		Dam		ND

		HUND		HUND		550		HU		S-I légakna		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		551		HU		Zengővárkonyi kutató-tárók		Zengővárkony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		552		HU		régi lignitbánya		Rózsaszentmárton		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		553		HU		Villói bánya		Szarvaskő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		554		HU		Szabadbattyán Kőszárhegy, ólombánya		Kőszárhegy		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		555		HU		Pákozd, fluoritbánya		Pákozd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		556		HU		XIV akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		557		HU		XXIII akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		558		HU		Bánya II.		Balinka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		559		HU		Diagonál akna		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		560		HU		Szárazvölgyi akna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		561		HU		S-II akna A		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		562		HU		II. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		563		HU		Gőpel Ny-i táró		Tokod, Epszöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		564		HU		Bántai külfejtés I.		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		565		HU		Bántai külfejtés II.		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		566		HU		Bántai külfejtés III.		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		567		HU		Bántai külfejtés IV.		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		568		HU		IX akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		569		HU		Galvániszaptáró		Dunaújváros		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		570		HU		II. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		571		HU		Kossuth akna G		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		572		HU		Korpás lejtakna B		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		573		HU		Korpás lejtakna A		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUDam		HUND		574		HU		Gáti akna		Homokterenye		Dam		ND

		HUND		HUND		575		HU		Kőkuti akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		576		HU		XII/A akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		577		HU		Szarvaskői táró I		Szarvaskő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		578		HU		Magán-bánya		Mátraszele		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		579		HU		Sashegy akna		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		580		HU		XII akna		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		581		HU		VIII. akna		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		582		HU		IV. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		583		HU		Károly táró		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		584		HU		Ferenc táró		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		585		HU		Csurgó akna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		586		HU		Jóremény II.		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		587		HU		V. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		588		HU		Szákacsurgói szinesfém-ércbánya [Szákacsurgói-táró]		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		589		HU		III. légakna		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		590		HU		Hidegkúti szinesfém-ércbánya [Hidegkúti-táró]		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		591		HU		Béke akna		Dudar		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		592		HU		Csipkés lejtakna		Homokterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		593		HU		Gyöngyösoroszi szinesérc bánya		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		594		HU		Károly szinesfém-ércbánya [Károly-akna]		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		595		HU		Recski Ércbánya-üzem, rézérc (Lahócai bánya)		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		596		HU		Szénosztályzó		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		597		HU		Deszki fúróiszap lerakat		Deszk		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		598		HU		Mangánbánya, Csárdahegy		Úrkút		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		599		HU		Kaposvári fúróiszap		Kaposvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		600		HU		Szénosztályzó B, iszapoló		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		601		HU		Ajkai vörösiszap zagytározó		Ajka		Pond		ND

		HUPond		HUND		602		HU		(H1) Új flotációs zagytározó		Recsk		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		603		HU		Cserebökényi fúróiszap lerakat		Cserebökény		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		604		HU		(H2) Régi flotációs zagytározó		Recsk		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		605		HU		(H7) Istenáldás táró darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		606		HU		(H3/A) Középső György táró vegyes hányója		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		607		HU		Mátraszentimrei-akna meddőhányó.		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		608		HU		Károly-táró környéki meddőkupacok		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		609		HU		(H5) Ferenc táró darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		610		HU		(H3) Középső György táró darabos hányója		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		611		HU		(H6) VIII. táró darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		612		HU		(H8) Rm-48 darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		613		HU		(H4) Felső György és Brumi táró darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		614		HU		Katalin-táró meddőhányó.		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		615		HU		Hidegkúti-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		616		HU		Aranybányabérci-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUPond		HUND		617		HU		Mosonmagyaróvári vörösiszap zagytározó		Mosonmagyaróvár		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		618		HU		Altárói meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUPond		HUND		619		HU		Almásfüzitői K-i vörösiszap zagytározó		Almásfűzítő		Pond		ND

		HUPond		HUND		620		HU		Száraz-pataki flotációs zagytározó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		621		HU		MÉV II. sz. Meddőhányó, Bakonya (II. Bányaüzem)		Bakonya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		622		HU		Halimba, kisebb lencsék		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		623		HU		Halimba, Malomvölgy XIII.		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		624		HU		Halimba III. akna		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		625		HU		Szűzvári flotációs zagytározója		Pátka		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		626		HU		(H11) Darabos meddőhányó		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		627		HU		Kincstári-tónál lévő m.h.		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		628		HU		Rezespörk hányó		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		629		HU		Új-Károly-táró meddőhányó I.		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		630		HU		Péter-Pál-akna meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		631		HU		Károly-táró (55-ös feltörés) meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		632		HU		Új-Károly-táró meddőhányó II		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		633		HU		Péter-Pál-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		634		HU		Ezüstbányabérc-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		635		HU		Szarkáspuszta		Mogyorósbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		636		HU		Nagyegyházi Bányaüzem		Bicske		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		637		HU		Hunyadi akna		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		638		HU		Szent István akna A		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		639		HU		Szent István akna B		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		640		HU		Lencsehegyi szénmeddő		Kesztölc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		641		HU		Tanbánya		Mogyorósbánya		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		642		HU		MÉV I. zagytározó, Pellérd északi		Pellérd		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		643		HU		Zsanai fúróiszap lerakat		Zsana		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		644		HU		MÉV II. zagytározók, Pellérd déli		Pellérd		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		645		HU		Kiszombori fúróiszap lerakat		Kiszombor		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		646		HU		(H9) Rézérces darabos hányó		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		647		HU		Ruzsai fúróiszap lerakat		Ruzsa		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		648		HU		Almásfüzitői Ny-i vörösiszap zagytározó		Almásfüzitő		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		649		HU		szénosztályzó		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		650		HU		MÉV Perkoláció I. üzem zagytározó		Kővágószőlős		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		651		HU		Zobák akna		Komló		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		652		HU		Bence-völgyi flotációs zagytározó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		653		HU		(H10) Molibdenites darabos hányó		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUPond		HUND		654		HU		Úrkúti mangániszaptárózó		Úrkút		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		655		HU		Zalatárnoki fúróiszap lerakat		Zalatárnok		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		656		HU		MÉV Perkoláció II. üzem zagytározó		Kővágószőlős		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		657		HU		Algyő fúróiszap lerakat		Algyő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		658		HU		Berettyóújfalui fúróiszap lerakat		Berettyóújfalu		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		659		HU		Teréz-táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		660		HU		Telkibánya, mélyszinti polimetallikus		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		661		HU		Hidegkúti táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		662		HU		Fleischer-táró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		663		HU		Csengő-bánya		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		664		HU		Felső Fehérhegyi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		665		HU		Kecskeháti altáró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		666		HU		Kühne Hoffnung táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		667		HU		Mohs-táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		668		HU		Gusztáv Adolf táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		669		HU		Lipót-akna		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		670		HU		Zsófia-táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		671		HU		Hasdát-táró		Pányok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		672		HU		Alsó Fehérhegyi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		673		HU		Jupiter-táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		674		HU		Veresvizi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		675		HU		Helén-táró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		676		HU		Tamás-táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		677		HU		Kispallagi táró		Kéked		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		678		HU		Mária-táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		679		HU		Nyírkút-völgyi táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		680		HU		Vizes-táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		681		HU		András-táró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		682		HU		Mózes-táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		683		HU		Koppy-táró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		684		HU		Lobkowitz altáró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		685		HU		Fehérhegyi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		686		HU		Radács-táró		Kéked		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		687		HU		Királyhegyi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		688		HU		Ferdinánd altáró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		689		HU		Telkibánya, nemesfém bánya		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		690		HU		Nógrádi vasércbánya		Nógrád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		691		HU		Parádsasvári Béke-táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		692		HU		Diósi vasércbánya		Mád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		693		HU		Komlóska, polimetallikus		Komlóska		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		694		HU		Nagy-Lipót II-III-as táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		695		HU		Nagy-Lipót VII-VIII-as táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		696		HU		Nagylápafõi táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		697		HU		Parádsasvár Mogyorósoromi táró		Galyatető		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		698		HU		Ludmilla-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		699		HU		Velem-2, vasércbánya		Velem		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		700		HU		Budaörs Budai-föld		Budaörs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		701		HU		Upponyi tárók		Nekézseny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		702		HU		Alsó Fagyosasszony-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		703		HU		István-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		704		HU		Velem-1, vasércbánya		Velem		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		705		HU		Nyírjesi felsõ-táró		Galyatető		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		706		HU		Rózsa-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		707		HU		Bánya-pusztai tárók		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		708		HU		Szokolya Ólhegyi tárók		Szokolya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		709		HU		Névtelenbérci táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		710		HU		Bezina-tárók		Márianosztra		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		711		HU		Gécsi-hegy Retezi-táró (lejtakna)		Nadap		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		712		HU		Altáró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		713		HU		Királyrét Lukácsszállási táró		Nógrád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		714		HU		Nekézsenyi tárók		Nekézseny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		715		HU		Recsk Báj-pataki táró		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		716		HU		Nézsa okkerbánya		Nézsa		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		717		HU		Cserszegtomaj, piritkutatás		Cserszegtomaj		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		718		HU		Füzér Vas-hegyi vasércbánya		Füzér		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		719		HU		Szarvaskő, ércperidotit		Szarvaskő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		720		HU		Orczy-féle szinesfém-ércbánya		Parádfürdő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		721		HU		Recsk mélyszinti porfiros polimetallikus		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		722		HU		Splényi-bánya érces meddőhányója		Alsótelekes		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		723		HU		Mátraszentimrei-lejtősakna meddőhányó		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		724		HU		Szákacsurgó meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		725		HU		József-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		726		HU		Lujza-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		727		HU		Vereskői-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		728		HU		II. aknai meddőhányók		Bodony		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		729		HU		Bányabérci-akna meddőhányó		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUHeap or dam (unclear because the phrase is in Hungarian and it has both the official words for heap and dam)		HUND		730		HU		B1 meddőhányó (A-gát)		Bodony		Heap or dam (unclear because the phrase is in Hungarian and it has both the official words for heap and dam)		ND

		HUHeap or dam (unclear because the phrase is in Hungarian and it has both the official words for heap and dam)		HUND		731		HU		B2 meddőhányó (B-gát)		Bodony		Heap or dam (unclear because the phrase is in Hungarian and it has both the official words for heap and dam)		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		732		HU		Vizeslyuk-táró meddőhányó		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		733		HU		I. aknaudvar		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		734		HU		Kistölgyesi-táró meddőhányó I. (alsó)		Pásztó		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		735		HU		Nagytölgyesbérci+István-táró meddőhányó		Pásztó		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		736		HU		Pelyhes-táró meddőhányó II		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		737		HU		Pelyhes-táró meddőhányó I		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		738		HU		Lajos-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		739		HU		Kistölgyesi-táró meddőhányó II. (felső)		Pásztó		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		740		HU		MÉV I. sz. Meddőhányó - Kővágószőlős (I. Bányaüzem)		Kővágószőlős		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		741		HU		III meddő		Kővágószőlős		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		742		HU		MÉV Bakonya Frici-tárói meddőhányó		Bakonya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		743		HU		MÉV V. Üzemi Aknaudvar		Abaliget		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		744		HU		MÉV V. sz. Légaknai meddőhányó és aknaudvar		Abaliget		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		745		HU		MÉV IV. sz. Meddőhányó		Kővágótöttös		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		746		HU		IV. légakna meddőhányó		Kővágótöttös		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		747		HU		Tótvári meddő		Kővágótöttös		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		748		HU		Baglyasi táró II.		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		749		HU		Ferenc akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		750		HU		Inászói bánya B		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		751		HU		Szilváskői táró		Rónabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		752		HU		Gusztáv táró		Etes		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		753		HU		Irén bánya		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		754		HU		Gyertyánosi akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		755		HU		Medves táró		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		756		HU		Amália akna		Etes		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		757		HU		Albert akna		Etes		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		758		HU		Rau akna		Etes		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		759		HU		István akna		Salgóbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		760		HU		Frigyes akna		Zagyvapálfalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		761		HU		Kisfaludi lejtősakna		Lucfalva-Kisfalud		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		762		HU		Gusztáv táró C		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		763		HU		Margit táró		Zagyvapálfalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		764		HU		Forgách akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		765		HU		Nyárjasvölgyi akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		766		HU		Pálhegy akna B		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		767		HU		Margit lejtakna		Zagyvapálfalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		768		HU		József táró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		769		HU		Gergelyvölgyi lejtakna		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		770		HU		Újlaki aknák		Vizslás		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		771		HU		Gusztáv táró B		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		772		HU		András akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		773		HU		Baglyasi táró I.		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		774		HU		Pálhegy akna A		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		775		HU		Kazárvölgyi tárók		Vizslás		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		776		HU		Vizslási aknák		Vizslás		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		777		HU		Ferenc akna		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		778		HU		Margit-táró		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		779		HU		Károly, Ferenc akna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		IEND		IEND		780		IE

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
there are 86 closed sites in Ireland. According to their extractive industries registry, only 1 is considered to be affected by Art 20		EUQY 31 Ballycrystal Enterprises		Westmeath County Council		ND		ND

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		781		IT		SASSO MELIROLO		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		782		IT		BRUSADA E LARGONE		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		783		IT		BAGNADA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		784		IT		MONTE ZOCCA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		785		IT		PONTICELLI RIVA FRANSCIA 		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		786		IT		CAMPO CIAPPANICO		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		787		IT		MASTABIA E LAGO		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		788		IT		SASSO NERO		CHIESA IN VALMALENCO, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		789		IT		ALPE ACQUANEGRA 		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		790		IT		LANTERNA NORD		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		791		IT		ROSSO E BANCHE		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		792		IT		SCERSCEN		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		793		IT		SCINGIASCO		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		794		IT		DOSSO FRANSCIA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		795		IT		DOSSI FRANSCIA VALBRUTTA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		796		IT		LAGHETTO DI POLZONE		COLERE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		797		IT		SANT`ALOISIO		COLLIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		798		IT		ALFREDO		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		799		IT		SASSO		CHIESA IN VALMALENCO, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		800		IT		VAL SERIANA		PARRE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		801		IT		CUP		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		802		IT		BOCCHETTA DEL CINGIASCO		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		803		IT		PONTE E VETTO 		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		804		IT		CIMA FRANSCIA MAISA 		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		805		IT		CARONA		SELLERO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		806		IT		PEDRAZZI - LECCHETO - CARECCIA 		CARVICO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		807		IT		VALLASCIA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		808		IT		SANTA BARBARA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		809		IT		SOPRACROCE FONDI		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		810		IT		MONTE ELTO		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		811		IT		ANNA		ABBADIA LARIANA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		812		IT		PISOGNE		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		813		IT		VALLE DI BAREDO		PRIMALUNA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		814		IT		FRANSCIA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		815		IT		TROGGIA		INTROBIO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		816		IT		RISO		GORNO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		817		IT		TORGOLA NAVAZZE (VALLE TORGOLA)		COLLIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		818		IT		GRATICELLE		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		819		IT		TORGOLA		COLLIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		820		IT		MONTE FLESIO (FLES BASSO)		VALBONDIONE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		821		IT		TERZANA ALTA (TOLINE)		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		822		IT		OSSI - FUSIO - SERRADINO		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		823		IT		ZUC DI VALBONA		VALTORTA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		824		IT		MARZOLI (PEZZAZE)		PEZZAZE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		825		IT		PAGHEROLA		ROVETTA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		826		IT		PAGLIO E PIGNOLINO		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		827		IT		TERESINA		BRUSIMPIANO, VARESE, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		828		IT		PIAN DI PREDA ROSSA		BUGLIO IN MONTE, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		829		IT		BARISELLA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		830		IT		PIANO DEI MURI		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		831		IT		CAMISSINONE		ZOGNO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		832		IT		DOSSI DI FRANSCIA NORD-OVEST E RISTORO		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		833		IT		PONTE E GANDA		CHIESA IN VALMALENCO, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		834		IT		BLESIO (MONTE MANINA)		VILMINORE DI SCALVE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		835		IT		GARDENA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		836		IT		DOSSENA GIALLA II		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		837		IT		VAL SUELLA		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		838		IT		PONCINI		PORTO CERESIO, VARESE, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		839		IT		COSTA JELS		ONETA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		840		IT		VALVASSERA		INDUNO OLONA, VARESE, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		841		IT		GABAR		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		842		IT		VALLE DI MERALDO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		843		IT		VALLE DELLA MEGUA (PINETTO)		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		844		IT		FORCELLE		ISOLA DI FONDRA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		845		IT		MONTE MISMA		ALBINO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		846		IT		CANTIERE S. ROCCO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		847		IT		TRAVERSAGNA		PAISCO LOVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		848		IT		RUOLA FAEDO		PRIMALUNA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		849		IT		CORNA ROSSA (VALGOGLIO)		VALGOGLIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		850		IT		STENTADA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		851		IT		S. GALLO		SAN GIOVANNI BIANCO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		852		IT		MIRABELLA		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		853		IT		ORTIGHERA, PARINA, LAVAGGIO E CULMINI		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		854		IT		MONTE VIGNA		VALBONDIONE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		855		IT		CAMISOLO (VAGHI DI SASSO)		VALTORTA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		856		IT		GAFFIONA (DEL GAFFIONE)		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		857		IT		SPIAZZO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		858		IT		MONTE FOPPA 		CUSIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		859		IT		DOSSO E DOSSINO		CERVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		860		IT		S. COLOMBANO		COLLIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		861		IT		OSSI 		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		862		IT		MERALDO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		863		IT		PISCINA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		864		IT		SASSI ROSSI		PRIMALUNA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		865		IT		SAN PIETRO D`ORZIO		SAN GIOVANNI BIANCO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		866		IT		PAISCHI E TRAVERSAGNA		PAISCO LOVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		867		IT		FAIDALLO		PRIMALUNA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		868		IT		BAITELLO		INTROBIO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		869		IT		VAL BREMBANA		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		870		IT		GALE		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		871		IT		CONCA CAMPIONE		LOZIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		872		IT		ARTINO		PREMANA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		873		IT		VARRONE E DOSSELLO		INTROBIO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		874		IT		ALPE GRASSO		MARGNO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		875		IT		VALLONE		BESANO, VARESE, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Bitumen

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		876		IT		VENINA 		PIATEDA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		877		IT		REGINA ZOJE		PEZZAZE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		878		IT		MONTE ARERA		OLTRE IL COLLE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		879		IT		S. ZENO		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		880		IT		VACCAREGGIO O CASCINA VECCHIA		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		881		IT		ORTASOLO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		882		IT		PEZZOLA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		883		IT		DESIDERATA E FIGAZZINA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		884		IT		BAITE DI CAMPO		RONCOBELLO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		885		IT		FORCELLA 		OLTRE IL COLLE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		886		IT		BRUNONE		VALBONDIONE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		887		IT		SOPRACROCE		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		888		IT		CASA CONTI		GORNO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		889		IT		BOVEGNO		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		890		IT		GAVIERA		PAISCO LOVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		891		IT		PETAZZA E COSTA		MALONNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		892		IT		ROMITA		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		893		IT		BAGELLA		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		894		IT		DI SOTTA MALGA CUEL		ONO SAN PIETRO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		895		IT		UNIONE		ONO SAN PIETRO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		896		IT		RIZZOLO (VALLE)		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		897		IT		LA LONGA		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		898		IT		POZZUOLO		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		899		IT		LANZINI		CLUSONE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		900		IT		GIOVO		CERVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		901		IT		BORNO (BIENNA)		CERVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		902		IT		BOTTESINA		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		903		IT		MEDEL E LEGNERA		PAISCO LOVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		904		IT		S. ANTONIO		NAVE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		905		IT		SOTTOCAVALLO		BALLABIO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		906		IT		GARZETO		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		907		IT		PRESABONA		MALONNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		908		IT		FRASSINA		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		909		IT		MANIGLIA		PERRERO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		910		IT		SAN VITTORE		BALANGERO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		911		IT		CHICU`		VIU`, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		912		IT		AURIOL		SAMPEYRE, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		913		IT		FORNELLO DI TRAVERSELLA		TRAVERSELLA, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		914		IT		BRUNETTA		CANTOIRA, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		915		IT		BOURCET		ROURE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		916		IT		FONTANE 		PRALI, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		917		IT		VAL GERMANASCA		PERRERO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		918		IT		TORRENTE OTRO		RIVA VALDOBBIA, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		919		IT		BRACCHIELLO		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		920		IT		GIARGIATTA 		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		921		IT		MALZAS E LE COMBE		PERRERO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		922		IT		LA ROUSSA		ROURE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		923		IT		RIO PRACCHIO		CHIUSA DI SAN MICHELE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		924		IT		UJA E LAGO FALIN (USSEGLIO)		USSEGLIO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		925		IT		ALPE ROSSA 		BACENO, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		926		IT		FRAGNE`		CHIALAMBERTO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		927		IT		GIAS RIVET		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		928		IT		BAIO E BORE		BROSSO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		929		IT		PIAN DELLA ROUSSA		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		930		IT		COLLETTO		ROURE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		931		IT		SARET		ROURE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		932		IT		ISOLA DI VOCCA		VOCCA, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		933		IT		ALPE MONDEI		MONTESCHENO, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		934		IT		PUNTA LUNELLA		CONDOVE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		935		IT		BAIO (EX BAIO E MONTEFIORITO)		LESSOLO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		936		IT		AGOGNA - MOTTO PIOMBINO		GIGNESE, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		937		IT		SAPATLE` -  PLEINET - COMBA LA FRACIA (VAL GERMANASCA)		PRALI, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		938		IT		BAIO E MONTEFIORITO		LESSOLO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		939		IT		OGAGGIA		MONTESCHENO, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITND		ITMetallic minerals		940		IT		ALVANI		VALSTRONA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		ND		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		941		IT		BONDA DEL CHIERICO		VARALLO, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		942		IT		FREVA		PREMOSELLO-CHIOVENDA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		943		IT		BALMAFOL		BUSSOLENO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		944		IT		BAGNI (RUA`)		VINADIO, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		945		IT		MONTE SEYTA		VINADIO, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		946		IT		FUNGHERA		TRAVES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		947		IT		BORE (EX BORE I E BORE II)		BROSSO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		948		IT		VALLAURIA		LIMONE PIEMONTE, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		949		IT		BORE II		BROSSO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		950		IT		GULA		CRAVAGLIANA, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		951		IT		BORE I		BROSSO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		952		IT		ENVIE`		PRALI, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		953		IT		VALMAGGIA		VARALLO, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		954		IT		BELLA COSTA		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		955		IT		FABBRICHE		RIVA VALDOBBIA, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		956		IT		PENNINO GRANDE		VALSTRONA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		957		IT		VALBARBINA (SELLA BASSA)		SCOPELLO, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		958		IT		FRAZZE ROCCONI		MONTALDO DI MONDOVI`, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITPrecious metals		959		IT		CAMPIOLI		CEPPO MORELLI, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Pond		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		960		IT		CAMPELLO MONTI		VALSTRONA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITPrecious metals		961		IT		CROCETTE		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Pond		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		962		IT		CROCETTE CUMULO		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		963		IT		PESTANERA CUMULO		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Precious metals

		ITPond		ITPrecious metals		964		IT		PESTANERA DEPOSITO RETTANGOLARE		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Pond		Precious metals

		ITPond		ITPrecious metals		965		IT		PESTANERA DEPOSITO CIRCOLARE		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Pond		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		966		IT		MALFIDANO		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		967		IT		CAPO BECCO		CARLOFORTE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		968		IT		MONTE OI (SEDDAS DE GHILLERI)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		969		IT		GENNA CARRU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		970		IT		CAMPO PISANO		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		971		IT		BARRASCIUTTA (BARRAXIUTTA)		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		972		IT		SANTA LUCIA (SA MENA DE S`ORERI)		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		973		IT		SAN GIOVANNEDDU (S`EGA PORCEDDU)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		974		IT		PLANU SARTU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		975		IT		GENNA S`OLIONI		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		976		IT		SA PALA IS CARROGAS (GRUGUA)		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		977		IT		SU ZURFURU (GIOVANNI LONGU)		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		978		IT		PALA IS LUAS (COREMO`)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		979		IT		CABITZA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		980		IT		S`ACQUA BONA		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		981		IT		MONTE EGA		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		982		IT		MITZA SERMENTUS		SILIQUA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		983		IT		PLANU DENTIS		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		984		IT		INGURTOSU		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		985		IT		SA MARCHESA		NUXIS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		986		IT		ENNA MURTA (ACQUARESI)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		987		IT		NEBIDA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		988		IT		ROSAS		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		989		IT		TERRAS NIEDDAS		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		990		IT		NANNI FRAU (SAN NICOLO`)		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		991		IT		PALMARI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		992		IT		SAN BENEDETTO (FOSSA MUCINI)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		993		IT		SAN GIOVANNI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		994		IT		CANALE SERCI		VILLACIDRO, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		995		IT		SEDDAS MODDIZZIS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		996		IT		MONTEVECCHIO I, II, III		GUSPINI, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		997		IT		MASUA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		998		IT		SCALITTAS		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		999		IT		SU MUSCADROXIU II		SAN BASILIO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1000		IT		MONTE CANI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1001		IT		SAN GIORGIO		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1002		IT		MONTE UDA - MONTE CANI 		GONNESA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1003		IT		BAU MANNU		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1004		IT		PERDA S`OLIU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1005		IT		FUNTANA PERDA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1006		IT		SALAPONI		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1007		IT		SA DUCHESSA (CEA SPRENI)		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1008		IT		ARENAS SU PITZIANTI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1009		IT		MONTE CUCCHEDDU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1010		IT		PIRA ROMA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1011		IT		MONTE FIGU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1012		IT		MONTE FENUGU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1013		IT		MALACALZETTA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1014		IT		FUNTANA RAMINOSA		GADONI, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1015		IT		MACCIURRU		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1016		IT		SOS ENATTOS		LULA, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1017		IT		MONTEPONI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1018		IT		MONTE ONIXEDDU		GONNESA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1019		IT		PERDU CARA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1020		IT		PUNTA CANDIAZZUS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1021		IT		PUNTA CAMPU SPINA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1022		IT		TRUBANIEDDA  (BEGATROTTA)		SILIQUA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1023		IT		GUTTURU PALA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1024		IT		FENUGU SIBIRI		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1025		IT		CANAGLIA		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1026		IT		S`EGA SU SOLLU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1027		IT		SU MANNAU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1028		IT		NEBIDEDDA		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1029		IT		CANAL GRANDE		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1030		IT		CANDIAZZUS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1031		IT		PERDA NIEDDA		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1032		IT		ERBA ULI		JERZU, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1033		IT		CORREBOI		VILLAGRANDE STRISAILI, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1034		IT		GENNA OLIDONI		BAUNEI, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1035		IT		MONTE ROSSO		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1036		IT		MONTE TRUDDA		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1037		IT		CALA BONA		ALGHERO, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1038		IT		SA CORONA DE SA CRABA		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1039		IT		RIU PLANU IS CASTANGIAS (PERDA `E PIBERA)		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1040		IT		MONTE SANTA VITTORIA		SADALI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1041		IT		SU SOLLU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1042		IT		SU BENATZU		SANTADI, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1043		IT		SEDDA ANTIOGU SABIU		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1044		IT		PUNTA SU LIBERAU (CASA SANNA)		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1045		IT		LAI (IS CUNGIAUS)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1046		IT		GENNA RICOSTA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1047		IT		ARGENTIERA DELLA NURRA		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1048		IT		PERDA LAI		SARDARA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1049		IT		ORBAI		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1050		IT		GIUENNI		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1051		IT		MONTE SEGARINO		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1052		IT		ANTAS		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1053		IT		CAPO ROSSO		CARLOFORTE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1054		IT		CAMPU ORIDDA - SU ISTERI		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1055		IT		INTERGENNAS		DESULO, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1056		IT		IS MURVONIS		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1057		IT		BAU (IS) ARENAS E TALENTINU (PUNTA CASTEDDU)		TERTENIA, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1058		IT		CASTELLO DI MONREALE		SARDARA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1059		IT		BRUNCU MANNU		SANT`ANDREA FRIUS, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1060		IT		NICOLA SECCI		BURCEI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1061		IT		BACU LOCEDDU o SPILLONCARGIU (BACU LOCCI)		VILLAPUTZU, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1062		IT		TINY		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1063		IT		MONTE TAMARA (SAN PIETRO NUXIS)		NUXIS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1064		IT		PUNTA FILIPPEDDU		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1065		IT		CAMPO PIRA		TEULADA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1066		IT		PICCALINNA		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1067		IT		COROVAU (S`EGA SA FOLLA)		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1068		IT		BRUNCU MOLENTINU		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1069		IT		MURU MANNU		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1070		IT		ENNA SA SPINA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1071		IT		PUNTA PEPIXEDDA		PERDAXIUS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1072		IT		RIO BACCHERA		NUXIS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1073		IT		CRABULAZZU		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1074		IT		BRUNCU VINTURA		VILLAPUTZU, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1075		IT		S`ORTU BECCIU		DONORI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1076		IT		PERDU CARTA - PERDU ANDRIA		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1077		IT		SAN MIALI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1078		IT		PALMAVEXI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1079		IT		PUNTA MEZZODI`		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1080		IT		TOGORO		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1081		IT		PERDA MAJORI		VILLAPUTZU, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1082		IT		BAU PRESSIU		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1083		IT		PUNTA SAN MICHELE		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1084		IT		PUNTA DELLA TORRE		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1085		IT		MONTE SPINA		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1086		IT		MONTE SCORRA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1087		IT		BAREGA 		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1088		IT		LAI TANAS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1089		IT		MONTE AGRUXAU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1090		IT		GENNA RUTTA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1091		IT		SCIVU I e II		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1092		IT		MARGANAI (REIGRAXIUS)		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1093		IT		CANALI BINGIAS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1094		IT		CAMPERA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1095		IT		SERRA TRIGUS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1096		IT		SAN MICHELE		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1097		IT		MORTUOI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1098		IT		PUBUXEDDU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1099		IT		MONTE MESU		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1100		IT		GENNA SCIRIA		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1101		IT		BAUEDDU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1102		IT		CAPO GIORDANO (PUNTA MAIORCHINA)		PORTOSCUSO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1103		IT		PUNTA GENNA RUXITTA		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1104		IT		MONTE GENIS		VILLASALTO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1105		IT		PUNTA SA CONCHITTA		SANTADI, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1106		IT		MONTE ETTOI		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1107		IT		PERDA LADA		VILLACIDRO, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1108		IT		ARGENTARIA		LULA, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1109		IT		ORBAI I		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1110		IT		MACCIGOTTU		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1111		IT		SARALA`		TERTENIA, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1112		IT		GUZZURRA (SU ERGIOLU)		LULA, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1113		IT		NURAGHE SAN SIMPLICIO		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1114		IT		MORIMENTA		GONNESA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1115		IT		PALA SU SCIUSCIU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1116		IT		SERRA MANNA		GIBA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1117		IT		GIANNA AIDU ENTU		TORPE`, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1118		IT		MONTE MANNU SU FILIGOSU		NEONELI, ORISTANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1119		IT		TUVIOIS		SINNAI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1120		IT		SU SERBUZZU		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1121		IT		SANTA LUCIA		MURAVERA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1122		IT		CORONGIU ACCA		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1123		IT		IS SEDDAS		SANTADI, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1124		IT		MEURREDDU		SILIQUA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1125		IT		S`ARCU MANNU		GIBA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1126		IT		PUNTA SPINARBA		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1127		IT		CASE CARAI		LULA, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1128		IT		SAN SIMPLICIO		PERDAXIUS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1129		IT		SA RUTEDDA		VALLERMOSA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1130		IT		POGGIO CALA SAPONE		SANT`ANTIOCO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1131		IT		S`EGA DE IS FRISSAS (CAMPANASSISSA)		SILIQUA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1132		IT		RIU BUDDIDORGIU		VILLAPUTZU, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1133		IT		BARBUSI		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1134		IT		SANTA BRA`		MASAINAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1135		IT		MONTE LAPANO		TEULADA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1136		IT		S`ORERI		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1137		IT		S`ARCILLONI		BURCEI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		1138		IT		PERDAS DE FOGU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1139		IT		CANNAS		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1140		IT		ARCU SA CRUXI		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1141		IT		SANTO STEFANO		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1142		IT		SU SUERGIU		VILLASALTO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1143		IT		GENNA FLUMINI		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1144		IT		MARTALAI		VILLASALTO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1145		IT		PEDDIATTU		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1146		IT		SAN LEONE - PUNTA TINGIOSA		CAPOTERRA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1147		IT		MONTE CIDRO`		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1148		IT		GENNAMARI		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1149		IT		SU STRINTU DE SA PERDA		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1150		IT		TINTILLONIS		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1151		IT		SA SEDDA DE IS FOSSAS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1152		IT		GENNA MAJORI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1153		IT		MONTE ZIPPIRI		VILLASOR, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1154		IT		CORTI ROSAS		BALLAO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1155		IT		GUTTURU IS FOLLAS		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1156		IT		GOENE		LOCERI, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1157		IT		MONTE DE IS CRABUS		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1158		IT		MONTE CALCINAIO		PULA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1159		IT		MONTE ARBU		VILLASIMIUS, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1160		IT		ROCCIA PERDABILA (GIACURU)		ARITZO, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1161		IT		SANTORU		TERTENIA, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1162		IT		GENNA GUREU		ORROLI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1163		IT		MUSCADROXIU 		SILIUS, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1164		IT		IS LUAS		TEULADA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1165		IT		CUCCURONI		ARZANA, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1166		IT		CONCA IS OLLASTUS		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1167		IT		CANNAS DE BIDDA		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1168		IT		MONTE NARBA		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1169		IT		CRUCCUEU		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1170		IT		GIUANNI BONU		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1171		IT		MASALONI		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1172		IT		SERRA S`ILIXI		BURCEI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		1173		IT		BACU ARRODAS		MURAVERA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1174		IT		MACCHIONE (PARADISO)		CARLOFORTE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1175		IT		NICCIOLETA		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1176		IT		VALLE SAN SILVESTRO		CAMPIGLIA MARITTIMA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1177		IT		FENICE CAPANNE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1178		IT		ACCESA SERRABOTTINI		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1179		IT		BOCCHEGGIANO (CAMPIANO)		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1180		IT		MONTIERI		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1181		IT		VALLE BUIA		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1182		IT		RIO ALBANO		RIO MARINA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1183		IT		GAVORRANO - RIGOLOCCIO		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1184		IT		RAVI I		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1185		IT		RAVI II		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1186		IT		POGGIO BELLINO		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1187		IT		POGGIO MANDRIOLI		MONTE ARGENTARIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1188		IT		IL PASSO		MONTE ARGENTARIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1189		IT		MONTE CIVITELLA		PIANCASTAGNAIO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1190		IT		BAGNI SAN FILIPPO (PIETRINERI)		CASTIGLIONE D`ORCIA, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1191		IT		CANNETO		MONTEVERDI MARITTIMO, PISA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1192		IT		CAMPORSEVOLI		CETONA, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1193		IT		LANZI (TEMPERINO)		CAMPIGLIA MARITTIMA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1194		IT		TAFONE		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1195		IT		MONTE ARSICCIO		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1196		IT		ACQUACALDA		SEMPRONIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1197		IT		FRIGIDO		MASSA, MASSA CARRARA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1198		IT		RIPA		SERAVEZZA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1199		IT		GALLENA - BOTTINO		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1200		IT		CARPINE - SOLFORATE		PIANCASTAGNAIO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1201		IT		VAL DI CASTELLO		PIETRASANTA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1202		IT		ABBADIA SAN SALVATORE		ABBADIA SAN SALVATORE, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1203		IT		CAMPOLECCIANO		ROSIGNANO MARITTIMO, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1204		IT		LE BAGNORE		ARCIDOSSO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1205		IT		SELVENA		CASTELL`AZZARA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1206		IT		CAMPI VECCHI		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1207		IT		RITORTO-FONTALCINALDO		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1208		IT		FRANCO		ISOLA DEL GIGLIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1209		IT		LA BANDITELLA		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1210		IT		ZOLFIERE II		SCANSANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1211		IT		AQUILAIA		ARCIDOSSO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1212		IT		BANDITELLA		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1213		IT		PIETRATONDA I		CAMPAGNATICO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1214		IT		CALA DELL`ALLUME		ISOLA DEL GIGLIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1215		IT		I SALAIOLI		SCANSANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1216		IT		ALVEO SIELE		CASTELL`AZZARA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1217		IT		CARPIGNONE - ACCESA		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1218		IT		IL SASSO		ROCCALBEGNA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1219		IT		BOTTINO		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1220		IT		LAGO DI BURANO  - CHIARONE		CAPALBIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1221		IT		FONTE DELL`ANGUILLA		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1222		IT		CORTEVECCHIA		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1223		IT		POGGIO GUARDIONE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1224		IT		LA SELVA		RAPOLANO TERME, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1225		IT		MONTE MARTINO		RAPOLANO TERME, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1226		IT		MODANELLA		RAPOLANO TERME, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1227		IT		POGGIO SANTA CECILIA		RAPOLANO TERME, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1228		IT		FOSSO DELLA CHIESA		MURLO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1229		IT		POMPANA		MURLO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1230		IT		CASTAGNO		RIO MARINA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1231		IT		SANTARELLO		SEMPRONIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1232		IT		MONTE GROSSO		RIO MARINA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1233		IT		CELLENA - CORTEVECCHIA		SEMPRONIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1234		IT		MACCHIA CASELLA		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1235		IT		PIETRATONDA II		CAMPAGNATICO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1236		IT		MONTE LABBRO I		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1237		IT		SPANNOCCHIA (CAMPOREDALDI)		CHIUSDINO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1238		IT		SIELE		PIANCASTAGNAIO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1239		IT		SASSI NERI		CAPOLIVERI, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1240		IT		MONTE LABBRO II		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1241		IT		RETO - MONTEBUONO		SORANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1242		IT		FARNOCCHIA VAL RADICE		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1243		IT		MONTECASTELLI		CASTELNUOVO DI VAL DI CECINA, PISA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1244		IT		ABETINA		PIANCASTAGNAIO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1245		IT		CALA DELL`OTTONE		PORTOFERRAIO, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1246		IT		ZOLFIERE I		MAGLIANO IN TOSCANA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1247		IT		CERRETO PIANO		SCANSANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1248		IT		BATIGNANO		GROSSETO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1249		IT		CASTELLACCIA		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1250		IT		VIGNERIA		RIO MARINA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1251		IT		CALAMITA		CAPOLIVERI, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1252		IT		GINEVRO		CAPOLIVERI, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1253		IT		LEVIGLIANI		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1254		IT		CATABBIO - FONTANELLE		SEMPRONIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITND		1255		IT		NICCIOLETA BACINI DI DECANTAZIONE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1256		IT		NICCIOLETA PIAZZOLA A		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1257		IT		NICCIOLETA POGGIO LA MADONNA		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1258		IT		NICCIOLETA ROSTAN		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1259		IT		FENICE CAPANNE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1260		IT		FENICE CAPANNE ROSTE ANTICHE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1261		IT		FORNI DELL'ACCESA 		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1262		IT		SERRABOTTINI		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1263		IT		BOCCHEGGIANO CAMPIANO - RIBUDELLI		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1264		IT		MONTIERI - GABELLINO		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1265		IT		GAVORRANO - RIGOLOCCIO		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1266		IT		GAVORRANO - bacini		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1267		IT		RAVI I e II		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1268		IT		TAFONE SUD E NORD		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1269		IT		MONTAUTO TAFONE 		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1270		IT		POGGIO AL GUARDIONE - SCABBIANO		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1271		IT		MONTE ARSICCIO		PIETRASANTA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1272		IT		ABBADIA SAN SALVATORE		ABBADIA SAN SALVATORE, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1273		IT		S. COLOMBA		CIVEZZANO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1274		IT		FIEROZZO		FIEROZZO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITNon-metallic minerals		1275		IT		PRESTAVEL		VARENA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Non-metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1276		IT		NOGARE`		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1277		IT		LE QUADRATE (FORNACE)		FORNACE, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1278		IT		VIARAGO (FONTANELLE)		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1279		IT		CINQUE VALLI		RONCEGNO TERME, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITPrecious metals		1280		IT		MINIERE ARGENTIFERE MONTE CALISIO		TRENTO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1281		IT		ANDREOLLE		BOSENTINO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1282		IT		CALCERANICA		BOSENTINO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1283		IT		VAL CORNERA		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1284		IT		VALAR		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1285		IT		PICE		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1286		IT		PLAZ		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1287		IT		MARIGOLE		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1288		IT		BOLDRINO		CONDINO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1289		IT		MISS-SAGRON (SOFIA)		SAGRON MIS, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1290		IT		VETRIOLO		LEVICO TERME, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1291		IT		ZACCON		RONCEGNO TERME, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1292		IT		FRASSILONGO (TINGHERLA)		FRASSILONGO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1293		IT		GRILL (MONTAGNAGA)		BASELGA DI PINE`, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1294		IT		MALGA DOSPRE` DI SOTTO 		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1295		IT		PREMENTIL		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1296		IT		S. MARIA DI VIEZZENA		PREDAZZO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1297		IT		VIGNOLA 		VIGNOLA-FALESINA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1298		IT		RICERCHE DI PIRITE VALLE S. VALENTINO		VIGO RENDENA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1299		IT		AGLI ORTI 		TRENTO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1300		IT		OSTERIA AL RIPOSO		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1301		IT		MONTE ORNO		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1302		IT		TONOLO		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITFuels		1303		IT		MOLLARO		TAIO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Bitumen

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1304		IT		MALGA DOSPRE`		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITFuels		1305		IT		S. ROMEDIO (CIRO`)		TAIO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Bitumen

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1306		IT		FRATELL		CONDINO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITNon-metallic minerals		1307		IT		ERTELI		RONCEGNO TERME, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1308		IT		S. MARTINO - MONTENEVE		MOSO IN PASSIRIA, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1309		IT		LATEMAR		NOVA PONENTE, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1310		IT		CORVARA II 		SARENTINO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1311		IT		TERLANO		TERLANO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1312		IT		WOLF (VALLARSA)		NOVA PONENTE, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1313		IT		RABENSTEIN (CORVARA)		SARENTINO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1314		IT		SCHNEEBERG (MONTENEVE)		MOSO IN PASSIRIA, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1315		IT		PREDOI		PREDOI, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1316		IT		RIO DANZA		RENON, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1317		IT		EGGERTHAL (VAL D`EGA)		BOLZANO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1318		IT		PFUNDERERBERG GARNSTEIN		VILLANDRO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1319		IT		QUAIRA (CASE PRATO)		NOVA LEVANTE, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1320		IT		PIANCIANO EST		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1321		IT		PIAN AUTA		VITERBO, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1322		IT		PIAN DELL`ORGANO		TARQUINIA, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1323		IT		PRATO DEL CASONE		CERVETERI, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1324		IT		PIANCIANO NUOVA		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1325		IT		BACCALA`		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1326		IT		LE QUERCETTE DI MONTE LORETO		ROMA, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1327		IT		CASALE DI MEZZANO		VALENTANO, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1328		IT		PIANCIANO		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1329		IT		ROCCACCIA  - POGGIO DELLA STELLA		ALLUMIERE, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1330		IT		MONTICELLI -  MONTE GROTTA		COLLE SAN MAGNO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1331		IT		MONTALBO		FONDI, LATINA, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1332		IT		LE FORNACI		MONTE SAN GIOVANNI CAMPANO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1333		IT		MORTALE		CASALATTICO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1334		IT		S. DOMENICO		COLLEPARDO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1335		IT		MONTE DELLE FATE		TOLFA, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1336		IT		LAGO DI BURANO CHIARONE - PESCIA ROMANA		MONTALTO DI CASTRO, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1337		IT		ROVINE DI FERENTO SUD		VITORCHIANO, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1338		IT		CASTAGNETO DELLA TRINITA`		ALLUMIERE, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1339		IT		MONTE COLIUCCIO		GUARCINO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1340		IT		PIANCIANO OVEST		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITNd		ITMetallic minerals		1341		IT		CASALI		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Nd		Metallic minerals

		ITND		ITMetallic minerals		1342		IT		LE CASCINE		MEZZANEGO, GENOVA, LIGURIA		ND		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1343		IT		ROSSOLA (Est - Ovest)		BONASSOLA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1344		IT		GAMBATESA NUOVA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITND		ITMetallic minerals		1345		IT		BARDENETO-MONTE CAPRA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		ND		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1346		IT		TRE MONTI (MONTE ZENONE)		CASARZA LIGURE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1347		IT		LIBIOLA 1		SESTRI LEVANTE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1348		IT		CROSA RIO SECCO		BARDINETO, SAVONA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1349		IT		NASCIO MONTE BIANCO		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1350		IT		NERIVE - PRINCIPI		BARDINETO, SAVONA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1351		IT		GAMBATESA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1352		IT		COSTA 		FRAMURA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1353		IT		MONTE LORETO		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITND		1354		IT		MONTE LORETO 2		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1355		IT		MONTE LORETO 3		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1356		IT		MONTE LORETO 4		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1357		IT		MONTE LORETO 5		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1358		IT		FOCE		FRAMURA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1359		IT		CERCHIARA		PIGNONE, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITND		ITMetallic minerals		1360		IT		LA FRANCESCA		BONASSOLA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		ND		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITND		1361		IT		CASSAGNA A		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1362		IT		CASSAGNA B		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1363		IT		GAMBATESA SCRAVA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1364		IT		LIBIOLA 2		SESTRI LEVANTE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1365		IT		LIBIOLA 3		SESTRI LEVANTE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1366		IT		LIBIOLA 4		SESTRI LEVANTE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1367		IT		MONTE ALPE 		CASARZA LIGURE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITND		1368		IT		MONTE COPELLO - REPPIA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1369		IT		MONTE PORCILE (TRE MONTI)		MAISSANA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1370		IT		NASCIO MONTE BIANCO - MOLINELLO		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITOther		ITMetallic minerals		1371		IT		MONTE BOSSEA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Other		Metallic minerals

		ITOther		ITMetallic minerals		1372		IT		MONTE MESCO		LEVANTO, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Other		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1373		IT		TRIPI		ALI`, MESSINA, SICILIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1374		IT		CROCEFIA		BORGETTO, PALERMO, SICILIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1375		IT		GIAMPILIERI		MESSINA, MESSINA, SICILIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1376		IT		PETRULLI E PENDENTE		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1377		IT		TABUNA LIMMER		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1378		IT		STREPPENOSA		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1379		IT		CASTELLUCCIO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1380		IT		RINAZZO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1381		IT		TABUNA SPIRDI		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1382		IT		SCHEMBARI		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1383		IT		FOSSITELLA		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1384		IT		TABUNA		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1385		IT		DIRUBATO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1386		IT		CORTOLILLO A.B.C.D.		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1387		IT		TABUNA CORTOLILLO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1388		IT		FONTANELLE		CASTELVETRANO, TRAPANI, SICILIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1389		IT		ROCCA SARACENA		MONTAGNAREALE, MESSINA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1390		IT		MATARAZZO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1391		IT		MONTEDORO		RACALMUTO, AGRIGENTO, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1392		IT		MILENA		MILENA, CALTANISSETTA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1393		IT		SAN CATALDO BOSCO		SAN CATALDO, CALTANISSETTA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1394		IT		RACALMUTO EX ISPEA		RACALMUTO, CALTANISSETTA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1395		IT		PASQUASIA		ENNA, CALTANISSETTA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1396		IT		SANTO SPIRITO I		ABBATEGGIO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1397		IT		S. GIORGIO I		SAN VALENTINO IN ABRUZZO CITERIORE, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1398		IT		CUNICELLE		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1399		IT		S. LIBERATA		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1400		IT		FONTE		MANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1401		IT		FONTICELLE		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Bitumen

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1402		IT		CUSANO		SAN VALENTINO IN ABRUZZO CITERIORE, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1403		IT		LETTOMANOPPELLO (Conc. Comunale)		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1404		IT		PRATEDONICA		CARAMANICO TERME, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1405		IT		CESE		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1406		IT		ACQUAFREDDA I		ROCCAMORICE, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1407		IT		S. POTITO		OVINDOLI, L`AQUILA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

								

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
there are 86 closed sites in Ireland. According to their extractive industries registry, only 1 is considered to be affected by Art 20		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1408		IT		SALAFOSSA		SAN PIETRO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1409		IT		CASAROTTI		TORREBELVICINO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1410		IT		VALLIMPERINA		RIVAMONTE AGORDINO, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1411		IT		MONTE RUSIANA		AURONZO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1412		IT		GRIGNA		AURONZO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1413		IT		PIANDABARCO		AURONZO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1414		IT		ARGENTIERA		AURONZO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1415		IT		CASTELLO		TORREBELVICINO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1416		IT		MONTAURO		TORREBELVICINO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic, fuels)		1417		IT		PULLI 		VALDAGNO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic, fuels)

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
fuels=bitumen

																

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Bitumen		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Bitumen		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
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Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Phosphate		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
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Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Bitumen		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1418		IT		LOMBARDO		TORREBELVICINO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1419		IT		VALLE DELL'AGNELLO		COLLE SANTA LUCIA, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITND		1420		IT		VALLALTA		GOSALDO, BELLUNO, VENETO		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1421		IT		ARBAX 		CHALLAND-SAINT-ANSELME, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1422		IT		PIERE (SETTARME CHASSANT)		EMARESE, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1423		IT		CLOT DE BARNE		ARNAD, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1424		IT		HERIN		CHAMPDEPRAZ, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1425		IT		SACHE (O CHASSES)		CHALLAND-SAINT-VICTOR, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1426		IT		COGNE (LICONI)		COGNE, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1427		IT		PROMISE (BIOLLEY)		LA THUILE, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1428		IT		PIETRA MORTA 		ISSOGNE, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1429		IT		ARNAZ LE VIEUX 		VERRES, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1430		IT		PRESLONG (OLLOMONT)		OLLOMONT, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1431		IT		MASTRICARRO		CATANZARO, CATANZARO, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1432		IT		TORBIDO (MINIERA DI MACARIACE)		MAMMOLA, REGGIO CALABRIA, CALABRIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1433		IT		PAZZANO FIATERIA - MONTE STELLA - CAVURA		PAZZANO, REGGIO CALABRIA, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1434		IT		COLLE PALLONE - COZZICA		GIMIGLIANO, CATANZARO, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1435		IT		CAMMARELLE		MORMANNO, COSENZA, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1436		IT		MONCERVIERO DI MELISCIO		MORMANNO, COSENZA, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1437		IT		MORELLI - CARICCHIO		MORMANNO, COSENZA, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITMetallic minerals		1438		IT		RAIBL (MONTE RE`)		TARVISIO, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Pond		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1439		IT		MONTE AVANZA		FORNI AVOLTRI, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1440		IT		RAIBL I, II, III		TARVISIO, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1441		IT		AUPA		MOGGIO UDINESE, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1442		IT		MONTE COCCO		MALBORGHETTO VALBRUNA, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1443		IT		CANNETO GRONDANA		FERRIERE, PIACENZA, EMILIA-ROMAGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1444		IT		VIGONZANO		FARINI, PIACENZA, EMILIA-ROMAGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1445		IT		LA FOCE		BOJANO, CAMPOBASSO, MOLISE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1446		PT		Alcaria Queimada		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1447		PT		Aparis		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1448		PT		Azeiteiros (Herdade dos)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1449		PT		Barrigão		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1450		PT		Bofeta		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1451		PT		Bugalho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1452		PT		Caeirinha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1453		PT		Defesa das Mercês		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1454		PT		Ferrarias		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1455		PT		Miguel Vacas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1456		PT		Mociços		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1457		PT		Mostardeira		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1458		PT		Talhadas (Mina do Carvalhal)		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1459		PT		Tinoca		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1460		PT		Chaminé		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1461		PT		Escádia Grande		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1462		PT		França		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTHeap		PTPrecious metals		1463		PT		Freixeda		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Precious metals

		PTHeap		PTPrecious metals		1464		PT		Jales		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1465		PT		Monfortinho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1466		PT		Poço das Freitas		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTHeap		PTPrecious metals		1467		PT		Santo António (Penedono)		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1468		PT		Três Minas		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1469		PT		Vieiros (Penedono)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1470		PT		Alto do Sião (Vila Cova)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1471		PT		Alvito		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1472		PT		Azenhas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1473		PT		Costas do Marão/Maria Isabel		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1474		PT		Moncorvo		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1475		PT		Monges		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1476		PT		Nogueirinha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1477		PT		Orada		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1478		PT		Balôco		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1479		PT		Braçal		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1480		PT		Ceife (Palão)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1481		PT		Coval da Mó e Bocanha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1482		PT		Malhada		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1483		PT		Palhal		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1484		PT		Pinheiro		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1485		PT		Santa Leucádia		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1486		PT		Terramonte		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1487		PT		Várzea (Cavaleiros)		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1488		PT		Várzea de Trevões		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1489		PT		Balança		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1490		PT		Cercal / Rosalgar		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1491		PT		Eira do Brejo - Alcoutim		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1492		PT		Ferragudo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1493		PT		Lagoas do Paço		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1494		PT		Martinelo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1495		PT		Monte dos Mestres		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1496		PT		Saramaga		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1497		PT		Argemela		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1498		PT		Argozelo		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1499		PT		Bessa		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1500		PT		Cume		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1501		PT		Góis – Vale Pião		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1502		PT		Gourim		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1503		PT		Lagares - Rebentão		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1504		PT		Montesinho		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1505		PT		Ordes		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1506		PT		Rio de Frades		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1507		PT		Santa Eulália		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1508		PT		São Martinho da Angueira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1509		PT		Serra de Bois		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1510		PT		Tuela		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1511		PT		Vieiros		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1512		PT		Adória		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1513		PT		Almendreiras		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1514		PT		Barca d' Alva		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1515		PT		Bejanca		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1516		PT		Borralha		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1517		PT		Carris		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1518		PT		Chãs nº 3		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1519		PT		Covas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1520		PT		Fonte Santa		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1521		PT		Freixo de Numão		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1522		PT		Góis – Srª da Guia		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1523		PT		Ladeira das Vinhas		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1524		PT		Massueime		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1525		PT		Mata da Rainha		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1526		PT		Murçós		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1527		PT		Peixeiro		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1528		PT		Pintor		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1529		PT		Pousadela 		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1530		PT		Regoufe		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1531		PT		Ribeira		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1532		PT		Sarzedas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1533		PT		Tarouca		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1534		PT		Torrão da Moita		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1535		PT		Vale das Gatas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1536		PT		Cabeço do Pião 		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1537		PT		A. do Cavalo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1538		PT		Alto da Rasa		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1539		PT		Alto da Várzea		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1540		PT		Barracão (Fábrica)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1541		PT		Barroca Funda		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1542		PT		Barrôco D. Frango		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1543		PT		Barrôco I		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1544		PT		Bica		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1545		PT		Canto do Lagar		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1546		PT		Carrasca		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1547		PT		Carril		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1548		PT		Castelejo		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1549		PT		Coitos		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1550		PT		Corga de Valbom		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1551		PT		Corguinha e Prazos		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1552		PT		Cótimos		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1553		PT		Cruz da Faia		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1554		PT		Cunha Baixa		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1555		PT		Ervideira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1556		PT		Espinho		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1557		PT		Ferreiros		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1558		PT		Fontainhas - Gradiz		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1559		PT		Fonte Velha		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1560		PT		Fontinha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1561		PT		Formiga		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1562		PT		Forte Velho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1563		PT		Freixinho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1564		PT		Freixiosa		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1565		PT		Lenteiros		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1566		PT		Luz		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1567		PT		Maria Dónis		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1568		PT		Mestras		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1569		PT		Mondego Sul		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1570		PT		Mortórios		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1571		PT		Pai Moniz		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1572		PT		Pedreiros		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1573		PT		Pêra do Moço		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1574		PT		Picoto		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1575		PT		Pinhal do Souto		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1576		PT		Póvoa de Cervães		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1577		PT		Prado Velho		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1578		PT		Quinta das Seixas		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1579		PT		Quinta do Bispo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1580		PT		Reboleiro		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1581		PT		Ribeira do Bôco		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1582		PT		Ribeira do Ferro		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1583		PT		Rosmaneira		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1584		PT		São Domingos (Barrôco do Ouro)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1585		PT		Senhora das Fontes		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1586		PT		Sentinela		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1587		PT		Sevilha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1588		PT		Tapada dos Mercados		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1589		PT		Tentinolho		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTPond and heap		PTMetallic minerals		1590		PT		Urgeiriça		Not indicated in the inventory		Pond and heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1591		PT		Valdante		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1592		PT		Vale Covo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1593		PT		Vale da Abrutiga		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1594		PT		Vale da Videira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1595		PT		Vale d'Arca		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1596		PT		Vale do Tamão		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1597		PT		Vales		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1598		PT		Algares de Portel		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1599		PT		Preguiça		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1600		PT		Vila Ruiva		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTNon-metallic minerals		1601		PT		Banjas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1602		PT		Cortes Pereira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1603		PT		Grou		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1604		PT		Gouveia de Baixo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1605		PT		Segura		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTCoal		1606		PT		Moinho da Ordem		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Coal

		PTHeap		PTCoal		1607		PT		Pejão - Germunde		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Coal

		PTHeap		PTCoal		1608		PT		São Pedro da Cova		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Coal

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1609		PT		Algaré		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1610		PT		Aljustrel-Algares		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1611		PT		Caeira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1612		PT		Caveira		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1613		PT		Chança		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1614		PT		Juliana		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1615		PT		Lousal		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1616		PT		Montinho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1617		PT		Reveza		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1618		PT		São Domingos		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1619		PT		Arado do Castanheiro		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1620		PT		Raseira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1621		PT		Tapada do Lobo 2		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ROPond		ROND		1622		RO		VALEA CIOTOROGULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1623		RO		BOCSA 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1624		RO		VALEA PORCULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1625		RO		ANIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1626		RO		VALEA LUPONII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1627		RO		HEREPEIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1628		RO		LUNCA MURESULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1629		RO		NUCET		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1630		RO		SANTIMBRU - SANCRAIENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1631		RO		ALTIN TEPE IAZ 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1632		RO		ALTIN TEPE IAZ 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1633		RO		LUNCSOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1634		RO		VALEA ZLATINA N1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1635		RO		VALEA ZLATINA N2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1636		RO		TARNICIOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1637		RO		VALEA SARTASULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1638		RO		VALEA CUTII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1639		RO		VALEA GLODULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1640		RO		BLOAJA - BAIUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1641		RO		NOVAT - NOVICIOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1642		RO		MALAINI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1643		RO		ROVINA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1644		RO		RIBITA CURTENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1645		RO		VALEA SALISTEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1646		RO		GURA ROSIEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1647		RO		COLBU I, II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1648		RO		DUMITRELU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1649		RO		VALEA HOATERULUI (BAIA DE ARAMA)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1650		RO		PLOPIS - RACHITELE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1651		RO		FAGUL CETATII - IAZ BALAN No4		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1652		RO		IAZUL D2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1653		RO		BALAN 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1654		RO		VRANICIOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1655		RO		VALEA DEVEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1656		RO		IAZ AVARII V. DEVEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1657		RO		IAZUL D1+D3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1658		RO		VALEA ZLATNA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1659		RO		VALEA MEALU IAZ No2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1660		RO		VALEA MIRESULUI IAZ 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1661		RO		TAUTII DE SUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1662		RO		DEALUL NEGRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1663		RO		PARAUL CAILOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1664		RO		TAUSANI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1665		RO		VALEA CARBUNELUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1666		RO		VALEA PODULUI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1667		RO		VALEA PODULUI 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1668		RO		BRAZESTI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1669		RO		SASCA MONTANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1670		RO		BOZANTA REMIN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1671		RO		BLOAJA - AVARII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1672		RO		OSTRA A, B, C		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1673		RO		POARTA VECHE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1674		RO		CETATUIA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1675		RO		VALEA STRAJA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1676		RO		BALAN 2 SI 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1677		RO		BALAN 3A		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1678		RO		SASAR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1679		RO		HARGITA IAZ 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1680		RO		HARGHITA IAZ 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1681		RO		DOBRESTI 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1682		RO		DOBRESTI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1683		RO		CHISTAG		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1684		RO		PEORDA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1685		RO		PETRILA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1686		RO		BAIA DE FIER		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1687		RO		VALEA HAJULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1688		RO		IARA FAGETUL IERII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1689		RO		BAISOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1690		RO		GAL 0m PACEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1691		RO		GAL B.CUV.DOMNULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1692		RO		GAL CONCORDIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1693		RO		BAIA ROSIE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1694		RO		CATU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1695		RO		GAL MIHAI+130		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1696		RO		GAL NOROCUL NESPERAT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1697		RO		GAL SIGISMUND		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1698		RO		STEFANIA DE SUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1699		RO		PROGRESU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1700		RO		VERKES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1701		RO		IRINA RACOSI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1702		RO		IULIANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1703		RO		AFINIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1704		RO		AURORA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1705		RO		GAURI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1706		RO		VALEA VERDE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1707		RO		GAL 23 AUG		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1708		RO		CIRNICEL 910		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1709		RO		GAL NAPOLEON +984M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1710		RO		GAL NAPOLEON +954M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1711		RO		MANESTI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1712		RO		GAL + 887m		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1713		RO		GAL +938m		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1714		RO		PARAUL CORBULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1715		RO		PIATRA CORBULUIU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1716		RO		HOP		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1717		RO		ZONA GAURI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1718		RO		RAPA ALBA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1719		RO		RAKOSI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1720		RO		GAL DE COASTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1721		RO		GAURI 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1722		RO		GAURI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1723		RO		PIATRA CORBULUI 1a		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1724		RO		PIATRA CORBULUI 1B		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1725		RO		PIATRA CORBULUI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1726		RO		ROSTOGOL COLECTOR NAPOLEON		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1727		RO		IPEG (895 SI +907)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1728		RO		VOLBURA CANTALISTE SI CORNURI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1729		RO		VOLBURA CANTALISTE EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1730		RO		CARNICEL ORIZ 941		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1731		RO		CARNICEL ORIZ 907		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1732		RO		CARNICEL ORIZ 885		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1733		RO		GAL HANES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1734		RO		HAL RUNCU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1735		RO		GAL LARGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1736		RO		GAL 1 MAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1737		RO		GAL 23 AUGUST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1738		RO		GAL X BABEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1739		RO		GAL STANIJA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1740		RO		BREAZA SUPERIOR +850,8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1741		RO		BREAZA SUPERIOR +850,9		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1742		RO		VALEA LUNGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1743		RO		PRELUCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1744		RO		VICTORIA I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1745		RO		GAL DUMITRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1746		RO		GAL HOREA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1747		RO		CHENES INFERIOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1748		RO		MESTECENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1749		RO		MOTOCEASCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1750		RO		BARBURA 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1751		RO		NEAGU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1752		RO		CIRES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1753		RO		ARIENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1754		RO		GAL 820		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1755		RO		VICTORIA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1756		RO		CHENES SUPERIOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1757		RO		ALEXA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1758		RO		CONCORDIA SUPERIOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1759		RO		HANES INCINTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1760		RO		METESAN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1761		RO		MUNCACEASCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1762		RO		NICOLAE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1763		RO		PETRU SI PAVEL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1764		RO		PLUMBEASCA I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1765		RO		PLUMBEASCA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1766		RO		GAL PODUL IONULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1767		RO		COLT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1768		RO		MAGURA NEAGRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1769		RO		ORIZ II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1770		RO		ORIZ V		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1771		RO		ORIZ IV		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1772		RO		ORIZ III		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1773		RO		GAL LUNCSOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1774		RO		GAL MERISOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1775		RO		ORIZ I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1776		RO		DEASUPRA ORIZ I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1777		RO		CARIERA DE RAMBLEU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1778		RO		PLATFORMA IPEG		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1779		RO		ZONA P. PLAMANILOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1780		RO		ORIZ VI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1781		RO		INCINTA BRUSTURI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1782		RO		ZONA P MERISOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1783		RO		PUTUL 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1784		RO		PUTUL 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1785		RO		INTERMEDIARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1786		RO		HALDA FAGETUL IERII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1787		RO		HALDA 5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1788		RO		PUTUL 4, 5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1789		RO		GHEORGHE 281		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1790		RO		UNGURELU ORIZ 425		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1791		RO		ORIZ 475		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1792		RO		STINAPARI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1793		RO		ORIZONT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1794		RO		PUT STINAPARI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1795		RO		TUNEL VALEA SEACA 175		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1796		RO		STINAPARI ORIZ 375		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1797		RO		ORIZ 1133		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1798		RO		ORIZ 1093		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1799		RO		ORIZ 1053 NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1800		RO		ORIZ 1019		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1801		RO		ORIZ 1053 SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1802		RO		ORIZ 1017		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1803		RO		ORIZ 917		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1804		RO		ORIZ 914		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1805		RO		ORIZ 400		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1806		RO		ORIZ 860		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1807		RO		ORIZ 330		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1808		RO		ORIZ 900		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1809		RO		RIZ 820		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1810		RO		ORIZ 782		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1811		RO		ORIZ 742		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1812		RO		ORIZ 705		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1813		RO		ORIZ 658		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1814		RO		WILHEM		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1815		RO		ORIZ 614		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1816		RO		ORIZ 625		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1817		RO		ORIZ 680		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1818		RO		ORIZ 730		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1819		RO		ORIZ 780		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1820		RO		ORIZ 811		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1821		RO		PAULUS STERIL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1822		RO		TEREZIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1823		RO		RECHENSTEIN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1824		RO		IULIANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1825		RO		URSOANEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1826		RO		FERDINAND		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1827		RO		PAULUS MINEREU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1828		RO		COPILET		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1829		RO		GAL 13		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1830		RO		GAL MARIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1831		RO		GRIZ INTERMEDIAR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1832		RO		GAL 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1833		RO		GAL 6L		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1834		RO		GAL 9		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1835		RO		GAL 10+11		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1836		RO		GAL 15		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1837		RO		GAL 7		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1838		RO		GAL 14		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1839		RO		PUT EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1840		RO		GAL ANTONIU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1841		RO		GAL IGNATUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1842		RO		INCINTA PUT CENTRAL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1843		RO		GAL BRADATEL III		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1844		RO		GAL 12		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1845		RO		GAL BRADATEL II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1846		RO		GAL LADISLAU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1847		RO		GAL 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1848		RO		GAL 12 BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1849		RO		GURA BARZA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1850		RO		VALEA BLOJULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1851		RO		DEALUL FETII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1852		RO		HARGAGANI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1853		RO		GAL ANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1854		RO		GAL BARZA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1855		RO		GAL MARIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1856		RO		GAL XXVII TR ROMANE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1857		RO		GAL LUNA AURORA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1858		RO		GAL ANTONIO V. ARSULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1859		RO		PUT CENTRAL HIRNIC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1860		RO		PUT AERAJ MAGURA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1861		RO		ZDRAHOLT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1862		RO		CLARA CARPEN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1863		RO		GEORGE V. ARSULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1864		RO		CIRESATA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1865		RO		ULMEN CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1866		RO		SCURSURA CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1867		RO		FISPENEASA CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1868		RO		TRAIAN CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1869		RO		ADAM NOU CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1870		RO		LUNCA CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1871		RO		VECHI CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1872		RO		12 APOSTOLI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1873		RO		CAINELUL DE SUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1874		RO		SECTOR I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1875		RO		SECTOR II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1876		RO		SECTOR III		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1877		RO		SECTOR IV		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1878		RO		BERNARD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1879		RO		GAL A+B SECTOR IV		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1880		RO		LEOPOLD BOCSA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1881		RO		GAL MARIA BOCSA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1882		RO		ORIZ 650 BOCSA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1883		RO		ORIZ BAIAGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1884		RO		CORANDA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1885		RO		V BAIAGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1886		RO		TINA NEAGRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1887		RO		BARBURA I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1888		RO		CARIERA LEOPOLD 759		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1889		RO		DEPOZIT EXPLOZIV BOCSA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1890		RO		ORIZONT 600		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1891		RO		ORIZONT 550		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1892		RO		CORANDA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1893		RO		DEALUL GROZEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1894		RO		SECTOR BAIAGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1895		RO		GAL CORANDA 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1896		RO		GAL CORANDA 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1897		RO		GAL BARBURA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1898		RO		VALEA IBERII 620		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1899		RO		ORIZ 648		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1900		RO		PUT NR 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1901		RO		VALEA BANII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1902		RO		DEALUL MARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1903		RO		FRONTUL 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1904		RO		VALEA PODULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1905		RO		VALEA NICOLSON		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1906		RO		VALEA CASELOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1907		RO		GAL 150M BOLCANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1908		RO		GAL 200M BOLCANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1909		RO		GAL 100M BOLCANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1910		RO		GAL 50M BOLCANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1911		RO		G GRMM TROITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1912		RO		CRACUINESTI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1913		RO		DEPOZIT EXPLOZIV DEVA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1914		RO		GAL 7 NOIEMBRE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1915		RO		GAL DECEBAL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1916		RO		FLOTATIE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1917		RO		TUNEL COND INTRARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1918		RO		TUNEL COND IESIRE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1919		RO		GAL 0m PACEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1920		RO		PARAUL BAII VORTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1921		RO		V HIESUS VORTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1922		RO		PUTUL 1 VORTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1923		RO		PUTUL 2 VORTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1924		RO		PARAUL MERILOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1925		RO		PUT VETEL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1926		RO		GAL IX VETEL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1927		RO		1 MAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1928		RO		FLIMON SARBU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1929		RO		GAL 120M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1930		RO		ORIZ X EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1931		RO		ORIZ X VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1932		RO		GAL MELTES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1933		RO		GAL IX		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1934		RO		GAL VIII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1935		RO		GAL 6 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1936		RO		PUT NR 1FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1937		RO		GAL 4 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1938		RO		GAL 5 PUTUL 5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1939		RO		GAL 1 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1940		RO		PUT II FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1941		RO		GAL 11 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1942		RO		GAL 16 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1943		RO		GAL RUTOK 0		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1944		RO		GAL RUTOK 50		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1945		RO		GAL RUTOK 110		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1946		RO		GAL SIPOS 0M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1947		RO		GAL SIPOS 60M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1948		RO		GAL SIPOS 135M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1949		RO		GAL SIPOS 185M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1950		RO		GAL FERDINAND WETTER		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1951		RO		GAL OLT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1952		RO		PUT N1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1953		RO		PUT CENTRAL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1954		RO		CAROL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1955		RO		SANTIMBRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1956		RO		ORIZ I405		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1957		RO		ORIZ II 370		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1958		RO		FUTUL 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1959		RO		FUT CENTRAL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1960		RO		DEALUL NEGRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1961		RO		PR BOZARCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1962		RO		CORNU NEDEII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1963		RO		MACARISU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1964		RO		ORIZ 1410		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1965		RO		ORIZ 1350		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1966		RO		ORIZ 1485		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1967		RO		1460		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1968		RO		ORIZ 1380		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1969		RO		23 AUGUST, CO0STA 1044,5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1970		RO		MARGARETA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1971		RO		PURJARET 453		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1972		RO		PURJARET 405		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1973		RO		PURJARET 353		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1974		RO		GALBENA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1975		RO		VALEA MARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1976		RO		COROANA DE AUR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1977		RO		VENTILATOR 502		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1978		RO		BRAZI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1979		RO		MIHAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1980		RO		IAZ DECANTARE VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1981		RO		BORZAS 378		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1982		RO		BORZAS VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1983		RO		ADAM CREMENEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1984		RO		SOFIA 290		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1985		RO		PUT 2 DEALUL CRUCII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1986		RO		VALEA VICLEANULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1987		RO		HALDA VECHE 373		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1988		RO		HALDA NOUA 370		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1989		RO		HALDA 510		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1990		RO		HALDA 560		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1991		RO		MATEI I 450		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1992		RO		BONAE SPEI, 450		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1993		RO		VALEA CUTEI 800		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1994		RO		VALEA SASAR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1995		RO		HALDA G2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1996		RO		HALDA G3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1997		RO		CREMENEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1998		RO		DEPOZIT G3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1999		RO		HALDA DE RAMBLEU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2000		RO		HALDA CENTRALA TER		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2001		RO		GUTIN II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2002		RO		VARVARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2003		RO		GOTILEB		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2004		RO		SUIOR VEST GUTIN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2005		RO		BREINER		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2006		RO		GALERIA 812		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2007		RO		GALERIA 843		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2008		RO		GALERIA HELMUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2009		RO		VARATEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2010		RO		PIATRA VARATEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2011		RO		GALERIA VARATEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2012		RO		GALERIA XIII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2013		RO		GALERIA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2014		RO		GALERIA IX		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2015		RO		GALERIA XIII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2016		RO		GALERIA XI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2017		RO		GALERIA XII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2018		RO		CARIERA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2019		RO		HALDA DE STERIL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2020		RO		HALDA ORIZ 800		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2021		RO		HALDA ORIZ 850		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2022		RO		HALDA ORIZ 900		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2023		RO		HALDA ORIZ 950		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2024		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1000		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2025		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1050		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2026		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1100		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2027		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1150		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2028		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1200		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2029		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1340		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2030		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1300		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2031		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1240		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2032		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1185		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2033		RO		HALDA CARIERA OITA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2034		RO		HALDA OITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2035		RO		HALDA ORIZ 850 TOLOVAN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2036		RO		HALDA ORIZ 900 TOLOVAN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2037		RO		HALDA ARGESTRUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2038		RO		HALDA 1 ARSITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2039		RO		HALDA 2 ARSITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2040		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1159DEALU RUSULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2041		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1290DEALU RUSULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2042		RO		HALDA CARIERA ULM		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2043		RO		HALDA DEALU NEGRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2044		RO		HALDA PUT HUMBOLD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2045		RO		HALDA ARSENEASA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2046		RO		HALDA ORIZ 790 PUT PRASCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2047		RO		HALDA ORIZ 740 PRASCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2048		RO		HALDA CARIERA MANAILA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2049		RO		HALDA GALERIA ISIPOAIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2050		RO		HALDA MAGISTRALE NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2051		RO		HALDA P USRULUI INCINTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2052		RO		HALDA PUT 7		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2053		RO		HALDA GAL 36 (AERAJ)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2054		RO		HALDA ORIZONT 930 ALUNIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2055		RO		HALDA CARIERA OSTRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2056		RO		HALDA PINU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2057		RO		HALDA PUTUROSU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2058		RO		HALDA ILVA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2059		RO		HALDA DUMITRELU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2060		RO		HALDA GAL 27E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2061		RO		HALDA GAL 27W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2062		RO		HALDA GAL A		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2063		RO		HALDA GAL 11E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2064		RO		HALDA GAL 11W (GURA SUD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2065		RO		HALDA GAL 11W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2066		RO		HALDA GAL B		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2067		RO		HALDA GAL 28E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2068		RO		HALDA GAL 28W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2069		RO		HALDA GAL C		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2070		RO		HALDA GAL D		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2071		RO		HALDA GAL 7E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2072		RO		HALDA GAL 7		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2073		RO		HALDA GAL 33		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2074		RO		HALDA GAL 29		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2075		RO		HALDA GAL 75-1100		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2076		RO		HALDA GAL 39		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2077		RO		HALDA GAL 41		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2078		RO		HALDA GAL 3E+3W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2079		RO		HALDA GAL 34S		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2080		RO		HALDA GAL 32S		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2081		RO		HALDA GAL 9		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2082		RO		HALDA GAL 1-90-26		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2083		RO		HALDA GAL 37		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2084		RO		HALDA GAL 1-90-20		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2085		RO		HALDA GAL 38		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2086		RO		HALDA GAL 19		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2087		RO		HALDA GAL 1-84-149 MINA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2088		RO		HALDA GAL 31 PUZDRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2089		RO		HALDA MINA DE RAMBLEU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2090		RO		HALDA GAL 1090 (GURA SUD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2091		RO		HALDA GAL 1090 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2092		RO		HALDA GAL 1040 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2093		RO		HALDA GAL 990 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2094		RO		HALDA GAL 940 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2095		RO		HALDA GAL 900 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2096		RO		HALDA GAL 920 PARAUL CASEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2097		RO		HALDA GAL 920 NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2098		RO		HALDA GAL 970		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2099		RO		HALDA GAL 970 SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2100		RO		HALDA GAL 1020 NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2101		RO		HALDA GAL 1020 SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2102		RO		HALDA GAL 1070 NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2103		RO		HALDA GAL HOLDITA 1-88-122 PUT 10		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2104		RO		HALDA GAL 1-80-01 PUZDRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2105		RO		HALDA GAL 1-75-01 PUZDRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2106		RO		HALDA GAL 3 OSTRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2107		RO		HALDA GAL 23 TARNITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2108		RO		HALDA GAL 18 CRUCEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2109		RO		HALDA GAL 2 MESTECANIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2110		RO		HALDA GAL 6 MESTECANIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2111		RO		HALDA APELE ALBE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2112		RO		HALDA TEREZIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2113		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2114		RO		HALDA SUVOROV W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2115		RO		HALDA SUVOROV E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2116		RO		HALDA VALEA MARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2117		RO		HALDA VALEA MARE METEO		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2118		RO		HALDA FANTANELE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2119		RO		HALDA MOLIBDEN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2120		RO		HALDA GALERIA 8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2121		RO		HALDA GALERIA 930/1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2122		RO		HALDA PUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2123		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1 SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2124		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1 SUD CAP		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2125		RO		GALERIA 5+14 TROACA GAVANULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2126		RO		HALDA 5CAP CRACU RAU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2127		RO		HALDA 5+14+1 BIS CRACU RAU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2128		RO		HALDA 6 CRACU RAU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2129		RO		HALDA PUT BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2130		RO		HALDA 1-30 BIS BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2131		RO		HALDA GALERIA 3 BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2132		RO		HALDA GALERIA 3+30 SI 3+40 BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2133		RO		HALDA GALERIA 13+7 BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2134		RO		HALDA GALERIA 6 BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2135		RO		HALDA GALERIA 7 LIVEZI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2136		RO		HALDA GALERIA 10 LIVEZI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2137		RO		HALDA POIANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2138		RO		HALDA GALERIA XVI BIS + 13 ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2139		RO		HALDA GALERIA XI ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2140		RO		HALDA GALERIA 6 ARIES SI GALERIA ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2141		RO		HALDA GALERIA 12 ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2142		RO		HALDA GALERIA 10 N ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2143		RO		HALDA GALERIA 14 SI 16W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2144		RO		HALDA GALERIA X BIS WEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2145		RO		HALDA DIBARZ		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2146		RO		HALDA GAL 23 SI 23 NVSI 38		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2147		RO		HALDA GALERIA 11 BAITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2148		RO		HALDA VALEA CALULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2149		RO		ALDA VALEA BUTCII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2150		RO		HALDA CLUB		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2151		RO		HALDA SITA COMERCIALA SI RECOMERCIALA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2152		RO		HALDE DE STERIL AMONTE DE PLANUL INCLINAT PALA LA GALERIA 3 VALEA CALULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2153		RO		HALDA COMPLEXUL NOU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2154		RO		HALDA VERSANTUL STANG V MICA (COMPLEXUL NOU)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2155		RO		HALDA GALERIA 45-BAIA MINEIRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2156		RO		HALDA PARAUL STANCII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2157		RO		HALDA PR LUPULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2158		RO		HALDA COMPLEX VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2159		RO		HALDA GALERIA PACEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2160		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1-2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2161		RO		HALDA GALERIA 12		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2162		RO		HALDA GALERIA 14		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2163		RO		HALDA GALERIA 14		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2164		RO		HALDA GALERIA 15BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2165		RO		HALDA GALERIA 15		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2166		RO		HALDA GALERIA 17		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2167		RO		HALDA GALERIA 18		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2168		RO		HALDA GALERIA 19		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2169		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2170		RO		HALDA GALERIA 21		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2171		RO		HALDA GALERIA 22		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2172		RO		HALDA GALERIA 23		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2173		RO		HALDA GALERIA 24		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2174		RO		HALDA GALERIA 25		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2175		RO		HALDA GALERIA 26		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2176		RO		HALDA GALERIA 27		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2177		RO		HALDA GALERIA 2BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2178		RO		HALDA GALERIA 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2179		RO		HALDA GALERIA 4BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2180		RO		HALDA GALERIA 4		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2181		RO		HALDA GALERIA 5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2182		RO		HALDA GALERIA 6		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2183		RO		HALDA GALERIA 7		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2184		RO		HALDA GALERIA 8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2185		RO		HALDA GALERIA 8BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2186		RO		HALDA GALERIA 9		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2187		RO		HALDA GALERIA 9BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2188		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2189		RO		HALDA GALERIA 8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2190		RO		HALDA GALERIA 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2191		RO		HALDA GALERIA 20		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2192		RO		HALDA GALERIA 18		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2193		RO		HALDA GALERIA 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2194		RO		HALDA GALERIA 2EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2195		RO		HALDA GAL 4 CIUDANOVITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2196		RO		HALDA PUT 403M CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2197		RO		HALDA PUT1 419 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2198		RO		HALDA PUT1 409 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2199		RO		HALDA PUT1 410-415 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2200		RO		HALDA PUT1 315 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2201		RO		HALDA PUT1 418 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2202		RO		HALDA PUT 3 DOBREI S		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2203		RO		HALDA COZ 311 DOBREI S		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2204		RO		HALDA PUT 1 349 NATRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2205		RO		NALDA GALERIA 43 NATRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2206		RO		VALEA LUI COIRT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2207		RO		DEFOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2208		RO		2 EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2209		RO		UP PETRILA RAM 1,2,3,4		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2210		RO		PUT AUX N1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2211		RO		PLAN INCLINAT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2212		RO		PUT AUX N1+2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2213		RO		TERICON PA3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2214		RO		PUT AUX EST LIVEZENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2215		RO		TERICOANE PISCU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2216		RO		FUNICULAR SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2217		RO		PUT 7 VEST (HALDA VECHE)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2218		RO		PUT 7 VEST (TERRICOANE)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2219		RO		HALDA FUNICULAR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2220		RO		VALEA LUPULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2221		RO		TERICON COLA 360		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2222		RO		HALDA 2W, RAMURA SI RAMURA VECHE ILEANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2223		RO		HALDA RAMURA 1 SI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2224		RO		HALDA NOUA VICTORIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2225		RO		MIERLASU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2226		RO		GALERIA DE COASTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2227		RO		FUNICULAR VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2228		RO		COROIESTI RAM I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2229		RO		FUNICULAR VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2230		RO		PUT 8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2231		RO		MESTEACAN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2232		RO		TEBEA VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2233		RO		DAMBUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2234		RO		VIEZURENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2235		RO		DAMBU MARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2236		RO		MARTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2237		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA MANASTIRII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2238		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA LUPOITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2239		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA STEIC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2240		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA CERVENIEI 		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2241		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA ROCOAZELR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2242		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA POTANGU MIC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2243		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA STIUCANI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2244		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA SCOARTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2245		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA POLSTINA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2246		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA ROSIUTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2247		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA ROSIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2248		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA PESTEANA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2249		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA URDARI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2250		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA URDARI i		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2251		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA URDARI ii		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2252		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA PANGA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2253		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA BERBESTI VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2254		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA BERBESTI VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2255		RO		HALDA CAPUL PISCULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2256		RO		HALDA PESCAREASA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2257		RO		HALDA SLANIC NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2258		RO		HALDA RACOS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2259		RO		HALDA VARGHIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2260		RO		HALDA BODOS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2261		RO		HALDA BOBOTA I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2262		RO		HALDA ZAGHID EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2263		RO		HALDA ZAUAN CARASTELEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2264		RO		HALDA ZAGHID		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2265		RO		HALDA ZAGHID VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2266		RO		HALDA ZAUAN STR II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2267		RO		HALDA CUZAP		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2268		RO		HALDA TOPA DE CRIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2269		RO		HALDA BODOI SAT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2270		RO		HALDA BUDOI TUNEL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2271		RO		HALDA VAZARI SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2272		RO		HALDA VAZARI II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2273		RO		HALDA BORUMIACA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2274		RO		HALDA LAPOS SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2275		RO		HALDA LAPOS NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2276		RO		HALDA TROTUS 1 MAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2277		RO		HALDA CRACIUNESTI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2278		RO		HALDA LIVADA (ASAU)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2279		RO		HALDA VALEA GRECILOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2280		RO		HALDA VOICULET		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2281		RO		HALDA ULIOAIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2282		RO		HALDA PALANGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2283		RO		HALDA VALEA RUDEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2284		RO		HALDA MARGINEANCA EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2285		RO		HALDA VALEA PIPII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2286		RO		HALDA BORSEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2287		RO		HALDA MALUI ROSU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2288		RO		HALDA CIUCIUR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2289		RO		HALDA 1 MAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2290		RO		HALDA ASAU (RAFIRA LUMINA)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2291		RO		HALDA G15 (CRACIUNESTI)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2292		RO		HALDA G208 LAPOS NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2293		RO		HALDA INCINTA LAPOS SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2294		RO		HALDA LEORDA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2295		RO		HALDA SCARICICA (RAFINA LUMINA)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2296		RO		HALDA TISA 1 LAPOS NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2297		RO		HALDA TISA 2 TROTUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2298		RO		HALDA TISA 3 LAPOS N		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2299		RO		HALDA TISA 7 TROTUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2300		RO		HALDA VAIUGA (LEORDA)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2301		RO		HALDA VERMESTI VECHE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2302		RO		HALDA VERMESTI NOUA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2303		RO		HALDA PRINCIPALA TALVA ZANEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2304		RO		HALDA COTA 730M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2305		RO		HALDA COTA 428-430M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2306		RO		HALDA COTA 352M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2307		RO		HALDA CORTA 420-427M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2308		RO		HALDA COTA 432M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2309		RO		HALD FUNICULAR PUT N1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2310		RO		HALDA PREPARATJE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2311		RO		HALDA RAMPA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2312		RO		HALDA SCOATA DE CALIFICARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2313		RO		HALDA SCHLUCHT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2314		RO		HALDA STATJE UNGHULARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2315		RO		HALDA ACTIVA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2316		RO		HALDA ACTIVA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		SEND		SEND		2317		SE		"Tippen", Boliden		Skellefteå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2318		SE		Abborrtjärnsgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2319		SE		Adakgruvan		Malå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2320		SE		Alunbruket i Andrarum		Tomelilla, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2321		SE		Arvidsberg 2		Norrköping, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2322		SE		Asphöjdsgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2323		SE		Basttjärns Gruvfält		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2324		SE		Bergsgården Hyttområde		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2325		SE		Bersbo gruvor		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2326		SE		Bjurforsgruvan		Norsjö, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2327		SE		Björkdalsgruvan (inkl fd Hebberfors)		Skellefteå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2328		SE		Blybergsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2329		SE		Bockgruvan		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2330		SE		Bolidengruvan/ Kommunal deponi - Västerbottens län Häbbikstjärn		Skellefteå, 		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2331		SE		Borgebols gruvor		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2332		SE		Bortans koppargruva		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2333		SE		Brattåsgruvan		Eda, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2334		SE		Bredåsgruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2335		SE		Bronäsgruvan (del av Salbergsfältet)		Sala, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2336		SE		Brännmossegruvorna		Hagfors, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2337		SE		Bunsås koppargruva		Sandviken, Gävleborgs län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2338		SE		Bäckagruvan (avfall) / Hultahagensgruvan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2339		SE		Carthagenagruvan, Fe + sulfidmalm		Norrtälje, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2340		SE		Dannemora gruvområde - sandmagasin		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2341		SE		Dylta svavelkis, svavelbruk och rödfärgsverk		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2342		SE		Dösslinggruvan		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2343		SE		Edsbråtens gruva		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2344		SE		Edshyttan		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2345		SE		Ekholmsgruvorna		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2346		SE		Ervallafältet		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2347		SE		Eskilsbacksfältet		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2348		SE		F d Nyvångs stenkolsgruva, Åstorp		Åstorp, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2349		SE		Fagerbergets koppargruva		Torsby, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2350		SE		Fagerbergsgruvorna		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2351		SE		Fallgruvorna, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2352		SE		Finnfalls koppargruva, Torskbäcken		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2353		SE		Finngruvefältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2354		SE		Finnshyttebergsfältets gruvor		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2355		SE		Flaxenviksgruvorna Härsbacka & Isättra		Österåker, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2356		SE		Flätsbo gruva		Ovanåker, Gävleborgs län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2357		SE		Fredriksbergs koppar- och zinkgruvor		Vetlanda, Jönköpings län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2358		SE		Fredros gruvor		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2359		SE		Fångö		Valdemarsvik, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2360		SE		Gaddebo gruvor (Björngruvan)		Enköping, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2361		SE		Gamla Isåsa, Zinkgruvan		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2362		SE		Garphyttan 1 rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2363		SE		Garphyttan 2 rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2364		SE		Getberget, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2365		SE		Getön (Yngen), Persberg		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2366		SE		Gladsax flusspatgruva, Gröstorpsgruvan		Simrishamn, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2367		SE		Glassnäs gruvor		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2368		SE		Glava kopparfält		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2369		SE		Glava koppargruvor		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2370		SE		Granlidengruvan		Norsjö, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2371		SE		Granlundagruvan		Lycksele, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2372		SE		Grinsbols gruvor		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2373		SE		Gruvåsen, Torskbäcken		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2374		SE		Grällsbygruvan		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2375		SE		Guldsmedshyttefältet		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2376		SE		Gumhöjdens molybdengruva		Hagfors, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2377		SE		Gunbyle 2		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2378		SE		Gymninge rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2379		SE		Gåsta koppargruva		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2380		SE		Gåstjärnsgruvan (Annehill)		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2381		SE		Göksbols gruva		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2382		SE		Hagelgruvan (Dyno Nobel Sweden AB)		Nora, Örebro län 		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2383		SE		Haggruvan - Mormorsgruvefältet		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2384		SE		Harnäsgruvan, Harnäs		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2385		SE		Hedins vid Allévägen		Fagersta, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2386		SE		Hedkärrafältet*		Fagersta, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2387		SE		Hela Venafältet, MIFO fas 2		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2388		SE		Herrhultshyttan & Herrhultsgruvorna		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2389		SE		Holmsjögruvorna		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2390		SE		Hornkullens silvergruvor, Nykroppa		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2391		SE		Hynneberg 1 rödfyr		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2392		SE		Hynneberg 2 rödfyr		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2393		SE		Håkansbo gruvor		Tierp, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2394		SE		Håkansbodafältet		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2395		SE		Hällesbyns gruvor		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2396		SE		Hälsinggruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2397		SE		Häradsgruvan		Valdemarsvik, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2398		SE		Höglunda rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2399		SE		Industriområdet (Zinkgruvan Mining AB)		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2400		SE		Ingelsby-Dampetorp gruvfält		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2401		SE		Insjöfältet (Insjöns koppargruva)		Leksand, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2402		SE		Intakans gruva		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2403		SE		Intrånget sandmagasin		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2404		SE		Jacob-Elastorp/Limossegruvan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2405		SE		Jakob Edberghs gruva		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2406		SE		Johannesborg Vaskverk, Venafältet		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2407		SE		Jägmästargruvan		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2408		SE		Kalkbergsfältet/Skarnbergsgruvorna		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2409		SE		Kalvsbäcksfältet		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2410		SE		Kantorps gruvor (Sköldinge) (Kanntorp )		Katrineholm, Södermanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2411		SE		Karlsgruvorna (Karlsgruvan 1)		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2412		SE		Kattgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2413		SE		Kaveltorp sand		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2414		SE		Kaveltorp varp		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2415		SE		Kila norrgruva 1, 2, Kilagruvan,Apelgruvan, sulfid		Värmdö, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2416		SE		Kinnekleva, Skifferoljeverk m.m.		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2417		SE		Kleva nickel- och koppargruva		Vetlanda, Jönköpings län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2418		SE		Klocker-Brittas kulle (Hornkullen), Nykroppa		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2419		SE		Klondyke 1 & 2		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2420		SE		Klondyke 2		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2421		SE		Knivinge		Linköping, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2422		SE		Kobergsgruvorna (Gåsgruvefältet), Persberg		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2423		SE		Kopparmossens gruvor (V om Åbergstorp)		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2424		SE		Koppartjärnsgruvorna		Eda, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2425		SE		Korsnäs Hyttområde		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2426		SE		Kulgruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2427		SE		Kuså Nickelgruva		Borlänge, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2428		SE		Kvarntorp: Golfbanan (objekt 14)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2429		SE		Kvarntorp: Kvarntorpshögen (objekt 1)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2430		SE		Kvarntorp: Mellansjön (objekt 15)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2431		SE		Kvarntorp: Nordsjön (objekt 11)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2432		SE		Kvarntorp: Yxhults sandstensgruva (objekt 17)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2433		SE		Kyrkebols gruvor		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2434		SE		Kälkesta-Gärkilen rödfyr		Lekeberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2435		SE		Kälkesta-Kvistbro rödfyr		Lekeberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2436		SE		Källargruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2437		SE		Källfallsfältet (Riddarhytte malmfält)		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2438		SE		Källfallsfältet delomr vattensamling SK 1 		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2439		SE		Källfallsfältet delomr vattensamling SK 2		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2440		SE		Kärrafjärden/Åmmebergs sandmagasin		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2441		SE		Lahälls och Hyttsjö silvergruvor, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2442		SE		Lahälls silververk (Hyttsjön), Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2443		SE		Lainejaurgruvan		Malå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2444		SE		Lanna Väst rödfyr		Lekeberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2445		SE		Latorp Rödfyr 1		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2446		SE		Latorp Rödfyr 2		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2447		SE		Laver koppargruva		Älvsbyn, Norrbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2448		SE		Lejagruvan/Mårdshyttefältet		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2449		SE		Lertäkten i Lunnom		Bjuv, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2450		SE		Liikavaara kopparfält		Gällivare, Norrbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2451		SE		Lilla Krigstjärnsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2452		SE		Linnhöjden, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2453		SE		Ljusnarsbergsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2454		SE		Lovers Alunbruk		Kalmar, Kalmar län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2455		SE		Lundens guldgruva		Eda, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2456		SE		Lundgruvan, Ortalalund, sulfidmalm		Norrtälje, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2457		SE		Lyssås gruvor		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2458		SE		Långgruvan		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2459		SE		Långnäs bergmullsdeponi		Hofors, Gävleborgs län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2460		SE		Löseruds gruva		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2461		SE		Lövfallafältet		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2462		SE		Lövåsfältet sandmagasin		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2463		SE		Malmviksgruvan		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2464		SE		Mangens storgruva		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2465		SE		Mellanängsgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2466		SE		Millesviks gruvor		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2467		SE		Morbergsfältet		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2468		SE		Morbergsfältet (2 av 2)		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2469		SE		Mormorsgruvan - Mormorsgruvefältet		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2470		SE		Myrbacksfältet, Bäckegruvan (Riddarhytte malmfält)		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2471		SE		Myssbergsgruvan, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2472		SE		Mårsätter Mull		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2473		SE		Mögreven (Hundhallberget), Gåsborn		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2474		SE		Mörttjärnsbergsgruvorna, Älvsjöhyttan		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2475		SE		Nautanens gruvfält		Gällivare, Norrbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2476		SE		Nedre Vallgruvorna 2 (Stora Lobergsgruvan)		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2477		SE		NO om Dalen (Nordmarksberg), Nordmark		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2478		SE		Norra Bottengruvan		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2479		SE		Norra Gärdsjöns koppargruva		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2480		SE		Norra Nygruveförsöken (Hornkullen), Nykroppa		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2481		SE		Norra Ängens gruvor		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2482		SE		Norrsjön rödfyr		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2483		SE		Norrälgsulfidgruvan/Bertilsgruvan		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2484		SE		Notnäset/ Näset, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2485		SE		Nya Bastnäsfältet		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2486		SE		Nybergsmagasinet		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2487		SE		Nyttsta-Nyhyttefältet, Persberg		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2488		SE		Näsgruvorna		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2489		SE		Odalfältet + Västra Sandmagasinen		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2490		SE		Onslundagruvorna Tunby / Petersborg		Tomelilla, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2491		SE		Persbergs odalfält		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEPond		SEND		2492		SE		Persbo slamdamm		Ludvika, Dalarnas län		Pond		ND

		SEND		SEND		2493		SE		Pershytte Nedre Gruvfält		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2494		SE		Pråmån		Sala, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2495		SE		Pärrabacken/Perrabacken Koppargruvor		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2496		SE		Ragnhildsgruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2497		SE		Rakkejaurgruvan		Malå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2498		SE		Ramhälls gruvor		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2499		SE		Ranstad		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2500		SE		Risbergsfältet		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2501		SE		Roddarne gruvor		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2502		SE		Rommenäs koppargruva		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2503		SE		Rosthyttan sandmagasin (Zinkgruvan Mining AB)		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2504		SE		Ruda nickelgruva		Finspång, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2505		SE		Rutselgruvan		Norsjö, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2506		SE		Ryllshyttemagasinet		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2507		SE		Rågrecksgruvan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2508		SE		Rävlidmyrgruvan 1		Lycksele, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2509		SE		Rävlidmyrgruvan 2		Lycksele, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2510		SE		Rödbergsfältet		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2511		SE		Rödfyr: Bjällum		Falköping, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2512		SE		Rödfyr: Blomberg		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2513		SE		Rödfyr: Bryngelsgården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2514		SE		Rödfyr: Gum A		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2515		SE		Rödfyr: Gössäter		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2516		SE		Rödfyr: Haggården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2517		SE		Rödfyr: Hällekis		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2518		SE		Rödfyr: Hönsäter		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2519		SE		Rödfyr: Karlsfors kalkbruk		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2520		SE		Rödfyr: Lillegården B		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2521		SE		Rödfyr: Mölltorp		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2522		SE		Rödfyr: Nygård		Vänersborg, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2523		SE		Rödfyr: Råbäck-Trolmen		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2524		SE		Rödfyr: Skalmesäter/Dämman		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2525		SE		Rödfyr: Skytteklev		Vänersborg, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2526		SE		Rödfyr: Skårs kalkbruk		Falköping, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2527		SE		Rödfyr: Smedsgården		Tidaholm, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2528		SE		Rödfyr: Stolan		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2529		SE		Rödfyr: Storegårdens kalkbruk		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2530		SE		Rödfyr: Stubbesgården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2531		SE		Rödfyr: Sörgården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2532		SE		Rödfyr: Ödbogården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2533		SE		Rödfyr: Ödegården		Tidaholm, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2534		SE		Rödfyr: Övertorp		Tidaholm, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2535		SE		Rödfyren i Degerhamn		Mörbylånga, Kalmar län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2536		SE		Röna koppargruvor		Torsby, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2537		SE		S om Björntjärnsflyet (Björntjärn), Persberg		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2538		SE		S om Svartenstorpet, Gåsborn		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2539		SE		Sala Silvergruva		Sala, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2540		SE		Salbergsfältet		Sala, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2541		SE		Samlingsobjekt Bålsjöverksområdet med Bålsjön		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2542		SE		Samlingsobjekt Kallmorberget		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2543		SE		Sandmagasin Pershyttan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2544		SE		Sandviksgruvorna		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2545		SE		Silvbergsfallet, Nordmark		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2546		SE		Silvergruvan (S om Hemtjärnen), Hennickehammar		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2547		SE		Silvergruvans gruvfält Mellan		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2548		SE		Silvergruvans gruvfält Västra		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2549		SE		Silvergruvans gruvfält Östra		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2550		SE		Silvergruvans samhälle		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2551		SE		Silvergruvans Vaskverk Svartälven 		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2552		SE		Silverhyttefältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2553		SE		Silvhyttan 1 & Plogsbo sligtipp		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2554		SE		Silvhyttan 2		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2555		SE		Silvhyttan 3		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2556		SE		Sjösa gruvor (Storgruvan)		Nyköping, Södermanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2557		SE		Skomakargruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2558		SE		Skrillet rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2559		SE		Skyttgruvan		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2560		SE		Skärpningar SV om Glava kopparfält		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2561		SE		Skärpningar, Furskog		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2562		SE		Skött- och Mossgruvans sandmagasin		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2563		SE		Skött- och Mossgruvefältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2564		SE		Slagg i Falu stadsområde		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEPond		SEND		2565		SE		Sligdammen		Säter, Dalarnas län		Pond		ND

		SEND		SEND		2566		SE		Smörbergsfältet		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2567		SE		Solstads Koppargruva		Oskarshamn, Kalmar län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2568		SE		Staberg		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2569		SE		Stenbacksgruvan		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2570		SE		Stjärnberget (Gruvberget), Lesjöfors		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2571		SE		Stollberget 1 & 2		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2572		SE		Stollberget 2		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2573		SE		Stollbergsmagasinet (Gårdmyren)		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2574		SE		Stora Krigstjärnsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2575		SE		Stribergs Anrikningsverk		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2576		SE		Stripa odalfält		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2577		SE		Stråssa gruvfält		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2578		SE		Stångfallsgruvorna/Kummelälvsfältet 		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2579		SE		Stömne gamla koppargruva		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2580		SE		Stömne nya koppargruvor		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2581		SE		Sundsgruvefältet - Sundsgruvorna		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2582		SE		Sunnerskogs koppargruva		Vetlanda, Jönköpings län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2583		SE		Svartbergsgruvorna		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2584		SE		Svavelbergets sulfidmalmsgruvor		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2585		SE		Svavelgruvan, Dannemora		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2586		SE		Sätragruvan		Finspång, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2587		SE		Söderbygruvan o Söderby Sundsgruvan, sulfid		Värmdö, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2588		SE		Södra Bottengruvorna		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2589		SE		Södra Gärdsjöns gruvor		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2590		SE		Södra Nygruveförsöken (Hornkullen), Nykroppa		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2591		SE		Södra Ängens gruvor		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2592		SE		Tabergs gruvfält		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2593		SE		Timansbergs gruvor		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2594		SE		Torgelsbyns gruvor		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2595		SE		Torskbäckens anrikningsverk		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2596		SE		Tremansgruvan/Koppargruvan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2597		SE		Trötviksgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2598		SE		Tunabergs gruvfält		Nyköping, Södermanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2599		SE		Töllås gruva		Orust, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2600		SE		V om St. Bjursjötorp, Torskbäcken		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2601		SE		Valdemarområdet (Zinkgruvan Mining AB)		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2602		SE		Varpgruvan - Mormorsgruvefältet		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2603		SE		Vassbo sandmagasin		Älvdalen, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2604		SE		Vegerbols gruvor (inkl Karsbolsgruvan)		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2605		SE		Venafältet Galtgruvan		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2606		SE		Venafältet Gamla koppar		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2607		SE		Venafältet Klämmelyckan		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2608		SE		Venafältet Kofallagruvorna		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2609		SE		Venafältet Multna sand		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2610		SE		Venafältet Tröstgruvorna		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2611		SE		Vigelsbo gruvor		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2612		SE		Vikersfältet Vikersgårdsgruvorna		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2613		SE		Vintrosa tätort rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2614		SE		Västanforsfältet*		Fagersta, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2615		SE		Västra Karlstorpsgruvan		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2616		SE		Yxsjöberg Gamla sand		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2617		SE		Yxsjöberg Nya sand		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2618		SE		Åsarna, Långbansände		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2619		SE		Åsbobergs sandmagasin		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2620		SE		Älvhöjdsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2621		SE		Ämtens (Emtens) koppargruva/ Emtenäsgruvan		Storfors, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2622		SE		Örnviken-Stensgruvan		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2623		SE		Örsta rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2624		SE		Öster Silvberg		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2625		SE		Öster Silvberg Hyttslagg		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2626		SE		Österå		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2627		SE		Övre Vallgruvorna		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2628		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -1		 Škofje – Cerkno		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2629		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -2		 Škofje – Cerkno		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2630		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -3		 Škofje – Cerkno		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2631		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -4		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2632		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -5		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2633		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -6		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2634		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -7		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2635		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -8		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2636		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -9		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2637		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -10		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2638		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -11		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2639		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -12		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2640		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -13		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2641		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -14		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2642		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -15		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2643		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -16		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2644		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -17		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2645		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -18		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2646		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -19		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2647		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -20		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2648		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -21		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2649		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -22		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2650		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -23		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2651		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -24		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2652		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -25		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2653		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -26		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2654		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -27		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2655		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -28		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2656		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -29		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2657		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -30		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2658		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -31		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2659		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -32		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2660		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -33		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2661		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -34		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2662		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -35		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2663		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -36		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2664		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -37		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2665		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -38		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2666		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -39		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2667		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -40		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2668		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -41		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2669		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -42		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2670		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -43		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2671		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -44		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2672		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -45		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2673		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -46		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2674		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -47		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2675		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -48		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2676		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -49		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2677		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -50		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2678		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -51		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2679		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -52		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2680		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -53		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2681		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -54		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2682		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -55		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2683		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -56		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2684		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -57		Žirovski vrh		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2685		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -58		Žirovski vrh		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2686		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -59		 Sv. Ana – Podljubelj		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2687		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -60		Pleše		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2688		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -61		Pleše		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SICoal		2689		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -1		Zagorje		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2690		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -2		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2691		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -3		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2692		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -4		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2693		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -5		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2694		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -6		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2695		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -7		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2696		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -8		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2697		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -9		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2698		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -10		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2699		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -11		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2700		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -12		Laško		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2701		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -13		Laško		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2702		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -14		Senovo		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2703		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -15		Senovo		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2704		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -16		 Kočevje		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2705		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -17		Kanižarica		ND		Coal

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2706		SK		Badín - Halda Kopcová		Región DBD: Malachov Subregión DBD: Bez DBD-subregiónu		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2707		SK		Badín - Pod jazerom		Región DBD: Malachov Subregión DBD: Bez DBD-subregiónu		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2708		SK		Banská Belá - Halda k Mikuláš šachte		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica Subregión DBD: Bez DBD-subregiónu		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2709		SK		Banská Belá - Odkalisko Sedem žien		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2710		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Banky - halda nad kostolom		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2711		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Banky - Halda (RSBD 4490)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2712		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Dreienigkeit štôlne (objektu c 127)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2713		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Gnade Gottes štôlne (objektu č. 288)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2714		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Ján Jozef šachty (objektu č. 131) - 1		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2715		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Ján Jozef šachty (objektu č. 131) - 2		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2716		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Karol a Jozef šachty		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2717		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Klinger Dlhej štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2718		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Klinger krátkej štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2719		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Kornberg dedičnej štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2720		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda kutacej štôlne (objektu č. 286)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2721		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Neuhoffnung štôlne (objektu č. 129)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2722		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda objektu č. 49 (jama Štefan)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2723		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda šachty František		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2724		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda šachty Mária		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2725		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda šachty Ondrej		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2726		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda šachty Žigmund		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2727		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda štôlne Trojkráľová		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2728		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Vetracej šachty (objektu č. 137)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2729		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Weiden šachty a Terézia štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2730		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Násyp úpravárenského materiálu		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2731		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odkalisko Lintich-Husárka		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2732		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval dopravnej štôlne Michal		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2733		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval Nová jama		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2734		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval šachty Alžbeta		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2735		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval Šobov		Región DBD: Šobov		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2736		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval štôlne Marcus v lokalite Ambrózka (objektu č. 274)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2737		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval v areáli Rudných baní Nová Jama		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2738		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval žily Špitaler		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2739		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Suchý tajch (spodná Windšachta)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2740		SK		Červenica - Bezmenný odval nad Slávikom		Región DBD: Merník - Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2741		SK		Červenica - Halda pri štôlni Jozef (Libanka - Jozef)		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2742		SK		Červenica - Halda Slávik		Región DBD: Merník - Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2743		SK		Červenica - Halda štôlne Friedrich (Libanka -  Fridrich)		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2744		SK		Červenica - Halda štôlne Richard (Libanka - Richard)		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2745		SK		Červenica - Halda štôlne Viliam (Libanka - Viliam)		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2746		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - Hali		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2747		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - Otília		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2748		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - Stanislav		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2749		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - z dlhej dobývky 1, 2, 3		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2750		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - z malej dobývky 1, 2, 3,4		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2751		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - z veľkej dobývky 1, 2,3,4		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2752		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - zo šikmej dobývky 1, 2,3,4		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2753		SK		Červenica - Libanka - Halda Prieskumná Karol		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2754		SK		Čučma - Halda štôlne Matej spodná		Región DBD: Rožňava		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2755		SK		Čučma - Odkalisko Čučma		Región DBD: Rožňava		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2756		SK		Dobšiná - Halda Dedičnej štôlne		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2757		SK		Dobšiná - Halda pri štôlni Jozef		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2758		SK		Dobšiná - Halda pri štôlni Langenberg		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2759		SK		Dobšiná - Halda štôlne Ján		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2760		SK		Dobšiná - Halda štôlne Karol		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2761		SK		Dobšiná - Halda štôlne Samuel		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2762		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Bielopotockej štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2763		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Emil 2 štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2764		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Flotačnej a Martin štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2765		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda F22 štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2766		SK		Dúbrava - -Dechtárka - Halda Juraj I., II. a Emil 1. štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2767		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Strednej Ignác štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2768		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Vrchnej Ignác štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2769		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Odval JV od štôlne Bielopotocká		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2770		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Odval pod štôlňou Dolná Ignác		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2771		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Odvaly JV od Vrchnej Ignác stoline		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2772		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Dolnej Ignác štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2773		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Dechtárka Rakytová		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2774		SK		Dúbrava - Halda I. Vyšnej štôlne (úsek Chabenec)		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2775		SK		Dúbrava - Halda II. Vyšnej štôlne (úsek Chabenec)		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2776		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Nižnej štôlne (úsek Chabenec)		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2777		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Pekelná - štôlňa Samuel		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2778		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Svätopluk štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2779		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Štefan štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2780		SK		Dúbrava - Halda štôlne Chabenec		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2781		SK		Dúbrava - Predpekelná - Haldy Mária štôlne II., Karolína štôlne a Bubniak štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2782		SK		Dúbrava - Rakytová - Halda štôlne Bielopotocká II.		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2783		SK		Dúbrava - Rakytová - Odval v závere dolinky - 2		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2784		SK		Dúbrava - Rakytová - Stredná Ignác		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2785		SK		Dúbrava - Staré odkalisko		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2786		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval Dedičnej štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2787		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval nad Dedičnou štôlňou		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2788		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval pod Kajetán štôlňou		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2789		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval štôlne Kajetán		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2790		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v hornej časti dolinky - 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2791		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v hornej časti dolinky - 2		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2792		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v hornej časti dolinky - 3		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2793		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v južnom svahu dolinky - 5		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2794		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v južnom svahu dolinky - 4		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2795		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2796		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 6		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2797		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 7		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2798		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 8		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2799		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 9		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2800		SK		Gelnica - Halda (RSBD 10550)		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2801		SK		Gelnica - Halda (RSBD 10552)		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2802		SK		Gelnica - Halda šachty J. Nepomucký		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2803		SK		Gelnica - Halda štôlne Gregori		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2804		SK		Gelnica - Halda štôlne Krížová - nová		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2805		SK		Gelnica - Halda štôlne Roberti		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2806		SK		Gelnica - Halda Wilhelm 4		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2807		SK		Gočovo - Odkalisko Nižná Slaná		Región DBD: Nižná Slaná		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2808		SK		Harmanec - Za závodom		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2809		SK		Helcmanovce - Bezmenná halda		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2810		SK		Hnilčík - Halda Glänzen-Zubau štôlne		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2811		SK		Hnilčík - Halda pri štôlni Miška		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2812		SK		Hnilčík - Halda pri štôlni Samuel-Daniel		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2813		SK		Hnilčík - Halda (RSBD 8425)		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2814		SK		Hnilčík - Halda (RSBD 8487)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2815		SK		Hnilčík - Odval bane Roztoky		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2816		SK		Hnilec - Halda štôlne č. 1		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2817		SK		Hnilec - Halda štôlne č. 2		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2818		SK		Hnúšťa - Hačava - odkalisko		Región DBD: Hačava		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2819		SK		Hnúšťa - Halda Mútnik		Región DBD: Hačava		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2820		SK		Hodruša-Hámre - Halda Anton štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2821		SK		Hodruša-Hámre - Halda objektu č. 41 (Móder šachty)		Región DBD: Hodruša -Hámre		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2822		SK		Hodruša-Hámre - Halda (RSBD 6339)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2823		SK		Hôrka - Halda (RSBD 114)		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2824		SK		Hôrka - Haldy (RSBD 102, 104, 106)		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2825		SK		Horná Ves - Odkalisko		Región DBD: Kremnica		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2826		SK		Lazisko - Brestová - Halda štôlne Magdaléna		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2827		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Kamenisté 1 - Halda Dedičnej štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2828		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Odkalisko č. 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2829		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Odkalisko č. 2		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2830		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - odkalisko č. 3		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2831		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Žihľavné 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2832		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Žihľavné 2		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2833		SK		Lazisko - Halda štôlne Ján		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2834		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda pri halde štôlne Juliana		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2835		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda Samuel štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2836		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda štôlne Jakub		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2837		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda štôlne Juliana		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2838		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda štôlne Terézia		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2839		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda 5		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2840		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Pingový ťah		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2841		SK		Ľubeľa - Halda Dechtárka - Spodná Ignác štôlňa 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2842		SK		Ľubeľa - Halda Jozef štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2843		SK		Ľubeľa - Halda Michal štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2844		SK		Ľubeľa - Halda štôlne Alexander I. a bezmennej štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2845		SK		Ľubietová - Halda štôlne Arnoldi		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2846		SK		Ľubietová - Halda štôlne bez mena		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2847		SK		Ľubietová - Halda štôlne Hyacint		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2848		SK		Ľubietová - Jamešná - Halda štôlne Anton		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2849		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Anton		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2850		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Clemens II.		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2851		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Dolná Ladislav		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2852		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Dreifaltigkeit - Halda štôlne Dedičná		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2853		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Halda štôlne Mária (Empangnis)		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2854		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Haldenbacher		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2855		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Horná Ladislav		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2856		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Johan a Helena		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2857		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Korifarer		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2858		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - nad Zábavou, halda štôlne Clemens		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2859		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Zallweiner Mária Empangnis		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2860		SK		Malachov - Cipkove jamy		Región DBD: Malachov		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2861		SK		Malachov - Veľká studňa a Malá studňa		Región DBD: Malachov		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2862		SK		Medzev - Halda štôlne Vyšná Konštancia stará		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2863		SK		Medzibrod - Halda		Región DBD: Medzibrod		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2864		SK		Medzibrod - Halda Murgaš štôlne (Močiar - Murgaš)		Región DBD: Medzibrod		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2865		SK		Medzibrod - Odkalisko Medzibrod (Močiar -odkalisko)		Región DBD: Medzibrod		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2866		SK		Merník - Odval Merník 1		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2867		SK		Merník - Odval Merník 2		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2868		SK		Merník - Odval Merník 3		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2869		SK		Merník - Odval pri šachte Pelliot		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2870		SK		Merník - Odval pri štôlni Anna		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2871		SK		Merník - Odval pri štôlni Júlia		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2872		SK		Merník - Odval pri štôlni Mária		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2873		SK		Mlynky - Halda (RSBD 8061)		Región DBD: Mlynky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2874		SK		Mlynky - Halda štôlne Cecília		Región DBD: Mlynky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2875		SK		Mlynky - Halda štôlne Karol		Región DBD: Mlynky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2876		SK		Mníšek nad Hnilcom - Halda štôlne Pavol		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2877		SK		Nižná Slaná - Halda v údolí potoka Gampel		Región DBD: Nižná Slaná		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2878		SK		Opátka - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 1		Región DBD: Opátka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2879		SK		Opátka - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 7		Región DBD: Opátka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2880		SK		Opátka - Halda pri pinge č. 22		Región DBD: Opátka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2881		SK		Partizánska Ľupča - Halda Kilian štôlne		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2882		SK		Partizánska Ľupča - Halda štôlne Ritterstein		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2883		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Dolnej Karol štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2884		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Hornej Karol štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2885		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Ján štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2886		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Pavol štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2887		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Zubau štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2888		SK		Pezinok - Halda Antimónovej štôlne		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2889		SK		Pezinok - Halda pri Augustín štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2890		SK		Pezinok - Halda pri Čmele I. štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2891		SK		Pezinok - Halda pri Hornej Augustín štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2892		SK		Pezinok - Halda štôlne Budúcnosť		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2893		SK		Pezinok - Nové odkalisko		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2894		SK		Pezinok - Odkalisko staré (juh)		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2895		SK		Pezinok - Odval štôlne Trojárová		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2896		SK		Poniky - Halda štôlne Tibor (G. S. Titova)		Región DBD: Poniky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2897		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 18		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2898		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 19		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2899		SK		Poproč - Halda na žile severne od štôlne Barbora 3		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2900		SK		Poproč - Halda na žile severne od štôlne Barbora 4 (pri pinge 15)		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2901		SK		Poproč - Halda na žile severne od štôlne Barbora 5		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2902		SK		Poproč - Halda na žile severne od štôlne Barbora 6		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2903		SK		Poproč - Halda nad potokom Olšava pod železnicou z bane Agnes		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2904		SK		Poproč - Halda nad štôlňou Vyšná Anna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2905		SK		Poproč - Halda nad štôlňou Vyšná Anna 2		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2906		SK		Poproč - Halda nad štôlňou Vyšná Anna 3		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2907		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 10		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2908		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 24 a 25		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2909		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 4		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2910		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 47		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2911		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 48		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2912		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 5		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2913		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 51		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2914		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 6		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2915		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 7		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2916		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 8		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2917		SK		Poproč - Halda pri prepadline za štôlňou Horná Berta		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2918		SK		Poproč - Halda pri šachte Fortuna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2919		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Barbora		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2920		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Borovičná hôrka		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2921		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Dolná Berta		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2922		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Dolná Lukáčka		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2923		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Filip-Jakub		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2924		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Finkely		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2925		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Horná Berta		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2926		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Horná Lukáčka		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2927		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Jozef		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2928		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Nižná Anna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2929		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Vyšná Anna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2930		SK		Poproč - Halda pri zásobníkoch		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2931		SK		Poproč - Halda štôlne Agnes (Agneška)		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2932		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 1		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2933		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 2		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2934		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 3		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2935		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 4		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2936		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 5		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2937		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 6		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2938		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 7		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2939		SK		Poproč - Menšie haldy v doline nad štôlňou Vyšná Anna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2940		SK		Poproč - Odkalisko č. 1, 2, 3		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2941		SK		Poproč - Odkalisko Poproč Agneška - Petrova dolina		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2942		SK		Poráč - Odval Jamy Poráč		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2943		SK		Prakovce - Halda štôlne Katarína		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2944		SK		Rákoš - Halda zo šachty č. 7		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2945		SK		Rožňava - Baňa Nadabula - staré odkalisko		Región DBD: Rožňava		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2946		SK		Rožňava - Halda Štefan		Región DBD: Rožňava		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2947		SK		Rožňava - Rožňava baňa - nové odkalisko		Región DBD: Rožňava		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2948		SK		Rudňany - Odkalisko Rudňany		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2949		SK		Rudňany - Odval Baniská		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2950		SK		Rudňany - Odval Baniská II.		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2951		SK		Rudňany - Odval Baniská závalové pásmo		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2952		SK		Rudňany - Odval šachty Zimné/Západ		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2953		SK		Slovinky - Halda Bodnárec		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2954		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10103)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2955		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10106)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2956		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10108)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2957		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10112)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2958		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10115)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2959		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10117)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2960		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10121)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2961		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10149)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2962		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10265)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2963		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 9911)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2964		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 9931)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2965		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 9997)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2966		SK		Slovinky - Odkalisko Slovinky		Región DBD: Slovinky		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2967		SK		Slovinky - Odval Gelnická dolina		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2968		SK		Slovinky - Odval Lacemberská dolina		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2969		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Adam Eva		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2970		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Dorota		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2971		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Emília		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2972		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Geburda		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2973		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Tadea		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2974		SK		Slovinky - Staré odkalisko Slovinky		Región DBD: Slovinky		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2975		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda po pingovom ťahu nad Viktóriou vyšnou štôlňou		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2976		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda severne od odkaliska Smolník		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2977		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda štôlne Raky		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2978		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda Viktórie nižnej štôlne		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2979		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda Viktórie vyšnej štôlne		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2980		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Haldy štôlní Krištof II., Krištof III. A Krištof novej		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2981		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Odkalisko Smolník		Región DBD: Smolník		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2982		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Tinesova dolina - Halda Spodnej štôlne		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2983		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Tinesova dolina - Halda Strednej štôlne		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2984		SK		Spišská Nová Ves - Halda Frohleichman štôlne		Región DBD: Novoveská Huta		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2985		SK		Spišská Nová Ves - Halda (RSBD 7728)		Región DBD: Novoveská Huta		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2986		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Hornej severnej štôlne (Richtárová 2)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2987		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Hornej severnej štôlne (Richtárová 3)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2988		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Hornej severnej štôlne (Richtárová 5)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2989		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Novej štôlne (Richtárová 4)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2990		SK		Staré Hory - Halda (Piesky 3)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2991		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Svätotrojičnej štôlne (Richtárová 1)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2992		SK		Staré Hory - Halda šachty Haliar		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2993		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Terézia šachty		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2994		SK		Špania Dolina - Dolné odkalisko		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2995		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda Mária šachty		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2996		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda Maximilián šachty		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2997		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda šachty Ludvik		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2998		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda štôlne Ferdinand dedičná (Polkanová 1)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2999		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda štôlne Ján (Polkanová 3)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3000		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda štôlne Michal (Polkanová 2)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3001		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda štôlne Piesky (Piesky 5)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3002		SK		Špania Dolina - Haldy štôlne bez mena (1)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3003		SK		Špania Dolina - Haldy štôlne bez mena (2)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3004		SK		Špania Dolina - Haldy štôlní bez mena (Piesky 4)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3005		SK		Špania Dolina - Horné odkalisko		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3006		SK		Špania Dolina - Odval na Horným odkaliskom		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3007		SK		Špania Dolina - Odval štôlní Cyril a Rudobanská (Piesky 2)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3008		SK		Špania Dolina - Piesky 1		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3009		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Odval kutacej štôlne (č. 118), Bakomi jazero				Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3010		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda Horná Roveň		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3011		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Ferdinand		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3012		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Kristína		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3013		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Leopold		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3014		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Magdaléna		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3015		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Maximilián		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3016		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Piarg II.		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3017		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Wolf, Kadavi, Krížová		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3018		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda Vodnej štôlne (č. 114)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3019		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda Vodnej štôlne (objekt č. 106)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3020		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Odval kutacej štôlne (č. 116), Bakomi jazero		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3021		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Odval šachty Königsegg		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3022		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Odval šachty Piarg		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3023		SK		Vyšný Medzev - Halda Bane Bazov		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3024		SK		Závadka - Halda (RSBD 8747)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3025		SK		Závadka - Halda štôlne č. VI		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3026		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8734)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3027		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8736)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3028		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8742)		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3029		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8744)		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3030		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8746)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3031		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8766)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3032		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8767)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3033		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8772)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3034		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8773)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3035		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8774)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3036		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8775)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3037		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8776)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3038		SK		Zlatá Baňa - Halda štôlne Nižný Christie Geburt		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3039		SK		Zlatá Idka - Halda pri štôlni Michal		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3040		SK		Zlatá Idka - Halda štôlne Spodný Ferenc Jozef		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3041		SK		Žakarovce - Halda (RSBD 10374)		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3042		SK		Žakarovce - Halda Wilhelm 3		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3043		SK		Žakarovce - Halda Zuzana		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3044		UK		Barrow and Uzzicar		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3045		UK		Carrock End Mine		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3046		UK		Carr Wood		Allerdale District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3047		UK		Force Crag		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3048		UK		Yewthwaite		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3049		UK		Roughton Gill Mine		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3050		UK		Sandbeds		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3051		UK		Thornthwaite Mines		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3052		UK		Dodworth Colliery Tip		Barnsley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3053		UK		Hapton Clough		Burnley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3054		UK		Habergham Clough		Burnley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3055		UK		Welch Whittle		Chorley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3056		UK		Chisnal Hall		Chorley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3057		UK		Eller Brook		Chorley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3058		UK		Wheal Maid		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3059		UK		East Caradon		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3060		UK		Holmbush		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3061		UK		Silver Valley		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3062		UK		Prince of Wales		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3063		UK		Marke Valley		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3064		UK		East Kithill		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3065		UK		West Caradon Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3066		UK		Cargol Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3067		UK		Shepherds Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3068		UK		West Chiverton Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3069		UK		Great Fortune Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3070		UK		Metal Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3071		UK		Godolphin Bridge Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3072		UK		Anna Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3073		UK		South Carn Brea Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3074		UK		Basset Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3075		UK		Boltsburn Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3076		UK		Burtree Pasture		County Durham, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3077		UK		California		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3078		UK		Deborah Level		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3079		UK		Derwent Mines		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3080		UK		Frazers Hush		County Durham, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3081		UK		Grove Rake		County Durham, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3082		UK		Kilhope Head		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3083		UK		Sedling Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3084		UK		Wiregill		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3085		UK		Lodge Sike		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3086		UK		Coldberry		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3087		UK		Cornish Hush		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3088		UK		Grass Hill Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3089		UK		Ashgill Head		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3090		UK		Manor Gill		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3091		UK		Trough Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3092		UK		Tallen Hush Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3093		UK		Langdon Head Shop Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3094		UK		Middlehope Old Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3095		UK		Sharnberry High Level Tips		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3096		UK		Grassington Moor mines		Craven District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3097		UK		Yarnbury Mine		Craven District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3098		UK		Blea Beck Mines		Craven District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3099		UK		Nenthead Mines		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3100		UK		Holyfield Mine		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3101		UK		Bentyfield Mine		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3102		UK		White Sikes		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3103		UK		Flow Edge		Eden District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3104		UK		Brown Gill, Garrigill		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3105		UK		Hudgill Burn		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3106		UK		Greenside Mine upper wastes		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3107		UK		Greenside Mine lower		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3108		UK		Greenside Mine Tailings Dams		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3109		UK		Hilton/Scordale		Eden District, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3110		UK		Gategill Mine		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3111		UK		Spen Lane		Gateshead District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3112		UK		Providence Lead Mine		Harrogate, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3113		UK		Barney Crag / Scraithole mines		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3114		UK		Shilbottle Pyrites Tip		Northumberland, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3115		UK		Coalcleugh		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3116		UK		Mills Vein Level		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3117		UK		Shildon		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3118		UK		East Cramlington		Northumberland, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3119		UK		Langly Barony		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3120		UK		Settlingstones		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3121		UK		Swinhope Head Mine		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3122		UK		Wet Grooves Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3123		UK		Apedale Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3124		UK		Whitaside Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3125		UK		Grovebeck Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3126		UK		Harker Lead Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3127		UK		Grinton Howe Lead Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3128		UK		Friarfold Rake		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3129		UK		Barras End Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3130		UK		Bunton Lead Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3131		UK		Windegg South Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3132		UK		Sleigill Lead Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3133		UK		Black Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3134		UK		Dodgson Hush Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3135		UK		Danby Lead Level Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3136		UK		Hurst Mines		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3137		UK		Ring Lows Quarry Tips		Rochdale District, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3138		UK		Hesley Wood		Sheffield District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3139		UK		Roman Gravels		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3140		UK		Tankerville Mine		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3141		UK		Snailbeach		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3142		UK		Whitegrit Mine		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3143		UK		Oldgrit Mine		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3144		UK		Roundhill Mine		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3145		UK		Snailbeach Smelter		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3146		UK		Brookwood Mine		South Hams District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3147		UK		Paddy End Works		South Lakeland District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3148		UK		Red Dell Copper Mine		South Lakeland District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3149		UK		Bonsor Dressing Floor Spoil		South Lakeland District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3150		UK		Bridford Mine		Teignbridge District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3151		UK		Betsy		West Devon District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3152		UK		Devon Great Consols		West Devon District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3153		UK		Wheal Fanny		West Devon District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3154		UK		Bickershaw Colliery		Wigan District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3155		UK		Cwmbrwyno		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3156		UK		Abbey Consols		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3157		UK		Bog		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3158		UK		Bwlch		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3159		UK		Cwm Rheidol		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3160		UK		Cwmerfin		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3161		UK		Cwmystwyth		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3162		UK		Cwmsymlog		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3163		UK		Esgairfrith		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3164		UK		Esgairhir		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3165		UK		Esgairlle		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3166		UK		Esgairmwyn		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3167		UK		Frongoch		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3168		UK		Goginan		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3169		UK		Penycefn		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3170		UK		Wemyss		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3171		UK		Ystumtuen		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3172		UK		Llywernog		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3173		UK		Bwlchglas		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3174		UK		Castell		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3175		UK		Hafan		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3176		UK		Llwynteify		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3177		UK		Plynlimon		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3178		UK		Parc		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3179		UK		Pandora		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3180		UK		Hafna		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3181		UK		New Pandora, Tyn-y-goes		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3182		UK		Pandora North		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3183		UK		Klondyke Mill and Tips		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3184		UK		Dylife		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3185		UK		Dfyngwym		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3186		UK		Nantiago		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3187		UK		Van		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3188		UK		Rhoswydol		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3189		UK		Aberdaunant		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3190		UK		Bryntail		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3191		UK		Llanfyrnach		Sir Benfro - Pembrokeshire, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3192		UK		Nantymwyn		Sir Gaerfyrddin -Carmarthenshire, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3193		UK		Parys Mountain		Ynys Mon - Isle of Anglesey, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3194		UK		Cortonwood Colliery		Rotherham District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3195		UK		Processing area with tailings		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3196		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3197		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3198		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3199		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3200		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3201		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3202		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3203		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3204		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3205		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3206		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3207		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3208		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3209		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3210		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3211		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3212		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3213		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3214		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3215		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Pits		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3216		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3217		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3218		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3219		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3220		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3221		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Pits		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3222		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3223		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3224		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Pits		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3225		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Pits		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3226		UK		Spoil Area		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3227		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3228		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3229		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3230		UK		Susannah Vein Workings		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3231		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3232		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3233		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3234		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3235		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3236		UK		Corbie Hall Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3237		UK		Corbie Hall Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3238		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3239		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3240		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3241		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3242		UK		Glengonnar Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3243		UK		Glennery Scar Vein Workings		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3244		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3245		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3246		UK		Glennery Scar Vein Workings		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3247		UK		Glengonnar Shaft		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3248		UK		Lady Manners Scar Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3249		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals		Lignite (Brown coal)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3250		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3251		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3252		UK		Glennery Scar Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3253		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3254		UK		Lead Lead Mine Hill Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3255		UK		Lady Manners Scar Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3256		UK		Glengonnar Water Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3257		UK		Gripps Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3258		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3259		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3260		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3261		UK		Glengonnar Water Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3262		UK		Lead Lead Mine Hill Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3263		UK		Big Wool Gill Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3264		UK		Broad Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3265		UK		Broad Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3266		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3267		UK		Broad Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3268		UK		Broad Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3269		UK		Thief Slack Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3270		UK		Wool Law Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3271		UK		Wellgrain Dod Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3272		UK		Middle Grain Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3273		UK		Middle Grain Shafts		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3274		UK		Wool Law Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3275		UK		Well Grain Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3276		UK		Wellgrain Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3277		UK		Wellgrain Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3278		UK		Drake Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3279		UK		Drake Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3280		UK		Frances Colliery		Fife, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3281		UK		Wilsontown Colliery Pit No 3		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3282		UK		Douglas Colliery		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3283		UK		Michael Colliery Pits 1 & 2		Fife, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3284		UK		Comrie Pit No. 1		Fife, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3285		UK		Southfield Colliery		North Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3286		UK		GLENRAVEL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3287		UK		BALLYBADDIN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		3288		UK		LISBREEN BACK BURN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3289		UK		ELGINNY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3290		UK		CARNAMENAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3291		UK		CLONETRACE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3292		UK		DUNEANY,		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3293		UK		CROMMELIN TUFTARNEY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3294		UK		PARKMORE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3295		UK		TROSTAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3296		UK		SKERRY EAST		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3297		UK		GLENBUCK		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3298		UK		BANK VIEW		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3299		UK		CARGAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3300		UK		EVISHACROW		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3301		UK		TULLYNAWOOD		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		3302		UK		CORRINURE PIT		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3303		UK		AUGHNAGURGA		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3304		UK		DARKLEY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3305		UK		GRANEMORE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3306		UK		DRUMNAHONEY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3307		UK		SERSE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3308		UK		GRANSHA		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3309		UK		KNOCKAGORE		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3310		UK		FOFANNYREAGH		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3311		UK		TINTAGH		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3312		UK		DERRYNOYD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3313		UK		CARNDAISY		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3314		UK		DERRYGANARD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3315		UK		NORTH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3316		UK		CAPPAGH COPPER		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3317		UK		COALISLAND		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3318		UK		GLENLARK		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3319		UK		AGHAK		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3320		UK		TEEBANE		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3321		UK		DRUMENAGHER		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3322		UK		CAPPAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3323		UK		SHANES HILL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3324		UK		HIGHTOWN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3325		UK		BALLY BRACKEN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3326		UK		CROMMELIN,		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3327		UK		LIBBERT		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3328		UK		LOWTOWN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3329		UK		BALLYVADDY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3330		UK		TUFTARNEY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		3331		UK		BALLYCASTLEWE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3332		UK		BALLYBOLEY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3333		UK		CARNLOUGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3334		UK		EAGLE CRAIG		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3335		UK		WHITEHALL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3336		UK		GLENRAVEL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3337		UK		SKERRY EAST		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3338		UK		GLEBE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3339		UK		LONGFIELD		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3340		UK		GREENAGHAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3341		UK		CARGAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3342		UK		EVISHACROW		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3343		UK		PARKMORE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3344		UK		GLENRIFF		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3345		UK		BALLYBADDIN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3346		UK		DUNEANY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3347		UK		RORY'S GLEN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3348		UK		DUNGONNEL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3349		UK		BALLYLIG		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3350		UK		TROSTAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3351		UK		BANK VIEW		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3352		UK		CARNAMENAG		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3353		UK		SERSE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3354		UK		BALLYBRACKEN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3355		UK		CULLINANE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3356		UK		DOONAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3357		UK		BERK HILL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3358		UK		BALLYGILBERT		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3359		UK		ARDCLINNIS		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3360		UK		ESLERSTONE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3361		UK		MOUNT		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		3362		UK		LISBREEN BACK BURN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)

		UKND		UKCoal		3363		UK		GLENBUCK		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3364		UK		RATHKENNY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3365		UK		CLONETRACE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3366		UK		CARNCROAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3367		UK		ELGINNY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3368		UK		LOUGHCONNEL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3369		UK		RIGG MOSS		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3370		UK		BALLYCLOGHAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3371		UK		BALYRICKARD		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3372		UK		BALLYHARTFIELD		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3373		UK		IRISH HILL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3374		UK		LISBREEN BACK		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3375		UK		BALLYBADDI		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3376		UK		TULLY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3377		UK		BRECKAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3378		UK		BALLYBARNIS		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3379		UK		LYLES HILL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3380		UK		DRUMASOLE,		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3381		UK		BALLYCRAIG		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3382		UK		CLEGNAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3383		UK		UNSHINAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3384		UK		CRAIGAROGA		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3385		UK		ESSATHOHAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3386		UK		DUNLUCE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3387		UK		COLLEGE MINE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3388		UK		TULLYNAWOOD MINE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3389		UK		DERRYNOOSE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3390		UK		TULLYDONNELL		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal, non-metallic minerals)		3391		UK		CORRINURE PIT		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal, non-metallic minerals)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3392		UK		AUGHNURGAN		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3393		UK		DRUMALTNAMUCK		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3394		UK		CREGGAN		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3395		UK		RACARBRY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3396		UK		CARGACLOGHER		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3397		UK		DRUMBANAGHER		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3398		UK		KILCALM MINE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3399		UK		GRANEMORE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3400		UK		CARRICKGALLOGLY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3401		UK		DRUMNAHONEY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3402		UK		CLAY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3403		UK		DARKLEY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3404		UK		CARRICKLANE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3405		UK		DRUMGAR,		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3406		UK		CAVANAGARVAN PIT		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3407		UK		ARDRESS WEST		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3408		UK		CONLIG		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3409		UK		GRANSHA,		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3410		UK		CONLIG SOUTH		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3411		UK		LEITRIM HILL		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3412		UK		ANNACLOY		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3413		UK		TULLYGAVAN		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3414		UK		FOFANNYREAGH		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3415		UK		MONEYLANE EAST		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3416		UK		MAZE		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3417		UK		KNOCKAGORE		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3418		UK		TULLYRATTY		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3419		UK		BALLYDARGAN		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3420		UK		BELLEEK		Fermanagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3421		UK		ISLANDMORE AREA		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3422		UK		DUNARNON		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3423		UK		TINAGH		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3424		UK		CULLION		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3425		UK		LETTERAN, STRAW		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3426		UK		CULLION 2		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3427		UK		DERRYNOYD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3428		UK		DRUMARD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3429		UK		BRACKAGH SLEIVE		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3430		UK		CARNDAISY TIRGAN		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3431		UK		DERRYGANARD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3432		UK		AGHAK INSALLAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3433		UK		ANNAGHONE		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3434		UK		COALSLAND NORTH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3435		UK		GLENLARK		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3436		UK		CAPPAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3437		UK		DRUMENAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3438		UK		TEEBANE		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3439		UK		ANNAGHER		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3440		UK		BARROW		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3441		UK		MULLAGHMORE		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3442		UK		CAPPAGH COPPER		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3443		UK		NORTH DUNGANNON		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3444		UK		BALLYMENAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3445		UK		LOWER CULLION		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		PLND		PLND		3446		PL		Radzimowice I		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3447		PL		Radzimowice- szyb Arnold		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3448		PL		Radzimowice –szyb Luis		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3449		PL		Sienna 2 - Janowa Góra		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3450		PL		Ciechanowice IV,60, Pod Zegarem		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3451		PL		Wieściszowice, 61		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3452		PL		Składowisko b. "KWK Dymitrow" przy stadionie K.S.Polonia		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3453		PL		Składowisko odpadów pogórniczych Waleska		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3454		PL		Borynia -Jar Zbiornik 6a		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3455		PL		Pochwacie		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3456		PL		Kościelniok		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3457		PL		Hałda popłuczkowa w Tarnowskich Górach		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3458		PL		Hałda pogórnicza na E od Miechowic (Bytom)		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3459		PL		Hałda poflotacyjna przy ul. Jana Nowaka-Jeziorańskiego w Bytomiu		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3460		PL		Hałda poflotacyjna przy ul. Siemianowickiej w Bytomiu		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3461		PL		Hałda popłuczkowa przy ul. Siemianowickiej w Bytomiu		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3462		PL		Hałda kopalni miedzi w Miedzianej Górze - szyb Św. Franciszek		Województwo Świętokrzyskie		Heap		ND





Stats

				TOTAL:		3462

						Total		Heap		Dam		Pond		ND		Other		check

				AT		1		1		0		0		0		0		1		-

				CY		38		38		0		0		0		0		38		-

				CZ		19		19		0		0		0		0		19		-

				EE		37		37

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Different formula		0		0		0		0		37		-

				EL		19		4		0		0		15		0		19		-

				ES		73		20		53		0		0		0		73		-

				FI		53		0		0		0		53		0		53		-

				FR		28		0		0		0		28		0		28		-

				HU		511		61		3		15		430		2		511		-

				IE		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		-

				IT		665		616		0		15		5		29		665		-

				PL		17		6		0		0		11		0		17		-

				PT		176		64		0		0		111		1		176		-

				RO		695		627		0		68		0		0		695		-

				SE		311		0		0		2		309		0		311		-

				SI		78		0		0		0		78		0		78		-

				SK		338		314		0		24		0		0		338		-

				UK		402		0		0		0		402		0		402		-

						3462		1807		56		124		1443		32		3462

						Total		Metallic minerals		Non-metallic minerals		Precious metals		Fuels		Coal		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		Combinations (metallic, rare earth element)		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		Combinations (Metallic, fuels)		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal, non-metallic minerals)		Other		ND		check						Combinations

				AT		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		1		-				0

				CY		38		5		0		2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				31		38		-				0

				CZ		19		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				19		19		-				0

				EE		37		0		5		0		32		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		37		-				0

				EL		19		0		5		0		0		0		6		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		7		19		-				6

				ES		73		62		2		0		0		9		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		73		-				0

				FI		53		29		6		0		0		0		8		8		1		1		0		0		0				0		53		-				18

				FR		28		21		1		2		0		3		0		1		0		0		0		0		0				0		28		-				1

				HU		511		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				510		511		-				0

				IE		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1		1		-				0

				IT		665		348		89		12		33		0		72		61		0		17		1		0		0				32		665		-				151

				PL		17		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				17		17		-				0

				PT		176		156		7		10		0		3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		176		-				0

				RO		695		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				695		695		-				0

				SE		311		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				311		311		-				0

				SI		78		61		0		0		0		17		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		78		-				0

				SK		338		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		338		0		338		-				0

				UK		402		343		5		0		0		49		0		0		0		0		0		4		1				0		402		-				5

						3462		1027		120		26		65		81		86		70		1		18		1		4		1		339		1623		3462						181

						Metallic minerals		Non-metallic minerals		Precious metals		Fuels		Coal		Other		ND		Combinations







Heap	Dam	Pond	ND	Other	1807	56	124	1443	32	











Metallic minerals	Non-metallic minerals	Precious metals	Fuels	Coal	Other	ND	Combinations	1027	120	26	65	81	339	1623	181	





Date of last update (if av)

																Inventory

				MS		Last updated										7		Not needed (no facilities)						DK		HR		LT		LV		LU		MT		NL

				AT		Not available/Not found										1		Available but not online (Provided to us by CA)						PL

				CY		Jun-17										17		Available AND online						AT		CY		CZ		EE		EL		ES		FI		FR		HU		IE		IT		PT		RO		SE		SI		SK		UK

				CZ		?		Stated to be "continuous"								1		Link doesn’t work						BG

				EE		2011/2012

				EL		Oct-12										2		Information requested to MS						DE		BE

				ES		Nov-15										28

				FI		Nov-12

				FR		Apr-12

				HU		Dec-12

				IE		2015

				IT		May-17

				PL		Not available/Not found

				PT		Feb-13

				RO		Jul-12

				SE		Not available/Not found

				SI		Feb-14

				SK		Not available/Not found

				UK		England and Wales: January 2014
Scotland: January 2015
Northern Ireland: 2011
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						This compilation includes the information in the inventories (Art 20) that are publicly available as of 30/06/2017

						Type of resource (when the mine was active:

						Non-metallic minerals

						Metallic minerals

						Precious metals

						Fuels

						Combinations of the above
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						Type of facility;

						Heap

						Dam

						Pond

						Other

						ND = Not determined, not found, not available
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						Notes		Included since last submission: Poland (not publicly available at the moment). Austria: Info updated







Facilities



		Do not delete		Do not delete		Do not delete		MS		Facility name/code		Location		Type		Resource (when the mine was active)

		ATHeap		ATMetallic minerals		1		AT		Aufbereitungshalde des ehemaligen Kupferkies-Bergbaues Tessenberg, Tirol		Tessenber, Tirol		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYND		2		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines Mathiatis		Mathiatis		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		3		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines KOKKINOPEZOULAS		Mitsero, Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		4		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines AGROKIPIAS A (South)		Agrokipia, Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		5		CY		 Pile Waste abandoned mines AGROKIPIAS B (East)		Agrokipia, Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		6		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines AGROKIPIAS B (Western)		Agrokipia, Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		7		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines PLATIES		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		8		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines Mavridis		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		9		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines Mavridis (BLACK SYKIA)		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		10		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines Mavridis (Petra)		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		11		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines LEFKOSIA A (North)		Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		12		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines LEFKOSIA A (South)		Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		13		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines LEFKOSIA A (Filling piece with material which was transferred from an installation M12a or M12v)		Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		14		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines LEFKOSIA B		Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		15		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KOKKINONEROU (North)		Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		16		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KOKKINONEROU (INTERMEDIATE)		Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		17		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KOKKINONEROU (South)		Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		18		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines Kapedes (South)		Kapedes, Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		19		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines Kapedes (North)		Kapedes, Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		20		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines KINOUSAS		Kinousa, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		21		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KINOUSAS (underground)		Kinousa, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		22		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KINOUSAS (Ground B;)		Kinousa, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		23		CY		Waste heap of abandoned mines KINOUSAS loading station and underground C;		Kinousa, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		24		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines EVLOGIMENIS		Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		25		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines Vretsia		Vretsia, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		26		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines PERISTERKA-PYTHAROCHOMA		Nicosia district		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYND		27		CY		Abandoned Lakes Ponds sulfide ore processing plant Mitsero		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		28		CY		Waste heap of abandoned Plant Chromite Enrichment		ND		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		29		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines dome		ND		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		30		CY		Abandoned Lakes Ponds sulfide ore processing plant at TROULLOUS		Larnaca district		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYPrecious metals		31		CY		Waste Pile abandoned Washing gold in orchards		ND		Heap		Precious metals

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		32		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines KOKKINOGIAS		Nicosia district		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYPrecious metals		33		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines MEMI		Nicosia district		Heap		Precious metals

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		34		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines ALESTOS		Nicosia district		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		35		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines MOUSOULOS		ND		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYND		36		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KOKKINOROTSOU (GROUND)		ND		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		37		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KANNOURES (GROUND)		Limassol district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		38		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines CHATZIPAVLOU (UNDERGROUND east and west)		ND		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		39		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines KOKKINOGIAS		ND		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		40		CZ		Dolní Turkaňk-Nepřízeň		Turkaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		41		CZ		 Důl Šafary - Staročeské p., Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		42		CZ		 Panská jáma - Staročeské p., Benátecká žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		43		CZ		 Odval dolu Tomáš / Staročeské p., Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		44		CZ		 Kuntery, Kutná Hora - Kaňk		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		45		CZ		 Nová jáma, Hoppy, Rabštejn - Staročeské p.		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		46		CZ		 důl Mladá Plimle - Staročeské p., Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		47		CZ		 důl Stará Plimle - Staročeské p., Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		48		CZ		 důl Fráty - Staročeské pásmo, Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		49		CZ		důl Šmitna - Staročeské pásmo, Hlavní žíla 		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		50		CZ		 doly Šváby, Koštofaly - Staročeské p., Hl. ž.		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		51		CZ		 Železník - Oloví (Libnov)		Near Olovi, region of Karlovy Vary		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		52		CZ		 odval štoly Paulus II		Studenec, region of Karlovy Vary		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		53		CZ		Odval štoly Josef II		Stříbro, region of Plzeň		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		54		CZ		 Dobývky na žíle Michal		Stříbro, region of Plzeň		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		55		CZ		 Halda Třebsko		Trebsko, Central Bohemian region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		56		CZ		 Odval jámy Emanuel		Milešov, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		57		CZ		 Odval jámy Marie		Milešov, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		58		CZ		 Karlov 3 - Kutiště		Near Kutiště, Moravian-Silesian Region		Heap		ND

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		59		EE		Käva 2 nr 1		Kohtla-Järve linn, Kohtla vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		60		EE		Maardu põhjakarjääri aheraineladestus		Jõelähtme vald, Maardu linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Phosphate

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		61		EE		Sompa nr 1		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		62		EE		Sompa nr 4		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		63		EE		Kukruse nr 1		Kohtla vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		64		EE		Sompa nr 2		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		65		EE		Sompa nr 3		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		66		EE		Rutiku nr 1		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		67		EE		Edise nr 2		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		68		EE		Edise nr 1		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		69		EE		Sinivoore nr 2		Kohtla vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		70		EE		Pauliku nr 6		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		71		EE		Tammiku  nr 2		Kohtla-Järve linn, Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		72		EE		Pauliku nr 5		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		73		EE		Tammiku  nr 3		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		74		EE		Edise nr 4		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		75		EE		Rummu aheraine ladestus		Vasalemma vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		76		EE		Maardu lõunakarjääri aheraineladestus		Jõelähtme vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Phosphate

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		77		EE		Kohtla nr 1		Kohtla-Nõmme vald 		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		78		EE		Maardu flotoliiva ladestus		Maardu linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Phosphate

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		79		EE		Estonia nr 1		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		80		EE		Ahtme nr 2		Kohtla-Järve linn, Jõhvi ja Illuka vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		81		EE		Edise nr 3		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		82		EE		Ahtme nr 1		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		83		EE		Kohtla nr 2		Kohtla-Nõmme vald 		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		84		EE		Viru nr 3		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		85		EE		Sompa nr 5		Kohtla-Järve linn, Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		86		EE		Rutiku nr 2		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		87		EE		Kiviõli nr 1		Kiviõli linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		88		EE		Viru nr 2		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		89		EE		Kiviõli nr 2		Kiviõli linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		90		EE		Kohtla nr 3		Kohtla-Nõmme vald 		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		91		EE		Harku aheraine ladestus		Harku vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		92		EE		Viru nr 1		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		93		EE		Estonia nr 3		Illuka vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		94		EE		Aidu nr 1		Maidla vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		95		EE		Estonia nr 2		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		96		EL		1		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		97		EL		2		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		98		EL		3		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		99		EL		4		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		100		EL		5		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		101		EL		6		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELHeap		ELND		102		EL		7		Prefecture of Macedonia		Heap		ND

		ELHeap		ELND		103		EL		8		Prefecture of Macedonia		Heap		ND

		ELND		ELND		104		EL		9		Thorikou, Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELND		ELND		105		EL		10		Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELND		ELND		106		EL		11		Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELND		ELND		107		EL		12		Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELND		ELND		108		EL		13		Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELHeap		ELIt could not be identified, possibly precious metals (gold)		109		EL		14		Othry-Eretria Mining Area (Tsagli)		Heap		It could not be identified, possibly precious metals (gold)

		ELHeap		ELNon-metallic minerals		110		EL		15		Othry-Domokos Mines Area		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ELND		ELNon-metallic minerals		111		EL		16		Zidani Area (Kozani)		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ELND		ELNon-metallic minerals		112		EL		17		Mandoudi (Α1. Κακκαβος –Ξωµανδρι Μωραίτης)		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ELND		ELNon-metallic minerals		113		EL		18		Mandoudi (Α4.   Παρασκευόρεµα – Πύργος - Μαιδες)		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ELND		ELNon-metallic minerals		114		EL		19		Mandoudi (Α5. Ταµβακάς)		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		115		ES		880 II 2 001		ALCARACEJOS (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		116		ES		858 IV 3 002		ALCARACEJOS (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		117		ES		879 I 4 001		FUENTE OBEJUNA (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		118		ES		858 IV 3 003		VILLANUEVA DEL DUQUE (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		119		ES		858 IV 3 004		VILLANUEVA DEL DUQUE (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		120		ES		917 I 4 001		LA NAVA (Province of Huelva, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		121		ES		938 IV 4 002		NERVA (Province of Huelva, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		122		ES		938 IV 4 003		MINAS DE RÍO TINTO (Province of Huelva, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		123		ES		884 II 2 001		LA CAROLINA (Province of Jaén, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		124		ES		884 II 1 002		LA CAROLINA (Province of Jaén, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		125		ES		34 III 4 003		CARTES (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		126		ES		34 III 4 006		CARTES (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		127		ES		34 III 4 007		CARTES (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		128		ES		34 III 4 001		TORRELAVEGA (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		129		ES		34 III 4 002		TORRELAVEGA (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		130		ES		809 II 1 001		VILLAMAYOR DE CALATRAVA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		131		ES		809 II 1 002		VILLAMAYOR DE CALATRAVA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		132		ES		809 II 1 003		VILLAMAYOR DE CALATRAVA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		133		ES		657 III 2 001		MAZARAMBROZ (Province of TOLEDO, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		134		ES		835 II 1 001		ALMODÓVAR DEL CAMPO (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		135		ES		835 III 3 001		ALMODÓVAR DEL CAMPO (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		136		ES		835 III 3 002		ALMODÓVAR DEL CAMPO (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		137		ES		835 III 3 003		ALMODÓVAR DEL CAMPO (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		138		ES		861 II 3 001		MESTANZA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		139		ES		861 II 3 002		MESTANZA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESCoal		140		ES		126 II 3 001		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		141		ES		126 II 3 004		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		142		ES		126 II 3 005		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		143		ES		126 II 3 006		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		144		ES		126 II 3 007		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		145		ES		126 II 3 014		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		146		ES		158 III 3 001		SOBRADO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		147		ES		158 III 3 002		SOBRADO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESCoal		148		ES		159 II 3 016		TORRE DEL BIERZO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		149		ES		95 IV 1 002		TOURO (Province of A Coruña, region of Galicia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		150		ES		125 III 4 001		PEDRAFITA DO CEBREIRO (Province of Lugo, region of Galicia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		151		ES		878 I 4 001		AZUAGA (Province of Badajoz, region of Extremadura)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		152		ES		805 II 4 001		CASTUERA (Province of Badajoz, region of Extremadura)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESNon-metallic minerals		153		ES		141 II 4 001		ARANGUREN-PAMPLONA (Province of Navarra, region of Navarra)		Dam		Non-metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		154		ES		88 IV 3 001		MUTILOA - GABIRIA  (Province of Guipuzcoa, region of País Vasco)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESNon-metallic minerals		155		ES		28 II 2 001		LLANERA (Province of Asturias, region of Asturias)		Dam		Non-metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		156		ES		53 III 3 001		LENA (Province of Asturias, region of Asturias)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESCoal		157		ES		53 III 2 001		MIERES (Province of Asturias, region of Asturias)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		158		ES		77 II 1 001 		QUIRÓS (Province of Asturias, region of Asturias)		Heap		Coal

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		159		ES		978 I 1 001 		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		160		ES		978 I 1 009		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		161		ES		977 II 4 017 		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		162		ES		977 II 4 041		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		163		ES		977 II 4 043 		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		164		ES		978 I 3 014 		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		165		ES		978 I 3 016 		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		166		ES		978 I 3 021		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		167		ES		978 I 3 022		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		168		ES		978 I 3 026		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		169		ES		977 II 4 001		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		170		ES		977 II 4 021		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		171		ES		977 II 4 024 		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		172		ES		977 II 4 027		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		173		ES		977 II 4 028		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		174		ES		977 II 4 029		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		175		ES		977 II 4 030		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		176		ES		977 II 4 031		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		177		ES		977 II 4 033		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		178		ES		977 II 4 034		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		179		ES		977 II 4 035		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		180		ES		977 II 4 036		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		181		ES		977 II 4 044		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		182		ES		977 II 4 100		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		183		ES		976 II 3 003		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		184		ES		976 II 3 004		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		185		ES		976 II 3 005		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		186		ES		976 II 3 006		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		187		ES		976 II 3  007		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		188		FI		No 14, facility 1		Akaa, Pirkanmaa region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		189		FI		No 14, facility 2		Akaa, Pirkanmaa region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		190		FI		No 16		Enonkoski, Southern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		191		FI		No 2, facility 1		Joensuu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		192		FI		No 2, facility 2		Joensuu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		193		FI		No 24, facility 1		Joensuu, North Karelia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		194		FI		No 28, facility 1		Joensuu, North Karelia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		195		FI		No 23, facility 1		Kajaani, Kainuu region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		196		FI		No 23, facility 2		Kajaani, Kainuu region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		197		FI		No 8		Keitele, Northern Savonia region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		198		FI		No 15, facility 1		Kemijärvi, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		199		FI		No 15, facility 2		Kemijärvi, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		200		FI		No 29, facility 1		Kemijärvi, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		201		FI		No 29, facility 2		Kemijärvi, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		202		FI		No 6		Kerimäki, Southern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		203		FI		No 27		Kittilä, Lapland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		204		FI		No 32		Kittilä, Lapland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		205		FI		No 31		Kiuruvesi, Northern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		206		FI		No 30, facility 1		Kolari, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		207		FI		No 30, facility 2		Kolari, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (metallic, rare earth element)		208		FI		No 12		Korsnäs, Ostrobothnia		ND		Combinations (metallic, rare earth element)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		209		FI		No 13		Leppävirta, Northern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		210		FI		No 33		Leppävirta, Northern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		211		FI		No 21		Lieksa, North Karelia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		212		FI		No 34		Lieksa, North Karelia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		213		FI		No 17		Nivala, Northern Ostrobothnia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		214		FI		No 18, facility 1		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		215		FI		No 18, facility 2		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		216		FI		No 25, facility 1		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		217		FI		No 25, facility 2		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		218		FI		No 25, facility 3		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		219		FI		No 39, facility 1		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		220		FI		No 39, facility 2		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		221		FI		No 39, facility 3		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		222		FI		No 5, facility 1		Pieksämäki, Southern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		223		FI		No 5, facility 2		Pieksämäki, Southern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		224		FI		No 37		Polvijärvi, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		225		FI		No 20		Pyhäjärvi, Northern Ostrobothnia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		226		FI		No 1		Salo, Southwest Finland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		227		FI		No 19		Salo, Southwest Finland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		228		FI		No 22, facility 1		Salo, Southwest Finland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		229		FI		No 22, facility 2		Salo, Southwest Finland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		230		FI		No 36		Sotkamo, Kainuu region		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		231		FI		No 35		Taipalsaari, South Karelia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		232		FI		No 9		Tervola, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		233		FI		No 11		Tervola, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		234		FI		No 26, facility 1		Tuusniemi,  Northern Savonia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		235		FI		No 26, facility 2		Tuusniemi,  Northern Savonia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		236		FI		No 38		Vihanti, Northern Ostrobothnia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		237		FI		No 3, facility 1		Ylöjärvi, Pirkanmaa		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		238		FI		No 3, facility 2		Ylöjärvi, Pirkanmaa		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		239		FI		No 40, facility 1		Ylöjärvi, Pirkanmaa		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		240		FI		No 40, facility 2		Ylöjärvi, Pirkanmaa		ND		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		241		FR		Pechelbronn		Bas-Rhin, Grand Est		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		242		FR		MDPA		Haut-Rhin, Grand Est		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		243		FR		Marsanges		Haute-Loire, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		244		FR		Auzelles		Puy-de-Dôme, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		245		FR		Barbecot-Roure		Puy-de-Dôme, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		246		FR		Montmins		Allier, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		247		FR		La Touche		Ille-et-Vilaine, Bretagne		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		248		FR		Salsigne		Aude, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		249		FR		La Caunette		Aude, Occitanie		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		250		FR		La Croix de Pallières		Gard, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		251		FR		Les Malines		Gard, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		252		FR		Saint-Sauveur		Gard, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		253		FR		Le Bleymard		Lozère, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRPrecious metals		254		FR		Le Bourneix		Haute-Vienne, Nouvelle-Aquitaine		ND		Precious metals

		FRND		FRPrecious metals		255		FR		Le Bourneix SMB		Haute-Vienne, Nouvelle-Aquitaine		ND		Precious metals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		256		FR		Pierrefitte		Hautes-Pyrénées, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		257		FR		Noailhac		Tarn, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		258		FR		Le Dadou		Tarn, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		259		FR		Pic-de-la-Fourque		Ariège, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		260		FR		Abbaretz		Loire-Atlantique, Pays de la Loire		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		261		FR		Segre		Maine-et-Loire, Pays de la Loire		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		262		FR		Fontsante		Var, Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		263		FR		Largentière		Ardèche, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRCoal		264		FR		Bassin de saint Charles		Moselle, Grand Est		ND		Coal

		FRND		FRCoal		265		FR		Bassin à schlamms 31		Nord, Hauts-de-France		ND		Coal

		FRND		FRCoal		266		FR		Terril n°27 dit Labussière Aviation		Pas-de-Calais, Hauts-de-France		ND		Coal

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		267		FR		Bois Noirs - Limouzat		Loire,  Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRNon-metallic minerals		268		FR		Canari		Haute-Corse, Corsica		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		HUND		HUMetallic minerals		269		HU		Rudabánya, mélyszinti polimetallikus		Rudabánya		ND		Metallic minerals

		HUND		HUND		270		HU		Rudabányai ércdúsító		Rudabánya		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		271		HU		Korpáshegyi vörösiszap zagytározó		Neszmély		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		272		HU		Rudabánya II. - flotációs meddő barit		Rudabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		273		HU		Rudabánya - limonit, vasérc, ankerit		Rudabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		274		HU		Halimba V. (Malomvölgy XI/A. lencse) - bauxit		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		275		HU		Halimba, Cseres I.		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		276		HU		Halimba, Cseres III.		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		277		HU		Halimba, Cseres II.		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		278		HU		Albert I.		Mucsony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		279		HU		IV		Edelény		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		280		HU		tervtáró		Kazincbarcika		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		281		HU		I.		Putnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		282		HU		Harica		Kondó		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		283		HU		Szeles IV.		Mucsony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		284		HU		I-III.		Kurittyán		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		285		HU		Petőfitelepi meddőhányója		Királd		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		286		HU		Mocsolyás akna és meddőhányó		Királd		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		287		HU		Rudolf IV.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		288		HU		Ormos IV.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		289		HU		Ormos VII.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		290		HU		Berente		Kazincbarcika		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		291		HU		II.		Sajószentpéter		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		292		HU		Farkaslyuk		Ózd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		293		HU		Somsály		Hodoscsépány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		294		HU		Feketevölgy I.		Felsőnyárád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		295		HU		III		Edelény		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		296		HU		II.		Szuhakálló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		297		HU		Batófő		Borsodnádasd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		298		HU		Szeles I.- II.		Szuhakálló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		299		HU		Bánberke		Borsodnádasd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		300		HU		Rudolf III.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		301		HU		I. külfejtés		Szuhakálló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		302		HU		Táncsics akna		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		303		HU		Ormos III.		Ormosbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		304		HU		III.		Sajószentpéter		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		305		HU		Feketevölgy II.		Felsőnyárád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		306		HU		Németbánya XXV. Iharkút		Iharkút		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		307		HU		Gánt I. (Bagolyhegy) - bauxit		Gánt-Bányatelep		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		308		HU		Halimba VI. (Malomvölgy XII. lencse) - bauxit		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		309		HU		Óbarok-Hármashatári Bauxitbánya		Óbarok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		310		HU		új felsőkincsesi külfejtés		Kincsesbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		311		HU		Izamajor II.		Nyirád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		312		HU		Nyírespuszta-Ny bauxit		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		313		HU		Rákhegyi vízakna, Kincsesbánya		Kincsesbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		314		HU		Füzesgyarmati fúróiszap lerakat		Füzesgyarmat		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		315		HU		Deáki DNy.		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		316		HU		Bakonyszentlászló bauxitlencse		Bakonyszentlászló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		317		HU		Ódörögdi bauxitlencsék		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		318		HU		Bauxit meddő		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		319		HU		Alsóperei bauxitmeddő		Alsópere		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		320		HU		hosszú harasztos		Gánt		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		321		HU		Sümeg I. (Surgót I-III. lencsék) - bauxit		SÜMEG		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		322		HU		régi kincsesi külfejtés		Kincsesbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		323		HU		Angerrét, Meleges		Gánt		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		324		HU		Lejtős- és függőakna, Kincsesbánya		Kincsesbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		325		HU		Kőfejtő		Gánt-Bányatelep		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		326		HU		Újbarok I. (I-II-III-IV. telep) - bauxit		Újbarok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		327		HU		Bicske I. (Csordakút aknaüzem) - szén, bauxit		Csordakút		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		328		HU		Izamajor		Nyirád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		329		HU		Izamajor I. ÉNy		Nyirád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		330		HU		Halimba IV. akna - bauxit		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		331		HU		Bicske II. (Nagyegyházi Bányaüzem) - szén, bau		Nagyegyháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		332		HU		Izamajor I. DNY		Nyirád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		333		HU		Déli lencse		Gánt		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		334		HU		Csabpuszta VII. Kozmatag		Csabrendek		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		335		HU		Deáki III.		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		336		HU		Darvastói bx meddőhányó		Nagytárkánypuszta		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		337		HU		Nyirád XIII. (Nagytárkány-Deáki erdei lencsék		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		338		HU		Darvastó felhagyott		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		339		HU		Deáki X, XI		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		340		HU		Szépvizéri külfejtés		Pusztavám		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		341		HU		Erőművi pernyehányó		Bokod		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		342		HU		Külfejtés		Ecséd		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		343		HU		Vasmű salakhányó		Dunaújváros		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		344		HU		Erőművi salakhányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		345		HU		Rüchner akna A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		346		HU		Márkushegyi bányaüzem		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		347		HU		István akna B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		348		HU		Erőművi pernyehányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		349		HU		Központi palahányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		350		HU		Erőművi szénosztályzó		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		351		HU		Jókai btp Jolán akna		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		352		HU		Lyukóbánya		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		353		HU		Csukatói külfejtés		Pusztavám		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		354		HU		Jókai btp Beszálló akna		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		355		HU		Kossuth akna E		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		356		HU		Erőművi szénelőkészító B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		357		HU		Gyükési külfejtés A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		358		HU		Széchenyi akna A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		359		HU		MÉV III. sz. Meddőhányó, (I. Bányaüzem)		Kővágószőlős		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		360		HU		Előkészítő, Központi Mhó		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		361		HU		Szorospatak		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		362		HU		Szorospatak		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		363		HU		Erőművi salakhányó		Várpalota		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		364		HU		Erőművi iszaptároló		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		365		HU		Erőmű iszapoló		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		366		HU		Rüchner akna B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		367		HU		Vasas bánya F		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		368		HU		Erőművi pernyehányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		369		HU		Ó-tokodi szénmeddők		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		370		HU		Baross		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		371		HU		Majk-I XX. Akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		372		HU		XV. akna szénosztályzó		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		373		HU		Ella I.-II.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		374		HU		XV/B akna		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		375		HU		Vasas bánya C		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		376		HU		András akna C		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		377		HU		Pálinkás I.-II.		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		378		HU		Bánfalva		Bánhorváti		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		379		HU		K-i peremi külfejtés		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		380		HU		Újtelepi mhó		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		381		HU		I. Sólyom-bánya		Sajókaza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		382		HU		Ilona táró		Nemti		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		383		HU		XXI. Akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		384		HU		Iker akna		Pusztavám		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		385		HU		András akna A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		386		HU		Csipkés táró		Homokterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		387		HU		Inászói bánya A		Mátraszele		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		388		HU		Vasas bánya G		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		389		HU		Tiribes akna A		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		390		HU		Tiribes akna B		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		391		HU		Erőművi széniszapoló		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		392		HU		András akna B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		393		HU		Iker akna		Dudar		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		394		HU		Erenyő		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		395		HU		II. légakna		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		396		HU		Bánya III.		Balinka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		397		HU		Jenő akna I.		Karancskeszi		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		398		HU		Középsői meddőhányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		399		HU		Kakucsa		Kazincbarcika		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		400		HU		Pereces újakna		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		401		HU		Epszöny bánya, Szabadság akna		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		402		HU		János aknai külfejtés		Homokterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		403		HU		János aknai külfejtés		Homokterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		404		HU		I. légakna		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		405		HU		Somlyó-bánya		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		406		HU		Beniczki akna I		Egercsehi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		407		HU		szénosztályzó		Pilisszentiván		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		408		HU		Lipót akna		Pilisvörösvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		409		HU		Rákóczi btp., Tőkés táró		Kisterenye,		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		410		HU		Ármin akna I		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		411		HU		Erőművi salakhányó		Dorog		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		412		HU		Újbánya		Salgóbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		413		HU		Majk-II XX. Akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		414		HU		XXII. Akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		415		HU		Kossuth akna D		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		416		HU		Erőművi szénelőkészító A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		417		HU		Hasznos		Borsodnádasd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		418		HU		Kossuth akna C		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		419		HU		Anna		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		420		HU		Ármin akna II		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		421		HU		Mecsekjánosi meddő		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		422		HU		Szénosztályzó A, iszapoló		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		423		HU		Vasas bánya E		Hosszúhetény		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		424		HU		Kossuth akna H		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		425		HU		Szabadság akna		Dudar		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		426		HU		Székvölgyi bányák		Mátraszele, Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		427		HU		Bárnavölgyi lejtakna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		428		HU		Erőmű, salak-pernye hányó		Komló		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		429		HU		Kossuth akna A		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		430		HU		Béke v. Kányás akna		Mátraverebély		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		431		HU		Ménkes akna		Dorogháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		432		HU		S-II akna B		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		433		HU		Márkushegy lejtakna		Pusztavám		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		434		HU		Sopron akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		435		HU		Vasas bánya B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		436		HU		Gyükési külfejtés B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		437		HU		Anna akna		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		438		HU		Károly akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		439		HU		Béta akna C		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		440		HU		XXI akna, központi mhó		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		441		HU		Nagybarca		Nagybarca		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		442		HU		Kerületi mhó I.		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		443		HU		Kisgyón bánya		Balinka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		444		HU		Déli bánya		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		445		HU		Erőművi salakhányó		Dorog		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		446		HU		Új-Hermes akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		447		HU		III. akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		448		HU		Kerületi mhó II.		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		449		HU		Rüchner akna C		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		450		HU		Csordakúti Bányaüzem		Bicske		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		451		HU		Károly-Nádor-Rezső táró		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		452		HU		János aknai külfejtés		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		453		HU		Mangánbánya II. akna, Úrkút		Úrkút		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		454		HU		VII. akna		Rózsaszentmárton		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		455		HU		Béta akna B		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		456		HU		Gusztáv táró A		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		457		HU		Demjéni fúróiszap lerakat		Demjén		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		458		HU		Szénosztályzó		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		459		HU		Béta akna A		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		460		HU		Márta		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		461		HU		Gergely lejtakna		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		462		HU		Beniczki akna II		Egercsehi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		463		HU		Vasas bánya A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		464		HU		I./A		Egercsehi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		465		HU		Egercsehi btp.		Egercsehi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		466		HU		II.		Felsőnyárád		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		467		HU		Erőművi pernyehányó		Dorog		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		468		HU		Auguszta akna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		469		HU		XV/c. Akna		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		470		HU		Márkushegyi lejtakna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		471		HU		Erzsébet akna		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		472		HU		Kossuth akna F		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		473		HU		Pólyosi külfejtés		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		474		HU		szénosztályzó		Mónosbél		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		475		HU		XI. akna		Szűcsi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		476		HU		Erzsébet akna		Pilisszentiván		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		477		HU		Bánta bánya		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		478		HU		X akna		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		479		HU		Kisteleki bányák		Mátraszele		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		480		HU		Szatymazi fúróiszap lerakat		Szatymaz		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		481		HU		Katalin akna		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		482		HU		Kossuth akna		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		483		HU		Főtáró		Salgóbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		484		HU		Kossuth akna B		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		485		HU		Jakab táró		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		486		HU		Mangánbánya, Nyírjesi külfejtés		Úrkút		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		487		HU		MÉV IV. K-i légakna meddőhányó (III. Bányaüzem)		Kővágószőlős		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		488		HU		Inászói-külfejtés		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		489		HU		Eplényi mangánérc		Eplény (Olaszfalu)		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		490		HU		Olaszfalu I. - mangánérc, karbonátos mangánérc		Olaszfalu		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		491		HU		Tordas II., Pólyos akna C.		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		492		HU		Szurdok akna		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		493		HU		IX. akna		Rózsaszentmárton		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		494		HU		Cser bánya I		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		495		HU		Cser bánya II		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		496		HU		Cser bánya III		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		497		HU		Cser bánya IV		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		498		HU		Vasas bánya D		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		499		HU		Csigakúti főtáró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		500		HU		Feketevölgyi akna		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		501		HU		Pócsházi akna		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		502		HU		VII akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		503		HU		Kiserenyő		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		504		HU		Pátka, Kőrakás-hegy, polimetallikus, Velencei hg.		Pátka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		505		HU		Kotyháza lejtakna		Salgótarján,		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		506		HU		XV. Akna		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		507		HU		XIX, XX aknák		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		508		HU		Szarvaskői táró II		Szarvaskő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		509		HU		Kazárvölgyi tárók B		Bélatelep		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		510		HU		Kazárvölgyi tárók A		Bélatelep		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		511		HU		Kotyháza Papvölgyi lejtakna		Salgótarján,		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		512		HU		Tornaszentandrás, polimetallikus vasérc		Tornaszentandrás		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		513		HU		S-III akna		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		514		HU		Ambrus völgy		Nemti		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		515		HU		MÉV V. Üzemi szállítóakna meddőhányója		Kővágótöttös		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		516		HU		Mária akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		517		HU		Tordas II., Pólyos akna A.		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		518		HU		Tordas II., Pólyos akna B.		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		519		HU		Anna akna		Kosd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		520		HU		Pauli akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		521		HU		Erőmű szénrakodó		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		522		HU		Jóremény I.		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		523		HU		Ó-Hermes akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		524		HU		György táró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		525		HU		Rákóczi táró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		526		HU		Gyula táró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		527		HU		XVII akna		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		528		HU		István akna		Pilisszentiván		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		529		HU		I. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		530		HU		régi szénmeddők		Mogyorósbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		531		HU		VI. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		532		HU		Felső Fagyosasszony-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		533		HU		XI akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		534		HU		Jenő akna II.		Karancskeszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		535		HU		Kerületi mhó III.		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		536		HU		Királyréti altárna		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		537		HU		Regéc Nagyszárkői vasokker bánya		Regéc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		538		HU		Bánta 2-es akna		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		539		HU		Bánya I.		Balinka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		540		HU		VIII és XI aknák		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		541		HU		Rudolf akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		542		HU		Martonyi, polimetallikus		Martonyi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		543		HU		István akna A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		544		HU		Tardos III. akna		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		545		HU		Ödön akna		Szúcs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		546		HU		Gyöngyösoroszi-ércbánya [Ezüstbánya táró]		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		547		HU		Eger Mn-bánya		EGER		ND		ND

		HUDam		HUND		548		HU		Gáti bányák A		Mátranovák		Dam		ND

		HUDam		HUND		549		HU		Gáti bányák B		Mátranovák		Dam		ND

		HUND		HUND		550		HU		S-I légakna		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		551		HU		Zengővárkonyi kutató-tárók		Zengővárkony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		552		HU		régi lignitbánya		Rózsaszentmárton		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		553		HU		Villói bánya		Szarvaskő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		554		HU		Szabadbattyán Kőszárhegy, ólombánya		Kőszárhegy		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		555		HU		Pákozd, fluoritbánya		Pákozd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		556		HU		XIV akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		557		HU		XXIII akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		558		HU		Bánya II.		Balinka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		559		HU		Diagonál akna		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		560		HU		Szárazvölgyi akna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		561		HU		S-II akna A		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		562		HU		II. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		563		HU		Gőpel Ny-i táró		Tokod, Epszöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		564		HU		Bántai külfejtés I.		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		565		HU		Bántai külfejtés II.		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		566		HU		Bántai külfejtés III.		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		567		HU		Bántai külfejtés IV.		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		568		HU		IX akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		569		HU		Galvániszaptáró		Dunaújváros		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		570		HU		II. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		571		HU		Kossuth akna G		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		572		HU		Korpás lejtakna B		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		573		HU		Korpás lejtakna A		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUDam		HUND		574		HU		Gáti akna		Homokterenye		Dam		ND

		HUND		HUND		575		HU		Kőkuti akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		576		HU		XII/A akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		577		HU		Szarvaskői táró I		Szarvaskő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		578		HU		Magán-bánya		Mátraszele		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		579		HU		Sashegy akna		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		580		HU		XII akna		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		581		HU		VIII. akna		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		582		HU		IV. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		583		HU		Károly táró		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		584		HU		Ferenc táró		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		585		HU		Csurgó akna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		586		HU		Jóremény II.		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		587		HU		V. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		588		HU		Szákacsurgói szinesfém-ércbánya [Szákacsurgói-táró]		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		589		HU		III. légakna		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		590		HU		Hidegkúti szinesfém-ércbánya [Hidegkúti-táró]		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		591		HU		Béke akna		Dudar		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		592		HU		Csipkés lejtakna		Homokterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		593		HU		Gyöngyösoroszi szinesérc bánya		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		594		HU		Károly szinesfém-ércbánya [Károly-akna]		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		595		HU		Recski Ércbánya-üzem, rézérc (Lahócai bánya)		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		596		HU		Szénosztályzó		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		597		HU		Deszki fúróiszap lerakat		Deszk		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		598		HU		Mangánbánya, Csárdahegy		Úrkút		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		599		HU		Kaposvári fúróiszap		Kaposvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		600		HU		Szénosztályzó B, iszapoló		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		601		HU		Ajkai vörösiszap zagytározó		Ajka		Pond		ND

		HUPond		HUND		602		HU		(H1) Új flotációs zagytározó		Recsk		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		603		HU		Cserebökényi fúróiszap lerakat		Cserebökény		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		604		HU		(H2) Régi flotációs zagytározó		Recsk		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		605		HU		(H7) Istenáldás táró darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		606		HU		(H3/A) Középső György táró vegyes hányója		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		607		HU		Mátraszentimrei-akna meddőhányó.		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		608		HU		Károly-táró környéki meddőkupacok		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		609		HU		(H5) Ferenc táró darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		610		HU		(H3) Középső György táró darabos hányója		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		611		HU		(H6) VIII. táró darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		612		HU		(H8) Rm-48 darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		613		HU		(H4) Felső György és Brumi táró darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		614		HU		Katalin-táró meddőhányó.		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		615		HU		Hidegkúti-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		616		HU		Aranybányabérci-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUPond		HUND		617		HU		Mosonmagyaróvári vörösiszap zagytározó		Mosonmagyaróvár		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		618		HU		Altárói meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUPond		HUND		619		HU		Almásfüzitői K-i vörösiszap zagytározó		Almásfűzítő		Pond		ND

		HUPond		HUND		620		HU		Száraz-pataki flotációs zagytározó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		621		HU		MÉV II. sz. Meddőhányó, Bakonya (II. Bányaüzem)		Bakonya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		622		HU		Halimba, kisebb lencsék		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		623		HU		Halimba, Malomvölgy XIII.		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		624		HU		Halimba III. akna		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		625		HU		Szűzvári flotációs zagytározója		Pátka		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		626		HU		(H11) Darabos meddőhányó		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		627		HU		Kincstári-tónál lévő m.h.		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		628		HU		Rezespörk hányó		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		629		HU		Új-Károly-táró meddőhányó I.		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		630		HU		Péter-Pál-akna meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		631		HU		Károly-táró (55-ös feltörés) meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		632		HU		Új-Károly-táró meddőhányó II		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		633		HU		Péter-Pál-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		634		HU		Ezüstbányabérc-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		635		HU		Szarkáspuszta		Mogyorósbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		636		HU		Nagyegyházi Bányaüzem		Bicske		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		637		HU		Hunyadi akna		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		638		HU		Szent István akna A		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		639		HU		Szent István akna B		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		640		HU		Lencsehegyi szénmeddő		Kesztölc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		641		HU		Tanbánya		Mogyorósbánya		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		642		HU		MÉV I. zagytározó, Pellérd északi		Pellérd		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		643		HU		Zsanai fúróiszap lerakat		Zsana		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		644		HU		MÉV II. zagytározók, Pellérd déli		Pellérd		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		645		HU		Kiszombori fúróiszap lerakat		Kiszombor		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		646		HU		(H9) Rézérces darabos hányó		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		647		HU		Ruzsai fúróiszap lerakat		Ruzsa		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		648		HU		Almásfüzitői Ny-i vörösiszap zagytározó		Almásfüzitő		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		649		HU		szénosztályzó		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		650		HU		MÉV Perkoláció I. üzem zagytározó		Kővágószőlős		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		651		HU		Zobák akna		Komló		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		652		HU		Bence-völgyi flotációs zagytározó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		653		HU		(H10) Molibdenites darabos hányó		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUPond		HUND		654		HU		Úrkúti mangániszaptárózó		Úrkút		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		655		HU		Zalatárnoki fúróiszap lerakat		Zalatárnok		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		656		HU		MÉV Perkoláció II. üzem zagytározó		Kővágószőlős		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		657		HU		Algyő fúróiszap lerakat		Algyő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		658		HU		Berettyóújfalui fúróiszap lerakat		Berettyóújfalu		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		659		HU		Teréz-táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		660		HU		Telkibánya, mélyszinti polimetallikus		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		661		HU		Hidegkúti táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		662		HU		Fleischer-táró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		663		HU		Csengő-bánya		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		664		HU		Felső Fehérhegyi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		665		HU		Kecskeháti altáró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		666		HU		Kühne Hoffnung táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		667		HU		Mohs-táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		668		HU		Gusztáv Adolf táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		669		HU		Lipót-akna		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		670		HU		Zsófia-táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		671		HU		Hasdát-táró		Pányok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		672		HU		Alsó Fehérhegyi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		673		HU		Jupiter-táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		674		HU		Veresvizi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		675		HU		Helén-táró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		676		HU		Tamás-táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		677		HU		Kispallagi táró		Kéked		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		678		HU		Mária-táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		679		HU		Nyírkút-völgyi táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		680		HU		Vizes-táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		681		HU		András-táró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		682		HU		Mózes-táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		683		HU		Koppy-táró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		684		HU		Lobkowitz altáró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		685		HU		Fehérhegyi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		686		HU		Radács-táró		Kéked		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		687		HU		Királyhegyi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		688		HU		Ferdinánd altáró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		689		HU		Telkibánya, nemesfém bánya		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		690		HU		Nógrádi vasércbánya		Nógrád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		691		HU		Parádsasvári Béke-táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		692		HU		Diósi vasércbánya		Mád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		693		HU		Komlóska, polimetallikus		Komlóska		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		694		HU		Nagy-Lipót II-III-as táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		695		HU		Nagy-Lipót VII-VIII-as táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		696		HU		Nagylápafõi táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		697		HU		Parádsasvár Mogyorósoromi táró		Galyatető		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		698		HU		Ludmilla-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		699		HU		Velem-2, vasércbánya		Velem		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		700		HU		Budaörs Budai-föld		Budaörs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		701		HU		Upponyi tárók		Nekézseny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		702		HU		Alsó Fagyosasszony-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		703		HU		István-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		704		HU		Velem-1, vasércbánya		Velem		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		705		HU		Nyírjesi felsõ-táró		Galyatető		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		706		HU		Rózsa-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		707		HU		Bánya-pusztai tárók		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		708		HU		Szokolya Ólhegyi tárók		Szokolya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		709		HU		Névtelenbérci táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		710		HU		Bezina-tárók		Márianosztra		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		711		HU		Gécsi-hegy Retezi-táró (lejtakna)		Nadap		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		712		HU		Altáró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		713		HU		Királyrét Lukácsszállási táró		Nógrád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		714		HU		Nekézsenyi tárók		Nekézseny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		715		HU		Recsk Báj-pataki táró		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		716		HU		Nézsa okkerbánya		Nézsa		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		717		HU		Cserszegtomaj, piritkutatás		Cserszegtomaj		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		718		HU		Füzér Vas-hegyi vasércbánya		Füzér		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		719		HU		Szarvaskő, ércperidotit		Szarvaskő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		720		HU		Orczy-féle szinesfém-ércbánya		Parádfürdő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		721		HU		Recsk mélyszinti porfiros polimetallikus		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		722		HU		Splényi-bánya érces meddőhányója		Alsótelekes		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		723		HU		Mátraszentimrei-lejtősakna meddőhányó		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		724		HU		Szákacsurgó meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		725		HU		József-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		726		HU		Lujza-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		727		HU		Vereskői-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		728		HU		II. aknai meddőhányók		Bodony		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		729		HU		Bányabérci-akna meddőhányó		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUHeap or dam (unclear because the phrase is in Hungarian and it has both the official words for heap and dam)		HUND		730		HU		B1 meddőhányó (A-gát)		Bodony		Heap or dam (unclear because the phrase is in Hungarian and it has both the official words for heap and dam)		ND

		HUHeap or dam (unclear because the phrase is in Hungarian and it has both the official words for heap and dam)		HUND		731		HU		B2 meddőhányó (B-gát)		Bodony		Heap or dam (unclear because the phrase is in Hungarian and it has both the official words for heap and dam)		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		732		HU		Vizeslyuk-táró meddőhányó		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		733		HU		I. aknaudvar		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		734		HU		Kistölgyesi-táró meddőhányó I. (alsó)		Pásztó		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		735		HU		Nagytölgyesbérci+István-táró meddőhányó		Pásztó		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		736		HU		Pelyhes-táró meddőhányó II		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		737		HU		Pelyhes-táró meddőhányó I		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		738		HU		Lajos-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		739		HU		Kistölgyesi-táró meddőhányó II. (felső)		Pásztó		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		740		HU		MÉV I. sz. Meddőhányó - Kővágószőlős (I. Bányaüzem)		Kővágószőlős		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		741		HU		III meddő		Kővágószőlős		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		742		HU		MÉV Bakonya Frici-tárói meddőhányó		Bakonya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		743		HU		MÉV V. Üzemi Aknaudvar		Abaliget		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		744		HU		MÉV V. sz. Légaknai meddőhányó és aknaudvar		Abaliget		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		745		HU		MÉV IV. sz. Meddőhányó		Kővágótöttös		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		746		HU		IV. légakna meddőhányó		Kővágótöttös		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		747		HU		Tótvári meddő		Kővágótöttös		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		748		HU		Baglyasi táró II.		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		749		HU		Ferenc akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		750		HU		Inászói bánya B		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		751		HU		Szilváskői táró		Rónabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		752		HU		Gusztáv táró		Etes		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		753		HU		Irén bánya		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		754		HU		Gyertyánosi akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		755		HU		Medves táró		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		756		HU		Amália akna		Etes		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		757		HU		Albert akna		Etes		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		758		HU		Rau akna		Etes		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		759		HU		István akna		Salgóbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		760		HU		Frigyes akna		Zagyvapálfalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		761		HU		Kisfaludi lejtősakna		Lucfalva-Kisfalud		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		762		HU		Gusztáv táró C		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		763		HU		Margit táró		Zagyvapálfalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		764		HU		Forgách akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		765		HU		Nyárjasvölgyi akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		766		HU		Pálhegy akna B		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		767		HU		Margit lejtakna		Zagyvapálfalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		768		HU		József táró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		769		HU		Gergelyvölgyi lejtakna		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		770		HU		Újlaki aknák		Vizslás		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		771		HU		Gusztáv táró B		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		772		HU		András akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		773		HU		Baglyasi táró I.		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		774		HU		Pálhegy akna A		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		775		HU		Kazárvölgyi tárók		Vizslás		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		776		HU		Vizslási aknák		Vizslás		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		777		HU		Ferenc akna		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		778		HU		Margit-táró		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		779		HU		Károly, Ferenc akna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		IEND		IEND		780		IE

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
there are 86 closed sites in Ireland. According to their extractive industries registry, only 1 is considered to be affected by Art 20		EUQY 31 Ballycrystal Enterprises		Westmeath County Council		ND		ND

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		781		IT		SASSO MELIROLO		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		782		IT		BRUSADA E LARGONE		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		783		IT		BAGNADA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		784		IT		MONTE ZOCCA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		785		IT		PONTICELLI RIVA FRANSCIA 		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		786		IT		CAMPO CIAPPANICO		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		787		IT		MASTABIA E LAGO		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		788		IT		SASSO NERO		CHIESA IN VALMALENCO, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		789		IT		ALPE ACQUANEGRA 		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		790		IT		LANTERNA NORD		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		791		IT		ROSSO E BANCHE		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		792		IT		SCERSCEN		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		793		IT		SCINGIASCO		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		794		IT		DOSSO FRANSCIA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		795		IT		DOSSI FRANSCIA VALBRUTTA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		796		IT		LAGHETTO DI POLZONE		COLERE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		797		IT		SANT`ALOISIO		COLLIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		798		IT		ALFREDO		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		799		IT		SASSO		CHIESA IN VALMALENCO, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		800		IT		VAL SERIANA		PARRE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		801		IT		CUP		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		802		IT		BOCCHETTA DEL CINGIASCO		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		803		IT		PONTE E VETTO 		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		804		IT		CIMA FRANSCIA MAISA 		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		805		IT		CARONA		SELLERO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		806		IT		PEDRAZZI - LECCHETO - CARECCIA 		CARVICO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		807		IT		VALLASCIA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		808		IT		SANTA BARBARA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		809		IT		SOPRACROCE FONDI		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		810		IT		MONTE ELTO		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		811		IT		ANNA		ABBADIA LARIANA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		812		IT		PISOGNE		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		813		IT		VALLE DI BAREDO		PRIMALUNA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		814		IT		FRANSCIA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		815		IT		TROGGIA		INTROBIO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		816		IT		RISO		GORNO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		817		IT		TORGOLA NAVAZZE (VALLE TORGOLA)		COLLIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		818		IT		GRATICELLE		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		819		IT		TORGOLA		COLLIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		820		IT		MONTE FLESIO (FLES BASSO)		VALBONDIONE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		821		IT		TERZANA ALTA (TOLINE)		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		822		IT		OSSI - FUSIO - SERRADINO		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		823		IT		ZUC DI VALBONA		VALTORTA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		824		IT		MARZOLI (PEZZAZE)		PEZZAZE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		825		IT		PAGHEROLA		ROVETTA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		826		IT		PAGLIO E PIGNOLINO		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		827		IT		TERESINA		BRUSIMPIANO, VARESE, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		828		IT		PIAN DI PREDA ROSSA		BUGLIO IN MONTE, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		829		IT		BARISELLA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		830		IT		PIANO DEI MURI		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		831		IT		CAMISSINONE		ZOGNO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		832		IT		DOSSI DI FRANSCIA NORD-OVEST E RISTORO		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		833		IT		PONTE E GANDA		CHIESA IN VALMALENCO, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		834		IT		BLESIO (MONTE MANINA)		VILMINORE DI SCALVE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		835		IT		GARDENA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		836		IT		DOSSENA GIALLA II		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		837		IT		VAL SUELLA		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		838		IT		PONCINI		PORTO CERESIO, VARESE, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		839		IT		COSTA JELS		ONETA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		840		IT		VALVASSERA		INDUNO OLONA, VARESE, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		841		IT		GABAR		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		842		IT		VALLE DI MERALDO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		843		IT		VALLE DELLA MEGUA (PINETTO)		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		844		IT		FORCELLE		ISOLA DI FONDRA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		845		IT		MONTE MISMA		ALBINO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		846		IT		CANTIERE S. ROCCO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		847		IT		TRAVERSAGNA		PAISCO LOVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		848		IT		RUOLA FAEDO		PRIMALUNA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		849		IT		CORNA ROSSA (VALGOGLIO)		VALGOGLIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		850		IT		STENTADA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		851		IT		S. GALLO		SAN GIOVANNI BIANCO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		852		IT		MIRABELLA		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		853		IT		ORTIGHERA, PARINA, LAVAGGIO E CULMINI		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		854		IT		MONTE VIGNA		VALBONDIONE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		855		IT		CAMISOLO (VAGHI DI SASSO)		VALTORTA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		856		IT		GAFFIONA (DEL GAFFIONE)		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		857		IT		SPIAZZO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		858		IT		MONTE FOPPA 		CUSIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		859		IT		DOSSO E DOSSINO		CERVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		860		IT		S. COLOMBANO		COLLIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		861		IT		OSSI 		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		862		IT		MERALDO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		863		IT		PISCINA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		864		IT		SASSI ROSSI		PRIMALUNA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		865		IT		SAN PIETRO D`ORZIO		SAN GIOVANNI BIANCO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		866		IT		PAISCHI E TRAVERSAGNA		PAISCO LOVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		867		IT		FAIDALLO		PRIMALUNA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		868		IT		BAITELLO		INTROBIO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		869		IT		VAL BREMBANA		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		870		IT		GALE		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		871		IT		CONCA CAMPIONE		LOZIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		872		IT		ARTINO		PREMANA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		873		IT		VARRONE E DOSSELLO		INTROBIO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		874		IT		ALPE GRASSO		MARGNO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		875		IT		VALLONE		BESANO, VARESE, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Bitumen

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		876		IT		VENINA 		PIATEDA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		877		IT		REGINA ZOJE		PEZZAZE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		878		IT		MONTE ARERA		OLTRE IL COLLE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		879		IT		S. ZENO		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		880		IT		VACCAREGGIO O CASCINA VECCHIA		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		881		IT		ORTASOLO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		882		IT		PEZZOLA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		883		IT		DESIDERATA E FIGAZZINA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		884		IT		BAITE DI CAMPO		RONCOBELLO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		885		IT		FORCELLA 		OLTRE IL COLLE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		886		IT		BRUNONE		VALBONDIONE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		887		IT		SOPRACROCE		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		888		IT		CASA CONTI		GORNO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		889		IT		BOVEGNO		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		890		IT		GAVIERA		PAISCO LOVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		891		IT		PETAZZA E COSTA		MALONNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		892		IT		ROMITA		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		893		IT		BAGELLA		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		894		IT		DI SOTTA MALGA CUEL		ONO SAN PIETRO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		895		IT		UNIONE		ONO SAN PIETRO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		896		IT		RIZZOLO (VALLE)		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		897		IT		LA LONGA		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		898		IT		POZZUOLO		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		899		IT		LANZINI		CLUSONE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		900		IT		GIOVO		CERVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		901		IT		BORNO (BIENNA)		CERVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		902		IT		BOTTESINA		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		903		IT		MEDEL E LEGNERA		PAISCO LOVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		904		IT		S. ANTONIO		NAVE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		905		IT		SOTTOCAVALLO		BALLABIO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		906		IT		GARZETO		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		907		IT		PRESABONA		MALONNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		908		IT		FRASSINA		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		909		IT		MANIGLIA		PERRERO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		910		IT		SAN VITTORE		BALANGERO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		911		IT		CHICU`		VIU`, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		912		IT		AURIOL		SAMPEYRE, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		913		IT		FORNELLO DI TRAVERSELLA		TRAVERSELLA, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		914		IT		BRUNETTA		CANTOIRA, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		915		IT		BOURCET		ROURE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		916		IT		FONTANE 		PRALI, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		917		IT		VAL GERMANASCA		PERRERO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		918		IT		TORRENTE OTRO		RIVA VALDOBBIA, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		919		IT		BRACCHIELLO		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		920		IT		GIARGIATTA 		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		921		IT		MALZAS E LE COMBE		PERRERO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		922		IT		LA ROUSSA		ROURE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		923		IT		RIO PRACCHIO		CHIUSA DI SAN MICHELE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		924		IT		UJA E LAGO FALIN (USSEGLIO)		USSEGLIO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		925		IT		ALPE ROSSA 		BACENO, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		926		IT		FRAGNE`		CHIALAMBERTO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		927		IT		GIAS RIVET		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		928		IT		BAIO E BORE		BROSSO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		929		IT		PIAN DELLA ROUSSA		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		930		IT		COLLETTO		ROURE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		931		IT		SARET		ROURE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		932		IT		ISOLA DI VOCCA		VOCCA, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		933		IT		ALPE MONDEI		MONTESCHENO, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		934		IT		PUNTA LUNELLA		CONDOVE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		935		IT		BAIO (EX BAIO E MONTEFIORITO)		LESSOLO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		936		IT		AGOGNA - MOTTO PIOMBINO		GIGNESE, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		937		IT		SAPATLE` -  PLEINET - COMBA LA FRACIA (VAL GERMANASCA)		PRALI, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		938		IT		BAIO E MONTEFIORITO		LESSOLO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		939		IT		OGAGGIA		MONTESCHENO, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITND		ITMetallic minerals		940		IT		ALVANI		VALSTRONA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		ND		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		941		IT		BONDA DEL CHIERICO		VARALLO, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		942		IT		FREVA		PREMOSELLO-CHIOVENDA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		943		IT		BALMAFOL		BUSSOLENO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		944		IT		BAGNI (RUA`)		VINADIO, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		945		IT		MONTE SEYTA		VINADIO, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		946		IT		FUNGHERA		TRAVES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		947		IT		BORE (EX BORE I E BORE II)		BROSSO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		948		IT		VALLAURIA		LIMONE PIEMONTE, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		949		IT		BORE II		BROSSO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		950		IT		GULA		CRAVAGLIANA, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		951		IT		BORE I		BROSSO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		952		IT		ENVIE`		PRALI, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		953		IT		VALMAGGIA		VARALLO, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		954		IT		BELLA COSTA		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		955		IT		FABBRICHE		RIVA VALDOBBIA, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		956		IT		PENNINO GRANDE		VALSTRONA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		957		IT		VALBARBINA (SELLA BASSA)		SCOPELLO, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		958		IT		FRAZZE ROCCONI		MONTALDO DI MONDOVI`, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITPrecious metals		959		IT		CAMPIOLI		CEPPO MORELLI, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Pond		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		960		IT		CAMPELLO MONTI		VALSTRONA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITPrecious metals		961		IT		CROCETTE		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Pond		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		962		IT		CROCETTE CUMULO		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		963		IT		PESTANERA CUMULO		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Precious metals

		ITPond		ITPrecious metals		964		IT		PESTANERA DEPOSITO RETTANGOLARE		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Pond		Precious metals

		ITPond		ITPrecious metals		965		IT		PESTANERA DEPOSITO CIRCOLARE		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Pond		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		966		IT		MALFIDANO		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		967		IT		CAPO BECCO		CARLOFORTE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		968		IT		MONTE OI (SEDDAS DE GHILLERI)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		969		IT		GENNA CARRU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		970		IT		CAMPO PISANO		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		971		IT		BARRASCIUTTA (BARRAXIUTTA)		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		972		IT		SANTA LUCIA (SA MENA DE S`ORERI)		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		973		IT		SAN GIOVANNEDDU (S`EGA PORCEDDU)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		974		IT		PLANU SARTU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		975		IT		GENNA S`OLIONI		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		976		IT		SA PALA IS CARROGAS (GRUGUA)		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		977		IT		SU ZURFURU (GIOVANNI LONGU)		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		978		IT		PALA IS LUAS (COREMO`)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		979		IT		CABITZA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		980		IT		S`ACQUA BONA		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		981		IT		MONTE EGA		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		982		IT		MITZA SERMENTUS		SILIQUA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		983		IT		PLANU DENTIS		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		984		IT		INGURTOSU		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		985		IT		SA MARCHESA		NUXIS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		986		IT		ENNA MURTA (ACQUARESI)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		987		IT		NEBIDA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		988		IT		ROSAS		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		989		IT		TERRAS NIEDDAS		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		990		IT		NANNI FRAU (SAN NICOLO`)		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		991		IT		PALMARI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		992		IT		SAN BENEDETTO (FOSSA MUCINI)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		993		IT		SAN GIOVANNI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		994		IT		CANALE SERCI		VILLACIDRO, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		995		IT		SEDDAS MODDIZZIS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		996		IT		MONTEVECCHIO I, II, III		GUSPINI, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		997		IT		MASUA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		998		IT		SCALITTAS		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		999		IT		SU MUSCADROXIU II		SAN BASILIO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1000		IT		MONTE CANI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1001		IT		SAN GIORGIO		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1002		IT		MONTE UDA - MONTE CANI 		GONNESA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1003		IT		BAU MANNU		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1004		IT		PERDA S`OLIU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1005		IT		FUNTANA PERDA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1006		IT		SALAPONI		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1007		IT		SA DUCHESSA (CEA SPRENI)		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1008		IT		ARENAS SU PITZIANTI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1009		IT		MONTE CUCCHEDDU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1010		IT		PIRA ROMA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1011		IT		MONTE FIGU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1012		IT		MONTE FENUGU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1013		IT		MALACALZETTA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1014		IT		FUNTANA RAMINOSA		GADONI, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1015		IT		MACCIURRU		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1016		IT		SOS ENATTOS		LULA, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1017		IT		MONTEPONI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1018		IT		MONTE ONIXEDDU		GONNESA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1019		IT		PERDU CARA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1020		IT		PUNTA CANDIAZZUS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1021		IT		PUNTA CAMPU SPINA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1022		IT		TRUBANIEDDA  (BEGATROTTA)		SILIQUA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1023		IT		GUTTURU PALA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1024		IT		FENUGU SIBIRI		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1025		IT		CANAGLIA		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1026		IT		S`EGA SU SOLLU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1027		IT		SU MANNAU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1028		IT		NEBIDEDDA		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1029		IT		CANAL GRANDE		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1030		IT		CANDIAZZUS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1031		IT		PERDA NIEDDA		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1032		IT		ERBA ULI		JERZU, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1033		IT		CORREBOI		VILLAGRANDE STRISAILI, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1034		IT		GENNA OLIDONI		BAUNEI, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1035		IT		MONTE ROSSO		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1036		IT		MONTE TRUDDA		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1037		IT		CALA BONA		ALGHERO, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1038		IT		SA CORONA DE SA CRABA		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1039		IT		RIU PLANU IS CASTANGIAS (PERDA `E PIBERA)		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1040		IT		MONTE SANTA VITTORIA		SADALI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1041		IT		SU SOLLU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1042		IT		SU BENATZU		SANTADI, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1043		IT		SEDDA ANTIOGU SABIU		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1044		IT		PUNTA SU LIBERAU (CASA SANNA)		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1045		IT		LAI (IS CUNGIAUS)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1046		IT		GENNA RICOSTA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1047		IT		ARGENTIERA DELLA NURRA		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1048		IT		PERDA LAI		SARDARA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1049		IT		ORBAI		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1050		IT		GIUENNI		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1051		IT		MONTE SEGARINO		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1052		IT		ANTAS		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1053		IT		CAPO ROSSO		CARLOFORTE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1054		IT		CAMPU ORIDDA - SU ISTERI		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1055		IT		INTERGENNAS		DESULO, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1056		IT		IS MURVONIS		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1057		IT		BAU (IS) ARENAS E TALENTINU (PUNTA CASTEDDU)		TERTENIA, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1058		IT		CASTELLO DI MONREALE		SARDARA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1059		IT		BRUNCU MANNU		SANT`ANDREA FRIUS, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1060		IT		NICOLA SECCI		BURCEI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1061		IT		BACU LOCEDDU o SPILLONCARGIU (BACU LOCCI)		VILLAPUTZU, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1062		IT		TINY		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1063		IT		MONTE TAMARA (SAN PIETRO NUXIS)		NUXIS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1064		IT		PUNTA FILIPPEDDU		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1065		IT		CAMPO PIRA		TEULADA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1066		IT		PICCALINNA		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1067		IT		COROVAU (S`EGA SA FOLLA)		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1068		IT		BRUNCU MOLENTINU		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1069		IT		MURU MANNU		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1070		IT		ENNA SA SPINA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1071		IT		PUNTA PEPIXEDDA		PERDAXIUS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1072		IT		RIO BACCHERA		NUXIS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1073		IT		CRABULAZZU		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1074		IT		BRUNCU VINTURA		VILLAPUTZU, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1075		IT		S`ORTU BECCIU		DONORI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1076		IT		PERDU CARTA - PERDU ANDRIA		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1077		IT		SAN MIALI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1078		IT		PALMAVEXI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1079		IT		PUNTA MEZZODI`		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1080		IT		TOGORO		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1081		IT		PERDA MAJORI		VILLAPUTZU, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1082		IT		BAU PRESSIU		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1083		IT		PUNTA SAN MICHELE		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1084		IT		PUNTA DELLA TORRE		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1085		IT		MONTE SPINA		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1086		IT		MONTE SCORRA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1087		IT		BAREGA 		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1088		IT		LAI TANAS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1089		IT		MONTE AGRUXAU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1090		IT		GENNA RUTTA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1091		IT		SCIVU I e II		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1092		IT		MARGANAI (REIGRAXIUS)		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1093		IT		CANALI BINGIAS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1094		IT		CAMPERA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1095		IT		SERRA TRIGUS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1096		IT		SAN MICHELE		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1097		IT		MORTUOI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1098		IT		PUBUXEDDU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1099		IT		MONTE MESU		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1100		IT		GENNA SCIRIA		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1101		IT		BAUEDDU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1102		IT		CAPO GIORDANO (PUNTA MAIORCHINA)		PORTOSCUSO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1103		IT		PUNTA GENNA RUXITTA		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1104		IT		MONTE GENIS		VILLASALTO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1105		IT		PUNTA SA CONCHITTA		SANTADI, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1106		IT		MONTE ETTOI		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1107		IT		PERDA LADA		VILLACIDRO, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1108		IT		ARGENTARIA		LULA, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1109		IT		ORBAI I		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1110		IT		MACCIGOTTU		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1111		IT		SARALA`		TERTENIA, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1112		IT		GUZZURRA (SU ERGIOLU)		LULA, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1113		IT		NURAGHE SAN SIMPLICIO		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1114		IT		MORIMENTA		GONNESA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1115		IT		PALA SU SCIUSCIU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1116		IT		SERRA MANNA		GIBA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1117		IT		GIANNA AIDU ENTU		TORPE`, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1118		IT		MONTE MANNU SU FILIGOSU		NEONELI, ORISTANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1119		IT		TUVIOIS		SINNAI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1120		IT		SU SERBUZZU		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1121		IT		SANTA LUCIA		MURAVERA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1122		IT		CORONGIU ACCA		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1123		IT		IS SEDDAS		SANTADI, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1124		IT		MEURREDDU		SILIQUA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1125		IT		S`ARCU MANNU		GIBA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1126		IT		PUNTA SPINARBA		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1127		IT		CASE CARAI		LULA, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1128		IT		SAN SIMPLICIO		PERDAXIUS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1129		IT		SA RUTEDDA		VALLERMOSA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1130		IT		POGGIO CALA SAPONE		SANT`ANTIOCO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1131		IT		S`EGA DE IS FRISSAS (CAMPANASSISSA)		SILIQUA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1132		IT		RIU BUDDIDORGIU		VILLAPUTZU, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1133		IT		BARBUSI		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1134		IT		SANTA BRA`		MASAINAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1135		IT		MONTE LAPANO		TEULADA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1136		IT		S`ORERI		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1137		IT		S`ARCILLONI		BURCEI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		1138		IT		PERDAS DE FOGU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1139		IT		CANNAS		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1140		IT		ARCU SA CRUXI		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1141		IT		SANTO STEFANO		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1142		IT		SU SUERGIU		VILLASALTO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1143		IT		GENNA FLUMINI		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1144		IT		MARTALAI		VILLASALTO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1145		IT		PEDDIATTU		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1146		IT		SAN LEONE - PUNTA TINGIOSA		CAPOTERRA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1147		IT		MONTE CIDRO`		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1148		IT		GENNAMARI		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1149		IT		SU STRINTU DE SA PERDA		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1150		IT		TINTILLONIS		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1151		IT		SA SEDDA DE IS FOSSAS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1152		IT		GENNA MAJORI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1153		IT		MONTE ZIPPIRI		VILLASOR, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1154		IT		CORTI ROSAS		BALLAO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1155		IT		GUTTURU IS FOLLAS		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1156		IT		GOENE		LOCERI, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1157		IT		MONTE DE IS CRABUS		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1158		IT		MONTE CALCINAIO		PULA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1159		IT		MONTE ARBU		VILLASIMIUS, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1160		IT		ROCCIA PERDABILA (GIACURU)		ARITZO, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1161		IT		SANTORU		TERTENIA, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1162		IT		GENNA GUREU		ORROLI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1163		IT		MUSCADROXIU 		SILIUS, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1164		IT		IS LUAS		TEULADA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1165		IT		CUCCURONI		ARZANA, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1166		IT		CONCA IS OLLASTUS		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1167		IT		CANNAS DE BIDDA		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1168		IT		MONTE NARBA		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1169		IT		CRUCCUEU		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1170		IT		GIUANNI BONU		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1171		IT		MASALONI		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1172		IT		SERRA S`ILIXI		BURCEI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		1173		IT		BACU ARRODAS		MURAVERA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1174		IT		MACCHIONE (PARADISO)		CARLOFORTE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1175		IT		NICCIOLETA		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1176		IT		VALLE SAN SILVESTRO		CAMPIGLIA MARITTIMA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1177		IT		FENICE CAPANNE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1178		IT		ACCESA SERRABOTTINI		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1179		IT		BOCCHEGGIANO (CAMPIANO)		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1180		IT		MONTIERI		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1181		IT		VALLE BUIA		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1182		IT		RIO ALBANO		RIO MARINA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1183		IT		GAVORRANO - RIGOLOCCIO		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1184		IT		RAVI I		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1185		IT		RAVI II		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1186		IT		POGGIO BELLINO		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1187		IT		POGGIO MANDRIOLI		MONTE ARGENTARIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1188		IT		IL PASSO		MONTE ARGENTARIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1189		IT		MONTE CIVITELLA		PIANCASTAGNAIO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1190		IT		BAGNI SAN FILIPPO (PIETRINERI)		CASTIGLIONE D`ORCIA, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1191		IT		CANNETO		MONTEVERDI MARITTIMO, PISA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1192		IT		CAMPORSEVOLI		CETONA, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1193		IT		LANZI (TEMPERINO)		CAMPIGLIA MARITTIMA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1194		IT		TAFONE		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1195		IT		MONTE ARSICCIO		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1196		IT		ACQUACALDA		SEMPRONIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1197		IT		FRIGIDO		MASSA, MASSA CARRARA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1198		IT		RIPA		SERAVEZZA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1199		IT		GALLENA - BOTTINO		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1200		IT		CARPINE - SOLFORATE		PIANCASTAGNAIO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1201		IT		VAL DI CASTELLO		PIETRASANTA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1202		IT		ABBADIA SAN SALVATORE		ABBADIA SAN SALVATORE, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1203		IT		CAMPOLECCIANO		ROSIGNANO MARITTIMO, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1204		IT		LE BAGNORE		ARCIDOSSO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1205		IT		SELVENA		CASTELL`AZZARA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1206		IT		CAMPI VECCHI		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1207		IT		RITORTO-FONTALCINALDO		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1208		IT		FRANCO		ISOLA DEL GIGLIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1209		IT		LA BANDITELLA		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1210		IT		ZOLFIERE II		SCANSANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1211		IT		AQUILAIA		ARCIDOSSO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1212		IT		BANDITELLA		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1213		IT		PIETRATONDA I		CAMPAGNATICO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1214		IT		CALA DELL`ALLUME		ISOLA DEL GIGLIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1215		IT		I SALAIOLI		SCANSANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1216		IT		ALVEO SIELE		CASTELL`AZZARA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1217		IT		CARPIGNONE - ACCESA		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1218		IT		IL SASSO		ROCCALBEGNA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1219		IT		BOTTINO		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1220		IT		LAGO DI BURANO  - CHIARONE		CAPALBIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1221		IT		FONTE DELL`ANGUILLA		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1222		IT		CORTEVECCHIA		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1223		IT		POGGIO GUARDIONE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1224		IT		LA SELVA		RAPOLANO TERME, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1225		IT		MONTE MARTINO		RAPOLANO TERME, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1226		IT		MODANELLA		RAPOLANO TERME, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1227		IT		POGGIO SANTA CECILIA		RAPOLANO TERME, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1228		IT		FOSSO DELLA CHIESA		MURLO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1229		IT		POMPANA		MURLO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1230		IT		CASTAGNO		RIO MARINA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1231		IT		SANTARELLO		SEMPRONIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1232		IT		MONTE GROSSO		RIO MARINA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1233		IT		CELLENA - CORTEVECCHIA		SEMPRONIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1234		IT		MACCHIA CASELLA		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1235		IT		PIETRATONDA II		CAMPAGNATICO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1236		IT		MONTE LABBRO I		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1237		IT		SPANNOCCHIA (CAMPOREDALDI)		CHIUSDINO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1238		IT		SIELE		PIANCASTAGNAIO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1239		IT		SASSI NERI		CAPOLIVERI, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1240		IT		MONTE LABBRO II		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1241		IT		RETO - MONTEBUONO		SORANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1242		IT		FARNOCCHIA VAL RADICE		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1243		IT		MONTECASTELLI		CASTELNUOVO DI VAL DI CECINA, PISA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1244		IT		ABETINA		PIANCASTAGNAIO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1245		IT		CALA DELL`OTTONE		PORTOFERRAIO, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1246		IT		ZOLFIERE I		MAGLIANO IN TOSCANA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1247		IT		CERRETO PIANO		SCANSANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1248		IT		BATIGNANO		GROSSETO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1249		IT		CASTELLACCIA		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1250		IT		VIGNERIA		RIO MARINA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1251		IT		CALAMITA		CAPOLIVERI, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1252		IT		GINEVRO		CAPOLIVERI, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1253		IT		LEVIGLIANI		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1254		IT		CATABBIO - FONTANELLE		SEMPRONIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITND		1255		IT		NICCIOLETA BACINI DI DECANTAZIONE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1256		IT		NICCIOLETA PIAZZOLA A		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1257		IT		NICCIOLETA POGGIO LA MADONNA		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1258		IT		NICCIOLETA ROSTAN		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1259		IT		FENICE CAPANNE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1260		IT		FENICE CAPANNE ROSTE ANTICHE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1261		IT		FORNI DELL'ACCESA 		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1262		IT		SERRABOTTINI		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1263		IT		BOCCHEGGIANO CAMPIANO - RIBUDELLI		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1264		IT		MONTIERI - GABELLINO		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1265		IT		GAVORRANO - RIGOLOCCIO		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1266		IT		GAVORRANO - bacini		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1267		IT		RAVI I e II		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1268		IT		TAFONE SUD E NORD		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1269		IT		MONTAUTO TAFONE 		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1270		IT		POGGIO AL GUARDIONE - SCABBIANO		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1271		IT		MONTE ARSICCIO		PIETRASANTA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1272		IT		ABBADIA SAN SALVATORE		ABBADIA SAN SALVATORE, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1273		IT		S. COLOMBA		CIVEZZANO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1274		IT		FIEROZZO		FIEROZZO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITNon-metallic minerals		1275		IT		PRESTAVEL		VARENA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Non-metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1276		IT		NOGARE`		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1277		IT		LE QUADRATE (FORNACE)		FORNACE, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1278		IT		VIARAGO (FONTANELLE)		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1279		IT		CINQUE VALLI		RONCEGNO TERME, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITPrecious metals		1280		IT		MINIERE ARGENTIFERE MONTE CALISIO		TRENTO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1281		IT		ANDREOLLE		BOSENTINO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1282		IT		CALCERANICA		BOSENTINO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1283		IT		VAL CORNERA		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1284		IT		VALAR		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1285		IT		PICE		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1286		IT		PLAZ		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1287		IT		MARIGOLE		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1288		IT		BOLDRINO		CONDINO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1289		IT		MISS-SAGRON (SOFIA)		SAGRON MIS, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1290		IT		VETRIOLO		LEVICO TERME, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1291		IT		ZACCON		RONCEGNO TERME, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1292		IT		FRASSILONGO (TINGHERLA)		FRASSILONGO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1293		IT		GRILL (MONTAGNAGA)		BASELGA DI PINE`, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1294		IT		MALGA DOSPRE` DI SOTTO 		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1295		IT		PREMENTIL		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1296		IT		S. MARIA DI VIEZZENA		PREDAZZO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1297		IT		VIGNOLA 		VIGNOLA-FALESINA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1298		IT		RICERCHE DI PIRITE VALLE S. VALENTINO		VIGO RENDENA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1299		IT		AGLI ORTI 		TRENTO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1300		IT		OSTERIA AL RIPOSO		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1301		IT		MONTE ORNO		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1302		IT		TONOLO		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITFuels		1303		IT		MOLLARO		TAIO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Bitumen

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1304		IT		MALGA DOSPRE`		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITFuels		1305		IT		S. ROMEDIO (CIRO`)		TAIO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Bitumen

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1306		IT		FRATELL		CONDINO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITNon-metallic minerals		1307		IT		ERTELI		RONCEGNO TERME, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1308		IT		S. MARTINO - MONTENEVE		MOSO IN PASSIRIA, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1309		IT		LATEMAR		NOVA PONENTE, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1310		IT		CORVARA II 		SARENTINO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1311		IT		TERLANO		TERLANO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1312		IT		WOLF (VALLARSA)		NOVA PONENTE, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1313		IT		RABENSTEIN (CORVARA)		SARENTINO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1314		IT		SCHNEEBERG (MONTENEVE)		MOSO IN PASSIRIA, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1315		IT		PREDOI		PREDOI, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1316		IT		RIO DANZA		RENON, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1317		IT		EGGERTHAL (VAL D`EGA)		BOLZANO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1318		IT		PFUNDERERBERG GARNSTEIN		VILLANDRO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1319		IT		QUAIRA (CASE PRATO)		NOVA LEVANTE, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1320		IT		PIANCIANO EST		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1321		IT		PIAN AUTA		VITERBO, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1322		IT		PIAN DELL`ORGANO		TARQUINIA, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1323		IT		PRATO DEL CASONE		CERVETERI, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1324		IT		PIANCIANO NUOVA		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1325		IT		BACCALA`		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1326		IT		LE QUERCETTE DI MONTE LORETO		ROMA, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1327		IT		CASALE DI MEZZANO		VALENTANO, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1328		IT		PIANCIANO		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1329		IT		ROCCACCIA  - POGGIO DELLA STELLA		ALLUMIERE, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1330		IT		MONTICELLI -  MONTE GROTTA		COLLE SAN MAGNO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1331		IT		MONTALBO		FONDI, LATINA, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1332		IT		LE FORNACI		MONTE SAN GIOVANNI CAMPANO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1333		IT		MORTALE		CASALATTICO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1334		IT		S. DOMENICO		COLLEPARDO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1335		IT		MONTE DELLE FATE		TOLFA, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1336		IT		LAGO DI BURANO CHIARONE - PESCIA ROMANA		MONTALTO DI CASTRO, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1337		IT		ROVINE DI FERENTO SUD		VITORCHIANO, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1338		IT		CASTAGNETO DELLA TRINITA`		ALLUMIERE, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1339		IT		MONTE COLIUCCIO		GUARCINO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1340		IT		PIANCIANO OVEST		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITNd		ITMetallic minerals		1341		IT		CASALI		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Nd		Metallic minerals

		ITND		ITMetallic minerals		1342		IT		LE CASCINE		MEZZANEGO, GENOVA, LIGURIA		ND		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1343		IT		ROSSOLA (Est - Ovest)		BONASSOLA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1344		IT		GAMBATESA NUOVA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITND		ITMetallic minerals		1345		IT		BARDENETO-MONTE CAPRA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		ND		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1346		IT		TRE MONTI (MONTE ZENONE)		CASARZA LIGURE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1347		IT		LIBIOLA 1		SESTRI LEVANTE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1348		IT		CROSA RIO SECCO		BARDINETO, SAVONA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1349		IT		NASCIO MONTE BIANCO		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1350		IT		NERIVE - PRINCIPI		BARDINETO, SAVONA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1351		IT		GAMBATESA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1352		IT		COSTA 		FRAMURA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1353		IT		MONTE LORETO		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITND		1354		IT		MONTE LORETO 2		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1355		IT		MONTE LORETO 3		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1356		IT		MONTE LORETO 4		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1357		IT		MONTE LORETO 5		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1358		IT		FOCE		FRAMURA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1359		IT		CERCHIARA		PIGNONE, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITND		ITMetallic minerals		1360		IT		LA FRANCESCA		BONASSOLA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		ND		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITND		1361		IT		CASSAGNA A		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1362		IT		CASSAGNA B		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1363		IT		GAMBATESA SCRAVA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1364		IT		LIBIOLA 2		SESTRI LEVANTE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1365		IT		LIBIOLA 3		SESTRI LEVANTE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1366		IT		LIBIOLA 4		SESTRI LEVANTE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1367		IT		MONTE ALPE 		CASARZA LIGURE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITND		1368		IT		MONTE COPELLO - REPPIA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1369		IT		MONTE PORCILE (TRE MONTI)		MAISSANA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1370		IT		NASCIO MONTE BIANCO - MOLINELLO		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITOther		ITMetallic minerals		1371		IT		MONTE BOSSEA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Other		Metallic minerals

		ITOther		ITMetallic minerals		1372		IT		MONTE MESCO		LEVANTO, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Other		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1373		IT		TRIPI		ALI`, MESSINA, SICILIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1374		IT		CROCEFIA		BORGETTO, PALERMO, SICILIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1375		IT		GIAMPILIERI		MESSINA, MESSINA, SICILIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1376		IT		PETRULLI E PENDENTE		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1377		IT		TABUNA LIMMER		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1378		IT		STREPPENOSA		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1379		IT		CASTELLUCCIO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1380		IT		RINAZZO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1381		IT		TABUNA SPIRDI		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1382		IT		SCHEMBARI		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1383		IT		FOSSITELLA		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1384		IT		TABUNA		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1385		IT		DIRUBATO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1386		IT		CORTOLILLO A.B.C.D.		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1387		IT		TABUNA CORTOLILLO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1388		IT		FONTANELLE		CASTELVETRANO, TRAPANI, SICILIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1389		IT		ROCCA SARACENA		MONTAGNAREALE, MESSINA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1390		IT		MATARAZZO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1391		IT		MONTEDORO		RACALMUTO, AGRIGENTO, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1392		IT		MILENA		MILENA, CALTANISSETTA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1393		IT		SAN CATALDO BOSCO		SAN CATALDO, CALTANISSETTA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1394		IT		RACALMUTO EX ISPEA		RACALMUTO, CALTANISSETTA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1395		IT		PASQUASIA		ENNA, CALTANISSETTA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1396		IT		SANTO SPIRITO I		ABBATEGGIO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1397		IT		S. GIORGIO I		SAN VALENTINO IN ABRUZZO CITERIORE, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1398		IT		CUNICELLE		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1399		IT		S. LIBERATA		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1400		IT		FONTE		MANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1401		IT		FONTICELLE		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Bitumen

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1402		IT		CUSANO		SAN VALENTINO IN ABRUZZO CITERIORE, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1403		IT		LETTOMANOPPELLO (Conc. Comunale)		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1404		IT		PRATEDONICA		CARAMANICO TERME, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1405		IT		CESE		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1406		IT		ACQUAFREDDA I		ROCCAMORICE, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1407		IT		S. POTITO		OVINDOLI, L`AQUILA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

								

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
there are 86 closed sites in Ireland. According to their extractive industries registry, only 1 is considered to be affected by Art 20		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1408		IT		SALAFOSSA		SAN PIETRO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1409		IT		CASAROTTI		TORREBELVICINO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1410		IT		VALLIMPERINA		RIVAMONTE AGORDINO, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1411		IT		MONTE RUSIANA		AURONZO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1412		IT		GRIGNA		AURONZO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1413		IT		PIANDABARCO		AURONZO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1414		IT		ARGENTIERA		AURONZO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1415		IT		CASTELLO		TORREBELVICINO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1416		IT		MONTAURO		TORREBELVICINO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic, fuels)		1417		IT		PULLI 		VALDAGNO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic, fuels)

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
fuels=bitumen
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Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1418		IT		LOMBARDO		TORREBELVICINO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1419		IT		VALLE DELL'AGNELLO		COLLE SANTA LUCIA, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITND		1420		IT		VALLALTA		GOSALDO, BELLUNO, VENETO		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1421		IT		ARBAX 		CHALLAND-SAINT-ANSELME, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1422		IT		PIERE (SETTARME CHASSANT)		EMARESE, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1423		IT		CLOT DE BARNE		ARNAD, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1424		IT		HERIN		CHAMPDEPRAZ, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1425		IT		SACHE (O CHASSES)		CHALLAND-SAINT-VICTOR, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1426		IT		COGNE (LICONI)		COGNE, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1427		IT		PROMISE (BIOLLEY)		LA THUILE, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1428		IT		PIETRA MORTA 		ISSOGNE, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1429		IT		ARNAZ LE VIEUX 		VERRES, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1430		IT		PRESLONG (OLLOMONT)		OLLOMONT, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1431		IT		MASTRICARRO		CATANZARO, CATANZARO, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1432		IT		TORBIDO (MINIERA DI MACARIACE)		MAMMOLA, REGGIO CALABRIA, CALABRIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1433		IT		PAZZANO FIATERIA - MONTE STELLA - CAVURA		PAZZANO, REGGIO CALABRIA, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1434		IT		COLLE PALLONE - COZZICA		GIMIGLIANO, CATANZARO, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1435		IT		CAMMARELLE		MORMANNO, COSENZA, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1436		IT		MONCERVIERO DI MELISCIO		MORMANNO, COSENZA, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1437		IT		MORELLI - CARICCHIO		MORMANNO, COSENZA, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITMetallic minerals		1438		IT		RAIBL (MONTE RE`)		TARVISIO, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Pond		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1439		IT		MONTE AVANZA		FORNI AVOLTRI, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1440		IT		RAIBL I, II, III		TARVISIO, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1441		IT		AUPA		MOGGIO UDINESE, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1442		IT		MONTE COCCO		MALBORGHETTO VALBRUNA, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1443		IT		CANNETO GRONDANA		FERRIERE, PIACENZA, EMILIA-ROMAGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1444		IT		VIGONZANO		FARINI, PIACENZA, EMILIA-ROMAGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1445		IT		LA FOCE		BOJANO, CAMPOBASSO, MOLISE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1446		PT		Alcaria Queimada		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1447		PT		Aparis		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1448		PT		Azeiteiros (Herdade dos)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1449		PT		Barrigão		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1450		PT		Bofeta		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1451		PT		Bugalho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1452		PT		Caeirinha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1453		PT		Defesa das Mercês		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1454		PT		Ferrarias		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1455		PT		Miguel Vacas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1456		PT		Mociços		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1457		PT		Mostardeira		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1458		PT		Talhadas (Mina do Carvalhal)		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1459		PT		Tinoca		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1460		PT		Chaminé		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1461		PT		Escádia Grande		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1462		PT		França		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTHeap		PTPrecious metals		1463		PT		Freixeda		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Precious metals

		PTHeap		PTPrecious metals		1464		PT		Jales		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1465		PT		Monfortinho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1466		PT		Poço das Freitas		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTHeap		PTPrecious metals		1467		PT		Santo António (Penedono)		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1468		PT		Três Minas		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1469		PT		Vieiros (Penedono)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1470		PT		Alto do Sião (Vila Cova)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1471		PT		Alvito		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1472		PT		Azenhas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1473		PT		Costas do Marão/Maria Isabel		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1474		PT		Moncorvo		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1475		PT		Monges		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1476		PT		Nogueirinha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1477		PT		Orada		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1478		PT		Balôco		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1479		PT		Braçal		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1480		PT		Ceife (Palão)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1481		PT		Coval da Mó e Bocanha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1482		PT		Malhada		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1483		PT		Palhal		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1484		PT		Pinheiro		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1485		PT		Santa Leucádia		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1486		PT		Terramonte		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1487		PT		Várzea (Cavaleiros)		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1488		PT		Várzea de Trevões		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1489		PT		Balança		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1490		PT		Cercal / Rosalgar		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1491		PT		Eira do Brejo - Alcoutim		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1492		PT		Ferragudo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1493		PT		Lagoas do Paço		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1494		PT		Martinelo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1495		PT		Monte dos Mestres		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1496		PT		Saramaga		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1497		PT		Argemela		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1498		PT		Argozelo		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1499		PT		Bessa		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1500		PT		Cume		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1501		PT		Góis – Vale Pião		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1502		PT		Gourim		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1503		PT		Lagares - Rebentão		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1504		PT		Montesinho		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1505		PT		Ordes		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1506		PT		Rio de Frades		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1507		PT		Santa Eulália		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1508		PT		São Martinho da Angueira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1509		PT		Serra de Bois		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1510		PT		Tuela		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1511		PT		Vieiros		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1512		PT		Adória		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1513		PT		Almendreiras		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1514		PT		Barca d' Alva		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1515		PT		Bejanca		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1516		PT		Borralha		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1517		PT		Carris		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1518		PT		Chãs nº 3		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1519		PT		Covas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1520		PT		Fonte Santa		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1521		PT		Freixo de Numão		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1522		PT		Góis – Srª da Guia		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1523		PT		Ladeira das Vinhas		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1524		PT		Massueime		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1525		PT		Mata da Rainha		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1526		PT		Murçós		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1527		PT		Peixeiro		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1528		PT		Pintor		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1529		PT		Pousadela 		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1530		PT		Regoufe		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1531		PT		Ribeira		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1532		PT		Sarzedas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1533		PT		Tarouca		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1534		PT		Torrão da Moita		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1535		PT		Vale das Gatas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1536		PT		Cabeço do Pião 		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1537		PT		A. do Cavalo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1538		PT		Alto da Rasa		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1539		PT		Alto da Várzea		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1540		PT		Barracão (Fábrica)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1541		PT		Barroca Funda		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1542		PT		Barrôco D. Frango		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1543		PT		Barrôco I		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1544		PT		Bica		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1545		PT		Canto do Lagar		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1546		PT		Carrasca		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1547		PT		Carril		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1548		PT		Castelejo		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1549		PT		Coitos		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1550		PT		Corga de Valbom		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1551		PT		Corguinha e Prazos		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1552		PT		Cótimos		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1553		PT		Cruz da Faia		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1554		PT		Cunha Baixa		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1555		PT		Ervideira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1556		PT		Espinho		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1557		PT		Ferreiros		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1558		PT		Fontainhas - Gradiz		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1559		PT		Fonte Velha		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1560		PT		Fontinha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1561		PT		Formiga		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1562		PT		Forte Velho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1563		PT		Freixinho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1564		PT		Freixiosa		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1565		PT		Lenteiros		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1566		PT		Luz		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1567		PT		Maria Dónis		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1568		PT		Mestras		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1569		PT		Mondego Sul		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1570		PT		Mortórios		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1571		PT		Pai Moniz		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1572		PT		Pedreiros		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1573		PT		Pêra do Moço		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1574		PT		Picoto		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1575		PT		Pinhal do Souto		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1576		PT		Póvoa de Cervães		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1577		PT		Prado Velho		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1578		PT		Quinta das Seixas		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1579		PT		Quinta do Bispo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1580		PT		Reboleiro		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1581		PT		Ribeira do Bôco		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1582		PT		Ribeira do Ferro		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1583		PT		Rosmaneira		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1584		PT		São Domingos (Barrôco do Ouro)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1585		PT		Senhora das Fontes		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1586		PT		Sentinela		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1587		PT		Sevilha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1588		PT		Tapada dos Mercados		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1589		PT		Tentinolho		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTPond and heap		PTMetallic minerals		1590		PT		Urgeiriça		Not indicated in the inventory		Pond and heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1591		PT		Valdante		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1592		PT		Vale Covo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1593		PT		Vale da Abrutiga		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1594		PT		Vale da Videira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1595		PT		Vale d'Arca		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1596		PT		Vale do Tamão		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1597		PT		Vales		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1598		PT		Algares de Portel		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1599		PT		Preguiça		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1600		PT		Vila Ruiva		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTNon-metallic minerals		1601		PT		Banjas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1602		PT		Cortes Pereira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1603		PT		Grou		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1604		PT		Gouveia de Baixo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1605		PT		Segura		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTCoal		1606		PT		Moinho da Ordem		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Coal

		PTHeap		PTCoal		1607		PT		Pejão - Germunde		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Coal

		PTHeap		PTCoal		1608		PT		São Pedro da Cova		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Coal

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1609		PT		Algaré		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1610		PT		Aljustrel-Algares		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1611		PT		Caeira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1612		PT		Caveira		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1613		PT		Chança		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1614		PT		Juliana		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1615		PT		Lousal		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1616		PT		Montinho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1617		PT		Reveza		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1618		PT		São Domingos		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1619		PT		Arado do Castanheiro		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1620		PT		Raseira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1621		PT		Tapada do Lobo 2		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ROPond		ROND		1622		RO		VALEA CIOTOROGULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1623		RO		BOCSA 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1624		RO		VALEA PORCULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1625		RO		ANIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1626		RO		VALEA LUPONII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1627		RO		HEREPEIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1628		RO		LUNCA MURESULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1629		RO		NUCET		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1630		RO		SANTIMBRU - SANCRAIENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1631		RO		ALTIN TEPE IAZ 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1632		RO		ALTIN TEPE IAZ 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1633		RO		LUNCSOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1634		RO		VALEA ZLATINA N1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1635		RO		VALEA ZLATINA N2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1636		RO		TARNICIOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1637		RO		VALEA SARTASULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1638		RO		VALEA CUTII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1639		RO		VALEA GLODULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1640		RO		BLOAJA - BAIUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1641		RO		NOVAT - NOVICIOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1642		RO		MALAINI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1643		RO		ROVINA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1644		RO		RIBITA CURTENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1645		RO		VALEA SALISTEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1646		RO		GURA ROSIEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1647		RO		COLBU I, II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1648		RO		DUMITRELU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1649		RO		VALEA HOATERULUI (BAIA DE ARAMA)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1650		RO		PLOPIS - RACHITELE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1651		RO		FAGUL CETATII - IAZ BALAN No4		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1652		RO		IAZUL D2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1653		RO		BALAN 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1654		RO		VRANICIOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1655		RO		VALEA DEVEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1656		RO		IAZ AVARII V. DEVEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1657		RO		IAZUL D1+D3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1658		RO		VALEA ZLATNA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1659		RO		VALEA MEALU IAZ No2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1660		RO		VALEA MIRESULUI IAZ 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1661		RO		TAUTII DE SUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1662		RO		DEALUL NEGRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1663		RO		PARAUL CAILOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1664		RO		TAUSANI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1665		RO		VALEA CARBUNELUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1666		RO		VALEA PODULUI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1667		RO		VALEA PODULUI 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1668		RO		BRAZESTI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1669		RO		SASCA MONTANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1670		RO		BOZANTA REMIN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1671		RO		BLOAJA - AVARII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1672		RO		OSTRA A, B, C		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1673		RO		POARTA VECHE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1674		RO		CETATUIA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1675		RO		VALEA STRAJA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1676		RO		BALAN 2 SI 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1677		RO		BALAN 3A		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1678		RO		SASAR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1679		RO		HARGITA IAZ 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1680		RO		HARGHITA IAZ 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1681		RO		DOBRESTI 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1682		RO		DOBRESTI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1683		RO		CHISTAG		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1684		RO		PEORDA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1685		RO		PETRILA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1686		RO		BAIA DE FIER		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1687		RO		VALEA HAJULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1688		RO		IARA FAGETUL IERII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1689		RO		BAISOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1690		RO		GAL 0m PACEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1691		RO		GAL B.CUV.DOMNULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1692		RO		GAL CONCORDIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1693		RO		BAIA ROSIE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1694		RO		CATU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1695		RO		GAL MIHAI+130		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1696		RO		GAL NOROCUL NESPERAT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1697		RO		GAL SIGISMUND		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1698		RO		STEFANIA DE SUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1699		RO		PROGRESU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1700		RO		VERKES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1701		RO		IRINA RACOSI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1702		RO		IULIANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1703		RO		AFINIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1704		RO		AURORA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1705		RO		GAURI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1706		RO		VALEA VERDE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1707		RO		GAL 23 AUG		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1708		RO		CIRNICEL 910		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1709		RO		GAL NAPOLEON +984M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1710		RO		GAL NAPOLEON +954M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1711		RO		MANESTI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1712		RO		GAL + 887m		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1713		RO		GAL +938m		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1714		RO		PARAUL CORBULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1715		RO		PIATRA CORBULUIU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1716		RO		HOP		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1717		RO		ZONA GAURI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1718		RO		RAPA ALBA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1719		RO		RAKOSI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1720		RO		GAL DE COASTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1721		RO		GAURI 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1722		RO		GAURI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1723		RO		PIATRA CORBULUI 1a		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1724		RO		PIATRA CORBULUI 1B		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1725		RO		PIATRA CORBULUI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1726		RO		ROSTOGOL COLECTOR NAPOLEON		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1727		RO		IPEG (895 SI +907)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1728		RO		VOLBURA CANTALISTE SI CORNURI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1729		RO		VOLBURA CANTALISTE EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1730		RO		CARNICEL ORIZ 941		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1731		RO		CARNICEL ORIZ 907		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1732		RO		CARNICEL ORIZ 885		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1733		RO		GAL HANES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1734		RO		HAL RUNCU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1735		RO		GAL LARGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1736		RO		GAL 1 MAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1737		RO		GAL 23 AUGUST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1738		RO		GAL X BABEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1739		RO		GAL STANIJA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1740		RO		BREAZA SUPERIOR +850,8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1741		RO		BREAZA SUPERIOR +850,9		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1742		RO		VALEA LUNGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1743		RO		PRELUCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1744		RO		VICTORIA I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1745		RO		GAL DUMITRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1746		RO		GAL HOREA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1747		RO		CHENES INFERIOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1748		RO		MESTECENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1749		RO		MOTOCEASCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1750		RO		BARBURA 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1751		RO		NEAGU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1752		RO		CIRES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1753		RO		ARIENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1754		RO		GAL 820		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1755		RO		VICTORIA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1756		RO		CHENES SUPERIOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1757		RO		ALEXA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1758		RO		CONCORDIA SUPERIOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1759		RO		HANES INCINTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1760		RO		METESAN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1761		RO		MUNCACEASCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1762		RO		NICOLAE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1763		RO		PETRU SI PAVEL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1764		RO		PLUMBEASCA I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1765		RO		PLUMBEASCA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1766		RO		GAL PODUL IONULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1767		RO		COLT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1768		RO		MAGURA NEAGRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1769		RO		ORIZ II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1770		RO		ORIZ V		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1771		RO		ORIZ IV		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1772		RO		ORIZ III		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1773		RO		GAL LUNCSOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1774		RO		GAL MERISOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1775		RO		ORIZ I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1776		RO		DEASUPRA ORIZ I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1777		RO		CARIERA DE RAMBLEU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1778		RO		PLATFORMA IPEG		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1779		RO		ZONA P. PLAMANILOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1780		RO		ORIZ VI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1781		RO		INCINTA BRUSTURI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1782		RO		ZONA P MERISOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1783		RO		PUTUL 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1784		RO		PUTUL 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1785		RO		INTERMEDIARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1786		RO		HALDA FAGETUL IERII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1787		RO		HALDA 5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1788		RO		PUTUL 4, 5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1789		RO		GHEORGHE 281		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1790		RO		UNGURELU ORIZ 425		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1791		RO		ORIZ 475		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1792		RO		STINAPARI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1793		RO		ORIZONT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1794		RO		PUT STINAPARI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1795		RO		TUNEL VALEA SEACA 175		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1796		RO		STINAPARI ORIZ 375		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1797		RO		ORIZ 1133		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1798		RO		ORIZ 1093		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1799		RO		ORIZ 1053 NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1800		RO		ORIZ 1019		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1801		RO		ORIZ 1053 SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1802		RO		ORIZ 1017		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1803		RO		ORIZ 917		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1804		RO		ORIZ 914		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1805		RO		ORIZ 400		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1806		RO		ORIZ 860		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1807		RO		ORIZ 330		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1808		RO		ORIZ 900		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1809		RO		RIZ 820		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1810		RO		ORIZ 782		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1811		RO		ORIZ 742		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1812		RO		ORIZ 705		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1813		RO		ORIZ 658		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1814		RO		WILHEM		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1815		RO		ORIZ 614		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1816		RO		ORIZ 625		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1817		RO		ORIZ 680		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1818		RO		ORIZ 730		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1819		RO		ORIZ 780		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1820		RO		ORIZ 811		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1821		RO		PAULUS STERIL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1822		RO		TEREZIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1823		RO		RECHENSTEIN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1824		RO		IULIANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1825		RO		URSOANEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1826		RO		FERDINAND		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1827		RO		PAULUS MINEREU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1828		RO		COPILET		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1829		RO		GAL 13		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1830		RO		GAL MARIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1831		RO		GRIZ INTERMEDIAR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1832		RO		GAL 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1833		RO		GAL 6L		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1834		RO		GAL 9		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1835		RO		GAL 10+11		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1836		RO		GAL 15		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1837		RO		GAL 7		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1838		RO		GAL 14		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1839		RO		PUT EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1840		RO		GAL ANTONIU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1841		RO		GAL IGNATUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1842		RO		INCINTA PUT CENTRAL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1843		RO		GAL BRADATEL III		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1844		RO		GAL 12		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1845		RO		GAL BRADATEL II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1846		RO		GAL LADISLAU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1847		RO		GAL 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1848		RO		GAL 12 BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1849		RO		GURA BARZA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1850		RO		VALEA BLOJULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1851		RO		DEALUL FETII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1852		RO		HARGAGANI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1853		RO		GAL ANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1854		RO		GAL BARZA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1855		RO		GAL MARIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1856		RO		GAL XXVII TR ROMANE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1857		RO		GAL LUNA AURORA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1858		RO		GAL ANTONIO V. ARSULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1859		RO		PUT CENTRAL HIRNIC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1860		RO		PUT AERAJ MAGURA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1861		RO		ZDRAHOLT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1862		RO		CLARA CARPEN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1863		RO		GEORGE V. ARSULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1864		RO		CIRESATA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1865		RO		ULMEN CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1866		RO		SCURSURA CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1867		RO		FISPENEASA CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1868		RO		TRAIAN CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1869		RO		ADAM NOU CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1870		RO		LUNCA CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1871		RO		VECHI CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1872		RO		12 APOSTOLI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1873		RO		CAINELUL DE SUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1874		RO		SECTOR I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1875		RO		SECTOR II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1876		RO		SECTOR III		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1877		RO		SECTOR IV		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1878		RO		BERNARD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1879		RO		GAL A+B SECTOR IV		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1880		RO		LEOPOLD BOCSA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1881		RO		GAL MARIA BOCSA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1882		RO		ORIZ 650 BOCSA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1883		RO		ORIZ BAIAGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1884		RO		CORANDA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1885		RO		V BAIAGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1886		RO		TINA NEAGRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1887		RO		BARBURA I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1888		RO		CARIERA LEOPOLD 759		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1889		RO		DEPOZIT EXPLOZIV BOCSA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1890		RO		ORIZONT 600		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1891		RO		ORIZONT 550		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1892		RO		CORANDA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1893		RO		DEALUL GROZEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1894		RO		SECTOR BAIAGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1895		RO		GAL CORANDA 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1896		RO		GAL CORANDA 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1897		RO		GAL BARBURA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1898		RO		VALEA IBERII 620		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1899		RO		ORIZ 648		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1900		RO		PUT NR 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1901		RO		VALEA BANII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1902		RO		DEALUL MARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1903		RO		FRONTUL 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1904		RO		VALEA PODULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1905		RO		VALEA NICOLSON		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1906		RO		VALEA CASELOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1907		RO		GAL 150M BOLCANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1908		RO		GAL 200M BOLCANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1909		RO		GAL 100M BOLCANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1910		RO		GAL 50M BOLCANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1911		RO		G GRMM TROITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1912		RO		CRACUINESTI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1913		RO		DEPOZIT EXPLOZIV DEVA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1914		RO		GAL 7 NOIEMBRE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1915		RO		GAL DECEBAL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1916		RO		FLOTATIE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1917		RO		TUNEL COND INTRARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1918		RO		TUNEL COND IESIRE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1919		RO		GAL 0m PACEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1920		RO		PARAUL BAII VORTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1921		RO		V HIESUS VORTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1922		RO		PUTUL 1 VORTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1923		RO		PUTUL 2 VORTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1924		RO		PARAUL MERILOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1925		RO		PUT VETEL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1926		RO		GAL IX VETEL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1927		RO		1 MAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1928		RO		FLIMON SARBU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1929		RO		GAL 120M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1930		RO		ORIZ X EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1931		RO		ORIZ X VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1932		RO		GAL MELTES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1933		RO		GAL IX		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1934		RO		GAL VIII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1935		RO		GAL 6 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1936		RO		PUT NR 1FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1937		RO		GAL 4 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1938		RO		GAL 5 PUTUL 5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1939		RO		GAL 1 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1940		RO		PUT II FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1941		RO		GAL 11 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1942		RO		GAL 16 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1943		RO		GAL RUTOK 0		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1944		RO		GAL RUTOK 50		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1945		RO		GAL RUTOK 110		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1946		RO		GAL SIPOS 0M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1947		RO		GAL SIPOS 60M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1948		RO		GAL SIPOS 135M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1949		RO		GAL SIPOS 185M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1950		RO		GAL FERDINAND WETTER		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1951		RO		GAL OLT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1952		RO		PUT N1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1953		RO		PUT CENTRAL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1954		RO		CAROL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1955		RO		SANTIMBRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1956		RO		ORIZ I405		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1957		RO		ORIZ II 370		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1958		RO		FUTUL 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1959		RO		FUT CENTRAL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1960		RO		DEALUL NEGRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1961		RO		PR BOZARCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1962		RO		CORNU NEDEII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1963		RO		MACARISU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1964		RO		ORIZ 1410		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1965		RO		ORIZ 1350		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1966		RO		ORIZ 1485		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1967		RO		1460		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1968		RO		ORIZ 1380		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1969		RO		23 AUGUST, CO0STA 1044,5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1970		RO		MARGARETA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1971		RO		PURJARET 453		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1972		RO		PURJARET 405		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1973		RO		PURJARET 353		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1974		RO		GALBENA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1975		RO		VALEA MARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1976		RO		COROANA DE AUR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1977		RO		VENTILATOR 502		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1978		RO		BRAZI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1979		RO		MIHAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1980		RO		IAZ DECANTARE VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1981		RO		BORZAS 378		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1982		RO		BORZAS VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1983		RO		ADAM CREMENEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1984		RO		SOFIA 290		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1985		RO		PUT 2 DEALUL CRUCII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1986		RO		VALEA VICLEANULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1987		RO		HALDA VECHE 373		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1988		RO		HALDA NOUA 370		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1989		RO		HALDA 510		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1990		RO		HALDA 560		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1991		RO		MATEI I 450		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1992		RO		BONAE SPEI, 450		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1993		RO		VALEA CUTEI 800		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1994		RO		VALEA SASAR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1995		RO		HALDA G2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1996		RO		HALDA G3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1997		RO		CREMENEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1998		RO		DEPOZIT G3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1999		RO		HALDA DE RAMBLEU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2000		RO		HALDA CENTRALA TER		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2001		RO		GUTIN II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2002		RO		VARVARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2003		RO		GOTILEB		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2004		RO		SUIOR VEST GUTIN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2005		RO		BREINER		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2006		RO		GALERIA 812		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2007		RO		GALERIA 843		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2008		RO		GALERIA HELMUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2009		RO		VARATEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2010		RO		PIATRA VARATEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2011		RO		GALERIA VARATEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2012		RO		GALERIA XIII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2013		RO		GALERIA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2014		RO		GALERIA IX		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2015		RO		GALERIA XIII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2016		RO		GALERIA XI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2017		RO		GALERIA XII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2018		RO		CARIERA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2019		RO		HALDA DE STERIL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2020		RO		HALDA ORIZ 800		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2021		RO		HALDA ORIZ 850		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2022		RO		HALDA ORIZ 900		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2023		RO		HALDA ORIZ 950		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2024		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1000		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2025		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1050		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2026		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1100		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2027		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1150		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2028		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1200		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2029		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1340		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2030		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1300		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2031		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1240		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2032		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1185		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2033		RO		HALDA CARIERA OITA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2034		RO		HALDA OITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2035		RO		HALDA ORIZ 850 TOLOVAN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2036		RO		HALDA ORIZ 900 TOLOVAN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2037		RO		HALDA ARGESTRUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2038		RO		HALDA 1 ARSITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2039		RO		HALDA 2 ARSITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2040		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1159DEALU RUSULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2041		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1290DEALU RUSULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2042		RO		HALDA CARIERA ULM		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2043		RO		HALDA DEALU NEGRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2044		RO		HALDA PUT HUMBOLD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2045		RO		HALDA ARSENEASA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2046		RO		HALDA ORIZ 790 PUT PRASCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2047		RO		HALDA ORIZ 740 PRASCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2048		RO		HALDA CARIERA MANAILA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2049		RO		HALDA GALERIA ISIPOAIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2050		RO		HALDA MAGISTRALE NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2051		RO		HALDA P USRULUI INCINTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2052		RO		HALDA PUT 7		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2053		RO		HALDA GAL 36 (AERAJ)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2054		RO		HALDA ORIZONT 930 ALUNIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2055		RO		HALDA CARIERA OSTRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2056		RO		HALDA PINU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2057		RO		HALDA PUTUROSU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2058		RO		HALDA ILVA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2059		RO		HALDA DUMITRELU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2060		RO		HALDA GAL 27E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2061		RO		HALDA GAL 27W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2062		RO		HALDA GAL A		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2063		RO		HALDA GAL 11E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2064		RO		HALDA GAL 11W (GURA SUD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2065		RO		HALDA GAL 11W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2066		RO		HALDA GAL B		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2067		RO		HALDA GAL 28E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2068		RO		HALDA GAL 28W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2069		RO		HALDA GAL C		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2070		RO		HALDA GAL D		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2071		RO		HALDA GAL 7E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2072		RO		HALDA GAL 7		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2073		RO		HALDA GAL 33		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2074		RO		HALDA GAL 29		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2075		RO		HALDA GAL 75-1100		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2076		RO		HALDA GAL 39		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2077		RO		HALDA GAL 41		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2078		RO		HALDA GAL 3E+3W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2079		RO		HALDA GAL 34S		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2080		RO		HALDA GAL 32S		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2081		RO		HALDA GAL 9		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2082		RO		HALDA GAL 1-90-26		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2083		RO		HALDA GAL 37		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2084		RO		HALDA GAL 1-90-20		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2085		RO		HALDA GAL 38		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2086		RO		HALDA GAL 19		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2087		RO		HALDA GAL 1-84-149 MINA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2088		RO		HALDA GAL 31 PUZDRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2089		RO		HALDA MINA DE RAMBLEU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2090		RO		HALDA GAL 1090 (GURA SUD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2091		RO		HALDA GAL 1090 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2092		RO		HALDA GAL 1040 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2093		RO		HALDA GAL 990 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2094		RO		HALDA GAL 940 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2095		RO		HALDA GAL 900 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2096		RO		HALDA GAL 920 PARAUL CASEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2097		RO		HALDA GAL 920 NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2098		RO		HALDA GAL 970		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2099		RO		HALDA GAL 970 SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2100		RO		HALDA GAL 1020 NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2101		RO		HALDA GAL 1020 SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2102		RO		HALDA GAL 1070 NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2103		RO		HALDA GAL HOLDITA 1-88-122 PUT 10		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2104		RO		HALDA GAL 1-80-01 PUZDRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2105		RO		HALDA GAL 1-75-01 PUZDRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2106		RO		HALDA GAL 3 OSTRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2107		RO		HALDA GAL 23 TARNITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2108		RO		HALDA GAL 18 CRUCEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2109		RO		HALDA GAL 2 MESTECANIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2110		RO		HALDA GAL 6 MESTECANIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2111		RO		HALDA APELE ALBE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2112		RO		HALDA TEREZIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2113		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2114		RO		HALDA SUVOROV W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2115		RO		HALDA SUVOROV E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2116		RO		HALDA VALEA MARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2117		RO		HALDA VALEA MARE METEO		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2118		RO		HALDA FANTANELE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2119		RO		HALDA MOLIBDEN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2120		RO		HALDA GALERIA 8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2121		RO		HALDA GALERIA 930/1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2122		RO		HALDA PUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2123		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1 SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2124		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1 SUD CAP		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2125		RO		GALERIA 5+14 TROACA GAVANULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2126		RO		HALDA 5CAP CRACU RAU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2127		RO		HALDA 5+14+1 BIS CRACU RAU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2128		RO		HALDA 6 CRACU RAU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2129		RO		HALDA PUT BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2130		RO		HALDA 1-30 BIS BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2131		RO		HALDA GALERIA 3 BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2132		RO		HALDA GALERIA 3+30 SI 3+40 BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2133		RO		HALDA GALERIA 13+7 BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2134		RO		HALDA GALERIA 6 BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2135		RO		HALDA GALERIA 7 LIVEZI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2136		RO		HALDA GALERIA 10 LIVEZI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2137		RO		HALDA POIANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2138		RO		HALDA GALERIA XVI BIS + 13 ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2139		RO		HALDA GALERIA XI ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2140		RO		HALDA GALERIA 6 ARIES SI GALERIA ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2141		RO		HALDA GALERIA 12 ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2142		RO		HALDA GALERIA 10 N ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2143		RO		HALDA GALERIA 14 SI 16W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2144		RO		HALDA GALERIA X BIS WEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2145		RO		HALDA DIBARZ		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2146		RO		HALDA GAL 23 SI 23 NVSI 38		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2147		RO		HALDA GALERIA 11 BAITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2148		RO		HALDA VALEA CALULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2149		RO		ALDA VALEA BUTCII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2150		RO		HALDA CLUB		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2151		RO		HALDA SITA COMERCIALA SI RECOMERCIALA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2152		RO		HALDE DE STERIL AMONTE DE PLANUL INCLINAT PALA LA GALERIA 3 VALEA CALULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2153		RO		HALDA COMPLEXUL NOU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2154		RO		HALDA VERSANTUL STANG V MICA (COMPLEXUL NOU)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2155		RO		HALDA GALERIA 45-BAIA MINEIRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2156		RO		HALDA PARAUL STANCII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2157		RO		HALDA PR LUPULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2158		RO		HALDA COMPLEX VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2159		RO		HALDA GALERIA PACEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2160		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1-2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2161		RO		HALDA GALERIA 12		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2162		RO		HALDA GALERIA 14		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2163		RO		HALDA GALERIA 14		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2164		RO		HALDA GALERIA 15BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2165		RO		HALDA GALERIA 15		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2166		RO		HALDA GALERIA 17		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2167		RO		HALDA GALERIA 18		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2168		RO		HALDA GALERIA 19		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2169		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2170		RO		HALDA GALERIA 21		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2171		RO		HALDA GALERIA 22		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2172		RO		HALDA GALERIA 23		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2173		RO		HALDA GALERIA 24		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2174		RO		HALDA GALERIA 25		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2175		RO		HALDA GALERIA 26		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2176		RO		HALDA GALERIA 27		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2177		RO		HALDA GALERIA 2BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2178		RO		HALDA GALERIA 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2179		RO		HALDA GALERIA 4BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2180		RO		HALDA GALERIA 4		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2181		RO		HALDA GALERIA 5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2182		RO		HALDA GALERIA 6		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2183		RO		HALDA GALERIA 7		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2184		RO		HALDA GALERIA 8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2185		RO		HALDA GALERIA 8BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2186		RO		HALDA GALERIA 9		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2187		RO		HALDA GALERIA 9BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2188		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2189		RO		HALDA GALERIA 8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2190		RO		HALDA GALERIA 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2191		RO		HALDA GALERIA 20		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2192		RO		HALDA GALERIA 18		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2193		RO		HALDA GALERIA 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2194		RO		HALDA GALERIA 2EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2195		RO		HALDA GAL 4 CIUDANOVITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2196		RO		HALDA PUT 403M CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2197		RO		HALDA PUT1 419 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2198		RO		HALDA PUT1 409 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2199		RO		HALDA PUT1 410-415 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2200		RO		HALDA PUT1 315 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2201		RO		HALDA PUT1 418 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2202		RO		HALDA PUT 3 DOBREI S		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2203		RO		HALDA COZ 311 DOBREI S		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2204		RO		HALDA PUT 1 349 NATRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2205		RO		NALDA GALERIA 43 NATRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2206		RO		VALEA LUI COIRT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2207		RO		DEFOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2208		RO		2 EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2209		RO		UP PETRILA RAM 1,2,3,4		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2210		RO		PUT AUX N1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2211		RO		PLAN INCLINAT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2212		RO		PUT AUX N1+2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2213		RO		TERICON PA3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2214		RO		PUT AUX EST LIVEZENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2215		RO		TERICOANE PISCU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2216		RO		FUNICULAR SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2217		RO		PUT 7 VEST (HALDA VECHE)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2218		RO		PUT 7 VEST (TERRICOANE)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2219		RO		HALDA FUNICULAR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2220		RO		VALEA LUPULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2221		RO		TERICON COLA 360		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2222		RO		HALDA 2W, RAMURA SI RAMURA VECHE ILEANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2223		RO		HALDA RAMURA 1 SI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2224		RO		HALDA NOUA VICTORIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2225		RO		MIERLASU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2226		RO		GALERIA DE COASTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2227		RO		FUNICULAR VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2228		RO		COROIESTI RAM I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2229		RO		FUNICULAR VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2230		RO		PUT 8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2231		RO		MESTEACAN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2232		RO		TEBEA VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2233		RO		DAMBUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2234		RO		VIEZURENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2235		RO		DAMBU MARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2236		RO		MARTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2237		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA MANASTIRII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2238		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA LUPOITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2239		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA STEIC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2240		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA CERVENIEI 		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2241		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA ROCOAZELR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2242		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA POTANGU MIC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2243		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA STIUCANI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2244		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA SCOARTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2245		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA POLSTINA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2246		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA ROSIUTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2247		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA ROSIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2248		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA PESTEANA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2249		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA URDARI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2250		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA URDARI i		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2251		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA URDARI ii		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2252		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA PANGA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2253		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA BERBESTI VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2254		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA BERBESTI VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2255		RO		HALDA CAPUL PISCULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2256		RO		HALDA PESCAREASA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2257		RO		HALDA SLANIC NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2258		RO		HALDA RACOS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2259		RO		HALDA VARGHIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2260		RO		HALDA BODOS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2261		RO		HALDA BOBOTA I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2262		RO		HALDA ZAGHID EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2263		RO		HALDA ZAUAN CARASTELEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2264		RO		HALDA ZAGHID		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2265		RO		HALDA ZAGHID VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2266		RO		HALDA ZAUAN STR II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2267		RO		HALDA CUZAP		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2268		RO		HALDA TOPA DE CRIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2269		RO		HALDA BODOI SAT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2270		RO		HALDA BUDOI TUNEL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2271		RO		HALDA VAZARI SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2272		RO		HALDA VAZARI II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2273		RO		HALDA BORUMIACA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2274		RO		HALDA LAPOS SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2275		RO		HALDA LAPOS NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2276		RO		HALDA TROTUS 1 MAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2277		RO		HALDA CRACIUNESTI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2278		RO		HALDA LIVADA (ASAU)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2279		RO		HALDA VALEA GRECILOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2280		RO		HALDA VOICULET		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2281		RO		HALDA ULIOAIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2282		RO		HALDA PALANGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2283		RO		HALDA VALEA RUDEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2284		RO		HALDA MARGINEANCA EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2285		RO		HALDA VALEA PIPII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2286		RO		HALDA BORSEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2287		RO		HALDA MALUI ROSU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2288		RO		HALDA CIUCIUR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2289		RO		HALDA 1 MAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2290		RO		HALDA ASAU (RAFIRA LUMINA)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2291		RO		HALDA G15 (CRACIUNESTI)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2292		RO		HALDA G208 LAPOS NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2293		RO		HALDA INCINTA LAPOS SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2294		RO		HALDA LEORDA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2295		RO		HALDA SCARICICA (RAFINA LUMINA)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2296		RO		HALDA TISA 1 LAPOS NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2297		RO		HALDA TISA 2 TROTUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2298		RO		HALDA TISA 3 LAPOS N		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2299		RO		HALDA TISA 7 TROTUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2300		RO		HALDA VAIUGA (LEORDA)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2301		RO		HALDA VERMESTI VECHE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2302		RO		HALDA VERMESTI NOUA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2303		RO		HALDA PRINCIPALA TALVA ZANEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2304		RO		HALDA COTA 730M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2305		RO		HALDA COTA 428-430M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2306		RO		HALDA COTA 352M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2307		RO		HALDA CORTA 420-427M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2308		RO		HALDA COTA 432M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2309		RO		HALD FUNICULAR PUT N1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2310		RO		HALDA PREPARATJE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2311		RO		HALDA RAMPA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2312		RO		HALDA SCOATA DE CALIFICARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2313		RO		HALDA SCHLUCHT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2314		RO		HALDA STATJE UNGHULARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2315		RO		HALDA ACTIVA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2316		RO		HALDA ACTIVA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		SEND		SEND		2317		SE		"Tippen", Boliden		Skellefteå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2318		SE		Abborrtjärnsgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2319		SE		Adakgruvan		Malå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2320		SE		Alunbruket i Andrarum		Tomelilla, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2321		SE		Arvidsberg 2		Norrköping, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2322		SE		Asphöjdsgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2323		SE		Basttjärns Gruvfält		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2324		SE		Bergsgården Hyttområde		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2325		SE		Bersbo gruvor		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2326		SE		Bjurforsgruvan		Norsjö, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2327		SE		Björkdalsgruvan (inkl fd Hebberfors)		Skellefteå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2328		SE		Blybergsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2329		SE		Bockgruvan		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2330		SE		Bolidengruvan/ Kommunal deponi - Västerbottens län Häbbikstjärn		Skellefteå, 		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2331		SE		Borgebols gruvor		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2332		SE		Bortans koppargruva		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2333		SE		Brattåsgruvan		Eda, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2334		SE		Bredåsgruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2335		SE		Bronäsgruvan (del av Salbergsfältet)		Sala, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2336		SE		Brännmossegruvorna		Hagfors, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2337		SE		Bunsås koppargruva		Sandviken, Gävleborgs län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2338		SE		Bäckagruvan (avfall) / Hultahagensgruvan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2339		SE		Carthagenagruvan, Fe + sulfidmalm		Norrtälje, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2340		SE		Dannemora gruvområde - sandmagasin		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2341		SE		Dylta svavelkis, svavelbruk och rödfärgsverk		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2342		SE		Dösslinggruvan		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2343		SE		Edsbråtens gruva		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2344		SE		Edshyttan		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2345		SE		Ekholmsgruvorna		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2346		SE		Ervallafältet		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2347		SE		Eskilsbacksfältet		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2348		SE		F d Nyvångs stenkolsgruva, Åstorp		Åstorp, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2349		SE		Fagerbergets koppargruva		Torsby, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2350		SE		Fagerbergsgruvorna		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2351		SE		Fallgruvorna, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2352		SE		Finnfalls koppargruva, Torskbäcken		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2353		SE		Finngruvefältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2354		SE		Finnshyttebergsfältets gruvor		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2355		SE		Flaxenviksgruvorna Härsbacka & Isättra		Österåker, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2356		SE		Flätsbo gruva		Ovanåker, Gävleborgs län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2357		SE		Fredriksbergs koppar- och zinkgruvor		Vetlanda, Jönköpings län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2358		SE		Fredros gruvor		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2359		SE		Fångö		Valdemarsvik, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2360		SE		Gaddebo gruvor (Björngruvan)		Enköping, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2361		SE		Gamla Isåsa, Zinkgruvan		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2362		SE		Garphyttan 1 rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2363		SE		Garphyttan 2 rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2364		SE		Getberget, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2365		SE		Getön (Yngen), Persberg		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2366		SE		Gladsax flusspatgruva, Gröstorpsgruvan		Simrishamn, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2367		SE		Glassnäs gruvor		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2368		SE		Glava kopparfält		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2369		SE		Glava koppargruvor		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2370		SE		Granlidengruvan		Norsjö, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2371		SE		Granlundagruvan		Lycksele, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2372		SE		Grinsbols gruvor		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2373		SE		Gruvåsen, Torskbäcken		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2374		SE		Grällsbygruvan		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2375		SE		Guldsmedshyttefältet		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2376		SE		Gumhöjdens molybdengruva		Hagfors, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2377		SE		Gunbyle 2		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2378		SE		Gymninge rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2379		SE		Gåsta koppargruva		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2380		SE		Gåstjärnsgruvan (Annehill)		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2381		SE		Göksbols gruva		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2382		SE		Hagelgruvan (Dyno Nobel Sweden AB)		Nora, Örebro län 		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2383		SE		Haggruvan - Mormorsgruvefältet		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2384		SE		Harnäsgruvan, Harnäs		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2385		SE		Hedins vid Allévägen		Fagersta, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2386		SE		Hedkärrafältet*		Fagersta, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2387		SE		Hela Venafältet, MIFO fas 2		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2388		SE		Herrhultshyttan & Herrhultsgruvorna		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2389		SE		Holmsjögruvorna		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2390		SE		Hornkullens silvergruvor, Nykroppa		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2391		SE		Hynneberg 1 rödfyr		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2392		SE		Hynneberg 2 rödfyr		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2393		SE		Håkansbo gruvor		Tierp, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2394		SE		Håkansbodafältet		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2395		SE		Hällesbyns gruvor		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2396		SE		Hälsinggruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2397		SE		Häradsgruvan		Valdemarsvik, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2398		SE		Höglunda rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2399		SE		Industriområdet (Zinkgruvan Mining AB)		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2400		SE		Ingelsby-Dampetorp gruvfält		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2401		SE		Insjöfältet (Insjöns koppargruva)		Leksand, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2402		SE		Intakans gruva		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2403		SE		Intrånget sandmagasin		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2404		SE		Jacob-Elastorp/Limossegruvan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2405		SE		Jakob Edberghs gruva		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2406		SE		Johannesborg Vaskverk, Venafältet		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2407		SE		Jägmästargruvan		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2408		SE		Kalkbergsfältet/Skarnbergsgruvorna		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2409		SE		Kalvsbäcksfältet		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2410		SE		Kantorps gruvor (Sköldinge) (Kanntorp )		Katrineholm, Södermanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2411		SE		Karlsgruvorna (Karlsgruvan 1)		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2412		SE		Kattgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2413		SE		Kaveltorp sand		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2414		SE		Kaveltorp varp		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2415		SE		Kila norrgruva 1, 2, Kilagruvan,Apelgruvan, sulfid		Värmdö, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2416		SE		Kinnekleva, Skifferoljeverk m.m.		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2417		SE		Kleva nickel- och koppargruva		Vetlanda, Jönköpings län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2418		SE		Klocker-Brittas kulle (Hornkullen), Nykroppa		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2419		SE		Klondyke 1 & 2		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2420		SE		Klondyke 2		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2421		SE		Knivinge		Linköping, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2422		SE		Kobergsgruvorna (Gåsgruvefältet), Persberg		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2423		SE		Kopparmossens gruvor (V om Åbergstorp)		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2424		SE		Koppartjärnsgruvorna		Eda, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2425		SE		Korsnäs Hyttområde		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2426		SE		Kulgruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2427		SE		Kuså Nickelgruva		Borlänge, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2428		SE		Kvarntorp: Golfbanan (objekt 14)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2429		SE		Kvarntorp: Kvarntorpshögen (objekt 1)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2430		SE		Kvarntorp: Mellansjön (objekt 15)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2431		SE		Kvarntorp: Nordsjön (objekt 11)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2432		SE		Kvarntorp: Yxhults sandstensgruva (objekt 17)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2433		SE		Kyrkebols gruvor		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2434		SE		Kälkesta-Gärkilen rödfyr		Lekeberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2435		SE		Kälkesta-Kvistbro rödfyr		Lekeberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2436		SE		Källargruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2437		SE		Källfallsfältet (Riddarhytte malmfält)		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2438		SE		Källfallsfältet delomr vattensamling SK 1 		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2439		SE		Källfallsfältet delomr vattensamling SK 2		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2440		SE		Kärrafjärden/Åmmebergs sandmagasin		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2441		SE		Lahälls och Hyttsjö silvergruvor, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2442		SE		Lahälls silververk (Hyttsjön), Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2443		SE		Lainejaurgruvan		Malå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2444		SE		Lanna Väst rödfyr		Lekeberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2445		SE		Latorp Rödfyr 1		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2446		SE		Latorp Rödfyr 2		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2447		SE		Laver koppargruva		Älvsbyn, Norrbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2448		SE		Lejagruvan/Mårdshyttefältet		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2449		SE		Lertäkten i Lunnom		Bjuv, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2450		SE		Liikavaara kopparfält		Gällivare, Norrbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2451		SE		Lilla Krigstjärnsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2452		SE		Linnhöjden, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2453		SE		Ljusnarsbergsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2454		SE		Lovers Alunbruk		Kalmar, Kalmar län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2455		SE		Lundens guldgruva		Eda, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2456		SE		Lundgruvan, Ortalalund, sulfidmalm		Norrtälje, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2457		SE		Lyssås gruvor		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2458		SE		Långgruvan		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2459		SE		Långnäs bergmullsdeponi		Hofors, Gävleborgs län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2460		SE		Löseruds gruva		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2461		SE		Lövfallafältet		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2462		SE		Lövåsfältet sandmagasin		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2463		SE		Malmviksgruvan		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2464		SE		Mangens storgruva		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2465		SE		Mellanängsgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2466		SE		Millesviks gruvor		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2467		SE		Morbergsfältet		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2468		SE		Morbergsfältet (2 av 2)		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2469		SE		Mormorsgruvan - Mormorsgruvefältet		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2470		SE		Myrbacksfältet, Bäckegruvan (Riddarhytte malmfält)		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2471		SE		Myssbergsgruvan, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2472		SE		Mårsätter Mull		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2473		SE		Mögreven (Hundhallberget), Gåsborn		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2474		SE		Mörttjärnsbergsgruvorna, Älvsjöhyttan		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2475		SE		Nautanens gruvfält		Gällivare, Norrbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2476		SE		Nedre Vallgruvorna 2 (Stora Lobergsgruvan)		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2477		SE		NO om Dalen (Nordmarksberg), Nordmark		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2478		SE		Norra Bottengruvan		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2479		SE		Norra Gärdsjöns koppargruva		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2480		SE		Norra Nygruveförsöken (Hornkullen), Nykroppa		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2481		SE		Norra Ängens gruvor		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2482		SE		Norrsjön rödfyr		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2483		SE		Norrälgsulfidgruvan/Bertilsgruvan		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2484		SE		Notnäset/ Näset, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2485		SE		Nya Bastnäsfältet		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2486		SE		Nybergsmagasinet		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2487		SE		Nyttsta-Nyhyttefältet, Persberg		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2488		SE		Näsgruvorna		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2489		SE		Odalfältet + Västra Sandmagasinen		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2490		SE		Onslundagruvorna Tunby / Petersborg		Tomelilla, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2491		SE		Persbergs odalfält		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEPond		SEND		2492		SE		Persbo slamdamm		Ludvika, Dalarnas län		Pond		ND

		SEND		SEND		2493		SE		Pershytte Nedre Gruvfält		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2494		SE		Pråmån		Sala, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2495		SE		Pärrabacken/Perrabacken Koppargruvor		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2496		SE		Ragnhildsgruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2497		SE		Rakkejaurgruvan		Malå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2498		SE		Ramhälls gruvor		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2499		SE		Ranstad		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2500		SE		Risbergsfältet		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2501		SE		Roddarne gruvor		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2502		SE		Rommenäs koppargruva		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2503		SE		Rosthyttan sandmagasin (Zinkgruvan Mining AB)		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2504		SE		Ruda nickelgruva		Finspång, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2505		SE		Rutselgruvan		Norsjö, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2506		SE		Ryllshyttemagasinet		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2507		SE		Rågrecksgruvan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2508		SE		Rävlidmyrgruvan 1		Lycksele, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2509		SE		Rävlidmyrgruvan 2		Lycksele, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2510		SE		Rödbergsfältet		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2511		SE		Rödfyr: Bjällum		Falköping, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2512		SE		Rödfyr: Blomberg		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2513		SE		Rödfyr: Bryngelsgården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2514		SE		Rödfyr: Gum A		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2515		SE		Rödfyr: Gössäter		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2516		SE		Rödfyr: Haggården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2517		SE		Rödfyr: Hällekis		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2518		SE		Rödfyr: Hönsäter		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2519		SE		Rödfyr: Karlsfors kalkbruk		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2520		SE		Rödfyr: Lillegården B		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2521		SE		Rödfyr: Mölltorp		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2522		SE		Rödfyr: Nygård		Vänersborg, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2523		SE		Rödfyr: Råbäck-Trolmen		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2524		SE		Rödfyr: Skalmesäter/Dämman		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2525		SE		Rödfyr: Skytteklev		Vänersborg, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2526		SE		Rödfyr: Skårs kalkbruk		Falköping, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2527		SE		Rödfyr: Smedsgården		Tidaholm, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2528		SE		Rödfyr: Stolan		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2529		SE		Rödfyr: Storegårdens kalkbruk		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2530		SE		Rödfyr: Stubbesgården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2531		SE		Rödfyr: Sörgården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2532		SE		Rödfyr: Ödbogården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2533		SE		Rödfyr: Ödegården		Tidaholm, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2534		SE		Rödfyr: Övertorp		Tidaholm, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2535		SE		Rödfyren i Degerhamn		Mörbylånga, Kalmar län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2536		SE		Röna koppargruvor		Torsby, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2537		SE		S om Björntjärnsflyet (Björntjärn), Persberg		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2538		SE		S om Svartenstorpet, Gåsborn		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2539		SE		Sala Silvergruva		Sala, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2540		SE		Salbergsfältet		Sala, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2541		SE		Samlingsobjekt Bålsjöverksområdet med Bålsjön		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2542		SE		Samlingsobjekt Kallmorberget		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2543		SE		Sandmagasin Pershyttan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2544		SE		Sandviksgruvorna		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2545		SE		Silvbergsfallet, Nordmark		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2546		SE		Silvergruvan (S om Hemtjärnen), Hennickehammar		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2547		SE		Silvergruvans gruvfält Mellan		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2548		SE		Silvergruvans gruvfält Västra		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2549		SE		Silvergruvans gruvfält Östra		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2550		SE		Silvergruvans samhälle		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2551		SE		Silvergruvans Vaskverk Svartälven 		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2552		SE		Silverhyttefältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2553		SE		Silvhyttan 1 & Plogsbo sligtipp		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2554		SE		Silvhyttan 2		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2555		SE		Silvhyttan 3		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2556		SE		Sjösa gruvor (Storgruvan)		Nyköping, Södermanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2557		SE		Skomakargruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2558		SE		Skrillet rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2559		SE		Skyttgruvan		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2560		SE		Skärpningar SV om Glava kopparfält		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2561		SE		Skärpningar, Furskog		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2562		SE		Skött- och Mossgruvans sandmagasin		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2563		SE		Skött- och Mossgruvefältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2564		SE		Slagg i Falu stadsområde		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEPond		SEND		2565		SE		Sligdammen		Säter, Dalarnas län		Pond		ND

		SEND		SEND		2566		SE		Smörbergsfältet		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2567		SE		Solstads Koppargruva		Oskarshamn, Kalmar län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2568		SE		Staberg		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2569		SE		Stenbacksgruvan		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2570		SE		Stjärnberget (Gruvberget), Lesjöfors		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2571		SE		Stollberget 1 & 2		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2572		SE		Stollberget 2		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2573		SE		Stollbergsmagasinet (Gårdmyren)		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2574		SE		Stora Krigstjärnsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2575		SE		Stribergs Anrikningsverk		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2576		SE		Stripa odalfält		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2577		SE		Stråssa gruvfält		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2578		SE		Stångfallsgruvorna/Kummelälvsfältet 		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2579		SE		Stömne gamla koppargruva		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2580		SE		Stömne nya koppargruvor		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2581		SE		Sundsgruvefältet - Sundsgruvorna		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2582		SE		Sunnerskogs koppargruva		Vetlanda, Jönköpings län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2583		SE		Svartbergsgruvorna		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2584		SE		Svavelbergets sulfidmalmsgruvor		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2585		SE		Svavelgruvan, Dannemora		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2586		SE		Sätragruvan		Finspång, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2587		SE		Söderbygruvan o Söderby Sundsgruvan, sulfid		Värmdö, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2588		SE		Södra Bottengruvorna		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2589		SE		Södra Gärdsjöns gruvor		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2590		SE		Södra Nygruveförsöken (Hornkullen), Nykroppa		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2591		SE		Södra Ängens gruvor		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2592		SE		Tabergs gruvfält		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2593		SE		Timansbergs gruvor		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2594		SE		Torgelsbyns gruvor		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2595		SE		Torskbäckens anrikningsverk		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2596		SE		Tremansgruvan/Koppargruvan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2597		SE		Trötviksgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2598		SE		Tunabergs gruvfält		Nyköping, Södermanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2599		SE		Töllås gruva		Orust, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2600		SE		V om St. Bjursjötorp, Torskbäcken		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2601		SE		Valdemarområdet (Zinkgruvan Mining AB)		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2602		SE		Varpgruvan - Mormorsgruvefältet		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2603		SE		Vassbo sandmagasin		Älvdalen, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2604		SE		Vegerbols gruvor (inkl Karsbolsgruvan)		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2605		SE		Venafältet Galtgruvan		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2606		SE		Venafältet Gamla koppar		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2607		SE		Venafältet Klämmelyckan		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2608		SE		Venafältet Kofallagruvorna		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2609		SE		Venafältet Multna sand		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2610		SE		Venafältet Tröstgruvorna		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2611		SE		Vigelsbo gruvor		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2612		SE		Vikersfältet Vikersgårdsgruvorna		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2613		SE		Vintrosa tätort rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2614		SE		Västanforsfältet*		Fagersta, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2615		SE		Västra Karlstorpsgruvan		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2616		SE		Yxsjöberg Gamla sand		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2617		SE		Yxsjöberg Nya sand		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2618		SE		Åsarna, Långbansände		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2619		SE		Åsbobergs sandmagasin		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2620		SE		Älvhöjdsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2621		SE		Ämtens (Emtens) koppargruva/ Emtenäsgruvan		Storfors, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2622		SE		Örnviken-Stensgruvan		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2623		SE		Örsta rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2624		SE		Öster Silvberg		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2625		SE		Öster Silvberg Hyttslagg		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2626		SE		Österå		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2627		SE		Övre Vallgruvorna		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2628		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -1		 Škofje – Cerkno		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2629		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -2		 Škofje – Cerkno		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2630		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -3		 Škofje – Cerkno		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2631		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -4		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2632		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -5		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2633		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -6		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2634		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -7		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2635		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -8		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2636		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -9		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2637		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -10		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2638		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -11		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2639		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -12		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2640		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -13		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2641		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -14		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2642		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -15		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2643		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -16		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2644		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -17		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2645		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -18		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2646		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -19		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2647		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -20		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2648		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -21		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2649		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -22		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2650		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -23		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2651		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -24		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2652		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -25		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2653		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -26		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2654		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -27		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2655		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -28		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2656		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -29		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2657		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -30		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2658		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -31		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2659		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -32		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2660		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -33		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2661		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -34		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2662		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -35		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2663		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -36		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2664		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -37		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2665		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -38		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2666		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -39		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2667		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -40		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2668		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -41		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2669		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -42		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2670		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -43		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2671		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -44		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2672		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -45		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2673		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -46		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2674		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -47		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2675		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -48		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2676		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -49		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2677		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -50		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2678		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -51		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2679		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -52		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2680		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -53		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2681		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -54		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2682		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -55		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2683		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -56		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2684		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -57		Žirovski vrh		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2685		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -58		Žirovski vrh		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2686		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -59		 Sv. Ana – Podljubelj		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2687		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -60		Pleše		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2688		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -61		Pleše		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SICoal		2689		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -1		Zagorje		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2690		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -2		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2691		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -3		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2692		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -4		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2693		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -5		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2694		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -6		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2695		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -7		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2696		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -8		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2697		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -9		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2698		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -10		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2699		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -11		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2700		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -12		Laško		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2701		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -13		Laško		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2702		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -14		Senovo		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2703		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -15		Senovo		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2704		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -16		 Kočevje		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2705		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -17		Kanižarica		ND		Coal

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2706		SK		Badín - Halda Kopcová		Región DBD: Malachov Subregión DBD: Bez DBD-subregiónu		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2707		SK		Badín - Pod jazerom		Región DBD: Malachov Subregión DBD: Bez DBD-subregiónu		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2708		SK		Banská Belá - Halda k Mikuláš šachte		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica Subregión DBD: Bez DBD-subregiónu		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2709		SK		Banská Belá - Odkalisko Sedem žien		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2710		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Banky - halda nad kostolom		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2711		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Banky - Halda (RSBD 4490)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2712		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Dreienigkeit štôlne (objektu c 127)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2713		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Gnade Gottes štôlne (objektu č. 288)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2714		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Ján Jozef šachty (objektu č. 131) - 1		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2715		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Ján Jozef šachty (objektu č. 131) - 2		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2716		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Karol a Jozef šachty		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2717		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Klinger Dlhej štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2718		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Klinger krátkej štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2719		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Kornberg dedičnej štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2720		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda kutacej štôlne (objektu č. 286)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2721		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Neuhoffnung štôlne (objektu č. 129)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2722		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda objektu č. 49 (jama Štefan)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2723		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda šachty František		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2724		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda šachty Mária		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2725		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda šachty Ondrej		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2726		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda šachty Žigmund		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2727		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda štôlne Trojkráľová		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2728		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Vetracej šachty (objektu č. 137)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2729		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Weiden šachty a Terézia štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2730		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Násyp úpravárenského materiálu		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2731		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odkalisko Lintich-Husárka		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2732		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval dopravnej štôlne Michal		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2733		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval Nová jama		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2734		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval šachty Alžbeta		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2735		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval Šobov		Región DBD: Šobov		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2736		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval štôlne Marcus v lokalite Ambrózka (objektu č. 274)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2737		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval v areáli Rudných baní Nová Jama		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2738		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval žily Špitaler		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2739		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Suchý tajch (spodná Windšachta)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2740		SK		Červenica - Bezmenný odval nad Slávikom		Región DBD: Merník - Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2741		SK		Červenica - Halda pri štôlni Jozef (Libanka - Jozef)		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2742		SK		Červenica - Halda Slávik		Región DBD: Merník - Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2743		SK		Červenica - Halda štôlne Friedrich (Libanka -  Fridrich)		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2744		SK		Červenica - Halda štôlne Richard (Libanka - Richard)		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2745		SK		Červenica - Halda štôlne Viliam (Libanka - Viliam)		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2746		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - Hali		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2747		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - Otília		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2748		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - Stanislav		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2749		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - z dlhej dobývky 1, 2, 3		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2750		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - z malej dobývky 1, 2, 3,4		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2751		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - z veľkej dobývky 1, 2,3,4		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2752		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - zo šikmej dobývky 1, 2,3,4		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2753		SK		Červenica - Libanka - Halda Prieskumná Karol		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2754		SK		Čučma - Halda štôlne Matej spodná		Región DBD: Rožňava		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2755		SK		Čučma - Odkalisko Čučma		Región DBD: Rožňava		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2756		SK		Dobšiná - Halda Dedičnej štôlne		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2757		SK		Dobšiná - Halda pri štôlni Jozef		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2758		SK		Dobšiná - Halda pri štôlni Langenberg		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2759		SK		Dobšiná - Halda štôlne Ján		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2760		SK		Dobšiná - Halda štôlne Karol		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2761		SK		Dobšiná - Halda štôlne Samuel		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2762		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Bielopotockej štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2763		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Emil 2 štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2764		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Flotačnej a Martin štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2765		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda F22 štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2766		SK		Dúbrava - -Dechtárka - Halda Juraj I., II. a Emil 1. štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2767		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Strednej Ignác štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2768		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Vrchnej Ignác štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2769		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Odval JV od štôlne Bielopotocká		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2770		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Odval pod štôlňou Dolná Ignác		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2771		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Odvaly JV od Vrchnej Ignác stoline		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2772		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Dolnej Ignác štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2773		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Dechtárka Rakytová		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2774		SK		Dúbrava - Halda I. Vyšnej štôlne (úsek Chabenec)		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2775		SK		Dúbrava - Halda II. Vyšnej štôlne (úsek Chabenec)		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2776		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Nižnej štôlne (úsek Chabenec)		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2777		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Pekelná - štôlňa Samuel		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2778		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Svätopluk štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2779		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Štefan štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2780		SK		Dúbrava - Halda štôlne Chabenec		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2781		SK		Dúbrava - Predpekelná - Haldy Mária štôlne II., Karolína štôlne a Bubniak štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2782		SK		Dúbrava - Rakytová - Halda štôlne Bielopotocká II.		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2783		SK		Dúbrava - Rakytová - Odval v závere dolinky - 2		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2784		SK		Dúbrava - Rakytová - Stredná Ignác		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2785		SK		Dúbrava - Staré odkalisko		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2786		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval Dedičnej štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2787		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval nad Dedičnou štôlňou		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2788		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval pod Kajetán štôlňou		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2789		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval štôlne Kajetán		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2790		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v hornej časti dolinky - 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2791		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v hornej časti dolinky - 2		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2792		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v hornej časti dolinky - 3		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2793		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v južnom svahu dolinky - 5		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2794		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v južnom svahu dolinky - 4		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2795		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2796		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 6		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2797		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 7		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2798		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 8		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2799		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 9		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2800		SK		Gelnica - Halda (RSBD 10550)		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2801		SK		Gelnica - Halda (RSBD 10552)		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2802		SK		Gelnica - Halda šachty J. Nepomucký		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2803		SK		Gelnica - Halda štôlne Gregori		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2804		SK		Gelnica - Halda štôlne Krížová - nová		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2805		SK		Gelnica - Halda štôlne Roberti		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2806		SK		Gelnica - Halda Wilhelm 4		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2807		SK		Gočovo - Odkalisko Nižná Slaná		Región DBD: Nižná Slaná		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2808		SK		Harmanec - Za závodom		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2809		SK		Helcmanovce - Bezmenná halda		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2810		SK		Hnilčík - Halda Glänzen-Zubau štôlne		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2811		SK		Hnilčík - Halda pri štôlni Miška		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2812		SK		Hnilčík - Halda pri štôlni Samuel-Daniel		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2813		SK		Hnilčík - Halda (RSBD 8425)		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2814		SK		Hnilčík - Halda (RSBD 8487)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2815		SK		Hnilčík - Odval bane Roztoky		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2816		SK		Hnilec - Halda štôlne č. 1		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2817		SK		Hnilec - Halda štôlne č. 2		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2818		SK		Hnúšťa - Hačava - odkalisko		Región DBD: Hačava		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2819		SK		Hnúšťa - Halda Mútnik		Región DBD: Hačava		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2820		SK		Hodruša-Hámre - Halda Anton štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2821		SK		Hodruša-Hámre - Halda objektu č. 41 (Móder šachty)		Región DBD: Hodruša -Hámre		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2822		SK		Hodruša-Hámre - Halda (RSBD 6339)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2823		SK		Hôrka - Halda (RSBD 114)		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2824		SK		Hôrka - Haldy (RSBD 102, 104, 106)		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2825		SK		Horná Ves - Odkalisko		Región DBD: Kremnica		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2826		SK		Lazisko - Brestová - Halda štôlne Magdaléna		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2827		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Kamenisté 1 - Halda Dedičnej štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2828		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Odkalisko č. 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2829		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Odkalisko č. 2		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2830		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - odkalisko č. 3		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2831		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Žihľavné 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2832		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Žihľavné 2		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2833		SK		Lazisko - Halda štôlne Ján		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2834		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda pri halde štôlne Juliana		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2835		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda Samuel štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2836		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda štôlne Jakub		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2837		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda štôlne Juliana		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2838		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda štôlne Terézia		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2839		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda 5		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2840		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Pingový ťah		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2841		SK		Ľubeľa - Halda Dechtárka - Spodná Ignác štôlňa 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2842		SK		Ľubeľa - Halda Jozef štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2843		SK		Ľubeľa - Halda Michal štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2844		SK		Ľubeľa - Halda štôlne Alexander I. a bezmennej štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2845		SK		Ľubietová - Halda štôlne Arnoldi		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2846		SK		Ľubietová - Halda štôlne bez mena		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2847		SK		Ľubietová - Halda štôlne Hyacint		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2848		SK		Ľubietová - Jamešná - Halda štôlne Anton		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2849		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Anton		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2850		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Clemens II.		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2851		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Dolná Ladislav		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2852		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Dreifaltigkeit - Halda štôlne Dedičná		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2853		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Halda štôlne Mária (Empangnis)		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2854		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Haldenbacher		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2855		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Horná Ladislav		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2856		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Johan a Helena		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2857		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Korifarer		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2858		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - nad Zábavou, halda štôlne Clemens		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2859		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Zallweiner Mária Empangnis		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2860		SK		Malachov - Cipkove jamy		Región DBD: Malachov		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2861		SK		Malachov - Veľká studňa a Malá studňa		Región DBD: Malachov		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2862		SK		Medzev - Halda štôlne Vyšná Konštancia stará		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2863		SK		Medzibrod - Halda		Región DBD: Medzibrod		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2864		SK		Medzibrod - Halda Murgaš štôlne (Močiar - Murgaš)		Región DBD: Medzibrod		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2865		SK		Medzibrod - Odkalisko Medzibrod (Močiar -odkalisko)		Región DBD: Medzibrod		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2866		SK		Merník - Odval Merník 1		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2867		SK		Merník - Odval Merník 2		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2868		SK		Merník - Odval Merník 3		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2869		SK		Merník - Odval pri šachte Pelliot		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2870		SK		Merník - Odval pri štôlni Anna		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2871		SK		Merník - Odval pri štôlni Júlia		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2872		SK		Merník - Odval pri štôlni Mária		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2873		SK		Mlynky - Halda (RSBD 8061)		Región DBD: Mlynky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2874		SK		Mlynky - Halda štôlne Cecília		Región DBD: Mlynky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2875		SK		Mlynky - Halda štôlne Karol		Región DBD: Mlynky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2876		SK		Mníšek nad Hnilcom - Halda štôlne Pavol		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2877		SK		Nižná Slaná - Halda v údolí potoka Gampel		Región DBD: Nižná Slaná		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2878		SK		Opátka - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 1		Región DBD: Opátka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2879		SK		Opátka - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 7		Región DBD: Opátka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2880		SK		Opátka - Halda pri pinge č. 22		Región DBD: Opátka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2881		SK		Partizánska Ľupča - Halda Kilian štôlne		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2882		SK		Partizánska Ľupča - Halda štôlne Ritterstein		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2883		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Dolnej Karol štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2884		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Hornej Karol štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2885		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Ján štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2886		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Pavol štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2887		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Zubau štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2888		SK		Pezinok - Halda Antimónovej štôlne		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2889		SK		Pezinok - Halda pri Augustín štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2890		SK		Pezinok - Halda pri Čmele I. štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2891		SK		Pezinok - Halda pri Hornej Augustín štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2892		SK		Pezinok - Halda štôlne Budúcnosť		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2893		SK		Pezinok - Nové odkalisko		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2894		SK		Pezinok - Odkalisko staré (juh)		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2895		SK		Pezinok - Odval štôlne Trojárová		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2896		SK		Poniky - Halda štôlne Tibor (G. S. Titova)		Región DBD: Poniky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2897		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 18		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2898		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 19		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2899		SK		Poproč - Halda na žile severne od štôlne Barbora 3		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2900		SK		Poproč - Halda na žile severne od štôlne Barbora 4 (pri pinge 15)		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2901		SK		Poproč - Halda na žile severne od štôlne Barbora 5		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2902		SK		Poproč - Halda na žile severne od štôlne Barbora 6		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2903		SK		Poproč - Halda nad potokom Olšava pod železnicou z bane Agnes		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2904		SK		Poproč - Halda nad štôlňou Vyšná Anna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2905		SK		Poproč - Halda nad štôlňou Vyšná Anna 2		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2906		SK		Poproč - Halda nad štôlňou Vyšná Anna 3		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2907		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 10		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2908		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 24 a 25		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2909		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 4		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2910		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 47		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2911		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 48		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2912		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 5		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2913		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 51		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2914		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 6		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2915		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 7		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2916		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 8		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2917		SK		Poproč - Halda pri prepadline za štôlňou Horná Berta		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2918		SK		Poproč - Halda pri šachte Fortuna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2919		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Barbora		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2920		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Borovičná hôrka		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2921		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Dolná Berta		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2922		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Dolná Lukáčka		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2923		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Filip-Jakub		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2924		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Finkely		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2925		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Horná Berta		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2926		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Horná Lukáčka		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2927		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Jozef		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2928		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Nižná Anna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2929		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Vyšná Anna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2930		SK		Poproč - Halda pri zásobníkoch		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2931		SK		Poproč - Halda štôlne Agnes (Agneška)		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2932		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 1		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2933		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 2		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2934		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 3		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2935		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 4		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2936		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 5		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2937		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 6		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2938		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 7		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2939		SK		Poproč - Menšie haldy v doline nad štôlňou Vyšná Anna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2940		SK		Poproč - Odkalisko č. 1, 2, 3		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2941		SK		Poproč - Odkalisko Poproč Agneška - Petrova dolina		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2942		SK		Poráč - Odval Jamy Poráč		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2943		SK		Prakovce - Halda štôlne Katarína		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2944		SK		Rákoš - Halda zo šachty č. 7		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2945		SK		Rožňava - Baňa Nadabula - staré odkalisko		Región DBD: Rožňava		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2946		SK		Rožňava - Halda Štefan		Región DBD: Rožňava		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2947		SK		Rožňava - Rožňava baňa - nové odkalisko		Región DBD: Rožňava		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2948		SK		Rudňany - Odkalisko Rudňany		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2949		SK		Rudňany - Odval Baniská		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2950		SK		Rudňany - Odval Baniská II.		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2951		SK		Rudňany - Odval Baniská závalové pásmo		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2952		SK		Rudňany - Odval šachty Zimné/Západ		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2953		SK		Slovinky - Halda Bodnárec		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2954		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10103)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2955		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10106)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2956		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10108)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2957		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10112)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2958		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10115)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2959		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10117)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2960		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10121)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2961		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10149)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2962		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10265)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2963		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 9911)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2964		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 9931)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2965		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 9997)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2966		SK		Slovinky - Odkalisko Slovinky		Región DBD: Slovinky		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2967		SK		Slovinky - Odval Gelnická dolina		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2968		SK		Slovinky - Odval Lacemberská dolina		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2969		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Adam Eva		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2970		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Dorota		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2971		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Emília		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2972		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Geburda		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2973		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Tadea		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2974		SK		Slovinky - Staré odkalisko Slovinky		Región DBD: Slovinky		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2975		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda po pingovom ťahu nad Viktóriou vyšnou štôlňou		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2976		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda severne od odkaliska Smolník		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2977		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda štôlne Raky		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2978		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda Viktórie nižnej štôlne		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2979		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda Viktórie vyšnej štôlne		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2980		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Haldy štôlní Krištof II., Krištof III. A Krištof novej		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2981		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Odkalisko Smolník		Región DBD: Smolník		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2982		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Tinesova dolina - Halda Spodnej štôlne		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2983		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Tinesova dolina - Halda Strednej štôlne		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2984		SK		Spišská Nová Ves - Halda Frohleichman štôlne		Región DBD: Novoveská Huta		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2985		SK		Spišská Nová Ves - Halda (RSBD 7728)		Región DBD: Novoveská Huta		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2986		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Hornej severnej štôlne (Richtárová 2)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2987		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Hornej severnej štôlne (Richtárová 3)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2988		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Hornej severnej štôlne (Richtárová 5)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2989		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Novej štôlne (Richtárová 4)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2990		SK		Staré Hory - Halda (Piesky 3)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2991		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Svätotrojičnej štôlne (Richtárová 1)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2992		SK		Staré Hory - Halda šachty Haliar		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2993		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Terézia šachty		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2994		SK		Špania Dolina - Dolné odkalisko		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2995		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda Mária šachty		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2996		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda Maximilián šachty		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2997		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda šachty Ludvik		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2998		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda štôlne Ferdinand dedičná (Polkanová 1)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2999		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda štôlne Ján (Polkanová 3)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3000		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda štôlne Michal (Polkanová 2)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3001		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda štôlne Piesky (Piesky 5)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3002		SK		Špania Dolina - Haldy štôlne bez mena (1)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3003		SK		Špania Dolina - Haldy štôlne bez mena (2)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3004		SK		Špania Dolina - Haldy štôlní bez mena (Piesky 4)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3005		SK		Špania Dolina - Horné odkalisko		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3006		SK		Špania Dolina - Odval na Horným odkaliskom		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3007		SK		Špania Dolina - Odval štôlní Cyril a Rudobanská (Piesky 2)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3008		SK		Špania Dolina - Piesky 1		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3009		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Odval kutacej štôlne (č. 118), Bakomi jazero				Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3010		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda Horná Roveň		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3011		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Ferdinand		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3012		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Kristína		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3013		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Leopold		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3014		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Magdaléna		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3015		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Maximilián		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3016		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Piarg II.		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3017		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Wolf, Kadavi, Krížová		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3018		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda Vodnej štôlne (č. 114)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3019		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda Vodnej štôlne (objekt č. 106)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3020		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Odval kutacej štôlne (č. 116), Bakomi jazero		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3021		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Odval šachty Königsegg		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3022		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Odval šachty Piarg		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3023		SK		Vyšný Medzev - Halda Bane Bazov		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3024		SK		Závadka - Halda (RSBD 8747)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3025		SK		Závadka - Halda štôlne č. VI		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3026		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8734)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3027		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8736)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3028		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8742)		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3029		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8744)		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3030		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8746)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3031		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8766)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3032		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8767)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3033		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8772)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3034		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8773)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3035		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8774)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3036		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8775)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3037		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8776)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3038		SK		Zlatá Baňa - Halda štôlne Nižný Christie Geburt		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3039		SK		Zlatá Idka - Halda pri štôlni Michal		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3040		SK		Zlatá Idka - Halda štôlne Spodný Ferenc Jozef		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3041		SK		Žakarovce - Halda (RSBD 10374)		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3042		SK		Žakarovce - Halda Wilhelm 3		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3043		SK		Žakarovce - Halda Zuzana		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3044		UK		Barrow and Uzzicar		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3045		UK		Carrock End Mine		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3046		UK		Carr Wood		Allerdale District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3047		UK		Force Crag		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3048		UK		Yewthwaite		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3049		UK		Roughton Gill Mine		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3050		UK		Sandbeds		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3051		UK		Thornthwaite Mines		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3052		UK		Dodworth Colliery Tip		Barnsley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3053		UK		Hapton Clough		Burnley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3054		UK		Habergham Clough		Burnley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3055		UK		Welch Whittle		Chorley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3056		UK		Chisnal Hall		Chorley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3057		UK		Eller Brook		Chorley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3058		UK		Wheal Maid		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3059		UK		East Caradon		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3060		UK		Holmbush		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3061		UK		Silver Valley		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3062		UK		Prince of Wales		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3063		UK		Marke Valley		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3064		UK		East Kithill		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3065		UK		West Caradon Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3066		UK		Cargol Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3067		UK		Shepherds Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3068		UK		West Chiverton Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3069		UK		Great Fortune Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3070		UK		Metal Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3071		UK		Godolphin Bridge Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3072		UK		Anna Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3073		UK		South Carn Brea Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3074		UK		Basset Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3075		UK		Boltsburn Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3076		UK		Burtree Pasture		County Durham, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3077		UK		California		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3078		UK		Deborah Level		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3079		UK		Derwent Mines		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3080		UK		Frazers Hush		County Durham, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3081		UK		Grove Rake		County Durham, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3082		UK		Kilhope Head		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3083		UK		Sedling Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3084		UK		Wiregill		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3085		UK		Lodge Sike		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3086		UK		Coldberry		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3087		UK		Cornish Hush		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3088		UK		Grass Hill Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3089		UK		Ashgill Head		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3090		UK		Manor Gill		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3091		UK		Trough Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3092		UK		Tallen Hush Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3093		UK		Langdon Head Shop Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3094		UK		Middlehope Old Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3095		UK		Sharnberry High Level Tips		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3096		UK		Grassington Moor mines		Craven District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3097		UK		Yarnbury Mine		Craven District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3098		UK		Blea Beck Mines		Craven District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3099		UK		Nenthead Mines		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3100		UK		Holyfield Mine		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3101		UK		Bentyfield Mine		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3102		UK		White Sikes		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3103		UK		Flow Edge		Eden District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3104		UK		Brown Gill, Garrigill		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3105		UK		Hudgill Burn		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3106		UK		Greenside Mine upper wastes		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3107		UK		Greenside Mine lower		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3108		UK		Greenside Mine Tailings Dams		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3109		UK		Hilton/Scordale		Eden District, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3110		UK		Gategill Mine		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3111		UK		Spen Lane		Gateshead District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3112		UK		Providence Lead Mine		Harrogate, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3113		UK		Barney Crag / Scraithole mines		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3114		UK		Shilbottle Pyrites Tip		Northumberland, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3115		UK		Coalcleugh		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3116		UK		Mills Vein Level		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3117		UK		Shildon		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3118		UK		East Cramlington		Northumberland, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3119		UK		Langly Barony		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3120		UK		Settlingstones		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3121		UK		Swinhope Head Mine		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3122		UK		Wet Grooves Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3123		UK		Apedale Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3124		UK		Whitaside Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3125		UK		Grovebeck Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3126		UK		Harker Lead Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3127		UK		Grinton Howe Lead Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3128		UK		Friarfold Rake		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3129		UK		Barras End Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3130		UK		Bunton Lead Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3131		UK		Windegg South Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3132		UK		Sleigill Lead Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3133		UK		Black Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3134		UK		Dodgson Hush Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3135		UK		Danby Lead Level Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3136		UK		Hurst Mines		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3137		UK		Ring Lows Quarry Tips		Rochdale District, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3138		UK		Hesley Wood		Sheffield District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3139		UK		Roman Gravels		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3140		UK		Tankerville Mine		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3141		UK		Snailbeach		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3142		UK		Whitegrit Mine		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3143		UK		Oldgrit Mine		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3144		UK		Roundhill Mine		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3145		UK		Snailbeach Smelter		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3146		UK		Brookwood Mine		South Hams District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3147		UK		Paddy End Works		South Lakeland District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3148		UK		Red Dell Copper Mine		South Lakeland District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3149		UK		Bonsor Dressing Floor Spoil		South Lakeland District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3150		UK		Bridford Mine		Teignbridge District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3151		UK		Betsy		West Devon District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3152		UK		Devon Great Consols		West Devon District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3153		UK		Wheal Fanny		West Devon District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3154		UK		Bickershaw Colliery		Wigan District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3155		UK		Cwmbrwyno		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3156		UK		Abbey Consols		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3157		UK		Bog		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3158		UK		Bwlch		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3159		UK		Cwm Rheidol		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3160		UK		Cwmerfin		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3161		UK		Cwmystwyth		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3162		UK		Cwmsymlog		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3163		UK		Esgairfrith		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3164		UK		Esgairhir		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3165		UK		Esgairlle		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3166		UK		Esgairmwyn		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3167		UK		Frongoch		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3168		UK		Goginan		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3169		UK		Penycefn		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3170		UK		Wemyss		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3171		UK		Ystumtuen		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3172		UK		Llywernog		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3173		UK		Bwlchglas		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3174		UK		Castell		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3175		UK		Hafan		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3176		UK		Llwynteify		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3177		UK		Plynlimon		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3178		UK		Parc		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3179		UK		Pandora		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3180		UK		Hafna		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3181		UK		New Pandora, Tyn-y-goes		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3182		UK		Pandora North		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3183		UK		Klondyke Mill and Tips		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3184		UK		Dylife		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3185		UK		Dfyngwym		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3186		UK		Nantiago		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3187		UK		Van		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3188		UK		Rhoswydol		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3189		UK		Aberdaunant		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3190		UK		Bryntail		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3191		UK		Llanfyrnach		Sir Benfro - Pembrokeshire, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3192		UK		Nantymwyn		Sir Gaerfyrddin -Carmarthenshire, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3193		UK		Parys Mountain		Ynys Mon - Isle of Anglesey, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3194		UK		Cortonwood Colliery		Rotherham District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3195		UK		Processing area with tailings		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3196		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3197		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3198		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3199		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3200		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3201		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3202		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3203		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3204		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3205		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3206		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3207		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3208		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3209		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3210		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3211		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3212		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3213		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3214		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3215		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Pits		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3216		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3217		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3218		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3219		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3220		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3221		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Pits		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3222		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3223		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3224		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Pits		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3225		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Pits		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3226		UK		Spoil Area		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3227		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3228		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3229		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3230		UK		Susannah Vein Workings		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3231		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3232		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3233		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3234		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3235		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3236		UK		Corbie Hall Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3237		UK		Corbie Hall Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3238		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3239		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3240		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3241		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3242		UK		Glengonnar Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3243		UK		Glennery Scar Vein Workings		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3244		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3245		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3246		UK		Glennery Scar Vein Workings		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3247		UK		Glengonnar Shaft		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3248		UK		Lady Manners Scar Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3249		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals		Lignite (Brown coal)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3250		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3251		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3252		UK		Glennery Scar Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3253		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3254		UK		Lead Lead Mine Hill Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3255		UK		Lady Manners Scar Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3256		UK		Glengonnar Water Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3257		UK		Gripps Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3258		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3259		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3260		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3261		UK		Glengonnar Water Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3262		UK		Lead Lead Mine Hill Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3263		UK		Big Wool Gill Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3264		UK		Broad Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3265		UK		Broad Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3266		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3267		UK		Broad Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3268		UK		Broad Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3269		UK		Thief Slack Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3270		UK		Wool Law Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3271		UK		Wellgrain Dod Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3272		UK		Middle Grain Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3273		UK		Middle Grain Shafts		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3274		UK		Wool Law Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3275		UK		Well Grain Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3276		UK		Wellgrain Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3277		UK		Wellgrain Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3278		UK		Drake Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3279		UK		Drake Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3280		UK		Frances Colliery		Fife, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3281		UK		Wilsontown Colliery Pit No 3		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3282		UK		Douglas Colliery		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3283		UK		Michael Colliery Pits 1 & 2		Fife, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3284		UK		Comrie Pit No. 1		Fife, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3285		UK		Southfield Colliery		North Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3286		UK		GLENRAVEL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3287		UK		BALLYBADDIN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		3288		UK		LISBREEN BACK BURN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3289		UK		ELGINNY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3290		UK		CARNAMENAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3291		UK		CLONETRACE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3292		UK		DUNEANY,		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3293		UK		CROMMELIN TUFTARNEY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3294		UK		PARKMORE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3295		UK		TROSTAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3296		UK		SKERRY EAST		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3297		UK		GLENBUCK		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3298		UK		BANK VIEW		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3299		UK		CARGAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3300		UK		EVISHACROW		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3301		UK		TULLYNAWOOD		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		3302		UK		CORRINURE PIT		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3303		UK		AUGHNAGURGA		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3304		UK		DARKLEY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3305		UK		GRANEMORE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3306		UK		DRUMNAHONEY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3307		UK		SERSE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3308		UK		GRANSHA		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3309		UK		KNOCKAGORE		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3310		UK		FOFANNYREAGH		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3311		UK		TINTAGH		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3312		UK		DERRYNOYD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3313		UK		CARNDAISY		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3314		UK		DERRYGANARD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3315		UK		NORTH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3316		UK		CAPPAGH COPPER		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3317		UK		COALISLAND		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3318		UK		GLENLARK		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3319		UK		AGHAK		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3320		UK		TEEBANE		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3321		UK		DRUMENAGHER		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3322		UK		CAPPAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3323		UK		SHANES HILL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3324		UK		HIGHTOWN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3325		UK		BALLY BRACKEN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3326		UK		CROMMELIN,		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3327		UK		LIBBERT		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3328		UK		LOWTOWN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3329		UK		BALLYVADDY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3330		UK		TUFTARNEY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		3331		UK		BALLYCASTLEWE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3332		UK		BALLYBOLEY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3333		UK		CARNLOUGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3334		UK		EAGLE CRAIG		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3335		UK		WHITEHALL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3336		UK		GLENRAVEL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3337		UK		SKERRY EAST		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3338		UK		GLEBE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3339		UK		LONGFIELD		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3340		UK		GREENAGHAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3341		UK		CARGAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3342		UK		EVISHACROW		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3343		UK		PARKMORE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3344		UK		GLENRIFF		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3345		UK		BALLYBADDIN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3346		UK		DUNEANY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3347		UK		RORY'S GLEN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3348		UK		DUNGONNEL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3349		UK		BALLYLIG		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3350		UK		TROSTAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3351		UK		BANK VIEW		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3352		UK		CARNAMENAG		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3353		UK		SERSE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3354		UK		BALLYBRACKEN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3355		UK		CULLINANE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3356		UK		DOONAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3357		UK		BERK HILL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3358		UK		BALLYGILBERT		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3359		UK		ARDCLINNIS		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3360		UK		ESLERSTONE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3361		UK		MOUNT		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		3362		UK		LISBREEN BACK BURN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)

		UKND		UKCoal		3363		UK		GLENBUCK		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3364		UK		RATHKENNY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3365		UK		CLONETRACE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3366		UK		CARNCROAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3367		UK		ELGINNY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3368		UK		LOUGHCONNEL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3369		UK		RIGG MOSS		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3370		UK		BALLYCLOGHAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3371		UK		BALYRICKARD		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3372		UK		BALLYHARTFIELD		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3373		UK		IRISH HILL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3374		UK		LISBREEN BACK		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3375		UK		BALLYBADDI		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3376		UK		TULLY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3377		UK		BRECKAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3378		UK		BALLYBARNIS		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3379		UK		LYLES HILL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3380		UK		DRUMASOLE,		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3381		UK		BALLYCRAIG		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3382		UK		CLEGNAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3383		UK		UNSHINAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3384		UK		CRAIGAROGA		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3385		UK		ESSATHOHAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3386		UK		DUNLUCE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3387		UK		COLLEGE MINE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3388		UK		TULLYNAWOOD MINE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3389		UK		DERRYNOOSE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3390		UK		TULLYDONNELL		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal, non-metallic minerals)		3391		UK		CORRINURE PIT		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal, non-metallic minerals)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3392		UK		AUGHNURGAN		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3393		UK		DRUMALTNAMUCK		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3394		UK		CREGGAN		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3395		UK		RACARBRY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3396		UK		CARGACLOGHER		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3397		UK		DRUMBANAGHER		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3398		UK		KILCALM MINE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3399		UK		GRANEMORE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3400		UK		CARRICKGALLOGLY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3401		UK		DRUMNAHONEY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3402		UK		CLAY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3403		UK		DARKLEY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3404		UK		CARRICKLANE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3405		UK		DRUMGAR,		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3406		UK		CAVANAGARVAN PIT		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3407		UK		ARDRESS WEST		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3408		UK		CONLIG		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3409		UK		GRANSHA,		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3410		UK		CONLIG SOUTH		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3411		UK		LEITRIM HILL		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3412		UK		ANNACLOY		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3413		UK		TULLYGAVAN		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3414		UK		FOFANNYREAGH		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3415		UK		MONEYLANE EAST		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3416		UK		MAZE		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3417		UK		KNOCKAGORE		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3418		UK		TULLYRATTY		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3419		UK		BALLYDARGAN		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3420		UK		BELLEEK		Fermanagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3421		UK		ISLANDMORE AREA		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3422		UK		DUNARNON		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3423		UK		TINAGH		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3424		UK		CULLION		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3425		UK		LETTERAN, STRAW		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3426		UK		CULLION 2		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3427		UK		DERRYNOYD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3428		UK		DRUMARD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3429		UK		BRACKAGH SLEIVE		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3430		UK		CARNDAISY TIRGAN		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3431		UK		DERRYGANARD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3432		UK		AGHAK INSALLAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3433		UK		ANNAGHONE		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3434		UK		COALSLAND NORTH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3435		UK		GLENLARK		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3436		UK		CAPPAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3437		UK		DRUMENAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3438		UK		TEEBANE		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3439		UK		ANNAGHER		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3440		UK		BARROW		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3441		UK		MULLAGHMORE		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3442		UK		CAPPAGH COPPER		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3443		UK		NORTH DUNGANNON		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3444		UK		BALLYMENAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3445		UK		LOWER CULLION		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		PLND		PLND		3446		PL		Radzimowice I		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3447		PL		Radzimowice- szyb Arnold		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3448		PL		Radzimowice –szyb Luis		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3449		PL		Sienna 2 - Janowa Góra		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3450		PL		Ciechanowice IV,60, Pod Zegarem		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3451		PL		Wieściszowice, 61		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3452		PL		Składowisko b. "KWK Dymitrow" przy stadionie K.S.Polonia		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3453		PL		Składowisko odpadów pogórniczych Waleska		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3454		PL		Borynia -Jar Zbiornik 6a		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3455		PL		Pochwacie		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3456		PL		Kościelniok		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3457		PL		Hałda popłuczkowa w Tarnowskich Górach		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3458		PL		Hałda pogórnicza na E od Miechowic (Bytom)		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3459		PL		Hałda poflotacyjna przy ul. Jana Nowaka-Jeziorańskiego w Bytomiu		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3460		PL		Hałda poflotacyjna przy ul. Siemianowickiej w Bytomiu		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3461		PL		Hałda popłuczkowa przy ul. Siemianowickiej w Bytomiu		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3462		PL		Hałda kopalni miedzi w Miedzianej Górze - szyb Św. Franciszek		Województwo Świętokrzyskie		Heap		ND





Stats

				TOTAL:		3462

						Total		Heap		Dam		Pond		ND		Other		check

				AT		1		1		0		0		0		0		1		-

				CY		38		38		0		0		0		0		38		-

				CZ		19		19		0		0		0		0		19		-

				EE		37		37

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Different formula		0		0		0		0		37		-

				EL		19		4		0		0		15		0		19		-

				ES		73		20		53		0		0		0		73		-

				FI		53		0		0		0		53		0		53		-

				FR		28		0		0		0		28		0		28		-

				HU		511		61		3		15		430		2		511		-

				IE		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		-

				IT		665		616		0		15		5		29		665		-

				PL		17		6		0		0		11		0		17		-

				PT		176		64		0		0		111		1		176		-

				RO		695		627		0		68		0		0		695		-

				SE		311		0		0		2		309		0		311		-

				SI		78		0		0		0		78		0		78		-

				SK		338		314		0		24		0		0		338		-

				UK		402		0		0		0		402		0		402		-

						3462		1807		56		124		1443		32		3462

						Total		Metallic minerals		Non-metallic minerals		Precious metals		Fuels		Coal		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		Combinations (metallic, rare earth element)		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		Combinations (Metallic, fuels)		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal, non-metallic minerals)		Other		ND		check						Combinations

				AT		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		1		-				0

				CY		38		5		0		2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				31		38		-				0

				CZ		19		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				19		19		-				0

				EE		37		0		5		0		32		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		37		-				0

				EL		19		0		5		0		0		0		6		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		7		19		-				6

				ES		73		62		2		0		0		9		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		73		-				0

				FI		53		29		6		0		0		0		8		8		1		1		0		0		0				0		53		-				18

				FR		28		21		1		2		0		3		0		1		0		0		0		0		0				0		28		-				1

				HU		511		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				510		511		-				0

				IE		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1		1		-				0

				IT		665		348		89		12		33		0		72		61		0		17		1		0		0				32		665		-				151

				PL		17		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				17		17		-				0

				PT		176		156		7		10		0		3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		176		-				0

				RO		695		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				695		695		-				0

				SE		311		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				311		311		-				0

				SI		78		61		0		0		0		17		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		78		-				0

				SK		338		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		338		0		338		-				0

				UK		402		343		5		0		0		49		0		0		0		0		0		4		1				0		402		-				5

						3462		1027		120		26		65		81		86		70		1		18		1		4		1		339		1623		3462						181

						Metallic minerals		Non-metallic minerals		Precious metals		Fuels		Coal		Other		ND		Combinations







Heap	Dam	Pond	ND	Other	1807	56	124	1443	32	











Metallic minerals	Non-metallic minerals	Precious metals	Fuels	Coal	Other	ND	Combinations	1027	120	26	65	81	339	1623	181	





Date of last update (if av)

																Inventory

				MS		Last updated										7		Not needed (no facilities)						DK		HR		LT		LV		LU		MT		NL

				AT		Not available/Not found										1		Available but not online (Provided to us by CA)						PL

				CY		Jun-17										17		Available AND online						AT		CY		CZ		EE		EL		ES		FI		FR		HU		IE		IT		PT		RO		SE		SI		SK		UK

				CZ		?		Stated to be "continuous"								1		Link doesn’t work						BG

				EE		2011/2012

				EL		Oct-12										2		Information requested to MS						DE		BE

				ES		Nov-15										28

				FI		Nov-12

				FR		Apr-12

				HU		Dec-12

				IE		2015

				IT		May-17

				PL		Not available/Not found

				PT		Feb-13

				RO		Jul-12

				SE		Not available/Not found

				SI		Feb-14

				SK		Not available/Not found

				UK		England and Wales: January 2014
Scotland: January 2015
Northern Ireland: 2011
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README

						This compilation includes the information in the inventories (Art 20) that are publicly available as of 30/06/2017

						Type of resource (when the mine was active:

						Non-metallic minerals

						Metallic minerals

						Precious metals

						Fuels

						Combinations of the above

						ND

						Type of facility;

						Heap

						Dam

						Pond

						Other

						ND = Not determined, not found, not available

						Project no.		38054

						Project title		Assessment of Member States' performance regarding the implementation of the Extractive Waste Directive; appraisal of implementation gaps and their root causes; identification of proposals to improve the implementation of the Directive

						Client		European Commission

						Issue date		42936

						Contents		Information in the inventories (Art 20) that are publicly available + PL

						Notes		Included since last submission: Poland (not publicly available at the moment). Austria: Info updated







Facilities



		Do not delete		Do not delete		Do not delete		MS		Facility name/code		Location		Type		Resource (when the mine was active)

		ATHeap		ATMetallic minerals		1		AT		Aufbereitungshalde des ehemaligen Kupferkies-Bergbaues Tessenberg, Tirol		Tessenber, Tirol		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYND		2		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines Mathiatis		Mathiatis		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		3		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines KOKKINOPEZOULAS		Mitsero, Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		4		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines AGROKIPIAS A (South)		Agrokipia, Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		5		CY		 Pile Waste abandoned mines AGROKIPIAS B (East)		Agrokipia, Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		6		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines AGROKIPIAS B (Western)		Agrokipia, Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		7		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines PLATIES		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		8		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines Mavridis		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		9		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines Mavridis (BLACK SYKIA)		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		10		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines Mavridis (Petra)		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		11		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines LEFKOSIA A (North)		Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		12		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines LEFKOSIA A (South)		Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		13		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines LEFKOSIA A (Filling piece with material which was transferred from an installation M12a or M12v)		Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		14		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines LEFKOSIA B		Nikosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		15		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KOKKINONEROU (North)		Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		16		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KOKKINONEROU (INTERMEDIATE)		Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		17		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KOKKINONEROU (South)		Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		18		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines Kapedes (South)		Kapedes, Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		19		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines Kapedes (North)		Kapedes, Nicosia district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		20		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines KINOUSAS		Kinousa, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		21		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KINOUSAS (underground)		Kinousa, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		22		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KINOUSAS (Ground B;)		Kinousa, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		23		CY		Waste heap of abandoned mines KINOUSAS loading station and underground C;		Kinousa, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		24		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines EVLOGIMENIS		Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		25		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines Vretsia		Vretsia, Paphos district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		26		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines PERISTERKA-PYTHAROCHOMA		Nicosia district		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYND		27		CY		Abandoned Lakes Ponds sulfide ore processing plant Mitsero		Kalavassos, Larnaca district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		28		CY		Waste heap of abandoned Plant Chromite Enrichment		ND		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		29		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines dome		ND		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		30		CY		Abandoned Lakes Ponds sulfide ore processing plant at TROULLOUS		Larnaca district		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYPrecious metals		31		CY		Waste Pile abandoned Washing gold in orchards		ND		Heap		Precious metals

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		32		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines KOKKINOGIAS		Nicosia district		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYPrecious metals		33		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines MEMI		Nicosia district		Heap		Precious metals

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		34		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines ALESTOS		Nicosia district		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYMetallic minerals		35		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines MOUSOULOS		ND		Heap		Metallic minerals

		CYHeap		CYND		36		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KOKKINOROTSOU (GROUND)		ND		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		37		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines KANNOURES (GROUND)		Limassol district		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		38		CY		Pile Waste abandoned mines CHATZIPAVLOU (UNDERGROUND east and west)		ND		Heap		ND

		CYHeap		CYND		39		CY		Waste Pile abandoned mines KOKKINOGIAS		ND		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		40		CZ		Dolní Turkaňk-Nepřízeň		Turkaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		41		CZ		 Důl Šafary - Staročeské p., Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		42		CZ		 Panská jáma - Staročeské p., Benátecká žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		43		CZ		 Odval dolu Tomáš / Staročeské p., Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		44		CZ		 Kuntery, Kutná Hora - Kaňk		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		45		CZ		 Nová jáma, Hoppy, Rabštejn - Staročeské p.		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		46		CZ		 důl Mladá Plimle - Staročeské p., Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		47		CZ		 důl Stará Plimle - Staročeské p., Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		48		CZ		 důl Fráty - Staročeské pásmo, Hlavní žíla		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		49		CZ		důl Šmitna - Staročeské pásmo, Hlavní žíla 		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		50		CZ		 doly Šváby, Koštofaly - Staročeské p., Hl. ž.		Kaňk, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		51		CZ		 Železník - Oloví (Libnov)		Near Olovi, region of Karlovy Vary		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		52		CZ		 odval štoly Paulus II		Studenec, region of Karlovy Vary		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		53		CZ		Odval štoly Josef II		Stříbro, region of Plzeň		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		54		CZ		 Dobývky na žíle Michal		Stříbro, region of Plzeň		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		55		CZ		 Halda Třebsko		Trebsko, Central Bohemian region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		56		CZ		 Odval jámy Emanuel		Milešov, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		57		CZ		 Odval jámy Marie		Milešov, Central Bohemian Region		Heap		ND

		CZHeap		CZND		58		CZ		 Karlov 3 - Kutiště		Near Kutiště, Moravian-Silesian Region		Heap		ND

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		59		EE		Käva 2 nr 1		Kohtla-Järve linn, Kohtla vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		60		EE		Maardu põhjakarjääri aheraineladestus		Jõelähtme vald, Maardu linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Phosphate

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		61		EE		Sompa nr 1		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		62		EE		Sompa nr 4		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		63		EE		Kukruse nr 1		Kohtla vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		64		EE		Sompa nr 2		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		65		EE		Sompa nr 3		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		66		EE		Rutiku nr 1		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		67		EE		Edise nr 2		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		68		EE		Edise nr 1		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		69		EE		Sinivoore nr 2		Kohtla vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		70		EE		Pauliku nr 6		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		71		EE		Tammiku  nr 2		Kohtla-Järve linn, Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		72		EE		Pauliku nr 5		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		73		EE		Tammiku  nr 3		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		74		EE		Edise nr 4		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		75		EE		Rummu aheraine ladestus		Vasalemma vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		76		EE		Maardu lõunakarjääri aheraineladestus		Jõelähtme vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Phosphate

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		77		EE		Kohtla nr 1		Kohtla-Nõmme vald 		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		78		EE		Maardu flotoliiva ladestus		Maardu linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Phosphate

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		79		EE		Estonia nr 1		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		80		EE		Ahtme nr 2		Kohtla-Järve linn, Jõhvi ja Illuka vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		81		EE		Edise nr 3		Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		82		EE		Ahtme nr 1		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		83		EE		Kohtla nr 2		Kohtla-Nõmme vald 		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		84		EE		Viru nr 3		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		85		EE		Sompa nr 5		Kohtla-Järve linn, Jõhvi vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		86		EE		Rutiku nr 2		Kohtla-Järve linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		87		EE		Kiviõli nr 1		Kiviõli linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		88		EE		Viru nr 2		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		89		EE		Kiviõli nr 2		Kiviõli linn		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		90		EE		Kohtla nr 3		Kohtla-Nõmme vald 		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EENon-metallic minerals		91		EE		Harku aheraine ladestus		Harku vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Non-metallic minerals

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		92		EE		Viru nr 1		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		93		EE		Estonia nr 3		Illuka vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		94		EE		Aidu nr 1		Maidla vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		EEHeap*		EEFuels		95		EE		Estonia nr 2		Mäetaguse vald		Heap*

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Puistang		Fuels

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		96		EL		1		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		97		EL		2		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		98		EL		3		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		99		EL		4		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		100		EL		5		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELND		ELCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		101		EL		6		Mining area of Kassandra (Chalkidiki)		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ELHeap		ELND		102		EL		7		Prefecture of Macedonia		Heap		ND

		ELHeap		ELND		103		EL		8		Prefecture of Macedonia		Heap		ND

		ELND		ELND		104		EL		9		Thorikou, Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELND		ELND		105		EL		10		Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELND		ELND		106		EL		11		Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELND		ELND		107		EL		12		Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELND		ELND		108		EL		13		Lavreotiki		ND		ND

		ELHeap		ELIt could not be identified, possibly precious metals (gold)		109		EL		14		Othry-Eretria Mining Area (Tsagli)		Heap		It could not be identified, possibly precious metals (gold)

		ELHeap		ELNon-metallic minerals		110		EL		15		Othry-Domokos Mines Area		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ELND		ELNon-metallic minerals		111		EL		16		Zidani Area (Kozani)		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ELND		ELNon-metallic minerals		112		EL		17		Mandoudi (Α1. Κακκαβος –Ξωµανδρι Μωραίτης)		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ELND		ELNon-metallic minerals		113		EL		18		Mandoudi (Α4.   Παρασκευόρεµα – Πύργος - Μαιδες)		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ELND		ELNon-metallic minerals		114		EL		19		Mandoudi (Α5. Ταµβακάς)		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		115		ES		880 II 2 001		ALCARACEJOS (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		116		ES		858 IV 3 002		ALCARACEJOS (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		117		ES		879 I 4 001		FUENTE OBEJUNA (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		118		ES		858 IV 3 003		VILLANUEVA DEL DUQUE (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		119		ES		858 IV 3 004		VILLANUEVA DEL DUQUE (Province of Córdoba, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		120		ES		917 I 4 001		LA NAVA (Province of Huelva, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		121		ES		938 IV 4 002		NERVA (Province of Huelva, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		122		ES		938 IV 4 003		MINAS DE RÍO TINTO (Province of Huelva, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		123		ES		884 II 2 001		LA CAROLINA (Province of Jaén, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		124		ES		884 II 1 002		LA CAROLINA (Province of Jaén, region of Andalucía)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		125		ES		34 III 4 003		CARTES (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		126		ES		34 III 4 006		CARTES (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		127		ES		34 III 4 007		CARTES (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		128		ES		34 III 4 001		TORRELAVEGA (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		129		ES		34 III 4 002		TORRELAVEGA (Province of Cantabria, region of Cantabria)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		130		ES		809 II 1 001		VILLAMAYOR DE CALATRAVA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		131		ES		809 II 1 002		VILLAMAYOR DE CALATRAVA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		132		ES		809 II 1 003		VILLAMAYOR DE CALATRAVA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		133		ES		657 III 2 001		MAZARAMBROZ (Province of TOLEDO, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		134		ES		835 II 1 001		ALMODÓVAR DEL CAMPO (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		135		ES		835 III 3 001		ALMODÓVAR DEL CAMPO (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		136		ES		835 III 3 002		ALMODÓVAR DEL CAMPO (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		137		ES		835 III 3 003		ALMODÓVAR DEL CAMPO (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		138		ES		861 II 3 001		MESTANZA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		139		ES		861 II 3 002		MESTANZA (Province of Ciudad Real, region of Castilla-La Mancha)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESCoal		140		ES		126 II 3 001		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		141		ES		126 II 3 004		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		142		ES		126 II 3 005		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		143		ES		126 II 3 006		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		144		ES		126 II 3 007		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		145		ES		126 II 3 014		FABERO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		146		ES		158 III 3 001		SOBRADO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		147		ES		158 III 3 002		SOBRADO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESCoal		148		ES		159 II 3 016		TORRE DEL BIERZO (Province of León, region of Castilla León)		Heap		Coal

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		149		ES		95 IV 1 002		TOURO (Province of A Coruña, region of Galicia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		150		ES		125 III 4 001		PEDRAFITA DO CEBREIRO (Province of Lugo, region of Galicia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		151		ES		878 I 4 001		AZUAGA (Province of Badajoz, region of Extremadura)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		152		ES		805 II 4 001		CASTUERA (Province of Badajoz, region of Extremadura)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESNon-metallic minerals		153		ES		141 II 4 001		ARANGUREN-PAMPLONA (Province of Navarra, region of Navarra)		Dam		Non-metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		154		ES		88 IV 3 001		MUTILOA - GABIRIA  (Province of Guipuzcoa, region of País Vasco)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESNon-metallic minerals		155		ES		28 II 2 001		LLANERA (Province of Asturias, region of Asturias)		Dam		Non-metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		156		ES		53 III 3 001		LENA (Province of Asturias, region of Asturias)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESCoal		157		ES		53 III 2 001		MIERES (Province of Asturias, region of Asturias)		Heap		Coal

		ESHeap		ESCoal		158		ES		77 II 1 001 		QUIRÓS (Province of Asturias, region of Asturias)		Heap		Coal

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		159		ES		978 I 1 001 		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		160		ES		978 I 1 009		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		161		ES		977 II 4 017 		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		162		ES		977 II 4 041		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		163		ES		977 II 4 043 		CARTAGENA (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		164		ES		978 I 3 014 		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		165		ES		978 I 3 016 		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		166		ES		978 I 3 021		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		167		ES		978 I 3 022		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		168		ES		978 I 3 026		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		169		ES		977 II 4 001		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		170		ES		977 II 4 021		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		171		ES		977 II 4 024 		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		172		ES		977 II 4 027		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		173		ES		977 II 4 028		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		174		ES		977 II 4 029		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		175		ES		977 II 4 030		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		176		ES		977 II 4 031		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		177		ES		977 II 4 033		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		178		ES		977 II 4 034		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		179		ES		977 II 4 035		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		180		ES		977 II 4 036		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		181		ES		977 II 4 044		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		182		ES		977 II 4 100		LA UNION (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESHeap		ESMetallic minerals		183		ES		976 II 3 003		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		184		ES		976 II 3 004		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		185		ES		976 II 3 005		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		186		ES		976 II 3 006		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		ESDam		ESMetallic minerals		187		ES		976 II 3  007		MAZARRÓN (Province of Murcia, region of Murcia)		Dam		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		188		FI		No 14, facility 1		Akaa, Pirkanmaa region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		189		FI		No 14, facility 2		Akaa, Pirkanmaa region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		190		FI		No 16		Enonkoski, Southern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		191		FI		No 2, facility 1		Joensuu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		192		FI		No 2, facility 2		Joensuu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		193		FI		No 24, facility 1		Joensuu, North Karelia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		194		FI		No 28, facility 1		Joensuu, North Karelia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		195		FI		No 23, facility 1		Kajaani, Kainuu region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		196		FI		No 23, facility 2		Kajaani, Kainuu region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		197		FI		No 8		Keitele, Northern Savonia region		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		198		FI		No 15, facility 1		Kemijärvi, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		199		FI		No 15, facility 2		Kemijärvi, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		200		FI		No 29, facility 1		Kemijärvi, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		201		FI		No 29, facility 2		Kemijärvi, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		202		FI		No 6		Kerimäki, Southern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		203		FI		No 27		Kittilä, Lapland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		204		FI		No 32		Kittilä, Lapland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		205		FI		No 31		Kiuruvesi, Northern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		206		FI		No 30, facility 1		Kolari, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		207		FI		No 30, facility 2		Kolari, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (metallic, rare earth element)		208		FI		No 12		Korsnäs, Ostrobothnia		ND		Combinations (metallic, rare earth element)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		209		FI		No 13		Leppävirta, Northern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		210		FI		No 33		Leppävirta, Northern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		211		FI		No 21		Lieksa, North Karelia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		212		FI		No 34		Lieksa, North Karelia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		213		FI		No 17		Nivala, Northern Ostrobothnia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		214		FI		No 18, facility 1		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		215		FI		No 18, facility 2		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		216		FI		No 25, facility 1		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		217		FI		No 25, facility 2		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		218		FI		No 25, facility 3		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		219		FI		No 39, facility 1		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		220		FI		No 39, facility 2		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		221		FI		No 39, facility 3		Outokumpu, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		222		FI		No 5, facility 1		Pieksämäki, Southern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		223		FI		No 5, facility 2		Pieksämäki, Southern Savonia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		224		FI		No 37		Polvijärvi, North Karelia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		225		FI		No 20		Pyhäjärvi, Northern Ostrobothnia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		226		FI		No 1		Salo, Southwest Finland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		227		FI		No 19		Salo, Southwest Finland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		228		FI		No 22, facility 1		Salo, Southwest Finland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		229		FI		No 22, facility 2		Salo, Southwest Finland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		230		FI		No 36		Sotkamo, Kainuu region		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		231		FI		No 35		Taipalsaari, South Karelia		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		232		FI		No 9		Tervola, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FIMetallic minerals		233		FI		No 11		Tervola, Lapland		ND		Metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		234		FI		No 26, facility 1		Tuusniemi,  Northern Savonia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FINon-metallic minerals		235		FI		No 26, facility 2		Tuusniemi,  Northern Savonia		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		236		FI		No 38		Vihanti, Northern Ostrobothnia		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		237		FI		No 3, facility 1		Ylöjärvi, Pirkanmaa		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		238		FI		No 3, facility 2		Ylöjärvi, Pirkanmaa		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		239		FI		No 40, facility 1		Ylöjärvi, Pirkanmaa		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		FIND		FICombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		240		FI		No 40, facility 2		Ylöjärvi, Pirkanmaa		ND		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		241		FR		Pechelbronn		Bas-Rhin, Grand Est		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		242		FR		MDPA		Haut-Rhin, Grand Est		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		243		FR		Marsanges		Haute-Loire, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		244		FR		Auzelles		Puy-de-Dôme, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		245		FR		Barbecot-Roure		Puy-de-Dôme, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		246		FR		Montmins		Allier, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		247		FR		La Touche		Ille-et-Vilaine, Bretagne		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		248		FR		Salsigne		Aude, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		249		FR		La Caunette		Aude, Occitanie		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		250		FR		La Croix de Pallières		Gard, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		251		FR		Les Malines		Gard, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		252		FR		Saint-Sauveur		Gard, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		253		FR		Le Bleymard		Lozère, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRPrecious metals		254		FR		Le Bourneix		Haute-Vienne, Nouvelle-Aquitaine		ND		Precious metals

		FRND		FRPrecious metals		255		FR		Le Bourneix SMB		Haute-Vienne, Nouvelle-Aquitaine		ND		Precious metals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		256		FR		Pierrefitte		Hautes-Pyrénées, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		257		FR		Noailhac		Tarn, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		258		FR		Le Dadou		Tarn, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		259		FR		Pic-de-la-Fourque		Ariège, Occitanie		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		260		FR		Abbaretz		Loire-Atlantique, Pays de la Loire		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		261		FR		Segre		Maine-et-Loire, Pays de la Loire		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		262		FR		Fontsante		Var, Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		263		FR		Largentière		Ardèche, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRCoal		264		FR		Bassin de saint Charles		Moselle, Grand Est		ND		Coal

		FRND		FRCoal		265		FR		Bassin à schlamms 31		Nord, Hauts-de-France		ND		Coal

		FRND		FRCoal		266		FR		Terril n°27 dit Labussière Aviation		Pas-de-Calais, Hauts-de-France		ND		Coal

		FRND		FRMetallic minerals		267		FR		Bois Noirs - Limouzat		Loire,  Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes		ND		Metallic minerals

		FRND		FRNon-metallic minerals		268		FR		Canari		Haute-Corse, Corsica		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		HUND		HUMetallic minerals		269		HU		Rudabánya, mélyszinti polimetallikus		Rudabánya		ND		Metallic minerals

		HUND		HUND		270		HU		Rudabányai ércdúsító		Rudabánya		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		271		HU		Korpáshegyi vörösiszap zagytározó		Neszmély		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		272		HU		Rudabánya II. - flotációs meddő barit		Rudabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		273		HU		Rudabánya - limonit, vasérc, ankerit		Rudabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		274		HU		Halimba V. (Malomvölgy XI/A. lencse) - bauxit		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		275		HU		Halimba, Cseres I.		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		276		HU		Halimba, Cseres III.		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		277		HU		Halimba, Cseres II.		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		278		HU		Albert I.		Mucsony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		279		HU		IV		Edelény		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		280		HU		tervtáró		Kazincbarcika		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		281		HU		I.		Putnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		282		HU		Harica		Kondó		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		283		HU		Szeles IV.		Mucsony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		284		HU		I-III.		Kurittyán		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		285		HU		Petőfitelepi meddőhányója		Királd		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		286		HU		Mocsolyás akna és meddőhányó		Királd		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		287		HU		Rudolf IV.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		288		HU		Ormos IV.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		289		HU		Ormos VII.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		290		HU		Berente		Kazincbarcika		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		291		HU		II.		Sajószentpéter		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		292		HU		Farkaslyuk		Ózd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		293		HU		Somsály		Hodoscsépány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		294		HU		Feketevölgy I.		Felsőnyárád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		295		HU		III		Edelény		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		296		HU		II.		Szuhakálló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		297		HU		Batófő		Borsodnádasd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		298		HU		Szeles I.- II.		Szuhakálló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		299		HU		Bánberke		Borsodnádasd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		300		HU		Rudolf III.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		301		HU		I. külfejtés		Szuhakálló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		302		HU		Táncsics akna		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		303		HU		Ormos III.		Ormosbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		304		HU		III.		Sajószentpéter		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		305		HU		Feketevölgy II.		Felsőnyárád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		306		HU		Németbánya XXV. Iharkút		Iharkút		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		307		HU		Gánt I. (Bagolyhegy) - bauxit		Gánt-Bányatelep		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		308		HU		Halimba VI. (Malomvölgy XII. lencse) - bauxit		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		309		HU		Óbarok-Hármashatári Bauxitbánya		Óbarok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		310		HU		új felsőkincsesi külfejtés		Kincsesbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		311		HU		Izamajor II.		Nyirád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		312		HU		Nyírespuszta-Ny bauxit		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		313		HU		Rákhegyi vízakna, Kincsesbánya		Kincsesbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		314		HU		Füzesgyarmati fúróiszap lerakat		Füzesgyarmat		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		315		HU		Deáki DNy.		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		316		HU		Bakonyszentlászló bauxitlencse		Bakonyszentlászló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		317		HU		Ódörögdi bauxitlencsék		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		318		HU		Bauxit meddő		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		319		HU		Alsóperei bauxitmeddő		Alsópere		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		320		HU		hosszú harasztos		Gánt		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		321		HU		Sümeg I. (Surgót I-III. lencsék) - bauxit		SÜMEG		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		322		HU		régi kincsesi külfejtés		Kincsesbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		323		HU		Angerrét, Meleges		Gánt		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		324		HU		Lejtős- és függőakna, Kincsesbánya		Kincsesbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		325		HU		Kőfejtő		Gánt-Bányatelep		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		326		HU		Újbarok I. (I-II-III-IV. telep) - bauxit		Újbarok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		327		HU		Bicske I. (Csordakút aknaüzem) - szén, bauxit		Csordakút		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		328		HU		Izamajor		Nyirád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		329		HU		Izamajor I. ÉNy		Nyirád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		330		HU		Halimba IV. akna - bauxit		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		331		HU		Bicske II. (Nagyegyházi Bányaüzem) - szén, bau		Nagyegyháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		332		HU		Izamajor I. DNY		Nyirád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		333		HU		Déli lencse		Gánt		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		334		HU		Csabpuszta VII. Kozmatag		Csabrendek		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		335		HU		Deáki III.		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		336		HU		Darvastói bx meddőhányó		Nagytárkánypuszta		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		337		HU		Nyirád XIII. (Nagytárkány-Deáki erdei lencsék		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		338		HU		Darvastó felhagyott		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		339		HU		Deáki X, XI		Nagytárkánypuszta		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		340		HU		Szépvizéri külfejtés		Pusztavám		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		341		HU		Erőművi pernyehányó		Bokod		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		342		HU		Külfejtés		Ecséd		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		343		HU		Vasmű salakhányó		Dunaújváros		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		344		HU		Erőművi salakhányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		345		HU		Rüchner akna A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		346		HU		Márkushegyi bányaüzem		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		347		HU		István akna B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		348		HU		Erőművi pernyehányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		349		HU		Központi palahányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		350		HU		Erőművi szénosztályzó		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		351		HU		Jókai btp Jolán akna		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		352		HU		Lyukóbánya		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		353		HU		Csukatói külfejtés		Pusztavám		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		354		HU		Jókai btp Beszálló akna		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		355		HU		Kossuth akna E		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		356		HU		Erőművi szénelőkészító B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		357		HU		Gyükési külfejtés A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		358		HU		Széchenyi akna A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		359		HU		MÉV III. sz. Meddőhányó, (I. Bányaüzem)		Kővágószőlős		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		360		HU		Előkészítő, Központi Mhó		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		361		HU		Szorospatak		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		362		HU		Szorospatak		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		363		HU		Erőművi salakhányó		Várpalota		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		364		HU		Erőművi iszaptároló		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		365		HU		Erőmű iszapoló		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		366		HU		Rüchner akna B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		367		HU		Vasas bánya F		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		368		HU		Erőművi pernyehányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		369		HU		Ó-tokodi szénmeddők		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		370		HU		Baross		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		371		HU		Majk-I XX. Akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		372		HU		XV. akna szénosztályzó		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		373		HU		Ella I.-II.		Izsófalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		374		HU		XV/B akna		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		375		HU		Vasas bánya C		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		376		HU		András akna C		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		377		HU		Pálinkás I.-II.		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		378		HU		Bánfalva		Bánhorváti		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		379		HU		K-i peremi külfejtés		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		380		HU		Újtelepi mhó		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		381		HU		I. Sólyom-bánya		Sajókaza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		382		HU		Ilona táró		Nemti		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		383		HU		XXI. Akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		384		HU		Iker akna		Pusztavám		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		385		HU		András akna A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		386		HU		Csipkés táró		Homokterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		387		HU		Inászói bánya A		Mátraszele		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		388		HU		Vasas bánya G		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		389		HU		Tiribes akna A		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		390		HU		Tiribes akna B		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		391		HU		Erőművi széniszapoló		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		392		HU		András akna B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		393		HU		Iker akna		Dudar		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		394		HU		Erenyő		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		395		HU		II. légakna		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		396		HU		Bánya III.		Balinka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		397		HU		Jenő akna I.		Karancskeszi		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		398		HU		Középsői meddőhányó		Tatabánya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		399		HU		Kakucsa		Kazincbarcika		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		400		HU		Pereces újakna		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		401		HU		Epszöny bánya, Szabadság akna		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		402		HU		János aknai külfejtés		Homokterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		403		HU		János aknai külfejtés		Homokterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		404		HU		I. légakna		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		405		HU		Somlyó-bánya		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		406		HU		Beniczki akna I		Egercsehi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		407		HU		szénosztályzó		Pilisszentiván		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		408		HU		Lipót akna		Pilisvörösvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		409		HU		Rákóczi btp., Tőkés táró		Kisterenye,		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		410		HU		Ármin akna I		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		411		HU		Erőművi salakhányó		Dorog		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		412		HU		Újbánya		Salgóbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		413		HU		Majk-II XX. Akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		414		HU		XXII. Akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		415		HU		Kossuth akna D		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		416		HU		Erőművi szénelőkészító A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		417		HU		Hasznos		Borsodnádasd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		418		HU		Kossuth akna C		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		419		HU		Anna		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		420		HU		Ármin akna II		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		421		HU		Mecsekjánosi meddő		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		422		HU		Szénosztályzó A, iszapoló		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		423		HU		Vasas bánya E		Hosszúhetény		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		424		HU		Kossuth akna H		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		425		HU		Szabadság akna		Dudar		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		426		HU		Székvölgyi bányák		Mátraszele, Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		427		HU		Bárnavölgyi lejtakna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		428		HU		Erőmű, salak-pernye hányó		Komló		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		429		HU		Kossuth akna A		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		430		HU		Béke v. Kányás akna		Mátraverebély		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		431		HU		Ménkes akna		Dorogháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		432		HU		S-II akna B		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		433		HU		Márkushegy lejtakna		Pusztavám		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		434		HU		Sopron akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		435		HU		Vasas bánya B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		436		HU		Gyükési külfejtés B		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		437		HU		Anna akna		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		438		HU		Károly akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		439		HU		Béta akna C		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		440		HU		XXI akna, központi mhó		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		441		HU		Nagybarca		Nagybarca		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		442		HU		Kerületi mhó I.		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		443		HU		Kisgyón bánya		Balinka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		444		HU		Déli bánya		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		445		HU		Erőművi salakhányó		Dorog		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		446		HU		Új-Hermes akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		447		HU		III. akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		448		HU		Kerületi mhó II.		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		449		HU		Rüchner akna C		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		450		HU		Csordakúti Bányaüzem		Bicske		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		451		HU		Károly-Nádor-Rezső táró		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		452		HU		János aknai külfejtés		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		453		HU		Mangánbánya II. akna, Úrkút		Úrkút		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		454		HU		VII. akna		Rózsaszentmárton		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		455		HU		Béta akna B		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		456		HU		Gusztáv táró A		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		457		HU		Demjéni fúróiszap lerakat		Demjén		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		458		HU		Szénosztályzó		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		459		HU		Béta akna A		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		460		HU		Márta		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		461		HU		Gergely lejtakna		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		462		HU		Beniczki akna II		Egercsehi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		463		HU		Vasas bánya A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		464		HU		I./A		Egercsehi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		465		HU		Egercsehi btp.		Egercsehi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		466		HU		II.		Felsőnyárád		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		467		HU		Erőművi pernyehányó		Dorog		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		468		HU		Auguszta akna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		469		HU		XV/c. Akna		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		470		HU		Márkushegyi lejtakna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		471		HU		Erzsébet akna		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		472		HU		Kossuth akna F		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		473		HU		Pólyosi külfejtés		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		474		HU		szénosztályzó		Mónosbél		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		475		HU		XI. akna		Szűcsi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		476		HU		Erzsébet akna		Pilisszentiván		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		477		HU		Bánta bánya		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		478		HU		X akna		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		479		HU		Kisteleki bányák		Mátraszele		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		480		HU		Szatymazi fúróiszap lerakat		Szatymaz		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		481		HU		Katalin akna		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		482		HU		Kossuth akna		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		483		HU		Főtáró		Salgóbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		484		HU		Kossuth akna B		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		485		HU		Jakab táró		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		486		HU		Mangánbánya, Nyírjesi külfejtés		Úrkút		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		487		HU		MÉV IV. K-i légakna meddőhányó (III. Bányaüzem)		Kővágószőlős		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		488		HU		Inászói-külfejtés		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		489		HU		Eplényi mangánérc		Eplény (Olaszfalu)		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		490		HU		Olaszfalu I. - mangánérc, karbonátos mangánérc		Olaszfalu		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		491		HU		Tordas II., Pólyos akna C.		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		492		HU		Szurdok akna		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		493		HU		IX. akna		Rózsaszentmárton		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		494		HU		Cser bánya I		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		495		HU		Cser bánya II		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		496		HU		Cser bánya III		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		497		HU		Cser bánya IV		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		498		HU		Vasas bánya D		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		499		HU		Csigakúti főtáró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		500		HU		Feketevölgyi akna		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		501		HU		Pócsházi akna		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		502		HU		VII akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		503		HU		Kiserenyő		Miskolc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		504		HU		Pátka, Kőrakás-hegy, polimetallikus, Velencei hg.		Pátka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		505		HU		Kotyháza lejtakna		Salgótarján,		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		506		HU		XV. Akna		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		507		HU		XIX, XX aknák		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		508		HU		Szarvaskői táró II		Szarvaskő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		509		HU		Kazárvölgyi tárók B		Bélatelep		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		510		HU		Kazárvölgyi tárók A		Bélatelep		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		511		HU		Kotyháza Papvölgyi lejtakna		Salgótarján,		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		512		HU		Tornaszentandrás, polimetallikus vasérc		Tornaszentandrás		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		513		HU		S-III akna		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		514		HU		Ambrus völgy		Nemti		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		515		HU		MÉV V. Üzemi szállítóakna meddőhányója		Kővágótöttös		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		516		HU		Mária akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		517		HU		Tordas II., Pólyos akna A.		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		518		HU		Tordas II., Pólyos akna B.		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		519		HU		Anna akna		Kosd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		520		HU		Pauli akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		521		HU		Erőmű szénrakodó		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		522		HU		Jóremény I.		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		523		HU		Ó-Hermes akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		524		HU		György táró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		525		HU		Rákóczi táró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		526		HU		Gyula táró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		527		HU		XVII akna		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		528		HU		István akna		Pilisszentiván		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		529		HU		I. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		530		HU		régi szénmeddők		Mogyorósbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		531		HU		VI. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		532		HU		Felső Fagyosasszony-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		533		HU		XI akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		534		HU		Jenő akna II.		Karancskeszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		535		HU		Kerületi mhó III.		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		536		HU		Királyréti altárna		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		537		HU		Regéc Nagyszárkői vasokker bánya		Regéc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		538		HU		Bánta 2-es akna		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		539		HU		Bánya I.		Balinka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		540		HU		VIII és XI aknák		Tatabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		541		HU		Rudolf akna		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		542		HU		Martonyi, polimetallikus		Martonyi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		543		HU		István akna A		Pécs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		544		HU		Tardos III. akna		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		545		HU		Ödön akna		Szúcs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		546		HU		Gyöngyösoroszi-ércbánya [Ezüstbánya táró]		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		547		HU		Eger Mn-bánya		EGER		ND		ND

		HUDam		HUND		548		HU		Gáti bányák A		Mátranovák		Dam		ND

		HUDam		HUND		549		HU		Gáti bányák B		Mátranovák		Dam		ND

		HUND		HUND		550		HU		S-I légakna		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		551		HU		Zengővárkonyi kutató-tárók		Zengővárkony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		552		HU		régi lignitbánya		Rózsaszentmárton		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		553		HU		Villói bánya		Szarvaskő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		554		HU		Szabadbattyán Kőszárhegy, ólombánya		Kőszárhegy		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		555		HU		Pákozd, fluoritbánya		Pákozd		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		556		HU		XIV akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		557		HU		XXIII akna		Oroszlány		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		558		HU		Bánya II.		Balinka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		559		HU		Diagonál akna		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		560		HU		Szárazvölgyi akna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		561		HU		S-II akna A		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		562		HU		II. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		563		HU		Gőpel Ny-i táró		Tokod, Epszöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		564		HU		Bántai külfejtés I.		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		565		HU		Bántai külfejtés II.		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		566		HU		Bántai külfejtés III.		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		567		HU		Bántai külfejtés IV.		Várpalota		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		568		HU		IX akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		569		HU		Galvániszaptáró		Dunaújváros		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		570		HU		II. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		571		HU		Kossuth akna G		Komló		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		572		HU		Korpás lejtakna B		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		573		HU		Korpás lejtakna A		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUDam		HUND		574		HU		Gáti akna		Homokterenye		Dam		ND

		HUND		HUND		575		HU		Kőkuti akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		576		HU		XII/A akna		Csolnok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		577		HU		Szarvaskői táró I		Szarvaskő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		578		HU		Magán-bánya		Mátraszele		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		579		HU		Sashegy akna		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		580		HU		XII akna		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		581		HU		VIII. akna		Dorog		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		582		HU		IV. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		583		HU		Károly táró		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		584		HU		Ferenc táró		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		585		HU		Csurgó akna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		586		HU		Jóremény II.		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		587		HU		V. mhó		Petőfibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		588		HU		Szákacsurgói szinesfém-ércbánya [Szákacsurgói-táró]		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		589		HU		III. légakna		Sárisáp		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		590		HU		Hidegkúti szinesfém-ércbánya [Hidegkúti-táró]		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		591		HU		Béke akna		Dudar		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		592		HU		Csipkés lejtakna		Homokterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		593		HU		Gyöngyösoroszi szinesérc bánya		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		594		HU		Károly szinesfém-ércbánya [Károly-akna]		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		595		HU		Recski Ércbánya-üzem, rézérc (Lahócai bánya)		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		596		HU		Szénosztályzó		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		597		HU		Deszki fúróiszap lerakat		Deszk		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		598		HU		Mangánbánya, Csárdahegy		Úrkút		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		599		HU		Kaposvári fúróiszap		Kaposvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		600		HU		Szénosztályzó B, iszapoló		Tokod		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		601		HU		Ajkai vörösiszap zagytározó		Ajka		Pond		ND

		HUPond		HUND		602		HU		(H1) Új flotációs zagytározó		Recsk		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		603		HU		Cserebökényi fúróiszap lerakat		Cserebökény		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		604		HU		(H2) Régi flotációs zagytározó		Recsk		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		605		HU		(H7) Istenáldás táró darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		606		HU		(H3/A) Középső György táró vegyes hányója		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		607		HU		Mátraszentimrei-akna meddőhányó.		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		608		HU		Károly-táró környéki meddőkupacok		Gyöngyösoroszi		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		609		HU		(H5) Ferenc táró darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		610		HU		(H3) Középső György táró darabos hányója		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		611		HU		(H6) VIII. táró darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		612		HU		(H8) Rm-48 darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		613		HU		(H4) Felső György és Brumi táró darabos hányója		Mátraderecske		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		614		HU		Katalin-táró meddőhányó.		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		615		HU		Hidegkúti-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		616		HU		Aranybányabérci-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUPond		HUND		617		HU		Mosonmagyaróvári vörösiszap zagytározó		Mosonmagyaróvár		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		618		HU		Altárói meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUPond		HUND		619		HU		Almásfüzitői K-i vörösiszap zagytározó		Almásfűzítő		Pond		ND

		HUPond		HUND		620		HU		Száraz-pataki flotációs zagytározó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		621		HU		MÉV II. sz. Meddőhányó, Bakonya (II. Bányaüzem)		Bakonya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		622		HU		Halimba, kisebb lencsék		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		623		HU		Halimba, Malomvölgy XIII.		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		624		HU		Halimba III. akna		Halimba		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		625		HU		Szűzvári flotációs zagytározója		Pátka		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		626		HU		(H11) Darabos meddőhányó		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		627		HU		Kincstári-tónál lévő m.h.		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		628		HU		Rezespörk hányó		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		629		HU		Új-Károly-táró meddőhányó I.		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		630		HU		Péter-Pál-akna meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		631		HU		Károly-táró (55-ös feltörés) meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		632		HU		Új-Károly-táró meddőhányó II		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		633		HU		Péter-Pál-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		634		HU		Ezüstbányabérc-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		635		HU		Szarkáspuszta		Mogyorósbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		636		HU		Nagyegyházi Bányaüzem		Bicske		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		637		HU		Hunyadi akna		Ajka		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		638		HU		Szent István akna A		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		639		HU		Szent István akna B		Brennbergbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		640		HU		Lencsehegyi szénmeddő		Kesztölc		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		641		HU		Tanbánya		Mogyorósbánya		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		642		HU		MÉV I. zagytározó, Pellérd északi		Pellérd		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		643		HU		Zsanai fúróiszap lerakat		Zsana		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		644		HU		MÉV II. zagytározók, Pellérd déli		Pellérd		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		645		HU		Kiszombori fúróiszap lerakat		Kiszombor		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		646		HU		(H9) Rézérces darabos hányó		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		647		HU		Ruzsai fúróiszap lerakat		Ruzsa		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		648		HU		Almásfüzitői Ny-i vörösiszap zagytározó		Almásfüzitő		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		649		HU		szénosztályzó		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		650		HU		MÉV Perkoláció I. üzem zagytározó		Kővágószőlős		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		651		HU		Zobák akna		Komló		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		652		HU		Bence-völgyi flotációs zagytározó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Pond		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		653		HU		(H10) Molibdenites darabos hányó		Recsk		Heap		ND

		HUPond		HUND		654		HU		Úrkúti mangániszaptárózó		Úrkút		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		655		HU		Zalatárnoki fúróiszap lerakat		Zalatárnok		ND		ND

		HUPond		HUND		656		HU		MÉV Perkoláció II. üzem zagytározó		Kővágószőlős		Pond		ND

		HUND		HUND		657		HU		Algyő fúróiszap lerakat		Algyő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		658		HU		Berettyóújfalui fúróiszap lerakat		Berettyóújfalu		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		659		HU		Teréz-táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		660		HU		Telkibánya, mélyszinti polimetallikus		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		661		HU		Hidegkúti táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		662		HU		Fleischer-táró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		663		HU		Csengő-bánya		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		664		HU		Felső Fehérhegyi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		665		HU		Kecskeháti altáró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		666		HU		Kühne Hoffnung táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		667		HU		Mohs-táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		668		HU		Gusztáv Adolf táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		669		HU		Lipót-akna		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		670		HU		Zsófia-táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		671		HU		Hasdát-táró		Pányok		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		672		HU		Alsó Fehérhegyi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		673		HU		Jupiter-táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		674		HU		Veresvizi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		675		HU		Helén-táró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		676		HU		Tamás-táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		677		HU		Kispallagi táró		Kéked		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		678		HU		Mária-táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		679		HU		Nyírkút-völgyi táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		680		HU		Vizes-táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		681		HU		András-táró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		682		HU		Mózes-táró		Hollóháza		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		683		HU		Koppy-táró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		684		HU		Lobkowitz altáró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		685		HU		Fehérhegyi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		686		HU		Radács-táró		Kéked		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		687		HU		Királyhegyi táró		Nyíri		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		688		HU		Ferdinánd altáró		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		689		HU		Telkibánya, nemesfém bánya		Telkibánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		690		HU		Nógrádi vasércbánya		Nógrád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		691		HU		Parádsasvári Béke-táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		692		HU		Diósi vasércbánya		Mád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		693		HU		Komlóska, polimetallikus		Komlóska		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		694		HU		Nagy-Lipót II-III-as táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		695		HU		Nagy-Lipót VII-VIII-as táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		696		HU		Nagylápafõi táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		697		HU		Parádsasvár Mogyorósoromi táró		Galyatető		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		698		HU		Ludmilla-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		699		HU		Velem-2, vasércbánya		Velem		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		700		HU		Budaörs Budai-föld		Budaörs		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		701		HU		Upponyi tárók		Nekézseny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		702		HU		Alsó Fagyosasszony-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		703		HU		István-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		704		HU		Velem-1, vasércbánya		Velem		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		705		HU		Nyírjesi felsõ-táró		Galyatető		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		706		HU		Rózsa-táró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		707		HU		Bánya-pusztai tárók		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		708		HU		Szokolya Ólhegyi tárók		Szokolya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		709		HU		Névtelenbérci táró		Parádsasvár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		710		HU		Bezina-tárók		Márianosztra		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		711		HU		Gécsi-hegy Retezi-táró (lejtakna)		Nadap		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		712		HU		Altáró		Nagybörzsöny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		713		HU		Királyrét Lukácsszállási táró		Nógrád		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		714		HU		Nekézsenyi tárók		Nekézseny		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		715		HU		Recsk Báj-pataki táró		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		716		HU		Nézsa okkerbánya		Nézsa		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		717		HU		Cserszegtomaj, piritkutatás		Cserszegtomaj		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		718		HU		Füzér Vas-hegyi vasércbánya		Füzér		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		719		HU		Szarvaskő, ércperidotit		Szarvaskő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		720		HU		Orczy-féle szinesfém-ércbánya		Parádfürdő		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		721		HU		Recsk mélyszinti porfiros polimetallikus		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		722		HU		Splényi-bánya érces meddőhányója		Alsótelekes		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		723		HU		Mátraszentimrei-lejtősakna meddőhányó		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		724		HU		Szákacsurgó meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		725		HU		József-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		726		HU		Lujza-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		727		HU		Vereskői-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		728		HU		II. aknai meddőhányók		Bodony		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		729		HU		Bányabérci-akna meddőhányó		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUHeap or dam (unclear because the phrase is in Hungarian and it has both the official words for heap and dam)		HUND		730		HU		B1 meddőhányó (A-gát)		Bodony		Heap or dam (unclear because the phrase is in Hungarian and it has both the official words for heap and dam)		ND

		HUHeap or dam (unclear because the phrase is in Hungarian and it has both the official words for heap and dam)		HUND		731		HU		B2 meddőhányó (B-gát)		Bodony		Heap or dam (unclear because the phrase is in Hungarian and it has both the official words for heap and dam)		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		732		HU		Vizeslyuk-táró meddőhányó		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		733		HU		I. aknaudvar		Recsk		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		734		HU		Kistölgyesi-táró meddőhányó I. (alsó)		Pásztó		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		735		HU		Nagytölgyesbérci+István-táró meddőhányó		Pásztó		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		736		HU		Pelyhes-táró meddőhányó II		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		737		HU		Pelyhes-táró meddőhányó I		Mátraszentimre		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		738		HU		Lajos-táró meddőhányó		Gyöngyösoroszi		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		739		HU		Kistölgyesi-táró meddőhányó II. (felső)		Pásztó		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		740		HU		MÉV I. sz. Meddőhányó - Kővágószőlős (I. Bányaüzem)		Kővágószőlős		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		741		HU		III meddő		Kővágószőlős		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		742		HU		MÉV Bakonya Frici-tárói meddőhányó		Bakonya		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		743		HU		MÉV V. Üzemi Aknaudvar		Abaliget		ND		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		744		HU		MÉV V. sz. Légaknai meddőhányó és aknaudvar		Abaliget		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		745		HU		MÉV IV. sz. Meddőhányó		Kővágótöttös		Heap		ND

		HUHeap		HUND		746		HU		IV. légakna meddőhányó		Kővágótöttös		Heap		ND

		HUND		HUND		747		HU		Tótvári meddő		Kővágótöttös		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		748		HU		Baglyasi táró II.		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		749		HU		Ferenc akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		750		HU		Inászói bánya B		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		751		HU		Szilváskői táró		Rónabánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		752		HU		Gusztáv táró		Etes		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		753		HU		Irén bánya		Nagybátony		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		754		HU		Gyertyánosi akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		755		HU		Medves táró		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		756		HU		Amália akna		Etes		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		757		HU		Albert akna		Etes		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		758		HU		Rau akna		Etes		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		759		HU		István akna		Salgóbánya		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		760		HU		Frigyes akna		Zagyvapálfalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		761		HU		Kisfaludi lejtősakna		Lucfalva-Kisfalud		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		762		HU		Gusztáv táró C		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		763		HU		Margit táró		Zagyvapálfalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		764		HU		Forgách akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		765		HU		Nyárjasvölgyi akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		766		HU		Pálhegy akna B		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		767		HU		Margit lejtakna		Zagyvapálfalva		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		768		HU		József táró		Kisterenye		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		769		HU		Gergelyvölgyi lejtakna		Kazár		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		770		HU		Újlaki aknák		Vizslás		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		771		HU		Gusztáv táró B		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		772		HU		András akna		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		773		HU		Baglyasi táró I.		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		774		HU		Pálhegy akna A		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		775		HU		Kazárvölgyi tárók		Vizslás		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		776		HU		Vizslási aknák		Vizslás		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		777		HU		Ferenc akna		Kazár, Mizserfa btp.		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		778		HU		Margit-táró		Salgótarján		ND		ND

		HUND		HUND		779		HU		Károly, Ferenc akna		Mátranovák		ND		ND

		IEND		IEND		780		IE
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		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		781		IT		SASSO MELIROLO		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		782		IT		BRUSADA E LARGONE		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		783		IT		BAGNADA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		784		IT		MONTE ZOCCA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		785		IT		PONTICELLI RIVA FRANSCIA 		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		786		IT		CAMPO CIAPPANICO		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		787		IT		MASTABIA E LAGO		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		788		IT		SASSO NERO		CHIESA IN VALMALENCO, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		789		IT		ALPE ACQUANEGRA 		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		790		IT		LANTERNA NORD		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		791		IT		ROSSO E BANCHE		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		792		IT		SCERSCEN		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		793		IT		SCINGIASCO		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		794		IT		DOSSO FRANSCIA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		795		IT		DOSSI FRANSCIA VALBRUTTA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		796		IT		LAGHETTO DI POLZONE		COLERE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		797		IT		SANT`ALOISIO		COLLIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		798		IT		ALFREDO		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		799		IT		SASSO		CHIESA IN VALMALENCO, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		800		IT		VAL SERIANA		PARRE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		801		IT		CUP		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		802		IT		BOCCHETTA DEL CINGIASCO		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		803		IT		PONTE E VETTO 		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		804		IT		CIMA FRANSCIA MAISA 		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		805		IT		CARONA		SELLERO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		806		IT		PEDRAZZI - LECCHETO - CARECCIA 		CARVICO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		807		IT		VALLASCIA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		808		IT		SANTA BARBARA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		809		IT		SOPRACROCE FONDI		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		810		IT		MONTE ELTO		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		811		IT		ANNA		ABBADIA LARIANA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		812		IT		PISOGNE		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		813		IT		VALLE DI BAREDO		PRIMALUNA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		814		IT		FRANSCIA		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		815		IT		TROGGIA		INTROBIO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		816		IT		RISO		GORNO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		817		IT		TORGOLA NAVAZZE (VALLE TORGOLA)		COLLIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		818		IT		GRATICELLE		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		819		IT		TORGOLA		COLLIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		820		IT		MONTE FLESIO (FLES BASSO)		VALBONDIONE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		821		IT		TERZANA ALTA (TOLINE)		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		822		IT		OSSI - FUSIO - SERRADINO		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		823		IT		ZUC DI VALBONA		VALTORTA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		824		IT		MARZOLI (PEZZAZE)		PEZZAZE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		825		IT		PAGHEROLA		ROVETTA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		826		IT		PAGLIO E PIGNOLINO		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		827		IT		TERESINA		BRUSIMPIANO, VARESE, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		828		IT		PIAN DI PREDA ROSSA		BUGLIO IN MONTE, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		829		IT		BARISELLA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		830		IT		PIANO DEI MURI		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		831		IT		CAMISSINONE		ZOGNO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		832		IT		DOSSI DI FRANSCIA NORD-OVEST E RISTORO		LANZADA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		833		IT		PONTE E GANDA		CHIESA IN VALMALENCO, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		834		IT		BLESIO (MONTE MANINA)		VILMINORE DI SCALVE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		835		IT		GARDENA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		836		IT		DOSSENA GIALLA II		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		837		IT		VAL SUELLA		TORRE DI SANTA MARIA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		838		IT		PONCINI		PORTO CERESIO, VARESE, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		839		IT		COSTA JELS		ONETA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		840		IT		VALVASSERA		INDUNO OLONA, VARESE, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		841		IT		GABAR		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		842		IT		VALLE DI MERALDO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		843		IT		VALLE DELLA MEGUA (PINETTO)		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		844		IT		FORCELLE		ISOLA DI FONDRA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		845		IT		MONTE MISMA		ALBINO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		846		IT		CANTIERE S. ROCCO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		847		IT		TRAVERSAGNA		PAISCO LOVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		848		IT		RUOLA FAEDO		PRIMALUNA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		849		IT		CORNA ROSSA (VALGOGLIO)		VALGOGLIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		850		IT		STENTADA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		851		IT		S. GALLO		SAN GIOVANNI BIANCO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		852		IT		MIRABELLA		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		853		IT		ORTIGHERA, PARINA, LAVAGGIO E CULMINI		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		854		IT		MONTE VIGNA		VALBONDIONE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		855		IT		CAMISOLO (VAGHI DI SASSO)		VALTORTA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		856		IT		GAFFIONA (DEL GAFFIONE)		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		857		IT		SPIAZZO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		858		IT		MONTE FOPPA 		CUSIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		859		IT		DOSSO E DOSSINO		CERVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		860		IT		S. COLOMBANO		COLLIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		861		IT		OSSI 		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		862		IT		MERALDO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		863		IT		PISCINA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		864		IT		SASSI ROSSI		PRIMALUNA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		865		IT		SAN PIETRO D`ORZIO		SAN GIOVANNI BIANCO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		866		IT		PAISCHI E TRAVERSAGNA		PAISCO LOVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		867		IT		FAIDALLO		PRIMALUNA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		868		IT		BAITELLO		INTROBIO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		869		IT		VAL BREMBANA		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		870		IT		GALE		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		871		IT		CONCA CAMPIONE		LOZIO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		872		IT		ARTINO		PREMANA, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		873		IT		VARRONE E DOSSELLO		INTROBIO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		874		IT		ALPE GRASSO		MARGNO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		875		IT		VALLONE		BESANO, VARESE, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Fuels
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		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		876		IT		VENINA 		PIATEDA, SONDRIO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		877		IT		REGINA ZOJE		PEZZAZE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		878		IT		MONTE ARERA		OLTRE IL COLLE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		879		IT		S. ZENO		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		880		IT		VACCAREGGIO O CASCINA VECCHIA		DOSSENA, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		881		IT		ORTASOLO		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		882		IT		PEZZOLA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		883		IT		DESIDERATA E FIGAZZINA		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		884		IT		BAITE DI CAMPO		RONCOBELLO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		885		IT		FORCELLA 		OLTRE IL COLLE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		886		IT		BRUNONE		VALBONDIONE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		887		IT		SOPRACROCE		SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		888		IT		CASA CONTI		GORNO, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		889		IT		BOVEGNO		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		890		IT		GAVIERA		PAISCO LOVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		891		IT		PETAZZA E COSTA		MALONNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		892		IT		ROMITA		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		893		IT		BAGELLA		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		894		IT		DI SOTTA MALGA CUEL		ONO SAN PIETRO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		895		IT		UNIONE		ONO SAN PIETRO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		896		IT		RIZZOLO (VALLE)		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		897		IT		LA LONGA		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		898		IT		POZZUOLO		BOVEGNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		899		IT		LANZINI		CLUSONE, BERGAMO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		900		IT		GIOVO		CERVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		901		IT		BORNO (BIENNA)		CERVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		902		IT		BOTTESINA		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		903		IT		MEDEL E LEGNERA		PAISCO LOVENO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		904		IT		S. ANTONIO		NAVE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		905		IT		SOTTOCAVALLO		BALLABIO, LECCO, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		906		IT		GARZETO		CAPO DI PONTE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		907		IT		PRESABONA		MALONNO, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		908		IT		FRASSINA		PISOGNE, BRESCIA, LOMBARDIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		909		IT		MANIGLIA		PERRERO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		910		IT		SAN VITTORE		BALANGERO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		911		IT		CHICU`		VIU`, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		912		IT		AURIOL		SAMPEYRE, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		913		IT		FORNELLO DI TRAVERSELLA		TRAVERSELLA, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		914		IT		BRUNETTA		CANTOIRA, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		915		IT		BOURCET		ROURE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		916		IT		FONTANE 		PRALI, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		917		IT		VAL GERMANASCA		PERRERO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		918		IT		TORRENTE OTRO		RIVA VALDOBBIA, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		919		IT		BRACCHIELLO		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		920		IT		GIARGIATTA 		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		921		IT		MALZAS E LE COMBE		PERRERO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		922		IT		LA ROUSSA		ROURE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		923		IT		RIO PRACCHIO		CHIUSA DI SAN MICHELE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		924		IT		UJA E LAGO FALIN (USSEGLIO)		USSEGLIO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		925		IT		ALPE ROSSA 		BACENO, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		926		IT		FRAGNE`		CHIALAMBERTO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		927		IT		GIAS RIVET		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		928		IT		BAIO E BORE		BROSSO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		929		IT		PIAN DELLA ROUSSA		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		930		IT		COLLETTO		ROURE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		931		IT		SARET		ROURE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		932		IT		ISOLA DI VOCCA		VOCCA, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		933		IT		ALPE MONDEI		MONTESCHENO, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		934		IT		PUNTA LUNELLA		CONDOVE, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		935		IT		BAIO (EX BAIO E MONTEFIORITO)		LESSOLO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		936		IT		AGOGNA - MOTTO PIOMBINO		GIGNESE, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		937		IT		SAPATLE` -  PLEINET - COMBA LA FRACIA (VAL GERMANASCA)		PRALI, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		938		IT		BAIO E MONTEFIORITO		LESSOLO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		939		IT		OGAGGIA		MONTESCHENO, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITND		ITMetallic minerals		940		IT		ALVANI		VALSTRONA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		ND		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		941		IT		BONDA DEL CHIERICO		VARALLO, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		942		IT		FREVA		PREMOSELLO-CHIOVENDA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		943		IT		BALMAFOL		BUSSOLENO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		944		IT		BAGNI (RUA`)		VINADIO, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		945		IT		MONTE SEYTA		VINADIO, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		946		IT		FUNGHERA		TRAVES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		947		IT		BORE (EX BORE I E BORE II)		BROSSO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		948		IT		VALLAURIA		LIMONE PIEMONTE, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		949		IT		BORE II		BROSSO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		950		IT		GULA		CRAVAGLIANA, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		951		IT		BORE I		BROSSO, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		952		IT		ENVIE`		PRALI, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		953		IT		VALMAGGIA		VARALLO, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		954		IT		BELLA COSTA		CERES, TORINO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		955		IT		FABBRICHE		RIVA VALDOBBIA, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		956		IT		PENNINO GRANDE		VALSTRONA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		957		IT		VALBARBINA (SELLA BASSA)		SCOPELLO, VERCELLI, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		958		IT		FRAZZE ROCCONI		MONTALDO DI MONDOVI`, CUNEO, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITPrecious metals		959		IT		CAMPIOLI		CEPPO MORELLI, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Pond		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		960		IT		CAMPELLO MONTI		VALSTRONA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITPrecious metals		961		IT		CROCETTE		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Pond		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		962		IT		CROCETTE CUMULO		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		963		IT		PESTANERA CUMULO		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Heap		Precious metals

		ITPond		ITPrecious metals		964		IT		PESTANERA DEPOSITO RETTANGOLARE		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Pond		Precious metals

		ITPond		ITPrecious metals		965		IT		PESTANERA DEPOSITO CIRCOLARE		MACUGNAGA, VERBANO-CUSIO-OSSOLA, PIEMONTE		Pond		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		966		IT		MALFIDANO		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		967		IT		CAPO BECCO		CARLOFORTE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		968		IT		MONTE OI (SEDDAS DE GHILLERI)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		969		IT		GENNA CARRU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		970		IT		CAMPO PISANO		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		971		IT		BARRASCIUTTA (BARRAXIUTTA)		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		972		IT		SANTA LUCIA (SA MENA DE S`ORERI)		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		973		IT		SAN GIOVANNEDDU (S`EGA PORCEDDU)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		974		IT		PLANU SARTU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		975		IT		GENNA S`OLIONI		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		976		IT		SA PALA IS CARROGAS (GRUGUA)		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		977		IT		SU ZURFURU (GIOVANNI LONGU)		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		978		IT		PALA IS LUAS (COREMO`)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		979		IT		CABITZA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		980		IT		S`ACQUA BONA		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		981		IT		MONTE EGA		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		982		IT		MITZA SERMENTUS		SILIQUA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		983		IT		PLANU DENTIS		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		984		IT		INGURTOSU		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		985		IT		SA MARCHESA		NUXIS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		986		IT		ENNA MURTA (ACQUARESI)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		987		IT		NEBIDA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		988		IT		ROSAS		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		989		IT		TERRAS NIEDDAS		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		990		IT		NANNI FRAU (SAN NICOLO`)		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		991		IT		PALMARI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		992		IT		SAN BENEDETTO (FOSSA MUCINI)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		993		IT		SAN GIOVANNI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		994		IT		CANALE SERCI		VILLACIDRO, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		995		IT		SEDDAS MODDIZZIS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		996		IT		MONTEVECCHIO I, II, III		GUSPINI, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		997		IT		MASUA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		998		IT		SCALITTAS		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		999		IT		SU MUSCADROXIU II		SAN BASILIO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1000		IT		MONTE CANI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1001		IT		SAN GIORGIO		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1002		IT		MONTE UDA - MONTE CANI 		GONNESA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1003		IT		BAU MANNU		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1004		IT		PERDA S`OLIU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1005		IT		FUNTANA PERDA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1006		IT		SALAPONI		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1007		IT		SA DUCHESSA (CEA SPRENI)		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1008		IT		ARENAS SU PITZIANTI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1009		IT		MONTE CUCCHEDDU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1010		IT		PIRA ROMA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1011		IT		MONTE FIGU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1012		IT		MONTE FENUGU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1013		IT		MALACALZETTA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1014		IT		FUNTANA RAMINOSA		GADONI, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1015		IT		MACCIURRU		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1016		IT		SOS ENATTOS		LULA, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1017		IT		MONTEPONI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1018		IT		MONTE ONIXEDDU		GONNESA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1019		IT		PERDU CARA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1020		IT		PUNTA CANDIAZZUS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1021		IT		PUNTA CAMPU SPINA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1022		IT		TRUBANIEDDA  (BEGATROTTA)		SILIQUA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1023		IT		GUTTURU PALA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1024		IT		FENUGU SIBIRI		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1025		IT		CANAGLIA		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1026		IT		S`EGA SU SOLLU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1027		IT		SU MANNAU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1028		IT		NEBIDEDDA		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1029		IT		CANAL GRANDE		BUGGERRU, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1030		IT		CANDIAZZUS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1031		IT		PERDA NIEDDA		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1032		IT		ERBA ULI		JERZU, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1033		IT		CORREBOI		VILLAGRANDE STRISAILI, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1034		IT		GENNA OLIDONI		BAUNEI, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1035		IT		MONTE ROSSO		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1036		IT		MONTE TRUDDA		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1037		IT		CALA BONA		ALGHERO, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1038		IT		SA CORONA DE SA CRABA		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1039		IT		RIU PLANU IS CASTANGIAS (PERDA `E PIBERA)		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1040		IT		MONTE SANTA VITTORIA		SADALI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1041		IT		SU SOLLU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1042		IT		SU BENATZU		SANTADI, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1043		IT		SEDDA ANTIOGU SABIU		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1044		IT		PUNTA SU LIBERAU (CASA SANNA)		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1045		IT		LAI (IS CUNGIAUS)		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1046		IT		GENNA RICOSTA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1047		IT		ARGENTIERA DELLA NURRA		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1048		IT		PERDA LAI		SARDARA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1049		IT		ORBAI		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1050		IT		GIUENNI		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1051		IT		MONTE SEGARINO		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1052		IT		ANTAS		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1053		IT		CAPO ROSSO		CARLOFORTE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1054		IT		CAMPU ORIDDA - SU ISTERI		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1055		IT		INTERGENNAS		DESULO, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1056		IT		IS MURVONIS		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1057		IT		BAU (IS) ARENAS E TALENTINU (PUNTA CASTEDDU)		TERTENIA, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1058		IT		CASTELLO DI MONREALE		SARDARA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1059		IT		BRUNCU MANNU		SANT`ANDREA FRIUS, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1060		IT		NICOLA SECCI		BURCEI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1061		IT		BACU LOCEDDU o SPILLONCARGIU (BACU LOCCI)		VILLAPUTZU, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1062		IT		TINY		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1063		IT		MONTE TAMARA (SAN PIETRO NUXIS)		NUXIS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1064		IT		PUNTA FILIPPEDDU		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1065		IT		CAMPO PIRA		TEULADA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1066		IT		PICCALINNA		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1067		IT		COROVAU (S`EGA SA FOLLA)		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1068		IT		BRUNCU MOLENTINU		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1069		IT		MURU MANNU		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1070		IT		ENNA SA SPINA		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1071		IT		PUNTA PEPIXEDDA		PERDAXIUS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1072		IT		RIO BACCHERA		NUXIS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1073		IT		CRABULAZZU		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1074		IT		BRUNCU VINTURA		VILLAPUTZU, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1075		IT		S`ORTU BECCIU		DONORI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1076		IT		PERDU CARTA - PERDU ANDRIA		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1077		IT		SAN MIALI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1078		IT		PALMAVEXI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1079		IT		PUNTA MEZZODI`		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1080		IT		TOGORO		GONNOSFANADIGA, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1081		IT		PERDA MAJORI		VILLAPUTZU, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1082		IT		BAU PRESSIU		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1083		IT		PUNTA SAN MICHELE		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1084		IT		PUNTA DELLA TORRE		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1085		IT		MONTE SPINA		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1086		IT		MONTE SCORRA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1087		IT		BAREGA 		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1088		IT		LAI TANAS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1089		IT		MONTE AGRUXAU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1090		IT		GENNA RUTTA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1091		IT		SCIVU I e II		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1092		IT		MARGANAI (REIGRAXIUS)		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1093		IT		CANALI BINGIAS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1094		IT		CAMPERA		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1095		IT		SERRA TRIGUS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1096		IT		SAN MICHELE		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1097		IT		MORTUOI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1098		IT		PUBUXEDDU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1099		IT		MONTE MESU		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1100		IT		GENNA SCIRIA		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1101		IT		BAUEDDU		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1102		IT		CAPO GIORDANO (PUNTA MAIORCHINA)		PORTOSCUSO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1103		IT		PUNTA GENNA RUXITTA		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1104		IT		MONTE GENIS		VILLASALTO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1105		IT		PUNTA SA CONCHITTA		SANTADI, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1106		IT		MONTE ETTOI		NARCAO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1107		IT		PERDA LADA		VILLACIDRO, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1108		IT		ARGENTARIA		LULA, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1109		IT		ORBAI I		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1110		IT		MACCIGOTTU		SASSARI, SASSARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1111		IT		SARALA`		TERTENIA, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1112		IT		GUZZURRA (SU ERGIOLU)		LULA, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1113		IT		NURAGHE SAN SIMPLICIO		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1114		IT		MORIMENTA		GONNESA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1115		IT		PALA SU SCIUSCIU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1116		IT		SERRA MANNA		GIBA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1117		IT		GIANNA AIDU ENTU		TORPE`, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1118		IT		MONTE MANNU SU FILIGOSU		NEONELI, ORISTANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1119		IT		TUVIOIS		SINNAI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1120		IT		SU SERBUZZU		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1121		IT		SANTA LUCIA		MURAVERA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1122		IT		CORONGIU ACCA		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1123		IT		IS SEDDAS		SANTADI, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1124		IT		MEURREDDU		SILIQUA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1125		IT		S`ARCU MANNU		GIBA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1126		IT		PUNTA SPINARBA		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1127		IT		CASE CARAI		LULA, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1128		IT		SAN SIMPLICIO		PERDAXIUS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1129		IT		SA RUTEDDA		VALLERMOSA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1130		IT		POGGIO CALA SAPONE		SANT`ANTIOCO, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1131		IT		S`EGA DE IS FRISSAS (CAMPANASSISSA)		SILIQUA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1132		IT		RIU BUDDIDORGIU		VILLAPUTZU, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1133		IT		BARBUSI		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1134		IT		SANTA BRA`		MASAINAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1135		IT		MONTE LAPANO		TEULADA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1136		IT		S`ORERI		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1137		IT		S`ARCILLONI		BURCEI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		1138		IT		PERDAS DE FOGU		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1139		IT		CANNAS		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1140		IT		ARCU SA CRUXI		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1141		IT		SANTO STEFANO		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1142		IT		SU SUERGIU		VILLASALTO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1143		IT		GENNA FLUMINI		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1144		IT		MARTALAI		VILLASALTO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1145		IT		PEDDIATTU		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1146		IT		SAN LEONE - PUNTA TINGIOSA		CAPOTERRA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1147		IT		MONTE CIDRO`		FLUMINIMAGGIORE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1148		IT		GENNAMARI		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1149		IT		SU STRINTU DE SA PERDA		VILLAMASSARGIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1150		IT		TINTILLONIS		ARBUS, MEDIO CAMPIDANO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1151		IT		SA SEDDA DE IS FOSSAS		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1152		IT		GENNA MAJORI		IGLESIAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1153		IT		MONTE ZIPPIRI		VILLASOR, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1154		IT		CORTI ROSAS		BALLAO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1155		IT		GUTTURU IS FOLLAS		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1156		IT		GOENE		LOCERI, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1157		IT		MONTE DE IS CRABUS		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1158		IT		MONTE CALCINAIO		PULA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1159		IT		MONTE ARBU		VILLASIMIUS, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1160		IT		ROCCIA PERDABILA (GIACURU)		ARITZO, NUORO, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1161		IT		SANTORU		TERTENIA, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1162		IT		GENNA GUREU		ORROLI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1163		IT		MUSCADROXIU 		SILIUS, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1164		IT		IS LUAS		TEULADA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1165		IT		CUCCURONI		ARZANA, OGLIASTRA, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1166		IT		CONCA IS OLLASTUS		CARBONIA, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1167		IT		CANNAS DE BIDDA		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1168		IT		MONTE NARBA		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1169		IT		CRUCCUEU		DOMUSNOVAS, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1170		IT		GIUANNI BONU		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1171		IT		MASALONI		SAN VITO, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1172		IT		SERRA S`ILIXI		BURCEI, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITPrecious metals		1173		IT		BACU ARRODAS		MURAVERA, CAGLIARI, SARDEGNA		Heap		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1174		IT		MACCHIONE (PARADISO)		CARLOFORTE, CARBONIA-IGLESIAS, SARDEGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1175		IT		NICCIOLETA		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1176		IT		VALLE SAN SILVESTRO		CAMPIGLIA MARITTIMA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1177		IT		FENICE CAPANNE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1178		IT		ACCESA SERRABOTTINI		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1179		IT		BOCCHEGGIANO (CAMPIANO)		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1180		IT		MONTIERI		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1181		IT		VALLE BUIA		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1182		IT		RIO ALBANO		RIO MARINA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1183		IT		GAVORRANO - RIGOLOCCIO		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1184		IT		RAVI I		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1185		IT		RAVI II		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1186		IT		POGGIO BELLINO		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1187		IT		POGGIO MANDRIOLI		MONTE ARGENTARIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1188		IT		IL PASSO		MONTE ARGENTARIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1189		IT		MONTE CIVITELLA		PIANCASTAGNAIO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1190		IT		BAGNI SAN FILIPPO (PIETRINERI)		CASTIGLIONE D`ORCIA, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1191		IT		CANNETO		MONTEVERDI MARITTIMO, PISA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1192		IT		CAMPORSEVOLI		CETONA, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1193		IT		LANZI (TEMPERINO)		CAMPIGLIA MARITTIMA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1194		IT		TAFONE		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1195		IT		MONTE ARSICCIO		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1196		IT		ACQUACALDA		SEMPRONIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1197		IT		FRIGIDO		MASSA, MASSA CARRARA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1198		IT		RIPA		SERAVEZZA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1199		IT		GALLENA - BOTTINO		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1200		IT		CARPINE - SOLFORATE		PIANCASTAGNAIO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1201		IT		VAL DI CASTELLO		PIETRASANTA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1202		IT		ABBADIA SAN SALVATORE		ABBADIA SAN SALVATORE, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1203		IT		CAMPOLECCIANO		ROSIGNANO MARITTIMO, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1204		IT		LE BAGNORE		ARCIDOSSO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1205		IT		SELVENA		CASTELL`AZZARA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1206		IT		CAMPI VECCHI		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1207		IT		RITORTO-FONTALCINALDO		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1208		IT		FRANCO		ISOLA DEL GIGLIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1209		IT		LA BANDITELLA		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1210		IT		ZOLFIERE II		SCANSANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1211		IT		AQUILAIA		ARCIDOSSO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1212		IT		BANDITELLA		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1213		IT		PIETRATONDA I		CAMPAGNATICO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1214		IT		CALA DELL`ALLUME		ISOLA DEL GIGLIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1215		IT		I SALAIOLI		SCANSANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1216		IT		ALVEO SIELE		CASTELL`AZZARA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1217		IT		CARPIGNONE - ACCESA		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1218		IT		IL SASSO		ROCCALBEGNA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1219		IT		BOTTINO		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1220		IT		LAGO DI BURANO  - CHIARONE		CAPALBIO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1221		IT		FONTE DELL`ANGUILLA		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1222		IT		CORTEVECCHIA		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1223		IT		POGGIO GUARDIONE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1224		IT		LA SELVA		RAPOLANO TERME, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1225		IT		MONTE MARTINO		RAPOLANO TERME, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1226		IT		MODANELLA		RAPOLANO TERME, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1227		IT		POGGIO SANTA CECILIA		RAPOLANO TERME, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1228		IT		FOSSO DELLA CHIESA		MURLO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1229		IT		POMPANA		MURLO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1230		IT		CASTAGNO		RIO MARINA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1231		IT		SANTARELLO		SEMPRONIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1232		IT		MONTE GROSSO		RIO MARINA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1233		IT		CELLENA - CORTEVECCHIA		SEMPRONIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1234		IT		MACCHIA CASELLA		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1235		IT		PIETRATONDA II		CAMPAGNATICO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1236		IT		MONTE LABBRO I		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1237		IT		SPANNOCCHIA (CAMPOREDALDI)		CHIUSDINO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1238		IT		SIELE		PIANCASTAGNAIO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1239		IT		SASSI NERI		CAPOLIVERI, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1240		IT		MONTE LABBRO II		SANTA FIORA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1241		IT		RETO - MONTEBUONO		SORANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1242		IT		FARNOCCHIA VAL RADICE		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1243		IT		MONTECASTELLI		CASTELNUOVO DI VAL DI CECINA, PISA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1244		IT		ABETINA		PIANCASTAGNAIO, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1245		IT		CALA DELL`OTTONE		PORTOFERRAIO, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1246		IT		ZOLFIERE I		MAGLIANO IN TOSCANA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1247		IT		CERRETO PIANO		SCANSANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1248		IT		BATIGNANO		GROSSETO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1249		IT		CASTELLACCIA		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1250		IT		VIGNERIA		RIO MARINA, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1251		IT		CALAMITA		CAPOLIVERI, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1252		IT		GINEVRO		CAPOLIVERI, LIVORNO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1253		IT		LEVIGLIANI		STAZZEMA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1254		IT		CATABBIO - FONTANELLE		SEMPRONIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITND		1255		IT		NICCIOLETA BACINI DI DECANTAZIONE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1256		IT		NICCIOLETA PIAZZOLA A		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1257		IT		NICCIOLETA POGGIO LA MADONNA		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1258		IT		NICCIOLETA ROSTAN		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1259		IT		FENICE CAPANNE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1260		IT		FENICE CAPANNE ROSTE ANTICHE		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1261		IT		FORNI DELL'ACCESA 		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1262		IT		SERRABOTTINI		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1263		IT		BOCCHEGGIANO CAMPIANO - RIBUDELLI		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1264		IT		MONTIERI - GABELLINO		MONTIERI, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1265		IT		GAVORRANO - RIGOLOCCIO		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1266		IT		GAVORRANO - bacini		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1267		IT		RAVI I e II		GAVORRANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1268		IT		TAFONE SUD E NORD		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1269		IT		MONTAUTO TAFONE 		MANCIANO, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1270		IT		POGGIO AL GUARDIONE - SCABBIANO		MASSA MARITTIMA, GROSSETO, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITPond		ITND		1271		IT		MONTE ARSICCIO		PIETRASANTA, LUCCA, TOSCANA		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1272		IT		ABBADIA SAN SALVATORE		ABBADIA SAN SALVATORE, SIENA, TOSCANA		Heap		ND

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1273		IT		S. COLOMBA		CIVEZZANO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1274		IT		FIEROZZO		FIEROZZO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITNon-metallic minerals		1275		IT		PRESTAVEL		VARENA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Non-metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1276		IT		NOGARE`		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1277		IT		LE QUADRATE (FORNACE)		FORNACE, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1278		IT		VIARAGO (FONTANELLE)		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1279		IT		CINQUE VALLI		RONCEGNO TERME, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITPrecious metals		1280		IT		MINIERE ARGENTIFERE MONTE CALISIO		TRENTO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Precious metals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1281		IT		ANDREOLLE		BOSENTINO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		1282		IT		CALCERANICA		BOSENTINO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1283		IT		VAL CORNERA		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1284		IT		VALAR		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1285		IT		PICE		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1286		IT		PLAZ		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1287		IT		MARIGOLE		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1288		IT		BOLDRINO		CONDINO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1289		IT		MISS-SAGRON (SOFIA)		SAGRON MIS, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1290		IT		VETRIOLO		LEVICO TERME, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1291		IT		ZACCON		RONCEGNO TERME, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1292		IT		FRASSILONGO (TINGHERLA)		FRASSILONGO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1293		IT		GRILL (MONTAGNAGA)		BASELGA DI PINE`, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1294		IT		MALGA DOSPRE` DI SOTTO 		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1295		IT		PREMENTIL		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1296		IT		S. MARIA DI VIEZZENA		PREDAZZO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1297		IT		VIGNOLA 		VIGNOLA-FALESINA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1298		IT		RICERCHE DI PIRITE VALLE S. VALENTINO		VIGO RENDENA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1299		IT		AGLI ORTI 		TRENTO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1300		IT		OSTERIA AL RIPOSO		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1301		IT		MONTE ORNO		PERGINE VALSUGANA, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1302		IT		TONOLO		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITFuels		1303		IT		MOLLARO		TAIO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Bitumen

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1304		IT		MALGA DOSPRE`		STORO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITFuels		1305		IT		S. ROMEDIO (CIRO`)		TAIO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Bitumen

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITMetallic minerals		1306		IT		FRATELL		CONDINO, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Metallic minerals

		ITOther ("No heap found")		ITNon-metallic minerals		1307		IT		ERTELI		RONCEGNO TERME, TRENTO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Other ("No heap found")		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1308		IT		S. MARTINO - MONTENEVE		MOSO IN PASSIRIA, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1309		IT		LATEMAR		NOVA PONENTE, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1310		IT		CORVARA II 		SARENTINO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1311		IT		TERLANO		TERLANO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1312		IT		WOLF (VALLARSA)		NOVA PONENTE, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1313		IT		RABENSTEIN (CORVARA)		SARENTINO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1314		IT		SCHNEEBERG (MONTENEVE)		MOSO IN PASSIRIA, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1315		IT		PREDOI		PREDOI, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1316		IT		RIO DANZA		RENON, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1317		IT		EGGERTHAL (VAL D`EGA)		BOLZANO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1318		IT		PFUNDERERBERG GARNSTEIN		VILLANDRO, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1319		IT		QUAIRA (CASE PRATO)		NOVA LEVANTE, BOLZANO, TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1320		IT		PIANCIANO EST		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1321		IT		PIAN AUTA		VITERBO, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1322		IT		PIAN DELL`ORGANO		TARQUINIA, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1323		IT		PRATO DEL CASONE		CERVETERI, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1324		IT		PIANCIANO NUOVA		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1325		IT		BACCALA`		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1326		IT		LE QUERCETTE DI MONTE LORETO		ROMA, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1327		IT		CASALE DI MEZZANO		VALENTANO, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1328		IT		PIANCIANO		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1329		IT		ROCCACCIA  - POGGIO DELLA STELLA		ALLUMIERE, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1330		IT		MONTICELLI -  MONTE GROTTA		COLLE SAN MAGNO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1331		IT		MONTALBO		FONDI, LATINA, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1332		IT		LE FORNACI		MONTE SAN GIOVANNI CAMPANO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1333		IT		MORTALE		CASALATTICO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1334		IT		S. DOMENICO		COLLEPARDO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1335		IT		MONTE DELLE FATE		TOLFA, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1336		IT		LAGO DI BURANO CHIARONE - PESCIA ROMANA		MONTALTO DI CASTRO, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1337		IT		ROVINE DI FERENTO SUD		VITORCHIANO, VITERBO, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1338		IT		CASTAGNETO DELLA TRINITA`		ALLUMIERE, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1339		IT		MONTE COLIUCCIO		GUARCINO, FROSINONE, LAZIO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1340		IT		PIANCIANO OVEST		BRACCIANO, ROMA, LAZIO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITNd		ITMetallic minerals		1341		IT		CASALI		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Nd		Metallic minerals

		ITND		ITMetallic minerals		1342		IT		LE CASCINE		MEZZANEGO, GENOVA, LIGURIA		ND		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1343		IT		ROSSOLA (Est - Ovest)		BONASSOLA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1344		IT		GAMBATESA NUOVA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITND		ITMetallic minerals		1345		IT		BARDENETO-MONTE CAPRA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		ND		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1346		IT		TRE MONTI (MONTE ZENONE)		CASARZA LIGURE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1347		IT		LIBIOLA 1		SESTRI LEVANTE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1348		IT		CROSA RIO SECCO		BARDINETO, SAVONA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1349		IT		NASCIO MONTE BIANCO		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1350		IT		NERIVE - PRINCIPI		BARDINETO, SAVONA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1351		IT		GAMBATESA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1352		IT		COSTA 		FRAMURA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1353		IT		MONTE LORETO		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITND		1354		IT		MONTE LORETO 2		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1355		IT		MONTE LORETO 3		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1356		IT		MONTE LORETO 4		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1357		IT		MONTE LORETO 5		CASTIGLIONE CHIAVARESE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1358		IT		FOCE		FRAMURA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1359		IT		CERCHIARA		PIGNONE, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITND		ITMetallic minerals		1360		IT		LA FRANCESCA		BONASSOLA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		ND		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITND		1361		IT		CASSAGNA A		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1362		IT		CASSAGNA B		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1363		IT		GAMBATESA SCRAVA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1364		IT		LIBIOLA 2		SESTRI LEVANTE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1365		IT		LIBIOLA 3		SESTRI LEVANTE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1366		IT		LIBIOLA 4		SESTRI LEVANTE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1367		IT		MONTE ALPE 		CASARZA LIGURE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITND		1368		IT		MONTE COPELLO - REPPIA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1369		IT		MONTE PORCILE (TRE MONTI)		MAISSANA, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITHeap		ITND		1370		IT		NASCIO MONTE BIANCO - MOLINELLO		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Heap		ND

		ITOther		ITMetallic minerals		1371		IT		MONTE BOSSEA		NE, GENOVA, LIGURIA		Other		Metallic minerals

		ITOther		ITMetallic minerals		1372		IT		MONTE MESCO		LEVANTO, LA SPEZIA, LIGURIA		Other		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1373		IT		TRIPI		ALI`, MESSINA, SICILIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1374		IT		CROCEFIA		BORGETTO, PALERMO, SICILIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1375		IT		GIAMPILIERI		MESSINA, MESSINA, SICILIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1376		IT		PETRULLI E PENDENTE		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1377		IT		TABUNA LIMMER		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1378		IT		STREPPENOSA		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1379		IT		CASTELLUCCIO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1380		IT		RINAZZO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1381		IT		TABUNA SPIRDI		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1382		IT		SCHEMBARI		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1383		IT		FOSSITELLA		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1384		IT		TABUNA		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1385		IT		DIRUBATO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1386		IT		CORTOLILLO A.B.C.D.		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1387		IT		TABUNA CORTOLILLO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1388		IT		FONTANELLE		CASTELVETRANO, TRAPANI, SICILIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1389		IT		ROCCA SARACENA		MONTAGNAREALE, MESSINA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1390		IT		MATARAZZO		RAGUSA, RAGUSA, SICILIA		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1391		IT		MONTEDORO		RACALMUTO, AGRIGENTO, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1392		IT		MILENA		MILENA, CALTANISSETTA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1393		IT		SAN CATALDO BOSCO		SAN CATALDO, CALTANISSETTA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1394		IT		RACALMUTO EX ISPEA		RACALMUTO, CALTANISSETTA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1395		IT		PASQUASIA		ENNA, CALTANISSETTA, SICILIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1396		IT		SANTO SPIRITO I		ABBATEGGIO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1397		IT		S. GIORGIO I		SAN VALENTINO IN ABRUZZO CITERIORE, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1398		IT		CUNICELLE		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1399		IT		S. LIBERATA		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1400		IT		FONTE		MANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1401		IT		FONTICELLE		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Bitumen

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1402		IT		CUSANO		SAN VALENTINO IN ABRUZZO CITERIORE, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1403		IT		LETTOMANOPPELLO (Conc. Comunale)		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1404		IT		PRATEDONICA		CARAMANICO TERME, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1405		IT		CESE		LETTOMANOPPELLO, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1406		IT		ACQUAFREDDA I		ROCCAMORICE, PESCARA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

		ITHeap		ITFuels		1407		IT		S. POTITO		OVINDOLI, L`AQUILA, ABRUZZO		Heap		Fuels

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
asphalt

								

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
there are 86 closed sites in Ireland. According to their extractive industries registry, only 1 is considered to be affected by Art 20		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1408		IT		SALAFOSSA		SAN PIETRO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1409		IT		CASAROTTI		TORREBELVICINO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1410		IT		VALLIMPERINA		RIVAMONTE AGORDINO, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1411		IT		MONTE RUSIANA		AURONZO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1412		IT		GRIGNA		AURONZO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1413		IT		PIANDABARCO		AURONZO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1414		IT		ARGENTIERA		AURONZO DI CADORE, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1415		IT		CASTELLO		TORREBELVICINO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1416		IT		MONTAURO		TORREBELVICINO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic, fuels)		1417		IT		PULLI 		VALDAGNO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic, fuels)

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
fuels=bitumen
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asphalt		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		1418		IT		LOMBARDO		TORREBELVICINO, VICENZA, VENETO		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1419		IT		VALLE DELL'AGNELLO		COLLE SANTA LUCIA, BELLUNO, VENETO		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITND		1420		IT		VALLALTA		GOSALDO, BELLUNO, VENETO		Pond		ND

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1421		IT		ARBAX 		CHALLAND-SAINT-ANSELME, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1422		IT		PIERE (SETTARME CHASSANT)		EMARESE, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1423		IT		CLOT DE BARNE		ARNAD, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1424		IT		HERIN		CHAMPDEPRAZ, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1425		IT		SACHE (O CHASSES)		CHALLAND-SAINT-VICTOR, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1426		IT		COGNE (LICONI)		COGNE, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITCombinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		1427		IT		PROMISE (BIOLLEY)		LA THUILE, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1428		IT		PIETRA MORTA 		ISSOGNE, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1429		IT		ARNAZ LE VIEUX 		VERRES, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1430		IT		PRESLONG (OLLOMONT)		OLLOMONT, AOSTA, VALLE D`AOSTA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1431		IT		MASTRICARRO		CATANZARO, CATANZARO, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1432		IT		TORBIDO (MINIERA DI MACARIACE)		MAMMOLA, REGGIO CALABRIA, CALABRIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1433		IT		PAZZANO FIATERIA - MONTE STELLA - CAVURA		PAZZANO, REGGIO CALABRIA, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1434		IT		COLLE PALLONE - COZZICA		GIMIGLIANO, CATANZARO, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1435		IT		CAMMARELLE		MORMANNO, COSENZA, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1436		IT		MONCERVIERO DI MELISCIO		MORMANNO, COSENZA, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1437		IT		MORELLI - CARICCHIO		MORMANNO, COSENZA, CALABRIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITPond		ITMetallic minerals		1438		IT		RAIBL (MONTE RE`)		TARVISIO, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Pond		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1439		IT		MONTE AVANZA		FORNI AVOLTRI, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1440		IT		RAIBL I, II, III		TARVISIO, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITNon-metallic minerals		1441		IT		AUPA		MOGGIO UDINESE, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1442		IT		MONTE COCCO		MALBORGHETTO VALBRUNA, UDINE, FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1443		IT		CANNETO GRONDANA		FERRIERE, PIACENZA, EMILIA-ROMAGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1444		IT		VIGONZANO		FARINI, PIACENZA, EMILIA-ROMAGNA		Heap		Metallic minerals

		ITHeap		ITMetallic minerals		1445		IT		LA FOCE		BOJANO, CAMPOBASSO, MOLISE		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1446		PT		Alcaria Queimada		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1447		PT		Aparis		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1448		PT		Azeiteiros (Herdade dos)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1449		PT		Barrigão		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1450		PT		Bofeta		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1451		PT		Bugalho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1452		PT		Caeirinha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1453		PT		Defesa das Mercês		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1454		PT		Ferrarias		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1455		PT		Miguel Vacas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1456		PT		Mociços		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1457		PT		Mostardeira		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1458		PT		Talhadas (Mina do Carvalhal)		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1459		PT		Tinoca		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1460		PT		Chaminé		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1461		PT		Escádia Grande		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1462		PT		França		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTHeap		PTPrecious metals		1463		PT		Freixeda		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Precious metals

		PTHeap		PTPrecious metals		1464		PT		Jales		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1465		PT		Monfortinho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1466		PT		Poço das Freitas		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTHeap		PTPrecious metals		1467		PT		Santo António (Penedono)		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1468		PT		Três Minas		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTPrecious metals		1469		PT		Vieiros (Penedono)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Precious metals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1470		PT		Alto do Sião (Vila Cova)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1471		PT		Alvito		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1472		PT		Azenhas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1473		PT		Costas do Marão/Maria Isabel		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1474		PT		Moncorvo		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1475		PT		Monges		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1476		PT		Nogueirinha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1477		PT		Orada		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1478		PT		Balôco		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1479		PT		Braçal		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1480		PT		Ceife (Palão)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1481		PT		Coval da Mó e Bocanha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1482		PT		Malhada		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1483		PT		Palhal		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1484		PT		Pinheiro		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1485		PT		Santa Leucádia		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1486		PT		Terramonte		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1487		PT		Várzea (Cavaleiros)		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1488		PT		Várzea de Trevões		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1489		PT		Balança		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1490		PT		Cercal / Rosalgar		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1491		PT		Eira do Brejo - Alcoutim		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1492		PT		Ferragudo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1493		PT		Lagoas do Paço		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1494		PT		Martinelo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1495		PT		Monte dos Mestres		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1496		PT		Saramaga		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1497		PT		Argemela		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1498		PT		Argozelo		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1499		PT		Bessa		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1500		PT		Cume		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1501		PT		Góis – Vale Pião		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1502		PT		Gourim		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1503		PT		Lagares - Rebentão		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1504		PT		Montesinho		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1505		PT		Ordes		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1506		PT		Rio de Frades		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1507		PT		Santa Eulália		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1508		PT		São Martinho da Angueira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1509		PT		Serra de Bois		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1510		PT		Tuela		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1511		PT		Vieiros		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1512		PT		Adória		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1513		PT		Almendreiras		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1514		PT		Barca d' Alva		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1515		PT		Bejanca		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1516		PT		Borralha		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1517		PT		Carris		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1518		PT		Chãs nº 3		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1519		PT		Covas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1520		PT		Fonte Santa		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1521		PT		Freixo de Numão		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1522		PT		Góis – Srª da Guia		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1523		PT		Ladeira das Vinhas		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1524		PT		Massueime		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1525		PT		Mata da Rainha		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1526		PT		Murçós		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1527		PT		Peixeiro		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1528		PT		Pintor		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1529		PT		Pousadela 		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1530		PT		Regoufe		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1531		PT		Ribeira		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1532		PT		Sarzedas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1533		PT		Tarouca		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1534		PT		Torrão da Moita		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1535		PT		Vale das Gatas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1536		PT		Cabeço do Pião 		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1537		PT		A. do Cavalo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1538		PT		Alto da Rasa		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1539		PT		Alto da Várzea		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1540		PT		Barracão (Fábrica)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1541		PT		Barroca Funda		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1542		PT		Barrôco D. Frango		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1543		PT		Barrôco I		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1544		PT		Bica		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1545		PT		Canto do Lagar		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1546		PT		Carrasca		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1547		PT		Carril		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1548		PT		Castelejo		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1549		PT		Coitos		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1550		PT		Corga de Valbom		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1551		PT		Corguinha e Prazos		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1552		PT		Cótimos		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1553		PT		Cruz da Faia		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1554		PT		Cunha Baixa		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1555		PT		Ervideira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1556		PT		Espinho		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1557		PT		Ferreiros		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1558		PT		Fontainhas - Gradiz		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1559		PT		Fonte Velha		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1560		PT		Fontinha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1561		PT		Formiga		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1562		PT		Forte Velho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1563		PT		Freixinho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1564		PT		Freixiosa		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1565		PT		Lenteiros		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1566		PT		Luz		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1567		PT		Maria Dónis		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1568		PT		Mestras		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1569		PT		Mondego Sul		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1570		PT		Mortórios		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1571		PT		Pai Moniz		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1572		PT		Pedreiros		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1573		PT		Pêra do Moço		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1574		PT		Picoto		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1575		PT		Pinhal do Souto		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1576		PT		Póvoa de Cervães		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1577		PT		Prado Velho		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1578		PT		Quinta das Seixas		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1579		PT		Quinta do Bispo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1580		PT		Reboleiro		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1581		PT		Ribeira do Bôco		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1582		PT		Ribeira do Ferro		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1583		PT		Rosmaneira		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1584		PT		São Domingos (Barrôco do Ouro)		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1585		PT		Senhora das Fontes		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1586		PT		Sentinela		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1587		PT		Sevilha		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1588		PT		Tapada dos Mercados		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1589		PT		Tentinolho		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTPond and heap		PTMetallic minerals		1590		PT		Urgeiriça		Not indicated in the inventory		Pond and heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1591		PT		Valdante		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1592		PT		Vale Covo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1593		PT		Vale da Abrutiga		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1594		PT		Vale da Videira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1595		PT		Vale d'Arca		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1596		PT		Vale do Tamão		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1597		PT		Vales		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1598		PT		Algares de Portel		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1599		PT		Preguiça		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1600		PT		Vila Ruiva		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTNon-metallic minerals		1601		PT		Banjas		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1602		PT		Cortes Pereira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1603		PT		Grou		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1604		PT		Gouveia de Baixo		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1605		PT		Segura		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTCoal		1606		PT		Moinho da Ordem		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Coal

		PTHeap		PTCoal		1607		PT		Pejão - Germunde		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Coal

		PTHeap		PTCoal		1608		PT		São Pedro da Cova		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Coal

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1609		PT		Algaré		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1610		PT		Aljustrel-Algares		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1611		PT		Caeira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1612		PT		Caveira		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1613		PT		Chança		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1614		PT		Juliana		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1615		PT		Lousal		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTMetallic minerals		1616		PT		Montinho		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1617		PT		Reveza		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTHeap		PTMetallic minerals		1618		PT		São Domingos		Not indicated in the inventory		Heap		Metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1619		PT		Arado do Castanheiro		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1620		PT		Raseira		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		PTND		PTNon-metallic minerals		1621		PT		Tapada do Lobo 2		Not indicated in the inventory		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		ROPond		ROND		1622		RO		VALEA CIOTOROGULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1623		RO		BOCSA 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1624		RO		VALEA PORCULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1625		RO		ANIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1626		RO		VALEA LUPONII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1627		RO		HEREPEIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1628		RO		LUNCA MURESULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1629		RO		NUCET		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1630		RO		SANTIMBRU - SANCRAIENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1631		RO		ALTIN TEPE IAZ 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1632		RO		ALTIN TEPE IAZ 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1633		RO		LUNCSOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1634		RO		VALEA ZLATINA N1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1635		RO		VALEA ZLATINA N2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1636		RO		TARNICIOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1637		RO		VALEA SARTASULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1638		RO		VALEA CUTII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1639		RO		VALEA GLODULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1640		RO		BLOAJA - BAIUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1641		RO		NOVAT - NOVICIOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1642		RO		MALAINI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1643		RO		ROVINA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1644		RO		RIBITA CURTENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1645		RO		VALEA SALISTEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1646		RO		GURA ROSIEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1647		RO		COLBU I, II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1648		RO		DUMITRELU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1649		RO		VALEA HOATERULUI (BAIA DE ARAMA)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1650		RO		PLOPIS - RACHITELE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1651		RO		FAGUL CETATII - IAZ BALAN No4		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1652		RO		IAZUL D2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1653		RO		BALAN 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1654		RO		VRANICIOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1655		RO		VALEA DEVEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1656		RO		IAZ AVARII V. DEVEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1657		RO		IAZUL D1+D3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1658		RO		VALEA ZLATNA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1659		RO		VALEA MEALU IAZ No2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1660		RO		VALEA MIRESULUI IAZ 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1661		RO		TAUTII DE SUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1662		RO		DEALUL NEGRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1663		RO		PARAUL CAILOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1664		RO		TAUSANI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1665		RO		VALEA CARBUNELUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1666		RO		VALEA PODULUI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1667		RO		VALEA PODULUI 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1668		RO		BRAZESTI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1669		RO		SASCA MONTANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1670		RO		BOZANTA REMIN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1671		RO		BLOAJA - AVARII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1672		RO		OSTRA A, B, C		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1673		RO		POARTA VECHE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1674		RO		CETATUIA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1675		RO		VALEA STRAJA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1676		RO		BALAN 2 SI 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1677		RO		BALAN 3A		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1678		RO		SASAR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1679		RO		HARGITA IAZ 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1680		RO		HARGHITA IAZ 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1681		RO		DOBRESTI 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1682		RO		DOBRESTI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1683		RO		CHISTAG		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1684		RO		PEORDA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1685		RO		PETRILA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1686		RO		BAIA DE FIER		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1687		RO		VALEA HAJULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1688		RO		IARA FAGETUL IERII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROPond		ROND		1689		RO		BAISOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Pond		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1690		RO		GAL 0m PACEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1691		RO		GAL B.CUV.DOMNULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1692		RO		GAL CONCORDIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1693		RO		BAIA ROSIE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1694		RO		CATU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1695		RO		GAL MIHAI+130		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1696		RO		GAL NOROCUL NESPERAT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1697		RO		GAL SIGISMUND		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1698		RO		STEFANIA DE SUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1699		RO		PROGRESU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1700		RO		VERKES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1701		RO		IRINA RACOSI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1702		RO		IULIANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1703		RO		AFINIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1704		RO		AURORA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1705		RO		GAURI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1706		RO		VALEA VERDE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1707		RO		GAL 23 AUG		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1708		RO		CIRNICEL 910		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1709		RO		GAL NAPOLEON +984M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1710		RO		GAL NAPOLEON +954M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1711		RO		MANESTI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1712		RO		GAL + 887m		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1713		RO		GAL +938m		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1714		RO		PARAUL CORBULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1715		RO		PIATRA CORBULUIU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1716		RO		HOP		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1717		RO		ZONA GAURI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1718		RO		RAPA ALBA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1719		RO		RAKOSI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1720		RO		GAL DE COASTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1721		RO		GAURI 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1722		RO		GAURI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1723		RO		PIATRA CORBULUI 1a		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1724		RO		PIATRA CORBULUI 1B		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1725		RO		PIATRA CORBULUI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1726		RO		ROSTOGOL COLECTOR NAPOLEON		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1727		RO		IPEG (895 SI +907)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1728		RO		VOLBURA CANTALISTE SI CORNURI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1729		RO		VOLBURA CANTALISTE EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1730		RO		CARNICEL ORIZ 941		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1731		RO		CARNICEL ORIZ 907		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1732		RO		CARNICEL ORIZ 885		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1733		RO		GAL HANES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1734		RO		HAL RUNCU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1735		RO		GAL LARGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1736		RO		GAL 1 MAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1737		RO		GAL 23 AUGUST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1738		RO		GAL X BABEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1739		RO		GAL STANIJA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1740		RO		BREAZA SUPERIOR +850,8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1741		RO		BREAZA SUPERIOR +850,9		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1742		RO		VALEA LUNGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1743		RO		PRELUCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1744		RO		VICTORIA I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1745		RO		GAL DUMITRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1746		RO		GAL HOREA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1747		RO		CHENES INFERIOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1748		RO		MESTECENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1749		RO		MOTOCEASCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1750		RO		BARBURA 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1751		RO		NEAGU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1752		RO		CIRES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1753		RO		ARIENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1754		RO		GAL 820		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1755		RO		VICTORIA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1756		RO		CHENES SUPERIOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1757		RO		ALEXA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1758		RO		CONCORDIA SUPERIOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1759		RO		HANES INCINTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1760		RO		METESAN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1761		RO		MUNCACEASCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1762		RO		NICOLAE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1763		RO		PETRU SI PAVEL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1764		RO		PLUMBEASCA I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1765		RO		PLUMBEASCA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1766		RO		GAL PODUL IONULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1767		RO		COLT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1768		RO		MAGURA NEAGRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1769		RO		ORIZ II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1770		RO		ORIZ V		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1771		RO		ORIZ IV		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1772		RO		ORIZ III		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1773		RO		GAL LUNCSOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1774		RO		GAL MERISOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1775		RO		ORIZ I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1776		RO		DEASUPRA ORIZ I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1777		RO		CARIERA DE RAMBLEU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1778		RO		PLATFORMA IPEG		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1779		RO		ZONA P. PLAMANILOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1780		RO		ORIZ VI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1781		RO		INCINTA BRUSTURI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1782		RO		ZONA P MERISOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1783		RO		PUTUL 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1784		RO		PUTUL 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1785		RO		INTERMEDIARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1786		RO		HALDA FAGETUL IERII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1787		RO		HALDA 5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1788		RO		PUTUL 4, 5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1789		RO		GHEORGHE 281		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1790		RO		UNGURELU ORIZ 425		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1791		RO		ORIZ 475		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1792		RO		STINAPARI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1793		RO		ORIZONT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1794		RO		PUT STINAPARI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1795		RO		TUNEL VALEA SEACA 175		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1796		RO		STINAPARI ORIZ 375		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1797		RO		ORIZ 1133		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1798		RO		ORIZ 1093		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1799		RO		ORIZ 1053 NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1800		RO		ORIZ 1019		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1801		RO		ORIZ 1053 SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1802		RO		ORIZ 1017		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1803		RO		ORIZ 917		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1804		RO		ORIZ 914		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1805		RO		ORIZ 400		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1806		RO		ORIZ 860		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1807		RO		ORIZ 330		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1808		RO		ORIZ 900		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1809		RO		RIZ 820		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1810		RO		ORIZ 782		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1811		RO		ORIZ 742		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1812		RO		ORIZ 705		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1813		RO		ORIZ 658		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1814		RO		WILHEM		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1815		RO		ORIZ 614		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1816		RO		ORIZ 625		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1817		RO		ORIZ 680		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1818		RO		ORIZ 730		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1819		RO		ORIZ 780		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1820		RO		ORIZ 811		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1821		RO		PAULUS STERIL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1822		RO		TEREZIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1823		RO		RECHENSTEIN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1824		RO		IULIANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1825		RO		URSOANEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1826		RO		FERDINAND		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1827		RO		PAULUS MINEREU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1828		RO		COPILET		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1829		RO		GAL 13		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1830		RO		GAL MARIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1831		RO		GRIZ INTERMEDIAR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1832		RO		GAL 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1833		RO		GAL 6L		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1834		RO		GAL 9		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1835		RO		GAL 10+11		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1836		RO		GAL 15		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1837		RO		GAL 7		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1838		RO		GAL 14		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1839		RO		PUT EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1840		RO		GAL ANTONIU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1841		RO		GAL IGNATUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1842		RO		INCINTA PUT CENTRAL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1843		RO		GAL BRADATEL III		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1844		RO		GAL 12		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1845		RO		GAL BRADATEL II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1846		RO		GAL LADISLAU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1847		RO		GAL 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1848		RO		GAL 12 BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1849		RO		GURA BARZA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1850		RO		VALEA BLOJULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1851		RO		DEALUL FETII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1852		RO		HARGAGANI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1853		RO		GAL ANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1854		RO		GAL BARZA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1855		RO		GAL MARIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1856		RO		GAL XXVII TR ROMANE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1857		RO		GAL LUNA AURORA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1858		RO		GAL ANTONIO V. ARSULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1859		RO		PUT CENTRAL HIRNIC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1860		RO		PUT AERAJ MAGURA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1861		RO		ZDRAHOLT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1862		RO		CLARA CARPEN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1863		RO		GEORGE V. ARSULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1864		RO		CIRESATA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1865		RO		ULMEN CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1866		RO		SCURSURA CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1867		RO		FISPENEASA CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1868		RO		TRAIAN CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1869		RO		ADAM NOU CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1870		RO		LUNCA CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1871		RO		VECHI CARACI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1872		RO		12 APOSTOLI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1873		RO		CAINELUL DE SUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1874		RO		SECTOR I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1875		RO		SECTOR II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1876		RO		SECTOR III		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1877		RO		SECTOR IV		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1878		RO		BERNARD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1879		RO		GAL A+B SECTOR IV		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1880		RO		LEOPOLD BOCSA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1881		RO		GAL MARIA BOCSA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1882		RO		ORIZ 650 BOCSA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1883		RO		ORIZ BAIAGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1884		RO		CORANDA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1885		RO		V BAIAGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1886		RO		TINA NEAGRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1887		RO		BARBURA I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1888		RO		CARIERA LEOPOLD 759		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1889		RO		DEPOZIT EXPLOZIV BOCSA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1890		RO		ORIZONT 600		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1891		RO		ORIZONT 550		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1892		RO		CORANDA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1893		RO		DEALUL GROZEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1894		RO		SECTOR BAIAGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1895		RO		GAL CORANDA 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1896		RO		GAL CORANDA 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1897		RO		GAL BARBURA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1898		RO		VALEA IBERII 620		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1899		RO		ORIZ 648		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1900		RO		PUT NR 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1901		RO		VALEA BANII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1902		RO		DEALUL MARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1903		RO		FRONTUL 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1904		RO		VALEA PODULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1905		RO		VALEA NICOLSON		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1906		RO		VALEA CASELOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1907		RO		GAL 150M BOLCANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1908		RO		GAL 200M BOLCANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1909		RO		GAL 100M BOLCANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1910		RO		GAL 50M BOLCANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1911		RO		G GRMM TROITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1912		RO		CRACUINESTI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1913		RO		DEPOZIT EXPLOZIV DEVA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1914		RO		GAL 7 NOIEMBRE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1915		RO		GAL DECEBAL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1916		RO		FLOTATIE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1917		RO		TUNEL COND INTRARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1918		RO		TUNEL COND IESIRE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1919		RO		GAL 0m PACEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1920		RO		PARAUL BAII VORTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1921		RO		V HIESUS VORTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1922		RO		PUTUL 1 VORTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1923		RO		PUTUL 2 VORTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1924		RO		PARAUL MERILOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1925		RO		PUT VETEL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1926		RO		GAL IX VETEL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1927		RO		1 MAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1928		RO		FLIMON SARBU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1929		RO		GAL 120M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1930		RO		ORIZ X EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1931		RO		ORIZ X VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1932		RO		GAL MELTES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1933		RO		GAL IX		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1934		RO		GAL VIII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1935		RO		GAL 6 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1936		RO		PUT NR 1FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1937		RO		GAL 4 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1938		RO		GAL 5 PUTUL 5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1939		RO		GAL 1 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1940		RO		PUT II FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1941		RO		GAL 11 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1942		RO		GAL 16 FAGUL CETATII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1943		RO		GAL RUTOK 0		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1944		RO		GAL RUTOK 50		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1945		RO		GAL RUTOK 110		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1946		RO		GAL SIPOS 0M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1947		RO		GAL SIPOS 60M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1948		RO		GAL SIPOS 135M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1949		RO		GAL SIPOS 185M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1950		RO		GAL FERDINAND WETTER		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1951		RO		GAL OLT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1952		RO		PUT N1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1953		RO		PUT CENTRAL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1954		RO		CAROL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1955		RO		SANTIMBRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1956		RO		ORIZ I405		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1957		RO		ORIZ II 370		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1958		RO		FUTUL 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1959		RO		FUT CENTRAL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1960		RO		DEALUL NEGRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1961		RO		PR BOZARCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1962		RO		CORNU NEDEII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1963		RO		MACARISU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1964		RO		ORIZ 1410		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1965		RO		ORIZ 1350		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1966		RO		ORIZ 1485		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1967		RO		1460		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1968		RO		ORIZ 1380		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1969		RO		23 AUGUST, CO0STA 1044,5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1970		RO		MARGARETA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1971		RO		PURJARET 453		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1972		RO		PURJARET 405		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1973		RO		PURJARET 353		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1974		RO		GALBENA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1975		RO		VALEA MARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1976		RO		COROANA DE AUR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1977		RO		VENTILATOR 502		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1978		RO		BRAZI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1979		RO		MIHAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1980		RO		IAZ DECANTARE VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1981		RO		BORZAS 378		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1982		RO		BORZAS VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1983		RO		ADAM CREMENEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1984		RO		SOFIA 290		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1985		RO		PUT 2 DEALUL CRUCII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1986		RO		VALEA VICLEANULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1987		RO		HALDA VECHE 373		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1988		RO		HALDA NOUA 370		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1989		RO		HALDA 510		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1990		RO		HALDA 560		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1991		RO		MATEI I 450		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1992		RO		BONAE SPEI, 450		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1993		RO		VALEA CUTEI 800		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1994		RO		VALEA SASAR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1995		RO		HALDA G2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1996		RO		HALDA G3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1997		RO		CREMENEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1998		RO		DEPOZIT G3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		1999		RO		HALDA DE RAMBLEU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2000		RO		HALDA CENTRALA TER		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2001		RO		GUTIN II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2002		RO		VARVARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2003		RO		GOTILEB		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2004		RO		SUIOR VEST GUTIN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2005		RO		BREINER		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2006		RO		GALERIA 812		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2007		RO		GALERIA 843		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2008		RO		GALERIA HELMUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2009		RO		VARATEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2010		RO		PIATRA VARATEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2011		RO		GALERIA VARATEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2012		RO		GALERIA XIII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2013		RO		GALERIA II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2014		RO		GALERIA IX		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2015		RO		GALERIA XIII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2016		RO		GALERIA XI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2017		RO		GALERIA XII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2018		RO		CARIERA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2019		RO		HALDA DE STERIL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2020		RO		HALDA ORIZ 800		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2021		RO		HALDA ORIZ 850		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2022		RO		HALDA ORIZ 900		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2023		RO		HALDA ORIZ 950		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2024		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1000		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2025		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1050		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2026		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1100		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2027		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1150		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2028		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1200		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2029		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1340		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2030		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1300		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2031		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1240		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2032		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1185		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2033		RO		HALDA CARIERA OITA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2034		RO		HALDA OITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2035		RO		HALDA ORIZ 850 TOLOVAN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2036		RO		HALDA ORIZ 900 TOLOVAN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2037		RO		HALDA ARGESTRUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2038		RO		HALDA 1 ARSITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2039		RO		HALDA 2 ARSITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2040		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1159DEALU RUSULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2041		RO		HALDA ORIZ 1290DEALU RUSULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2042		RO		HALDA CARIERA ULM		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2043		RO		HALDA DEALU NEGRU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2044		RO		HALDA PUT HUMBOLD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2045		RO		HALDA ARSENEASA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2046		RO		HALDA ORIZ 790 PUT PRASCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2047		RO		HALDA ORIZ 740 PRASCA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2048		RO		HALDA CARIERA MANAILA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2049		RO		HALDA GALERIA ISIPOAIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2050		RO		HALDA MAGISTRALE NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2051		RO		HALDA P USRULUI INCINTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2052		RO		HALDA PUT 7		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2053		RO		HALDA GAL 36 (AERAJ)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2054		RO		HALDA ORIZONT 930 ALUNIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2055		RO		HALDA CARIERA OSTRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2056		RO		HALDA PINU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2057		RO		HALDA PUTUROSU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2058		RO		HALDA ILVA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2059		RO		HALDA DUMITRELU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2060		RO		HALDA GAL 27E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2061		RO		HALDA GAL 27W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2062		RO		HALDA GAL A		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2063		RO		HALDA GAL 11E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2064		RO		HALDA GAL 11W (GURA SUD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2065		RO		HALDA GAL 11W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2066		RO		HALDA GAL B		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2067		RO		HALDA GAL 28E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2068		RO		HALDA GAL 28W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2069		RO		HALDA GAL C		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2070		RO		HALDA GAL D		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2071		RO		HALDA GAL 7E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2072		RO		HALDA GAL 7		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2073		RO		HALDA GAL 33		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2074		RO		HALDA GAL 29		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2075		RO		HALDA GAL 75-1100		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2076		RO		HALDA GAL 39		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2077		RO		HALDA GAL 41		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2078		RO		HALDA GAL 3E+3W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2079		RO		HALDA GAL 34S		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2080		RO		HALDA GAL 32S		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2081		RO		HALDA GAL 9		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2082		RO		HALDA GAL 1-90-26		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2083		RO		HALDA GAL 37		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2084		RO		HALDA GAL 1-90-20		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2085		RO		HALDA GAL 38		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2086		RO		HALDA GAL 19		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2087		RO		HALDA GAL 1-84-149 MINA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2088		RO		HALDA GAL 31 PUZDRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2089		RO		HALDA MINA DE RAMBLEU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2090		RO		HALDA GAL 1090 (GURA SUD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2091		RO		HALDA GAL 1090 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2092		RO		HALDA GAL 1040 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2093		RO		HALDA GAL 990 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2094		RO		HALDA GAL 940 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2095		RO		HALDA GAL 900 (GURA NORD)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2096		RO		HALDA GAL 920 PARAUL CASEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2097		RO		HALDA GAL 920 NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2098		RO		HALDA GAL 970		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2099		RO		HALDA GAL 970 SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2100		RO		HALDA GAL 1020 NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2101		RO		HALDA GAL 1020 SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2102		RO		HALDA GAL 1070 NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2103		RO		HALDA GAL HOLDITA 1-88-122 PUT 10		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2104		RO		HALDA GAL 1-80-01 PUZDRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2105		RO		HALDA GAL 1-75-01 PUZDRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2106		RO		HALDA GAL 3 OSTRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2107		RO		HALDA GAL 23 TARNITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2108		RO		HALDA GAL 18 CRUCEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2109		RO		HALDA GAL 2 MESTECANIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2110		RO		HALDA GAL 6 MESTECANIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2111		RO		HALDA APELE ALBE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2112		RO		HALDA TEREZIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2113		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2114		RO		HALDA SUVOROV W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2115		RO		HALDA SUVOROV E		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2116		RO		HALDA VALEA MARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2117		RO		HALDA VALEA MARE METEO		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2118		RO		HALDA FANTANELE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2119		RO		HALDA MOLIBDEN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2120		RO		HALDA GALERIA 8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2121		RO		HALDA GALERIA 930/1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2122		RO		HALDA PUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2123		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1 SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2124		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1 SUD CAP		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2125		RO		GALERIA 5+14 TROACA GAVANULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2126		RO		HALDA 5CAP CRACU RAU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2127		RO		HALDA 5+14+1 BIS CRACU RAU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2128		RO		HALDA 6 CRACU RAU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2129		RO		HALDA PUT BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2130		RO		HALDA 1-30 BIS BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2131		RO		HALDA GALERIA 3 BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2132		RO		HALDA GALERIA 3+30 SI 3+40 BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2133		RO		HALDA GALERIA 13+7 BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2134		RO		HALDA GALERIA 6 BOTUSANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2135		RO		HALDA GALERIA 7 LIVEZI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2136		RO		HALDA GALERIA 10 LIVEZI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2137		RO		HALDA POIANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2138		RO		HALDA GALERIA XVI BIS + 13 ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2139		RO		HALDA GALERIA XI ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2140		RO		HALDA GALERIA 6 ARIES SI GALERIA ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2141		RO		HALDA GALERIA 12 ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2142		RO		HALDA GALERIA 10 N ARIES		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2143		RO		HALDA GALERIA 14 SI 16W		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2144		RO		HALDA GALERIA X BIS WEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2145		RO		HALDA DIBARZ		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2146		RO		HALDA GAL 23 SI 23 NVSI 38		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2147		RO		HALDA GALERIA 11 BAITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2148		RO		HALDA VALEA CALULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2149		RO		ALDA VALEA BUTCII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2150		RO		HALDA CLUB		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2151		RO		HALDA SITA COMERCIALA SI RECOMERCIALA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2152		RO		HALDE DE STERIL AMONTE DE PLANUL INCLINAT PALA LA GALERIA 3 VALEA CALULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2153		RO		HALDA COMPLEXUL NOU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2154		RO		HALDA VERSANTUL STANG V MICA (COMPLEXUL NOU)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2155		RO		HALDA GALERIA 45-BAIA MINEIRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2156		RO		HALDA PARAUL STANCII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2157		RO		HALDA PR LUPULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2158		RO		HALDA COMPLEX VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2159		RO		HALDA GALERIA PACEA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2160		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1-2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2161		RO		HALDA GALERIA 12		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2162		RO		HALDA GALERIA 14		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2163		RO		HALDA GALERIA 14		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2164		RO		HALDA GALERIA 15BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2165		RO		HALDA GALERIA 15		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2166		RO		HALDA GALERIA 17		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2167		RO		HALDA GALERIA 18		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2168		RO		HALDA GALERIA 19		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2169		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2170		RO		HALDA GALERIA 21		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2171		RO		HALDA GALERIA 22		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2172		RO		HALDA GALERIA 23		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2173		RO		HALDA GALERIA 24		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2174		RO		HALDA GALERIA 25		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2175		RO		HALDA GALERIA 26		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2176		RO		HALDA GALERIA 27		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2177		RO		HALDA GALERIA 2BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2178		RO		HALDA GALERIA 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2179		RO		HALDA GALERIA 4BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2180		RO		HALDA GALERIA 4		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2181		RO		HALDA GALERIA 5		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2182		RO		HALDA GALERIA 6		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2183		RO		HALDA GALERIA 7		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2184		RO		HALDA GALERIA 8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2185		RO		HALDA GALERIA 8BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2186		RO		HALDA GALERIA 9		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2187		RO		HALDA GALERIA 9BIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2188		RO		HALDA GALERIA 1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2189		RO		HALDA GALERIA 8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2190		RO		HALDA GALERIA 3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2191		RO		HALDA GALERIA 20		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2192		RO		HALDA GALERIA 18		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2193		RO		HALDA GALERIA 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2194		RO		HALDA GALERIA 2EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2195		RO		HALDA GAL 4 CIUDANOVITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2196		RO		HALDA PUT 403M CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2197		RO		HALDA PUT1 419 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2198		RO		HALDA PUT1 409 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2199		RO		HALDA PUT1 410-415 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2200		RO		HALDA PUT1 315 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2201		RO		HALDA PUT1 418 CIUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2202		RO		HALDA PUT 3 DOBREI S		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2203		RO		HALDA COZ 311 DOBREI S		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2204		RO		HALDA PUT 1 349 NATRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2205		RO		NALDA GALERIA 43 NATRA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2206		RO		VALEA LUI COIRT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2207		RO		DEFOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2208		RO		2 EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2209		RO		UP PETRILA RAM 1,2,3,4		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2210		RO		PUT AUX N1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2211		RO		PLAN INCLINAT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2212		RO		PUT AUX N1+2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2213		RO		TERICON PA3		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2214		RO		PUT AUX EST LIVEZENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2215		RO		TERICOANE PISCU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2216		RO		FUNICULAR SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2217		RO		PUT 7 VEST (HALDA VECHE)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2218		RO		PUT 7 VEST (TERRICOANE)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2219		RO		HALDA FUNICULAR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2220		RO		VALEA LUPULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2221		RO		TERICON COLA 360		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2222		RO		HALDA 2W, RAMURA SI RAMURA VECHE ILEANA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2223		RO		HALDA RAMURA 1 SI 2		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2224		RO		HALDA NOUA VICTORIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2225		RO		MIERLASU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2226		RO		GALERIA DE COASTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2227		RO		FUNICULAR VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2228		RO		COROIESTI RAM I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2229		RO		FUNICULAR VECHI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2230		RO		PUT 8		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2231		RO		MESTEACAN		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2232		RO		TEBEA VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2233		RO		DAMBUT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2234		RO		VIEZURENI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2235		RO		DAMBU MARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2236		RO		MARTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2237		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA MANASTIRII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2238		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA LUPOITA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2239		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA STEIC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2240		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA CERVENIEI 		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2241		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA ROCOAZELR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2242		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA POTANGU MIC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2243		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA VALEA STIUCANI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2244		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA SCOARTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2245		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA POLSTINA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2246		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA ROSIUTA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2247		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA ROSIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2248		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA PESTEANA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2249		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA URDARI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2250		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA URDARI i		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2251		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA URDARI ii		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2252		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA PANGA NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2253		RO		HALDA EXTERIOARA BERBESTI VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2254		RO		HALDA INTERIOARA BERBESTI VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2255		RO		HALDA CAPUL PISCULUI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2256		RO		HALDA PESCAREASA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2257		RO		HALDA SLANIC NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2258		RO		HALDA RACOS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2259		RO		HALDA VARGHIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2260		RO		HALDA BODOS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2261		RO		HALDA BOBOTA I		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2262		RO		HALDA ZAGHID EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2263		RO		HALDA ZAUAN CARASTELEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2264		RO		HALDA ZAGHID		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2265		RO		HALDA ZAGHID VEST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2266		RO		HALDA ZAUAN STR II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2267		RO		HALDA CUZAP		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2268		RO		HALDA TOPA DE CRIS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2269		RO		HALDA BODOI SAT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2270		RO		HALDA BUDOI TUNEL		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2271		RO		HALDA VAZARI SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2272		RO		HALDA VAZARI II		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2273		RO		HALDA BORUMIACA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2274		RO		HALDA LAPOS SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2275		RO		HALDA LAPOS NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2276		RO		HALDA TROTUS 1 MAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2277		RO		HALDA CRACIUNESTI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2278		RO		HALDA LIVADA (ASAU)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2279		RO		HALDA VALEA GRECILOR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2280		RO		HALDA VOICULET		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2281		RO		HALDA ULIOAIA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2282		RO		HALDA PALANGA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2283		RO		HALDA VALEA RUDEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2284		RO		HALDA MARGINEANCA EST		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2285		RO		HALDA VALEA PIPII		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2286		RO		HALDA BORSEC		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2287		RO		HALDA MALUI ROSU		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2288		RO		HALDA CIUCIUR		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2289		RO		HALDA 1 MAI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2290		RO		HALDA ASAU (RAFIRA LUMINA)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2291		RO		HALDA G15 (CRACIUNESTI)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2292		RO		HALDA G208 LAPOS NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2293		RO		HALDA INCINTA LAPOS SUD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2294		RO		HALDA LEORDA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2295		RO		HALDA SCARICICA (RAFINA LUMINA)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2296		RO		HALDA TISA 1 LAPOS NORD		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2297		RO		HALDA TISA 2 TROTUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2298		RO		HALDA TISA 3 LAPOS N		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2299		RO		HALDA TISA 7 TROTUS		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2300		RO		HALDA VAIUGA (LEORDA)		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2301		RO		HALDA VERMESTI VECHE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2302		RO		HALDA VERMESTI NOUA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2303		RO		HALDA PRINCIPALA TALVA ZANEI		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2304		RO		HALDA COTA 730M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2305		RO		HALDA COTA 428-430M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2306		RO		HALDA COTA 352M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2307		RO		HALDA CORTA 420-427M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2308		RO		HALDA COTA 432M		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2309		RO		HALD FUNICULAR PUT N1		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2310		RO		HALDA PREPARATJE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2311		RO		HALDA RAMPA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2312		RO		HALDA SCOATA DE CALIFICARE		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2313		RO		HALDA SCHLUCHT		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2314		RO		HALDA STATJE UNGHULARA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2315		RO		HALDA ACTIVA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		ROHeap		ROND		2316		RO		HALDA ACTIVA		Coordinates available in the PDF of the inventory (it is scanned as image and it would have to be copied one by one)		Heap		ND

		SEND		SEND		2317		SE		"Tippen", Boliden		Skellefteå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2318		SE		Abborrtjärnsgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2319		SE		Adakgruvan		Malå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2320		SE		Alunbruket i Andrarum		Tomelilla, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2321		SE		Arvidsberg 2		Norrköping, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2322		SE		Asphöjdsgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2323		SE		Basttjärns Gruvfält		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2324		SE		Bergsgården Hyttområde		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2325		SE		Bersbo gruvor		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2326		SE		Bjurforsgruvan		Norsjö, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2327		SE		Björkdalsgruvan (inkl fd Hebberfors)		Skellefteå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2328		SE		Blybergsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2329		SE		Bockgruvan		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2330		SE		Bolidengruvan/ Kommunal deponi - Västerbottens län Häbbikstjärn		Skellefteå, 		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2331		SE		Borgebols gruvor		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2332		SE		Bortans koppargruva		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2333		SE		Brattåsgruvan		Eda, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2334		SE		Bredåsgruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2335		SE		Bronäsgruvan (del av Salbergsfältet)		Sala, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2336		SE		Brännmossegruvorna		Hagfors, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2337		SE		Bunsås koppargruva		Sandviken, Gävleborgs län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2338		SE		Bäckagruvan (avfall) / Hultahagensgruvan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2339		SE		Carthagenagruvan, Fe + sulfidmalm		Norrtälje, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2340		SE		Dannemora gruvområde - sandmagasin		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2341		SE		Dylta svavelkis, svavelbruk och rödfärgsverk		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2342		SE		Dösslinggruvan		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2343		SE		Edsbråtens gruva		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2344		SE		Edshyttan		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2345		SE		Ekholmsgruvorna		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2346		SE		Ervallafältet		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2347		SE		Eskilsbacksfältet		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2348		SE		F d Nyvångs stenkolsgruva, Åstorp		Åstorp, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2349		SE		Fagerbergets koppargruva		Torsby, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2350		SE		Fagerbergsgruvorna		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2351		SE		Fallgruvorna, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2352		SE		Finnfalls koppargruva, Torskbäcken		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2353		SE		Finngruvefältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2354		SE		Finnshyttebergsfältets gruvor		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2355		SE		Flaxenviksgruvorna Härsbacka & Isättra		Österåker, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2356		SE		Flätsbo gruva		Ovanåker, Gävleborgs län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2357		SE		Fredriksbergs koppar- och zinkgruvor		Vetlanda, Jönköpings län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2358		SE		Fredros gruvor		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2359		SE		Fångö		Valdemarsvik, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2360		SE		Gaddebo gruvor (Björngruvan)		Enköping, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2361		SE		Gamla Isåsa, Zinkgruvan		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2362		SE		Garphyttan 1 rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2363		SE		Garphyttan 2 rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2364		SE		Getberget, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2365		SE		Getön (Yngen), Persberg		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2366		SE		Gladsax flusspatgruva, Gröstorpsgruvan		Simrishamn, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2367		SE		Glassnäs gruvor		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2368		SE		Glava kopparfält		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2369		SE		Glava koppargruvor		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2370		SE		Granlidengruvan		Norsjö, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2371		SE		Granlundagruvan		Lycksele, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2372		SE		Grinsbols gruvor		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2373		SE		Gruvåsen, Torskbäcken		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2374		SE		Grällsbygruvan		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2375		SE		Guldsmedshyttefältet		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2376		SE		Gumhöjdens molybdengruva		Hagfors, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2377		SE		Gunbyle 2		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2378		SE		Gymninge rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2379		SE		Gåsta koppargruva		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2380		SE		Gåstjärnsgruvan (Annehill)		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2381		SE		Göksbols gruva		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2382		SE		Hagelgruvan (Dyno Nobel Sweden AB)		Nora, Örebro län 		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2383		SE		Haggruvan - Mormorsgruvefältet		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2384		SE		Harnäsgruvan, Harnäs		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2385		SE		Hedins vid Allévägen		Fagersta, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2386		SE		Hedkärrafältet*		Fagersta, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2387		SE		Hela Venafältet, MIFO fas 2		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2388		SE		Herrhultshyttan & Herrhultsgruvorna		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2389		SE		Holmsjögruvorna		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2390		SE		Hornkullens silvergruvor, Nykroppa		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2391		SE		Hynneberg 1 rödfyr		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2392		SE		Hynneberg 2 rödfyr		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2393		SE		Håkansbo gruvor		Tierp, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2394		SE		Håkansbodafältet		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2395		SE		Hällesbyns gruvor		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2396		SE		Hälsinggruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2397		SE		Häradsgruvan		Valdemarsvik, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2398		SE		Höglunda rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2399		SE		Industriområdet (Zinkgruvan Mining AB)		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2400		SE		Ingelsby-Dampetorp gruvfält		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2401		SE		Insjöfältet (Insjöns koppargruva)		Leksand, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2402		SE		Intakans gruva		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2403		SE		Intrånget sandmagasin		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2404		SE		Jacob-Elastorp/Limossegruvan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2405		SE		Jakob Edberghs gruva		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2406		SE		Johannesborg Vaskverk, Venafältet		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2407		SE		Jägmästargruvan		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2408		SE		Kalkbergsfältet/Skarnbergsgruvorna		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2409		SE		Kalvsbäcksfältet		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2410		SE		Kantorps gruvor (Sköldinge) (Kanntorp )		Katrineholm, Södermanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2411		SE		Karlsgruvorna (Karlsgruvan 1)		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2412		SE		Kattgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2413		SE		Kaveltorp sand		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2414		SE		Kaveltorp varp		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2415		SE		Kila norrgruva 1, 2, Kilagruvan,Apelgruvan, sulfid		Värmdö, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2416		SE		Kinnekleva, Skifferoljeverk m.m.		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2417		SE		Kleva nickel- och koppargruva		Vetlanda, Jönköpings län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2418		SE		Klocker-Brittas kulle (Hornkullen), Nykroppa		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2419		SE		Klondyke 1 & 2		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2420		SE		Klondyke 2		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2421		SE		Knivinge		Linköping, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2422		SE		Kobergsgruvorna (Gåsgruvefältet), Persberg		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2423		SE		Kopparmossens gruvor (V om Åbergstorp)		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2424		SE		Koppartjärnsgruvorna		Eda, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2425		SE		Korsnäs Hyttområde		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2426		SE		Kulgruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2427		SE		Kuså Nickelgruva		Borlänge, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2428		SE		Kvarntorp: Golfbanan (objekt 14)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2429		SE		Kvarntorp: Kvarntorpshögen (objekt 1)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2430		SE		Kvarntorp: Mellansjön (objekt 15)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2431		SE		Kvarntorp: Nordsjön (objekt 11)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2432		SE		Kvarntorp: Yxhults sandstensgruva (objekt 17)		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2433		SE		Kyrkebols gruvor		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2434		SE		Kälkesta-Gärkilen rödfyr		Lekeberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2435		SE		Kälkesta-Kvistbro rödfyr		Lekeberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2436		SE		Källargruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2437		SE		Källfallsfältet (Riddarhytte malmfält)		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2438		SE		Källfallsfältet delomr vattensamling SK 1 		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2439		SE		Källfallsfältet delomr vattensamling SK 2		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2440		SE		Kärrafjärden/Åmmebergs sandmagasin		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2441		SE		Lahälls och Hyttsjö silvergruvor, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2442		SE		Lahälls silververk (Hyttsjön), Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2443		SE		Lainejaurgruvan		Malå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2444		SE		Lanna Väst rödfyr		Lekeberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2445		SE		Latorp Rödfyr 1		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2446		SE		Latorp Rödfyr 2		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2447		SE		Laver koppargruva		Älvsbyn, Norrbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2448		SE		Lejagruvan/Mårdshyttefältet		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2449		SE		Lertäkten i Lunnom		Bjuv, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2450		SE		Liikavaara kopparfält		Gällivare, Norrbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2451		SE		Lilla Krigstjärnsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2452		SE		Linnhöjden, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2453		SE		Ljusnarsbergsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2454		SE		Lovers Alunbruk		Kalmar, Kalmar län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2455		SE		Lundens guldgruva		Eda, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2456		SE		Lundgruvan, Ortalalund, sulfidmalm		Norrtälje, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2457		SE		Lyssås gruvor		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2458		SE		Långgruvan		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2459		SE		Långnäs bergmullsdeponi		Hofors, Gävleborgs län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2460		SE		Löseruds gruva		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2461		SE		Lövfallafältet		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2462		SE		Lövåsfältet sandmagasin		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2463		SE		Malmviksgruvan		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2464		SE		Mangens storgruva		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2465		SE		Mellanängsgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2466		SE		Millesviks gruvor		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2467		SE		Morbergsfältet		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2468		SE		Morbergsfältet (2 av 2)		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2469		SE		Mormorsgruvan - Mormorsgruvefältet		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2470		SE		Myrbacksfältet, Bäckegruvan (Riddarhytte malmfält)		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2471		SE		Myssbergsgruvan, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2472		SE		Mårsätter Mull		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2473		SE		Mögreven (Hundhallberget), Gåsborn		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2474		SE		Mörttjärnsbergsgruvorna, Älvsjöhyttan		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2475		SE		Nautanens gruvfält		Gällivare, Norrbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2476		SE		Nedre Vallgruvorna 2 (Stora Lobergsgruvan)		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2477		SE		NO om Dalen (Nordmarksberg), Nordmark		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2478		SE		Norra Bottengruvan		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2479		SE		Norra Gärdsjöns koppargruva		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2480		SE		Norra Nygruveförsöken (Hornkullen), Nykroppa		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2481		SE		Norra Ängens gruvor		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2482		SE		Norrsjön rödfyr		Kumla, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2483		SE		Norrälgsulfidgruvan/Bertilsgruvan		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2484		SE		Notnäset/ Näset, Långban		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2485		SE		Nya Bastnäsfältet		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2486		SE		Nybergsmagasinet		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2487		SE		Nyttsta-Nyhyttefältet, Persberg		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2488		SE		Näsgruvorna		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2489		SE		Odalfältet + Västra Sandmagasinen		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2490		SE		Onslundagruvorna Tunby / Petersborg		Tomelilla, Skåne län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2491		SE		Persbergs odalfält		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEPond		SEND		2492		SE		Persbo slamdamm		Ludvika, Dalarnas län		Pond		ND

		SEND		SEND		2493		SE		Pershytte Nedre Gruvfält		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2494		SE		Pråmån		Sala, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2495		SE		Pärrabacken/Perrabacken Koppargruvor		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2496		SE		Ragnhildsgruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2497		SE		Rakkejaurgruvan		Malå, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2498		SE		Ramhälls gruvor		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2499		SE		Ranstad		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2500		SE		Risbergsfältet		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2501		SE		Roddarne gruvor		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2502		SE		Rommenäs koppargruva		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2503		SE		Rosthyttan sandmagasin (Zinkgruvan Mining AB)		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2504		SE		Ruda nickelgruva		Finspång, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2505		SE		Rutselgruvan		Norsjö, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2506		SE		Ryllshyttemagasinet		Hedemora, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2507		SE		Rågrecksgruvan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2508		SE		Rävlidmyrgruvan 1		Lycksele, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2509		SE		Rävlidmyrgruvan 2		Lycksele, Västerbottens län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2510		SE		Rödbergsfältet		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2511		SE		Rödfyr: Bjällum		Falköping, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2512		SE		Rödfyr: Blomberg		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2513		SE		Rödfyr: Bryngelsgården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2514		SE		Rödfyr: Gum A		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2515		SE		Rödfyr: Gössäter		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2516		SE		Rödfyr: Haggården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2517		SE		Rödfyr: Hällekis		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2518		SE		Rödfyr: Hönsäter		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2519		SE		Rödfyr: Karlsfors kalkbruk		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2520		SE		Rödfyr: Lillegården B		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2521		SE		Rödfyr: Mölltorp		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2522		SE		Rödfyr: Nygård		Vänersborg, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2523		SE		Rödfyr: Råbäck-Trolmen		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2524		SE		Rödfyr: Skalmesäter/Dämman		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2525		SE		Rödfyr: Skytteklev		Vänersborg, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2526		SE		Rödfyr: Skårs kalkbruk		Falköping, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2527		SE		Rödfyr: Smedsgården		Tidaholm, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2528		SE		Rödfyr: Stolan		Skövde, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2529		SE		Rödfyr: Storegårdens kalkbruk		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2530		SE		Rödfyr: Stubbesgården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2531		SE		Rödfyr: Sörgården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2532		SE		Rödfyr: Ödbogården		Götene, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2533		SE		Rödfyr: Ödegården		Tidaholm, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2534		SE		Rödfyr: Övertorp		Tidaholm, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2535		SE		Rödfyren i Degerhamn		Mörbylånga, Kalmar län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2536		SE		Röna koppargruvor		Torsby, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2537		SE		S om Björntjärnsflyet (Björntjärn), Persberg		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2538		SE		S om Svartenstorpet, Gåsborn		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2539		SE		Sala Silvergruva		Sala, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2540		SE		Salbergsfältet		Sala, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2541		SE		Samlingsobjekt Bålsjöverksområdet med Bålsjön		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2542		SE		Samlingsobjekt Kallmorberget		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2543		SE		Sandmagasin Pershyttan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2544		SE		Sandviksgruvorna		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2545		SE		Silvbergsfallet, Nordmark		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2546		SE		Silvergruvan (S om Hemtjärnen), Hennickehammar		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2547		SE		Silvergruvans gruvfält Mellan		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2548		SE		Silvergruvans gruvfält Västra		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2549		SE		Silvergruvans gruvfält Östra		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2550		SE		Silvergruvans samhälle		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2551		SE		Silvergruvans Vaskverk Svartälven 		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2552		SE		Silverhyttefältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2553		SE		Silvhyttan 1 & Plogsbo sligtipp		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2554		SE		Silvhyttan 2		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2555		SE		Silvhyttan 3		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2556		SE		Sjösa gruvor (Storgruvan)		Nyköping, Södermanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2557		SE		Skomakargruvan		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2558		SE		Skrillet rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2559		SE		Skyttgruvan		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2560		SE		Skärpningar SV om Glava kopparfält		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2561		SE		Skärpningar, Furskog		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2562		SE		Skött- och Mossgruvans sandmagasin		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2563		SE		Skött- och Mossgruvefältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2564		SE		Slagg i Falu stadsområde		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEPond		SEND		2565		SE		Sligdammen		Säter, Dalarnas län		Pond		ND

		SEND		SEND		2566		SE		Smörbergsfältet		Norberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2567		SE		Solstads Koppargruva		Oskarshamn, Kalmar län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2568		SE		Staberg		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2569		SE		Stenbacksgruvan		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2570		SE		Stjärnberget (Gruvberget), Lesjöfors		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2571		SE		Stollberget 1 & 2		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2572		SE		Stollberget 2		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2573		SE		Stollbergsmagasinet (Gårdmyren)		Smedjebacken, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2574		SE		Stora Krigstjärnsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2575		SE		Stribergs Anrikningsverk		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2576		SE		Stripa odalfält		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2577		SE		Stråssa gruvfält		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2578		SE		Stångfallsgruvorna/Kummelälvsfältet 		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2579		SE		Stömne gamla koppargruva		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2580		SE		Stömne nya koppargruvor		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2581		SE		Sundsgruvefältet - Sundsgruvorna		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2582		SE		Sunnerskogs koppargruva		Vetlanda, Jönköpings län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2583		SE		Svartbergsgruvorna		Lindesberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2584		SE		Svavelbergets sulfidmalmsgruvor		Skinnskatteberg, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2585		SE		Svavelgruvan, Dannemora		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2586		SE		Sätragruvan		Finspång, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2587		SE		Söderbygruvan o Söderby Sundsgruvan, sulfid		Värmdö, Stocholms län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2588		SE		Södra Bottengruvorna		Säffle, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2589		SE		Södra Gärdsjöns gruvor		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2590		SE		Södra Nygruveförsöken (Hornkullen), Nykroppa		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2591		SE		Södra Ängens gruvor		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2592		SE		Tabergs gruvfält		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2593		SE		Timansbergs gruvor		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2594		SE		Torgelsbyns gruvor		Årjäng, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2595		SE		Torskbäckens anrikningsverk		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2596		SE		Tremansgruvan/Koppargruvan		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2597		SE		Trötviksgruvan		Sunne, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2598		SE		Tunabergs gruvfält		Nyköping, Södermanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2599		SE		Töllås gruva		Orust, Västra Götalands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2600		SE		V om St. Bjursjötorp, Torskbäcken		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2601		SE		Valdemarområdet (Zinkgruvan Mining AB)		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2602		SE		Varpgruvan - Mormorsgruvefältet		Åtvidaberg, Östergötlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2603		SE		Vassbo sandmagasin		Älvdalen, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2604		SE		Vegerbols gruvor (inkl Karsbolsgruvan)		Grums, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2605		SE		Venafältet Galtgruvan		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2606		SE		Venafältet Gamla koppar		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2607		SE		Venafältet Klämmelyckan		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2608		SE		Venafältet Kofallagruvorna		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2609		SE		Venafältet Multna sand		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2610		SE		Venafältet Tröstgruvorna		Askersund, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2611		SE		Vigelsbo gruvor		Östhammar, Uppsala län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2612		SE		Vikersfältet Vikersgårdsgruvorna		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2613		SE		Vintrosa tätort rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2614		SE		Västanforsfältet*		Fagersta, Västmanlands län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2615		SE		Västra Karlstorpsgruvan		Arvika, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2616		SE		Yxsjöberg Gamla sand		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2617		SE		Yxsjöberg Nya sand		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2618		SE		Åsarna, Långbansände		Filipstad, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2619		SE		Åsbobergs sandmagasin		Nora, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2620		SE		Älvhöjdsfältet		Ljusnarsberg, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2621		SE		Ämtens (Emtens) koppargruva/ Emtenäsgruvan		Storfors, Värmland		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2622		SE		Örnviken-Stensgruvan		Hällefors, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2623		SE		Örsta rödfyr		Örebro, Örebro län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2624		SE		Öster Silvberg		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2625		SE		Öster Silvberg Hyttslagg		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2626		SE		Österå		Falun, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SEND		SEND		2627		SE		Övre Vallgruvorna		Säter, Dalarnas län		ND		ND

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2628		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -1		 Škofje – Cerkno		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2629		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -2		 Škofje – Cerkno		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2630		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -3		 Škofje – Cerkno		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2631		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -4		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2632		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -5		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2633		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -6		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2634		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -7		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2635		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -8		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2636		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -9		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2637		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -10		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2638		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -11		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2639		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -12		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2640		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -13		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2641		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -14		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2642		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -15		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2643		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -16		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2644		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -17		Idrija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2645		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -18		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2646		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -19		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2647		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -20		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2648		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -21		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2649		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -22		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2650		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -23		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2651		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -24		Litija		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2652		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -25		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2653		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -26		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2654		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -27		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2655		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -28		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2656		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -29		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2657		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -30		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2658		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -31		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2659		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -32		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2660		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -33		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2661		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -34		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2662		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -35		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2663		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -36		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2664		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -37		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2665		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -38		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2666		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -39		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2667		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -40		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2668		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -41		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2669		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -42		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2670		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -43		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2671		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -44		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2672		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -45		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2673		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -46		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2674		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -47		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2675		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -48		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2676		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -49		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2677		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -50		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2678		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -51		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2679		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -52		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2680		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -53		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2681		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -54		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2682		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -55		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2683		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -56		Mežica		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2684		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -57		Žirovski vrh		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2685		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -58		Žirovski vrh		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2686		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -59		 Sv. Ana – Podljubelj		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2687		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -60		Pleše		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SIMetallic minerals		2688		SI		No name stated. Metal mine -61		Pleše		ND		Metallic minerals

		SIND		SICoal		2689		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -1		Zagorje		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2690		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -2		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2691		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -3		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2692		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -4		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2693		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -5		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2694		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -6		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2695		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -7		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2696		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -8		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2697		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -9		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2698		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -10		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2699		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -11		Trbovlje–Hrastnik		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2700		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -12		Laško		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2701		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -13		Laško		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2702		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -14		Senovo		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2703		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -15		Senovo		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2704		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -16		 Kočevje		ND		Coal

		SIND		SICoal		2705		SI		No name stated. Coal mine -17		Kanižarica		ND		Coal

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2706		SK		Badín - Halda Kopcová		Región DBD: Malachov Subregión DBD: Bez DBD-subregiónu		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2707		SK		Badín - Pod jazerom		Región DBD: Malachov Subregión DBD: Bez DBD-subregiónu		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2708		SK		Banská Belá - Halda k Mikuláš šachte		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica Subregión DBD: Bez DBD-subregiónu		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2709		SK		Banská Belá - Odkalisko Sedem žien		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2710		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Banky - halda nad kostolom		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2711		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Banky - Halda (RSBD 4490)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2712		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Dreienigkeit štôlne (objektu c 127)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2713		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Gnade Gottes štôlne (objektu č. 288)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2714		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Ján Jozef šachty (objektu č. 131) - 1		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2715		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Ján Jozef šachty (objektu č. 131) - 2		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2716		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Karol a Jozef šachty		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2717		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Klinger Dlhej štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2718		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Klinger krátkej štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2719		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Kornberg dedičnej štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2720		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda kutacej štôlne (objektu č. 286)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2721		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Neuhoffnung štôlne (objektu č. 129)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2722		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda objektu č. 49 (jama Štefan)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2723		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda šachty František		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2724		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda šachty Mária		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2725		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda šachty Ondrej		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2726		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda šachty Žigmund		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2727		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda štôlne Trojkráľová		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2728		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Vetracej šachty (objektu č. 137)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2729		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Halda Weiden šachty a Terézia štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2730		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Násyp úpravárenského materiálu		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2731		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odkalisko Lintich-Husárka		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2732		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval dopravnej štôlne Michal		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2733		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval Nová jama		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2734		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval šachty Alžbeta		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2735		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval Šobov		Región DBD: Šobov		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2736		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval štôlne Marcus v lokalite Ambrózka (objektu č. 274)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2737		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval v areáli Rudných baní Nová Jama		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2738		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Odval žily Špitaler		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2739		SK		Banská Štiavnica - Suchý tajch (spodná Windšachta)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2740		SK		Červenica - Bezmenný odval nad Slávikom		Región DBD: Merník - Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2741		SK		Červenica - Halda pri štôlni Jozef (Libanka - Jozef)		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2742		SK		Červenica - Halda Slávik		Región DBD: Merník - Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2743		SK		Červenica - Halda štôlne Friedrich (Libanka -  Fridrich)		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2744		SK		Červenica - Halda štôlne Richard (Libanka - Richard)		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2745		SK		Červenica - Halda štôlne Viliam (Libanka - Viliam)		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2746		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - Hali		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2747		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - Otília		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2748		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - Stanislav		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2749		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - z dlhej dobývky 1, 2, 3		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2750		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - z malej dobývky 1, 2, 3,4		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2751		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - z veľkej dobývky 1, 2,3,4		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2752		SK		Červenica - Kutisko Dubník - zo šikmej dobývky 1, 2,3,4		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2753		SK		Červenica - Libanka - Halda Prieskumná Karol		Región DBD: Východoslovenské vulkanity		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2754		SK		Čučma - Halda štôlne Matej spodná		Región DBD: Rožňava		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2755		SK		Čučma - Odkalisko Čučma		Región DBD: Rožňava		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2756		SK		Dobšiná - Halda Dedičnej štôlne		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2757		SK		Dobšiná - Halda pri štôlni Jozef		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2758		SK		Dobšiná - Halda pri štôlni Langenberg		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2759		SK		Dobšiná - Halda štôlne Ján		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2760		SK		Dobšiná - Halda štôlne Karol		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2761		SK		Dobšiná - Halda štôlne Samuel		Región DBD: Dobšiná -rudné suroviny		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2762		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Bielopotockej štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2763		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Emil 2 štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2764		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Flotačnej a Martin štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2765		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda F22 štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2766		SK		Dúbrava - -Dechtárka - Halda Juraj I., II. a Emil 1. štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2767		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Strednej Ignác štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2768		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Halda Vrchnej Ignác štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2769		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Odval JV od štôlne Bielopotocká		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2770		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Odval pod štôlňou Dolná Ignác		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2771		SK		Dúbrava - Dechtárka - Odvaly JV od Vrchnej Ignác stoline		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2772		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Dolnej Ignác štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2773		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Dechtárka Rakytová		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2774		SK		Dúbrava - Halda I. Vyšnej štôlne (úsek Chabenec)		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2775		SK		Dúbrava - Halda II. Vyšnej štôlne (úsek Chabenec)		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2776		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Nižnej štôlne (úsek Chabenec)		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2777		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Pekelná - štôlňa Samuel		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2778		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Svätopluk štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2779		SK		Dúbrava - Halda Štefan štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2780		SK		Dúbrava - Halda štôlne Chabenec		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2781		SK		Dúbrava - Predpekelná - Haldy Mária štôlne II., Karolína štôlne a Bubniak štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2782		SK		Dúbrava - Rakytová - Halda štôlne Bielopotocká II.		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2783		SK		Dúbrava - Rakytová - Odval v závere dolinky - 2		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2784		SK		Dúbrava - Rakytová - Stredná Ignác		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2785		SK		Dúbrava - Staré odkalisko		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2786		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval Dedičnej štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2787		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval nad Dedičnou štôlňou		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2788		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval pod Kajetán štôlňou		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2789		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval štôlne Kajetán		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2790		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v hornej časti dolinky - 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2791		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v hornej časti dolinky - 2		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2792		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v hornej časti dolinky - 3		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2793		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v južnom svahu dolinky - 5		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2794		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v južnom svahu dolinky - 4		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2795		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2796		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 6		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2797		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 7		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2798		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 8		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2799		SK		Dúbrava - Vedro - Odval v závere dolinky - 9		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2800		SK		Gelnica - Halda (RSBD 10550)		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2801		SK		Gelnica - Halda (RSBD 10552)		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2802		SK		Gelnica - Halda šachty J. Nepomucký		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2803		SK		Gelnica - Halda štôlne Gregori		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2804		SK		Gelnica - Halda štôlne Krížová - nová		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2805		SK		Gelnica - Halda štôlne Roberti		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2806		SK		Gelnica - Halda Wilhelm 4		Región DBD: Gelnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2807		SK		Gočovo - Odkalisko Nižná Slaná		Región DBD: Nižná Slaná		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2808		SK		Harmanec - Za závodom		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2809		SK		Helcmanovce - Bezmenná halda		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2810		SK		Hnilčík - Halda Glänzen-Zubau štôlne		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2811		SK		Hnilčík - Halda pri štôlni Miška		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2812		SK		Hnilčík - Halda pri štôlni Samuel-Daniel		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2813		SK		Hnilčík - Halda (RSBD 8425)		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2814		SK		Hnilčík - Halda (RSBD 8487)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2815		SK		Hnilčík - Odval bane Roztoky		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2816		SK		Hnilec - Halda štôlne č. 1		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2817		SK		Hnilec - Halda štôlne č. 2		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2818		SK		Hnúšťa - Hačava - odkalisko		Región DBD: Hačava		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2819		SK		Hnúšťa - Halda Mútnik		Región DBD: Hačava		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2820		SK		Hodruša-Hámre - Halda Anton štôlne		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2821		SK		Hodruša-Hámre - Halda objektu č. 41 (Móder šachty)		Región DBD: Hodruša -Hámre		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2822		SK		Hodruša-Hámre - Halda (RSBD 6339)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2823		SK		Hôrka - Halda (RSBD 114)		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2824		SK		Hôrka - Haldy (RSBD 102, 104, 106)		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2825		SK		Horná Ves - Odkalisko		Región DBD: Kremnica		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2826		SK		Lazisko - Brestová - Halda štôlne Magdaléna		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2827		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Kamenisté 1 - Halda Dedičnej štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2828		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Odkalisko č. 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2829		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Odkalisko č. 2		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2830		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - odkalisko č. 3		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2831		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Žihľavné 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2832		SK		Lazisko - Dúbrava - Žihľavné 2		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2833		SK		Lazisko - Halda štôlne Ján		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2834		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda pri halde štôlne Juliana		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2835		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda Samuel štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2836		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda štôlne Jakub		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2837		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda štôlne Juliana		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2838		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda štôlne Terézia		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2839		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Halda 5		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2840		SK		Lazisko - Kamenisté - Pingový ťah		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2841		SK		Ľubeľa - Halda Dechtárka - Spodná Ignác štôlňa 1		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2842		SK		Ľubeľa - Halda Jozef štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2843		SK		Ľubeľa - Halda Michal štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2844		SK		Ľubeľa - Halda štôlne Alexander I. a bezmennej štôlne		Región DBD: Dúbrava -Magurka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2845		SK		Ľubietová - Halda štôlne Arnoldi		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2846		SK		Ľubietová - Halda štôlne bez mena		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2847		SK		Ľubietová - Halda štôlne Hyacint		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2848		SK		Ľubietová - Jamešná - Halda štôlne Anton		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2849		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Anton		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2850		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Clemens II.		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2851		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Dolná Ladislav		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2852		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Dreifaltigkeit - Halda štôlne Dedičná		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2853		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Halda štôlne Mária (Empangnis)		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2854		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Haldenbacher		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2855		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Horná Ladislav		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2856		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Johan a Helena		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2857		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Korifarer		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2858		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - nad Zábavou, halda štôlne Clemens		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2859		SK		Ľubietová - Podlipa - Zallweiner Mária Empangnis		Región DBD: Ľubietová		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2860		SK		Malachov - Cipkove jamy		Región DBD: Malachov		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2861		SK		Malachov - Veľká studňa a Malá studňa		Región DBD: Malachov		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2862		SK		Medzev - Halda štôlne Vyšná Konštancia stará		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2863		SK		Medzibrod - Halda		Región DBD: Medzibrod		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2864		SK		Medzibrod - Halda Murgaš štôlne (Močiar - Murgaš)		Región DBD: Medzibrod		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2865		SK		Medzibrod - Odkalisko Medzibrod (Močiar -odkalisko)		Región DBD: Medzibrod		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2866		SK		Merník - Odval Merník 1		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2867		SK		Merník - Odval Merník 2		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2868		SK		Merník - Odval Merník 3		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2869		SK		Merník - Odval pri šachte Pelliot		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2870		SK		Merník - Odval pri štôlni Anna		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2871		SK		Merník - Odval pri štôlni Júlia		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2872		SK		Merník - Odval pri štôlni Mária		Región DBD: Merník -Dubník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2873		SK		Mlynky - Halda (RSBD 8061)		Región DBD: Mlynky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2874		SK		Mlynky - Halda štôlne Cecília		Región DBD: Mlynky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2875		SK		Mlynky - Halda štôlne Karol		Región DBD: Mlynky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2876		SK		Mníšek nad Hnilcom - Halda štôlne Pavol		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2877		SK		Nižná Slaná - Halda v údolí potoka Gampel		Región DBD: Nižná Slaná		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2878		SK		Opátka - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 1		Región DBD: Opátka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2879		SK		Opátka - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 7		Región DBD: Opátka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2880		SK		Opátka - Halda pri pinge č. 22		Región DBD: Opátka		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2881		SK		Partizánska Ľupča - Halda Kilian štôlne		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2882		SK		Partizánska Ľupča - Halda štôlne Ritterstein		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2883		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Dolnej Karol štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2884		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Hornej Karol štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2885		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Ján štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2886		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Pavol štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2887		SK		Pernek - Halda pri Zubau štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2888		SK		Pezinok - Halda Antimónovej štôlne		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2889		SK		Pezinok - Halda pri Augustín štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2890		SK		Pezinok - Halda pri Čmele I. štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2891		SK		Pezinok - Halda pri Hornej Augustín štôlni		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2892		SK		Pezinok - Halda štôlne Budúcnosť		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2893		SK		Pezinok - Nové odkalisko		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2894		SK		Pezinok - Odkalisko staré (juh)		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2895		SK		Pezinok - Odval štôlne Trojárová		Región DBD: Pezinok -Pernek		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2896		SK		Poniky - Halda štôlne Tibor (G. S. Titova)		Región DBD: Poniky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2897		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 18		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2898		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 19		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2899		SK		Poproč - Halda na žile severne od štôlne Barbora 3		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2900		SK		Poproč - Halda na žile severne od štôlne Barbora 4 (pri pinge 15)		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2901		SK		Poproč - Halda na žile severne od štôlne Barbora 5		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2902		SK		Poproč - Halda na žile severne od štôlne Barbora 6		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2903		SK		Poproč - Halda nad potokom Olšava pod železnicou z bane Agnes		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2904		SK		Poproč - Halda nad štôlňou Vyšná Anna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2905		SK		Poproč - Halda nad štôlňou Vyšná Anna 2		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2906		SK		Poproč - Halda nad štôlňou Vyšná Anna 3		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2907		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 10		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2908		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 24 a 25		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2909		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 4		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2910		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 47		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2911		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 48		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2912		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 5		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2913		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 51		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2914		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 6		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2915		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 7		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2916		SK		Poproč - Halda pri bezmennej štôlni č. 8		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2917		SK		Poproč - Halda pri prepadline za štôlňou Horná Berta		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2918		SK		Poproč - Halda pri šachte Fortuna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2919		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Barbora		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2920		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Borovičná hôrka		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2921		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Dolná Berta		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2922		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Dolná Lukáčka		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2923		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Filip-Jakub		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2924		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Finkely		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2925		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Horná Berta		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2926		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Horná Lukáčka		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2927		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Jozef		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2928		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Nižná Anna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2929		SK		Poproč - Halda pri štôlni Vyšná Anna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2930		SK		Poproč - Halda pri zásobníkoch		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2931		SK		Poproč - Halda štôlne Agnes (Agneška)		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2932		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 1		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2933		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 2		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2934		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 3		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2935		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 4		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2936		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 5		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2937		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 6		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2938		SK		Poproč - Halda za potokom V od štôlne Anna 7		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2939		SK		Poproč - Menšie haldy v doline nad štôlňou Vyšná Anna		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2940		SK		Poproč - Odkalisko č. 1, 2, 3		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2941		SK		Poproč - Odkalisko Poproč Agneška - Petrova dolina		Región DBD: Luciabaňa		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2942		SK		Poráč - Odval Jamy Poráč		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2943		SK		Prakovce - Halda štôlne Katarína		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2944		SK		Rákoš - Halda zo šachty č. 7		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2945		SK		Rožňava - Baňa Nadabula - staré odkalisko		Región DBD: Rožňava		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2946		SK		Rožňava - Halda Štefan		Región DBD: Rožňava		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2947		SK		Rožňava - Rožňava baňa - nové odkalisko		Región DBD: Rožňava		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2948		SK		Rudňany - Odkalisko Rudňany		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2949		SK		Rudňany - Odval Baniská		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2950		SK		Rudňany - Odval Baniská II.		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2951		SK		Rudňany - Odval Baniská závalové pásmo		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2952		SK		Rudňany - Odval šachty Zimné/Západ		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2953		SK		Slovinky - Halda Bodnárec		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2954		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10103)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2955		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10106)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2956		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10108)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2957		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10112)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2958		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10115)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2959		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10117)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2960		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10121)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2961		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10149)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2962		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 10265)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2963		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 9911)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2964		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 9931)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2965		SK		Slovinky - Halda (RSBD 9997)		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2966		SK		Slovinky - Odkalisko Slovinky		Región DBD: Slovinky		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2967		SK		Slovinky - Odval Gelnická dolina		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2968		SK		Slovinky - Odval Lacemberská dolina		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2969		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Adam Eva		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2970		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Dorota		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2971		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Emília		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2972		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Geburda		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2973		SK		Slovinky - Odval šachty Tadea		Región DBD: Slovinky		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2974		SK		Slovinky - Staré odkalisko Slovinky		Región DBD: Slovinky		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2975		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda po pingovom ťahu nad Viktóriou vyšnou štôlňou		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2976		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda severne od odkaliska Smolník		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2977		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda štôlne Raky		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2978		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda Viktórie nižnej štôlne		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2979		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Halda Viktórie vyšnej štôlne		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2980		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Haldy štôlní Krištof II., Krištof III. A Krištof novej		Región DBD: Smolník		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2981		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Odkalisko Smolník		Región DBD: Smolník		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2982		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Tinesova dolina - Halda Spodnej štôlne		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2983		SK		Smolnícka Huta - Tinesova dolina - Halda Strednej štôlne		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2984		SK		Spišská Nová Ves - Halda Frohleichman štôlne		Región DBD: Novoveská Huta		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2985		SK		Spišská Nová Ves - Halda (RSBD 7728)		Región DBD: Novoveská Huta		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2986		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Hornej severnej štôlne (Richtárová 2)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2987		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Hornej severnej štôlne (Richtárová 3)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2988		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Hornej severnej štôlne (Richtárová 5)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2989		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Novej štôlne (Richtárová 4)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2990		SK		Staré Hory - Halda (Piesky 3)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2991		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Svätotrojičnej štôlne (Richtárová 1)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2992		SK		Staré Hory - Halda šachty Haliar		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2993		SK		Staré Hory - Halda Terézia šachty		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2994		SK		Špania Dolina - Dolné odkalisko		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2995		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda Mária šachty		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2996		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda Maximilián šachty		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2997		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda šachty Ludvik		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2998		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda štôlne Ferdinand dedičná (Polkanová 1)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		2999		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda štôlne Ján (Polkanová 3)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3000		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda štôlne Michal (Polkanová 2)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3001		SK		Špania Dolina - Halda štôlne Piesky (Piesky 5)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3002		SK		Špania Dolina - Haldy štôlne bez mena (1)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3003		SK		Špania Dolina - Haldy štôlne bez mena (2)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3004		SK		Špania Dolina - Haldy štôlní bez mena (Piesky 4)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKPond		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3005		SK		Špania Dolina - Horné odkalisko		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Pond		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3006		SK		Špania Dolina - Odval na Horným odkaliskom		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3007		SK		Špania Dolina - Odval štôlní Cyril a Rudobanská (Piesky 2)		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3008		SK		Špania Dolina - Piesky 1		Región DBD: Špania Dolina		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3009		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Odval kutacej štôlne (č. 118), Bakomi jazero				Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3010		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda Horná Roveň		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3011		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Ferdinand		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3012		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Kristína		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3013		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Leopold		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3014		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Magdaléna		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3015		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Maximilián		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3016		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Piarg II.		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3017		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda šachty Wolf, Kadavi, Krížová		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3018		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda Vodnej štôlne (č. 114)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3019		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Halda Vodnej štôlne (objekt č. 106)		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3020		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Odval kutacej štôlne (č. 116), Bakomi jazero		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3021		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Odval šachty Königsegg		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3022		SK		Štiavnické Bane - Odval šachty Piarg		Región DBD: Banská Štiavnica		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3023		SK		Vyšný Medzev - Halda Bane Bazov		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3024		SK		Závadka - Halda (RSBD 8747)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3025		SK		Závadka - Halda štôlne č. VI		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3026		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8734)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3027		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8736)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3028		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8742)		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3029		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8744)		Región DBD: Rudňany -Poráč		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3030		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8746)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3031		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8766)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3032		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8767)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3033		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8772)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3034		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8773)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3035		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8774)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3036		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8775)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3037		SK		Závadka - Odval (RSBD 8776)		Región DBD: Závadka -Bindt		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3038		SK		Zlatá Baňa - Halda štôlne Nižný Christie Geburt		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3039		SK		Zlatá Idka - Halda pri štôlni Michal		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3040		SK		Zlatá Idka - Halda štôlne Spodný Ferenc Jozef		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3041		SK		Žakarovce - Halda (RSBD 10374)		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3042		SK		Žakarovce - Halda Wilhelm 3		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		SKHeap		SKNot in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)		3043		SK		Žakarovce - Halda Zuzana		ND		Heap		Not in the main inventory (potentially in the >300 individual facility reports)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3044		UK		Barrow and Uzzicar		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3045		UK		Carrock End Mine		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3046		UK		Carr Wood		Allerdale District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3047		UK		Force Crag		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3048		UK		Yewthwaite		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3049		UK		Roughton Gill Mine		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3050		UK		Sandbeds		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3051		UK		Thornthwaite Mines		Allerdale District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3052		UK		Dodworth Colliery Tip		Barnsley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3053		UK		Hapton Clough		Burnley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3054		UK		Habergham Clough		Burnley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3055		UK		Welch Whittle		Chorley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3056		UK		Chisnal Hall		Chorley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3057		UK		Eller Brook		Chorley District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3058		UK		Wheal Maid		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3059		UK		East Caradon		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3060		UK		Holmbush		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3061		UK		Silver Valley		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3062		UK		Prince of Wales		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3063		UK		Marke Valley		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3064		UK		East Kithill		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3065		UK		West Caradon Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3066		UK		Cargol Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3067		UK		Shepherds Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3068		UK		West Chiverton Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3069		UK		Great Fortune Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3070		UK		Metal Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3071		UK		Godolphin Bridge Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3072		UK		Anna Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3073		UK		South Carn Brea Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3074		UK		Basset Mine		Cornwall, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3075		UK		Boltsburn Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3076		UK		Burtree Pasture		County Durham, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3077		UK		California		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3078		UK		Deborah Level		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3079		UK		Derwent Mines		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3080		UK		Frazers Hush		County Durham, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3081		UK		Grove Rake		County Durham, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3082		UK		Kilhope Head		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3083		UK		Sedling Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3084		UK		Wiregill		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3085		UK		Lodge Sike		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3086		UK		Coldberry		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3087		UK		Cornish Hush		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3088		UK		Grass Hill Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3089		UK		Ashgill Head		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3090		UK		Manor Gill		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3091		UK		Trough Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3092		UK		Tallen Hush Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3093		UK		Langdon Head Shop Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3094		UK		Middlehope Old Mine		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3095		UK		Sharnberry High Level Tips		County Durham, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3096		UK		Grassington Moor mines		Craven District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3097		UK		Yarnbury Mine		Craven District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3098		UK		Blea Beck Mines		Craven District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3099		UK		Nenthead Mines		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3100		UK		Holyfield Mine		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3101		UK		Bentyfield Mine		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3102		UK		White Sikes		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3103		UK		Flow Edge		Eden District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3104		UK		Brown Gill, Garrigill		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3105		UK		Hudgill Burn		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3106		UK		Greenside Mine upper wastes		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3107		UK		Greenside Mine lower		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3108		UK		Greenside Mine Tailings Dams		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3109		UK		Hilton/Scordale		Eden District, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3110		UK		Gategill Mine		Eden District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3111		UK		Spen Lane		Gateshead District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3112		UK		Providence Lead Mine		Harrogate, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3113		UK		Barney Crag / Scraithole mines		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3114		UK		Shilbottle Pyrites Tip		Northumberland, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3115		UK		Coalcleugh		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3116		UK		Mills Vein Level		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3117		UK		Shildon		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3118		UK		East Cramlington		Northumberland, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3119		UK		Langly Barony		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3120		UK		Settlingstones		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3121		UK		Swinhope Head Mine		Northumberland, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3122		UK		Wet Grooves Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3123		UK		Apedale Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3124		UK		Whitaside Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3125		UK		Grovebeck Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3126		UK		Harker Lead Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3127		UK		Grinton Howe Lead Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3128		UK		Friarfold Rake		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3129		UK		Barras End Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3130		UK		Bunton Lead Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3131		UK		Windegg South Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3132		UK		Sleigill Lead Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3133		UK		Black Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3134		UK		Dodgson Hush Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3135		UK		Danby Lead Level Mine		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3136		UK		Hurst Mines		Richmondshire District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKNon-metallic minerals		3137		UK		Ring Lows Quarry Tips		Rochdale District, England		ND		Non-metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3138		UK		Hesley Wood		Sheffield District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3139		UK		Roman Gravels		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3140		UK		Tankerville Mine		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3141		UK		Snailbeach		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3142		UK		Whitegrit Mine		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3143		UK		Oldgrit Mine		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3144		UK		Roundhill Mine		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3145		UK		Snailbeach Smelter		Shropshire, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3146		UK		Brookwood Mine		South Hams District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3147		UK		Paddy End Works		South Lakeland District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3148		UK		Red Dell Copper Mine		South Lakeland District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3149		UK		Bonsor Dressing Floor Spoil		South Lakeland District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3150		UK		Bridford Mine		Teignbridge District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3151		UK		Betsy		West Devon District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3152		UK		Devon Great Consols		West Devon District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3153		UK		Wheal Fanny		West Devon District, England		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3154		UK		Bickershaw Colliery		Wigan District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3155		UK		Cwmbrwyno		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3156		UK		Abbey Consols		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3157		UK		Bog		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3158		UK		Bwlch		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3159		UK		Cwm Rheidol		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3160		UK		Cwmerfin		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3161		UK		Cwmystwyth		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3162		UK		Cwmsymlog		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3163		UK		Esgairfrith		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3164		UK		Esgairhir		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3165		UK		Esgairlle		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3166		UK		Esgairmwyn		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3167		UK		Frongoch		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3168		UK		Goginan		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3169		UK		Penycefn		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3170		UK		Wemyss		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3171		UK		Ystumtuen		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3172		UK		Llywernog		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3173		UK		Bwlchglas		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3174		UK		Castell		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3175		UK		Hafan		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3176		UK		Llwynteify		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3177		UK		Plynlimon		Ceredigion, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3178		UK		Parc		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3179		UK		Pandora		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3180		UK		Hafna		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3181		UK		New Pandora, Tyn-y-goes		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3182		UK		Pandora North		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3183		UK		Klondyke Mill and Tips		Conwy, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3184		UK		Dylife		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3185		UK		Dfyngwym		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3186		UK		Nantiago		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3187		UK		Van		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3188		UK		Rhoswydol		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3189		UK		Aberdaunant		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3190		UK		Bryntail		Powys, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3191		UK		Llanfyrnach		Sir Benfro - Pembrokeshire, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3192		UK		Nantymwyn		Sir Gaerfyrddin -Carmarthenshire, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3193		UK		Parys Mountain		Ynys Mon - Isle of Anglesey, Wales		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3194		UK		Cortonwood Colliery		Rotherham District, England		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3195		UK		Processing area with tailings		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3196		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3197		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3198		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3199		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3200		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3201		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3202		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3203		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3204		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3205		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3206		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3207		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3208		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3209		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3210		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3211		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3212		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3213		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3214		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3215		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Pits		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3216		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3217		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3218		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3219		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3220		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3221		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Pits		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3222		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3223		UK		Wanlockhead Lead Mines		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3224		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Pits		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3225		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Pits		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3226		UK		Spoil Area		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3227		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3228		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3229		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3230		UK		Susannah Vein Workings		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3231		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3232		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3233		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3234		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3235		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3236		UK		Corbie Hall Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3237		UK		Corbie Hall Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3238		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3239		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3240		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3241		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3242		UK		Glengonnar Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3243		UK		Glennery Scar Vein Workings		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3244		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3245		UK		Belton Grain Vein		Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3246		UK		Glennery Scar Vein Workings		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3247		UK		Glengonnar Shaft		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3248		UK		Lady Manners Scar Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3249		UK		Wanlock Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals		Lignite (Brown coal)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3250		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3251		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3252		UK		Glennery Scar Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3253		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3254		UK		Lead Lead Mine Hill Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3255		UK		Lady Manners Scar Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3256		UK		Glengonnar Water Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3257		UK		Gripps Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3258		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3259		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3260		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3261		UK		Glengonnar Water Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3262		UK		Lead Lead Mine Hill Lead Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3263		UK		Big Wool Gill Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3264		UK		Broad Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3265		UK		Broad Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3266		UK		Leadhills Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3267		UK		Broad Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3268		UK		Broad Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3269		UK		Thief Slack Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3270		UK		Wool Law Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3271		UK		Wellgrain Dod Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3272		UK		Middle Grain Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3273		UK		Middle Grain Shafts		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3274		UK		Wool Law Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3275		UK		Well Grain Lead Mine		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3276		UK		Wellgrain Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3277		UK		Wellgrain Dod Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3278		UK		Drake Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3279		UK		Drake Law Lead Mines		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3280		UK		Frances Colliery		Fife, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3281		UK		Wilsontown Colliery Pit No 3		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3282		UK		Douglas Colliery		South Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3283		UK		Michael Colliery Pits 1 & 2		Fife, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3284		UK		Comrie Pit No. 1		Fife, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3285		UK		Southfield Colliery		North Lanarkshire, Scotland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3286		UK		GLENRAVEL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3287		UK		BALLYBADDIN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		3288		UK		LISBREEN BACK BURN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3289		UK		ELGINNY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3290		UK		CARNAMENAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3291		UK		CLONETRACE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3292		UK		DUNEANY,		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3293		UK		CROMMELIN TUFTARNEY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3294		UK		PARKMORE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3295		UK		TROSTAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3296		UK		SKERRY EAST		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3297		UK		GLENBUCK		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3298		UK		BANK VIEW		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3299		UK		CARGAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3300		UK		EVISHACROW		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3301		UK		TULLYNAWOOD		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		3302		UK		CORRINURE PIT		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3303		UK		AUGHNAGURGA		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3304		UK		DARKLEY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3305		UK		GRANEMORE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3306		UK		DRUMNAHONEY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3307		UK		SERSE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3308		UK		GRANSHA		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3309		UK		KNOCKAGORE		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3310		UK		FOFANNYREAGH		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3311		UK		TINTAGH		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3312		UK		DERRYNOYD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3313		UK		CARNDAISY		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3314		UK		DERRYGANARD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3315		UK		NORTH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3316		UK		CAPPAGH COPPER		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3317		UK		COALISLAND		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3318		UK		GLENLARK		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3319		UK		AGHAK		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3320		UK		TEEBANE		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3321		UK		DRUMENAGHER		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3322		UK		CAPPAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3323		UK		SHANES HILL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3324		UK		HIGHTOWN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3325		UK		BALLY BRACKEN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3326		UK		CROMMELIN,		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3327		UK		LIBBERT		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3328		UK		LOWTOWN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3329		UK		BALLYVADDY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3330		UK		TUFTARNEY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		3331		UK		BALLYCASTLEWE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3332		UK		BALLYBOLEY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3333		UK		CARNLOUGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3334		UK		EAGLE CRAIG		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3335		UK		WHITEHALL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3336		UK		GLENRAVEL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3337		UK		SKERRY EAST		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3338		UK		GLEBE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3339		UK		LONGFIELD		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3340		UK		GREENAGHAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3341		UK		CARGAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3342		UK		EVISHACROW		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3343		UK		PARKMORE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3344		UK		GLENRIFF		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3345		UK		BALLYBADDIN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3346		UK		DUNEANY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3347		UK		RORY'S GLEN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3348		UK		DUNGONNEL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3349		UK		BALLYLIG		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3350		UK		TROSTAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3351		UK		BANK VIEW		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3352		UK		CARNAMENAG		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3353		UK		SERSE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3354		UK		BALLYBRACKEN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3355		UK		CULLINANE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3356		UK		DOONAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3357		UK		BERK HILL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3358		UK		BALLYGILBERT		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3359		UK		ARDCLINNIS		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3360		UK		ESLERSTONE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3361		UK		MOUNT		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		3362		UK		LISBREEN BACK BURN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)

		UKND		UKCoal		3363		UK		GLENBUCK		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3364		UK		RATHKENNY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3365		UK		CLONETRACE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3366		UK		CARNCROAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3367		UK		ELGINNY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3368		UK		LOUGHCONNEL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3369		UK		RIGG MOSS		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3370		UK		BALLYCLOGHAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3371		UK		BALYRICKARD		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3372		UK		BALLYHARTFIELD		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3373		UK		IRISH HILL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3374		UK		LISBREEN BACK		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3375		UK		BALLYBADDI		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3376		UK		TULLY		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3377		UK		BRECKAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3378		UK		BALLYBARNIS		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3379		UK		LYLES HILL		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3380		UK		DRUMASOLE,		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3381		UK		BALLYCRAIG		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3382		UK		CLEGNAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3383		UK		UNSHINAGH		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3384		UK		CRAIGAROGA		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3385		UK		ESSATHOHAN		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3386		UK		DUNLUCE		Antrim County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3387		UK		COLLEGE MINE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3388		UK		TULLYNAWOOD MINE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3389		UK		DERRYNOOSE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3390		UK		TULLYDONNELL		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCombinations (Metallic minerals, coal, non-metallic minerals)		3391		UK		CORRINURE PIT		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal, non-metallic minerals)

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3392		UK		AUGHNURGAN		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3393		UK		DRUMALTNAMUCK		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3394		UK		CREGGAN		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3395		UK		RACARBRY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3396		UK		CARGACLOGHER		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3397		UK		DRUMBANAGHER		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3398		UK		KILCALM MINE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3399		UK		GRANEMORE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3400		UK		CARRICKGALLOGLY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3401		UK		DRUMNAHONEY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3402		UK		CLAY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3403		UK		DARKLEY		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3404		UK		CARRICKLANE		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3405		UK		DRUMGAR,		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3406		UK		CAVANAGARVAN PIT		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3407		UK		ARDRESS WEST		Armagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3408		UK		CONLIG		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3409		UK		GRANSHA,		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3410		UK		CONLIG SOUTH		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3411		UK		LEITRIM HILL		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3412		UK		ANNACLOY		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3413		UK		TULLYGAVAN		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3414		UK		FOFANNYREAGH		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3415		UK		MONEYLANE EAST		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3416		UK		MAZE		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3417		UK		KNOCKAGORE		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3418		UK		TULLYRATTY		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3419		UK		BALLYDARGAN		Down County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3420		UK		BELLEEK		Fermanagh County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3421		UK		ISLANDMORE AREA		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3422		UK		DUNARNON		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3423		UK		TINAGH		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3424		UK		CULLION		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3425		UK		LETTERAN, STRAW		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3426		UK		CULLION 2		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3427		UK		DERRYNOYD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3428		UK		DRUMARD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3429		UK		BRACKAGH SLEIVE		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3430		UK		CARNDAISY TIRGAN		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3431		UK		DERRYGANARD		Londonderry County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3432		UK		AGHAK INSALLAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3433		UK		ANNAGHONE		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3434		UK		COALSLAND NORTH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3435		UK		GLENLARK		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3436		UK		CAPPAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3437		UK		DRUMENAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3438		UK		TEEBANE		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3439		UK		ANNAGHER		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3440		UK		BARROW		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3441		UK		MULLAGHMORE		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKMetallic minerals		3442		UK		CAPPAGH COPPER		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Metallic minerals

		UKND		UKCoal		3443		UK		NORTH DUNGANNON		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3444		UK		BALLYMENAGH		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		UKND		UKCoal		3445		UK		LOWER CULLION		Tyrone County, Northern Ireland		ND		Coal

		PLND		PLND		3446		PL		Radzimowice I		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3447		PL		Radzimowice- szyb Arnold		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3448		PL		Radzimowice –szyb Luis		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3449		PL		Sienna 2 - Janowa Góra		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3450		PL		Ciechanowice IV,60, Pod Zegarem		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3451		PL		Wieściszowice, 61		Województwo Dolnośląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3452		PL		Składowisko b. "KWK Dymitrow" przy stadionie K.S.Polonia		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3453		PL		Składowisko odpadów pogórniczych Waleska		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3454		PL		Borynia -Jar Zbiornik 6a		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3455		PL		Pochwacie		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLND		PLND		3456		PL		Kościelniok		Województwo Śląskie		ND		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3457		PL		Hałda popłuczkowa w Tarnowskich Górach		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3458		PL		Hałda pogórnicza na E od Miechowic (Bytom)		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3459		PL		Hałda poflotacyjna przy ul. Jana Nowaka-Jeziorańskiego w Bytomiu		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3460		PL		Hałda poflotacyjna przy ul. Siemianowickiej w Bytomiu		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3461		PL		Hałda popłuczkowa przy ul. Siemianowickiej w Bytomiu		Województwo Śląskie		Heap		ND

		PLHeap		PLND		3462		PL		Hałda kopalni miedzi w Miedzianej Górze - szyb Św. Franciszek		Województwo Świętokrzyskie		Heap		ND





Stats

				TOTAL:		3462

						Total		Heap		Dam		Pond		ND		Other		check

				AT		1		1		0		0		0		0		1		-

				CY		38		38		0		0		0		0		38		-

				CZ		19		19		0		0		0		0		19		-

				EE		37		37

Calero, Juan: Calero, Juan:
Different formula		0		0		0		0		37		-

				EL		19		4		0		0		15		0		19		-

				ES		73		20		53		0		0		0		73		-

				FI		53		0		0		0		53		0		53		-

				FR		28		0		0		0		28		0		28		-

				HU		511		61		3		15		430		2		511		-

				IE		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		-

				IT		665		616		0		15		5		29		665		-

				PL		17		6		0		0		11		0		17		-

				PT		176		64		0		0		111		1		176		-

				RO		695		627		0		68		0		0		695		-

				SE		311		0		0		2		309		0		311		-

				SI		78		0		0		0		78		0		78		-

				SK		338		314		0		24		0		0		338		-

				UK		402		0		0		0		402		0		402		-

						3462		1807		56		124		1443		32		3462

						Total		Metallic minerals		Non-metallic minerals		Precious metals		Fuels		Coal		Combinations (Metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals)		Combinations (Metallic minerals and precious metals)		Combinations (metallic, rare earth element)		Combinations (Metallic and non-metallic minerals, precious metals)		Combinations (Metallic, fuels)		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal)		Combinations (Metallic minerals, coal, non-metallic minerals)		Other		ND		check						Combinations

				AT		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		1		-				0

				CY		38		5		0		2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				31		38		-				0

				CZ		19		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				19		19		-				0

				EE		37		0		5		0		32		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		37		-				0

				EL		19		0		5		0		0		0		6		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		7		19		-				6

				ES		73		62		2		0		0		9		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		73		-				0

				FI		53		29		6		0		0		0		8		8		1		1		0		0		0				0		53		-				18

				FR		28		21		1		2		0		3		0		1		0		0		0		0		0				0		28		-				1

				HU		511		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				510		511		-				0

				IE		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1		1		-				0

				IT		665		348		89		12		33		0		72		61		0		17		1		0		0				32		665		-				151

				PL		17		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				17		17		-				0

				PT		176		156		7		10		0		3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		176		-				0

				RO		695		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				695		695		-				0

				SE		311		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				311		311		-				0

				SI		78		61		0		0		0		17		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		78		-				0

				SK		338		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		338		0		338		-				0

				UK		402		343		5		0		0		49		0		0		0		0		0		4		1				0		402		-				5

						3462		1027		120		26		65		81		86		70		1		18		1		4		1		339		1623		3462						181

						Metallic minerals		Non-metallic minerals		Precious metals		Fuels		Coal		Other		ND		Combinations







Heap	Dam	Pond	ND	Other	1807	56	124	1443	32	











Metallic minerals	Non-metallic minerals	Precious metals	Fuels	Coal	Other	ND	Combinations	1027	120	26	65	81	339	1623	181	





Date of last update (if av)

																Inventory

				MS		Last updated										7		Not needed (no facilities)						DK		HR		LT		LV		LU		MT		NL

				AT		Not available/Not found										1		Available but not online (Provided to us by CA)						PL

				CY		Jun-17										17		Available AND online						AT		CY		CZ		EE		EL		ES		FI		FR		HU		IE		IT		PT		RO		SE		SI		SK		UK

				CZ		?		Stated to be "continuous"								1		Link doesn’t work						BG

				EE		2011/2012

				EL		Oct-12										2		Information requested to MS						DE		BE

				ES		Nov-15										28

				FI		Nov-12

				FR		Apr-12

				HU		Dec-12

				IE		2015

				IT		May-17

				PL		Not available/Not found

				PT		Feb-13

				RO		Jul-12

				SE		Not available/Not found

				SI		Feb-14

				SK		Not available/Not found

				UK		England and Wales: January 2014
Scotland: January 2015
Northern Ireland: 2011
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Summary report 
Stakeholder workshop on the implementation 
of the Extractive Waste Directive 
14th March 2017 

 

 

1. Purpose of this report 

The purpose of this report is to provide an analysis of the results of the seminar and aspects to be 

incorporated into the final report.  Furthermore, it keeps presents a record of the main points made and 

discussed by stakeholders attending the ‘Stakeholder workshop on the implementation of the Extractive 

Waste Directive’, held on 14th March 2017.   

The following Annexes are included: 

 Annex A: main points recorded during the workshop; 

 Annex B: agenda for the meeting; 

 Annex C: list of attendees; and 

 Annex D: background paper provided to delegates prior to the meeting;  

2. Introductions 

The Commission outlined the purpose of the day and background to the work to date regarding review of 

implementation of the Extractive Waste Directive (EWD).  In particular, the Commission noted the objective 

of the seminar was to gather feedback on possible solutions for improving the implementation of the 

Directive.   

It was noted that the seminar is supported by a study on the implementation of the EWD that has been 

initiated by the Commission. The main driver for the study resulted from the conclusion that the information 

received by Member States in the context of the required triannual reporting does not allow a full assessment 

of Member States' performance regarding the implementation of the Directive or on the reasons for any 

possible shortcomings, either in its entirety or regarding specific provisions. The aims of the study are to: 

 Provide a comprehensive overview of the implementation of the Directive, indicating possible 

difficulties in their implementation and, if possible, exposing the root causes; and  

 Address the specific provisions relating to the management of Cat. A facilities, the use of 

cyanide based technologies, the stability of tailing dams and ponds, and the reprocessing of 

closed mining sites.  

It was noted that the study is not yet complete. Once finalised, it will be made publicly available in the second 

half of 2017. 

The Commission invited all delegates to provide brief introductions to their organisations and their roles.  The 

consultants then made a series of presentations to set the context for each theme and to summarise initial 

findings of the work.  After each presentation workshop participants provided comment and discussion was 
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moderated by the Commission.  The main points recorded for each theme are presented in the following 

sections. 

3. Analysis 

The following presents the key aspects made at stakeholder workshop of 14th March 2017 that require 

incorporation and consideration in the analysis within the final project report.  For a detailed record of 

comments made by stakeholders, refer to Appendix A. 

Member State enforcement and control 

 A variety of approaches are used regarding facility inspection including: 

 Risk based whereby inspection frequencies are determined in relation to the nature of risks 

presented by the facilities; 

 Self-assessment, whereby site operators or independent experts audit sites and send 

reports to the competent authority; 

 Global inspection whereby inspections are not specific to the site; 

 Inspection processes based on checklist approaches referring to the facility Waste 

Management Plans (WMPs); and  

 Inspection processes were noted to differ across regions within some Member States. 

 Some Member States called for a ‘checklist’ of principal questions/issues.  Such a list should 

concentrate on the main aspects and not extend to detail; 

 There was a recognition that there should be a minimum level of competence for inspectors 

carrying out facility inspections; 

 Clear distinction between monitoring that is required as a condition of permits which may be 

carried out in detail and inspections which may review the monitoring carried out; 

 A call for clarification of who does what and when in the inspection process; 

 Proportionality of inspections is required (e.g. Cat. A; non-Cat. A to be differentiated between 

inert and non-inert); and  

 The 2012 report on inspections was seen as a good basis for further work on EWD facility 

inspections. 

Waste facility classification 

 Overall, definitions of waste and for a waste facility in the existing legislation and Decisions 

were considered as sufficiently clear by the industry and several representatives from Member 

States.  The issue of discrepancies in waste facility classification across Member States may 

rather be one of ensuring accurate and consistent reporting than unclear definitions; 

 However, one Member State called for a clarification of the definition of ‘extractive waste’ and 

another stressed the importance of the first indent of Annex III of EWD on Cat. A (regarding 

‘incorrect operation’) which may be useful to consider in any future EC guidance which would 

help ensure consistent interpretation; and  

 A compliance promotion exercise could address such issues as well as issues of reporting 

inconsistences. 
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Permitting 

 There was a call for clarification of the interlinkages between EWD permits and other regimes 

(such as the Industrial Emissions Directive (IED) and Seveso) which could be addressed in 

guidance. 

Financial guarantee 

 There would be value in discussing best approaches to financial guarantee involving necessary 

stakeholders (e.g. insurance companies and financial and legal sector stakeholders); 

 Various suggestions regarding approaches were made including legally binding agreements 

accessible by Member States, the inclusion of aspects such as company financial stability and 

facility risk in determining the level of guarantee, and the determining of good practice on 

calculating the amount of required guarantee; and  

 The subject of financial guarantees and discussion of possible options and/or good practice 

could be a potential theme of work for the European Union Network for the Implementation and 

Enforcement of Environmental Law (the IMPEL network). 

Waste management plan 

 The scope of the development of guidance needs further clarification in respect of the aspects 

of WMPs that Member States would value guidance on; 

 If developed, guidance should be at a generic level and not attempt to address detailed (i.e. 

site or process specific) aspects; and  

 Where good practice examples of WMPs are developed, such examples should include WMPs 

for both Cat. A and non-Cat. A facilities to enable the examples of appropriate WMPs to be 

demonstrated.  The varying degrees of risk and size of facilities should also be considered if 

developing example WMPs.  Consideration of guidance for facilities in or nearing closure 

phase may also be important. 

Transboundary effects 

 There is no need for specific guidance on transboundary aspects for mining waste accidents; 

and  

 Of most importance is the rapid communication and cooperation between Member States in 

the event of an incident.  To facilitate this, a web-based list of key contact points, kept up-to-

date would could ensure quick and effective communications. 

Inventory of closed extractive waste facilities 

 The TAC guidance has been referred to by several Member States in the development of their 

inventories of closed facilities; and  

 Regarding the usefulness of a possible EU-wide inventory, stakeholders had mixed views.  The 

most important aspect was perhaps that the inventories were available in Member States and 

needed to be kept up to date.  It was noted that there may be some benefit in understanding 

potential transboundary impacts of closed facilities where they are adjacent to Member State 

borders. 

Cyanide-based processes in gold production 

 No further alternatives to those already identified were noted to be available at a commercial 

scale; and  
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 It was remarked that some of the alternative reagents present similar or greater environmental 

risks than cyanide. 
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Appendix A  
Main points recorded during the workshop 

A.1 Member State enforcement and control 

Questions for stakeholders 

 Do you consider the approach proposed in the external report mentioned above1 as fit for 

purpose? If not, please provide suggestions for improvement. Is the ambition level proposed in 

this report proportionate to the risks to be managed?  

 Do you have any examples of good practices relating to inspection of extractive waste facilities 

that could be replicated in other Member States?  

Comments and discussion 

 HU (Hungary): currently has no list of good practice or checklist for inspection.  Each site is 

treated individually.  It would be useful to have a list of principal questions for inspections.  HU 

agrees that guidelines could serve as a basis to set up general principles but a checklist would 

be too specific; 

 SE (Sweden): has a system of self-assessment by operators (which is delivered by the 

operator or consultants).  Self-assessments are sent to the inspector of competent authority.  

SE has previously provided an opinion on the 2012 report2.  SE considers that inspection 

frequency should be based on risk assessment.  SE noted that it is developing a long-term 

strategy for the management of extractive waste and part of this strategy will be the 

development of good practice for extractive waste management.  Proper waste 

characterisation in the short and long-term is essential; 

 EE (Estonia): has a similar self-reporting system as SE; 

 ES (Spain): the 2012 report is good.  ES has a specific site-based approach.  ES is unsure 

whether its inspections for non-Cat. A facilities are fit for purpose hence guidelines would be 

appreciated; 

 FR (France): due to no formal template for inspection, different regions have varying 

approaches to inspection, hence a checklist would be useful which would need to be 

translated.  Note that inspections are carried out by inspectors of ‘classified installations’ 

covering all types of industrial installations; 

 IT (Italy): there are differences between the north and south of IT regarding approach to 

inspections.  Inspections in the north are considered better than inspections in the south.  

Across 20 regions, the result is differences in approach and problems with collection of data.  

The Ministry in IT is working on harmonising inspections and collecting data, using the EC 

information request as a template.  It would hope that an EU checklist would assist with a 

better, more consistent approach to inspections; 

 HR (Croatia): Does not have mining activities nor Cat A facilities.  It is important to distinguish 

between waste and materials that can be reused; 

                                                           
1 Final report on ‘Establishment of guidelines for the inspection of mining waste facilities, inventory and rehabilitation 
of abandoned facilities and review of the BREF document’, 2012 at 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/Inspection-Rehabilitation_BREF_report.pdf  
2 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/Annex4_comments_guidance.pdf 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/Inspection-Rehabilitation_BREF_report.pdf
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 CY (Cyprus): has 13 facilities falling under the Extractive Waste Directive (EWD).  The 

delegate coordinates permit issuing and inspections.  For inspections, a checklist is developed 

on the basis of Article 5 of the EWD on Waste Management Plans, and then checks are made 

whether the operator complies with the measures required.  CY would appreciate guidance 

from the Commission on inspections.  Operator provides chemical analysis of waste which is 

reported every year to competent authorities; 

 IE (Ireland): system is based on self-monitoring regime.  The onus for inspection is on the 

operator in the first instance.  The permit specifies the inspections to be carried out by the 

operator or an independent expert.  There are three possible levels of inspection – self, 

independent expert or by the competent authority.  IE has used the 2012 report as a basis, but 

has struggled with some definitions therein (e.g. ‘onsite engineer’, ‘site owner’, ‘independent 

expert’ – what defines ‘independent’?  Can they be involved in the design of a facility? What is 

an ‘independent audit’?  Definition of ‘non-compliance’?).  The approach used in IE is a 

combination of that used for the (old) IPPC regime and EWD requirements.    EWD itself does 

not provide clarity on all requirements, so guidelines would be helpful.  So far IE has used 

Industrial Emissions Directive (IED) requirements for inspection as a template.  IE considers 

that the 2012 work has scope for improvement, perhaps providing more technical guidelines, 

with further guidance on definitions; 

 PL (Poland): considered the guidance document should be checklist of main issues (i.e. not 

going into fine details).  PL noted that the mandatory use of independent experts could be a 

problem for PL due to the fact that it is optional at present in PL legal system; 

 DK (Denmark): interested to learn from the experience of other Member States; 

 Euromines (Industry, EU): there should be a distinction between monitoring required by the 

permit (based on permit and the Best Available Techniques Reference document (BREF)) and 

inspections.    It was noted that different models are used in different Member States and that 

guidance on who does what and when would provide useful clarity (but this need not be 

completely harmonised).  Euromines stated its preference for a three-tier system with the 

involvement of operators, independent inspectors and governments (competent authorities).  

Proportionality of the degree of inspections is important, i.e. guidelines applicable to Cat. A 

facilities may not be applicable to non-Cat. A facilities.  Euromines has examples of good 

practice on inspections from SE, FI, PL, and PT: 

o Commission: it was noted that the 2012 report already distinguishes between Cat. A and 

non-Cat. A facilities. 

 Austrian Mining & Steel Association (Industry, AT): was in agreement with Euromines’ 

comments, particularly regarding proportionality of inspections.  Inspections should be based 

on risk. 

 SveMin (Industry, SE, also representing Euromines): supports what stated by Euromines and 

Austrian Mining and Steel Association.  SveMin expressed concern regarding the use of 

checklists as there is no replacement for the competence of an inspector. There is a need for 

requirements on competence in the guidelines.  SE is dealing mainly with Cat. A facilities, 

hence with a checklist based approach inspections may not focus on the main issues, hence a 

risk-based approach is necessary.  Competence is required in both the competent authorities 

and independent inspectors; a checklist is not a substitution for competence; 

 Fundacja rt (NGO, PL): The lack of availability of inspection reports is an issue; a list of Cat. A 

facilities should be made public.  Suggested that there should be a checklist for Member State 

owned facilities that is different to non-Member State owned facilities; 

 AGQ Mining and Bioenergy on behalf of Aminer (Association of Andalusian extractive and 

related industry [i.e. research, analysis, services]) (Industry, ES): would welcome guidelines on 

inspection.  Would like inspections to be linked to permitting requirements to avoid the 

duplication of effort; 
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 SOMINCOR (Industry, PT): we mainly deal with Cat. A facilities hence it is important to have 

good guidelines that should not be too detailed.  SOMINCOR uses various guidelines 

(including from Canada) regarding inspections.  They considered that inspections should be 

linked to particular site requirements. SOMINCOR stressed that they support Euromines’ 

position; 

 London Mining Network (NGO, UK): there is a need to examine the competence of inspectors.  

A SE audit concluded that financial guarantees are not sufficient to manage issues.  Welcomes 

the Commission’s plans to take forward guidelines on inspections.  Considers that inspections 

need to take account of wider issues, e.g. is the company economically fit for purpose to 

manage the associated facilities; 

 Eusalt (Industry, EU): no comments in addition to those of Euromines'; 

 Tuprag-Eldorado Gold / Euromines Gold Group (Industry, TR-EU): questioned whether there 

have been failures due to a lack of inspection.  Asserted that failures occur at sites +20 years 

old and that more recent mines are managed using strictest requirements.  Questioned 

whether the same requirements should apply to old vs. new waste facilities.  Noted that 

inspections should focus on checking the integrity of the systems in place.  Monitoring is done 

against parameters identified in the permit.  Guidelines should not be too detailed; 

 Commission: observed that no one suggested that the guidelines should be updated hence 

could it be concluded that the 2012 report is fit for purpose, whilst noting that monitoring and 

inspections are two distinct aspects.  Noted that expertise and competence is an issue that 

requires addressing and also that proportionality of the guidelines is important: 

o Industrial Minerals Association (Industry, EU): noted that the chapter in the 2012 report on 

monitoring was only of partial interest as it focusses on if monitoring can be done rather than 

if monitoring is needed; and  

o Euromines: expects Best Available Techniques (BAT) conclusions on monitoring to be in the 

revised draft of the BREF3.  

A.2 Waste facility classification 

Questions for stakeholders 

 Are you aware of a structured approach being used in EU Member States for the categorisation 

of ’extractive waste’ and also, for waste generated by the extractive sector that is not to be 

considered as extractive waste? If so, what information is available? 

 Are you aware of a structured approach being used in the EU Member States for the 

categorisation of extractive ‘waste facilities’? If so, what information is available? 

 Would there be added value in having EU level guidance on categorisation of (extractive) 

waste, waste facilities, and in particular Cat. A facilities, as a complement to the Commission 

Decision mentioned in the problem definition? If so, what form should it take? Do you have any 

examples of good practice, case studies; decision trees, or other? 

 Are there different categorisation systems used in Member States (e.g. instead of categorising 

a facility as Cat. A, it might be categorised according to a national system, e.g. for 

categorisation of dams)? If so, what are the advantages/disadvantages of national systems?  

Comments and discussion 

 Euromines (Industry, EU): existing legislation and other documents are available for waste 

classification, e.g. BREF and the CEN standard and these are sufficiently clear.  There are also 

                                                           
3 http://susproc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/activities/waste/index.html 
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interpretations by the European Court of Justice.  Is clear what is extractive waste and an 

extractive waste facility.  If there is an issue, it is more regarding consistent reporting than 

definitions and classification; 

 SE: considers that the definitions of waste and waste facility are clear.  In SE, the necessary 

definitions have been implemented in legislation. SE stressed the importance of the first indent 

of Annex III of Decision 2009/335/EC, which includes an ‘incorrect operation which could give 

rise to a major accident’ among the criteria to qualify (even if waste is not hazardous) as Cat. A 

facilities; 

 AGQ Mining & Bioenergy SL on behalf of Aminer (Industry, ES): inert and non-inert/non-

hazardous waste facilities need clearer definition.  The EU-wide map could better reflect the 

category of non-inert/non-hazardous waste facilities.  Cat. A definition is clear; 

 Tuprag-Eldorado Gold / Euromines Gold Group (Industry, TR-EU): there are many tonnes of 

waste produced and spot samples of waste could produce perverse results as such samples 

may or may not illustrate hazardous properties.  How waste is managed should form part of the 

classification of whether a facility is Cat. A or not.  The mining practices at a facility should be 

taken into account in classification.  In addition, there is a need to consider quantities of waste. 

The classification system should be tailored for extractive industries as waste is produced in 

much higher quantities than in other industries; 

 Commission: are people thinking in terms of Cat. A or dam category? 

o Tuprag-Eldorado Gold / Euromines Gold Group (Industry, TR-EU): it would be helpful if a 

distinction could be made between ‘impoundments’ and ‘dams’; need also to take into 

account dry stack tailing management; 

o London Mining Network (NG), UK): upstream tailing dams are more hazardous hence dam 

category is of interest.  Risk presented by operational practice is also important, e.g. a waste 

may be inert but still may present a risk if not managed appropriately. The NGO specifically 

referred to increased sizes of tailings dams occasioned by increased mined volumes and 

decreasing ore grades. The NGO raised concerns over the increase of potential hazards 

due to this trend; 

o FR: has permits for Cat. A and also non-hazardous non-inert waste. FR did not report to the 

Commission on inert waste.  Regions only report on Cat. A facilities; and  

o SE: has both a general dam categorisation for inspections and a Cat. A categorisation for 

permitting.  Stressed that the importance of taking into account  what an ‘incorrect operation’ 

means and not just focus on dam failure, e.g. waste rocks may not be hazardous as such 

but can still result in acid mine drainage. 

 PL: some hazardous drilling wastes are generated in small volumes and are transported 

elsewhere for processing (i.e. they are not treated on site).  It is important to consider that 

some waste is used for construction purposes (non-hazardous waste).  This is a factor to be 

considered as it may lead to inconsistencies when comparing waste generated and waste 

accumulated in extractive waste facilities; 

 ES: definitions of ‘waste’ and ‘waste facility’ are clear.  However, the definition of what is 

‘extractive waste’ is not clear.  A clearer definition is required to be used at EU level.  

Regarding Cat. A classification, Annex III first indent is not clear.  Guidance on the first indent 

would likely lead to more consistency.  ES would welcome new criteria for the scale of 

operation; 

 Industrial Metals Association Europe (Industry, EU): the acid drainage potential of waste needs 

to be addressed in waste management plans.  IMA does not see that more guidance would 

clarify the situation.  IMA considers that the definition of extractive waste is clear.  Overall, 

waste classification and facility classification are already clear; 
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 HU: regarding guidance on waste facility classification, perhaps it is not necessary to consider 

this further. The issues are more related to reporting.  Need to distinguish on the EU map 

between waste facilities in operation and those in closure phase; and  

 Commission: it would appear that issues surrounding waste facility classification may be linked 

to a reporting issue rather than to a lack of guidance and difficultly of EWD interpretation.  

However a compliance promotion exercise could address some of the issues identified (e.g 

understanding of the first indent of Annex III of EWD; understanding of what is ‘extractive 

waste"). 

A.3 Permitting 

Questions for stakeholders 

 Is there a need to clarify the interlinkages between the three Directives mentioned above? If 

yes, how should this be done? 

Comments and discussion 

 Fundacja rt (NGO, PL): when permits are combined in an integrated permit, the document may 

be much longer to read, in which case more time should be provided for the public consultation 

phase; 

 Industrial Metals Association Europe (Industry, EU): suggested that the question should be 

how can we clarify the interlinkages between mining permits and other permitting regimes: 

o Commission: clarification that some activities covered under Annex I of the IED may be 

relevant (e.g. processing of non-ferrous metals; waste management).  Seveso III also 

applies to operational tailings disposal facilities, including tailing ponds or dams, containing 

dangerous substances.  

 Euromines: questioned the selection   of the indicators for permitting and financial guarantee 

aspects and considered that discussion on alternative methods to ensure stability of heaps 

should be discussed as part of the review of the BREF on the management of extractive waste 

rather than in this workshop; 

 FR: has a single integrated permitting system covering classified industrial installations and 

considers this approach to be effective; 

 SE: has an integrated permitting approach. It might be useful to have more clarity on the 

interaction between the EWD and IED; and  

 London Mining Network (NGO, UK): information on who the competent authorities are should 

be disclosed online EU-wide to ensure transparency in respect of permitting and public 

consultation.  Relevant information can be found in Environmental Liability Directive reports but 

not in EWD reports.  Is concerned about the lack of emergency plans in 25% of Cat. A facilities. 

A.4 Financial guarantee 

Questions for stakeholders 

 Do you see added value in a workshop on good practices in the field of financial guarantees?  

What should be the scope of such a workshop? 

Comments and discussion 

 Tuprag-Eldorado Gold / Euromines Gold Group (Industry, TR-EU): financial guarantee is a 

concept that is not well understood.  There would be great value to a workshop on good 
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practice.  This should involve the necessary stakeholders such as insurance companies, the 

finance and legal sectors to advise and debate the issue.  It warn that the insurance and 

finance sectors may suggest limiting the scope of the financial guarantee; 

 IE: in IE agreements have been reached that are legally binding and so that the state can 

access funds if needed.  IE has put much effort into this area (since the 1990s) and is willing to 

share experiences; 

 Commission: suggested that the IMPEL network could be a useful vehicle for such a debate; 

 London Mining Network (NGO, UK): questioned whether if finance does not want to meet the 

risk, then what should be done?  A ‘what if’ debate is required.  Also included in the process 

should be risk assessment of the company itself, i.e. its economic stability, reserves, etc. 

together with the technical management processes proposed (e.g. dewatering of tailings): 

o Eldorado Gold / Euromines Gold Group: LMN makes a good point.  What if finance / 

insurance institutions will not support?  Would companies then need to provide money at the 

beginning to address any possible problems or during closure?  Risk of not investing if too 

high guarantees are required. 

 SE: there could be a value in determining how to make good calculations to ensure good 

financial security (e.g. for closure).  In addition, third parties should be involved regarding 

performing such calculations; 

 Euromines (Industry, EU): has no objection to a workshop; 

 SveMin (Industry, SE. Also representing Euromines): In Sweden, it is only possible in practice 

to use bank guarantees or cash in the bank as a guarantee.  SveMin would welcome other 

instruments to be considered.  The Swedish audit referred to by LMN on the inadequacy of 

financial guarantees did not distinguish between old and new mines; and  

 Commission: acknowledged the interest shown for a workshop on this subject.  

A.5 Waste Management Plan 

Questions for stakeholders 

 Are you aware of any guidance or WMP you would consider as good practice?  

Comments and discussion 

 SveMin (Industry, SE. Also representing Euromines): is this coordinated with work in the 

Circular Economy package regarding guidance for the management of mining waste? 

o Commission: yes this is coordinated. 

 PL: is the question regarding guidance for WMP development of practices?  Does WMP also 

cover recovery?  WMPs typically focus on the deposit, while information on recovery is found in 

the background section of WMPs: 

o Commission: The question is about compilation of best practice for the development of 

WMPs.  WMPs are focussed on both waste management and waste recovery and so should 

take account of a wide context. 

 SE: is the scope of the guidance regarding how the WMP is described and made or about best 

practice on waste management: 

o Commission: there is no intention to overlap with the BREF.  It is for stakeholders to 

determine the scope of the guidance, e.g. to address the most challenging aspects of Art 5 

of EWD. 
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 SE: WMPs can be complex and long documents, with different parts of varying importance.  

What parts of WMPs should the guidance address as it is not feasible / necessary to identify 

best practice for all parts of a WMP? 

o Commission: it is for Member States to advise which parts of WMP development would 

benefit from the provision of guidance. 

 SveMin (Industry, SE. Also representing Euromines): if good practice examples of WMPs are 

used, then it should be ensured that examples of both Cat. A and non-Cat. A are provided; 

 Euromines (Industry, EU): we have various documents that contribute to guidance to WMPs 

covering various aspects (Environmental Impact Assessment, Natura 2000, BREF, 

Commission decisions).  The size of a facility is important.  When developing guidance for 

WMP development, there is a need to focus on general aspects and not detail.  In Europe, we 

are in the process of closing many mines, which were established prior to the concept of 

WMPs; it is perhaps the absence of WMPs for mines in the closure and/or post closure stage 

that is the most significant gap present at the moment and hence guidance on WMPs for mines 

in such stages could be beneficial for the future; 

 Industrial Metals Association Europe (Industry, EU): WMPs are site and condition specific.  

There is no feedback from operators that there is a need for guidance on WMPs.  The sector 

does not see a need for guidance; and  

 Commission: from comments made it can be concluded that any guidance should not become 

involved in details of an installation but should be set at a generic level. The precise scope of 

the exercise should be further clarified.  

A.6 Inventory of closed extractive waste facilities 

Questions for stakeholders 

 To what extent is the guidance note4 developed by the subcommittee of TAC on pre-selection 

of closed facilities useful? 

 Are there additional specific criteria in place or is there guidance available in Member States to 

select the mining waste sites to be included in inventories? 

 Would you consider the development of a publicly available EU wide inventory of closed 

facilities based on existing national inventories to be useful? 

Comments and discussion 

 Fundacja rt (NGO, PL): an EU wide inventory of closed waste facilities would be useful; 

 DK: is not aware that the TAC guidance was used in developing DK’s inventory of closed sites, 

would need to confirm this; 

 HU: An inventory has been prepared and the TAC guidance was useful in this process.  The 

HU inventory is based on this guidance; 

 SE: for the inventory of closed extractive waste sites the same method is used for 

contaminated sites which existed before the drafting of the TAC guidance; 

 EE: understands that the company that developed the inventory of closed sites for EE used the 

guidance and assume that it was useful; 

                                                           
4 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/Pre_selection_GUIDANCE_FINAL.pdf 
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 ES: has developed an inventory of closed sites and took into account the TAC guidance to 

develop it.  The development of an EU-wide inventory may raise issues of disparity of criteria 

used across Member States; 

 FR: is unsure if the guidance was used in development of its inventory of closed sites; 

 IT: uses a risk-based method to compile the inventory; 

 HR: does not have an inventory of closed sites but started a process of improving information 

on closed sites in 2016; 

 CY: developed its inventory in 2012.  It is assumed that the inventory is based on the guidance. 

The inventory is useful to identify how abandoned mines impact on the environment and hence 

to prioritise remediation interventions; 

 IE: developed an approach based on risk.  The inventory was published in 2010 (pre-dating the 

guidance).  However, it believed it used a very similar approach to the process described in the 

guidance because one of the authors of the pre-selection guidance is from the Irish Geological 

Survey (G. Stanley). The inventory has not been updated recently.  Two mines are in closure 

mode (i.e. not yet fully closed) and will be added to the inventory of closed sites; 

 PL: has an inventory of closed facilities and considers that it would be useful to develop the 

same approach across Member States; 

 Commission: would an EU wide inventory be useful? 

o SE: asked for the purpose of an EU-wide inventory; and  

o Industrial Metals Association Europe (Industry, EU): if there were a benefit for an EU-wide 

inventory it could be linked to possible transboundary impacts i.e. for sites close to another 

Member State it may be useful to understand whether or not a neighbour has adjacent 

closed sites and if there is possible risk from them. 

A.7 Transboundary effects 

Questions for stakeholders 

 Are the possible transboundary effects of extractive waste facilities distinct from other sectors 

to such an extent as to justify dedicated guidance? 

 Are you aware of generic guidance on transboundary effects that could be relevant for 

managing transboundary effects from extractive waste facilities? 

Comments and discussion 

 Euromines (Industry, EU): there is no need for specific guidance addressing possible 

transboundary effects, e.g. other industrial facilities could result in accidents with 

transboundary impacts, and mines are no different.  What is important is rapid cooperation 

between Member States in the event of an incident.  A web-based list of key contact points, 

kept up-to-date would be relevant to ensure quick and effective communications; 

 London Mining Network (NGO, UK): Impacts on non-EU countries should also be considered.  

The NGO referred for instance to discharges of liquid effluents with a high pH from alumina 

production in France into the Mediterranean sea, which may result in trans-boundary impacts. 

The requirement to report immediately must be retained; 

 None of the other participants expressed particular support for a sector specific guidance 

document; and  

 Commission: it can be concluded that there is limited appetite for guidance on transboundary 

aspects.  
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A.8 Guidance on implementation 

Questions for stakeholders 

 Do you consider the proposed guidance as a useful tool to improve the implementation of the 

Directive? 

 Does the list miss any important issue? and  

 In view of limited resources, which priority topics should be covered in such guidance among 

items 2.2 – 2.7? 

Comments and discussion 

 Commission: is there anything missing that should be part of the proposed Compliance 

Promotion activity? 

o London Mining Network (NGO, UK): assessment of acid waste typification (SE and FI 

(Finland) have developed good practice on this) and integrity of waste facilities. According to 

the NGO representative, FI would have been contracted to undertake CEN work on testing 

cyanide, The NGO referred to the existence and use of Global Acid Rock Drainage (GARD) 

guidelines, but consider that they are very generic, and might not contribute sufficiently for 

acid rock drainage potential to be anticipated. 

 Commission: is waste typification already addressed by the BREF? 

o SveMin (Industry, SE. Also representing Euromines): yes, it is addressed; and  

o Industrial Metals Association Europe (Industry, EU): such technical issues should be 

addressed under the BREF. 

 Tuprag-Eldorado Gold / Euromines Gold (Industry, TR-EU): Circular Economy needs to be 

addressed by the EWD.  It would be useful to clarify the issue of waste vs. ore that is yet to be 

fully processed.  Reprocessing ‘waste’ has become a problem to receive permits whereas what 

is actually happening is the ore is being further processed to extract more value; 

 Hellas Gold (Industry, EL): we should look at how we can maximise reuse and recycling in 

mining waste operations.(e.g. construction material); 

 London Mining Network (NGO, UK): need to be careful when reprocessing extractive waste as 

rehabilitation of old mines may have taken place and there is quite a lot of public opposition to 

re-mining; and  

 SveMin (Industry, SE. Also representing Euromines) there are some useful concepts in the 

EWD e.g. WMPs and emergency plans; risk-based approach.  That the waste hierarchy is 

included in the EWD from the WFD is difficult to deal with.  Further thinking is required 

regarding the waste hierarchy in the context of EWD before developing guidance, e.g. through 

more efficient processing the total amount of copper that could be extracted over the life-time 

of a mine would increase but this would also increase overall waste volumes. This needs to be 

considered as getting as much resource as possible out of an existing mine is good resource 

management while this may go against the principle of waste prevention/reduction. 

A.9 Use of cyanide-based processes in gold production 

Questions for stakeholders 

 Are you aware of further alternative processes that could replace cyanide in gold mining in the 

EU? 
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Comments and discussion 

 SveMin (Industry, SE. Also representing Euromines): different mineralogies require different 

processes.  The issue is not whether or not there are alternatives to cyanide based processes 

but the appropriateness of the technique to the mineralogy otherwise an operator could see 

gold ending up in tailings which is not resource efficient.  From some ores, it is possible to 

produce a sellable flotation concentrate that will be further refined in a smelter (without cyanide 

leaching); 

 Commission: requested clarification regard what the process of heap leaching is: 

o Tuprag-Eldorado Gold / Euromines Gold Group (Industry, TR-EU): heap leaching is in the 

existing BREF.  It is a process for the low grade ores, perhaps <0.5g/t gold.  A pyramid heap 

is placed onto an impermeable surface and leached.  It is the only process that allows 

recovery of some metals, including gold and silver.  The process is used worldwide e.g., 

Eldorado has a mine in Turkey that has been in operation for over 13 years without 

problems.  The other main process is vat leaching.  Cyanide, although toxic, is simple to 

manage.  El Dorado has not yet obtained permits for planned facilities in Romania and 

hence has not been able to apply any specific techniques.  Now the concentration of weak 

acid dissociable cyanide at the point of discharge of the tailings from the processing into the 

plant is less than 1 ppm in new gold mines; and  

o Hellas Gold (Industry, EL): as it could not receive a permit for cyanide use, the company 

decided to recover gold as a by-product of copper production.  Gravimetric approaches are 

applied in the Skouries gold-porphyry deposit to recover the contained free gold. Flash 

smelting (pyrometallurgical method) is applied in the Olympias refractory auriferous 

arsenopyrite concentrate due to the availability of copper from the nearby Skouries deposit 

for the production of copper as main product and gold as by-product.  The extraction 

processes are specific solutions to the characteristics of the ore. 

 Commission: are you aware of alternative processes that require leaching? 

o AGQ Mining & Bioenergy SL on behalf of Aminer (Industry, ES): there are no alternatives.  

Some of the alternative reagents are worse than cyanide. 

 London Mining Network (NGO, UK): when using cyanide, only cyanide has to be measured.  

Should degradation products also be monitored?  London Mining Network suggested that there 

is no actual incentive to trial alternatives. They referred to thiourea, thiocyanates and ferric 

sulphide which are cyanidation by-products. 
 

A.10 Re-processing 

 Hellas Gold (Industry, EL): 2.5 million tonnes of old tailings were removed and treated to 

extract auriferous arsenopyrite concentrate.  This was an environmental rehabilitation project 

with parallel commercially beneficial activity; ; and  

 SveMin (Industry, SE): a lot of waste rocks has been reprocessed to extract “more of the 

same”, e.g. iron at old iron ore mines. Significant amounts of rare earth metals can be found in 

mining waste and the Swedish iron ore tailings are known phosphate deposits but so far, these 

resources was not deemed economically recoverable. 

A.11 Commission conclusions 

 Inspection guidelines: no extra document was identified beyond the 2012 report commissioned 

to an external contractor.  There is objection to develop inspection guidelines on the basis of 

this report; 
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 Waste facility classification: the discrepancies identified between Member States may be due 

to misunderstandings in the reporting phase.  Reporting must be improved, including at local 

level.  EC guidance could address some key concepts (e.g. ‘incorrect operation’ in Annex III of 

EWD) as part of the compliance promotion exercise; 

 Permitting: Interaction with other legislation, e.g. IED, should be clarified; 

 Financial guarantees: there is interest in exchanging good practices and stakeholders see an 

added value in a workshop on this subject.  The Commission will get in touch with IMPEL5 to 

examine the possibility of an IMPEL workshop on this topic and to ensure that any work done 

already by IMPEL is considered; 

 Best practices in extractive waste management plans: there is a need to clarify the scope of 

any exercise further; 

 Transboundary effects: there is no call for guidance specific to the extractive sector; and  

 Closed sites: TAC guidance was used by at least a few Member States to draw up their 

national inventories; an EU wide inventory may be useful to have a better picture of possible 

transboundary effects, although it could compile inventories which may have been drawn up 

using different criteria. 

 

 

                                                           
5 European Union Network for the Implementation and Enforcement of Environmental Law 
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Appendix B  
Workshop agenda 

 

EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
DIRECTORATE-
GENERAL 
ENVIRONMENT 
Directorate B – Circular Economy & Green 
Growth 
ENV.B.3 - Waste Management & Secondary 
Materials 

 

Stakeholders' workshop on the implementation of Directive 2006/21/EC on 

the management of waste from extractive industries 

14th March 2017 

(09:30 to 17:00) 

Room JDE 70, European Committee of the Regions Building Jacques 

Delors-Rue Belliard 101, 1040 Brussels 

 
Draft agenda 

Each session will start with a presentation from the contractor (Amec Foster Wheeler E&I UK Ltd; BiPRO 

GmbH; Milieu) on the basis of preliminary findings of the on-going study on the implementation of the 

Extractive Waste Directive. It will then be followed by an exchange of views with stakeholders. A 

background paper will be provided to registered participants two weeks before the meeting. 

 

09:30 1.   REGISTRATION & COFFEE 

10:00 2.  INTRODUCTION 

10:15 3.  MEMBER STATES ENFORCEMENT AND CONTROL (CAPACITY, SKILLS, INSPECTIONS) 

11:10 4.   WASTE FACILITY CLASSIFICATION 

12:00 5.   PERMITTING AND FINANCIAL GUARANTEES 

12:30 Lunch break 

13:30 6.   WASTE MANAGEMENT PLANS 

14:10 7.   INVENTORY OF CLOSED WASTE FACILITIES 

14:30 8.   TRANSBOUNDARY EFFECTS 

14:50 Coffee break 

15:10 9.  ISSUES TO BE COVERED IN THE COMMISSION GUIDANCE ON IMPLEMENTATION 

15:40 10. UPDATE ON USE OF CYANIDE IN GOLD EXTRACTION AND POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES 

16:10 11. REPROCESSING OF MINING WASTE 

16:35 12. SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS 

17:00 CLOSE 
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Jale Sakiyan Ates Eldorado Gold Corporation 
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Background paper: 
Stakeholders workshop on the 
implementation of the Extractive Waste 
Directive – 14th March 2017 

 

 

1. Background 

 Policy context and triannual reporting general conclusions 

Directive 2006/21/ЕС1 on the management of waste from extractive industries (hereinafter the Directive, the 

Extractive Waste Directive or the EWD) provides for measures, procedures and guidance to prevent or 

minimise the adverse effects on the environment and risks to health resulting from the management of waste 

from the extractive industries. 

Article 18 of the EWD requires that every three years Member States must submit to the Commission a report 

on the implementation of the Directive on the basis of a questionnaire. There have been two reporting periods 

(2008-2011 and 2011-2014). For further information regarding the triannual reports, please refer to the 

European Commission report on the implementation of the Directive2. Previous consultant studies on the 

implementation of the Directive are available for the first reporting period3 and the second reporting period4. 

Finally a recent report from the European Parliament research service addressed the implementation of the 

Extractive Waste Directive5. 

 Seminar objective 

The objective of the seminar is to gather feedback on possible solutions for improving the implementation of 

the Directive.  

 Supporting study 

The seminar is supported by a study on the implementation of the EWD that has been initiated by the 

Commission. The main driver for the study resulted from the conclusion that the information received by 

Member States in the context of the required triannual reporting does not allow a full assessment of Member 

States' performance regarding the implementation of the Directive or on the reasons for any possible 

shortcomings, either in its entirety or regarding specific provisions. The aims of the study are to: 

 Provide a comprehensive overview of the implementation of the Directive, indicating possible 

difficulties in their implementation and, if possible, exposing the root causes; and  

                                                           
1 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:02006L0021-20090807  
2 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/report_mining_waste.pdf  
3 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/studies/mining/Study%20Implementation%20report%20Extractive%20Waste%20
Directive.pdf  
4 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/studies/mining/waste_extractive_industries.pdf  
5 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=COMPARL&reference=PE-
594.105&format=PDF&language=EN&secondRef=01 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:02006L0021-20090807
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/report_mining_waste.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/studies/mining/Study%20Implementation%20report%20Extractive%20Waste%20Directive.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/studies/mining/Study%20Implementation%20report%20Extractive%20Waste%20Directive.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/studies/mining/waste_extractive_industries.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=COMPARL&reference=PE-594.105&format=PDF&language=EN&secondRef=01
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=COMPARL&reference=PE-594.105&format=PDF&language=EN&secondRef=01
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 Address the specific provisions relating to the management of Category A facilities, the use of 

cyanide technologies, the stability of tailing dams and ponds, and the reprocessing of closed 

mining sites.  

This study is not yet complete. Once finalised, it will be made publically available in the second half of 2017. 

Preliminary data suggest that information to further assess the implementation of the Directive has been 

collected on some aspects of the Directive but that further efforts (outside the scope of this study) are 

necessary to arrive at a better understanding of the issue.  

This background note takes into account information presented in the study. 

2. Implementation problems and proposed solutions 

Each subsection below presents a problem definition on implementation issues the Commission has identified, 

one or more proposed solutions and several questions. Seminar attendees should consider these questions 

in advance with the aim of bringing ideas and evidence to the discussion. 

 Member State enforcement and control 

Problem definition 

Information provided by Member States in the two reporting periods suggests that the provisions relating to 

inspections may not be understood and implemented in the same way. Moreover, the number of inspections 

reported by Member States varies considerably. These findings are further detailed in the ongoing study: 

 Number of non-compliance cases: few countries with extractive waste facilities have identified 

non-compliance issues. It is not possible to assess whether the limited number of cases of non-

compliance is due to a high compliance rate from mining waste companies or to insufficient 

enforcement and control measures set in place by Member States. 

 Expertise of inspectors and their number per site: insufficient information was provided to 

assess fully this indicator; one source suggests that inspectors in countries without a mining 

history may not be as well qualified as in those with such history; in a few Member States 

inspection is outsourced.  

 Competent Authorities’ sampling of mining waste, laboratory tests and/or stress tests: in 

general, competent authorities do not carry out their own tests/sampling but rely instead on 

tests performed by companies due to lack of financial/technical resources. 

Proposed solution 

 Development by the Commission of inspection guidelines: 

In 2001 the European Parliament and the Council adopted a Recommendation providing for minimum criteria 

for environmental inspections (2001/331/EC). Based on this Recommendation, a contractor carried out in 

2012 preparatory work for inspection guidelines covering extractive waste facilities in general and including 

specific guidelines for Category A facilities. The following draft takes into account comments made by 

Member States and stakeholders at that time: 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/Annex2_guidelines_inspection.pdf 

Based on the report, the Commission could develop draft technical guidelines on inspections that would be 

adopted by Comitology. This procedure  involves Member State experts. This could be accomplished in 

2018.  

Questions for stakeholders 

 Do you consider the approach proposed in the external report mentioned above as fit for 

purpose? If not, please provide suggestions for improvement. Is the ambition level proposed in 

this report proportionate to the risks to be managed?  

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/Annex2_guidelines_inspection.pdf
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 Do you have any examples of good practices relating to inspection of extractive waste facilities 

that could be replicated in other Member States?  

 Waste facility classification 

Problem definition 

The number of extractive waste facilities reported by Member States appears low in comparison to 

information on extractive waste generated. For example, six Member States report that there are no 

extractive waste facilities on their territory while some of these states host extractive industries that generate 

waste.  

The Commission has adopted a list of wastes that include a section on wastes resulting from exploration, 

mining, quarrying, and physical chemical treatment of minerals (2000/532/EC). However, material has first to 

be designated as waste before this list applies.  

The Commission has adopted a decision6 on criteria for the classification of waste facilities as Category A 

facilities; however, information provided by Member States in the reporting periods 2008-2011 and 2011-

2014 suggests a significant level of variation in the number of Category A facilities designated by Member 

States and discrepancies between the numbers of facilities reported and the volumes of hazardous 

extractive waste generated.  

Proposed solution  

 Assessment of the understanding in Member States of what constitutes "extractive waste", 

extractive "waste facilities" and how Category A facilities are identified.  

Questions for stakeholders 

 Are you aware of a structured approach being used in EU Member States for the categorisation 

of "extractive waste" and also, for waste generated by the extractive sector that is not to be 

considered as extractive waste? If so, what information is available? 

 Are you aware of a structured approach being used in the EU Member States for the 

categorisation of extractive "waste facilities"? If so, what information is available? 

 Would there be added value in having EU level guidance on categorisation of (extractive) waste, 

waste facilities, and in particular Category A facilities, as a complement to the Commission 

Decision mentioned in the problem definition? If so, what form should it take? Do you have any 

examples of good practice, case studies; decision trees, or other? 

 Are there different categorisation systems used in Member States (e.g. instead of categorising a 

facility as Category A, it might be categorised according to a national system, e.g. for 

categorisation of dams)? If so, what are the advantages/disadvantages of national systems?  

 Permitting 

Problem definition 

The permits issued under the Extractive Waste Directive can be combined with those required by other EU 

legislation such as the Industrial Emission Directive (IED) 2010/75/EU and the Seveso Directive 

(2012/18/EC). It is unclear to what extent facilities that meet the criteria for Category A and should have a 

permit based on the EWD are actually permitted on the basis of the IED or the Seveso Directive.  

                                                           
6 2009/337/EC 
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The Directive requires competent authorities to periodically reconsider and, where necessary, update permit 

conditions (Article 7.4). Reports from Member States do not allow assessment of how this provision is 

applied in practice.  

Proposed solution  

 Assessment of how Member States apply EWD, Seveso and IED in operational permits with a 

view to develop good practice for integrated permitting.  

 Assessment of current practice for the updating of permits in Member States with a view to 

developing good practice for permit reconsideration.  

Questions for stakeholders 

 Is there a need to clarify the interlinkages between the three Directives mentioned above? If 

yes, how should this be done? 

 Financial guarantee 

Problem definition 

In 2009, the European Commission adopted Decision 2009/335/EC providing information on setting financial 

guarantees. The Decision leaves it up to Member States to determine a more detailed methodology for 

assessing the value of guarantees.  

In addition to setting a financial guarantee, the Directive requires that Member States periodically review the 

appropriateness of financial guarantees. This provision is being implemented differently in Member States. 

Specific guidance was identified in a limited number of Member States. An IMPEL project7 is on-going 

regarding how to set financial provisions to meet potential environmental obligations. 

Proposed solution  

 Foster a wider dissemination of existing good practice. 

Questions for stakeholders 

 Do you see added value in a workshop on good practices in the field of financial guarantees?  

What should be the scope of such a workshop? 

 Waste Management Plan 

Problem definition 

Since the entry into force of the EWD, on 1 May 2008, operators have submitted extractive waste 

management plans (EWMPs) as part of permit applications, and competent authorities in the different 

Member States have been tasked with approving these EWMPs and monitoring their implementation. As a 

result of the many years of experience with EWMPs, a substantial knowledge base has now been 

established across the whole of the EU territory, which should enable the identification of good practices that 

merit widespread implementation across the extractive sector. 

                                                           
7IMPEL report including case studies: http://www.impel.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/FR-2016-20-Financial-Provision-

2016.pdf  

 

http://www.impel.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/FR-2016-20-Financial-Provision-2016.pdf
http://www.impel.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/FR-2016-20-Financial-Provision-2016.pdf
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Proposed solution 

 Compile good practice and foster a wider dissemination of existing good practice.  

Questions for stakeholders 

 Are you aware of any guidance or EWMPs you would consider as good practice?  

 Transboundary effects 

Problem definition 

Article 16(3) of EWD requires Member States to ensure inter alia that: in the event of an accident involving a 

Category A waste facility likely to have significant adverse effects on the environment of, and any resultant 

risks to human health in, another Member State, information provided by the operator to the competent 

authority is immediately forwarded to the other Member State to help minimise the consequences of the 

accident for human health and to assess and minimise the extent of the actual or potential environmental 

damage.  

From the 19 Member States that have reported Category A facilities in their territories, four reported for the 

period 2011-2014 that Category A facilities under their jurisdiction may have an impact to another Member 

State (in brackets the number of facilities in question): Spain (2), Ireland (4), Italy (2), and Sweden (2).  

Overall, Member States have established the relevant procedures and defined the relevant authorities 

involved in this process. From this perspective, implementation of the requirements of the EWD in terms of 

transboundary effects is good. However, findings on how well these procedures are applied in practice are 

scarce due to lack of cases. 

Proposed solution 

 Guidance on appropriate transboundary communication. This could be developed regarding 

what “significant adverse effects on the environment” on another Member State can be,  aiming 

to lead to a more consistent understanding of this concept across Member States.  

Questions for stakeholders 

 Are the possible transboundary effects of extractive waste facilities distinct from other sectors to 

such an extent as to justify dedicated guidance? 

 Are you aware of generic guidance on transboundary effects that could be relevant for managing 

transboundary effects from extractive waste facilities? 

 Inventory of closed extractive waste facilities 

Problem definition 

Member States have either set up an inventory of closed waste facilities (including abandoned waste 

facilities) or concluded that there are no closed facilities on their territory that would require inclusion in a 

national inventory. 

Various Member States (Austria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Slovakia, Sweden and the UK) 

apply a risk assessment method for various purposes, including prioritising facilities for an inventory of 

closed sites. A sub-committee of the TAC has developed guidance in 2011 for a risk-based pre-selection of 

closed facilities8. It is not known to what extent this method follows the above mentioned guidance. There is 

no information on the frequency of updates of the inventories. 

                                                           
8 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/Pre_selection_GUIDANCE_FINAL.pdf 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/mining/pdf/Pre_selection_GUIDANCE_FINAL.pdf
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Proposed solution 

 EU-wide inventory of closed extractive waste facilities that meets the requirements specified in 

Article 20. 

Questions for stakeholders 

 To what extent is the guidance note developed by the subcommittee of TAC on pre-selection of 

closed facilities useful? 

 Are there additional specific criteria in place or is there guidance available in Member States to 

select the mining waste sites to be included in inventories? 

 Would you consider the development of a publically available EU wide inventory of closed 

facilities based on existing national inventories to be useful? 

 Guidance on implementation 

The Commission announced in its report adopted in September 2016 its plan to issue general guidance on the 

implementation of the provisions set out in the Directive. The issues identified were: 

 2.2  Waste facility classification 

 2.3  Application and permitting procedures 

 2.4  Financial guarantee 

 2.5  Waste Management Plan 

 2.6  Transboundary effects 

 2.7 Inventory of closed extractive waste facilities 

This exercise could be based on a structured dialogue with Member State experts on their interpretation of the 

related provisions of the Directive and the tools currently used for their implementation. Operators and other 

stakeholders could be involved to inform this dialogue. The objective would be to arrive at a more uniform 

implementation of the Directive.  

Questions for stakeholders 

 Do you consider the proposed guidance as a useful tool to improve the implementation of the 

Directive? 

 Does the list miss any important issue? 

 In view of limited resources, which priority topics should be covered in such guidance among 

items 2.2 – 2.7? 

 Use of cyanide-based processes in gold production 

Problem definition 

Cyanide is a toxic substance and its use in mining causes concerns amongst citizens. The transboundary 

dimension of unplanned cyanide releases became apparent in the 2000 Baia Mare cyanide spill in which a 

mining accident in Romania caused river pollution that killed a large number of fish and affected the drinking 

water supply in Romania, Hungary, Serbia and Bulgaria.  
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The European Parliament voted for a resolution on the ban on the use of cyanide mining technologies in the 

EU9 in 2010. In contrast, the European Commission concluded that a general ban on the use of cyanide in 

mining activities was not justified from environmental and health perspectives.  The Commission noted that 

existing legislation (i.e. Directive 2006/21/EC) included precise and strict requirements ensuring an appropriate 

safety level of the mining waste facilities and that the limit values for cyanide storage as defined in the Directive 

were the most stringent possible and implied in practice a destruction step of cyanide used before its storage. 

The Commission announced however that it would review the availability of alternatives to the cyanide process.  

Proposed solution 

Appendix A to this document presents a series of alternative reagents and processes that have been 

investigated and tested for gold extraction from ores. This assessment concludes that there has not been a 

significant change in the application of commercially available alternatives to cyanide-based technologies and 

their respective technical, environmental and economic issues, hence it can be concluded that the introduction 

of a ban would still imply the closure of existing mines. 

Whilst monitoring of developments in technologies should continue, a focus on the full application of the 

Directive by the Member States should be a priority to ensure that mines using cyanide technologies continue 

to operate in a safe condition. 

Questions for stakeholders 

 Are you aware of further alternative processes that could replace cyanide in gold mining in the 

EU? 

 Reprocessing of mining waste 

Three examples of good practices identified in Member States will be presented at the meeting. There are no 

questions to participants ahead of the meeting.  

 

  

                                                           
9 European Parliament resolution on the ban on the use of cyanide mining technologies in the EU.  2010.  
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=MOTION&reference=B7-2010-0240&language=EN 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=MOTION&reference=B7-2010-0240&language=EN
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Appendix A  
Assessment of available processes for gold extraction 

Cyanide-based technologies are one part of a series of steps in the typical approach to gold production.  The 

sequence of processing can be summarised as: 

 Raw ore extraction; 

 Ore crushing, grinding and grading; 

 Gravity separation or flotation (to separate the heavier gold containing ore); 

 Leaching to extract gold containing complexes; and  

 Refining.  

Cyanide-based technologies are used in the leaching stage.  Due to the high toxicity of cyanide the possibility 

of replacing cyanide with other reagents has been investigated.  Globally, according to Euromines, around 

90% of the gold mines use cyanide-based technologies with the remaining mines being small-scale and artisan 

gold extraction using other techniques (unspecified).   

Alternative technologies 

A series of alternative reagents and processes have been investigated and tested for gold extraction from 

ores.  The principle alternative reagents and processes and their current status are summarised below. 

Alternatives to cyanide-based technologies 

Name Current status / potential 

Alpha-cyclodextrin Laboratory scale test only have been carried out. 
If developed to feasibility, could present a technology with a benign waste 

Aqua regia Not feasible in large scale applications due to toxicity, corrosivity and instability of the reagent. 

Chlorination Not adaptable for large scale operations.  Economically unfavourable compared to cyanide leaching. 
Dundee Sustainable Technologies has however built a demonstration plant for a closed-circuit 
chlorination process, with no liquid or gaseous effluents and inert, stable residues. 

Bromine and iodine Not used due to difficult handling and high reagent costs. 
Not feasible in large scale applications. 

Coal-oil agglomeration Only effective for removing free gold particles.  Not effective for use with refractory ores. 

Glycine Currently under research.  No commercial scale trials reported to date. 

Haber gold process Currently under research.  No commercial scale trials reported. 

Thiocyanate Not adaptable for large scale operations. 
Economically unfavourable compared to cyanide leaching. 
At the experimental stage. 

Thiosulphate Feasible but not widely used due to higher reagent cost and lower gold extraction rate. 
Economically unfavourable compared to cyanide leaching. 
Has been used in commercial full-scale applications in the US. 

Thiourea Feasible but not used to high reagent use and associated cost.  Has potential for use with preg-robbing 
and refractory ores resistant to cyanide. 
Testing has reported that combination of thiourea, thiocyanate and ferric sulphate reduces the thiourea 
consumption and hence may increase commercial viability. 

YES process Currently under research.  No commercial scale trials reported. 
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From the information assessed, it was clear that cyanide-based gold extraction remains the dominant 

technology.  Alternative reagents have been tested and have been developed to commercial scale however, 

the appropriateness and applicability of alternative reagents and processes is governed by ore types and 

alternative reagents are not without their own technical, environmental and economic issues. 

The alternative reagents that may present the best opportunities for cyanide-based technologies would appear 

to be the following: 

 Thiosulphate. The use of thiosulphate is feasible but not widely used due to higher reagent 

costs and a lower gold extraction rate.  The process has a lower environmental impact risk than 

cyanide-based processes.  Thiosulphate is a more effective lixiviant of preg-robbing and high-

copper ores than cyanide and has been used in commercial full-scale applications at the 

Nevada Goldstrike mine in the US; 

 Chlorination –the Dundee Sustainable Technologies closed-circuit process.  Whilst traditional 

chlorination processes are not adaptable for large scale operations and are economically 

unfavourable compared to cyanide leaching, Dundee Sustainable Technologies has developed 

and patented a process and operated a demonstration plant for a closed-circuit chlorination 

process that generates no liquid or gaseous effluents and an inert, stable residue.  The 

process is flexible in terms of ore types (tolerates base metals, suitable for preg-robbing and 

refractory ores) and is reported to have similar process costs and lower capital costs to 

cyanide-based processes.  Full scale, commercial operations have yet to be developed; 

 Alpha-cyclodextrin.  Currently at laboratory scale testing, this starch-derived reagent presents a 

possibility of gold extraction with benign waste products relative to cyanide-based processes.  

Considerable further research and piloting is required however of this potential reagent before 

a clear conclusion of its commercial potential can be made; and  

 Thiocyanate.  Tests have shown that thiocyanate leaching can perform comparably to cyanide 

however, the use of thiocyanate remains at the experimental stage, and presently is not 

adaptable for large scale operations and economically unfavourable compared to cyanide 

leaching. 

That cyanide-based technologies remain the dominant technology is reflected in Laitos, J. (2013)10 which 

commented that “Until further research or technological breakthroughs makes one or more of the above 

alternatives11 to cyanide economically competitive, technologically feasible, and environmentally safe, cyanide 

leaching will remain the only practical method for large scale gold extraction processes;” 

Cyanide processes (when adequately and sustainably managed) are currently BAT in gold extraction, as no 

appropriate alternatives are available for full, economic scale operations for the rock types currently extracted. 

There is information of examples of the current BAT used in the EU. 46 BAT were quoted by the facilities of 

the main gold and silver producers in the EU. 
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Appendix E  

Weblinks to information on closed and abandoned sites 

 

 Links to national inventories Other links identified 

AT Not available online http://www.bmwfw.gv.at/EnergieUndBergbau

/ 
SicherheitImBergbau/Documents/Bestandsauf
nahme 
%20nach%20Art.%2020.pdf  

BE   - http://geoportail.wallonie.be/WalOnMap/   
(Catalogue: Sol et Sous-sol, Déchets miniers) 

BG http://eea.government.bg/bg/nsmos/soil/ 

opisminob.doc [The link does not work so 
it was not possible to confirm that they do 
have an inventory that is currently 
available] 

http://eea.government.bg/bg/nsmos/spravki/
2012/soil1  

CY http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/environment

/environmentnew.nsf/All/3FC88CAC22E58
17AC225814C003CF79C?OpenDocument 

http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/environment/en

vironment.nsf/1C48B6A00C5D8072C225793D
0026F18F/$file/Klistes_i_Kai_Egkatelimmenes
_Egkatastaseis_Exoriktikon_Apovliton.pdf  

CZ http://www.geology.cz/extranet/sgs/ulozn

a-mista-tezebniho-odpadu/registr-
rizikovych-uloznych-mist 

  - 

DE   -   - 

DK The Member State stated that there are no 

sites for which Article 20 is applicable (No 
inventory required) 

http://naturstyrelsen.dk/vandmiljoe/havet/ra

astoffer/raastofindvinding-paa-
land/nedlukkede-udvindingsaffaldsanlaeg/ 

EE http://www.envir.ee/sites/default/files/sul

etud_jaatmehoidlate_invent_i_etapp_2011
.pdf  
http://www.envir.ee/sites/default/files/sul

etud_jaatmehoidlate_invent_ii_etapp_201
2.pdf  
http://www.envir.ee/sites/default/files/kae
vandamisjaatmediietapparuandelisad_201
1.pdf 

  - 

ES http://www.minetur.gob.es/energia/mineri

a/Mineria/Paginas/Mineria.aspx 
http://www.magrama.gob.es/es/calidad-y-
evaluacion-ambiental/temas/prevencion-y-
gestion-residuos/ 

http://www.minetur.gob.es/energia/mineria/
Mineria/Paginas/Mineria.aspx 

FI http://www.ymparisto.fi/download/nonam

e/%7B338BC4F5-62BF-4C76-A755-
A6F1CB06E2E0%7D/44798 

 

 

http://www.ym.fi/fi-

FI/Ajankohtaista/Julkaisut/YMra242013_Suljet
tujen_ja_hylattyjen_kai%2825033%29 

http://www.bmwfw.gv.at/EnergieUndBergbau/SicherheitImBergbau/Documents/Bestandsaufnahme%20nach%20Art.%2020.pdf
http://www.bmwfw.gv.at/EnergieUndBergbau/SicherheitImBergbau/Documents/Bestandsaufnahme%20nach%20Art.%2020.pdf
http://www.bmwfw.gv.at/EnergieUndBergbau/SicherheitImBergbau/Documents/Bestandsaufnahme%20nach%20Art.%2020.pdf
http://www.bmwfw.gv.at/EnergieUndBergbau/SicherheitImBergbau/Documents/Bestandsaufnahme%20nach%20Art.%2020.pdf
http://www.bmwfw.gv.at/EnergieUndBergbau/SicherheitImBergbau/Documents/Bestandsaufnahme%20nach%20Art.%2020.pdf
http://eea.government.bg/bg/nsmos/soil/opisminob.doc
http://eea.government.bg/bg/nsmos/soil/opisminob.doc
http://eea.government.bg/bg/nsmos/spravki/2012/soil1
http://eea.government.bg/bg/nsmos/spravki/2012/soil1
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/environment/environmentnew.nsf/All/3FC88CAC22E5817AC225814C003CF79C?OpenDocument
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/environment/environmentnew.nsf/All/3FC88CAC22E5817AC225814C003CF79C?OpenDocument
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/environment/environmentnew.nsf/All/3FC88CAC22E5817AC225814C003CF79C?OpenDocument
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/environment/environment.nsf/1C48B6A00C5D8072C225793D0026F18F/$file/Klistes_i_Kai_Egkatelimmenes_Egkatastaseis_Exoriktikon_Apovliton.pdf
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/environment/environment.nsf/1C48B6A00C5D8072C225793D0026F18F/$file/Klistes_i_Kai_Egkatelimmenes_Egkatastaseis_Exoriktikon_Apovliton.pdf
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/environment/environment.nsf/1C48B6A00C5D8072C225793D0026F18F/$file/Klistes_i_Kai_Egkatelimmenes_Egkatastaseis_Exoriktikon_Apovliton.pdf
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/environment/environment.nsf/1C48B6A00C5D8072C225793D0026F18F/$file/Klistes_i_Kai_Egkatelimmenes_Egkatastaseis_Exoriktikon_Apovliton.pdf
http://www.geology.cz/extranet/sgs/ulozna-mista-tezebniho-odpadu/registr-rizikovych-uloznych-mist
http://www.geology.cz/extranet/sgs/ulozna-mista-tezebniho-odpadu/registr-rizikovych-uloznych-mist
http://www.geology.cz/extranet/sgs/ulozna-mista-tezebniho-odpadu/registr-rizikovych-uloznych-mist
http://naturstyrelsen.dk/vandmiljoe/havet/raastoffer/raastofindvinding-paa-land/nedlukkede-udvindingsaffaldsanlaeg/
http://naturstyrelsen.dk/vandmiljoe/havet/raastoffer/raastofindvinding-paa-land/nedlukkede-udvindingsaffaldsanlaeg/
http://naturstyrelsen.dk/vandmiljoe/havet/raastoffer/raastofindvinding-paa-land/nedlukkede-udvindingsaffaldsanlaeg/
http://www.envir.ee/sites/default/files/suletud_jaatmehoidlate_invent_i_etapp_2011.pdf
http://www.envir.ee/sites/default/files/suletud_jaatmehoidlate_invent_i_etapp_2011.pdf
http://www.envir.ee/sites/default/files/suletud_jaatmehoidlate_invent_i_etapp_2011.pdf
http://www.envir.ee/sites/default/files/suletud_jaatmehoidlate_invent_ii_etapp_2012.pdf
http://www.envir.ee/sites/default/files/suletud_jaatmehoidlate_invent_ii_etapp_2012.pdf
http://www.envir.ee/sites/default/files/suletud_jaatmehoidlate_invent_ii_etapp_2012.pdf
http://www.envir.ee/sites/default/files/kaevandamisjaatmediietapparuandelisad_2011.pdf
http://www.envir.ee/sites/default/files/kaevandamisjaatmediietapparuandelisad_2011.pdf
http://www.envir.ee/sites/default/files/kaevandamisjaatmediietapparuandelisad_2011.pdf
http://www.minetur.gob.es/energia/mineria/Mineria/Paginas/Mineria.aspx
http://www.minetur.gob.es/energia/mineria/Mineria/Paginas/Mineria.aspx
http://www.ymparisto.fi/download/noname/%7B338BC4F5-62BF-4C76-A755-A6F1CB06E2E0%7D/44798
http://www.ymparisto.fi/download/noname/%7B338BC4F5-62BF-4C76-A755-A6F1CB06E2E0%7D/44798
http://www.ymparisto.fi/download/noname/%7B338BC4F5-62BF-4C76-A755-A6F1CB06E2E0%7D/44798
http://www.ym.fi/fi-FI/Ajankohtaista/Julkaisut/YMra242013_Suljettujen_ja_hylattyjen_kai%2825033%29
http://www.ym.fi/fi-FI/Ajankohtaista/Julkaisut/YMra242013_Suljettujen_ja_hylattyjen_kai%2825033%29
http://www.ym.fi/fi-FI/Ajankohtaista/Julkaisut/YMra242013_Suljettujen_ja_hylattyjen_kai%2825033%29
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 Links to national inventories Other links identified 

FR https://www.ecologique-

solidaire.gouv.fr/sites/default/files/2017%
2003%2017%20Tableau_Mise_en_ligne%
20Inventaire%20DDIE%20pour%20site%
20internet.pdf    

 

GR http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?filetic

ket=L%2bY%2fWnsXHkY%3d&tabid=824&
language=el-GR   

http://www.ypeka.gr/Default.aspx?tabid=824

&language=el-
GR&SkinSrc=%5BG%5DSkins%2F_default%2
FNo+Skin&ContainerSrc=%5BG%5DContaine
rs%2F_default%2FNo+Container&dnnprintmo
de=true 

HR Croatian mining authorities stated in the 

workshop on the implementation of the 

Directive (March 2017) that there was not 
an inventory yet and that they were 
working on it. In further communication, 
Croatia stated that they had not identified 
any sites for which Article 20 was 
applicable yet. Croatia joined the EU in 
July 2013 

 

HU http://www.mbfh.hu/home/html/index.asp
?msid=1&sid=0&hkl=537&lng=1 

http://elginfo.elgi.hu/mwf/mwf2012.pdf 

IE http://watermaps.wfdireland.ie/Extractive

Facilities/SearchResults.aspx?entrymode=
SiteStatus&querytext=Closed 

http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/extractiveind

ustriesregister/#.VtbXB-YYt34 
http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/mines/#.Vtb
XS-YYt34 

IT http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/it/banche-

dati/strutture-di-deposito-di-tipo-a   [The 
link is an online repository with one link 
for each of the Italian regions with Art. 20 
sites (16 regions) and a statistical 
summary] 

 

LT The Member State stated that there are no 

sites for which Article 20 is applicable (No 
inventory required) 

 

LU The Member State stated that there are no 

sites for which Article 20 is applicable (No 
inventory required) 

 

http://www.environnement.public.lu/etablisse

ments_classes/dossiers_thematiques/gestion_
dech_industrie_extractive.pdf  

LV The Member State stated that there are no 

sites for which Article 20 is applicable (No 
inventory required) 

 

 

MT The Member State stated that there are no 
sites for which Article 20 is applicable (No 
inventory required) 

 

http://www.mepa.org.mt/quarries-
envpermitting  

https://www.ecologique-solidaire.gouv.fr/sites/default/files/2017%2003%2017%20Tableau_Mise_en_ligne%20Inventaire%20DDIE%20pour%20site%20internet.pdf
https://www.ecologique-solidaire.gouv.fr/sites/default/files/2017%2003%2017%20Tableau_Mise_en_ligne%20Inventaire%20DDIE%20pour%20site%20internet.pdf
https://www.ecologique-solidaire.gouv.fr/sites/default/files/2017%2003%2017%20Tableau_Mise_en_ligne%20Inventaire%20DDIE%20pour%20site%20internet.pdf
https://www.ecologique-solidaire.gouv.fr/sites/default/files/2017%2003%2017%20Tableau_Mise_en_ligne%20Inventaire%20DDIE%20pour%20site%20internet.pdf
https://www.ecologique-solidaire.gouv.fr/sites/default/files/2017%2003%2017%20Tableau_Mise_en_ligne%20Inventaire%20DDIE%20pour%20site%20internet.pdf
http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=L%2bY%2fWnsXHkY%3d&tabid=824&language=el-GR
http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=L%2bY%2fWnsXHkY%3d&tabid=824&language=el-GR
http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=L%2bY%2fWnsXHkY%3d&tabid=824&language=el-GR
http://www.ypeka.gr/Default.aspx?tabid=824&language=el-GR&SkinSrc=%5BG%5DSkins%2F_default%2FNo+Skin&ContainerSrc=%5BG%5DContainers%2F_default%2FNo+Container&dnnprintmode=true
http://www.ypeka.gr/Default.aspx?tabid=824&language=el-GR&SkinSrc=%5BG%5DSkins%2F_default%2FNo+Skin&ContainerSrc=%5BG%5DContainers%2F_default%2FNo+Container&dnnprintmode=true
http://www.ypeka.gr/Default.aspx?tabid=824&language=el-GR&SkinSrc=%5BG%5DSkins%2F_default%2FNo+Skin&ContainerSrc=%5BG%5DContainers%2F_default%2FNo+Container&dnnprintmode=true
http://www.ypeka.gr/Default.aspx?tabid=824&language=el-GR&SkinSrc=%5BG%5DSkins%2F_default%2FNo+Skin&ContainerSrc=%5BG%5DContainers%2F_default%2FNo+Container&dnnprintmode=true
http://www.ypeka.gr/Default.aspx?tabid=824&language=el-GR&SkinSrc=%5BG%5DSkins%2F_default%2FNo+Skin&ContainerSrc=%5BG%5DContainers%2F_default%2FNo+Container&dnnprintmode=true
http://www.ypeka.gr/Default.aspx?tabid=824&language=el-GR&SkinSrc=%5BG%5DSkins%2F_default%2FNo+Skin&ContainerSrc=%5BG%5DContainers%2F_default%2FNo+Container&dnnprintmode=true
http://www.mbfh.hu/home/html/index.asp?msid=1&sid=0&hkl=537&lng=1
http://www.mbfh.hu/home/html/index.asp?msid=1&sid=0&hkl=537&lng=1
http://elginfo.elgi.hu/mwf/mwf2012.pdf
http://watermaps.wfdireland.ie/ExtractiveFacilities/SearchResults.aspx?entrymode=SiteStatus&querytext=Closed
http://watermaps.wfdireland.ie/ExtractiveFacilities/SearchResults.aspx?entrymode=SiteStatus&querytext=Closed
http://watermaps.wfdireland.ie/ExtractiveFacilities/SearchResults.aspx?entrymode=SiteStatus&querytext=Closed
http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/extractiveindustriesregister/#.VtbXB-YYt34
http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/extractiveindustriesregister/#.VtbXB-YYt34
http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/mines/#.VtbXS-YYt34
http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/mines/#.VtbXS-YYt34
http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/it/banche-dati/strutture-di-deposito-di-tipo-a
http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/it/banche-dati/strutture-di-deposito-di-tipo-a
http://www.environnement.public.lu/etablissements_classes/dossiers_thematiques/gestion_dech_industrie_extractive.pdf
http://www.environnement.public.lu/etablissements_classes/dossiers_thematiques/gestion_dech_industrie_extractive.pdf
http://www.environnement.public.lu/etablissements_classes/dossiers_thematiques/gestion_dech_industrie_extractive.pdf
http://www.mepa.org.mt/quarries-envpermitting
http://www.mepa.org.mt/quarries-envpermitting
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NL The Member State stated that there are no 

sites for which Article 20 is applicable (No 
inventory required) 

http://www.infomil.nl/onderwerpen/integrale/

handboek-eu/afval/winningsafval/uitvoering-
effecten/  

PL http://www.gios.gov.pl/zalaczniki/bip/spis

_zouow_20120424.pdf [The website is 
currently in reconstruction; the inventory 
was provided as a Word document in the 
meantime] 

No public list found but the relevant webpage 

and competent authority: 
http://bip.umwd.dolnyslask.pl/dokument,iddo
k,8655,idmp,291,r,r Guidance for identifying 
closed and abandoned mines: 
http://www.gios.gov.pl/bip/zamowienia_zalac
zniki/165/zalacznik_20120301.pdf 

Synthesis of guidance: 
https://www.mos.gov.pl/fileadmin/user_uploa
d/odpady/Synteza_wytyczne_wielkosci_i_for
my_gwarancji_finansowej.pdf 

PT http://www.dgeg.pt?cr=13014    

RO http://www.minind.ro/resurse_minerale/In
ventar_Iazuri_de_Decantare_iulie_2012.p
df [Ponds] 

http://www.minind.ro/resurse_minerale/In
ventar_halde_iulie_2012.pdf [Heaps] 

http://www.minind.ro/resurse_minerale/Obiec
tive_miniere_la_06.08.2012.pdf  

SE http://www.naturvardsverket.se/upload/sa

-mar-miljon/mark/avfall/Inventering-av-
gruvor/forteckning-nedlagda-
anlaggningar-12-04-27.pdf 

 

SI The Member State stated that there are no 

sites for which Article 20 is applicable (No 
inventory required).  However, there is an 
inventory available online: 

http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/
odpadki/poro%C4%8Dila%20in%20publik

acije/PORO%C4%8CILO%203%20FAZE_2
1022014.pdf  

It is not clear whether the inventory was 
not available when Slovenia submitted the 
implementation report (2013-2015). 

Guidance for identifying closed and 

abandoned mines: 
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/od

padki/poro%C4%8Dila%20in%20publikacije/
PORO%C4%8CILO%203%20FAZE_21022014.
pdf 

SK http://charon.sazp.sk/Odpady_tp/Ulozisko
.aspx 

 

UK England: http://www.environment-

agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/139297.as
px  

Northern Ireland: 
http://www.planningni.gov.uk/index/advic
e/advice_apply/advice_special_studies/adv
ice_special_studies_minerals.htm  
Scotland: - 
Wales:http://publications.environment-

agency.gov.uk/PDF/GEHO0512BWIB-E-
E.pdf 

England and Wales: http://apps.environment-

agency.gov.uk/wiyby/139297.aspx  
See also this report - inventory on closed 

sites (2014): 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/sys
tem/uploads/attachment_data/file/288582/LI
T_6797_7d390c.pdf  
NI: DOENI has compiled an Inventory of 
closed waste facilities in Northern Ireland with 

the assistance BGS and GSNI: 
http://www.planningni.gov.uk/de/index/advic
e/advice_apply/advice_special_studies/invent
ory_pdf.pdf   
Scotland: 
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0047/0047017
9.pdf   

http://www.infomil.nl/onderwerpen/integrale/handboek-eu/afval/winningsafval/uitvoering-effecten/
http://www.infomil.nl/onderwerpen/integrale/handboek-eu/afval/winningsafval/uitvoering-effecten/
http://www.infomil.nl/onderwerpen/integrale/handboek-eu/afval/winningsafval/uitvoering-effecten/
http://www.gios.gov.pl/zalaczniki/bip/spis_zouow_20120424.pdf
http://www.gios.gov.pl/zalaczniki/bip/spis_zouow_20120424.pdf
http://bip.umwd.dolnyslask.pl/dokument,iddok,8655,idmp,291,r,r
http://bip.umwd.dolnyslask.pl/dokument,iddok,8655,idmp,291,r,r
http://www.gios.gov.pl/bip/zamowienia_zalaczniki/165/zalacznik_20120301.pdf
http://www.gios.gov.pl/bip/zamowienia_zalaczniki/165/zalacznik_20120301.pdf
https://www.mos.gov.pl/fileadmin/user_upload/odpady/Synteza_wytyczne_wielkosci_i_formy_gwarancji_finansowej.pdf
https://www.mos.gov.pl/fileadmin/user_upload/odpady/Synteza_wytyczne_wielkosci_i_formy_gwarancji_finansowej.pdf
https://www.mos.gov.pl/fileadmin/user_upload/odpady/Synteza_wytyczne_wielkosci_i_formy_gwarancji_finansowej.pdf
http://www.dgeg.pt/?cr=13014
http://www.minind.ro/resurse_minerale/Inventar_Iazuri_de_Decantare_iulie_2012.pdf
http://www.minind.ro/resurse_minerale/Inventar_Iazuri_de_Decantare_iulie_2012.pdf
http://www.minind.ro/resurse_minerale/Inventar_Iazuri_de_Decantare_iulie_2012.pdf
http://www.minind.ro/resurse_minerale/Inventar_halde_iulie_2012.pdf
http://www.minind.ro/resurse_minerale/Inventar_halde_iulie_2012.pdf
http://www.minind.ro/resurse_minerale/Obiective_miniere_la_06.08.2012.pdf
http://www.minind.ro/resurse_minerale/Obiective_miniere_la_06.08.2012.pdf
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/upload/sa-mar-miljon/mark/avfall/Inventering-av-gruvor/forteckning-nedlagda-anlaggningar-12-04-27.pdf
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/upload/sa-mar-miljon/mark/avfall/Inventering-av-gruvor/forteckning-nedlagda-anlaggningar-12-04-27.pdf
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/upload/sa-mar-miljon/mark/avfall/Inventering-av-gruvor/forteckning-nedlagda-anlaggningar-12-04-27.pdf
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/upload/sa-mar-miljon/mark/avfall/Inventering-av-gruvor/forteckning-nedlagda-anlaggningar-12-04-27.pdf
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/odpadki/poro%C4%8Dila%20in%20publikacije/PORO%C4%8CILO%203%20FAZE_21022014.pdf
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/odpadki/poro%C4%8Dila%20in%20publikacije/PORO%C4%8CILO%203%20FAZE_21022014.pdf
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/odpadki/poro%C4%8Dila%20in%20publikacije/PORO%C4%8CILO%203%20FAZE_21022014.pdf
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/odpadki/poro%C4%8Dila%20in%20publikacije/PORO%C4%8CILO%203%20FAZE_21022014.pdf
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/odpadki/poro%C4%8Dila%20in%20publikacije/PORO%C4%8CILO%203%20FAZE_21022014.pdf
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/odpadki/poro%C4%8Dila%20in%20publikacije/PORO%C4%8CILO%203%20FAZE_21022014.pdf
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/odpadki/poro%C4%8Dila%20in%20publikacije/PORO%C4%8CILO%203%20FAZE_21022014.pdf
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/odpadki/poro%C4%8Dila%20in%20publikacije/PORO%C4%8CILO%203%20FAZE_21022014.pdf
http://charon.sazp.sk/Odpady_tp/Ulozisko.aspx
http://charon.sazp.sk/Odpady_tp/Ulozisko.aspx
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/139297.aspx
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/139297.aspx
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/139297.aspx
http://www.planningni.gov.uk/index/advice/advice_apply/advice_special_studies/advice_special_studies_minerals.htm
http://www.planningni.gov.uk/index/advice/advice_apply/advice_special_studies/advice_special_studies_minerals.htm
http://www.planningni.gov.uk/index/advice/advice_apply/advice_special_studies/advice_special_studies_minerals.htm
http://publications.environment-agency.gov.uk/PDF/GEHO0512BWIB-E-E.pdf
http://publications.environment-agency.gov.uk/PDF/GEHO0512BWIB-E-E.pdf
http://publications.environment-agency.gov.uk/PDF/GEHO0512BWIB-E-E.pdf
http://apps.environment-agency.gov.uk/wiyby/139297.aspx
http://apps.environment-agency.gov.uk/wiyby/139297.aspx
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/288582/LIT_6797_7d390c.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/288582/LIT_6797_7d390c.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/288582/LIT_6797_7d390c.pdf
http://www.planningni.gov.uk/de/index/advice/advice_apply/advice_special_studies/inventory_pdf.pdf
http://www.planningni.gov.uk/de/index/advice/advice_apply/advice_special_studies/inventory_pdf.pdf
http://www.planningni.gov.uk/de/index/advice/advice_apply/advice_special_studies/inventory_pdf.pdf
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0047/00470179.pdf
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0047/00470179.pdf
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Appendix F  

Extractive Waste Directive online information by 
Member State 

Websites on extractive waste 

The competent authorities in the majority of Member States have established webpages 

on extractive waste.  Information was identified for 21 Member States.  These are 

typically located within the Ministry of Environment’s or Environment Agency’s websites, 

or other portals of information managed by the Ministry of Environment.  Other 

examples of ministries responsible for managing these webpages included the Ministry 
of Energy and the Ministry of Industry. 

The level of detail of the information presented on these websites varied between 

Member States.  The more developed webpages include a host of information including 

guidance documents and other relevant background material.  Where no dedicated 

webpage is available, information is contained within other webpages dedicated to either 

waste or mining.  Links to the relevant webpages are presented in the table below along 

with a brief comment detailing the available information and competent authority 

responsible for managing the webpage.  Information regarding implementation of the 

Directive specifically was not located on the webpages as they are focussed on provision 
of information. 

Overview of Member State website links with general information 

Member 
States 

Link Comment 

Austria http://www.en.bmwfw.gv.at/Energy/S

eiten/TheAustrianMineralResourcesPla
n.aspx 

The website of the Federal Ministry of 

Science, Research and Economy has 
dedicated webpages on mining, with links to 
legislation concerning extractive wastes and 
abandoned and closed mines.   

Belgium Wallonia: 
http://environnement.wallonie.be/env
iroentreprises/pages/etatenviindustrie

.asp?doc=syn-ext-dep  
Flanders: http://www.ovam.be/afval-
materialen.  

Brussels: No mining activities in 
Brussels 

A dedicated webpage has been set up for 

Wallonia via the website for the Ministry of 
Environment, providing an outline of the 
issues and actions for change.  No dedicated 
webpages were identified for Brussels or 
Flanders. 

Bulgaria https://me.government.bg/bg/themes

-c333.html 

The website for the Ministry of Energy has 

dedicated webpages on extractive waste, 
with information concerning management 
options, permits and legislation. 

 

Cyprus http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/mines/
minesSrv.nsf/dmlenvironment_gr/dml
environment_gr?OpenDocument 

The Ministry of Agriculture, Natural 
Resources and Environment’s website has 

dedicated webpages on extractive waste, 
with information concerning management 
options, permits and legislation. 

 

 

http://www.en.bmwfw.gv.at/Energy/Seiten/TheAustrianMineralResourcesPlan.aspx
http://www.en.bmwfw.gv.at/Energy/Seiten/TheAustrianMineralResourcesPlan.aspx
http://www.en.bmwfw.gv.at/Energy/Seiten/TheAustrianMineralResourcesPlan.aspx
http://environnement.wallonie.be/enviroentreprises/pages/etatenviindustrie.asp?doc=syn-ext-dep
http://environnement.wallonie.be/enviroentreprises/pages/etatenviindustrie.asp?doc=syn-ext-dep
http://environnement.wallonie.be/enviroentreprises/pages/etatenviindustrie.asp?doc=syn-ext-dep
http://www.ovam.be/afval-materialen
http://www.ovam.be/afval-materialen
https://me.government.bg/bg/themes-c333.html
https://me.government.bg/bg/themes-c333.html
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/mines/minesSrv.nsf/dmlenvironment_gr/dmlenvironment_gr?OpenDocument
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/mines/minesSrv.nsf/dmlenvironment_gr/dmlenvironment_gr?OpenDocument
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/mines/minesSrv.nsf/dmlenvironment_gr/dmlenvironment_gr?OpenDocument
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Member 

States 

Link Comment 

Czech 
Republic 

http://www.geology.cz/extranet/sgs/d
ulni-dila 

The Czech Geological Survey’s website (a 

state-run website managing geoscientific 
information for the government) has 
dedicated webpages on extractive wastes 
and mining.  The resource includes 

information concerning management 
options, permits, a register of abandoned 
and closed mines and legislation. 

Germany http://www.laga-
online.de/servlet/is/23876/ 

Mining and extractive waste is managed at 

Länder level in Germany.  A Federal Working 
Group on Mining Waste has been established 
which has collated the list of competent 
authorities across the Länder with links to 

the relevant websites.  The level of 
information varies by Länder with some only 

providing links to legislation and others 
setting out guidance and background 
material. 

Denmark http://naturstyrelsen.dk/vandmiljoe/h

avet/raastoffer/raastofindvinding-paa-
land/ 

The Nature Agency’s website has a 

dedicated webpage on extractive wastes 
outlining the general terms of requirements 
and providing links to relevant legislation 
and guidance among other things. 

Estonia http://www.envir.ee/et/maapou The website of the Ministry of Environment 

has dedicated webpages on mining with 
links to legislation on extractive wastes 

Spain http://www.minetur.gob.es/energia/m

ineria/Mineria/Legislacion/Paginas/Leg
islacion.aspx 

The website of the Ministry of Industry, 

Energy and Tourism has dedicated 
webpages on mining.  This includes links to 
legislation on extractive wastes and the 
register of abandoned and closed mines. 

Finland http://www.ymparisto.fi/fi-

FI/Kulutus_ja_tuotanto/Jatteet_ja_jat
ehuolto/Jatehuollon_vastuut_ja_jarjes
taminen/Kaivannaisjatteet 

The Finnish environmental associations 

(Ministry of the Environment, Finnish 
Environment Institute SYKE, and the 
Housing Finance and Development Centre of 
Finland) have a joint website called 
ENVIRONMENT.fi (YMPARISTO.fi).  This 

website includes dedicated webpages on 
extractive waste with links to legislation and 
guidance among other things. 

France http://www.developpement-
durable.gouv.fr/-Sous-sol-.html 

The website of the French Ministry of the 

Environment, Energy and Sea includes 
dedicated webpages on extractive waste, 
with links to legislation, guidance, the 
register of abandoned and closed sites, and 
a dedicated webpage on mining uranium. 

Greece http://www.ypeka.gr/Default.aspx?ta
bid=824&language=el-GR 

The Environment and Energy Ministry’s 

website includes a dedicated webpage on 
extractive waste with links to legislation, 
reports and relevant events. 

http://www.geology.cz/extranet/sgs/dulni-dila
http://www.geology.cz/extranet/sgs/dulni-dila
http://www.laga-online.de/servlet/is/23876/
http://www.laga-online.de/servlet/is/23876/
http://naturstyrelsen.dk/vandmiljoe/havet/raastoffer/raastofindvinding-paa-land/
http://naturstyrelsen.dk/vandmiljoe/havet/raastoffer/raastofindvinding-paa-land/
http://naturstyrelsen.dk/vandmiljoe/havet/raastoffer/raastofindvinding-paa-land/
http://www.envir.ee/et/maapou
http://www.minetur.gob.es/energia/mineria/Mineria/Legislacion/Paginas/Legislacion.aspx
http://www.minetur.gob.es/energia/mineria/Mineria/Legislacion/Paginas/Legislacion.aspx
http://www.minetur.gob.es/energia/mineria/Mineria/Legislacion/Paginas/Legislacion.aspx
http://www.ymparisto.fi/fi-FI/Kulutus_ja_tuotanto/Jatteet_ja_jatehuolto/Jatehuollon_vastuut_ja_jarjestaminen/Kaivannaisjatteet
http://www.ymparisto.fi/fi-FI/Kulutus_ja_tuotanto/Jatteet_ja_jatehuolto/Jatehuollon_vastuut_ja_jarjestaminen/Kaivannaisjatteet
http://www.ymparisto.fi/fi-FI/Kulutus_ja_tuotanto/Jatteet_ja_jatehuolto/Jatehuollon_vastuut_ja_jarjestaminen/Kaivannaisjatteet
http://www.ymparisto.fi/fi-FI/Kulutus_ja_tuotanto/Jatteet_ja_jatehuolto/Jatehuollon_vastuut_ja_jarjestaminen/Kaivannaisjatteet
http://www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/-Sous-sol-.html
http://www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/-Sous-sol-.html
http://www.ypeka.gr/Default.aspx?tabid=824&language=el-GR
http://www.ypeka.gr/Default.aspx?tabid=824&language=el-GR
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Member 

States 

Link Comment 

Croatia http://puo.mzopu.hr/default.aspx?id=
4090 

The website for the Ministry of Environment 

and Nature Protection has a dedicated 
webpage on extractive waste, with links to 
guidance, legislation and background 
material. 

Hungary http://www.mbfh.hu/home/html/inde
x.asp?msid=1&sid=0&hkl=547&lng=1 

The Hungarian Mining and Geology Office 

has a dedicated webpage on extractive 
waste within its website.  This includes links 
to legislation and guidance, and information 
concerning abandoned and closed mines. 

Ireland http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/mines
/#.VtbXS-YYt34 

The Environmental Protection Agency’s 

website has dedicated webpages on mining.  

There is limited information concerning 
extractive wastes on these webpages 
although it does include a link to its register 
of abandoned and closed sites and the 
relevant legislation. 

Italy http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/it/ban

che-dati/strutture-di-deposito-di-tipo-
a 

The website for the Institute for Protection 

and Environmental Research (ISPRA) (a 
state run organisation) includes a dedicated 
webpage on abandoned and closed site with 
links to legislation on extractive waste. 

Lithuania http://www.am.lt/VI/index.php#a/68

10; 
https://www.lgt.lt/index.php?option=c

om_content&view=article&id=166:na
udingosios-iskasenos&catid=171:apie-

lietuvos-
geologija&Itemid=1127&lang=lt 

No dedicated webpage on extractive waste 

was identified on the Ministry of 
Environment’s website.  The Lithuanian 

Geological Survey’s website includes a 
dedicated webpage on mining but no 

information on extractive waste was located 
on this website. 

Luxembourg http://www.environnement.public.lu/d
echets/legislation/flux_de_dechets_sp
ecifiques/index.html 

The Ministry of Environment is responsible 
for matters concerning extractive waste, and 

a link to the national legislation is located on 
its website under waste management. 

Latvia http://www.varam.gov.lv/lat/likumdos
ana/normativie_akti/?doc=3150 

The Ministry of Environment’s website 
includes dedicated webpages on mining with 
links to legislation on extractive waste. 

Malta http://www.mepa.org.mt/quarries The Malta Environment and Planning 
Authority’s website includes a dedicated 

webpage on extractive waste.  This includes 

a brief outline of the issues and the 
processes in place to manage extractive 
waste. 

 

Netherlands http://www.infomil.nl/onderwerpen/in
tegrale/handboek-
eu/afval/winningsafval/ 

The Ministry of Infrastructure and the 
Environment’s website includes a dedicated 

webpage on extractive waste outlining 
relevant Dutch and European legislation with 
links to the original documents. 

 

http://puo.mzopu.hr/default.aspx?id=4090
http://puo.mzopu.hr/default.aspx?id=4090
http://www.mbfh.hu/home/html/index.asp?msid=1&sid=0&hkl=547&lng=1
http://www.mbfh.hu/home/html/index.asp?msid=1&sid=0&hkl=547&lng=1
http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/mines/#.VtbXS-YYt34
http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/mines/#.VtbXS-YYt34
http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/it/banche-dati/strutture-di-deposito-di-tipo-a
http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/it/banche-dati/strutture-di-deposito-di-tipo-a
http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/it/banche-dati/strutture-di-deposito-di-tipo-a
http://www.am.lt/VI/index.php#a/6810
http://www.am.lt/VI/index.php#a/6810
https://www.lgt.lt/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=166:naudingosios-iskasenos&catid=171:apie-lietuvos-geologija&Itemid=1127&lang=lt
https://www.lgt.lt/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=166:naudingosios-iskasenos&catid=171:apie-lietuvos-geologija&Itemid=1127&lang=lt
https://www.lgt.lt/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=166:naudingosios-iskasenos&catid=171:apie-lietuvos-geologija&Itemid=1127&lang=lt
https://www.lgt.lt/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=166:naudingosios-iskasenos&catid=171:apie-lietuvos-geologija&Itemid=1127&lang=lt
https://www.lgt.lt/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=166:naudingosios-iskasenos&catid=171:apie-lietuvos-geologija&Itemid=1127&lang=lt
http://www.environnement.public.lu/dechets/legislation/flux_de_dechets_specifiques/index.html
http://www.environnement.public.lu/dechets/legislation/flux_de_dechets_specifiques/index.html
http://www.environnement.public.lu/dechets/legislation/flux_de_dechets_specifiques/index.html
http://www.varam.gov.lv/lat/likumdosana/normativie_akti/?doc=3150
http://www.varam.gov.lv/lat/likumdosana/normativie_akti/?doc=3150
http://www.mepa.org.mt/quarries
http://www.infomil.nl/onderwerpen/integrale/handboek-eu/afval/winningsafval/
http://www.infomil.nl/onderwerpen/integrale/handboek-eu/afval/winningsafval/
http://www.infomil.nl/onderwerpen/integrale/handboek-eu/afval/winningsafval/
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Member 

States 

Link Comment 

Poland https://www.mos.gov.pl/pl/srodowisk
o/odpady/odpady-z-przemyslu/ 

The Ministry of Environment’s website 

includes information on extractive wastes 
under its dedicated webpages on waste.  
This includes links to legislation, guidance 
and other relevant materials. 

Portugal http://www.dgeg.pt/; 

http://www.apambiente.pt/index.php?
ref=16&subref=84&sub2ref=222 

The Directorate General for Energy and 

Geology’s website includes a webpage on 
mining with no information currently 
available (with a notice to say that it is 

under development).  The Ministry of 
Environment’s website includes only a few 
lines on extractive waste. 

Romania http://www.minind.ro/ 144 The Ministry of Economy, Trade and 

Business’s website includes a dedicated 
webpage on mining and extractive waste.  It 
includes links to information on mining 
permits, legislation, abandoned and closed 
sites, and other relevant documents. 

Sweden http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Stod
-i-miljoarbetet/Vagledningar/Gruvor/ 

The Swedish Environmental Protection 

Agency’s website includes dedicated 
webpages on mining and extractive waste.  
It includes links to the relevant legislation, 
guidance and statistics on extractive waste. 

Slovenia http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20ok

olja/odpadki/; 

http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20ok
olja/poro%C4%8Dila/poro%C4%8Dila

%20o%20stanju%20okolja%20v%20
Sloveniji/odpadki.pdf 

The Environment Agency’s website includes 

dedicated webpages on waste, and has 

posted a report on how waste legislation and 
waste management works in Slovenia, 
including that of extractive waste (2006). 

Slovakia https://www.minzp.sk/sekcie/temy-
oblasti/geologia/tazobny-odpad.html; 
http://charon.sazp.sk/Odpady_tp/     

The Ministry of Environment’s website 
includes information on extractive wastes 

under its dedicated webpages on geology.  
This includes links to the legislation and a 
state run environmental portal with a 
dedicated webpage on extractive waste. 

United 
Kingdom 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publ

ications/environmental-permitting-
guidance-the-mining-waste-directive 

The UK government’s website includes a 

dedicated webpage on extractive waste with 
links to the relevant legislation, guidance 
and the respective environment agencies for 

the devolved administrations responsible for 
permitting and recording abandoned and 
closed sites. 

Note: All web links were last accessed 4 March 2016. 
 

Availability of information on permits granted under the EWD 

An overview of available information is presented below.  In summary, the majority of 

Member States do not include the complete information on permits directly online, 

rather information can be provided on request – only four Member States include direct 

links to copies of the permits on their competent authority websites (Cyprus, Denmark, 

Estonia and Malta).  Rather, Member States generally provide a list of permits with a 

                                           
144 To access the relevant webpage follow: 'Domenii/ Sectoare' and then 'Resurse minerale' 

https://www.mos.gov.pl/pl/srodowisko/odpady/odpady-z-przemyslu/
https://www.mos.gov.pl/pl/srodowisko/odpady/odpady-z-przemyslu/
http://www.dgeg.pt/
http://www.apambiente.pt/index.php?ref=16&subref=84&sub2ref=222
http://www.apambiente.pt/index.php?ref=16&subref=84&sub2ref=222
http://www.minind.ro/
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Stod-i-miljoarbetet/Vagledningar/Gruvor/
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Stod-i-miljoarbetet/Vagledningar/Gruvor/
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/odpadki/
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/odpadki/
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/poro%C4%8Dila/poro%C4%8Dila%20o%20stanju%20okolja%20v%20Sloveniji/odpadki.pdf
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/poro%C4%8Dila/poro%C4%8Dila%20o%20stanju%20okolja%20v%20Sloveniji/odpadki.pdf
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/poro%C4%8Dila/poro%C4%8Dila%20o%20stanju%20okolja%20v%20Sloveniji/odpadki.pdf
http://www.arso.gov.si/varstvo%20okolja/poro%C4%8Dila/poro%C4%8Dila%20o%20stanju%20okolja%20v%20Sloveniji/odpadki.pdf
https://www.minzp.sk/sekcie/temy-oblasti/geologia/tazobny-odpad.html
https://www.minzp.sk/sekcie/temy-oblasti/geologia/tazobny-odpad.html
http://charon.sazp.sk/Odpady_tp/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/environmental-permitting-guidance-the-mining-waste-directive
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/environmental-permitting-guidance-the-mining-waste-directive
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/environmental-permitting-guidance-the-mining-waste-directive
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summary of information, including for example the name of the operator and 

organisation, its location, the substance mined and activities required by the permit.  In 

the case of six Member States, this summary permit information is publically available 

online in a searchable inventory (Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Ireland, Lithuania, 

Slovakia and Spain).  No information on permits was found in the case of seven Member 

States.  Lastly, it should be noted that Luxembourg and the Netherlands reported that 
no permits have been issued. 

Overview of Member State website information on permits 

Member 
States 

Link Comment 

Austria http://www.bmwfw.gv.at/EnergieUnd
Bergbau/BergIS/Seiten/default.aspx 

Basic permit information is available online 

and mapped geographically.  Permit 
information includes the type of mining 

authorised, the name and location of the 
authorisation, and the raw mineral material 
mined. 

 

Belgium Wallonia: 
http://geoportail.wallonie.be/WalOnM
ap/#BBOX=135636.45046421952,20
1385.54029573253,99440.41605329
84,151431.14503475637. 
Flanders: No information found.  

Brussels: n/a. 

Permits for extractive waste in Wallonia are 
mapped geographically.  No further detail 
concerning the permits can be accessed by 
this tool. 
 
 
No information found concerning permits was 

found for Flanders.  

No mining activities are reported in Brussels. 

 

Bulgaria http://pdbase.government.bg/forms/p
ublic_permits.jsp?rios=0&teritory=0&
district=0&popular=0&act=0&ewc=&fi

nd=&RuchFind=Search 
 

A searchable inventory of all permits is 
available online. 

Cyprus http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/Mines/M
inesSrv.nsf/4738f9dbd07d213cc2256f
b3003d76d0/4a382845f0233b86c225
70e60036333e?OpenDocument 

 

Currently there is only one active mine 
operating in Cyprus.  Permit details are 
available online, along with the application 
and annual reporting report. 

Czech 
Republic 

http://www.geology.cz/extranet/sgs/d
ulni-dila/poddolovana-uzemi 

The State Geological Survey is responsible for 
maintaining a register of mining permits and 
all associated activities.  The register is 
publicly available online. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.bmwfw.gv.at/EnergieUndBergbau/BergIS/Seiten/default.aspx
http://www.bmwfw.gv.at/EnergieUndBergbau/BergIS/Seiten/default.aspx
http://geoportail.wallonie.be/WalOnMap/#BBOX=135636.45046421952,201385.54029573253,99440.4160532984,151431.14503475637
http://geoportail.wallonie.be/WalOnMap/#BBOX=135636.45046421952,201385.54029573253,99440.4160532984,151431.14503475637
http://geoportail.wallonie.be/WalOnMap/#BBOX=135636.45046421952,201385.54029573253,99440.4160532984,151431.14503475637
http://geoportail.wallonie.be/WalOnMap/#BBOX=135636.45046421952,201385.54029573253,99440.4160532984,151431.14503475637
https://dov.vlaanderen.be/dovweb/html/index.html
https://dov.vlaanderen.be/dovweb/html/index.html
http://pdbase.government.bg/forms/public_permits.jsp?rios=0&teritory=0&district=0&popular=0&act=0&ewc=&find=&RuchFind=Search
http://pdbase.government.bg/forms/public_permits.jsp?rios=0&teritory=0&district=0&popular=0&act=0&ewc=&find=&RuchFind=Search
http://pdbase.government.bg/forms/public_permits.jsp?rios=0&teritory=0&district=0&popular=0&act=0&ewc=&find=&RuchFind=Search
http://pdbase.government.bg/forms/public_permits.jsp?rios=0&teritory=0&district=0&popular=0&act=0&ewc=&find=&RuchFind=Search
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/Mines/MinesSrv.nsf/4738f9dbd07d213cc2256fb3003d76d0/4a382845f0233b86c22570e60036333e?OpenDocument
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/Mines/MinesSrv.nsf/4738f9dbd07d213cc2256fb3003d76d0/4a382845f0233b86c22570e60036333e?OpenDocument
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/Mines/MinesSrv.nsf/4738f9dbd07d213cc2256fb3003d76d0/4a382845f0233b86c22570e60036333e?OpenDocument
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/Mines/MinesSrv.nsf/4738f9dbd07d213cc2256fb3003d76d0/4a382845f0233b86c22570e60036333e?OpenDocument
http://www.geology.cz/extranet/sgs/dulni-dila/poddolovana-uzemi
http://www.geology.cz/extranet/sgs/dulni-dila/poddolovana-uzemi
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Germany Baden Württemberg: http://www.lgrb-
bw.de/bergbau/zustaendigkeiten_der_

landesbergdirektion/bergbauberechtig
ungen.  
Overview: http://www.laga-
online.de/servlet/is/23876/.  

 

Permits are granted at Länder level in 
Germany.  At present, mines are active in the 

following Länder: 

 Baden Württemberg; 

 Bavaria; 

 Brandenburg; 

 Hessen; 

 Niedersachsen (Lower Saxony); 

 North Rhine Westphalia; 

 Rheinland Pfalz; 

 Saarland; 

 Sachsen (Saxony); 

 Sachsen-Anhalt; and  

 Thüringen.  
Information concerning permits is made 
available by the competent authorities for the 
respective Länder and varies accordingly.  
E.g. in Baden Württemberg, permits are 
mapped geographically according to the 
substance mined.  Information concerning all 

regions has not been sourced at this stage 
but links to the relevant competent 
authorities in the overview webpage should 
direct to relevant information on permits. 

Denmark http://naturstyrelsen.dk/vandmiljoe/h
avet/raastoffer/raastofindvinding-paa-

havet/indvindingstilladelser/auktionso
mraader-indvindingstilladelser/ 

Permits are available publicly online.  A 
complete list with links to copies of the 

permits is available on the Nature Agency’s 
website. 

Estonia http://www.envir.ee/et/maavara-
kaevandamise-loa-taotlused 

Permits are available publicly online.  A 
complete list with links to copies of the 
permits is available on the Ministry of 
Environment’s website. 

Spain https://geoportal.minetur.gob.es/Cata
stroMinero/BusquedaBasica.do 

A searchable inventory of all permits is 
available online. 

Finland http://www.ymparisto.fi/fi-
FI/Asiointi_luvat_ja_ymparistovaikutu
sten_arviointi/Luvat_ilmoitukset_ja_re
kisterointi/Maaainesten_ottamiseen_lii

ttyva_ilmoitus_ja_luvat 

Permits are granted at municipal level and 
information concerning permits is made 
available by the competent authorities for the 
respective municipality. 

France http://www.developpement-
durable.gouv.fr/Inventaire-article-

20.html 

A list of permits is available online with 
information concerning the geographic 

location, the name of the organisation, the 
sector, substance mined and an outline of 
actions required by the permit. 

Greece http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?fi
leticket=JLNa0i8XaZQ%3d&tabid=824
&language=el-GR 

An overview of permits according to their 
classification of waste is publicly available 
online.  No further information concerning the 
permits was found on the competent 
authority’s website. 

Croatia 

 

 

n/a No information was found. 

http://www.lgrb-bw.de/bergbau/zustaendigkeiten_der_landesbergdirektion/bergbauberechtigungen
http://www.lgrb-bw.de/bergbau/zustaendigkeiten_der_landesbergdirektion/bergbauberechtigungen
http://www.lgrb-bw.de/bergbau/zustaendigkeiten_der_landesbergdirektion/bergbauberechtigungen
http://www.lgrb-bw.de/bergbau/zustaendigkeiten_der_landesbergdirektion/bergbauberechtigungen
http://www.laga-online.de/servlet/is/23876/
http://www.laga-online.de/servlet/is/23876/
http://naturstyrelsen.dk/vandmiljoe/havet/raastoffer/raastofindvinding-paa-havet/indvindingstilladelser/auktionsomraader-indvindingstilladelser/
http://naturstyrelsen.dk/vandmiljoe/havet/raastoffer/raastofindvinding-paa-havet/indvindingstilladelser/auktionsomraader-indvindingstilladelser/
http://naturstyrelsen.dk/vandmiljoe/havet/raastoffer/raastofindvinding-paa-havet/indvindingstilladelser/auktionsomraader-indvindingstilladelser/
http://naturstyrelsen.dk/vandmiljoe/havet/raastoffer/raastofindvinding-paa-havet/indvindingstilladelser/auktionsomraader-indvindingstilladelser/
http://www.envir.ee/et/maavara-kaevandamise-loa-taotlused
http://www.envir.ee/et/maavara-kaevandamise-loa-taotlused
https://geoportal.minetur.gob.es/CatastroMinero/BusquedaBasica.do
https://geoportal.minetur.gob.es/CatastroMinero/BusquedaBasica.do
http://www.ymparisto.fi/fi-FI/Asiointi_luvat_ja_ymparistovaikutusten_arviointi/Luvat_ilmoitukset_ja_rekisterointi/Maaainesten_ottamiseen_liittyva_ilmoitus_ja_luvat
http://www.ymparisto.fi/fi-FI/Asiointi_luvat_ja_ymparistovaikutusten_arviointi/Luvat_ilmoitukset_ja_rekisterointi/Maaainesten_ottamiseen_liittyva_ilmoitus_ja_luvat
http://www.ymparisto.fi/fi-FI/Asiointi_luvat_ja_ymparistovaikutusten_arviointi/Luvat_ilmoitukset_ja_rekisterointi/Maaainesten_ottamiseen_liittyva_ilmoitus_ja_luvat
http://www.ymparisto.fi/fi-FI/Asiointi_luvat_ja_ymparistovaikutusten_arviointi/Luvat_ilmoitukset_ja_rekisterointi/Maaainesten_ottamiseen_liittyva_ilmoitus_ja_luvat
http://www.ymparisto.fi/fi-FI/Asiointi_luvat_ja_ymparistovaikutusten_arviointi/Luvat_ilmoitukset_ja_rekisterointi/Maaainesten_ottamiseen_liittyva_ilmoitus_ja_luvat
http://www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/Inventaire-article-20.html
http://www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/Inventaire-article-20.html
http://www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/Inventaire-article-20.html
http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=JLNa0i8XaZQ%3d&tabid=824&language=el-GR
http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=JLNa0i8XaZQ%3d&tabid=824&language=el-GR
http://www.ypeka.gr/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=JLNa0i8XaZQ%3d&tabid=824&language=el-GR
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Hungary http://www.mbfh.hu/home/html/inde
x.asp?msid=1&sid=0&hkl=547&lng=1 

An overview of permits is publicly available.  
A map is also publicly available.  No further 

information concerning the permits was 
found on the competent authority’s website. 

Ireland http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/extra
ctiveindustriesregister/#.VtbXB-YYt34 

A searchable inventory of all permits is 
available online. 

Italy http://unmig.mise.gov.it/unmig/carto
grafia/cartografia.asp 

Permits for extractive waste in Italy are 
mapped geographically.  No further detail 

concerning the permits can be accessed by 
this tool. 

Lithuania https://www.epaslaugos.lt/portal/serv

ice/15625/8820?searchId=21be9b2c-
6c3f-4419-ae08-80f72e0e0838 

According to the competent authority, a 

searchable inventory of all permits is 
available online.  However, we have been 
unable to register to access the database. 

Luxembour
g 

http://www.environnement.public.lu/e
tablissements_classes/dossiers_thema
tiques/gestion_dech_industrie_extract
ive.pdf 

No permits have been issued. 

Latvia n/a No information was found. 

Malta http://www.mepa.org.mt/quarries-
envpermitting 

A list of permits is available online with 
information concerning the location, the 
name of the organisation, substance mined 
and activities on site along with a link to a 
copy of the permit. 

Netherlands http://www.infomil.nl/onderwerpen/in
tegrale/handboek-
eu/afval/winningsafval/uitvoering-
effecten/ 

No information on permits is available online 
since no permits were granted; 

Poland https://www.mos.gov.pl/pl/srodowisk

o/odpady/odpady-z-przemyslu/; 
https://www.mos.gov.pl/fileadmin/us
er_upload/odpady/Sprawozdanie_ws_
wykonania_Dyrektywy_2006_21_WE.
pdf 

An overview of permits according to their 

classification of waste is publicly available 
online (p.26 of the implementation report).  
No further information concerning the 
permits was found on the competent 
authority’s website. 

Portugal n/a No information was found. 

Romania http://www.minind.ro/resurse_minera
le/Inventar_Iazuri_de_Decantare_iulie

_2012.pdf   

A list of permits is available online with 
information concerning the location, the 

name of the organisation, substance mined 
and activities on site. 

Sweden http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Stod
-i-
miljoarbetet/Vagledningar/Gruvor/Milj
o--och-tillstandsprovning-/ 
 

No information was found.  The link is for 
permit applications and a point of contact. 

Slovenia n/a No information was found. 

 
 
 
 

http://www.mbfh.hu/home/html/index.asp?msid=1&sid=0&hkl=547&lng=1
http://www.mbfh.hu/home/html/index.asp?msid=1&sid=0&hkl=547&lng=1
http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/extractiveindustriesregister/#.VtbXB-YYt34
http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/extractiveindustriesregister/#.VtbXB-YYt34
http://unmig.mise.gov.it/unmig/cartografia/cartografia.asp
http://unmig.mise.gov.it/unmig/cartografia/cartografia.asp
https://www.epaslaugos.lt/portal/service/15625/8820?searchId=21be9b2c-6c3f-4419-ae08-80f72e0e0838
https://www.epaslaugos.lt/portal/service/15625/8820?searchId=21be9b2c-6c3f-4419-ae08-80f72e0e0838
https://www.epaslaugos.lt/portal/service/15625/8820?searchId=21be9b2c-6c3f-4419-ae08-80f72e0e0838
http://www.environnement.public.lu/etablissements_classes/dossiers_thematiques/gestion_dech_industrie_extractive.pdf
http://www.environnement.public.lu/etablissements_classes/dossiers_thematiques/gestion_dech_industrie_extractive.pdf
http://www.environnement.public.lu/etablissements_classes/dossiers_thematiques/gestion_dech_industrie_extractive.pdf
http://www.environnement.public.lu/etablissements_classes/dossiers_thematiques/gestion_dech_industrie_extractive.pdf
http://www.mepa.org.mt/quarries-envpermitting
http://www.mepa.org.mt/quarries-envpermitting
http://www.infomil.nl/onderwerpen/integrale/handboek-eu/afval/winningsafval/uitvoering-effecten/
http://www.infomil.nl/onderwerpen/integrale/handboek-eu/afval/winningsafval/uitvoering-effecten/
http://www.infomil.nl/onderwerpen/integrale/handboek-eu/afval/winningsafval/uitvoering-effecten/
http://www.infomil.nl/onderwerpen/integrale/handboek-eu/afval/winningsafval/uitvoering-effecten/
https://www.mos.gov.pl/pl/srodowisko/odpady/odpady-z-przemyslu/
https://www.mos.gov.pl/pl/srodowisko/odpady/odpady-z-przemyslu/
https://www.mos.gov.pl/fileadmin/user_upload/odpady/Sprawozdanie_ws_wykonania_Dyrektywy_2006_21_WE.pdf
https://www.mos.gov.pl/fileadmin/user_upload/odpady/Sprawozdanie_ws_wykonania_Dyrektywy_2006_21_WE.pdf
https://www.mos.gov.pl/fileadmin/user_upload/odpady/Sprawozdanie_ws_wykonania_Dyrektywy_2006_21_WE.pdf
https://www.mos.gov.pl/fileadmin/user_upload/odpady/Sprawozdanie_ws_wykonania_Dyrektywy_2006_21_WE.pdf
http://www.minind.ro/resurse_minerale/Inventar_Iazuri_de_Decantare_iulie_2012.pdf
http://www.minind.ro/resurse_minerale/Inventar_Iazuri_de_Decantare_iulie_2012.pdf
http://www.minind.ro/resurse_minerale/Inventar_Iazuri_de_Decantare_iulie_2012.pdf
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Stod-i-miljoarbetet/Vagledningar/Gruvor/Miljo--och-tillstandsprovning-/
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Stod-i-miljoarbetet/Vagledningar/Gruvor/Miljo--och-tillstandsprovning-/
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Stod-i-miljoarbetet/Vagledningar/Gruvor/Miljo--och-tillstandsprovning-/
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Stod-i-miljoarbetet/Vagledningar/Gruvor/Miljo--och-tillstandsprovning-/
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Slovakia http://charon.sazp.sk/Odpady_tp/ Information concerning permits is publicly 
available online along with supporting 

documents such as management plans, 
summary reports on the monitoring and 
controls, etc.  However, we have been unable 
to register to access the database. 

United 
Kingdom 

England – Public register 
(https://environment.data.gov.uk/pub
lic-register/view/search-waste-

operations) 
Wales – Public register 
(https://nrwregulatory.naturalresourc
es.wales/Permits)  

Northern Ireland (http://appsd.daera-
ni.gov.uk/wastelicences/)  

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-
if-you-need-an-environmental-permit 

England and Wales hold information of 
environmental permits in two registers that 
are specific to waste operations (including 

extractive waste). Northern Ireland holds a 
similar register but it is not clear whether it 
includes extractive waste facilities. A similar 
register was not found in Scotland (it was 

only applicable to WEE). The UK also has a 
link for permit applications and a point of 

contact. 

Note: All web links were last accessed 4 March 2016. 

 

 

 

http://charon.sazp.sk/Odpady_tp/
https://environment.data.gov.uk/public-register/view/search-waste-operations
https://environment.data.gov.uk/public-register/view/search-waste-operations
https://environment.data.gov.uk/public-register/view/search-waste-operations
https://nrwregulatory.naturalresources.wales/Permits
https://nrwregulatory.naturalresources.wales/Permits
http://appsd.daera-ni.gov.uk/wastelicences/
http://appsd.daera-ni.gov.uk/wastelicences/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-if-you-need-an-environmental-permit
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-if-you-need-an-environmental-permit
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 Summary of selected minerals and main extraction and tailings management techniques145     

 

Mineral Extraction technique Mineral processing Tailings / other key 
waste characteristics 

Tailings /other key 

waste material 
management 

Closure and after- care 
techniques 

Aluminium / 
Alumina 

Open pit and 
underground 

Bayer process (Alumina) Elevated pH, red mud: 

d80<10 µm, process 
sand: d80<1000 µm 

Slurried or thickened Dewater and dry cover, 
discharge treatment 

Base metals Open pit and 
underground (cut- and-

fill, room and pillar, 
blasthole stoping) 

Flotation and leaching 
for Au 

d80: 50 – 100 µm, often 
ARD potential 

Slurried or thickened. 
some backfill (coarse 
fraction) 

Dewater and dry cover 
or wet cover 

Chromium Open pit Dense medium and 
magnetic separation 

Containing Cr and Ni Slurried No information available 
related to current 
projects in the EU 

Iron Open pit, underground 
(large- scale sub-level 
caving) 

Magnetic separation, 
dense medium 
separation 

No ARD potential, 
mostly SiO2 and FexOy 

Fines: slurried, coarse: 
heaps 

Dewater and dry cover 

Manganese Underground Only crushing No tailings NA NA 

Precious metals Open pit and 
underground 

CN leaching, spirals, 
shaking table 

Some have ARD 

potential, in case of CN 
leach: containing 
cyanide, complexed 
metals, cyanate, 
thiocyanate 

Slurried, some backfill 

(coarse fraction), CN 
destruction 

Dewater and dry cover, 

wet cover, raised 
groundwater table 

                                           
145 The information is intended as a summary of typical operations and is not a generalisation of all management techniques used for each of the products included in the table.   
Based on Reference Document on Best Available Techniques for Management of Tailings and Waste-Rock in Mining Activities, European Commission, 2009 with further input from 
Amec Foster Wheeler’s in-house extractive industries experts. 
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management 

Closure and after- care 
techniques 

Tungsten Open pit and 

underground (sublevel 
stoping, sublevel caving, 
cut- and-fill) 

Flotation, dense- 

medium separation, 
shaking tables 

d80=100 µm, no ARD 
potential 

Slurried, some backfill 
(coarse fraction) 

Dewater and dry cover 

Barytes Open pit, underground All techniques e.g. 

jigging, dense medium, 
flotation 

  - Often no tailings, fines 

as slurry, sometimes 
backfilled, coarse 
tailings on heaps or sold 
as aggregates 

  - 

Borates Open pit, underground Dissolution, 

crystallisation, 
drying/cooling 

Clays and calcareous 

minerals, fine clays 
particles and flocculants 

Coarse tailings first on 

heaps and then 
backfilled, slurry in 
ponds 

  - 

Feldspar Quarrying Sometimes none, 

otherwise optical 
separation, flotation, 
electrostatic or magnetic 
separation 

Solids contain fine 

sands and micas, 10% 
iron oxides, some 
flocculants, process 
water: pH 4.5, some 
fluoride 

 

Coarse tailings on 

heaps, slurries are 
backfilled or ponded 

  - 

Fluorspar Open pit and 

underground (cut- and-
fill, room and pillar) 

Dense medium 
separation, flotation, 

Mostly silica (90%), Fe 
and Al oxides 

Backfilling and process 

water re-use, slurries 
mostly to ponds, in one 
case fine tailings into 
sea 

 

 

After-care period of 10 

yrs. expected to monitor 
heavy metals, fund for 
closure/after-care costs 
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Tailings /other key 

waste material 
management 

Closure and after- care 
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Kaolin Quarrying No comminution, 

magnetic separation, 
flotation 

Fine sands and micas, 

<1% iron oxides, some 
flocculants, process 

water: pH 4.5, some 
phosphates, sulphates, 
foam inhibitor 

Coarse tailings on 

heaps, slurries in ponds 
lined with clay, in one 

case dewatered fines are 
transferred to heaps 

Dewater and dry cover 

Limestone / 
calcium carbonate 

Open pit/quarry Limestone: washing; 

calcium carbonate: 
flotation, magnetic 
separation 

Limestone: <0.25 mm Slurries in ponds, in one 

case the pond is a 
former quarry, 
sometimes the slurry is 
dried and the tailings 

discarded onto heaps 

 

Dewater and dry cover 

Phosphate Open pit Flotation   - Slurries in ponds   - 

Strontium Open pit In one case none, in the 

other dense medium 
and flotation 

Coarse fraction from the 

dense-media pre-
concentration and the 
fines tailings from 
flotation 

 

Coarse tailings are 

backfilled, flotation 
slurry in ponds 

  - 

Talc  Often only comminution, 
sometimes flotation 

   - Flotation tailings in 

ponds, which through 
dewatering become 
heaps 

 

 

  - 
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Mineral Extraction technique Mineral processing Tailings / other key 
waste characteristics 

Tailings /other key 

waste material 
management 

Closure and after- care 
techniques 

Potash Underground (room and 

pillar, longwall, sublevel 
stopping) 

Hot leaching, flotation, 

electrostatic separation, 
dense medium 
separation 

Liquid and solid tailings, 

containing sodium 
chloride with other 
salts, clay and anhydrite 

Solid tailings on heaps, 

liquid tailings into deep 
wells or surface waters, 

in one case marine 
discharge of liquids and 
solids, some solid 
tailings are backfilled 

Heaps remain 

unchanged and dissolve 
over time 

Coal Open pit and 
underground (longwall) 

Coarse fractions in jigs 

or dense medium, 
flotation for fines 

Clay, shale, sandstone, 

sulphides, some 
reagents, can be 
radioactive 

Backfilling often too 

costly, coarse tailings on 
heaps or in old pits, 
fines in ponds, sold or 

filtered and to heaps 

Landscape integrated 

heap design agreed with 
authorities and 
communities 

Shale gas Hydraulic fracturing 
followed by gas 
extraction 

None required for gas Drilling tailings from 
drilled rocks (various) 
and shale target 
formation 

 

Produced water and 
flowback, residuals of 
fracturing fluid from 
fracturing process 

Landfill disposal 
 
 
 
 

Treatment prior to 

consented discharge to 
surface water 

Landscaping and 
restoration of the site 
following by well 
integrity testing 

Tight gas Hydraulic fracturing 

followed by gas 
extraction 

None required for gas Drilling tailings from 
drilled rocks (various) 
and the target formation 
 

Produced water and 
flowback, residuals of 
fracturing fluid from 
fracturing process 

Landfill disposal 
 
 
 

Treatment prior to 
consented discharge to 
surface water 

Landscaping and 

restoration of the site 
following by well 
integrity testing 
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Mineral Extraction technique Mineral processing Tailings / other key 
waste characteristics 

Tailings /other key 

waste material 
management 

Closure and after- care 
techniques 

Tight oil Hydraulic fracturing 

followed by oil 
extraction 

Processing Drilling tailings from 
drilled rocks (various) 
and the target formation 

 
Produced water and 

flowback, Residuals of 
fracturing fluid from 
fracturing process 

Landfill disposal 
 
 

 
Treatment prior to 

consented discharge to 
surface water 

Landscaping and 

restoration of the site 
following by well 
integrity testing 

Coal bed methane Dewatering of rock 

structure.  Occasionally 
hydraulic fracturing 

None required for gas Drilling tailings from 
drilled rocks (various) 
and the target formation 

 

Water from dewatering. 
Residuals of fracturing 
fluid from fracturing 
process if used 

Landfill disposal 
 
 

 

Treatment prior to 
consented discharge to 
surface water 

Landscaping and 

restoration of the site 
following by well 
integrity testing 

 

 

 



 

 

HOW TO OBTAIN EU PUBLICATIONS 

Free publications: 

• one copy: 

via EU Bookshop (http://bookshop.europa.eu); 

• more than one copy or posters/maps: 

from the European Union’s representations 

(http://ec.europa.eu/represent_en.htm);  

from the delegations in non-EU countries 

(http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/index_en.htm);  

by contacting the Europe Direct service 

(http://europa.eu/europedirect/index_en.htm) or calling 00 800 6 7 8 9 10 11 

(freephone number from anywhere in the EU) (*). 
 
(*) The information given is free, as are most calls (though some operators, phone boxes or hotels 
may charge you). 

Priced publications: 

• via EU Bookshop (http://bookshop.europa.eu). 

Priced subscriptions: 

• via one of the sales agents of the Publications Office of the European Union 

(http://publications.europa.eu/others/agents/index_en.htm). 
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